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CHAIRMAN'SMESSAGE

On behalf of the sponsoring agencies, NASA, Navy, DOT and FAA, I ex-

tend our thanks to all those who contributed to a successful I.TA Workshop

at Monterey, California, in September, 1974. Well beyond our expect&ttons

the magnitude and treadth of representation was gratifying. Our purpose

for sponsoring the workshop was to provide a timely forum for the exposi-

tion and discussion of current views, ideas, and activities on all aspects of

LTA. With no intent to develop an advocacy position, either for or against

LTA, we wanted to objectively survey those facts and speculations which

abound amid the recent revival of interest. This we accomplished, and

more. Through the confluence of opinions, prejudices, and ideas, often di-

verse but always in the spirit of camaraderie, this intense week focusing on

LTA established a watershed from which future activities wil_ flow. And, In-

deed, much work lies ahead. If the full potential of LTA is to be realized, It

will require the collective efforts of industry, government and the universi-

ties. To assist in this effort, the Workshop Report and Proceedings provide

an extension of a memorable week in Monterey.

Alfred C. Mascy
General Chairman

NASA Ames Research Center
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In the past few years there has been much dis- furbishing. The least this will require is an open

'_'_..'r... cussion both in the United States and abroad of area and a moor!ng mast or other tethering device.
_.'w_ the ability of Lighter Than Air vehdcles to meet For some of the larger airships proposed, the

_._:._i. future transportation needs. Many of the propos- clear area needed for maneuvering, particularly in •

; _" • ed uses and missions seem promising However, response to wind shifts, could be quite extensive. •
' Lighter Than Air is not without its problems. AI- Ground handling techniques present a second /

/ _.,_._._ though modern technology may be abJe to over- problem. By
the mid-1930s the hundreds of

, ._-_ come these problems, the ultimate issue could be ground handlers required in earlier days had been ,;
_),t_ the economic feasibility of Lighter Than Air. reduced through mobile masts and winches, al- ,

though many ground personnel were still needed.
• _" The Potential of LTA Refinements introduced by the Navy during the

'7 ;_'! The airship has certain advantages over alter- 1940s and 1950s reduced blimp ground crews to ;
_ nate modes of transporiation. Like a ship or three or tour men, But even today, about 10 '.

._ barge, it can move large bulk and weight ship- ground handlers are neec;ed to land a Goodyear
ments over long distances, Unlike a ship or barge, blimp, a relatively small Lighter Than Air craft, at

_., • it need not follow established waterways. Nor s0tes not equipped wiih mobile equipment.
does it require terminal facilitie_ other than at its An additional operational problem occurs when _

__! home base. The airship offers these same advan- payload is taken on board or discharged from a

rages over railroads and has considerably greater Lighter Than Air vehicle. Unc_ernormal operating i
capacity than trucks. Even though a h=gh-cargo- conditions, an airship has approximately neutral
capacity airplane could be developed that might buoyancy. When the airship is loaded or unload
match an airship s payload, it would require large ed, its weight changes, destroying the equilibrium
runways at both ends of its trip. Thus, tne airpiane condition. Normally, ballast is also loaded or un-
lacks the airship's flexibility, loaded to retain the neutral state (although re-

Because of the inhere'It advantages, several duct _g the amount of lifting gas would have the
LTA missions can be identified. One often men- same effect). This means that if the airship is de-
tioned is the use of LTA in developing nations to hvering or picking up cargo at some undeveloped
move bulk commodities and crops out of other- sure, there must also be provisions at the site for

\ wise inaccessible areas. Another mission is the ballast and transferring that ballast. Alternatively,
._ transportat on of b_Jlky machinery (such as nu- some on-board system is needed to chan§e the

cleat power generation', equipment) too large to gas volume. But such a system may be too heavy
: move over normal highways or rail right-of-ways, to justify.

Large capacity, coupled witm; the ability to hover,
makes LTA a candidate for c," 'struc_ion tasks-- AIR OPERATIONS

_ the proverbial "sky hook". These ,_ame character- The replacement of hydrogen with non-flam-
'_ _ istics could be used for disaster reh:-f _hen nor- mable helium as the lifting gas has shifted the

_# mal transport facilities are damaged, majol danger of an airship catastrophe from fire to
,_,'.:_'._ Other uses such as spraying crops, r.jeol_gical structural failure in violent weather. Undoubtedly,
_._. surveying, archeological expeditions, mil;+ary re- better structures can be designed today than 40
..,, conna_ssance and anti-submarine missions ,=,'_ years ago. And modern materials can provide in- :
;..! also feasible, creased strength with decreased we;ght. But as
_. For pas,_enger travel, the airship could rev0vean the s_zeof pror)osed airships increases so do the

ii,_: era of elegance no longer available. Although bending and twisting forces that may arise during
some feel the airship might compete for city- operations• The structures requ=red to meet the

_ , cPnter to city-center short haul traffic, its true dynamic forces encountered by the large airships
_!. ;. rolewould probably be the "cruiss ;aner" of theair, proposed by many may impose weight penalties
_-. All these uses, coupled with the airship's po- due to safety considerations and decrease pay-
i:. tential for low pollution, low noise and energy ef- loads, even if modern materials and technnques

_. ficient have rekindled interest andflight, publiC are applied,

_ _magination. Another structural problem is maintainability.Minor ground handling errors may damage the
The Problems of LTA skin or interior bracing leading to substantial )

The of LTA is not without its downtime for Questions of
promise problems, repairs. damage sus-

i:'i Most are direct;y related to the large size of a ceptibility, structural integrity and maintainability

_. Lighter Than Air craft, raise doubts as to the reliability of airships and _their ability to reach the degree of utilization
GROUND OPERATIONS needed for commercial success.

_ Although LTA vehicles may hover w_tle trans- "

_. ferrmg cargo, etc., they still have a requirement Technological Solutions_. for home bases for maintenance, repairs and re- Technology available today or in the foresee-

t i , (
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able future can alleviate many of these problems, based on current transportation patterns to Justify

i Perhaps the most useful technological innova- the investment risk of a manufacturer.
, tions would be the application of modern sensors LTA's ability to lure traffic from other modes

and variable thrust and direction engines to both wilt depend on the cost and speed of the service it
.. stabilize position and perform precise maneuvers, can offer as compared to the competitmn'3. These

As in the Apollo spacecraft, inertial sensors that characteristics can easily be d_termined for cur-
detect directional and rotational forces can be rent methods of transport. Likewise, reasonable
coupled through a comput,_r to active control sys- estimates of airship speeds and payloads are
terns. This would allow rapid detection of undo- available. But to date, the cost of airship service is

' sired motion and the application of corrective largely unknown because few accurate data points
-, forces to counter the motion before it becomes exist.

too severe, improving ground handling and air
! operations. SPECIAL MISSIONS AND MARKETS

Television cameras could be used to monitor It is possible that a potential user could have a
the parts of the airship not directly observable, specific mission so suitcd to LTA and so expen-
They would a'so provide the crew with extra eyes sive or impossible I:y other means that he would _•
during precise maneuvers such as docking. Radar be justified in paying the manufacturer's develop-

•.+ altimeters would provide better knowledge of alti- ment cost as well as paying for the airship itself.
rude. Better radio and navigation equipment But because the development cost may run into
would provide considerably more information the hundreds of millions of dollars, tnere are few

"+,,-.." than an old and experienced zeppelin captain potential users who could afford the initial invest
would have ever thought possible, ment. In some cases, an industry as a whole

Modern weather prediction techniques and fre- might be able to raise sufficient capital, but corn-
,+ quent forecast updates would allow the safe cir- petitive pressures or anti-trust laws might prevent

cumvention of storms, as would airborne weather cooperative ventures.
radars. The only customers that can clearly satisfy the

Computerized structural design techniques criteria of specific missions suited to LTA and
would permit more accurate analyses of the su;ficient funds to underwrite development are
stresses and strains an airship would have to on- governments, particularly their military branches.
dure. This, coupled with today's knowledge of But, at least in the United States, the cost effec-
storm int3nsities and shear forces, would lead to tiveness of LTA must first be proven without a
structures designed to withstand the worst weath- doubt to military leaders, the Defense Department

: er possible. And the application of titanium and and the Congress before funds will be released.
composite fiber materials would minir'ze the In a broader context, governments v.uuld be

_ weight of these structures. New synthetics are justh_ed in supporting the LTA development if
, available to make stronger whi!e lighter-weight _ociety as a whole would benefit from its intro-
, coverings, duction. Because the private sector is rarely re..
; In short, the technology is available to address warded for reducing the social costs of pollution,

many of the problems of Lighter Than Air. An un- noise and energy consumption, corporate cost-
answered questlon is whether the demand for benefit analysis may indicate that an investment
Lighter Than Air services is sufficient to offset the _,_not worthwhile for the company alone. But that
costs of this technology same investment might be very worthwhde for so-

mety collectively. In such a case, the government
Economic Issues should act. Unfortunately for LTA, this concept of

For any new method of transportation to gain total social costs, though often Discussed, is
acceptance, it must offer an improvement over rarely the basis of government action unless asso-
existing systems in terms of performance or co.,.4 ciated political pressures are brought into play.
or both. Therefore, to be a success, Lighter Than And LTA has a small lobby at this time.
Air must capture traffic from an existing mode of
transportation by offering a better service or gen-
erate new traffic by offering services r,ot currently Institutional Constraints
available. In a military context, LTA must be able A final set of problems is that imposed by go_-
to perform missions better or cheaper than at ernment regulation, union contracts and the like.
present, or offer a capability desired but not cur- How will airships be certified? The Federal Avl-
rently available, ation Administration has been attempting to de-

velop standards for STOL aircraft for several
GENERAL DEMAND years, although the differences bet_,,een STOL

Although one can hypothesize what new mar- and sonventional aircraft are not that dramatic.
ketsor types of traffic might be developed if com- How long will it take to develop standards for
mercial airships did exist, the demand for such commercial airships '_How will airships be tested?
applications is limited. It is doubtful whether a What safety standards will apply?
potential airship manufacturer would commit cor- How will airships be handled by the ai, traffic
porate funds for LTA development based on such control system? At the least, because of their
speculation alone. Therefore, for the private sec- re:atively low speeds and altitude restrictions,
for to take the lead in airship development, there special procedures of some type will be needed.
must be sufficient general demand fo_ airships W;II airships be operated by airlines? Ety ship-

X
?
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ping companies? Will certificates of public con-

venience and necessity be required?
Will the aviation or the maritime unions have

_i jurisdicbon? Will the Civil Aercnautics Board orthe Federal Maritime Commission have jurisdic-
tion? What of our international bilateral agree-
ments? Will they apply or will new negotiations be
needed?

r_.., Although these issues are currently over-
shadowed by the technical and economic ques-
tions, they must at least be considered.

' The Lighter Than Air Workshop
As a first step toward resolving some of these

-,; I _ questions, NASA, along with the Office of the
Secretary of Transportation, the Federal Aviation

; Administration and the United States Navy, con-
tracted with the Flight Transportation Laboratory
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology to
conduct a week-long workshop on Lighter Than
Air in September, 1974.

Workshops have been used for many years to
. .. bring together a group of people knowledgeable
""'" on a particular subject for an intensive period of
' discussion and interchange of ideas. The ap-t;

proach used for the Lighter Than Air workshop
_', was to have three days of papers and presenta-

_7._: lions on the current s:ate-of-the-art fnllowed by t

__. two day,_ of working sessions to analyze the ma-terials presented. The papers presented -_t the
_"_" workshop are documented in FTL Report 75-2,

i_: Proceedings of the Interagency Workshop on
_" Lighter Than Air Vehicles. The outputs of the

,_ working groups are documented in FTL Report
75-1 An Assessment of Lighter Than Air

: Technology.
_; ._., The goals of the Lighter Than Air workshcp

' were to establish what facts are known about
, LTA's potential, what are the unknowns and, in
', turn, what are the programs that could resolve
; some of the unknowns. No less important was the

assembling of Lighter Than Air experts for face-
to-face discussions for the first time in over forty
years.

The workshop did accompli._h these limited
goals. It did not begin to answer all the questior,s
concernirg LTA. Rather, it pointed the way to an-

_ swerir,g the questions and provided a platform for_ further research to separate fact from speculation
__. once and for all.

_ Joseph F. Vittek, Jr.Editor and Workshop Director

_. A_sistant ProfessorM.I.T. Dept. of Aeronautics
_1_ and Astronautics

!,
_2

!-_ Xl
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EXHORTATION

-#_j.

* The dean of rigid airshipmen living today, Vice Admiral Charles E. Rosendahl began his Lighter Than
_'_:,_'-- A_; career in 1923. He was navigator and senior surviving officer of the first American-built large rigid air-

ship Shendndoah which crashed in a storm over Ohio on September third, 1925, with the loss of fourteen

: of he" crew of forty-three. Comm_nded by Rosendahl, several of the Shenandoah's crew free-ballooned

t the front half of the ship for over an hour before coming safely to earth.• Subsequent to the Shenandoah crash, Admiral Rosendahl commanded the Los Angeles from May,
"""o_I 1926, to June, 1930. During that period, he participated in the trials of the Graf Zeppelin in Germany and

was onboard for its first westward crossing of the At/antic in October, 1928. As the U.S. Navy observer,'i _ he also made the Graf Zeppelin's historic around-the-world flight in 1929. ¢
_,P ." After commanding the Los Angeles, Rosendahl served in the Bureau of Aeronautics orelim, inary to as-

sembhng the flight test crew of the Akron, then nearing completion. He commanded the fhgh, tr_a_,_ of
_,=_ that airship and delivered ner to Lakehurst where he assumed command after her commission i.; Oct,_b_,r,
°% 1931, and so served until June, 1932.

_ After two years at sea, Rosendahl was commanding officer of th_ Lakehurst Naval Air Station I;om 1.oJ,/
" to 1938. He was present during the Hindenburg's 1936 use of Lakehurst as its western North A tlanr_c ter-

_._° mmal _nd flew on her many times. He was commanding officer at Lakehurst when the Hindenburg burned
:._'_; there on May 6, 1937.
_,'_. Several more years were spent at sea, with a brief return to L TA in 1940 when then Commander Rosen-

;-"- ' dah/ was ordered to the Naval Department to activate the Navy's bhmp program. During thesa sea years,

_,_ Rosendahl was promoted to Captain and commanded the Minneapolis in several South Pacific engage-
ments.

_P_,T,_ AS of May, 1943, Captain Ros_.ndahl was made Chief of Naval Airship Training and Experimentation
"_:__ and Special A_sistant for L TA to the Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Air) and promoted to Rear Ad-
'._=,' ' mira/. In this position, he continued to play a major role in the outstanding tuccess of the Navy blimp
_.'. p-ogram d_,nng World War II.
-'_ Although he retired from the Navy m 1946 with the rank of Vice Admiral. h_s _.areer in aviation was far

" from over. He served tar nine years as Executtve Dtrector of the N_t/onal Air Transport Coordinating Cam-
;: m/ttee, is an Elder Statesman of Aviation (Na',ional Aeronautic Association)," Past Pre,_ident and Life
_. Honorary Member of both the Wings Club anc_ the John Erriccson Society," and a Quiet Birdman.
_._.. Admiral Rosenclahl was winner of the Harmon International A ward (Aeronaut Class) ir, 1927 and 1950; a

_. member cf the H_rmon _dvisory Committee, 1948-1972, and Harmon Trustee, 1968-19/2. He also holds!_ the Navy Cross. Navy D;stingu_shed Flying Cross and Navy Distinguished Service Meo'al.
._. After publishing tw_ books and numerous a'ticles on airships, Admiral Ro,:endahl has taken _ less
. _ .. active public posture L , several years, enjoying hi_ retirement at Flag Point, Nsw Jersey. Thus, it was to
_. everyone's great enthu.',asm that Admiral Ros_nduhl agreed to be the honored guest an(_' special lunch-',\

con spPaker at the woh._hop The text of his talk is reproduced below

WHERE DOWE GO
FROM HERE?

V.4dm. C. E Rosendahl, USN (Ret.)

From the sidelines, i have been hearing and There are today very few of us ancic.nt mariners
__ re_ding so much miscellaneous matter rel.=_ting to s_dl around who, some years ago, partic pated in
_:_ airships that this seemed a propitious occasion the first chapter of the story of the rigid airship.
;: for someone with actual operating experience in So _t is comforting to set" here, =n this day and
,_' the large types to come in as a free-lance critic age, some new personalities _canning tins sub-

and discuss some of the pertinent topics with lect in which we still beheve. Though motet of you

_ you. Let me assure you that my comments and a,e interested primarily =ntechnical aspects nf the
_, criticisms are not i_;tended to be discouraging, f,3r mrsh_p p_cture, we trust you will not ove,'took the
_- I too beheve in the revival of mrships and a suc- operational side, for the _ehic!e._ d_scus_ed won't
- cessful, useful hereafter for them cn the fields for operate themselves.

which they are su!ted. It is particularly #leasing to me to 'see again

X_:

_" I-'Ki._I_DING}',..kG_BLA_K. NU'i'_:'li,t_',_t)
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such expenenceC airship pilots as Admiral Carl propulsion and guidance, they are "steerable" or
Se_berhch, Admiral Dick Andrews, Captain "dirigible" b_lloons or "airships". The word "dirt-
George Watson, Commander Ben Levitt, Profes- gible" began life as an adjective which basically it
_ur "R_U" L..,yiu_,, Dr. Jack Harris, Bill Langen, still is despite its semanhcally corrupt use as a
Bob Ashford, Walt Cothns, Lyn May, James Sejd, noun to denote only the "rigid" airship. Actually.
and that staunch airshipman Hepburn Walker. m _ts defiled usage as a noun "dirigible" could
George Watson and I sweat out many a situation apply to a rigid, a semi-rigid, or a non-rigid
together m the b_g ships, but the others were too (bhmp) airship. Some folks even call them "zep-
young, of course, to have served in the large or pehns", whereas zeppelin is a particular type of
rigid airships of yesteryear. 6ut they all typify a rigid airship manufactured by the Zeppelin Corn-
number of s_mdarly qualified men who possess party, as is the renowned 747 airplane a Boeing

._ 1 the basics derived from actually operating non- 747. So if we are talking about rigid airships, let's
, ng_d airships, to qualify them for valuable partici- say so unmistakably.

patton m the next chapter in which modernized There =sa reason for this review of certain air-
aircraft of tile rigid airship type will star. ship terms Recently, airship publicists have em-

But at the same time, we cannot afford to lose braced, and glorified unstintmgly, something ,,
sight of the non-rigid airsh;ps, "blimps" as you from the dream world in various configurations
may call them. labeled "hybrid" and _magined to be almost every-

It is fortunate that Aumiral Seiberlich has his thing to everybody, even though not a single form
eye on blimps too, for such craft, modernized and of one has yet been designed, let alone been built.

,,... • " equipped up to dat_, have capabihtles for a variety Of course, there is already under active cons_d-
of necessary defense tasks. Two of these are ant=- eration a purely heavier than air hybrid to result
submanne warfare and the protection of shipping, from mating the hehcopter with the airplane to
By way of quick illustration, m World War II our perrr,_t the resultant craft to take off and land al-
naval blimps escorted some 89,000 ships at sea, most vertically as well as to hover for a while.
I_den w_th troops, equipment, munitions, sup- C_ted m the ancestry of such rotatab;e propellers
plies, raw materials, without loss of a single yes- are those of the rigid airsh_p,_ Akron and Macon
seltoenemysubmarmes. A good half of this rec- whDch with reversible engines could produce
ord was made =n areas where hostile undersea thrust up or down, astern or ahead But let us
craft were known to be present, hope today's version of such variable thrust instal-

The current olf=clal funchons of the Navy in- lahonsare considerably better than those of the
clude. "To orgdmze, tram, and equip Naval forces a_rsh=pAkron days.
lur ..antisubmanne warfare and protection of Genealogically, the heralded buoyant hybrid
shipping." Yet, sad to say, for untenable reasons would be part hghter than a_rand part heavier than

; the Navy currently has no blimps at all. mr. But no one knows yet whether the parts and
But so _mportant are these tasks consldered by performance inherited from the two progenitors

defense authonhes that: "To train forces..to con- would be the good ones, the mediocre ones, or
? duct ant_-submarmewarfar.., and to protect ship- the worst So far they are only awesome "artist's

ping" is a designated task also of the U.S. Air conceptlon'_" on flat papPr, reveahng nothing of
Force, albeit as a funchon termed "collateral". what may be ins=de their cavernous carcasses.

I sense, of course, that your primary interest Looked at coldly and calmly, the real intention
here today is in the much larger or rigid airships, m_ght well be lust tu _r._ft on{_ an HTA vehicle
Yet, you must surely recognize that the avalanche some LTA buoyancy
of inspired airship pubhclty_some people would This situation reminds me somewhat of a lettur
no doubt style _t obwous "propaganda"--has the Navy Department received =n the ear,y days
sprung ajar the gates to discussion so widely that when transport airplanes were losing an occas=on-
m my allotted t=me=t =s possible for me to touch al confhct with the I_ws of gravity A Congre',-
upon o.nly relatively few of the tempting topics sional source urged the Navy to share its a=rsh,p
available helium supply so that airplanes cOUld be made

Asa necess_=ry preliminary, we should first re- safer by putting helium _n their wings And then
view a few aeronauhcal terms to insure that we all too the_e was the publicity-seeking gent who took
speak the samea=rship language and understand the precauhon of putting ping-pong balls m the
what the other teUow is talking about wings of the plane he used in cIossmg the North

The f;eld of aeronautics, of course, embraces Atlantic.

both heavier than air aircraft and hghter than air But, thank goodness, the buoyant hybrid idea
•,_rcraft. The former derive their hft aerodynam- would first have to be scrutimzed by engineers
_cally, the latter aerostatically from displacement and technologists, men to whom the slip stick
of air by some gas which weighs less than air. and the computer are a lot more conv;ncmg than
HTA a_rcraft have only their aerodynamic lift. theeye-catchlng diustrated printed page _nd the
However, LTA a_rcraft have not only their buoy- s_ren songs of the television talking picture.
ancy, but by flying at an mchnatlon ger_erate an Thus farat least, the idea of th,_buoyant hybrid,
aerudynamlc hft mcrement which is very helpful, heralded as of :,dmost universal capability, has led

In the HTA division we have "fixed wing" and to httle except possibly some dtminuhon of m-
"rotary wing" speciahsts. In the LTA field, the terest =n the real airship. In my humble opimon.
simplest forms are "free" and "captive" balloons, the buoyar, t hybrid should not be massed as an
with buoyant hft only. But ,_hen we give balloons "airship" Rather, the cognizant authorities over

xw
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_, such matters should designate the HTA hybrid garden prodbcts, then reverse the proceJure and

clearly as a member of the HTA aeronautical tam- distribute them over the continent
dy, but at the same t_me create a d_stinct add_o Yet, I am aware of the brief inhmatlons that in
_onalcategcrv m the field of aeronaut,_s for the fhght an a_rsh_p's hehur,_ might be alternately

"_ "neither fish nor fowl" buoyant hybrid Then, if vaporized or hqulfied to help control buoyancy,
qualified technologists consider that the type has " ._meth_ng done _n the past by dropping ballast

._.'_.,., potential worthwh;le value, by all means go ahead and valwng off gas".
,_ and explore _t, but don't thereby stymie the rood- Helium in the hqu_d states requires heavy stor-

_i ernlzecl airship, age fac,ht,es a._well as heavy facl',ltles for char, g-

Admittedly, the world will always need imagi- ing it from gaseous to hqbid form. Could the air-
nahon that can be translated mtousefulreahty, lt ship afford the diversion of useful hft to such
is furthermore granted that the flood of general weights plus the energy cost for helium hquifica-

-il airshap publicity has generated a great deal of m- hon') Why Introd'Jce .ouch comphcatlons a' thL'.; .
terest m the broad airship subject. But laudable as point of revival o' the mrsh_p, when they are not
this is, one might wish _t had been geared more to necessary in the airship's proper field of employ- .-
operational realities, so as not to put m jeopardy ment?
the credibility of all _ts repre_,entations, As to "valwng off gas" for buoyancy control, ,-

For example, _t has been said that "...on the w_th a httle research the publicist could have
ground, all the dirigible [meaning airship, one as- learned _at "valeting off gas" was practiced only . -
sumes] requires is a flat clearmg--a grassy field by hydr.)gen-inflated airships. There have been
wdl .,o". AI,'.J, to make airship moorings where extremely few occasions when mrshJps ever valv-

_ needed. _t has been procla_med, the airsil_p's own ed off helium In ':her_g_ds, thewe_ght ,i' fuel con- .'
_, crew could t_ethe sh_p down by two or three "teth- sumed was compensated for by "water recovery
•_ " er" points, run lines out and hammer stakes m the apparatus" which condensed and collected water

ground. Would that hfe m the airship world could from engine exhaust gases, with an efficiency of
be so s_mple! over 100% at hines. Must we assume that th=s

,i._ Should these examples render suspect the de- parhcular a_rsh_pp,_bhclst was unaware of "water
gree of accuracy permeating other pubhci.,ed recovery"whdewr=tmgscauthor=tat_velyonother

. dreamhoat concepts? Recent airship propaganda a_rsh_p techmcal r.atters, and recommending
has coqtended that after _ts losses in rigid mr- much more costly, cumbersome, stdl unproven
sh_ps the Navy gave up that type m favor of the apparatus for buoyancy control?
smaller, less costly bhmps. In more ways than Sbllanotherofthepropagand_st'seye-_atchers
one, _.i_dts_dter_er_t _s h_ghly inaccurate, m the drear,, _':orld, m my opinion also headed for

F_rst, the Navy has never definitely and clearly the back shelf, =s the s_mple sounding but highly
announced=tsdroppmgofr_g_da=rsh=ps, but rath- specular=re propus=t=oq of having an enormous-
er snea_,ed that =n as an imphcation v,,her_ an- s=zed a=rsh_p s_and shll as a statue ,_nd make a

.. nouncmg theterm_nat_on of bhmps. "spot drop" w_th necessary "jeweler's l_, _s_on'
The Navy d_d not "g_ve up" r_g_d mrshlps in of extremely heav_, "ld_wsible mechanical a..,sem-

favor of blimps. The two types are not even in the blles. Tl_at operat',on would require not .)nly
same league. Their functions differ widely; one heavy, expensive, coH_phcated equipment for the

, could not sub,brute for the other And, we did a_rsh_p, butofeven more_mportance, very unusu-
have some bhmps at the same hme we haJ the al cooperation of Mother Nature
r_g_ds As to the suggested complete ]00-bed hospital

Additionally, the propagandis' _a_d, blimp aboard an airship moored m a clearing m a
operations were d_scontmued "as dn economy contmentalmter_ortc_s_mpl_shckmastbrought
measure" Wrong again A_rshlps of both types _n by the a_rsh_p itself, one marvels at the great
weree,qermmat_.dw_th"mahceaforethought", as _magmat_on _ts proposer mum possess What a
I wdl sustain at length m a coming book workout :ms proposed prolect would be not only

But even though mrsh_ps must suffer such m- for the _solated a_r_h_p's personnel, but also for
d_gmt_es as Just qL'oted, perhaps we should be the mrsh_p itself m "am, snow, sleet, thunder-
thankful for theappa.entd_sappearanceofcertmn storms, frontal passages, etc , as well as not
other fallac_c,, _tem_, being able to replemsh _ts consumable necess_-

For example, raret_ the_e days do we hear has Must we resort to such fantasy to try t'._
,,bout mooring an a_rshlp atop the ErT,p_re State ,;stabhsh that the airship can be 3 useful th_ng?
Budding in New Yor_ or to other tall buddmgs F_orn the prac_c,_bd_ty stan_Jpomt, amb_hon
elsewhere There seems to havevamshedals(Jthe ._hould be made of sterner stuff From almost
once-touted city-to-c_ty p_ck-up-and-dehvery __,_r- every standpoint, _t would seen" far better and
vice bya_rst_ps using mldtown roof tops as land- cheaper s_mply to build an e-srth-bound hospital
mg platforms for "people-to-p{_ople" sake About the only use

Also, m my op_monthere wdl tom those _de._s. for a_rsh_ps not conlured up so far seems to be
on the back shelf, the speculative use of large a_r carrying "coals to Newcastle"
sh_ps to take repeated rough a_, bedtmgs and ex- Another pubhmzedcand_dat for the back shelf
posures to .andstorms, to sneak their great _sthesuggest_d craft to be formec' by the mabr_g
length and bulk throughh_ghan'Jturbulent moun- of three small hulls horizontally because, one
tam passes not infrequently obscured by clouds reads, that "could ease construction and hand-
and thunderstorms m order to p_ck up popular hng" F_rst, aren't the craft's tlymg constderahons

)
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the concern? stitute most "emanding payload.primary a

Next, it is a well recognized adage that putting a So let's f, J some realities and lay aside the
_ given volume in thlee smaller container_ rather exotic proposals _,_njured up for buoyant hybrids.

" than in one larger one, in the aggregate requires The airship may achieve a modest increment in
t more container area and therefore more weight• operating altitude, but basically !t is a low altitude
'. As for "ease in handling", have we already for- craft. A_ such, great ocean expanses beckon to

gotten that on Aereon's first attempt to take its the airsnip, and offer the utmost in meteorological
2 ; three-hulled craft out of the hangar, an ill-man- or "weather map" navigation.

nered gust of wind flipped it over on its back, has- At sea, we tind waterborne freighters of very

._ tening the decision to abandon the whole project? low speeds. At the other end of the spectrum are
: And as for the published idea of mating three fast a,,d ever-faster airborne freighters. This ever
., large blimp hulls pyramkdically into one huge as- widening spued gap is open to the airship freight-

sembly, inquiry has rew=aled no enthusiasm and er, even if airships never become any faster than
only great doubt from several of the most experi- the Hindenburg. The airplane provides the fastest

'< enced airship pilots I know. transport of cargo, the waterborne freighlers tile
• From the pen of a publicist one reads that: "A slowest. At a spe._'_ of even only 4 to 5 times that

dirigihle [apparently meaning a rigid airship] of of the latter, the a_rship can provide an additional
: the "_70's would not si. ply be an improved larger useful type of service. From contacts with them, I

version of the Hindenburg or other pre-World War know that Zeppelin designers and operators felt
i! rigid airships, such as America's Akron and that a cruising speed of about 100 knots was

• .. - Macon or Britain's R-100." Is that so? Is that pro- about all they saw any need for in airships.
_"_' nouncement made as a consensus of informed An authority like Aerospace Engineering Pro-

opinion, or is it only its author's representation? fessor Francis Morse says the airplane needs
'- Whatever thinking it is supposed to represent, I do cargo weighing arGund eleven pounds per cubic

agree with =ts author about there never being foot for economical use of its capacity• "Morse
another R-100, nor, for more than one reason, thinks his a=rship," says Fortune Magazine,
another of the Akron-Macon design. But with the "could outperform airplanes in carrying cargoes of
declaration that a modernized Hindenburg will not fairly high value but fairly low density, which in-
be built, I am in total disagreement, eludes most manufactured products." Waterborne

It cannot be denied that the Hindenburg was the frieghters haul cargoes for which speedy delivery
best rigid airship ever built, and a successful one, is of least concern. Airplanes can carry certain
and never came up with any structural deficien- cargoes for which speedy delivery is mandatory or
cies. Yet he' 'earned crihcs would have us believe at least essential, but at a correspondingly high
that to her fundamental design there could not be cost. And Morse has pointed out the general type

applied "remarkable advances in propulsion, ma- of intermediate cargoes which it is widely believed
terials, guidance and control, navigation, aero- would bring the airship plenty of patronage. So
dynamic theory, electronic data management," that's the field in which the revived airship should

'_ etc. To this has been added the statement that the resume its place in the world.
Hindenburg was underpowered; by whose stand- So what should be done to modernize the Hin-
ards was she underpowered? ! should like to know denburg design? There are numerous readdy at-
-certainly not those of the designers and build- tainable modifications for achieving the gGal in
ers of the ship. The critics have added tee enig- addition to the sh'nple conversion of passenger
matic impression that the Hindenburg "had to spaces and accommodations into freight stow-
have a crew continually adjusting and repairing age. Arid when there is some agency or authority
the craft". Doesn't every ship have a crew on watch set up to go into that subject on a serious basis, I
to operate mechanisms, take readings and report shall be glad to pass on my ideas on such updat-
them, etc.? Does the subject commentator believe ing. But at this point, I will state my firm convic-
that all the crew did was to go along for the ride? tion that the modernized Hindenburg is the proper
Trle quoted inference could have been only some bas_s for revival o; Ihe rigid airship in the field_ in
layman's clumsy planted attempt to denigrate a which rigid airships belong
fine airship. But there are specific features which deserve

Nuclear propulsion admittedly is an enchanting adequate attention now in anybody's airship
goal. But realistically, and regardless of the ex- thinking, and here are a few. Boundary layer con-
tent of its pre-installation tests and trials, in any trol has long been a topic of conversation, with
first-time airborne installation, "bugs" which general agreement that it is a potential aid of great
cannot be anticipated will creep into its adapta- value. Counter-rotating stern propellers fit into
tion and make unwise immediate total depend- the scheme. Vectored thrust is another worthy
ence upon it. Thus, tt would seem only prudent goal. Th_= maritime world has long known the
to have as "insurance" a pair of additional propel- value of and is using the "bow thruster" for ma-
lers conventionally driven. Furthermore, who neuvering around docks w_ti_out tug boats.
knows but that use of airborne nuclear power Jet Assisted Take-Off--JATO_once employed
overland may be forbidden? by early flying boats, should not be overlooked. In

As for passenger traffic, there has been nothing the airship world, the italian airship designer For-
but high praise for transoceanic travel by airship, lanini, in 1932 published information on a novel
But during the air_hip's recuperative period after and interesting maneuvering system he had just
so many years of neglect, passengers would con- installed in a small airship of his. In the bow he
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_. had a centrifugal blower, and a similar one in the sonnel found these occasions of great value in
_ stern, eac.h with five outlets or valves for effecting keeping current their knowledge of airships such
__ air streams. Thus. compressed air jets could be as we all thought would some day return in our
'_ directed at both ends of the ship, to give thrust own inventory.

ahead or astern, upward or downwarra, or to star- There seems to be floating an impres-around
'-; board or to port. It was claimed that by the opera- sion that the Germans themselves evidenced
;_. tion of these valves, independently or in combina- being through with airships when they dismantled

tion, extreme maneuverability of the airship could the LZ-130, next in the Hindenburg series, early ino.

be obtained_it could revolve horizontally about WW II. Actual;y, they intended, after winning the
._l its center of gravity, rise or fall vertically or climb war, to go into rigid airships on a big scale, but in

or descend at a steep angle, and even move side- WW II airships would have been of no value to
.__: ways, without discharging ballast, them. So they scrapped the LZ-130 and the stih
_. It should be remembered that the LZ-127, the existing old Graf Zeppelin (LZ-127) and of course
._,, old Graf Zeppelin, operated throughout her long made use of the fine alloys with which those two
_2_ lifetime on a gaseous fuel called "blau-gas" of airships had been constructed• _,*
_'_._.; density of about 1.0. Since she was inflated with But behind th.s was their decision to get rid of

:_ hydrogen, the danger from the gaseous fuel could the two large airship hangars at Frankfurt which
;_ be accepted. If a helium ship could perfectly insu- were easy for approaching enemy bombers to spot

late a gaseous fuel wuth its already contained lift and use for position finding. Even more important ,
_, h_iium, the combination would have great advan- to the Germans was the hazard these two huge
_ tages, structures on a totally blacked out field presented

There is obvious great infatuatio,_ with metal to Luftwaffe pilots taking off and _anding there at
,_._; hulls for modern large airships or buoyant hy- mght.
_ brids, seemingly traceable to the ZMC-2. a very Sincerely, I am enjoying all the papers and pre-
_-" small metal-hulled airship purchased by the N_,vy sentations being made here. As for my own paper,
_',,_ some years ago. My advice to such enthusiasts is it is realized that not every question in your minds

,u "Stop, Look, and Listen" before they go over- could possibly be answered on this single occa-
."_. board with this idea. sion. But let's hope it has brought realization that

_i_.-.."" One must indeed admi,e the development of more than enthusiasm is required to effect revival• . technique and equipment for literally stitching or of the airship.
j_'," sewing together thin met.-.I sheets to form the hull Airship history becomes more and more con-
_ of the ZMC-2. But there are other considerations fused as author after author bemoans and pyra-

'_'c" of transcending importance which must be weigh- mids our _ioneering losses, and pr6sents his own
_,_. ed, and the most important of all is the transmis- versions of the loss of the Shenandoah, the burn-

i_ sion of heat by the metal hull. ing of the Hi_,denburg, etc.,--events of nearly half; To maintain its shape, the metal hull of the a century ago• What is needed is ciarification, not

,_ ZMC-2 depended partly on the pressure of the more confusion.
._, helium within it, so the metal hull served also as Just a loose confederation of "interested" par-
'.,_,., the helium container. This is contrary to the con- ties can't hope to re-establish the airship. The
!_.._ ventional rigid airship wherein the helium cells game isn't played by the cheer-leaders and the
h_' _ and the ship's outer cover are separate, the space rooting section. So, in my way of looking at the

•"_" between them also serving to ventilate the hull. situahon, by far the most important decision to be

_._ Without burdening this paper with the technical arrived at is that of authoritative cognizance overdetails, let me say simply that because of the very airships and airship matters• Until that is attained,
_ _ rapid transmission of heat to and from the there maynot be _.ny "party platform" on airships•
_' ZMC-2'shelium, sudden fluctuations in altitude to But pending _he establishment of such cogni-
_. prevent loss of helium and great changes in her zance, perhaps we shall have to look elsewhere for

buoyancy made the operation of this craft very help
i" "tricky". Indeed, the pilots regarded the ZMC-2 as No doubt you r,,member from Greek mythology

_ a "bucking bronco" of the air. Even while docked of you_ school days that the stalwart and renown-
in the hangar there could sometimes be heard ed Greek hero Hercules was assigned to perform a

_ metallic "cries" of the hull in response to r_pid number of task3 that were considered very fermi-
temperature-pressure changes, dable ones. Frequently mentioned is the "fifth

_' Yes, I hear comments about the "large ground task" which consisted of cleansing the Augean
b crews" the Hindenburg per,_onnel wanted. But let stables which for 30 years had been occupied by

me assure you, our Naval airship personnel had thousands of cattle without ever having beenmade great pioneering strides in the mechanizing cleaned out. But Hercules wasn't awed for a mo-
_;-. of airship ground handling of our own rigid air- ment. He simply joined two rivers together and
_' ships, improvements that unquestionably the with their combined streams got the flushing-out

Germans would have adopted in time. job done in a single day!
_ Providing whatever ground manpower the Hin- So please, Mr. Hercules, wherever you are--

denburg desired was no problem whatsoever, over the Island of Cyprus or elsewhere--and

_. There were always plenty of volunteers who re- whatever you are doing, please drop the bricksgarded the arrivals and dcl:_rtures of that ship as and come on down and help us clean up and
_;_'. awe-inspiring events in international history that straighten out the airship situation.

I they didn't war, t to miss. Furthermore, our per-
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BASIC RELATIONSHIPS FOR LTA ECONOMIC ANALYSIS i

Raymond A. Ausrotas*

J

ABSTRACT: Operating costs for conventional lighter than .:

air craft are presented, based upon data of actual and

proposed airships. An economic comparison of LTA with

i the B-747F is shown. A brief discussion of possible LTA ,

economic trends concludes the paper.

INTRODUCTION

In the field of Lighter Than Air, there is a wealth of performance

data and a dearth of economic data. Thus it is not surprising that

most discussions about the potential of LTA end in agreement uhat

an airship of a given size could carry out some specific mission,

but in disagreement as to how much it would cost. Since commercial

airship operations have not been undertaken for almost forty years,

this pauc_.ty of data is not surprising, and any new proposal for

_ LTA--as far as its economic viability--runs into immediate sus-

picion. It is not the intent of this paper to review the overall '

_' economics of LTA, but rather simply to present the supply (cost) side

of the equation.

*Associate Director, Flight Transportation Laboratory, Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
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AIRSHIP ECONOMICS

The unit cost of an airship is the first in a series of unknowns in

an economic analysis of LTA. This cost is determined by four basic

variables: total development cost (non-recurring costs), the anti-

cipated airship production run (required to allocate the development

cost to each airship), the construction cost (recurring costs),

and engine cost. Engine costs would be known before construction was

undertaken--the other variables are largely unknown. (Also unknown

/ are such operational factors as need for hangars, mooring masts,

t terminal buildings, as well as airspace utilization problems, etc.).

Estimates of development costs vary from $50 million to $500 million;

the number of airships needed ranges from 1 to 200; and construction

cost estimates range from $0.50 per cubic foot to $4.00 per cubic

foot. Clearly no definitive answer can be given to the question of

"How much will an airship cost?"

Given some purchase price, the airship will be depreciated by the

operator over its useful life. If the price of the ship is $20

million and assuming a life of i0 years, straight line depreciation

results in annual ownership costs of $2 million. In U.S. scheduled

airline operations depreciation typically amounts to if_ of total

operating costs (direct and indirect). A possible annual operating

cost of the airship could be $20 million. However, consider oceen

tanker operations; here depreciation is typically 5_ of direct

operating costs, resulting in direct operating costs of $4 million.

Adding 5fPA for indirect costs, total annual airship operating costs

amount to $6 million. Until airships have been in commercial opera-

tion for some time, it is hard to judge whether aii'ships will be

more like shipping fleet or airline operations.

However, it is possible to take a look to the past when transport

airships were in operation. This perspective should provide at

least an outline of the likely cost structure should LTA become a

commercial possibility.

Table 1 presents a detailed breakdown, in CAB Form 41 style (1931

dollars), of the pro forma costs for a metalclad airship of about

the same size as the Navy's Akron/Macon I. Depreciation was projected

to be 2_/o c£ total costs, about in line with airline costs; indirect

operating cost was 50% of DOC; about the same as current freight

airline experience.

The total projected costs of the MC-72 were probably unduly conserva-

tive. They were higher than those experienced by three commercial

transports, the Bodensee, Graf Zeppelin and the Hindenburg, as is

shown in Table 21,2,3,4,5. The Hindenburg was practically a twin

for the MC-72, and achieved about 16¢/avai:able seat mile, compared

to the projected 36¢/asm for the MC-72.

Figure 1 shows the improvement in productivity and decrease in costs

achieved by the Zeppelins as their capacity increased. The Goodyear
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airship design of 1945 appeared to be a realistic follow-on to the
Zeppelin line.

Table 1

P roiected Operatin_ Costs - Airship MC72 (1931 Dollars)
Based on: Block Speed 68 mph; Pavload 20 tons; U£ilization 3,000
hours; Available Seats 50; Volume 7.26M cu.ft.; Average Stage Length
3,300 miles; Airship Cost $5m.

Airship Operating Expenses (Per Block Hour)

Flying Operations
Crew 59.0

Fuel and Oil ii. 0

Helium (at $0.40/cu.ft.) I00.0 _ '
Insurance 204.0

Other 58.0

Total Flying Operations 432.0 (
Maintenance-Flight Ecn/ipment 135.0
Depreciation

Airframe 170.0

Engines 79.0 '

Total Depreciation 249.0
Total Airship Operating Expenses 81_.0

Per Airship Mile ($) 12.0
Per Available Ton Mile (¢) 60.0
Per Available Seat Mile {¢_ _*.0

Indirect Operatinq Costs (Per Hour) 408.0

Total Operating Costs (Per Four) 1,224.0

Figure 1

Productivity and operating costs of commercial Diri@ibles
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Moving forward some forty years to Table 3, a similar breakdown ofcosts is shown for two of the Southern California Aviation Council,

Inc. proposed airships 4. The AMC-7.4 is about the same size as the

MC-72, and it is interesting to note that although the dollar's

value has decreased by a factor of about 3 since the mid-thirties,

the operating expenses for the airship are assumed to have gone down

while the unit price of the airship has more than doubled. Deprecia-

tion of the newer airships is about 3_/_ of total operating costs,

some,_hat closer to ship operations, while indirect costs are assumed

to average only about i(?/oof DOC.

Table 4 provides the operating expenses for a B-747 freighter flying ',

in the United States 6. A comparison of the airship and aircraft

o_gerating cost indicates that the aircraft co_ts are below those

anticipated for all the 7 million cu. =eet airships shown in Table 2-

only at the super-airship sizes do costs become competitive with

the B-747. Then t|.e insurance premiums of the large airships be-

come the dominating operating expense.

Although Table 2 shows the costs at current dollars, the actual value

I'; of the dollar has deflated by 300-40(_/o from the mid-thirties. However
it is not totally unreasonable to assume that airship expenses

would in fact decrease The average U.S scheduled airline cost
_ • ,
; per available seat mile i_ 193£ was 5.5¢, 7 while in 1970 it had

decreased to 3.6¢/asm. However, the available seat miles during

_ this period grew from 1,067,793.000 to 264,903,850,000, and the
_ economics of scale operating experience and increased safety which

_ the airlines gained during this period of 30 years have all con-;._ tributed to reducing costs. Clearly airships have not had the bene-
_ fit of a similar learning period, and it is not quite correct to

_ extrapolate directly from airline data. Only after somP years of

_._ actual airship operations will it be possible to determine if

_ similar trends will hold.

_ Table 3

Pr__ojected Operating Costs - SCACI Airships (1974 Dollars)
Based on: Airborne Speed I00 mph; Stage Length 2,000 miles, Utili-

zation 4,000 hours.

!_ Airship Operatinq Expense. _ AMC-7.4 AMC-42
_ (Per Airborne Hour) (Cost $13M, Pay- (Cost $74M, Pay-

load 60 tone) load 80_ tons)

_ Flying Operations

_ Crew 143.0 154.0
Fuel and Oil 52.0 163.0

_ Helium 0.0 0.0

_ Insurance 189.0 I, 125.0

: Other 0.0 0.0
Total Flying Operations 384.0 1,442.0

_ Maintenance 58.0 95.0

_ Deprec iat ion 167.0 903.0

i
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Total Airship Operation Expenses 609.0 2,440.0

Per Airship Mile (_) 6.0 24.0

Per Available Ton Mile (¢) i0.0 3.0

Indirect Operation Costs (Per Hour) 98.0 206.0

Total Operating Costs (Per Hour) 707.0 2,646.0

Table 4

Estimated B-747F Operatinq Costs (1972 Dollars)

Based on: Block Speed 500 mph; Stage Length 2,000 miles; utilization

3,000 hours; Payload i00 tons.

< Aircraft Operating Expenses (Per Block Hour)

Flying Operations
.. Crew 300.0

¢

Fuel and Oil 400.0

Insurance 50.0

Total Flying Operations 750.0
Maintenance 500.0

Depreciation 500.0

Total Aircraft Operating Expenses 1,750.0

Per Airship Mile ($) 3.5

Per Available Ton Mile (¢) 3.5

Indirect Operating Costs (Per Hour) 900.0

Total Operating Costs (Per Hour) 2 650.0J, e
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PRELIMINARYESTIMATESOF OPERATINGCOSTS FOR
LIGHTER l'HANAIR TRANSPORTS

C. L. Smlth*
M. D. Ardema*

J

ABSTRACT: Presentedis a preliminaryset of operatingcost
re_Rshlps for airship transports. The startingpoint for
the developmentof the rel¢tlonshipsis the direct operating
cost formulae and the indirectoperatingcost categories r
commonly used for estimatingcosts of heavier than air commer-
cial transports. Modificationsare made to the relationships

"_ _' to account for the unique f_atures of airships. To illustrate
the cost estimatingmethod, the operatingcosts of selected
airship cargo transportsare computed. Conventionalfully
buoyant and hybrid s_mi-buoyantsystems are inveJtigatedfor
a variety of spe_s, payloads,ranges, and altitudes. Com-
parisons are made with aircraft transportsfor a range of
cargo densities.

' INTRODUCTIONAND SUMMARY

_ Much of the present confusionover the viabilityof modern airships can he traced to

-_ the assumptionsand methods used in the estimationsof operatingcosts. For example,
_. recent estimatesof the direct operatingcosts (DOC) of airship cargo transports
_ range from 0.5 to 15.0¢/availab'leton-statutemile. This paper will discuss a meth-

Yl odology of airship cost estimationand present a preliminaryset of operatingcost
relationshipsfor airship transports.

i.
, The startingpoint for developmentof the cost relationshipsare the DOC formulae of

L the Air TransportAssociation_ and the indirectoperating cost (IOC)categories

developedjointly by Boeing, Lockheed,and Douglas2. These methods are commonlyused for estimating operating costs of commercial aircraft and are founded on exten-

_; sive operatingexperienceand a vast data base. They are adopted in the present

V

_ *AerospaceEngineer,NASA Ames Research Center,Moffett Field CA.
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paper because of the many similaritiesbetweenmodern airships and aircraft. The
formulaeare examined element by element to assess the applicabilityto eir_hips.
Modificationsare made where appropriate,and areas of uncprtai-*.._are pointedout.
Additionalelements required for airships,such as those associatedwith procurement
and maintenanceof the buoyant gas, are formulated.

An airship performancemodel is necessaryto define the airship configurationsfor
input into the cost model. Such a performancemodel suitable for conceptualdesign
has been developedexpresslyfor the cost model used in this paper. The methods of

' performanceanalysis are discussed in the next section.

To illustratethe cost estimatingrelationships,the operatingcosts of selected
airship transports,_rec_iputed. A conventionalfully buoyant, and a hybrid semi-
buoyant airship are defined and discussed. The effects on operating¢o_ts of change_ ,,
in cruise speed,gross takeoffweight, range, and cruise altitude are investigated.
Comparisonsare made with aircraft 'transports.The effect of cargo density on air-
craft operatingcosLs is assessed. The two airship configurationsand the aircraft

.-,. are illustratedin Figure I.

FULLYBUOYANT

HYBRID AIRCRAFT

Figure 1
Study Configurations

Any airship costingmethodoloDymust be regardedas highly speculativeat the present
time. It is hoped that the cost relationshipsdeveloped in thi_ paper will provide
a temporary,_ans for estimatingairship costs as well as providinga startingpoint
for developingmore definitiverelationships.
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METHODSOF ANALYSIS

_. Performa nce

_ The airship performanceanalysis beginswith the calculati_-of gas volume, VGAS, and
_ envelope volume, VENv, in terms of the specifiedbuoyant lift, LBUOY, as follo_3

VGAS : LBUOY

_,_ KG (l) '
a •

_- PS.L. '_

_ VENV - PALT VGAS

_,_ where KG : .06 for Helium and pc _ and p T ar_.t_e atmosphericdensitiesat sea
A , .

level and cruise altitude,respectively. _nce VENV is known, the alrshlp geometry
" can be determined.

= The aerodynamicanalysis followsAppendix A of reference3. After tne Reynolds

_'_ number, RN, has been computed,the skin friction coefficient,Cf, is determined
i, fr°m_

.o3
_ cf:RN--_ (2)

The bag drag coefficientis_

_DBAG Cf [4 (_)I/3 112 d 2.7:, _ : +6 (_1 + 2_(_) ] (3)

; where (_/d) is the fineness ratio. The drag coefficientis then

, CD (4)
= CDBAG + CDF

where CDF accounts for the fin and other miscellaneous components of drag and is

taken as equal to .005 in the present study. T_,cvehicle zero-liftdrag is deter-
mined from

DO : q CD SREF {5)

where

SREF = VENV2/3 (6)

The lift coefficfent is taken from reference 2 as

CL : (0.5.,_ sina + KL sin2a cosa) Sp (7)SREF
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. where#R is theaspectratio,_ is the angleof attack,Sp is the platformarea,and
I,

KL = 1.7 #R eI-_ (8)

_ Thedragdue to liftcoefficient,CDi,is obtainedfromreferenceS as

CDi = CL tan_ (9)

j Forthe hybridairship,theangleof attackis selectedb_ settingCDo = CDi.The
vehicledynamicliftanddragdue to liftare

LDyN = q CL SREF _

I (lO)Di q SREF= CDi

: . respectively.Thefu, 'buoyantairshipis assumedto fly at zeroangleof attack.
, Thus,thegrosstakeoff,,eight,WGTO, and totaldrag,D, are givenby

WGTOFuLLY =- BUOYANT LBUOY
(11)

" DFUI.LYBUOYANT= Doz

For thehybrid,

_' WGTOHYBRID= LBU_Y+ LDyN
Z- (12)

DHYBRID= DO + Di

The structuralweight,WSTRUC, d:Finedto be the emptyweightminusthe propulsion
systemweight,is obtainedfrom

WSTRUC = KSIVENV + KS2LDyN (13)

wherethe secondfactoris zerofor thefullybuoyantairship. The firstfactor
resultsfromthe "cube-cube"lawgoverningscalingof airshipemptyweight_qd lift.
The historicalvalueof KSI is .0325m_t a valueof .0250is used in the present
study,reflectingabouta 25% improvementin structuresand materialstechnology
overthe historicalbase. Thisis probablya conservativeassumptionwhen the great
increasesin structuraland materialefficienciesin thepast40 yearsare considered.

The hnrsepowerrequiredfor cruiseis determinedfrom thefundamentalrelationship

SD

_CR = 550rip (14)

whereS is thecruisespeedin feetper secondand qp : ._2 is the propL_Isive
efficiency.The ratedhorsepoweris

PS.L. _ H_R

HRATE= PALT V TALT KT (15)

10
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where P and T are. the atmospheric pressure and temperature, respectively, and KT is
the throttle setting, taken as .60 in the present study. Both diesel and turboprop
engines were investigated,and it was found that the former gave superior performance
in both the fully buoyant and hybridairships. The weight of the diesel engines is

WENG = KE H_T E (16)

where KE was taken as 1.0. The weight of the rotorsand drivetrainsnW wasestimatedfrom empiricaldata and added to the engine weight to obta_ _'propulsion

systemweight, WpRoP.

The mission fuel requirementsare determinedfrom

R (17) >WFUEL = H_R SFC

where SFC is the specific fuel consumptionand R is the range. Finally,the payload
may be determined from

WpAY = WCT0 - WSTUC WpROP - WFUEL (18)

Cost

The developmentof a costingmethodologyfor airshipsmay followone of two paths.
First, there is the methodologybased on past airship costs and past operating
experience. This data base, however, is so old that it has limited use in the modern
context. The economic situationand r,lanufacturingtechniquesof today cannot be
reflectedaccurately in a model based on historicalairship data.

The secondpossibilityis to use techniquesthat have been developed for estimating
costs in the air transportindustry. This approach is natural since aircraft and
airships have many characteristicsi_ common. Both have a need for light weight
and high performanceto obtain optimum operationalefficiency. In order to minimize
the labor requirements,both will include sophisticatedflight control and avionics
systems. Minimum operatingcosts require a high degree of dependabilityand high
utilizationfactors. Also, airships and aircraft will have to meet the same insti-
tutional and operationalconstraintssince both will be performingtheir tasks under
the jurisdictionof the same regulatoryagencies. Therefore, the costing te(hniques

ii based on air transportexperiencewere used in this study since they were considered
i_ to be more applicable in predictingthe economiccharacteristicsof the airship.

The vehicle costs were derived using equationswhich compute cost as a function of
weight. The equationscompute separatecosts for body structure,propulsion,

i_ avionics,crew staticncontrols and panels,and final assemb3y. These are then '
summed to derive a first unit cost. Learning curve factors are applied next to
arrive at the cost per unlt for the productionquantity. Airship unit costs were
estimatedfrom the same equations that were _sed for conventionalaircraft. This
assumptionis probablyconservativesince there possiblyare reasons why airship
unit costs per pound of structuremay be lower than those of aircraft.

The operatingcost is divided into two parts -direct and indirect. The DOC's were
computed using the Air TransportationAssociation(ATA) equations._ The indirect
costs were derived u_;ingthe equationsdevelopedjointly by Boeing, Lockheed,and
Douglas2 with a modificationto include the gas replenishmentneeded for airships.
Table l is a listingof the items in DOC's and IOC's.

A preliminaryexaminationindicatedthat the land requirementsfor the aircraft and
airships would be equal so those c_sts were not included in the study. Aircraft

11
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Table 1

OperatingCost Elements

• DIRECTOPERATINGCOST(ATAMETHOD)

, CREW

FUEL

INSURANCE

MAINTENANCE

DEPRECIATION ,,

, INDIRECT OPERATING COST
(LOCKHEED-BOEING-DOUGLASMETHOD)

MAINTENANCE OF GROUND PROPERTIES AND EQUIPMENT

VEHICLE SERVICING

CARGO TRAFFIC SERVICING

RESERVATIONS, SALES, ADVERTISING

GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE

GAS REPLENISHMENT

actuallyrequiremore land for the runways, but the hourly utilizationof the land
is quite high wereas an airshipwhen moored does not allow the land it occupies to
be utilizedfor other airships. Due to their large sizes, fully buuyantairships
may have an adverse effecton ai_"traffic congestion. The hybrid airship would be
superior to the fully buoyant airship in terms of land utilizationand air traffic
congestion.

The block time is very importantto the productivityof the vehicle. The block times
were computed by the followingequations

R+.5S

tAIRSHIP S(I_s2_) 1 (19)

R_.5S+_

tAIRCRAFT S(I-_) *

where t : block time, hr; R = ranqe, nauticalmiles; and S = cruise speed, knots.

The time to climb to and descend from cruisingaltitude is accounted for by the
factor .5 S. In the denominator,the fractionalquantity accounts for the effect of
winds which are assumed to be 25 and 75 knots for the airship and aircraft,respec-
tlvely. The correction is derived by assuming that the vehicle encountersa headwind
over half the range and a tailwind of the same velocity over the other half. The
aircraft block time also includes a half hour of ground n,aneuvertime which is not
necessaryfor the airship.

12
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Table ": lists the assumptionsfor the cost study. The utilizationrates of airships
_' _" will be considerablyhighe_ than those of aircraft due to the higher trip times.

"_ Further, it may be possible to do almost all maintenancein flight. Achievementof
_k high utilizationis importantfor airships due to their inherentlypoor productivity.

_iI It is assumed in the present study that ground time is only necessaryfor freight' _. loading and unloading. The airship requires two crews for the long flights, but

_! salaries were assumed to be paid only while the crev:was actually working. The
utilizationand crew salary assumptionsshouldbe regarded as optimistic. The air-

; ships will require an annual total gas replenishmentequal to about 25% of their
, _' volume. The price of Heliumwas taken as 10¢ per cubic foot.

Table 2

Economic Assumptions

FULLY
BUOYANT

AIRCRAFT & HYBRID
• CREW SIZE 3 3

L_TILIZATION (HR/DAY) 11.67 23.40

FUEL COST (S/GALLON) .25 .25

;, DEPRECIATION PERIOD (YRS) 15 15

RESIDUAL VALUE (%) 15 15

INSURANCE RATE (%) 2 2

GAS REPLENISHMENT (%/YEAR) 0 25

RESULTS

The study configurationsare shown in Figure I. The fully buoyantairship is of con-
ventionalellipsoidalshape. The hybrid configurationhas an elliptic cone forebody

/ _ and ar afterbodywhich fairs to a straight line trailing edge. The cross-sections
"_, _re elliptical. The hybrid configurationsrepresentsan arbitrarychoice of shape
"/ since the performanceoptimizationmodel is not sufficientlydetailed to account for

all the interactiopsnecessaryfor a conf,gurationoptimization. Thus, there may
well be superior hybridconfigu_'ationsto that considered here.

Table 3 shows the characteristicsof the full_ buoyant and the hybridairship sized
for 1,000,000pounds of buoyant lift. Also shown for referenceare the characteris-

_ tics of a cargo aircraft of 500,000 pounds gross takeoffweight. The cruise speeds
of the airshlps were selected to maximize the productivity-to-emptyweight ratio and
were found to be 100 knots in both cases. Due to the severe penaltiesassociatedwith
designingairships for high cruise altitudes,sea level altitude was assumed. Cruise
altitude capability is then obtained by preheating the buoyantgas to fill the envel-
ope at takeoff. The dimensionsof the airships are large compared with those of
the aircraft,with the hybridbeing somewhatmore compact than the fully buoyant.

'-.. The horsepowerof the hybrid airship is considerablyhigher than that of the fully
buoyantdue to the higher drag of the former. The hybrid airship has 724,000 pounds
of dynamic lift at cruise in addition to its 1,000,000 poundsof buoyant lift. Both

_ airship_have 16.7 x 10s ft_ of He.

'_ The weight statementson Table 3 shnw that the fully buoyant airship and the cargo
_ aircraft have about the same payloadfractionsand that that of the hybrid airship

is somewhat lower. Considerationof the ratio WFUEL/WpAy indicatesthat the fully

z,

f_rL
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Table 3
Vehicle Characteristics

_ FULLY
' BUOYANT HYBRID AIRCRAFT

WGTO, 1000 Ibs. 1000 1724 500
WSTRU C 417 652 163

: WpRoP 43 90 50

WFUEL 195 497 116
WpAY 345 484 171

CRUISE SPEED*, knots 100 100 462
CRUISE ALTITUDE, ft. 0"* 0"* 35,000

LIFTING GAS He He --
GAS VOLUME, ft.3 16.7 x 10s 16.7 x 10s --

_""" LENGTH, fl. 1032 658 160
,- RATED HORSEPOWER 27,700 70,E4q --
;: RANGE, n.mi. 2700 2700 2700

*CHOSEN TO MAXIMIZE PRODUCTIVITY-TO-EMPTY WEIGHT RATIO
**ALTITUDE CAPABILITY OBTAINED BY PRE-HEATING GAS

buoyant is the most fuel conservativeof the three, followed by the cargo aircraft.
It appears that the extra liftingcapabilityof the hybrid airship as compared with
the fully buoyant airship is cancelled by its higher drag.

t

The operatingcost breakdownsfor the three vehicles are shown on Figure 2. Consider-
; ing DOC first, the eleme,ts of depreciation,maintenance,and insuranceare seen to

be about the same for all three vehicles. The fuel cost is lowest for the fully

5 -" LEGEND

•_ DOC
OEP,EC_TION F-;---_

_;_ 4 MAINTENANCE_- --_

Z

2 ,!,! FUeL

' 3 1 CREW _:,!!;_i

IOC
m m G_ S r, 1 i_ REPLENISHMENT

_ RESERVAT,O.,, _
{J : SALES, ADVERTISING

_ i alo.w-.; CARGO TRAFFIC

_ 1o "'_ _ _, SERVICING
_ .,UN'TENANGEi:":"!

_ ::':::
b ,

FULLYBUOYANT HYBRID AIRCRAFT

Figure 2
OperatingCost Comparison
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I buoyant airshipand highest for the hybrid airship, reflectingthe fuel economies of

the three vehicles. The crew costs are high for the airships due to their relatively
low speed and productivity. As mentioned earlier, the economic assumptionsused to
cumpute the airship DOC's n;ustbe regardedas optimistic. Most importantof these
assumptionsare the high utllizationrate and number of crew members (see Table 2).
Use of the cargo aircraft utilizationrate and the assumptionof continuous pay for
all crew ,nemberswould give airship DOC values of twice those shown on Figure 2.

The IOC's of the airships are similar to those of the cargo aircraft except for the
requirementfor liftinggas replenishment. This results in slightly higher IOC's
for the airships. Adding the DOC's and IOC's to get the total operatingcost (TOC)
gives valuesof 6.6, 7.4, and 5.8C/availableton-statutemile for the fully buoyant
airship, hybrid airship,and cargo aircraft, respectively. Although the depth of
analysis is insufficientto Craw conclusionsbased on small differences, it would
seem that airships are at best marginallycompetitivewith aircraft for the mission
under consideration• •

As is commonly believed,airships become more efficient as they become larger, as
._. demonstratedin Figure 3. The tick ma_ks denote the nominal vehicles of Table 3.

|LI

2o

z
o 15
I'-

!
t.
.J

_ HYBRID_! lo FULLY BUOYANT

. 0

_ Z
_',, _ AIRCRAFT AT 500,000 LBS

Q.

.J

0 4 _ I 1 i ,, I
0 1OOO 2000 3000

i

GROSSTAKE-OFFWEIGHT,1OOOLBS

Figure 3
Effect of Take-Off Weight

The reasonfor this trend is not that the empty weight fractiondecreasesas is often
stated (in fact, the "cube-cube" law implies a constant empty weight fraction), but

; rather that the skin friction decreasesand the aerodynamicefficiency increasesat
the larger sizes, Figure 3 shows that the fully buoyant airship has the same TOC as

: the 500,000pound cargo aircraft at a gross takeoffweight of about 1,400,000pounds.
The hybrid airship TOC only approaches that of the cargo aircraft at extremely large

i valuesof gross takeoffweight, At the large airship gross takeoffweights, a point
of diminishing returns is reached beyond which further reductions in TOCare small.

: t5

!

W
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The fully buoyantairship is superior to the hybrid airship at all values of gross
takeoffweight and both are noncompetitivewith the cargo aircraft at values below
l,O00,O00pounds.

Tne se_sitivitesof TOC to cruise speea for the two airships are shown in Figure4.

25

0 _FULLY

_ lO
8

AIRCRAFT

0 i i i I I I
0 50 100 150

CRUSESPEED,KNOTS

Figure 4
Effectof Cruise Speed

Also shown for referenceis the TOC of the cargo aircraft which cruises at 462 knots.
At lower airship speeds, around 50 knots, the fuel consumptionis low and the pay-
load fraction is high. The productivity,however, is very low. At higher speeds,
around 150 knots, the drag becomes prohibitivelyhigh and the payload fraction be-
comes low. The resultof these trends is that minimum TOC is achieved at around lO0
knots for both airships, thus justifyingthe orlginal choice of this cruise speed.
The figure shows that the hybrid airship is much less sensitiveto cruise speed than
is the fully buoyant airship.

There is a severe penalty for flyingat cruise altitudesappropriatefor transconti-
nentalflights as shown in Figure 5. If the requirementis for a lO,O00 foot altitude,
the TOC is approximatelydouble that of the sea level case. At 20,000 foot, both
airships have negative payloads. (Reducingthe cruise speed or the range would give
positive payloads at 20,000feet.) To avoid venting gas, it is desirable to preheat
the buoyant gas to expand it to the envelope volume prior to takeoff.

The effect of range on the total operating cost of the two airships and the aircraft
is shown in Figure 6. The TOC of the fully b_'_yantairship and the cargo aircraft
increasesslightlywith increasingrange. The TOC of the hybrid airship increases

16
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more rapidlydue to the relativelyhigh fuel fraction and low payload fraction of this
vehicle. At the longer intercontinentalrangesof 5000 n. mi., the hybrid airship is
nct competitivewith the fully buoyant airship or the cargo aircraft.

Currentcargo transportaircraft are frequently limitednot by cargu weight but by
cargo density. Cargo aircraft are designed for a cargo density of about lO lb/ft_.
For cargosof lesserdensity, the full payload weight cannot be carried. The effect
on TOC is shown in Figure 7, where it is assumed that the airships are not limited
by cargo density constraints. The effect on the cargo aircraft TOC is seveYe,and
at a cargo density of 5 Ib/ft3 the cargo aircraft TOC is double that of the airships.
Therefore,it may be concluded that airships are more attractive than aircraft for
transportof low density cargo.

W

J 20

_"" _ _

is IRCRAFT

HYBRID

s FULLYBUOYANT

o

0 5 10 1
CARGODENSlTY,LB/FT3

Figure 7
Effectof Cargo Density

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

The results have shown that airships are marginally competitivewith aircraft on
establishedfreightroutes. Using somewhat optimisticassumptionsfor airship
economicanalysis gives airship total operatingcosts which are slightly higher than
those for aircraft. There are, however, several categoriesof missions which are
potentia|lyattractive for airships,many of which were not considered in this study.
Among these are: (1) transportof low density or indivisablebulky cargo (examples
c_ the latterwould be modular housing or nuclear reactor components); (2) transport
to or from bndevelopeds_tes (examplesare transportof agriculturalcrops from sites
which have no road or runwayaccess and supplyof developing nations); (3) missions
in which the _._iquefeatures of airshipsare of use (thesefeatures _re high endur-
ance and hover and V/STOL capability;the missions include surveillanceand intra-
urban transportation); (4) use as special purpose vehicles (examplesare an oil/gas
tra,_sporterin whiclithe gas serves as the buoyant gas, and a hospital ship for
disaster relief); and {5) military missions.

18
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The parametricresults show that airships are highly sensitive to cruise speed and
altitude selection. It is importantto select the optimum cruise speed correctly.
It is highlydesirable to preheat the buoyant gas in order to minimize the effects of
altitude requirBnents.

The fully buoyant and hybridaircraft designs were found to have about the same
economic performance. The extra liftingcapability of the hybrid is counteractedby
its greater drag. The operating costs being equal, there are some operational
factors favoring the hybrid. The hybridv_)uldhave less sensitivityto cruise speed,
superior low speed control characteristics,and greater ease of ground handling as

_] comparedwith a fully buoyant design.

i
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COMPARATIVE AIRSHIrj ECONOHICS

Capt. Robert Harthoorn"

5

ABSTRACT: As future LTA vehicles will be doomed right
_ _rom the start if they do nut fill a real need, some dif-

ferences in transport philosophy between design engineers
on the one hand and freight forwarders on the other are
discussed. Watching rising costs of energy necessary to
transport our cargo from A to B, and realizing that this
price of energy is always included in the product's |

_- selling price at B, the apparent correlation between linstalled specific tractive force per unit of cargo weight
and pure freighting cost are contemplated. Very speedy
and progressive Airship designs are _,istrusted by the
author, because the key to any low cost transport tool is
to design i_ for its given task only, without any unneces-

" sary sophistication.

THE BEE AND THE PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION SY5TEM

It is said that in order to collect one kilogram of honey_ the bee
flies an average corresponding distance of twice the equator's length,
and thanks to his faultless computerized communication and balanced
stock-and-distributlon systems, not one bee ever flies one _aeter too
far, and not one gram of honey is lost. Related to o_r present pat-
tern of transport, this example teaches us ]_, a nutshell how we ought
to perform the so-called Physical Distribution System, which is up to
the present still far away fro_ this ideal situation. As a good
excuse for our human and technological shortcomings in this field, we
may remark that our bee is not tied down to the _,ost numerous and com-
plicated national and international laws governing commercial aviation,
nor the very complex freight rate _tructures set by the (1)nternational
(A]ir (T)ransport.(A)ssociatiqn_ delaying customs formalities, politi-
ca_ varrxers, zeeaerxng grouno _ransport, _tc.

"General Manager, Equlpment Control, 'Ho_'landA_erica Line, Rott-erdam,
The Netherlands
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Having all the freedoms of the air, instead of the five freedoms _
embodied by the Chicago Convention; and in his own area, not bothered

_ by other competitive means of transport, the bee flies and lands wher-
_ ever he chooses and always ships the same commodity from production

center to final destination at only one computed flat through-rate.

=_ Coming to the Airship concept, I took this example because, when I ,_
: read or listen to the promotion arguments of some Airship designers, I

get the slight impression that the freight forwarder and/or the oper-
._ ator has to take it for granted that the Airship, figuratively speaking _-
_5

/ is going to substitute the bee, and solve all of our transport problems _.accordingly.

It is quite human and understandable that any designer,as a specialist,
likes to take pride in a new and sophisticated design, but initlally '_
one has to realize that the Airship is not the only competitive way to

_) transport paying loads, and secondly, one has to realize that the ship-
per or the paying passenger is tha ultimate customer, and it is essen-
tial that these points of view are borne in mind when talking about the

,_'P'* re-introduction of the Airship concept. Original thinkers who want to :
break some old habits of transport are badly needed, but it should be
appreciated that there can be only one valid reason for accepting the #

Airship concept, and that is if Airship services can perform a profit- :,
able and useful function.

LAMINARAIR-FLOWS OR "LAMINAR CASH-FLOWS"?

The varying Air_hip cost figures supplied up to the moment are rather
frustrating. On this basis one cannot blame the investors' reluctance

_ to invest a reasonable amount of capital, because he is neither inter-
ested in the difference between laminar and turbulent airflows, nor in

'_ propeller efficiency, but only in "laminar cash-flows" and returns on
capital. This statement may sound a bit unsympathetic in some circles,

'ii but if one accepts that the profits of any businesslike undertaking are
the lifeblood necessary for investments in the future, one has to

_' realize that the investor wants a sound and reliable cost figure.

THE CAPITAL RETURN FACTOR

The economical crux of the whole matter concerning comparative Airship
economics is embodied in one simple formula. This formula measures the
profitability of an investment in terms of gross net income per unit
of invested capital, called the Capital Recovery Factor Formula, viz.,

AFR - _DOC * IOC_ • :_" 0.15 or 1.5_
Total Invested Capltal

In this formula, the total _nual freight revenue (AFR) represents the
product of (average actual loadfactor) x (maximum payload capacity) x
(average blockspecd) x (number of operational hours/year) x (freight •
rate per ton/nnutical mile). Taking into account the later deduction
of state taxes and stockholders' dividends, we assume that the desired
outcome of this C.R.F. Formula gives the investors the reasonable _"
figure of at least 0.15, equal to ISt. The designer's responsibility
now Is to supply, within the limits of the given specifications, a
v_lid and controllable breakdown of the direct building and technical
operating cost figures, which are important parameters in the given
formula.
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DETERMININGAIRSHIP'S SHADOWFREIGIIT RATE ":

Presuming that the Airship's shadow freight rate is more or less deter-
mil:ed by the direct competitor in this field, _iz.,the present aircraft
carrier, it is essential that the Airship's freight rate be determine4
at a price which is preferably at least 305 less than the average
actual airfreight rate applying to the same transport distances.

Taking a very average specific airfreight rate from Amsterdam to New
York, viz., $0.45 per short ton/nautical mile, the average Airship
shadow freight rate will be determined at, let us say, $0.30 per ton/
nautical mile. Considering a long-haul designed Airship, having a
trans - N. Atlantic payload capacity of 300 short tons, and presuming

: that the accepted break-even load factor of 0.5 (S01) provides no
capital return at all--which means that total freight revenue equalizes "
total costs--we demand a capital return of at least 15_, obtainable at
an average annual load factor of 7St.

¢

Presuming 3,000 operational hours per year, and an average blockspeed
of 80 knots, one may now reach the conclusion that after applying the

C.R.F. formula, the total maximum admissible capital investment may not

excecd the amount of 36 million dollars.

16.2 - 10.8 . 0.15
Y

y - 36

• This system of approach may be a bit unconventional, but it serves

l perhaps the purpose in which _'ay one may assess the commercial viabil-

ity of Airship services.

-, SPEED AFFECTS THE CAPITAL RETURN FACTOR

I am aware that the notion of speed in Airship circles leads to a lo_

of disputes; however, to obtain an optimal economical speed for any-o given transport device is a rather complicated and tricky business.
Mentioning rigid Airships, sailing up to 150 to 300 knots and more,the
unhappy operator may find himself caught in the financial speed-trap if

_- he neglects in what way this speed increment is going to affect the
i Capital Return Factor.

In other words, taking into consideration that extra fuel to be carried
displaces payload capacity, the tt, tal ton/n.m, production may initially
increase to a certain limit, but the question remains to what extent
this particular speed does affect the several other parameters of the
C.R.F. formula. It has to be app:reciated that "speed boosting" ,:ega-
tively affects the maintenance labor and material costs, utilizaticn
hours, depreciation period, engines building costs, fuel consumption,
and consequently, the Direct Capital I,vestment.

The positive or negative outcome of the balance will be determined by
the return on capital, after having fed all the known parameters into
this formula; however,some dinensionless parameters will always remain,
such as service, goodwill, marketing policy, etc. We can appreciate

_, that the Airship's minimum technical speed is determined by the average

i prevailing atmospheric conditions. A reasonable increase of spceJ,however, may be justified if the Airship, by offering increased sailing
frequencies, also improves her average load factor. Marketing policy,
however, is subject to the operator's responsibility, because the
appreciation of speed depends upon the freight-torwarder's philosophy.

23
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• WHAT PRICE, WHAT FRICTION?

Technically speaking, one easily can increase the power o6 any small
: Volkswagen engine, so as to provide a speed of i00 mph an. more, but
._ the small Volkswagen was not designed and not intended as a very speedy ;
_ automobile. The same remark applies to the bulky Airship, which ought
C to have a relatively low specific resistance coefficient at cruising

_/ speed, which means a favorable, relatively high lift-to-drag ratio
namber. It would be an unrealistic approach to presume that the Air-

_: ship provides such a high L/D ratio number because she is such a fine

. i aerodynamically shaped piece of machinery; the simple reason to keep :
I in mind, however, is that only the heavy Airship is able to sail the

_ T sky with a relatively low service speed, and any thoughtless speed
_ increment weakens her economical strength. .

_ Let us please not take any given commercial transport device out _f its . _

<_ natural, technical and economical area of environment within which it
" can operate. If we want to ship relatively high valued cargo, we do
_...-_- not object to paying for a low L/D ratio number, but in this particular ¢
. case we would prefer the present pure freighter Boeing 747, which pro-

rides, for a given price, at least a real good speed.

_. A :ather strange sense of humor is needed to believe in very speedy
Airships having conlpetitive freight rates combined with L/D ratio

_ " numbers which lie in the range between seagoing Hovercraft and thet

: sleek, supersonic, payloadless Concorde.

IMPROVING L/D RATIO NUMBER ONLY _Y ECONOMY OF SCALE

_, After doubling the original cruising speed of the pre-war Airship ;

) "Hindenburg" from 68 knots to 136 knots, the very favorable L/D ratio
....bet o_ about 44 will drastically decrease to the rather poor ratio

_ number of Ii. This is even 6 points less than the L/D value of the
Boeing 747, which flies at about 520 knots at normal cruising speed,

_ even without the so-called miraculou3 boundary layer control system.
•

• By applying some elementary formulae determined by nature, one now has _
to enlarge the original volume 64 times in order to obtain a sun i

i eclipse, cause by a nearly 13 million cubic meter Airship with suffi-
cient propulsion power to develop 136 knots; but now having regained %
the original L/D ratio number of 44; or in other words, having the same
specific resistance coefficient of the original "Hindenburg."

L
At 6_ knots ....................................... _ = 44

At IS6 knots ............... L = { _.............. 4--D x = II -_

54 x L L = 44
At 136 knots/volume x 64 ........... _ x 4D = D

L/D RATIO NUMBER AS A PARAMETER OF THE CAPITAL RETURN FACTOR FORMULA

Pointing to the thesis that the L/D ratio number is inversely propor- _,
tional to the fuel consumption and directly proportional to the
maximum payload capacity, it will be appreciated that in reference to
the C.R.F. formula, this ratio number has a certain economic_l signifi- '_
cance, if one considers the (L)ift as representing the incoming
dollars and the (D)rag representing the outgoing dollars.

9
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LIFT (INCOMING $$$)

J .
" TRACTIVE _,,,,,,,,__ _/

._/._ _¢"_ _-?'_/, _.._ (OUTGOI NG $ $ $ ) _-,

_, A.U.W. f

_ SURFACE TRANSPORT SYSTEMS -'

As a consequence of our welfare growth and increasing world population,
* many types of transport craft with specific designs have to become
_- available to deal with the growing variety of commodities which have

to be transported in the most efficient way.

_ If one observes the development of surface transport systems, the
5 future Airship has to find her place among Re-Re-Ships, gigantic 50

knot container ships, gasturbine-driven freight blocktrains, powerful
_ roadtrailers combined w_th computer guided traffic systems, waterjet-
_' propelled fast Hover and Hydrofoilcraft, etc., ofLering within their

own speed ranges, very competitive freight and/or passenger tariffs.

Ncw, one may object by arguing that present types of motor vehicles
, and trains are relatively slow and that the speed advantage of fast
: _Jrcraft, serving European travelling distances, is wiped out by the

ue losses caused by too long disto,,ces to the airports and waiting
times. Watching the future development of tracked aircushion and/or
linear induced magnetic trains (Advanced Passenger Trains), running up |
to 270 mph, one may conclude that the now existing speed gap between i
the conventional train and the aircraft at travelling distances
between 200 miles and 1,000 miles can be filled by future A.T.P.'s. !

i
In view of the Modal Split assumption regarding proposed regular pas-
senger services by Airships i,LWestern Europe,it is of some interest
to realize that before the introduction of the Tokaido "Bullet Train"

running from Tokyo to Osaka and vice versa, 261 of the travellers
between these towns went by plane, which percentage rapidly dropped to
a bare 6% after the introduction of this Tokaido Line.

Summarizing those competitive services offered by surface transport in
Western Europe, it seems evident that unless considerable door-to-door
time and total _ransportation costs can be saved,th_ regular short
haul freight Airshlp has small prospect of success in competition with
the relatlvely cheap surface transportation systems.

Where the journ,_y in W. Europe involves a seacrossing, Airship services
might have certain advantages in saving handling and transferring times
and costs. These advantages, however, are partly offset by the fast

F
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growing nu_,ber of Ro-Ro-Ferries operating in the North Sea, Mediter-
_, ranean and Baltic Area, etc.

.¢, •

_?_-i COMPARING DIFFERENT TRANSPORT DEVICES; THE DANGER OF CONVINCING FIGURES

,__ If one wants to sell a special piece of transport machinery, it is not
". too difficult to find convincing arguments, accompanied by even more i
_ : convincing figures; the danger with figures, however, is that one can I

sweep them together under all kinds of carpets to meet the required
._ qualifications. Comparing overall efficiency in terms of transport
._ capability between different commercial transport devices might be a

_ _ useful mental exercise, but only in order to reach some general conclu-
sions. Generally speaking, those comparisons do not produce real

_ ecm.omical usefulnes_ if one omits the Total Cost Concept from door-to-
door, which is the ultimate and decisive marketing factor. Trying to

, prove that the building cost per ton structure weight of an Airship
_ having the same transport potential as the freight Boeing 747 has to be
:_-_ considerably cheaper than the comparative cost per ton of that particu-
_ lar aircraft does not impress any investor unless, of course, he wants ,
_ to sell this craft for scrap value. In terms of horsepower per ton
"' i All Up Weight (A.U.W.), the average private motorcar needs an in-
_i _ stalled engine power of about 100 h.p. per ton and is in this respect I
- -_ more efficient than the Boeing 747. However, in terms of installed !
_" I h.p. per seat/mile it is good to realize that the private automobile is ,i
_ I in this respect one of the most expensive ways of transporting yourself i

1 from A to B, but as we have already stated, there are a lot of other i
I factors to be taken into account.

I By neglecting the total transportation costs, including door-to-door
_: I saving time for a given transportation distance, one may easily jump
"":,, into a financial trap, if somebody convinces you to purchase his train
:_ tickets, arguing that the number of installed h.p. per seat/mile as

well as his tariff are considerably less than the comparative figures
•, of your private motorcar.
Y

_ Comparing direct operating costs of two modes of transport, even if
both are operating in the same environmental alea, often gives no

: clear picture either. One may,for instance,easily draw the wrong con-
clusion that the full container ship in comparison with the conven-
tional dry cargo ship, is so expensive that she could never be
operated on a competitive basis, if one neglects the total trans-
portation cost concept.

PROFIT EARNING PAYLOAD, DRAGGING UNPROFITABLE TARE WEIGHT

Accepting the philosophy that the only profitable work done by any
commercial transport vehicle is the overcoming of the resistance of
the payload in its motive container consequently means in reverse that
each ton of motive payload has to drag a certain amount of unprofitable
resistant deadweight.

To overcome this unprofitable resistance, one can imagine that figura-
tively speaking, each ton of motive payload has to be provided with a
certain amount of tractive force. If we further accept the reality
that the main reason cargo commodities are shipped from seller to
buyer is to make a profit, then this consequently means that any ship-

. per wants to transport each ton of cargo at the greatest possible
speed, combined with the lowest price for tractive force, which price

; of energy is always included in the product's selling price.
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As high speeds are usually in contrast to relatively low specific
resistance coefficients, the following comparison between several modes
of transport (past, present and future) may be of some interest.

THRUST COSTS - DOLLARS

Total installed specific thrust in kilograms to move one ton of
profitable payload at service speed, arranged in rising sequence of
their respective resistance coefficients, based on a 100% loadfactor
and taking into _ccount the deadweights of fuel, lubes, stores, equip-
ment, and empty :ontainers etc

-- TOTAL INSTALLED KNOTS/HR
SPEC.TRACTIVE FORCE SERVICE

1

MODE OF TRANSPORT IN KG/TON PAYLOAD SPEED
¢

I. Super Tanke, "Esso Deutschland"
(Europe - P_rs. Gulf Trade) 2.484 kg 17

2. Dry Cargo SLip "Hamburg"
(Trans N. A':lantic Trade) 8.10 kg 19

3. Average Con:ainer Freight Train 25.57 kg 38

4. Full-Container Ship (Sea-Land
Galloway)(Trans N. Atlantic Trade) 29.40 kg 31

S. Road Truck (Mercedes Benz LPB/2224 63.36 kg 38

6. Large Airship (Future) Airfloat Trans-*
port Ltd.)(Trans N. Atlantic Trade) 175.00 kg I00 •

%

7. Future _idewall Surface Effect Ship _ i
(C.A.B. System)(S.E.S.)(Tr.N.Atl.) 229.00 kg 100

8. Freight Hovercraft,,type Voyageur I '73
(Bell Aerospace)(300 km range) 464.00 kg 35

9. Airship "Hindenburg" (1956/57)
(Trans North Atlantic) 518.00 kg 68

i0. Boeing 747 F. [Freighter)
(Trans N. Atlantic) 1,002.00 kg 514

ii. Heavy Lift Helicopter Sikorsky
$64E (70 km range) 1,534.00 kg 95

12. Supersonic Concorde
(Trans North Atlantic) 5,449.00 kg 1,160

mCaptured Air Bubble

GENERAL CONCLUSION ,_

One cannot force the laws of nature, but one can balance them against _
each other.

i
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_ Now one may draw a lot of conclusions, but as far as land - surface
: transportation is concerned, the freight train makes in this respect a

very efficient mode of transport.

"" ' Realizing that the propeller efficiency of the pre-war "Hindenburg" was

i/ about 67%, it is obvious that she would provide a slightly better
--, figure,if I had taken the presently accepted efficiency of 85%,combined

with current building materials and construction methods,which provideY

_. / in turn a more favorable payload weight to structure weight ratio.

Further it may be noticed that the "Economy of Scale" does really pay
_ off, if one compares the figures of the large Trans North Atlantic

Airship with the r_ia_xvely small Trans Atlantic "Hindenburg," which "
:_. economy applies also to the surface displacement ships, i,
!,

_ _ In sequence of specific motive forces on a ton payload basis, the large
._ Airship ranks as number 6 on the list, but arranged in sequence of ,

_"_" _ increasing service speeds, this large Airship has to be listed between
_ helicopter and transatlantic aircraft.

, In other words, the large Airship needs for each ton of shipped payload
a relatively small tractive force, combined with a relatively good

_ • speed.

'r, Since the Concorde is designed as a pure passenger carrier, it is, of
: course, not fair to compare this aircraft with pure freight carriers.

-_ Looking at the heavy lift helicopter, one is inclined to believe that
"_! nobody can afford to transport loads with this very expensive carrier,

but the comparison with regular freight carriers is also a bit mis-

_, leading, if one does not judge the helicopter on her proven merits as
_ a very specialized transport tool.

AN IMAGINARY HEAVY AIRCRAFT, HAVING A L/D RATIO NUMBER OF 40?

If it were possible to scale down the speed of the Boeing 747 ("F") to
about 130 knots the specific motive force per ton payload would drop to
the comparative value of the Sea-Land Full-Containership. As every type
of aircraft is designed for their own speed, this example of wishful
thinking is of course a bit of theoretical nonsense; flying close to
stalling speed with extended flaps makes economics relatively worse
than they are; but what if one reverses this problem by putting forward
the question,"Will it be possible to construct a heavy plane, carrying
200 tons of payload with a speed of 130 knots and having an overall
lift-to-drag ratio number of 30 and over?"

The expected answers which I got from some aeronautical engineers were
that this trick could not be done, because the very low loaded wings
would introduce increased frictional drags) structural problems and
weight penalties, etc.

If we accept that the "curse" which lies upon heavy aircraft is that it
has to induce its own lift by considerable forward speed, we have to
accept the Airship as the only natural way to solve this L/D ratio
problem, which consequently means a mechanical, as well as an economi-
cal, restriction as far as the transporting of less valuable commodi-
ties by air is concerned.

28
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• THE (DESIGN) DENSITY STORY

In view of the relatively roomy cargo space of the Airship, one may
safely presume that an Airship is practically always weight-restricted,

i
which means that if the Airship is loaded to her full permissible +

+ take-off w_ight, she usually has some cargo space left, regardless of _

the average densities of the shipped cargoes.

_ Referring to several density studies concerning airfreight commodities, _
one may draw the conclusion that present aircraft often have a problem >
with their cargo design density, which statement also applies, but to

• a lesser extent, to the 747 pure freight Boeing. This density problem _

'_ often causes aircraft *o cube out before they are loaded to their max- _ .!imum permissible payload weight, which causes in turn a loss in revenue
potential. : _

The reason is that any transport device is essentially a compromise" _
• building aircraft with lower density design specifications involves _ '

structural weight penalties, or as it is said: "Aircraft cannot afford
_" to carry air inside their belly holds." _

As 9 lbs.per cubic foot is the limiting figure set by present aircraft
_ between weight and volume tariff (dimension weight rule), this figure
• is an important key regarding the economics and freight tariff struc-

tures of future Airship freight services.

COMPETITIVE FREIGHT RATES - LOW DENSITY FREIGHT MARKET

! Even if the future Airship cannot provide a reasonable gain in pure
freighting costs regarding high density commodities,she is neverthe-

_, less highly competitive with present airfreighting, regarding volumin-
ous commodities weighing less than 9 lbs. per cubic ft. In spite of the

,_; fact that the average "on dock" density for aircargo lies roughly in
the neighborhood of 13 lbs. per cubic ft., there still exists a huge
market of very low density commodities weighing less than 9 lbs. per
cubic ft.

These low density commodities represent about one third of the total
world number of air freight parcels forwarded at present by air, which
amounts roughly to nearly half of the total world air freight package
volume. As there is no economical need for the Airship to punish
these lower density commodities by applying the volume tariff, it is
of some interest to be keenly aware of the fact that the future trend
inclines to lower densities of air freight commodities.

TRANSPORTING OWLS TO ATHENS? {

Comi_g to the end of this paper, the dominating factor is the very com-
petitive services offered by other means of transport. }lowever, we
believe in the Airship concept as a basically sound concept, and I
fully agree with other speakers that the Airship, as a specialized tool I

: has many useful applications, such as transporting heavy and/or indi-
visible loads, etc., in which case the Airship gets paid for the )

: specialized job to be performed.

If the Airship can decrease the present airfreight rates in order to
reach the commodities on the upper limit of the median value group,she

- may indeed have some prospects as a regular long haul freight carrier, ,_
not by trying to transport owls to Athens, but only by carrying selec-
ted commodities over wisely selected routes and distances.

29
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:: . + It will revolutionize cargo transportation--
She runs on vodka;
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." .EFFECT OF PRESENT TECHNOLOGY -
ON AIRSHI_ CAPABILITIES

_ Robert T. Madden*
' Frederick Bloetscher**

ABSTRACT: This paper presents the effect of updating past airship '"
designs using current materials and propulsion systems to deter- 4
mine new airship performance and productivity capabilities, New
materials and power plants permit reductions in the empty ,, _.ights
and increases in the useful load capabilities of past airship designs. _
The increased useful load capability results in increased producti-

"_ vity for a given range, i. e., either increased payload at the same
operating speed or increased operating speed for the sarre payload
weight or combinations of both.

_: Estimated investment costs and vperating costs are presented to in_
• dicate the significant cost paraments in estimating transportation

costs of payloads in cents per ton mile. Investment costs are pre-
_ sented considering production lots of 1, 10 and tOOunit_. Operat-
e: ing costs are presented considering flight speeds and rar.ges.

INTRODUCTION

As the result of many inquiries, Goodyear Aerospace Corporation (GAC) conduct-
ed studie_ relative to the projected costs for operating basic airships as transpor-
tation system vehicles. Past designs, a larger size of past designs, and the direct
substitution of present materials and propulsion systems for past material_ and
propulsion systems were considered in the studies. The studies attemp_,_ ._
conservative by not considering heavy take-offs in calculating useful load capabili-
ties or redesigns of the airship to obtain: lower empty weights, aerodynamic lift,
or greater flight speeds. Background on past GAC airship designs, the _ffect of
substituting present technology on airship performance capability, and a simplified
cost analysis considering investment costs and operating costs of airships as
transportation vehicle_ are presented.

• Manager, Marketing, Goodyear Aerospace Corporation, Akron, Ohio, U.S.A. _
• *Senior Aeromechanical Systems Engineering Specialist, Goodyear Aerospace

Corporation, Akron, Ohio, U.S.A.
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SUMMARY OF UNITED STATES AIRSHIPS

As part of the studies GAC ,'eviewed past airship designs and their characteristics.
Goodyear has been involved with design, construction, testing and operation of

_ i most of the United States non-rigid and rigid airships. A listing of these airships
-_ _ is presented in Table I.
i I

Table I - U. S. Navy/GAC Airships*

I Dates In Airship Number
i Use Class Produced Mission

'_ I 1921-33"* Akron/Macon 2 U.S. Navy Patrol And "
Aircraft Carrier '

, 1931-45 K Class 13 5 Patrol And Escort

" i 1955 ZPG-SK 18 Patrol And Escort1951-58 ZPG-2(2W) 17 ASW And AEW Patrols

t 19 56- 61 ZPG-3W 4 AEW Patrols_:" 1941-47 L Class 150 Convoy/Escort
] 1947-1972 GZ-(L) Class 10 Goodyear Advertising,

t *Above listing represents about 7 5 percent of all U.S. airships built

t **Rigids - others are non-rigid or press_lrized _tructuresGoodyear's non-rigid airship production experience versus the characteristic ai_'-
ship length is presented in Figure 1.

Figure I Figure 2
GAC Non-Rigid Airship Expertenco Typical Airship Design '

The quantities of each size _uOt indicates that most of the experience is with air-
ships 150 to 260 feet in length. The GZ-16 design represents one of the large non-
rigid designs completed by Goodyear for government consideration. Also indicated
ts the length of an airship with a volume of 10 million cubic feet. A typical non-
rigid airship design is presented in Figure 2. The airship envelope group is basi-
cally a foldable assembly including the basic envelope, catenary attachments, ca-
bles and tmllonet. CompGnents and subasseniblies, such as, the nose cone sup-
ports, valves and fans are rigid structures attached to the envelope. The cur
group is a rigid assembly of such items as the car structure, engines, controls,
pilot statio,t, cargo bay, etc. The car group is attached to the envelgpe through
use of external and internal catenary curtains. Assembly of the airship-car to en-
velope, etc. - is accomplished in a lmngar. The envelope is inflated with hehum
and a weighted net placed over the envelope controls the envelope distance above
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the floor• The rigid structures are attached to the envelope and corresponding ca-
ble adjustments are made while the lifting envelope is restrained. Once the car is
attached and the ballonet filled with air, the net can be removed. The functions of

_. the ballonet are shown in Figure 3.

'r//aff CIOITIOll _ FULLOFAll) i__ _

]'J.|

• t

i .. _SSt_ ll[[GlIT (SMIW[ _ Of Etlf !

Figure 3 Figure 4
Airship Ballonet Operation During Flight Goodyear ZPG-3W Airship

_' The ballonet controls the buoyancy and attitude of the airshtp from takeoff topres-?
:, sure height or maximum flight altitude. The air in the ballonet is dtschargedauto-

_., mattcally as the airship ascends to allow expansion of the helium gas and the hallo*
net maintains a constant envelope pressure during flight. The ballonet is essential-
ly empty at the pressure height altitude condition• Flying higher than pressure

•, height results in envelope pressures above design conditions• The ballonet can alsc
provide static trim in pitch during operations of the airship• i

Th_ i'-,r_c-t non-rt_,dd airship to become operational with the Navy is presented in
Figure 4. Exceptional performance was attained by the U.S. Navy using the Good- t
year ZPG-3W despite bad weather during long endurance station keeping/reconnats-
ance missions. Ad_,_nced ground handling equipment and methods were developed
for the ZPG-3W airship that reduced ground crew manpower requirements during
landing, takeoff and mooring. Goodyear believes that large non-rigid airships
should be considered for cargo transportation. The rationale includes: i

o Rigids had to be used initially for large sizes because high strength envetope fab- !
ric did not exist for non-rigtds.

o New and efficient envelope materials are available for large non-rigid airships.

o New materials are: !

• Twice as strong as steel for same thickness.
•Six times as strong as steel for same weight.

o Not one non-rigid airship has been lost due (o structure or mechanical failure.

EFFECT OF TECHNOLOGY ON AIRSHIP PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES

The cargo capacity of airships is based on the amount of air they displace, their
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_ _ empty weight, the propulsion requirements for cruising speed, and the fuel re-
qutrements for the operating distances and speeds. One approach for indicating

+_ their capability is the gas unit-static lift per _ubic foot as presented by the horizon-
tal upper curve in Figure 5.

/ |

, USUlIgTLIFT(5000Ft.A.T,)

+ _°. ,.,,, j

1 _ "I IIT $TMI¢ .,.*'_*_"*'*"l+-_ "+ i I_ _I_XJ I f

_ I ustm._...,- _ ., _ _mpc u_ l, I
_-o._,' ,,,. , _._ .........

" + I °_l I fill I++"' o I I I I I It l I I I I l I I
: 105 lO 6 l_ ! AiIIIP _ llIttl_ll OF 01, fl, ,I0

_++ AIIIIPVOLIJnL_CU,FI.

" Figure 5 Figure 6
&irs_.ip Unit Weight And Static Airship Useful Load Efficiency

+. Lift Characteristics

;. its value is the difference between air and helium weights at a nominal helium pur-
ity value at 5, 000 feet (0. 0545 lbs/cu, ft. ). The next lower solid carve presents
the calculated empty unit weight (weight of airship empty/volume of air displaced
by airship) of airships using past materials and engines. Past and present opera-
tional GAC airships are indicated on the curve for reference. The lowest 8olid
curve is the difference between the gas unit lift and the airship unit empty weight.
This difference is useful load for a neutrally buoyant airship and is available for
fuel and cargo. The dashed curves present the same information for air_hips us-
ing present envelope materials and turbopr_,o engines. These newer materials and
power plants offer a significant increase in u_eful load compared to pest materials
and en_nes.

Another method of presenting vehicle: efficiency is to plot the percentage of useful
load to gross vehicle weight. Value_ of this parame_" are presented for airships

i displacing I to l0 million cubic feet of air in Figure 6. The solid cu_-ve represents
+ airships made using past materials and engines. The dashed curves represent the

same designs using present materials and engines. Both curves are based on take-
off with a neutrally buoyant airship. The ZPG-3W Airship value and that for s
larrg_• cargo aircraft are presented for reference. The effect of "taking off" heavy
(STOL) also can increase the value of the parameter. For example the value in-
creased frorz 31 to 38. 6 percent as indicated by symbols on the figure when the
ZPG-3W Ah-ship operated in the heavy condition.

From the v_eful load values, the payload can be calculated versus range for the
different size airships. Payload values at 75 knots cruising speed and 5, 000 feet
altitude w_re calculated for airships ranging in size from I. 5 to I0 mlllLon cubic

+ feet. The results are presented in Figure 7 using past and present technology con-
stdering only static lift.
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Figure 7 F_gure 8
Payload Weight Capabilities Versus Payload Weight Capabilities Versus
Range For Airships Cruising At 75 Knots Range For I0 Million Cu. Ft. Airships

At Different Cruising Speeds

From the usefu_ toad capabilities of the airships, presented in the past curves, the

_ payload capacities of 10 million cubic !eet displacement airships were calculated"_ for 3 different cruising speeds and for ranges to 5, 000 miles. The results are pre-
*" sented in Figure 8. Zero range represents a zero fuel condition. The reduction in

payload weight capability with increasing range is directly related to increasing fuel
• weight requirements. For ranges of approximately 2,500 miles and a reserve of

500 miles, the payload capability can be determined from the 3,000 mile absolute
range values. Payload capabilities from 75 to 150 tons are available, depending on
the cruising speedand whether past or present technologies are used in the air-
ship's construction. For ranges of approximately 1,500 miles and a 500 mile re-
serve, the payload capability can be determined from the 2,000 mile absolute range
values. Payload capabilities of nearly 100 to 160 tons are available.

The value of payload transported in _.on-miles ,_ _,_s_ _. _,
per gallon of fuel is of interest from a fuel _ ,, _._.

conservation standpoint. The values for sev- --" "--. [_,_ ._

eral cruising speeds were calculated for a sln-! _._:, _---_-- 1_i:-' =---

Figuregleslze9.ai x,hip. The results are presented in _i_--___-------

available on flights with an absolute range of j _ _3,000 miles. Values from 13 to 62 ton-miles
per gallon are available on fl_ghts with an ab- ' _ _ '
solute range of 2,000 miles. The values are
greatest at the lowest speeds and shortest ran- Figure g
ges. Payload Ton Miles/Gallon Vs

Range And Speed For tO Million
Cu. Ft. Airships
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SIMPLIFIED COST ANALYSIS

A simplified cost aL_alysis WaS made to deter-

mlne the costsper ton-milefordelivering __

*-- cargo2,500 and I,500 miles usingairships -

ofI0 millioncubicfeetdisplacementflying
_ at 5,000 feetaltitude.

, The characteristicdimensionsforthe10
millioncubicfeetdisplacementairshipbased

,_ _ on design considerations used with the ZPG- m_ _/>-_"_

• 3W and GZ-16 Airshipsare presentedin Fig- __ [JI-- _- _-
ure I0. No new designinnovationsand only r.r
proven fabrication, dimenf_ional and operation- .._L._..I__I__F_t, I ' "
al practices using present day materials and
engines were considered for calculating per-
formance and costs. The costs are grouped

---" as investment and direct ,)perating coets in Figure t0: T_ble H. The annual inv,._stment costs are
TypicalI0 MiKior_Cubic Feet

., presented as a portion of initial airship costs Displacement Airshipfor ease of presentation, The direct operat-
ing costs are grouped ln_.olabor and material
costs per hour of flight

Table H. Preliminary Airship Transportation Cost Model

InvestmentC_mts DirectOperatingCosts
Annual Costs Labor Costs/Flight Hour

Depreciat.on Of Investment Flight Crew
. Interest C_ Investment Mainten_mceTechnicians

Insuranc(_ GroundService Crew
Initial Investment Costs Material Dollars/Flight Hour

_ Non-Rec_rrtn_ - let Unit, Fuel/Oil
10 Units, 100 Units Helium

8pares/F, quipmeni

User investment costs are _resented in Table HI,

Table IH - Annutl Investment Colts

Annual Costa (As A Purttcst C)_Initial l_vr4tment Coats)

I. Depreeta!|on _ Initial Cost - 0.20 Initial Cost . 0.08'J Ini_|al Investment Coats Per _ ear

2. Interest - (Awrago Over 10 Years = 0, 040 initial Investment Costs Per Year
3. Insurance _ O.03(Averal_e Dep:eelated

Cost For I0Yearn) = 0. 018 lnituti Investment Cunts Per Year
Total = 0. 138 Initial Investment Costs Per Year

Initial Investment Cc_5;s - Sin.nixie,__Ave_.._e O( 10, Avers e_._ 100 Units - 2500 Mile___,_t.ln_

_I_L_J_L_-t_,'____ C_r_ 1st Umt Average For |0 Average For tOO

51.5 2_ IM 2,1.IS 19,1 t3.$
86.3 2"J_X) 120 28. I 20. I 14, 0

t00 2_00 101 2_. _ 20. 4 14.3
_Differences In Cargo Capacity Reflect Proptfleion System And Fuel Weights Fo'; The _i_e Size

Airship/,t Op_raitn,, Flight Speed_ To A Maximu.s Hange Of 3,000 M|lea.
**Dilfere,,eea In C_t_ Reflects ProlmlSlos System Co_sta For Tl_eCperatsn_ _ij_,ht Speeds.

Annul |.v :stment C_ts P_r Ton Mile - |500 )...e Ol_t'__tln_]_._
Airship_ !'erforn_nee Prt_tucttvtty" C_mte/Ton _e, Cents
_e-'r'_h, .,_ etv r_s tt ¢s Cargo T_d _s- _aeb _ g'eT_=TO _'_,'='TO_

5,1 S 2500 I51 3.4,1 X 107 ,1.04¢ 5. 5¢
08 3 2500 1|0 4. |s X 10_ 6. hie 4.e_

10¢ O 2500 1Ol 4.04 X I0 z 6.98¢ 4.88¢
--t'_e_'_tly I_Jed On4_ OOOFhgh_ H'ouri"Per Ynr.
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Annual investment c _ts consider depreciation, interest and insurance costs. Tax-
es en the user's investment, profit on the user's investment, or initial non-recur-
rir._ costs to build and certify the first airships were omitted. The initial invest-
mevt co_,ts are dependent , mostly on the airship costs. The average recurring ?
costs for 10 airships (based on 1973 dollars) were used to determine the recurring

ii" I costs of the first production unit and for the average costs of 100 production units.
Th_ differences in price between airships with different cruising speeds are relat-
ed to the differences _.npropulsion systems and nose stiffening costs. The invest- _
ment costs per ton-mile were determined from the annual investment costs and air-
ship productivity in ton-miles for 4, 000 flight hours per year. The flight period is :_

; similar to that used for commercial airplanes. Productivity ranges from 30 mil- ,_
lion to 40 mill_or tgn-miles per year per airship for flights of 2, 500 milee. The i_

investment c_ ,_r _on-mi!e range from apprommately 4. 65 to 7.84 cents per _ton-mile dependi+,_ on the airship's cruis-'ng speed and the number of airships pro-
duced. !_

¢

Direct operating costs are further defined in Table 1V and are based on the costs of _
.- labor and materials. The cost of labor is calculated from the labor hours per trip _l

and the hour!y rate for the three general classes of labor. The labor costs per ton- _
mileare obtainedby dividingthelaborcostsper tripby theton-milesofcargo car- .!_
riedper tr__p.The directoperatinglaborcostsrunfrom I.87 centsto 2.16 cents --
per ton-mile.

The directoperatingcostsformaterialsconsumed by theairshipinclude:thefuel
and oil,based on thehorsepower requiredforthe cruisingspeed,the costof"re-
placingheliumlostdue tooperationsand some leakage,a-'dthecostofspares
based on thehours offlightper year and theairship'sinitialcost. The costsof
materialsper ton-mileare from 3.03 to 5.75 cents. The lowestvalueis related
tothelowestspeedairshipwhich requirestheleastfueland al_ohas thegreatest

" payloadcapacity.

The totalsofinvestmentand directcostsper ton-milefor 2,500mile and I,500
mileflightsare prcsentedas totaloperatingcostsinton-milein TableV. The in-
vestmentcostsare approximatelyone-half thetotalcostsper ton-mileat thelow-
estcruisirgspeed. Increasingthe cruisingspeed reducestheinvestmentcostsper
ton-mileand increasesthedirectoperatingcostsper ton-mile. The optimum
cruising speed ior least cost per ton-mile appears to be between 57.5 and 100 MPH
as the value for 86.3 MPH is less than either. The total costs per ton-mile run

between 10.5 cents and 14. 7 cents depending on how many airships are produced

and their cruising speeds for trips of 2500 miles. The total costs per ton-milo run =
between 9.27 r.nd 13 cents depending on how many airships are produced and their
flight spee,*s for trips of 1500 miles.

I ,too iOT(_.
+ _ i. FtI_.T SP(tOS + _,

A+similar study was conducted using ,°............................,,. ,_ °,.+,,,,_,,,° •
AIISmlPSt iIIInl[tl I. UtILIZaTION- 4000 rtl_H? #OWLSPtm V[A_ +_

+ past airship designs including their &'j;_,;_.,,
original materials and engines. Their _,-_... I a.._' \ii
costs are prese.ted as sotid lines in '" '-"*""' _-_ -'_ ,-

4 _

t_( tim

Figure 11 in cents per ton mile versus _ ,..... ",_"_,,-.'_""_'" .........theirproductivityper year. Both sin- "--Z......\
gleairshipsand fleetsoftenairships .._....,are presented. The curves indicate ,, :L
the desirabilityof selectingairshipsof +'+
increasing size over selecting many air- ::
ships of the same size for increasing :!,
productivity. The operating costs pre- _ :+
sented earlier of the single at rships us- " ,+,.,,,.,, .,_,,,.,, .... ,,.,,,.
ing present materials and propulsion i
_ystems also are indicated for refer- Figure ll "+
ence by the dashed curve. Effect Of Airship Size On Ton-Mile Costs
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= , TableIV -DirectOperatingCosts- 2500Mile Trip

:' Labor Hours And Labor Costs
Labor Hours Per Trip

"_ FlightCrew (5)= 5(FlightHours + 2 flours)
,_ Maintenance Technicians = 10 (Flight Hours)
• GroundServiceCrew = 80Man Hours,Loading-Unloading- Services

:,: Labor CostsPer TripAnd Per ton Mile

"' Operat_Speed FliCht Crew Maintenance Ground Service Total $ Ton Mi. Cost Cents_, ,,,,., @$fS/hr.av. @$10/hr.av. @ $7/hr.av. per tripper trip 'P'_'_"i_'
:" 57.5 3410 43 50 420 8180 378,000 2.16
i;, 86.3 2320 2900 420 5640 300,000 1.87 _ t .,,

100 2020 2500 4?0 4940 252, 500 1.95
_terial Dollars - Average For 10 Units

FliEhtSpeed Fuel Costs*, ¢ Helium Costs**_ Spares Costs***¢ Total Materials,
,._ MPI4 tonmile tonmile ton mile tonmile t

_ 57.5 0.71 _ 1.0 _ 1.89 _ 3.6
86.3 2.00 _ 0.85 _ 1.62 _ 4.47

!i_ 100.0 3.20 _ 0.87 ¢ t.68 _ 5.75
_. Material Dollars - Average For 100 Units

Flight Spped Fuel Costs, ¢ Helium Costs, ¢ Spares Costs, ¢ Total Materials,
,, MPI-I tonmile tonmile tonmile tonmile

• 57.5 0.71 _ 1.00 _ 1.32 _ 3.03

100.0 3.20 0.67 _ 1.18 _ 5. 25
• Fuel & Oil = 42_/g_tlon. **HeUum = I Volume/Yr.At $35 Per t000 Ctu Ft. ***Svares Per Hr. =

X 10-5Initial Cost

_ Table V - Total Costs Per Ton Mile

_' 2500 Mile Trips
_' AverageBasedOn 10 _.its

DirectCosts
Flight Speed Investment Costs, _ Ton Mile , _ Total Costs, ¢

:' MPH. Ton Mile Labor Material Ton Mile
57.5 7.84 _ 2. 16_ 3.60_ 13.6 _'-

I 5 47_
13.o_86.3 6.68 1.87_ 4.

; 100.0 8.98 1.95_ .75¢ 14.7

Average Based 0_ t00 Unit_
Direct Costs

Flight Speed Investment Costs, _ Ton Mile , _ Total Costs,
M'PH . Ton Mile ]_at_or Material Ton Mile
57.5 5.5 _ 2.16_ 3.03_ 10.7_
86.3 4.65_ 1.87_ 3.98_ 10.5_

100,0 4.86_ 1.95_ 5.25_ 12.0_

1500 Milv Trips
Average BasedOn 10 Units

DireCt costs
Flight Speed Investment Costs, _ Ton Mile ¢ Total Costs,_dPtt Ton Mile Labor Material Ton Mile

57.5 7.4_ 2.16_ 3.41_ tP.. 97_
_36.3 5.84_ 1.75¢ 3.89_ 11.48¢
I00.0 5.69_ 1.72_ 4.48_ ll.89¢

Average Based On 100 Units
Direct Costs

Flight Speed lnvestmm,t Costs, ¢ Ton Mile , _ Total Costs,
MPH Ton Mile Labor Material To_ Mile

57.5 5. 20_ 2.16_ 2.87_ 10. _3_
86.3 4.06_ 1.75_ 3,46_ 9.27_

100.0 3.98_ 1.72_ 4.07¢ 9.77_
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One method of determining whether a vehicle is competitive for transporting cargo ,_,
in a new region is to compare its transportation costs versus the costs of develop- _
ing an all weather highway and using standard highway vehicles. A short road, 100 !
kilometers, was chosen for comparison. All the costs for the road were charged _
against the transportation system. As can be seen by the curves in Figure 12 the
annual investment costs for the road alone exceed the vehicle associated coets un- ,

til 100 million ton-miles of cargo are transported per year. Airship costs using
past and present malertals and engines are indicated by solid and dashed curves i
respectively. For productivity rates of less than 100 million ton miles per year _:
the airship is candidate transportation vehicle because of the annual road costs.

3

ANNUAL INVEST14ENT COSTS FOR 100 K!4 ROAD

OF $6.25 14IL)ION/YEAR ,_

I. DO( , ,_

AIRSHIP VOLUMES '_

J

ON[- 1.5 MEG,.., "_%.

ONE- z TRUCK
ONE - 1'0 14EG/--_E_" _'l_r.... RATES

TOTAL:0 \ROAD+TRUCKING 15 LB
0.1 10 lOO 1ODD '

PRODUCTIVITY - MILLIONS OF TON MILES/YEAR,

3

_igure 12
Comparison Of Transportation Costs Considering Investment Costs i
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.: 1 CONCLUSIONS

' The followingconclusionswere drawn from the resultsofthestudies:

I. Presentmaterialsand propulsionsystems can meet therequirementsofall
thebasicairshipdesignsinvestigated.

_ 2. Use ofpresentmaterialsand power plantsintheseconventionalairshipde-
signs increases their productivity and makes them attractive candidates for

[ transportation missions, i. e.,
': t

- all sizes are attractive where the regions infrastructure is undevel-
'_ oped ,."

_ - the largest size airship is attractive for transporting low density
cargo even where the regions infrastructure is developed

2

,o

_._

?

4O
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AIRSHIP ECONOMICS

Richard D. Neumann*

L. R. "Mike" Hackney** _

ABSTRACT: This paper will deal with projected operating
_nd manufacturing costs of a large airship design which '.

is considered practical with today's technology and en- _ e
vironment. It will be based on data and information de-

veloped during an 18-month study by the Southern Cali-
: fornia Aviation Council, Inc. as to the question of feasi-
•_ bility, engineering, economics and production problems

related to a large metalclad type airship. It will pro-
vide an overview of other classic airship designs and
explain why metalclad was selected as the most prudent and
most economic design to be considered in the 1970-80 era.

Crew operation, ATC and enroute requirements will be
covered along with the question of handling, maintenance .:
and application of systems to the large airship.

% i

Few of man's contrivances have held the continue, capacity to awe

_ people as have the airships. Even today in the era of tb: : _._d 747,

** blimps are a main attraction in t:_e sky. It is unfortu';.; ur
national approach for bigness is equated with expense an..'-,..... ._akeJ

us lose sight of the economic advantages as experienced with the I
: supertankers, jet aircraft and industry, i

It is well known that supertankers of 200,000 tons are more cost pro- _
ductive in movement of oil than a 20,000 ton tanker. In aeronautics,

aircraft were sold by economics and reliability starting with the
DC-3 which cost 5 cents per passenger mile, the DC-6 which cost 2.5
cents per passenger mile, to the present wide bodies which currently

operate at costs of 1.5 cents per passenger seat mile.

*Chairman, Lighter Than Air Committee, Southern California Aviation
Council, Inc., Technical Task Force, Pasadena, California, U.S.A.

**President, Hackney & Associates, and member Southern California
Aviation Council, Inc. Technical Task Force, Pa_adena, California, _
U.S.A. .
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The aiz.,hips left us almost 40 years ago, yet continually are pro-
posed on a cyclic basis. The span between those cycles becomes pro-

: gressively shorter and commences with vast claims for its unique

_! abilities or economics. The massive problems of the past are elimi-
eL nated with the stroke of a pen and the all encompassing words "New

, Technology." While in some respects this may be true, claims are

damaged by half vast science fiction approaches to technology. As

the cycle advances, glowing magazine and news media reports issue
forth exclaiming in expansive phrases the benefits soon to accrue to

/ mankind transportation manufacturers, ecology, environment and pure
I science.

_ There is perhaps no other man-made and conceived machine so capable
of generating such loyal support, boundless enthusiasm, deep emotion
and the utter lack of common sense of what it is and what it is not. '_

_ No other form of transportation has received so little financial

. interest as the airship, except commercial sailing ships of recent
_--_ years.

_I In Germany Graf von Zeppelin, a man who had an idea and put it to
I work, is the classic of achievement in the face of adversity. I]._tial _

! ly putting his own capital into his idea, something few will do today
! in the most prosperous nation in the world, he gained some limited

" i success and ran out of money which is a common end to most dreams.
Two lotteries later, courtesy of the King of Wurtenberg, he developed
his first successful military financing. We may well wonder if Las

/

Vegas might not become the future financing empire for our aerospace
_ industry. It has certainly applied more imagination to attracting

things and doing things than many of ou£ other sources.

p Airships of the days 9one by were victims of a variety of maladies
_ created as a byproduct of the violation of natural laws and planning
.... without adequate foresight. The airship holds a distinctive safety

_: _ record throughout its history _otaling 758 dead, of which 497 were

military cembat fatalities. It is symptomatic of our society that
: today we will spend 9 million dollars to burn the "Hindenburg" all

over again for a motion picture, to continue the _yth that airships

are unsafe, while funding for any aspect of airship technology cannot
obtain first =lass postage financing.

The world rose in outrage over environmental problems that affected
the health of all. It was a different story when it affected their

autos, fuel and pocketbooks. The airship appears to offer many unique
benefits in the environmental area without creating a cavity in the
national pocketbook. Railroads in the northeast were granted 2
billion dollars and it was recognized as being too little too late.

Safety in rail transport is almost non-existent with continued acci-
dents, fatalities and ifsses of property.

i Within ten years almost 50 percent of all United States existing rail
trackage will be abandoned at the request of the Federal Department of

Transportation. Most of this will be in the agricultural sector of
the nation. T£ucker_ are planning to pick up the slack at a prohibi-

i tire price tag to all of us who use the highways.

;
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Plans have gone forward to build trucks which will comprise two or

three units, expanded from 12 to 14 foot widths and over 120 feet long. _:
: In a very few years of this event, our national highway system will be _

a sea of broken concrete from coast to coast. We will be forced to =

fight for available roadway with these giants. Air uraffic and air-

craft have little to go before saturation points are reached and which
have already caused a high degree of public disaffection with security

:_ checks, lack of parking, baggage losses and traffic delays at over-
_ crowded airport facilities.

' Similar to a truck traveling fixed highways that reach New York,
Chicago or Cleveland in the rush hours, airplanes must cow,pete for

_ available air traffic roadways into the airport, or in reality the _ ,,
funnel. It is here that most major accidents take place, both on the

_ road and in the air, and our system breaks down. It is here where
unimaginable future traffic jams will occur. It is here that the

imagination of America's genius uf industrial and scientific expertise
must concentrate. Additional airports can be built at a major incon-
venience to passengers and at a 1974 cost of 1.5 billion dollars for
an intercontinental and 500 to 700 million dollars for a regional air-
port, Additional freeways and expressways will be built with their

? related massive population dislocations and at a cost of several
million dollars per mile of concrete.

Compare this to the potentials possible if we think in terms of air-
ships. Safety, a most important consideration, would seem to be
answered by the past record of _irships when hydrogen was not involved.
With helium one must consider the dramatic effects of a collision
between two feathers.

\ Engineering, design, construction, all questions continually raised
about the airship, are expanded upon to, a degree that is not con-

sistent with reason and logic as related to prcblems. Supertankers
today are larger than what we would consider big in the average air-

ship. Costs certainly will be consistent with what is required to
_ engineer tankers of 200,000 tons or less.

• Ability to serve and perform within economic and safety requirement_
is possible. Have we lost our touch in the United States? Until the

airship we never let anything deter us from being a success. Signifi-
cantly the challenge could be picked up by other nations and credit
will go to their ingenuity and engineering. Germany, which proved the
concept, lost out only because of a little man who set the world on
fire.

Ask yourself, are the risks worth the gamble and do they justify the
development of the airship? Are argu_ments made by many proponents

, and opponents valid? Does the airship have the capacity to make the

quantum jump that is expressed so often? If it does, to what degree
does real potential exist?

Since the time the airplane has shown promise, California has been

interested in aviation and has helped develop it as a useful transport
means. The introduction by independent airlines of low cost coach

service has resulted in air transportation being our primary transport
industry after the private auto.

r_
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Concurrent with the airplane, California was also the home of Lighter
Than Air development which commenced with Captain Thomas Scott Baldwin
and Roy Knabenshue's pioneering _xperiments with dirigibles in Pasa-

dena and the San Gabriel Valley. Their efforts resulted in a light-

weight aero engine being pioneered and a variety of dirigibles were
: built, flown and tested on what is now the site of the Rose Bowl. The

relationship between aerospace and the military can be traced to

_ Captain Baldwin's sale of his airship "The Signal Corps" to the U. S.
Army a year before the Wright Brothers managed a similar purchase.

c

, In 1911, Calbraith P. Rogers completed the first transcontinental
flight in a Wright flyer, the Vin Fiz, specifically making a landing
in Pasadena to collect a $10,000 award at the site of Tournament Park, ''

' the present location of Cal Tech. It was to California that Lindbergh

came to buy a Ryan monoplane specifically redesigned for the flight
to Paris.

¢

In California the DC-3 gave birth to a long line of Douglas transports
and provided the competitive incentive that shrunk the world from
weeks and days to hours. It was from California that man started his
first steps to the moon and space.

It seems, therefore, that after the years of controversy over the air-
ship, and its unique capabilities, that Californians will look into it.

: They will determine that it was something that was overlooked much
like the gattling gun of I00 years ago, only to become a major weapon
again.

. Based on the era of the airships and their successors, the blimps, it
_ appeared that the answers should be forthcoming and that a plentiful

supply of data and detail would be available. The Southern California
•_ Aviation Council, Inc. founded in 1958, has pioneered major studies to

determine both the adequacy of existing airports, future needs and
_ regional considerations. It is a quasi-official volunteer organi-

zation based in Pasadena and is funded by county governments of
:% Southern California. Its charter is broad and permits it to act and

engage in any and all aspects of aviation which affect Southern Cali-
fornia.

In 1971 SCACI commenced a program, to seek bette_ methods of moving
perishable products. The Lighter Than Air Co_oittee was a direct

result of the impasse in this area, to evaluate the vast claims being
made for the airship. Its purpose was to determ:ne what data was

available and whether the airship holds a potential to solve
California's transportation problems.

Early in the study it was apparent that much emotion as well as a lot
of misinformation was involved in any effort to examine Lighter Than

Air objectively. Federal interest in the subject was non-existent to
a zurprising degree. Many comments made by federal officials indicat-
ed a complete ignorance of the subject and characterized an attitude
that anyone investigating LTA was an immediate candidate for the lock-

up. One official charac#erized LTA engineering and development with a
bland, "Everything there is to know about Lighter Than Air was known

in the first 50 years of this century," and accordingly "It's a matter
for the Air Transport Association and the private sector." Many of-
fJcials have indicated substantial interest, but ask that they not be
mentioned for what are obvious reasons. There is, however, goverDment
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interest which could surface with efforts to provide sound %nd in-

tellige_t approaches. As the effort continued adverse attitudes
diminished and genuine interest and outside help was gained. Many _
organizations are interested in the subject.

The consistent factor associated with this interest is the wide

divergence of backgrounds that are represente_ and the lack of nos-
talgia as an attraction, Dut rather commercial and scientific intezest.

Among this group are people who had backgrounds on the rigid airships,
the Navy blimps and indeed a few associated with the R-100 and R-101
of England, a former German pilot of World I who served several

hundred hours on the Bomber Zeppelins, military officers on active

duty, along with some very distinguished people in aerospace.

One immediate result was access to private files and obtaining data _ ''
that could well have been lost forever. Long forgotten papers and
designs were located. Films of airships were salvaged and materials

and artifacts catalogued for future examination. A reasonably firm : _ _
foundation to examine the engineering, design, economic and practical
aspects of the airshi F has been obtained.

%

Pertinent to any such examination, many claims by proponents are ill "

conceived ahd unsupForted by factual record and factual data. Many
problez:Ls associated with airships are products of imagination as well
as fact. There are other aspects of the airship overlooked and/or

glossed over by pro'9onents, that have limited foundations which
require more examination. Expansive claims for pnllution elimination,
fuel conservation and ultra heavy lift must be subject to critical
questioning though there is some credibility to many of the claims.

Before any honest _valuation of a program can be conceived and ad-

vanced there must he determinations of the economics. SCACI produced :
a major study on th_ subject and economics involved. Taking 18 months
overall, conclusion_ support further exploration of the airship

concept. The quest:on of whether the airship will be developed must

i be founded on the h_sis of its economic viability and operational
capabilities as a transport, military or logistics mode.

A conclusion reached by the Lighter Than Air Committee of SCACI is
that further feasibility studies are not required to substantiate

additional stuyding of the airship concept. It is SCACI's conclusion

that future activity must be directed to a moderately sized research
_ vehicle investigation. SCACI believes a moderately sized vehicle of

at least 3.8 million cubic feet in displacement will provide the
basic criteria. This vehicle's developmel.t qhouid be, it is suggested,
a joint government/industry program to explore and develop the concept.

There are many factors related to the development of safe, efficient
and economically feasible airships. The factors relate not to the

airship itself, but to the systems applications which must be applied ,
to make it practical.
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[ DECIDING ECONOMIC FACTORS

To provide a foundation for ba£ic economics of airships, certain

_ factors are known. There are classic type airships and advanced con-
_ cept types. Adding lately to the confusion is thc addition of the

% hybrid. The latter will not be covered for a variety of reasons, but
mainly it is suggested if you are going to build an airplane put wings
on it and fly it like an airplane. If it is to be an airship, efforts
to place wing and lifting foils are counterproductive, if one asstunes

i that all other problems have been overcome relating to gas expansion,
size and altitude.

I

The development of airships and their history will be presumed to have °
been well covered. It should be noted that anyone interested in ,_

Lighter Than Air must become well versed in the history of the subject
as well as the past engineering accomplishments and mistakes. We
allude to girder/fabric airships of the 20's and 30's as evolved from

the basic Zeppelin concepts, the pressure ships of fabric and the
"_ ZMC-2 and SMD-100 metalclads.

. The Graf Zeppelin was without question the most successful airship.
American efforts ended in disaster, mitigated to some extent by the
use of helium, but nevertheless resulting in the loss of 3 of the 4

. rigid airships. One, a German commercial design, ZR-3, was surveyed
for a combination of political and economic reasons well in advance

of its lifetime, long before being broken up.

The _econd most singularly successful rigid type airship was the
metalclad ZMC-2. It is given little credit for its achievements

because of its diminutive size and lack of general knowledge that it
_ was the first and only airship designed specifically for experimental

reasons. It developed necessary criteria and data for future larger
_ metalclad designs.

Early in the SCACI LTA Study it was apparent that to develop airships
on the basis of engineering of the 20's and 30's is doomed to failure.

% Lying in wait are the same causes that eliminated the airship concept.
Examination of the fabric pressure ships indicates similar potential_
for failure with large sizes and indeed further examination disclosed

that this was a primary cause of the cancellation of fabric pressure
airships by their single customer. Elimination of semi-rigid airships

is based on fabric ships if application of metal hulls was applied.

Any transport system's acceptance is contzolled by the degree of
safety of the system and this applies to the airship. No airline
passenger would willi;gly board a flight if the known odds were 8 to 1

against reaching the desired destination. As long as odds remain one
in i0 million in favor of his getting there, he will fly. This
standai'd is applicable to auto, rail, ship or bicycle.

The history of the rigid commercial airship lends confidence to

potential voyagers whether as crew or as passenger. The history of
pressure airships has a record of safety not achieved by any other
form of transport. There is an added factor, speed or the time and

distance factor. Sightseeing from a blimp is a desire of many people,
more than there is capacity to carry.
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Flying a continent or ocean is anothe_ matter, when measured in days

compared to hours by jet. The fabric airship is speed limited with

its maximum speed well under 100 miles per hour. The girder/fabric
: rigid alrship has the capability" to reach i00 mph sustained speeds,

but its safety is questionable, and is sustained by results now re-
_ corded for history. How does technology overcome these factors which

are supported throughout transportation history?

One of the very early determinations by the LTA Committee is that •

regardless of design technology the rigid classic airship will retain

complete vulnerability to the elements. It was further indicated
that in spite of the excellent capabilities of Dr. Eckener and his

associates, very capable training and excellent ability to handle _ .
airshipss that they were aware of this failing. Every effort was made

to avoid major frontal conditions or risk destruction and p_tential
accidents. The fabric airship offers a better safety factor in t_is
regard, with some hard data remaining of very extensive Navy efforLs
in 1958 to prove, and they did conclusively, that airships were not
fair weather vehicles.

SCACI efforts are now directed toward examination o_ all metal air-

ships, capabilities, safety and ruggedness. The ZMC-2 fully supports
the theory of metalclad airships. For general purposes it was small
and experimental. Unfortunately no civilian use was made to examine

its unique capabilities. It proved, however, the soundness of the
concept.

One man who sought to seek out and prove some of its rugged c_pabili-

_" ties, Captain Bill Kepner, later Lt. General Kepner of the USAF, in
1930 requested permission to operate the ZMC-2 in storm conditions

0 of the nature that destroyed the Shenandoah. Captain Clark, USN,
'_ then in command of Lakehurst Naval Air Station, denied permission.

Even today General Kepner states that the Z_IC-2 was the strongest

_ airship ever built and certainly capable of taking on any major storm
without fear of destruction.

; SCACI recognizes that there are many who will take umbrage at the
suggestion that rigid airships and fabric airships are limited and

cannot fulfill the claims, illusions or science fiction approaches
of many airship proponents. We recognize that a few will scoff at
the all metal airship as being impractical and not being in con-

formance with their ideas and proposals. Be that as it may, we can
only suggest that they study _he subject further.

To SCACI metalclad construes plastic and other space age materials
of lightweight and substantial strength. _le have selected this path

because speed is a major criteria and the fabric ships cannot match
the speed demanded in modern day transportation. Life span is im-
portant and fabric cannot exceed an g to i0 year life at which point
its deterioration extends to a high danger point. Fabric is size

limited as was evidenced in the SPG-3W series. If airships are tm
become viable they must be large by a factor of 20 over the SPG-3W
t_'pes.
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[ Girder/fabric airships consist of an internal structure which is

designed to carry all the aerodynamic, stress, torsional and payload
distribution. It was conceived to carry internal gas cells. Ex-

ternally, a fabric covered airship required both constant attention
and r_placement and must be made taut _fter or during each trip.

W. A. Klikoff in h_s paper "Pressure Airships," presented at the Fifth
National Aeronautic Meeting of the ASME in Baltimore, Maryland, May

11 1931 says it better than SCACI can.

/
" I "Design Conditions and Factors of Safety" -- In the present
' design of rigid airships u rather peculiar system of fac-

tors of safety is adopted. Factors of safety of 4 and
higher are used for static loads, but when the aero- ,,

, dynamic loads are superimposed, then the designers do not
increase the structural strength in proportion to the

_ increase of loa4, but increase the structural strength
.--" only to some extent which causes decreasing of the factors

of safety. This practice is justified by the fact that

f conditions of superimposing both types of loading occur
' less often and the effects of higher loads on the structure

; will be less. For this reason airship designers are

1 satisfied to drop their factors of safety to as low as 2,

i and sometimes even smaller for the worst loading conditions.

i This method of design may give the operating personnel a
false sense of security, making them overconfident in _he

I strength of airships under nozmal flying conditions, and
in case of emergency they may treat the airship without
due caution, causing perhaps a breakage of structure and

,, severe disaster. Several airship accidents were traced to

thls cause by _ome of _he experts.

AND

This hogging bending moment and this longitudinal force
due to gas head pressure are present in all airships. In
rigid airships there exists another factor due to gas
pressure. Whereas in non-rigid types the transverse
component of pressure produces uniform transverse tcnsiun

in the covering, in rigid airships this transverse com-

ponent acts as a side load on longitudinals, complicating
their design by loading them with side load combined with
direct stresses due to the bending of the whole airship.
This loading condition of longitudinals tends to explain

why gas pressure is often called a liability in the case
of conventional rigid airships.

AND

The gas-head pressures due to the properties of lifting
gas produce force6 and moments reaching such magnitudes

that the airship designer should undoubtedly try to uti-
lize them as much as possible to his advantage. The
longitudin_.l force is the most help£ul one because it
tends to produce a uniform tension throughout the

structure, and all materials used in airships can carry
much higher tensile loads than compression loads."
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While Mr. Klikoff presented that paper over 4J year_ ago his analysis

is still correct. All metal airships offer some unique advantages to
the airship concepts operationally and have substantial economic ad-

: vantages in manufacture.

All metal airship designs are simple compared with others. Metal

airships will pay a penalty if sized too small. As they grow in
displecement and size, advantages start to outstrip those of other

-_ ty[,eS. Metal is capable of resisting higher pressures and high
loadings. Fabric is limited. Metal such as aluminum applied to the

large metal airship costs 85 to 95 cents per square yard, while fabric
costa at least $i0.00 per square yard. ,_

Fabric airships must approach the investment and development deprecia-
uion costs on the basis of 8 to i0 years, while the metal airship has
no assigned minimum, life span at this date. If the DC-3 is used as

a conparative, the metal airship could take on eternal connotations.
_- The major advantage of the metal airship is that it can uniquely be

developed for high speed fl_ght at speeds of 200 mph and higher.

_ A f.,vorable economic aspect is that in aerospace we are metal workers
with resources, knowledge and capability to fabricate shell type
structures economically through mass production techniques. One
factor of the metal airship is that its size, whl!e posing some

problems also permits simplificatio, of construction methods.

The conclusions drawn by SCACI are that airship design, manufacture
and life-span if predicated upon metal designs, will be practical

fxom the economic, manufacturing and operational requirements. To

_, follow classic methods of the _ast will be to place impossible
b_rdens in the path of develcpment and costs beyond comprehension.

ECONOMIC FACTORS OF AIRSHIP DESIGN, MANUFACTURE AND OPERAqION

While it is not readily available to researcher's there is more than

adequate design and engineering material available to eliminate the
necessity of starting from scratch on airship engineer_ g. Sub-
stantial detailed analysis of the ZMC-2 and follow-on engineering

projects for larger sized metalclads has been conpiled and upgraded
at SCACI. Obviously each group that creates a design i4ea will
incorporate their individual identity and engineering concepts. Some

diligent investigative and exploratory research will provide a bounty
_ of material, it is for the investigator to determin_ his path to

follow as SCACI and its people have followe_ t},e path of the metal

airship.

I Approaching the subject with the large amourt of excellent dataavailable will permit reasonable approaches to determining projected

i costs. 1_hether interested parties can obtain their objectives at
reasorable cost will be determined by their interest, persistence and

ingenuity.
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Manufactur_

It has been the style recently to seek funding for programs _ased on
_ double the estimated cost while hoping that it will not end up costing

triple the estimate. It is anticipated that some organizations may

,' use this approach. We wo_]d like to make, however, some suggestions
q which we believe are valid with respect to manufacturing costs.

I_ Airships were built for almost 40 years. The primary cost was fo_: :

engineering and d_sign, not fabrication or manufacture. A comment :

was long ago ma_e that airplanes breed like rabbits while airships _
breed like elephants. History does not su?port such a conclusion.
Count Zeppelin and his organization _.cducea airships in World War ,_
One at a faster rate than we can produce 747's or C5A's, time and
facilities taken into account. The latec h±stor_, of airship manu-

facture and fabrication after World War One indicated that every _.
_-,. °" airship built was constructed, erected and _nflated in what must _

amount to record time for the small working crews involved. Goodyear ,_

employed fewer than 140 people, including engineers, when the ZR-4 and _:
ZR-5 were being built. Slate Airship employed a group of 40 people
and construction time was less than i00 days. The Zeppelin works

:. employed some p_ople who were engaged in a variety of other tasks, as
" well as airship construction. ZMC-2 was built with less than 40

people.

Methods exist and the investigator will find them if he "ooks. New

ntethods are being developed at present with indications of great
promise of short fabrication times and economies of mass production.

%,

Airship Tooling

i! Metal working tools are available in quantity which can readily be

i applied to airship construction. Tooling is available at what amounts
to scrap metal prices. The airship does not require complicated and
sophisticated tooling set-ups. Tool and die makers will be necessary
for basic metal tooling and are competent to do tile job. Expensive
R & D tooling development program_ are not required. Even the hull

itself wil_ not rec ire excessive expense in special tooling. Special
jigs will be fabricated by the erection crews and engineering task
force from common materials. In short, the process of building and

maintaining airships requires far simpler tooiing than required by
fixed wing aircraft.

Airship Operations

There are known quantities in the airship which relate to operational
costs. PowerplanL requirements and fuel consumption charts can be

developed with a reasonable degree of accuracy and be directly related
to costs per mile, per hour and per ton mile. Past practices of em-
ploying massive engineering crews will be eliminated in desiqn

planning. Flight crew complements are suggested to consist of 2 men
on small units and 3 men on large units. Additional crew members

would be added as determined by flight time planning to serve as
relief crew members, as is done in current Air Carrier services today.
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. The compactin9 of control consoles will relieve crew and pressure, a . _;
major determining factor in fixed wing operations. Addition of _

current navigational and communications electronics simply reduce _' _

pilot pressure. The use of closed circuit monitoring systems allows _
• the flight engineer far more reliable systems operation and control

than is possible with on-board service personnel. Crew costs can be :

: projected accurately, taking into account time aloft, duty time, pay :

raises and inflation.
f

Landing fees, facilities, ground support equipment, mooring and
handling equipment are all determinable quantities and only the " _
exercise of judgment is required. Future expense measured against ....
presently known expense will provide an index. The above are s,_

calculable with reasonable accuracy. _ 2

UNKNOWN ECONOMIC FACTORS OF OPERATION

_'" At present even with the best of educated guesses certain cost factors i
will enter the picture, from commercial and military aspects that are
not projectable with a high degree of accuracy.

The cost of manufacture is directly related to depreciation schedules

_ and the cost of engineering. This cost while projectable if using
airframe manufacturers as an example, can vary considerably from
design discussion to actual delivery. Educated guesses are possible
but remain to be proven conclusively. They will be a major factor in
determining the economic viability of airships.

: Major overhaul and servicing requirements may remain a partial unknown
until actual operations and several hundred thousand hours are accumu-

lated to provide basic data. Known factors relating to powerplants

:_ are projectable with a high degree of accuracy. There may be some
unknowns related to hull overhaul and major section replacements as a
result of metal fatigue in some structures. Much of this can be

accurately estimated prior to manufacture, but there remains the i
potential for error.

Airships, if commercial operation is considered, will pose some very
unusual insurance coDsiderations. A projection was made based on the

experience of the Hindenburg. The SCACI projections may provide at
least a long needed starting point.

Helium Gas and H_dro_en Gas

_ Helium is recognized as being the safer alternative, although it is
_ believed that metal airships can operate with both gases with almost :

equal safety. Helium currently costs $35.00 per 1,000 cubic feet,
FOB Kansas. Hydrogen can be obtained commercially in bulk at 65 cents

_- per 1,000 cubic feet at present. The lift factor, while a major
inducement to consider hydrogen is not as substantial an inducement as
the wide disparity between the costs of the gases. The fast breeder
reactor poses a potential to produce substantial amounts of helium as

a by-product. A cost determination to separate helium from natural

gas as opposed to the cost to separate it from radioactive particles _.
as a by-product has not been studied and is needed. It may prove that
helium will be abundant and cheap, a major consideration for future _
airship economics.
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Hydrogen is a major economic consideration if it in part becomes a

fuel source for future airships. Consideration of such use has been
made, but not as related to costs and economics of airship operations.

It is another area of study currently underway at SCACI.

Carriage of ballast is a restriction pertinent to airships. Most sea-

h going ships must operate in ballast after discharging their cargo.
_ This does not appear to pose a problem which cannot be eliminated from

operational considerations. It does not appear as significant a
problem as it has sometimes been represented. Considerable efforts

are being directed to this question. The primary question is economic
and carriage of ballast does not seem to pose major economic re-

straints on the airship, s.

The Purpose of Economics

._..-- _ For 40 years the arguements have raged and they show no signs of
diminishing or of being p£oven or disproved. Evidence exists that the
airship can meet the economic tests necessary to include them in our

transportation system in day to day activity. Evidence also exists
that irships have proven less than durable in the face of adverse
weather.

In the United States every airship built differed significantly from
• every other and the results ended in disaster. Tn Germany, airships

were built in series and achieved a high degree of success both

operationally and economically. To continue to study the airship as
a concept will only further add to the confusion about what they are
and what they are not, what they can do and what they cannot do, what

they will cost and what a waste it would be to develop the concept.
In recent months indications are that several small airship designs of

_ impractical payload considerations may be constructed. This, while a
step in the proper direction, does not mitigate the many other
problems associated with airship potential or problem areas, if indeed
it does not further damage the image of airships conclusively.

SCACI believes the airship deserves development in the form of a
series of prototypes which can be adequately flight tested and can be

developed for special purposes. The design must be simple and utilize
the vast knowledge gained from the past combined with proven technical
developments of the last 40 years.

Some interesting hybrids have been proposed and may hold some promise

for future research but the prototype we propose has _ot to work and
that means maximum utilization of things we know right now.

Prototype development will be essential to a program to establish
learning curves of management, manufacture, design, systems develop-

ment, training and operational procedures and standards. Prototypes
must be considered as an expendable item to apply modifications and
newly gained knowledge and not be expected to solve all the problems
upon the first flight. This has too often been the case in the past.

Tnla rbjective is the present goal of the SCACI Lighter Than Air
Committee and its Technical Task Force. We hope the near future will
bring a realization of this goal.
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_ SOME ECONOMIC TABLES
_ FOR AIRSHIPS

_ Richard D. Neumann*

: ABSTRACT: During the course of the Southern California

_ Aviation Council study on Lighter Than Air it was de-
termined that some form of economic base must be developed

_ for estimatlon of costs of the airship. The tables are

_._ part of this paper.

_ During the course of the first study on lighter Than Air by the
Southern California Aviation Council, Inc. it was determined rather

quickly that little material was available to make a proper economic
: determination of the airship. What doe3 exist is fragmentary, cr

ancient and not applicable.

Application of construction techniques and manpower, materials, power-
plants and personnel if considered in current technology, would leave

the airship as only an anachronism. It was, therefore, essential to
determine some of the characteristics of the airship as it will be in
the immediate future and its method of manufacture, opezation, and
administration.

*Chairman, Lighter Than Air Committee, Southern California Aviation
Council, Inc., Lighter Than Air Technical Task Force, Pasadena,
California, U.S.A.
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: t The following tables were developed and used as guides to the overall
study of the airship's economics We have not provided the entire

study since it is weighted by many conclusions of the SCACI group that
others may not agree with. In determining manufacturing costs the use

3" of cubic displacement was applied rather than cost per pound and ton
of airframe. The latter may also be acceptable and use of both could

_ provide an excellent cross check of the manufacturing economics

Crew costs were not included because SCACI operations and flight

/ people have very definite ideas of what would comprise a crew and what
I would not and these estimates would certainly not agree with what has

been past practice or suggested by airship proponents of late. GSA

and general operational practices are considered closer to seagoing
operations than to air transport, but this too may not agree with pre- '_

_ conceived ideas, and was not included.

. We hope that these tables will act as a guideline and permit further
...._ efforts to go forward to truly pr3vide a reasonable economic basis

upon which the airship can be viewed objectively. One need only
remember that air transportation and global access in hours has only
existed for the 16 years since the jet transport.

_ We have a long way to go in aviation and it may be fitting that the
airship will be among those future advances. Future passenger

_ exposure to the airship will certainly have a bearing on its future,

as profoundly as the ability of the jet to eliminate vibration and
_ give the feeling of living-room comfort at 450 mile per hour speeds.

It has been man's dream and also his major necessity to develop

_ transportation and communications as vital to his well being and sur-
vival. The airship appears to offer massive gains if it can be

_ adequately managed to reduce transportation costs measurably and at
:' the same time provide greater operating fr6edoms and access to cargo

or passengers than any other form we use today, airplanes, truck,
ships, helicopters and barges.

Arguements over _he questions of the handling, mooring survivability
and applications of the airship belie that innate ability that lies

,,ithin the aerospace industry worldwide to solve problems of immense
magnitude and achieve great advances which have led to space, the moon
and now the galaxies. If the economics are correc_ or within reason

then it is necessary to get on with the job and prove It by an
operating product on which further refinements can be made and
determined.
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° A STUDY OF DESIGN TRADE - OFFS !

USING A COMPUTER MODEL

Stephen Coughlin
C

,?

• ABSTRACT: The paper is an extension of previous work
_rt--_en by the author. It studies the interaction
between the efficiency of the structural design and the tt
cost of the structure used; and shows that future effort

--_' _ is best directed at producing a low cost structure of I
medium efficiency, but with the ability to withstand _

: _ normal service wear. The paper then goes on to study the
trade-off between aerodynamic drag and structure w_ight in "

selecting a length to diameter ratio for the hull, and -:to evaluate the implications cf power plan type and fuel

cost on the economics of the airship. As a final studythe choice of lifting gas is considered.

i
2

i

Ilcroduction

_he development of technological research into vehicles such as large
a_ _hips is in itself a complex problem. Whil. _ working on "new" "

, v_hicles of this type, the design engineer is unable to fall back upon
the benifits of past decelopment a:_d operational experience. This
means that those responsible for directing the cesearch effort have a)

• problem in separating tlmse areas of airship technology requiring
extensive effort from those that _an be. considered of little or no

importance.

In order to sur),_ountthis problem a cost model was developed at
Cranfield, which allowed us to study the impact of varying key design

: par_.meters. It permitted sensitivity analysis to be undertaken in
: order to produce a _imple ran_ing of problem areas.

* Research Officer, Cranfield Institute of Technology, Cranfield,
,;: England
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\ The results produced from the initial model were published in a
previous paper (ref I), a summary of which is given in table i.

J,

% change in operating
_: cost
4'

/ Parameter Initial Assumption -50% +50%

2 i Altitude 3,000 ft -4% +4%

L/D 6. -22% +22%

s.f.c .47 Ib/HP/hour -4% +7%

j s.w .5 ib/HP -1% +0%, ¢

-'-_ mint e 06 inches -47% +70%

F 1.27 +108%

Transmission

efficiency .85 -10% +12%

• Max Speed/ ,

Cruise Speed I.i -5% +27%

Utilisation S,OOO hrs +55% -14%

Interest on
10% -15% +17%

Capital

Vehicle life iO years +46% -14%

Structure cost £20,OOO/ton -40% +42%

_'_ Gas cost _30/iOOO ft 3 -4% +3%

Power plant E20/HP -_% +_%" cost

Fuel cost £20/ton -3% +5%

; Crew wages _140,OOO -4% +4%

Maintenance 4% first cost -9% +9%

Insurance 1% first cost -3% <2%

* Ratio taken as 1

TABLE 1

A SUMMARY OF THE SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS PRODUCED IN REF 1

Structure of the Model

The earlier model has now been improved in those areas shown eo be

critical in the prevlous study in order to pro¢ide greater cla,_t;,.

with the hope that it will show where future research would be best
directed. It must he stressed at this point that, although the

philosophy of the model is based upon a conventional design pr_cczs,
the result: produced here are intended to illustrate critical areas

and Key variables rather than suggest an ideal design.
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_._ A simpllfied diagram of the model is shown in figure I. The model !
_ is structured to allow all the individual varlables to be varied

_ _ independently or jo.ntly, to cater for "trade-offs" to be studied.

il The input to the model, once it has been set-up, is the route capacity

in tons/year, range in miles and the flight altitude in feet. The ;i
speed is then determined for the lowest operating cost within the _

, constraints applied.

: _ SCALE FOR HULL FORM

I_ "_

MAKE WEIGHT ESTIMATE

a_-, '_ ESTIMATE SIZE

__k CALCULATE POWER REQUIREMENT

DESIGN SHELL

_ REESTIMATE ICEIGHT BREAKDOWN

_ ESTIMATE COST

IF NOT MINIMUM CHANGE SPEED

" IF MINIMUM

;. FIGURE 1 - MODEL STRUCTURE

¢,

Decision Criterion

The criterion chosen fo the evaluation was that of minimum fare

level for a set rate of return. This was chosen on the grounds that
a freight system is purely _.ommercial, social inputs being small,
and the ultimate decision would therefore be on commercial
possibilities.

Mqthod of Analysis Used
i'

As all parts of the system are as yet undefined, it was necessary to
conside_ it in a mathematical form, representing each component as _m

_ input to the operating cost The form of the mathematical model so_ '

' A
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produced was then optimised for minimum operating cost as follows:

A technology assessment techniqu based upon Net Present Value

The net present value (NPV) of any project is given by

£=n

IqFV = _ (i - Co
t¢

£=1 !

i where

) £ is a year in the projects life

n is the life of the project

Cf is the net cash flow

Co is the first cost

r is the interest on capital

il _ If the cash flow is assumea smooth (ie there are no discrete
% payments all are smoothed throughout the project's life

' then the equation can be simplified to give
1

-t
•i : r

Putting Cf = Cr - Cc

and Cr = T x F

where

Cr is the cash revenue/year

Cc is the cazh cost/year

T is the system capacity/year

and F is the charge per unit capacity/trip

gives -n]NPV = (TxF - Cc) [1 - r(1 + r) Co
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as an optimum it can be taken that NPV = O, allowing the relationship

f

T - (I �r)
?

l

This now provides a simple relationship between the cost of a system _

in ter_s of its total first cost (C), its operating cost (C_) and its
fare level (F). (This Js easily modified for systems that h_ve
components with different book lives, but for simplicity in this
example, they have all been assumed constant).

_...-- Evaluation of CO and Cc

a) Considering the vehicle only;

The major first cost (Co) components are

" 1) Structure Cost

2) Lifting Gas Cost

3) Power Plant Cost

and the major annual cash costs (Cc) were assumed to be

4) Fuel

! 5) Crew Pay

: 6) .Repairs

' 7) Insurance

Table 1 sbows how these may be described in terms of vehicle
parameters

Function Of Major Parameters

_ Structure Cost Weight of structure W, u

_, Lift Gas Cost airship volume V

_" Power Plant Cost installed power S, u

i Fuel Cost fuel used S, u

i Crew Pay assumed constant

• Repairs ) assumed to be a [} CInsurance percentage of first cost o

• where W = size of airshio

_' u = speed of airship 1

_ V = volume of airship = f(W)
:: S = surface area of airship = f(W) _

< i

?
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; Hence all components of the vehicle are some function, in this
simple case, of vehicle size and speed.

Analysis of Vehicle only

_ Using this theory and inserting the necessary engineering relation-
ships, it was possible to derive an iterative technique (fig I) that
gave a solution for the optimum design where

dF = O

du

The Datum Situation

; It is impossible in a paper like this to cover the full range of
_--" options available. For this reason a single specification has to be

chosen to act as the datum situation and, unless otherwise stated,
the assumptions should be taken as given in table 2.

The following is a list of the basic assumptions used in the
. assessment, together with the justification for these assumptions.

Assumption Value

Tons/year 150,0OO

• Range 1000 miles

Life 10 years

:, Operational altitude 5,OO0 ft

Length/diameter ratio 6.

: Specific fuel consumption .47 lb/hp/hr

Specific weight of power plant .5 lb/hp

Minimum practical value of t e .06"
Reserve fuel 33%

Power plant cost f20/HP

Fuel cost ilO0/ton

Crew wages I140,000

Maintenance cost 4% first cost

Insurance cost 1% first cost

Interest on capital 20%

TABLE ? ASSUMPTIONS USED IN STUDY

STRUCTURE

I As a first step in the study a totally uncon,_trained analysis was
) under:aken. Structures of w, rious efficiencies and ranges of costs

were studied, the results of which are shown in figure 2. The
structura _ efficiency is reflected by the equivalent shell thickness

@
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_._,._ _, . _,, .,4. _ __-_,,_,__ _,,, .,'._ _ _

i .ZO

_. 50,000

.15

OPERATING iI40'OOO STRUCTURE

COST I/ COST £/TON

i/TON MILE /_30,OO0
.i0

' ._ i@

./)I/Xo,ooor

.O5 _0,OOO

f

zo Is io
' CRUISE SPEEDS - MILE_/HR

! .02 .O4 .O6 .O8
te - inches

, FIGURE Z UNCONSTRAINED SOLUTION

which is given by

te = Total Structure Weight x 12

, _ Density of Duraluminium x Surface Area

te .is in inches and other units in pounds and feet

_ From figure 2 it can be seen that in the unconstrained situation the
_i results produced are trivial. The low equivalent thickness would not

have any resistance to hail impact or bird strikes of the lowest
r magnitude. Those shells that do have higher equivalent thicknesses

are discounted by the low optimum cruise speeds associated with them,
which are incapable of providing an acceptable level of aerodynamic
stability.

The study was repeated with the solutions constrained to a minimum
: speed of 50 miles/hour and a minimum equivalent shell thickness of

.06 inches. This resulted in a set of solutions all of which lie

along one of the applied constraints. The results of this study are
shown in figure 3.

_, Analysis of figure _ shows a number of designs all above the .06
i: inch constraint, but with speeds of SO miles/hour. When these
! solutions were studi'_d in greater depth the structural efficiencies
_: which related to the designs were found to be so low as to make them
,; trivial solutions to the problem. This implies therefore that all the

useful solutions lie on the minimum equivalent thickness constraint
: had optimum speeds increasing from 50 miles/hour to 70 miles/hour.
_' The speed increased linearly Ps the structure was used more efficient-

ly from SO mile_/hour to some constant value, dependent upon the
structure cost assumed, the higher the structure cost the higher the
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• 20 12"

'_ .IS 09"

OPERATING

_ 08" te,, COST

E/TON MILE .IO .O7"
<

.06"
! .05 s,

4

1 2 3 4 S

' STRUCTURE COST £OOO/TON

FIGURE 3 CONSTRAINED SOLUTION

the steady state value of the optimum speed. The reason for this is
. , that for cost effectivness the more expensive structures have to be

used more efficiently. Hence, to off set the increased cost of the
structure the design becomes smaller and faster, as structure cost
increases. Figure 4 shows the value of these steady state re._ults

_', ' for optimum cruise speed.
z;

80
,' .Ol

te rain

70 .06

STEADY STATE

SPEED

MILES/HR 60

SO

1 2 3 4 S

STRUCTURE COST _OOO/TON

FIGURE 4 STEADY STATE SPEEDS

The Minimum Equivalent Thickness Constraint

From t},e results already l,roduced, it becomes apparent that the
equivalent thickness cohstraint is a key are_,. 'Fileproduction of ._
light weight design which is also resilient enough to withstand
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rigorous service conditions is difficult. Experience in structures
of this type is completely lacking and the possibility of achieving
a minimum value of .06" is unknown. A value of .i" has also been

considered, therefore, and the results are included in figures 3 and 4.

i Implications of the Structure Stud Z

: This study illustrates the unique problems of designing airship
structures. It shows quite clearly that high efficiency structures
have no major role to play in the shell design of conventional
airships, and the need is for practical scructures, the major
constraint being the ability of the structure to withstand general in-
service knocks. The future lies, therefore, in producing low cost

structures of medium efficiency, weight being a second order problem. , "

This lies in contradiction to present aircraft design philosophy,
where weight saving is a major criterion, and the use of materials ¢

such as titanium and carbon fibre reinforced structures is common-
_"" place Ia designing an airship shell there is a need for low density

structures, not to reduce weight but to allow greater thicknesses to
be used in order to increase resilience to damage. At the same time,
however, costs should be low whilst strength is a problem of the
second order. Structures that provide possible solutions to this

,- requirement are glass fibre structures or foam supported structures.
Thought must also be directed towards varying the design of the
conventional rigid airship in order to introduce some of the
requirements already outlined.

The same problems are also relevant to the production of the hull.
The structure should be robust enough to allow simple handling
during construction, since any special requirements will only

t _ increase production costs. This could lead to a situation where even
the simplest of structl,res could be highly expensive due to high

handling cost.

_ In conclusion to this section, it would seem that, with the relativly
: ': small variation in operating cost for changes in equivalent thickness

at the low structure costs, as shown in figure 3, a weight penalty
"' could be accepted provided the use of heavier structures as st in
,_ reducing production cost_. With this in mind, it is reco_ :,,ded that
_: future research should be directed at producing a struct : with a
il low equivalent thickness but with the major constraints o. being able
<-, to be easily and cheaply produced and to undergo normal handiing in
: service and during production.
t

LENGTH/DIAMETER RATIO

Closely related to the previous problem is the choice of length/
: diameter ratio of the hull. The selection of the optimum value
_' requires a trade-off between the structure weight and the skin

friction drag.

Dra_K

In order to relate the drag to the length/diameter ratio the follow-
ing drag relationship was used:

:_ Drag = q SD CD
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' where q is the dynamic pressure

• SD is the wetted drag area
r

and CD = .O3 1 + 1.S + 7 ,

-i77 = 7.Iz';. RE ",_" -"

' / (Source mef 2)
t

The results of this study are shown in figure 5.

.20 _ "

IOOC

_-" .15

_ OPERATING RANGE - MIEES

COST _____13OO

: . i/TON MILE .iO
3000

.05

t;

) _, _ =. . . a .,

0 2 4 6 8 10
; I/d

FIGURE S VARIATION OF LENGTH/DIAMETER

From this it can be seen that the optimum ratio Gf length to diameter
is 2.5, and that this value is independent of range. This optimal
value is based on a trade-off of fuel cost and structure cost and

. gives no consideration to stability. In selecting the final value it
will be necessary to consider the requirements of directional
stability, which is likely to increase the value.

FUEL AND POWER PLANT

Although it _as shown previously _Ref 1) that the choice of power
plant and the cost of the fuel were not critical areas in terms of
airship economics, it was decided that, with the rapid increase in
fuel prices that hos occured, the problem should be reassessed.

Fuel Cost

In order to study the effects of fuel cost on cost effectiveness, two
: designs were tindertaken to fulfill the same requirements. Each design
! had ,, different fuel cost; the first f20/TON, a typical value for two

_cars ago, and the second _lO,J'f(IN, a value representative of present
high fuel costs, the major characteristics of the designs are given
in table 3.
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FUEL COST £20/TON flO0/TON
OPTIMUM MAX LIFT 1170 TONS 14_O TONS

OPTIMUM CRUISE SPEED 77 MILES/HR 51MILES/HR

OPERATING COST £,026/TON MILE £,O3/TON NILETABLE 3 EFFECT OF FUEL COST3.

'; _, The results illustrate how rapid changes in costs can modify past
)" results. Fuel cost has increased from a minor variable to a major

variable and has caused a marked decrease in the optimum speed ,¢
_' Power Plant Choice ,

The importance of the fuel cost is also reflected in a study of power
plant characteristics. The importance of specific fuel consumption is

..-." ._ clearly seen from figure 6, the specific weight of the power plant
having very little importance by comparison, (values of specific
weight from 5 to 5 fall on the same curve),, • •

os

, OPERATING

COST

E/TON MILE

,' ,04

.O3

i i • t • • ii | ii

1 2 3

SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION LB/ItP/LIR

FIGURE 6 EFFECT OF POWER PLANT

REFERENCES:

1. Coughlin S., An Appraisal of the Rigid Airship in the OK Freight
Market, Cranfiela-_TS Repor_ 3, Cranfield Institute of Technol6gy,-
_id. (March 1973).
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N7615023
AN ECONOHIC COHPARISON o_

THREE HEAVY LIFT AIrbORNE -""STEMS

Bernard H. Carson*

ABSTRACT: Current state of art trends indicate that a
50-ton payload helicopter could be built by the end of
the decade. However, alternative aircraft that employ
LTA principles are shown to be more economically attrac-
tive, both in term_ of investment and operating costs
for the ultra-heavy lift role. Costing methodology
follows rationale developed by airframe manufacturers,
and includes learning curve factors.

t

: _ In this country, we ha;e about a decade of experience with helicopters

' designed for the heavy lift role; at present, ten tons of payload canbe transported from one random point to another and this capability
- has already made an impact in military operations, and tile construc-

tion and logging industries, to name a few more not::ble applications.
-_ A wide variety of other uses have been found that, taken together,

assure us that the heavy lift helicopter zs become an acceptable,
and in some cases a urique solution to some of our complex trans-
portational requirements. But) as experience is gained, payload
limitations are becoming rapidly apparent, and it is logical to look
beyond the present in an effort to identify the options that exist in
advancing current heavy lift technology.

This paper deals with the economics of heavy lift systems, but in a
sense, it may be viewed as a technology assessment presented in an

*Professor of Aerospace Engineering, U. S. Naval Academy,. Annapolis,
_aryland, II.S.A.
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economic framework; economics and technology appear to be somewhat
inseparable. It is alse fair to point out that the subsequent text
deals with direct _conomics of design, development, construction and
operation of heavy lift systems, a_d makes no attempt to address the
indirect economic benefits that will almost cer_ainlv accrue in a
variety of future heavy lift applications; that aspect is lett to
other authors whose efforts, appearing concurrently witt, this one,
will treat this subject in some depth.

/
For this study, we have chosen three such systems. The first is an
extcapolation of current, or near-timeframe heavy lift helicopter
tech,ology to a fifty-ten payload machine. The second is the hybrid
Aerc .ane as proposed by All American Engineering Corporation, also +
of fifty ton payload capacity. The last is a device that is an
admixture of Lighter Than Air technology and existing helicopters, as
proposed by Piasecki Aircraft. None of these systems exist, or are ._
likely to in the next few years, even if work were to be begun at

_.. once on some or all of them. In economic forecasting, a "few years"
may be an an unacceptably long time, conslderin_ present inflationary
trends; nevertheless, conclusions reached on the basis of comparative
costs should be relatively immune to this effect.

Baseline Lifting Capability

Mostly as a matter of convenience, but with some rationale, the pay-
load to be held common to these three systems is established at fifty
U.S. tons (100,000) lb). All American Engineering Company has effec-
tively sized such a machine (E-l) and conducted a comprehensive
design study during the course of their general feasibility efforts,
and it thus seems appropriate to view this effort as a logical begin-
ning for purposes ot comparison. From a military standpoint, a
fifty ton sling load is an all inchsive capability, except for the
main battle tank and the he-viest mobile artillery pieces. In corn-
rnercial applicatio_ _, a fift_ ton payload seem3 also to satis:v most
requirements excepting large mclear reactor components, and very
large tree harvesting operations. Other ba::etine parameters wil'l he
developed subsequently, appropriate to the aircraft under considera-
tion.

S0-Ton Heavy Lift Helicopter Point Design

Since the best U.S. production helicopter to date has a design pay-
load of 1Z.5 t_ns, it is necessary, before becoming greatly exercised
about a S0-ton iliA[, to establish that such a machine is technically
feasible within the constraints imposed by near-time airframe and
engine technology. It "s to this end tha't the following assessment
i s made.

Nuch effort has gone towards the advancen.ent of hel_copter techno_o._y
in the past thirty years or so, but remarkably few helicopters ha_e
been designed from the outset _ith the heavy lift roIe in mind; what-
ever else may be said, the Soviets have been completely do_;inant in
this field (see Table l) although the first ultra-heavy lift

l
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' /% _ helicopter appears to be the Hughes prototype YH-17 (1952) (calledthe Sky Crane ) which had a design gross weight (DGW) of 52,000 lb.,
'V and a lifting ability of 27,000 lb. Subsequently, in the U.S., we

have developed helicopters having payloads in excess of 10 tons (the
l CH-53, 54 series) while in the USSR_ the Mil-series designs, which

_- p / started in 1957, appear to have peaked out as long ago as 1969, when ;
_-, _._ the MI-12 set a world payload record by lifting 34.2 tons to an alti-

tude of 2,000 meters. Present on-going efforts here are centered
:" about the U.S Army-sponsc ed Heavy Lift Helicopter, the Boeing-

Vertol prototype presently under schedule to fly in 1975. This air-
craft has a design payload of 22.5 tons and features a great deal of "
advanced materials applications as a means of keeping the structural ,:

_, weight fraction within bounds2. ,-

TABLE I _

F.A.I. Heavy Lift Helicopter Records: "_

Greatest Payload Carried to 2,000 Meters

"-" Date Aircraft Load _
%,

• 17 Dec 1955 YAK-24 (USSR) 4,000 Kg (8,818 lb.)
ii Oct 1956 HR2S-I (USA) 6,010 Kg (13,249 lb.)
50 Oct 1957 Mil-6 (USSR) 12,004 Kg (26,464 lb.)

.. 25 Sep 1961 MiI-10 (USSR) 15,I05 Kg (33,296 lb.) :
15 Sep 1962 Mi1-6 (USSR) 20,117 Kg (44,350 lb.)

6 Aug 1969 Mil-12 (USSR) 40,205 Kg (88,656 lb.)

It is in fact the growth of structural weight =rac_on which stands
: alone as a chief concern when contemplating large aircraft of any j
_ description• For baseline estimates, the square-cube law may be
' invoked. But in practice, this produces an overly-pessimistic pic- i/ ture since many aircraft components (e.g., flight instruments and

avionics) do not scale up with aircraft size, and other major com- 1
ponents such as engines :lave not historically followed this scaling _
law due to continuous ir,provements in state of art.

It is interesting, and as it turns out, highly instructive, therefore, t
to examine what sparse data exists on "scratch-built" heavy lift
helicopters as a first attempt to determine the trend of empty weight
fraction as a functiou of design gross weight. lF-2 summarizes this effort, revealing what appears to be a remarkably
simple picture of structural weight growth for large helicopters.
Two distinct trends are evident, one for _he Soviet and the other for
U.S. efforts. Study of these trends indicates some significant
aspects. First, it can be seen that the Soviets gave high priority
to the development of large helicopters as far back as twenty years
ago. The Mil-6, which first flew in 1957, has a design gross weight
of 95,000 lb. and a payload in excess of 50,000 lb., both figures
roughly double the best U.S. effort to date. Then followed the Mil-8
and the Mil-10, which first flew in 1966. With this technological
base, they were thus evidently encouraged in 1965 to begin the :,
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: development of an ultra-large machine. This resulted in the Nil-12, "
which first flew in 1969, and, after a series of improvements, estab- ,

lished the payload record mentioned above. _

-_ EMPTY WEIGHT FRACTION VS. DESIGN GROSS MIL-I2 _ ,;

WEIGHT FOR US,USSR TURBINE HELICOPTERS o_ _'_:

o= _ (1969) _

,_ V "'-2

_.7 ,

.- __.6 _ °MIL-10 (19611 _ _50 n_To ,,--
..1,_,l_L-8 (1961) _ _ HLH (1977)

X_

.s (1962)
CH- 46A x_B/V HLH

x_ (1977)
x _ CH-53- 54 ..

SH- 3A (t 9e 2)

.4 (1959), | , i | i " J ,, , --"

0 40 80 120 160 200 240

DESIGN GROSS WEIGHT, 1000 lb. ,_:

F-2

2

Of greater significance than its impressive size, however, is the _;,
indication that the Hil-12 is, or rather was, the largest helicopter ("
payload configuration that could be developed within the constraint '

of their structural weight growth trend. To see this, it is only _
necessary to translate this trend into an approximate analytical
expression, i.e.,

We/W o - 0.54 + 0.10IVo/105 4

v
c

-,!
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where We, Wo are the empty and design gross weights; and defining _I'
"payload" to include not only useful payload, but crew and fuel

weights, then Wp/Wo = 1-We/Wo, and there results

Wp = 0.46Wo 0.10W_/10S

which shows that there is a value of W that will produce the maximum
payload. This simple model predicts teat payload to be 53,000 lb, '_
corresponding to a design gross weight of 230,000 lb. This may be

s,,

compared with data taken from Ref. 2, which lists the DGW for the _
Mil-12 at 213,000 lb. and a design payload of 55,000 lb. It is thus
tentatively suggested that the Soviets had, in 1969, designed the _.:
ultimate load-lifting helicopter allowable within their technology.
In keeping with their structural weight growth trend, a 50 ton pay- ,'
load helicopter would have been quite out of the question. , '

The U.S. experience in heavy lift helicopter design shows a better
structural weight fraction trend than the Soviets, probably because
the early lack of comparably large shaft engines demanded that
greater attention be given to detailed structural design. This has ,
also had the effect of providing incentives to develop weight saving
materials (e.g., composites) for secondary structural applications.
In any event, whether this trend can be maintained (or bettez yet,
reduced) for U.S. helicopters of arbitrary size is a question that
cannot be answered at the present. Assuming that this trend were
maintained, however, we find, by application of the above rationale,
that the maximum payload is about 78.5 tons, at a DGW of 550,000 lb.

Thus, while we have not "proved" that there is an upper limit to a
U.S. helicopter payload, we have, through this exercise, been
encouraged to believe that a S0-ton payload helicopter is not a
technical impossibility, at least according to current U.S. struc-
tural weight growth trends.

For present purposes, then, it is assumed that this trend well repre
sents a technically feasible configuration in the 50 ton payload
range, and, with a 10% payload allowance for fuel, sizes out nomi- '_
nall¥ to be a 260,000 DGW helicopter having a payload (including
fuel) of II0,000 lb. This gives a structural weight factor of 0.577.
With this as a base, the 50 ton ELH sizes out fairly rapidly by using
fixed component weight fractions and disk loadings for the Boeing
Vertol HLH as a reference. Assuming a 22% rotor overlap, a 228'
length emerges for a tandem rotor configuration, based on a 128'
rotor diameter. This was determined3 by.assuming a rotor figure of
merit of 0.78. A total of 30,000 SHP is required for this aircraft,
allowing for a mechanical transmission efficiency of 0.95. Four
engines of the Allison TT01-AD-700 type, or its derivatives, should
suffice. This engine is rated at 8,075 SHP, and is currently under
development for the Boeing Vertol HLH. F-5 illustrates the compo-
sition of empty weight fraction for the two aircraft.
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_ Weight Stretch Factors for 50 Ton HLH Based on _ .

_.._. Boeing/ Vertol XCH-64 _;z

F-3

+

The Aerocrane concept as proposed by All American Engineering Company
is described elsewhere, but for completeness, a brief description is
included here. ._

As shown in F-l, the Aerocrane consists of an aerostatic sphere that
supports a set of equitorially mounted, cruciform wings. In opera-
tion, this assembly is rotated by wing-mounted engines and propellers.
With this arrangement, aerodynamic lift is developed on the wings
that adds to the aerostatic force so that lift can be controlled in

+ the hovering mode. Control is directed from a non-rotating cab
supported by the main structure. In the proposed fifty-ton version,
the useful load divides in a roughly equal way between aerodynamic .
and aerostatic lift. In addition, all structural weight of the ,,
a_rcraft is supported by the aerostat, which has been sized for that
purpose. Wing (or rotor) incidence is both cyclically and collec-
tively controllable, so the aircraft hovers and translates in much
the same fashion as a helicopter, except when the overall buoyancy )
of the system is positive; in this case forward flight is obtained
by _ilting the aircraft backwards, and using negative lift to propel _
the craft at constant altitude. For system parameters used in this
study, the reade, is referred to Ref. 4.

L

"Gargantua" (see F-4) is the name adopted by the Piasecki Aircraft i_
Corporation to describe a heavy lift device that is engagingly :;
simple; it places no demands on state of art, and could presumably be
built almost immediately with relatively low technological risk. As ,:
can be seen, it consists of a large rigid airship hull built along
the lines of the Akron/Macon design, except that all engines, controls
and other subsystems have been transferred from the hull to four
helicopters attached to the lifting envelope by two crossover, or
"saddle" beams. In principle, the aerostatic lift of the hull com-
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pensates for the entire dead weight of the system, which includes the
basic hull and saddle weights, and the fully-fueled helicopter _eights
as well. The total helicopter lift (equal to the DGW of the four _
helicopters) can then be used for lifting and propelllng the system. _ _
In the configuration shown, this would amount to about 84 tons, cor- 1responding to four CH-SSD's.

_ As with the Aerocrane, a separate paper on this subject appears con-
currently with this one, to which the re._der is referred for addi-
tional details 5. j

Cost of 6argantua - Since no rigid airships have been built for abou: _ ":

_. 40 years, there is no relevant experience base whatever on which to |_,
_ _ draw in terms of unit airframe costs. The AKRON, having a gross

weight of 460,000 lb., cost $5.3 million, about half of wh_.ch went
into tooling and hangaring costs, since her sister ship, the MACON,
cost only about $2.6 million. During construction of these craft,
vast amounts of hand labor were employed at rates that were cheap
e,'en by :he standards of the era, since the depression was then in

_.,.-, full swing It seems fairly certain that this construction philoso- '_
phy would not prove profitable, or perhaps even possible in the
present age. A comprehensive study, performed by a task force of
design engineers, manufacturing specialists, and costing experts, is
probably reqt,_red to determine the optimum capita? investment in air-
frame fabrication machinery, as weighed against lauor costs as can be

" foreseen in the 1980 timeframe. On the other hand, the traditional
rigid airship structure is highly parts-redundant, suggesting that a
diverse subcontracting approach that made use of the excess capacity
of major airframe manufacturers might be a productive option. If
this were done, a reasonable first estirate for unit airframe costs
might be $10-$20/lb. (typical "low technology," i.e., light aircraft

? figures) the higher figure probably the more appropriate one initi-
ally, with costs tending toward the lower figure as experience was

_' gained. This would put the cost of the basic Gargantua airship hull
at somewhere between four and eight million dollars.

As for the helicopters, it may be supposed that surplus military air-
craft (if they exist) would be used on a "proof of concept" proto-
type, but a serious commercial or military venture would surely
require new aircraft, probably in the $3-8 millior cost category,
depending on the extent of modification required to existing designs,
and whether they were intended to operate in the helicopter (as
opposed to the completely captive) mode part of the time. Allowing
for fail-safe interconnects, winching equipment and other auxiliary
gear, initial production Gargantuas might cost as little as $20
million, and as much as $40 million, or thereabouts. Until the
Gargantua proposal moves past the concept and into the preliminary
design phase, more energetic attempts to pinpoint its development,
production, and operating costs appear to be futile.

Costing Methodology

The remainder of this paper is concerned with the £eneration of esti-
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mates for the costs associated with the acquisition and operation of !
: the remaining two aircraft.

.... In general, aircraft costing methodolog Z follows an application of
-- established trends based upon mission requirements, cost analyses of

existing designs, historical trends, state of art potentials, and
complexity factors. The actual process of generating total costs for

: a given configurational design then depends on the "order of esti-

_. mate" appropriate to the study phase. To clarify, first order-
estimates of acquisition costs can be obtained from relatively

_, simple microscopic cost trends. Independent variables appropriate to
this order are speed, range, payload, gross weight, installed horse- '
power, number of aircraft produced, and so forth. As the design "

evolves, individual components and subsystems begin to crystallize ..#:
in terms of size and weight, and second-order e_timating rationale

_j_ can be applied (with liberal amounts of compute:r time) to provide a 'i:
more refined estimate of total costs. Table II indicates an example

---'_ of the informational detail necessary to proceed with this costing "
phase. In the terminal design phase, estimates become interwoven
with reality (mostly as a result of prototype experience) and cost "_
estimating is confined to design change practices.

_. In a paper of this scope, it is obviously not possible to develop
cost figures much beyond the first order level of estimation, al-
though an attempt has been made to apply second-order rationale for
the Aerocrane and the 50-ton HLH where possible. The data base used
for this stud_ _erives from studies conducted by several airframe

: manufacturers_, _ for the U.S. Navy, but it necessary, to point out
:,: that neither these data, nor the conclusions thus reached in the
" present study represent the official policies of the Department
_., of the Navy.

_ TABLE II v

Typical Second-Order Cost Estimating Factors
(shown for illustration only)

Dollars

Component Per Pound

I. MAIN ROTOR GROUP 81.3
2. WING GROUP 99.S
3. TAIL ROTOR 100.0
4. TAIL SURFACES 24.7
5. BODY GROUP 99.5
6. ALIGHTING GEAR 46.5
7. FLIGHT CONTROLS I15.0
8. PROPULSION GROUP TREND

etc.

Effect of Productinn Numbers on Manufacturing Costs In proposing
new aircraft, major airframe companies speak of a learning curve, or
a price-quantity relationship that accounts for the fact that, during
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: a production run, many cost-reducing factors will materialize that
act to steadily decrease the unit aircraft cost. As an example, the
first production aircraft (actually the tenth actual aircraft, allow-

' ing for preproduction prototypes) might cost $10 million, a figure
that historical trends and other data migh; predict to be halved at
the 100-aircraft mark. According to a linear-legarithmic relation-
ship, this predicts that the tenth production aircraft should cost

- about $8 million, hence the term "80% learning curve" that would be
,:' cited in this instance. The production rate influences this figure

due to_, significantly, mostly the effect of fixed costs that must be
_ written off during productionS; a half-rate might change this figure

to 85%. But the important aspect to note here is the profound effect
that production numbers have on average unit costs. With an 80% .
learning curve, the average cost is about 64% of the tenth aircraft ,et

_ cost, if 100 aircraft are produced; th_s figure further diminishes
' to 35% if the total production is increased to 1000. Another bene-
< ficial effect of production numbers is, of course, in the unit

amortization of development costs.

'_ Since it is difficult to envision heavy lift aircraft of whatever
_.-- descriptlon being produced in numbers greater than several hundred,
, the basis for estimating prcduction costs has been set at runs of one

hundred and two hundred aircraft, in an attempt to illustrate this
effect. In so doing, we have assumed an 805 learning curve. Current
trends indicate this figure to be on the low side.

_." Development Cost_ Airframe manufacturers' data6 and a study of cur-
rent trends indicate a development cost of $380M (]973 dollars) for
the 50-ton HLH. This assumes the use of developed engines and
avionics. For purposes of comparison, a separate study (1971) per-
formed under U.S. Army contract estimated development costs for a

, 24-ton HLH at SS55M, which included $90M for engine development, $60M
_" for a new rotor test facility, and $30M for avionics development.
i

* Therefore, our figure appears to be the correct order of magnitude.
;:; For the Aerocrane, a figure of $165M has be_n developed, which

includes allowances for developmental problens in engine installation,
_' and the desigv and development of propellers that will be required to

match engine performance with the Icw speed environment. This figure
is considerably in excess of that predicted by All American Engineer-
ing.

Flyaway and Investment Costs - For this study, the flyaway cost is
taken as 110% of the production cost, which includes net profit and
marketing costs, such as ferrying and crew training. To this is
added another 20% which, to the order of accuracy sought here, repre-
sents the initial spares allocation, which is comprised of 50_ of the .
basic engine cost, and 25% of the basic airframe and equipment costs.
Both the Aerocrane and the HLH appear to be well represented by this
_pproximation.

Table Ill summarizes the total acquisition costs for the two air-
craft, as a function of production run.
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TABLE III
J

,_ Acquisition Costs vs Production Run,
80_ Learning Curve, 1973 MS

Aerocrane (100/200 A/C) S0-Ton HLH

R_D 165/165 578/578
Mfg Cost (tot.) 364.5/614.5 1570/2648
Unit Cost 5.27/3.89 19.46/15.15 _.
Flyaway Cost I 5.80/4.28 21.41/16.64
Invest. Cost 2 6.85/5.06 25.50/19.67

I. Flyaway Cost = 110_ Unit Cost -
2. Invest. Cost = 150_ Unit Cost _

Operating Costs - In developing operating costs, the following
rationale was employed: a) Specific fuel consumption is taken
nominally to be 0.5 lb-fuel/HP-hr, and fuel costs _150/per ton. b) ¢

-'" Maintenance hours per flight hour (both scheduled and unscheduled) is
estimated to be 7 hrs for the HLH vs 5 hrs for the Aerocrane, dimin- .e
ishing linearly to 5 hrs after two years of operational experience,
and costs $8 per hour. c) Crew costs are $90 per hour, which includes
overhead, d) Non-productive flight time _e.g., ferrying, training)

., represents 20_ of total utilization, el Hangaring an4 insurance costs
are not included, f) Initial cost includes 20_ for spares, which are
replenished annually at a rate of 5_ of the original flyaway price.
g) True interest rate on the debt is 5_ after allowances are made
for depreciation and interest tax deductions. With these assumptions,
the following average annual operating costs were develope_ (Table IV)
based on 10 years life cycle.

, TABLE IV

Average I0 yr Hourly Operating Costs
for 600/1200 flight hours per year
(1973 dollars, 1974 fuel prices)

5

Prod. run/Aircraft Aerocrane 50-Ton HLH

100 $1805/1385 4605/3065
200 1580/1270 3920/2720

J

Conclusions: In this paper, the attempt has been to combine reason-
able t_chnological projections with representative, current costing
rationale as a means of determining, to first order, the costs assoc-
iated with heavy lift capability. While the exactitude of numbers
developed in a study of this scope is always open to question, it is
felt that they are of the correct order of magnitude, and almost cer-
tainly of correct relative magnitude in the comparisons that have
been made. In all phases of development, manufacture, and operation,
the Aerocrane emerges as considerably more cost effective than the
50-Ton HLH, underscoring the savings that might be expected in a

'.5
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heavy lift device, where part of the lift is gotten for free, so to
speak. Costs, like _eight, have a way of "snowballing" in advanccd,
state o£ art aircraft, which the 50-ton machine represents. Part of
this escalation derives from obvious physical causes, such as the nec-
essity to develop better materials, to keep empty weight fractions
within bounds. Somewhat less oSviously, there is a "cost-risk"
spiral that has become ever-increasingly a dominating cost element £n
new aircraft development; whether this can be avoided in the develop-

ment of LTA technology would make an interesting study in itself.

As remarked earlier, lack o£ details argued against the comparable
cost analysis of Gargantua, and it is hoped that this paper will be
useful for comkarative purposes, when this information is £orthcoi_ing. ,_
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents an approach to marketing ana-
iy818 for Lighter Than Air vehlcle8 in a commercial freight
market. After a discussion of key characteristics of sup- |

ply and demand factors, a three-phase approach to ,_rketing I 'analysis i8 described. The existing traA_portation systems

are quantitatively defined and possible roles for Lighter
Than Air vehlcle8 within this framework are postulated.
The marketing analysis views the situation from the pers-
pective of both the shipper and the carrier. A demand for
freight service is assumed and the resulting supply charac-
teristics are determined. Then, these supply characteris-
tics are used to establish the demand for competing modes.
The pcoces8 if then iterated to arrive at the market
solutlon.

The possibility of a revival of Lighter Than Air (LTA) vehicles
results in numerous suggestions for possible missions. While LTA
enthusiasts revel in the unique performance cheracteristics of large
payload and _xtremely long flight range, some of the popularly sug-
gested missions do not utilize these features with any degree of
economy. Transport of outsizod, bulky cargo 8_ch as reactor or
machinery parts is frequently among the first _issions associated
with LTA. Hovering and lowering preassembled structures i8 also
suggested.

Memories of the Hindenberg also a?parently prompt ideas of passenger
transport. To name a fewz ferry service for passengers and cars
across the English Channel, leisure cruises to the Caribbean, hotels
for remote areas, as well as flying laboratories and dormitories for
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missions after natural disasters are also mentioned. °
/

: Anothe_ suggestion makes the airship the candidate to introduce trade
_" into the underdeveloped and inaccessible regions of Africa, South Amer-

ica, and Asia. Crop dusting, insect control, oil spill cleanup and
mobil_ hospitals have also been entertained as LTA missions. Finally,

military missions such as troop and supply carriers, weather and intel- _
_ ligence observation stations, and a platform for ocean surveillance

o are all considered as possibilities.

All of these proposed LTA missions share several salient features which
should cause one to carefully consider the appropriateness of LTA use °
at all. These features include I) a lot of "one-shot Job" suggestions I
as to missions -- movement of reactor pieces and natural disasters are

_ not everyday occurenc_s; 2) the availability of much less expensive al- i
ternatives, such as large cranes, crop-dusting planes and stationary :
hotels and laboratoriesl 3) lack of a high volume, intense commercial !'
base over which a rational allocation of the extremely high capital i

costs could be made, such as in many instances of trade development of !
underdeveloped areas with minimal trade volume.

In short, intense use must be made of an LTA in order to spread the high
_ capital costs over as wide a useage base as possible as we will show

subsequently. In addition, if the 5TA is to become a success, mass
production is desired. To meet these high volume requirements, commer-
cial freight is th_ largest potential market for LTA's. In fact,

commercial freight may be the on__markeu Jarqe enough to support such
: a mass production process.

_ AN APPROAC_ TO MARKETING ANALYSIS

_r_ The market for Lighter Than Air craft depends necessarily on the mar-
ket for their services. Although this paper concerns primarily the
latter, it is necessary to consider the former to the extent that the

: size of the market for the craft influences the cost of the individual

vehicles. This occurs in two ways: the amortization of the initial
research and development cost over the vehicle fleet and the economies
of scale in manufacture. The importance of the research and develop-
_ent costs can be demonstrated by considering the impact on aircraft
cost of various fleet sizes. With an overall development cost of I00
million dollars, a fleet of 5 vehicles would have a share of 20
million each. For 25 vehicles, this cost would drop to 4 million, o_
£f a fleet of 300 could be counted upon, the amortIIe_ cost would drop i

t:oalmost $330,000 per vehicle. Thus, the financial viability of the
concept could depend importantly on the fleet size initially planned
for.

Supply Determlnants

A first step in any analysis would be to determine for a given technol-
ogy of transport what the costa of owning a_ operating the equipment
are and what prices or tariffs would have robe charged in order to

f
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offer transport service. This depends on a number of factors which are
well known and conceptually straightforward yet sometimes ignored in
practice. These _re:

• Annual corridor vol_._ in tons

• Consolidation and deconsolidation possibilities
• Shipment size distribution
• Required frequency of service
• Seasonality
• Directionality

These factors all influence the choice of vehicle size and payload and
the ability to maintain a given mazket share and equipment tltilization.
See Figure 1.

s_

The overall volume of flow is obviously one of the most _mportant
factors since it directly influences the economies of scale which can
be attained by the use of large equipment at big load factors. A
single 5000 pound shipment being carried by truck incurs costs in the
range of twenty Jents per ton mile. If the truck were carrying
70,000 pounds, as many tractors hauling double trailers can, the cost
drops to around a cent and a half a ton mile.

Large corridor volumes tend _o beget even l_rger corridor volumes
since greater vol,_ne means more frequent service, greater possibility

' for consolidation and deconsolidation and more opportunity to smooth
out the irregularities caused by seasonality or directional movement.
This tends to be especially true for those modes which carry big pay-
Ic_s such as rail and ocean shipping. Instead of shipping direct
from origin to destination using the high cost mode, it may be worth-
while to use a feeder service to consolidate loads. See Figure 2.

Measurin_ Cost and Performance

The question is in the final analysis how much cargo can be attracted?
This depends of course on the relative cost and perform_tce of the
modal offerings and how they are perceived by the shipper. The perfor-
mance of a particular service is measured implicitly or e_plicitly by
the shipper in his choice of mode an_ size of shipment. Included in
this llst of performance measures _re:

• waiting time
• travel time

time reliability
• probability of loss and damage
@ special services such as refrigeration or ii_-transit

privileges
• transport cost or tariff

Waiting time is that period from the time that a request for transport
has been registered to the time the vehicle is in place ready for
loading. Waitinq time, along with travel time and time reliability,
make up what the shipper may vlew as a lead time distribution in his
inventory process. Because it is variable it must be protected
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i against by safety stock, ordering ahead or by fast shipment. Minimum

shipment size and transport tariff combine to form the shipper's view
of the size-rate schedule. See Figure 3.

i.... Demand Characteristics

The way in which a shipper values specific elements of the performance
achieved by a particular mode in routine shipment depends upon the

_ characteristics of the commodity to be shipped. High value goods per-
ceive travel time and travel time variability differently than do low
value goods or goods for which there is no cost associated with stock-

_ out. The more important factors in the valuation of transport perfor-
mance appear to be_

• value per pound
:_ • density

• shelf life

_o • inventory stockout characteristics

• annual use volume and variability
• need for special environment, handling or services

These factors are used by the shipper in a subjective evaluation of the
cc_ts of transport. This evaluation whether performed explicitly

" using carefull_ derived costs by trial and error or by pure intuition
and judgmen_ r_sultL in a choice of shipment size, mode and frequency

of shipment. See Figure 4. Obviously, the minimum shipment sizes and
the transport tariffs found on the size-rate schedule of offerings in-
fluences this choice°

_ Suppl_-Demand E_uilibrium

_/ Thus, there is a supply-demand equilibriu_ process at work in the real

world. The supply of transport services with certain costs and per-
formance or level of service characteristics elicits a demand by
shippers through their decisions on choice of mode, shipment size, and
frequency of service. In the aggregate this demand is seen by the

transport system as an annual corridor volume with a certain level of
consolidation of shipments, weight size _±ut_ibution, seasonality, and
directionality of flow. See Figure 5. As changes occur there are ad-

justments first on one side of the supply demand slstem, then on the
other. The process tends to be incremental and changes occur relative-

ly slowly.

The analysis of this system can be accomplished by formalizing the
decision processes and the costing procedures on a step-by-step basis
following the flow shown in the diagram. The costing procedure is not
trivial as many of the papers at this conference demonstrate. B_t, it

is done on a day to day basis for existing modes and can be done for a
potential new mode w_th some allowances for uncertainty. Note that
the costing process does require a more or less complete design of

facilities, personnel, procedures, etc., for a system whose extent can
only be guessed at the outset. There are, however, more conceptual
problems on the demand side.
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. Demand Model lin9

Demand modelling for freight is still in its infancy. There are well-

formulated models for urban passenger demand and the expectations are
for usable models for freight in the not distant future. It is also

--- possible to proceed item by item (or more realistically, market segment
_'_ by market segment) to examine the choices open to a shipper and to

decide on a rational basis what mode the shipper will choose. A prob-
_; lem always exists in deciding upon the makeup of the market segments

_ and the definition of their commodity characteristics, but this can and
has been done and our efforts to perform market demand analysis for a
variety of market segments useful to our purposes here will be described _

,._ later in this paper. -_

In attempting to apply this process to the case of Lighter Than Air
craft which is more of a revolution than an incremental change, there
is the question of how to "break into" the analysis circle. Should
costs and performance be assumed and the demand analysis performed

• _ initially to determine volumes which are then used in the supply side
_"_ analysis? Or should market volumes be assumed and used as input to the

design and costing out of the supply side? Both should probably be _
done. Another problem is the markets to be addressed. It is difficult
to start with the whole world. Some idea of market corridors and/or

types of commodities to attempt to serve are needed as a point of
.. beginning.

As a way into the problem and in an attempt to gain some pragmatic
insights into what the possible freight markets are, it is useful to
search for short-cuts that will reveal markets in which Lighter Than Air

craft can offer superior service by all (or at least most) of the level i
:. of service performar_e measures stated previously. That is, we are •

looking for some markets that Lighter Than Air can steal. Some possi-
bilities include those offered by classical modes such as container-

ships, rail piggyback, truck, or air. There are also commodity markets
such as dry bulk, neobulk, perishables, etc., that could be explored.
In the next section we will examine some of these possibilities.

A THREE-PHASE APPROACH

In order to analyze potential markets for LTA vehicles, a three-phase
procedure is used. The first phase provides an overview of line-haul

co_ts and characteristics of competing modes of transport in the com- i
mercial freight market and then does the same for LTA with what figures
there are available. The basic market position of LTA vehicles is then
apparent. "_

Phase two presents a computer simul_tion model of the total origin to
destination costs and times for competing modes. The ability to vary

distance and commodity to be shipped provide cost data for a wide ii
range of shipments and it is possible to compare LTA costs with those
of the competition on many routes.

Phase three examines the shipper's demand side of the market analysis
with another computer simulation model which reflects shippers' con-
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I terns in choosing a transport mode. The conditions under which LTA
will be chosen can be analyzed for a number of market segments.

i Phase 1 - Line-Haul Cost and Performance _

Conuuercial freight markets are large and well-established_ consequently

the LTA vehicle will face immediate heavy competition. It is important _i
i to remember that aside from any annual growth of the market that an LTA

iiI vehicle can captures the bulk of LTA business must be wrested away trcm

the competition. For this reason, an analysis of the line haul, termi- _

nal costs and performance of the various modes will be presented, ii

If we consider the transcontinental U.S. market, a distance of 2500 '_

miles, we see in Table 1 that there is a wide spread between the avail- I," _._
able revenue ton-mile costs of shipments by air, rail TOFC _trailer on

flat car), and truck. _

Research by the Southern California Aviation Council, Inc., shows that
as the size of LTA vehicles increases, their unit costs decrease, as
one might suspect. The largest LTA vehicle studied by the Council has ._
a payload of 1,114 tons at I00 mph, and 1,032 tons at 200 mph. The
construction cost of such a vehicle is estimated at $96.25 million. If

we assume a 25 year life and a 4 percent residual value, a net present
value system of representing the time value of money at an opportunity

of 10 percent results in an annual equivalent capital cost of $10.56
million. (The Council calculates annual capital cost by a different
method. Note also that the tax shelter of such an investment should

also be considered.) Using the Council's data for all other cost data,

the costs per revenue ton-mile figure for the LTA vehicle over a 2000
mile distance becomes 4.4¢ for the 100 mph craft, and 3.5¢ for the 200
mph craft. Consequently, adjusting for travel segments of equal dis-

tance (and varying definitions of costs), it would appear at first
glance that the LTA vehicle costs place it lower than air or truck but
higher than rail TOFC.

Since a listing of the modes by speed is identical tc the one by costs,
the LTA vehicle does not appear to dominate any existing mode in terms
of both cost and speed. Therefore, the LTA vehicle will not simply
replace an existing mode and take over its current market. The LTA

market will, rather, depend on how the shipper trades off cost and
speed and other factors in his analysis.

Phase 2 - Total Door to Door Performance

In Phase 2, a computer simulation is used to attempt to account for

many of the factors omitted from the simple overview of Phase i, such
as varying distances, densities, cargo values, inventory carrying
costs, or load factors in the calculation of total origin to destina-
tion costs and times.

The computer program calculates the following component costs:

• Pickup and delivery
• Inventory and warehouse
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_ _,

_ i • Inland line haul
_I'., • Transoceanic or transcontinental line haul

"' • Terminal handling
I • Packaging

..... • Cargo insurance
•-_, _ • Documentation

_ Importance of Cost Components - The density of cargo has a large impact

i on air freight costs, and all modes are sensitive to their design den-

sities. Phase 1 data assumed that each mode carried cargo at its

design density. The design densities of a truck or container is 20 lbs/
_ . cu.ft, and the design density of a containership is 43 ibs/cu.ft. The .'

I design density of a 747 is 10.9 ibs/cu.ft., while the average cargo ,
density was 8.6 ibs/cu.ft, and ranged from 5.3 to 20.0 pounds. The .
difference between the design density and the average actual cargo
density results in an increase of 27 percent in the effective cost per

. available ton-mile. The greater the deviation of the average cargo ,

density from the design density, the greater the effective cost per
° available ton-mile, as borne out by the computer simulation.

The very nature of the commodities involved is a significant aspect of

the market. Ocean carriers and railroads are generally thought to
carry "low" value commodities for which delivery time is not generally
critical and even the increased inventories necessitated by the time
lag and additional warehouse costs involved still total far less than

the cost o_ _ir shipment.

To better e_aluate the differences in transit times of different modes,

the computer simulation in Phase 2 assumes that the shipper incurs an
inventory carrying cost equal to an annual charge of 10 percent of the
value of the product. While air modes, including LTA vehicles, would

appear to be natural carriers for high value cargo, it should be noted _
_hat only 18 our of 402 commodity groupings analyzed by the Trans-

oceanic Cargo Study have average values more than $5.00 per p-6un_?. See
Table 2.

While data in Phase 1 assume i00 percent load factors, and a 2500 mile
distance, the computer simulation in Phase 2 allows these figures to

vary. Rather than looking only at the costs and times of the line-
haul mode, the computer simulation analyzes the total origin to destin-
ation costs and times, including those to perform consolidation and de-
consolidation, showing the situation as it appears to the shipper.

| For the sample computer runs shown in this paper, four commodities were
_tsed; meat, fruit, computers and leather goods, to give a wide range of

densities and values. See Table 3. The airplane used in the computer
program is a wide-bodied jet aircraft of the Lockheed L-500 or Boeing
747 class, which operates at a 70 percent load factor. The vessel is an
800 unit containership which operates at a 69 percent load factor. (The

program is a modification of that presented in the Transoceanic Cargo
_ by Planning Research Corporation, Los Angeles, California, 1971.
Characteristics of the various modes of transportation are also taken

from this study.) The authors feel that costs for the plane are biased
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:_. i_Ji_"L_ • r I I ......... I IIII II II J I _ i ..... " " L___Lt TABLE2

TRANSOCEANICCOtelODITIESNITH VALUES IN EXCESS OF $5.00 PER POUND

DOTTO DENSI_ Vt_LUE(POUNDsER _ER
- NUMBER DESCRIPTION CUBIC FOOT) POUND

86_ ] WATCHES AND CLOCKS, INCLUDING PARTS 27 $11.80

681 E SILVER, PLATINUM, & PLATINUM GROUP
METALS, UNWROUGHT OR PARTLY WORKED 360 19.31

515 E RADIOACTIVE & STAJBLE ISOTOPES, THEIR
CO_IPOUNDS, HIXIJRES, & RADIC'ACTIVE
ELEHENTS EXCEPT URAN|UH, THORIUM ORES,
CONCENTRATES _A '11,66

681 ] SILVER, PLATINUM, PLATINUM GROUP NETALS,. ..

.UNWROUGHT OR PARTLY NORKED _. LJ_._)_

* _._ _ I:URSKINS, UNDRESSED
JL4.i&l.i

' OFFICE MACHINES & PARTS, INCLUDING tt .CO/4PUTERS 30 9Jtl
736E ELECTRICAPPARATUSFORMEDICALPURPOSES,

RADIOLOGICAL APPARATUS, & PARTS 21 5.2_.
861 E SCIENTIFIC, HEDICAL, OPTICAL, MEASURING

& CONTROLLING INSTRL_IENTS,& APPARATUS, i

._CEP,ELECTRIC,L _ I:9]_ [ _uRs_lHS.DRESSY,,.cL.oINGDY_3TF.Nq ENGINES, TUI_INES, INTERNAL CO/4-

,usT,.,JETANDRAS,U.IHES,AIRC.PT21 _:B ;

-" .& MISSILES, & PARTS

_1_ _ AIRCRAFT & SPACECRAFT, I PARTS|ELECON_NICATION A_I_.ARATUS _PARTS,
_INCLUDING RADIOS, IV SETS, rtARAIDS 15 7,73

842E FUR CLOTHING & OTHER ARTICLES MADE OF
FURSKINS EXCEPT HEADGEAR, ARTIFICIAL FUR,...

I'URSKINS, DREI_SED, INCLUDING DYED J._
._ _IRCRAFT AND SPACE:RAFT, & PARTS U

I_UR CLOTHING & ARTICLES MADE OF FURSKINS
NA 6,1qAND FUR, EXCEPT HEADGEAR

I [ LIVE ANIMALS, EXCEPT ZOO ANIMALS, DOGS,
CATS, INSECTS_ AND BIRDS _ 9.30

_STER: U,S. DEP/laRTHENT OF TRANSPORTATIGN A$sT, SECRETARY FOR POLICY
NATIONBL AFFAIRS, [_FFICE OF SYSTEM _: ANALYSIS& |NF.ORHATION,
EANI_ CARGO STUDY-I_ORFCASTING _ODI:L I [;ATA BASE,__OL, |, .l_l_C-_^

PARED BY _LANNING RESEARCH (_ORPORATION (WASHINGTON, ]._/J.), PP. II|-I_J
T.mOUG.!ii-65.

TABLE3

COMMODITY CHARACTERISTICS USED IN SAMPLE COMPUTER RUNS

_ DENSITY (IP.,/CU,FT,)

_EAT ,28 51

FRUIT ,13 34

COMPUTERS 9,41 30

I LEATHERGOOOS 1,72 8

i
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_ downward, since no commercial aircraft that large exists and the costs
for the ship are biased upward, because many containerships are much

larger than the size chosen. Consequently, the choice of numbers should
narrowly define the costs of the "market niche" to be sought after by , ;
LTA vehicles. I

First Scenario - Results from the compute_ simulation of two scenarios i :
moving cargo from an inland point in the U.S. across the ocean to an
inland point in a foreign country have been developed. In the first

scenario, cargo moves by truck from an inland U.S. origin 200 miles
to either a seaport or airport, 3000 miles across the ocean by either

_ ship or plane, and 200 miles inland to its forelgn destination by truck. ,_
Figure 6 shows the total origin to destination cost in dollars per _ •

pound for air and ocean freight as the inland truck portions remain con- i 4_
stant at 400 miles and the transocean distance increases from 500 miles I_

to 6000 miles. The figure shows that the competition between air and

containerships is most severe for high value-low density commodities ,_
(i.e., computers, leather goods, etc.) The cents per ton-mile costs , ::

_° for the plane and ship over transocean distances from 500 miles to _
6000 miles are given in Figure 7. A key point discerned from this
figure is that while the vessel costs per ton-mile decrease over the _
entire distance, the air costs per ton-mile increase, showing the

tradeoffs being made by the plane between payload and fuel capacity.
.e

Sample data for one particular ocean distance (3000 miles) for meat and

computers are shown in Tables 4 and 5 In comparing modes of transpor-

tation for the same commodity, two key factors are inventory carrying
costs, which reflect total transit times, and transocean line-haul "_

costs. In comparing costs between commodities, the key factors are
_ cargo insurance and inventory carrying custs, which both reflect the

value per pound of each commodity.

If we hypothesize how an LTA vehicle will fit into this scenario, let
us assume a 150 mph speed and a direct origin to destination trip with

no feeder services. In by-passing all feeder services as well as pick-
up and delivery, the LTA vehicle can make the trip in 0.94 d_ys. The
cost _hould be lower than that of air but higher than that of ocean.
What we see here is that waitlng times and inland feeder service times •

can have a major effect on the overall transit time, particularly for
airlines. To the extent that LTA vehicles can by-pass terminals and
traw_l directly from the origin to destination, they can save both time

and n_oney for the shipper.

In c_nparison with ocean, while the LTA vehicle will probably not ever
be able to match the line-haul costs of containerships, for high value
cargo the time differential may be more than enough to make the shipper

choose the LTA vehicle. For extremely high value cargo, the large _:
transit time using a vessel line-haul service may actually make it less

expensive because of the inventory carrying costs involved to use the
LTA vehicle in the cost framework shown.

Second Scenario - The second scenario compares a rail-ocean-rail trip
with a truck-air-truck trip. The rail-ocean-rail trip is made up of a
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i i000 mile rail feeder service to the port, a 3000 mile ocean voyage, and

a !000 mile rail segment to '_he inland foreign destination. The truck-
air-truck trip between the same origin and destination is composed of a ,

i 200 mile truck segment to the airport, a 4500 mile air tripe and a 200

mile inland segment to the focf_ign destination. This comparison is

. similar in _oncept to the situation shown in Figure 2, where the shipper
has to decide whether to use s_rface inland feeder services over rather

long distances to bring his cargo to a consolidation point for a parti-
cular carrier, or whether to ship by air in a manner more nearly resem-
bling an origin to destination trip. A key factor in this decision is

whether the shipment size is large enough relative to the mode of A

transportation to take the origin to destination alternative• _ _
I

Sample data from computer runs of this scenario are shown i,_ Table3 6

and ?. For a low valued good (i.e., meat), the cost of air freight
over such a long distance may well be prohibitive. Even for a high

value good, the costs may make air freight undesirable to the shipper
_wever, it should be noted that the difference between ocean and air _

-*_ becomes less for the higher value commodity. Again, the shipper is
faced with the problem of cost versus _ime. For computers, this trade-

off becomes $.105 per pound versus 12.6 days. An LTA vehicle going
directly from the origin to destination at 150 mph could make the 4900
mile trip in 1.4 daysl this time is considerably faster than the truck-
plane-truck situation because of the time associated with the inland

feeder systems. However, such a direct origin to destination trip re-
quires the shipper to be able to fill most, if not all, of the LTA ve-
hicle. +

In many cases, the shipper is again left with the problem of trading

off cost with time. While Phase 2 has included inventory carrying cost

as one way to quantify the time involved, factors such as service reli-
ability by mode and stockout costs are necessary to complete an analy-

sis that would allow the shipper to directly choose the mode he wants.
Phase 3 describes the demand characteristics which make such an

analysis possible.

Phase 3 - An Analysis of the Transcontinental Surface Markets

Here, the emphasis will shift to the demand side. How does a shipper
make the decisions concerning mode choice, size of shipment, and fre-
quency of ordering? One way to approach the behavior of the shipper is

to assume that he is a rational Individual responslble in a flscal
sense for the ordering, transport, storage, and inventory control of a

single item. Tnlm is a simplification of the actual world since for , _
many items, multiple item inventory management is more realistic. But, ,_

for our purposes, _t is useful to demonstrate in an uncomplicated way
how he might reason to ship by one mode or another and how he goes
about selecting the appropriate shipment size. _

To simulate the decision making process of the shipper we used a compu-

ter progremwritten to perform single item inventory management. The
proqramdevelops optimum inventory strategies for a commodity defined
by it8 use, rate and economic characteristics by selecting the order

]
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_. quantity, Q, the reorder point, R, and the mode of shipment, M, so as
to minimize total logistics costs over a one-year time period. These
costs include=

- • ordering,
'* , • transporting,
, • storing,

, • capital carrying, and
• 8tockout

I
The innovation in thl8 program i8 in the way in which stockout is re-

_f_ fated to the lead time performance of the transport system and stockout ,
: costs are traded off against transport costs. T_ansport performance is -
i defined using a schedule of minimum shipment sizes with their cortes- _,

po_dlng rates, loss and damage probabilities _nd out of pocket costs. -.
It i8 important t9 note that the choices open to the inventory manager

I are all exp:eeled in his decisions on 0, R, and mode once the annual
_._-_ use rate and its variability are known.

This approach of simulating the decisions of the inventory manager

should allow us to gain a feeling for the mode choice and shipment
sizes that will be made in a given tTansportation market for va:ioue
commodities over a range of useage rates. However, there are too many
commodities to approach the problem that way. It would be better to ;
divide the entire universe of goods into celerity groups or market i
segments and treat each market segment individually. There is still a I
problem with multidimensionality. From the list of comm_ity attributes
which are important in the selection of mode, which are the key 2 or 3

I which best define a market segment?

• value per pound
• density
• shelf llfe

• inventory stockout characteristics
• annual use volume and variability
• need for special services

On _hi8 first round of the analysis, we have chosen value per pound and
useage rate along with inventozy stockout characteristics as the three
descriptors to be varied. Other variables will heve an average value,
but will not be changed.

It is useful to digress a moment to clarify what i8 meant by inventory
stockout characteristics. There 18 a Period after th_ reorder point in
the inventory cycle for which the inventory level Is subject to chance.
There is variability in both the useage rate and the lead time of the
transport vehicle carrying the replenishment stock. If useage spurt8
up or transport i8 delayed, or both, there will be 8 stockout. During
each reorder cycle there is a probability of 8tockout which can vir-
tually never be eliminated though it can be minimised by reordering at
a higher reorder point or by using a faster or more reliable mode. By
inventory stockout characteristics we mean the nature of the costs that
will be incurred.
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There are a variety of possible stockout sltuations. For some commodi-
" _ ties, there ia an immediate loss of sale once a stockout has occurred.

The vendor fo_ ice cream in Central Park on a hot day experiences these
: stockout costa. He doesn't lose the value of the stock, but merely the

_ contribution to overhead and profit. For other commodities there is
not an immediate loss of sale since the customer may accept the excuse

' that the part which 18 currently out of stock has been backordered and

•" _ that it i8 _ue to be in on Monday. Thlls, there is a probability of sale
loss which increases with number of days out. Still another s_uation

: is that which occurs in manufacturing when an item important in the
assembly line causes the whole line to stop and _e plant to be closed _

down. Each can be handled by var_ing the makeup of th,e stockout cost !1"_

: e matrix as between number of items out of stock and number of days this ,
condition has existed. This coat matrix Is multiplied by the prob_bJl-
Lty of being in each of these states to obtain the expected value of a

stockout.

The total logiatlc8 coats aaJociatod with ordering, storing, carrying
_o_ the invested capital and tranxportlng by the various modes must be
_ determined for each inventory strategy tried. A scheme for proceeding ,

mode by mode to examine each break point on the transport 81ze rate
_ tariff _chedule 18 used. For that break point the best reorder point

is determined by a short search of possible R's and the 8electlon of
the one with the lowest total logistics cost. Thl8 procedure was used
here to examine a four by four matrix of market segments for three dif-
ferent Inventory 8tockout conditlon8 on a transport corridor of 2500
miles. For this example, air, truck, and rail TOFC service was avail-
able.

Each market segment was defined by the value per pound, which ranged
_ from $0.01 per pound to $i0.00 a poundl by the annual us,_ge rate,

which ran from I0,000 pounds per year to i00 mill_n_ and by a proba-
_ billty distribution on the uxeage rate. See Figure 8. The unit cost

,_ of a 8tockout, the interest rate on the cazrying cost of capital, the
storage space per item, and a ho8_ of lesser varlable8 were also employ-
ed.

The performance measures for qach of the transport modes, their size-
rate 8chedule and the transport lead time diatrlbutions used in the
computations for each market segment are xhown An Figure 9. The
attempt here wax to select transport tariffr and break points which
wire broadly representative of cost-based f'aight races found in prac-
tice.

The computer runs were made for three separate inventory stockout sit-
uations. There weret

• No atgckout costs i
• Stockout results in Imnodlate sales loam

• Stockout £ncresJe8 probability of plant closodown

For eeoh market sognutnt, the colorer printed the optimum inventory
policy by giving the shipenont siae, O, the reorder point, R, the mode,

N, the total logistics cost per pound, $, and the number of orders per

I0o -I
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Input Data for Market Segment

_507.4 S/item - value/item

_. , _507.4 lbs/item - weight/item

/ I 16 ft2/item - storage space

!, _.7 S/item - unit stockout cost

.,_,I I0

a

e0

1.0

O .i

_ 0

0

_ .01

i0,000 i00,000 1,000,000 i0 000,000_

?

USEAGE RATE lbs/yr.

!

|

U/day = _ = 5.4 U = 5.4 U = 5.3 U = 5.22

J--

, USEAGE RATE DISTRIBUTIONS

FIGURE 8. Market Segment Definition
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FIGURE 9. Transport Size Rate Tariff Schedule and Lead Time ;iDistributions by Mode
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' year, O. Close examination of the pattern of optimum policies reveals

a pattern to the strategies which tends to shift as the cost of stockout
changes.

' For the case of no stockout cost, the reorder point is extremely low. :
See Figure i0. Since there is no cost of stockout there is no penalty 7

for ustng slower modes so rail TOFC is used for the larger shipments.
Full truckload is discontinuous, but this may be because of discrete-

/ ness in the definition of market segments. Air freight has captured

! only the high value, low volume shipments.

For stockout with immediate sale loss, much the same pattern emerges; ,_

but truck has encroached on rail TOFC. See Figure ii. Also reorder

points are high, especially for the less reliable modes amounting to _

more than half the quantity ordered in some cases. This causes total
logistics costs to be slightly higher to reflect the higher capital

_ carrying cost of the additional inventory.

For the case where the probability of plant closedown exists, air

fraight shipments have t_ken over one market segment from what was full
truckload shipments in the previous case. See Figure 12. Surprisingly,
this is the only change in mode though there has been an increase in

. reorder point especially for the slower modes.

Overall, the results look much as one might expect, though the sta-
bility is somewhat surprising. With higher order costs and higher

interest rates on capital cerrying there might be more switchover to
air or truck from rail TOF_ for the high value goods. Nevertheless,
the results look reasonabl_ with respect to mode choice and inventory
strategy.

To get a feel for the viability of Lighter Than Air services introduced
into this market, ad additional computer run was made. For this run

an assumption about lead time variability and size rate transport rates
had to be made. It was reasoned that the lead time distribution for

Lighter Than Air should be slower than air and faster than truck. The

rate was placed at $.04 per ton-mile between LTL truck rates and FTL
truck rates, and higher than rail TOFC, with a minimum shipment size of

35,000 pounds. In other words, the service offered was to be a fast
"piggyback" serviue.

The results of this run are interesting. See Figure 13. Lighter Than

Air service captured only the market segment previously served _by FTL i
truck and by air freight. This seems to indicate that to compete

effectively in this market, transport costs would have to _e lower than
FTL truck. Certainly lower costs would have increased the markets for

Lighter Than Air.

This computer run considered only a 2500 mile transcontinental shipment.

A complete analysis would have to look at shorter markets. In addition
such an analysis would investigate the sensitivity of such factors as
interest rates on capital carrying and higher storage charges.
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10 76.110 lbs

i" 7_ 1be / R- 2131 Ibs / R. 16,236 ibs/R, 15,2_ lbs• 345/Ib/ $- Truck N, Truck N,,II2 $

AIR !

l.o /_ soo_lb, _-iso74 lb,J/_?o._2e l_, 0.7_._) lb,
R- 263 lbs R- 24_6 lbs R.,t,S_2 lbs R, 40,59 lbs
N= Truck Mm Truck M. Rall N, Reil

_- .ls$/lb _: .o_$/lb/ $.,o4_S/_b $..o_s$
$/lb 0- 2.0]/yr 19.7/y_ 0_l).9/yr 0,127/y

L''L TRUCK J RAIL TOFC

•1 Q= 5004 _bl _ $5,0_1 IbllQ=70,1$$ Ibl _76,1_ Ibl

_: _7| Zb| / R- 2232 Zb| i;37.547 lbe R, 50,74 1be
Truck /M- Tr_ck _il M_Rei_
.225/lb/ $- .065/1b .0305/1b $_ .0275

_; 2.03/yr/0- a.|$/yr 0 13.9/yr 0,127/:

FTL TI '!C_

5004 lb_I_ 3_,061 lb| 70,528 1b8 76,11 lbJ

:: Truck14"",,uok : ,,.ll : .ll.1185/ $- .059$/1b .0195/lb

o-20]/./0- 2../yr / o ..,/. o .7/
27 274 2,739 27,390

lbe/day
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FIGUI_ 12 Upt_al IiLvet Lu_ _togies for _he Case - I_

_ STOCKOUT INCP.EASES PROBJ_ILZTY OF PLANT CLO$_DOIO;

76.110 lb| _

R-911ha /R" 1943 lb:_ R= 50881bs/ii55,814 lb|

Atr M- rruck M- Rail /
_I: .505/1b/ $- 1,95/lb_$- _1_65/1b .1165/

-- , £O- 500B Ibll 0,. t_;O?0 Ibl 10.glR11:,m _76.11D Ibll :+

335,,.. _:io,.+,.., I: "'"' i,.++."... ,_.I11£I •++.+k +_+k m_; .
$- .o4./i,+ .o_56/ -

+/,.,.. o.,.o]:,.r'"""or:?.p+_;O?/,y0':t-.,/+', o.,2,/,, +,_
/

TRUCK LTL _ nAIL 'X)FC :=

g -] O- 50081hi 35061 lb| O- I052g lbl 076.110 lbu
R- 3651ha R- 2993 lbl R- 12,62] lbl R 71,036 Ibm
M- Truck M- Truck M- _ail M, _ail
$- .1225/lb 4 $- 0645/lb $- 031_/lb $ 0275/ f
0- 2.03/yE ! 0" 2,85/yr Q- 13.9/yr 0' L2?/yr _:

, +Ol 0,,1500$ IDI 0., 35061 Ikl _ 70,518 ibl (_ ?_,I'LO )bE

H-R"345Truck.12 Ibm/ R-N.$.Truck2994.0,05/lb,lb. J,-42,62],M-$.Ba£102975/1Llb'ii 71'036026S/"illb. ,,

*o:I,..,_,V o. _ o13.9/yr :_2.15/yr / 0- L2?/yr
/ TNJC3 PTL /

27 274 2,739 27+390

lbl/day

I I I

FIGUltE 13. Opt£1mll Inventory Stratcgy for the Case -

A PLANT CLOS_DOHN W/LT;,

rJ
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'ruck _ M- bTA N_ _TA
.395/1I_ l?_$/lb_ $-.0985/lb $ ,075$/
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L.....
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, To complete this analysis, the size of each market segment must be
known. Without the size of each market segment, it is impossible to

- sum up the flows to determine overall tonnages by shipment size. In
this case the market is a hypothetical one that might be compared with :i]_m
the one between New York and Los Angeles in distance, travel time, and _

transport rates. To get the sizes of each market segment some empiri-

I cal work would need to be done. This would require more time and

_. accessibility to data than we had available but should not be an
impossible task.

CONCLUSIONS

I Concept Viability

this time it is difficult to conclude whether Lighter Than Air
craft have a future or not. Certainly, lower costs per available ton-
mile than those we have assumed here would make a stronger case for

them. But, the terminal costs and performance are also important.

They will closely reflect the care put into the design of an overall
network. The problems associated with _aising capital and obtaining

_-" hull insurance, et., will also be import._nt. If a profitable concept
can be found there will be a variety of environmental, institutional,
and regulatory questions that will need to be addzessed. There could

: well turn out to make or break the concept.

Thoughts for Further Marketin _ Research,4

The previous analysis has indicated that the LTA vehicle will perform !
best when the situation has the following characteristics: large
annual volume resulting in relatively larg ,_ LTA vehicles, relatively
constant demand and directional balance causing high utilizatio,l, and

origin to destination movements t,inimizing the use of feeder services.

Existing modes of transportation have established markets with many of
these characteristics. Further research, in _ar _ relying on the type

of marketing approach described here, could determine which specific
markets could be diverted to LTA v_hicles.

In the maritime industry, neobulk shippers possess many of these
characteristics. These shippers have too much volume per shipment to
make it economical to use normal common carriers, yet do not possess
enough cargo to make chartering an entire ship economically feasible.

Specialized ships call on a network of such neobulk shippers offering
them lower than normal prices on a contract basis with reliable

servi_e.
In the airline industry, shippers who charter entire airplanes for
their freight on a regular basis could form potential markets for LTA \
vehicles. Agricultural products, especially fresh fruits and veget-

ables, are a possibility.

In the railroad industry unit trains of containers, either trailer-on-

flat car (TOFC) or container-on-_lat car (COFC) should be analyzed for
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possible diversion to LTA. The rail shipments differ from the air and
water movements described above in that railroad (or the shipper using

the railroad) normally provides a consolidation function prior to ship-
, ment.

Within these established markets, LTA vehicles could attempt to direct

_" the higher value cargo from the ships and railroads and the lower value
cargo from the airlines. If LTA vehicles were able to put together a
network of customers, each shipping full LTA vehicle-load lots of cargo

on a scheduled contracted basis (possibly on a direct origin to destin-
ation basis), the full economic potential of the LTA vehicle could be
realized.

Analysis Needed _

The type of analysis that must be conducted to determine the marketabil-ity of the concept is clear, however. It must address both supply and

demand elements. It should start from a marketing concept to define_._- the performance specifications for the system as a whole including ter-
minal organization and operation. From this a detailed set of equip-
ment costs and costs per ton-mile must be developed and translated into

a rate structure. The concept can then be tested by using demand
models to determine the choice of mode and size and frequency of ship-
ment for each market segment. The market segments are then factored

" up to give the overall market share, revenues, costs, and overall pro-
fitability.

Once available the market analysis can be used with incremental changes
to adjust the marketing concept to make it more profitable or attempt

to find a concept that will be profitable.

%
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MARKET ASSESSMENT IN CONNECTION WITH LIGHTER THAN AiR ,_
t

John E.R. Wood* N7 15 0 2 5
ABSTRACT: Given no con_tralnts on size, the airship could carry a
any_.hlng almost anywhere. Economics and practical difflculties arise of
course, and the problem then becomes one of relative assessment of the

..] problems and prospects involved in any area of possible application. This

_" must then be integrated with an economic evaluation of the selected project
area. A review of the marketability of the airship is given, and the relative !
energy consumption and speed potential of the airship is compared to other [
modes and guidelines to areas of initial development are also provided,

. together with a brief historical review.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION _

A Convention such as this represents a long awaited opportunity to examine objectively and
critically the problems and prospects of what is, after all, a totally new concept of transport.
The term "totally new" will no doubt provoke a certain amount of protest, but it is in fact
perfectly Justifiable, although it is of course true that an established hierarchy of airships,
differing not only in size b,lt also in payload, range and indeed all the other factors which
are normally associated with logical series of craft, operated over a period of some forty
years. But the operation of these craft must not be interpreted as having been conceived
along lines of assessment remotely similar to those that must be considered today.

The airship may have been conceived as a vessel of peace, but it owes much of its early
impetus of development to the demands of war. In a period of growing international rivalry
between Britain and Germany, at a time when powered heavier than air flight was a thing of
the future this was hardly surprising. The period 1900 - 1920 saw a continuous, steady
development of the airship with a natural acceleration of this development, as the Great
War approached. The great majority of this development was concentrated in Germany, in a
Germany that was nationalistic enough, probably Justifiably, to feel that it had little to learn
from other countries, and that had even less desire to communicate this information abroad.

* Director, Aerospace Developments, L_ndon, England.
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The partial success, more evident in the manpower it kept 'tied up' in Great Britain for
defensive purposes than by any damage they caused would probably have encouraged the
Germans to have continued development immediately after the cessation of hostilities, but
the hand of retribution was still firmly in place, and anything that smacked of a rebirth
of German industry was heavily curtailed.

In these circumstances, the hand, if not of friendship, then at least of partnership, which
was advanced by the U.S.A. wastoogood to miss albeit at the cost of much injured pride.
Thus, in the early 20's the Goodyear-Zeppelin consortia came into being.

Let us recap the situation so far. The initial developm,_nt of these craft took place against
a background of Nationalism, at a time when no other form of powered flight existed. Against
this background it is easy to understand how a situation developed whereby the design of
these craft came to be based t,pon constraints of money available, and the limitations, or

i expected limitations of the technology available. It was naturally assumed that development

..... 4 of larger, faster 'better' ships was an economically desirable aim. Market analysis as we r
know it was virtually unheard of, and the question of designing for overall profitability was
hardly considered.

After the war the interest shown In these craft was still based upon the simple fact that civil
L. operation over Trans-Oceanic distances at speeds greater than a liner was unachieval_le.

Therefore speed being an obviously desirable factor, anyti:ing that could decrease this time
must capture a market: The holes in this logic, even then, should be fairly obvious, how
much more so today, with a plethora of alternative transport modes, and opportunities for
_nvestment available. (Unfortunately, recent aeronautical experience, particularly in the U.K.
indicate that lessons from the past are difficult to learn properly).

Again, designers and manufacturers, anxious to develop what was at the time a unique trans-
port mode, w_re, to put it kindly, optimistic about the difficulties of maintenance, mooring,
running costs, the development potential of these craft, and a whole host of other areas of

critical importance to profitability. In the earliest stages, when few craft were operating,
and when little or no 'feedback' information could be obtained, this was understandable.
When the operating results of these craft were staring these people in the face, it was per-
haps less so. Even so, one must not be too damming. There is always a dichotomy between
the potential of a mode, and the ability of any particular marque uf craft to meet that poten-
tial. Then, as now, the dictum was "wait until you see the next oneI'. This problem was
aggrevated by the fact that much design work carried out by the Germans in the early part of
the War was only Just being evaluated by other nations (notr'bly, Great Br_t_dn) some seven

or eight years afterwards. Nowhere was development proceeding from a current 'base
level' ano administrative failures (and rivalry) meant that nLuch needed information was often i
not crossing company, let along country boundaries. A number of small concerzzs, primarily
in the U.S. displayed commendable technical ingenuity in producing airships displaying novel
construction techniques. But again one is left with the feeling that many of the orlgl.,mtors
were not over cautious about minimising the difficulties involved i_.z*scaling t,p' such craft to
a practical size, and, with the number of craft avsllable to them, the limited financial
backing, and the lack of much in the way of 'sophisticated' data lugging devices, the claims
made for the ease with which such craft could be up-graded must be regarded with caution.

On the military side, the development of the Akron and Macon must rank foremost in the
developments cf the inter war years. Anyone who ha_ read Richard Smith's extraordinarily
fine book cannot fail to be surprised and heartened by the enthusiasm and progress that was
achieved, nor can they ignore the lack of admihistrative liason, the funding difficulties, and
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the vague feeling that many elements within the project had differing ideas about what function li
* the craft were in fact, designed for. One would venture a guess that far too little planning

was done. especially in determining the operational requirements of the craft, at the pre-
construction phase. That is conjecture, what is not, is that these craft were, at best, a
limited success, and all the while, waiting in the wings and growing larger, more powerful,
more potent, was the aeroplane, destined to overshadow the airship almost completely. That
this was so was due far less to the undoubted technical failures of the large airship, than to
the economic profitability and ease of reaching diverse markets, cotlpled with the wider
throughput, and greater reliability of service which the aeroplane offered at the time.

,_, PRESENT DAY ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES
q-

Why such a long introduction, simply because many of the basic criteria contained have not
been recognised by many of those that support the introduction of the airship as a transport '
service device. The use of the word 'introduction' rather than 're introduction' ia intent-

ional, for reasons which I hope have been made obvious.

The world has come a long way, politically, socially and economically since those far
off days. It may be argued that it has not gone tht, right way, but what is certain is that
critical assessment of high cost technology, or t_ _echnolo?. v that may have wide ranging
implications has grown up, fast.

We live .i a world d extensive communications, of multi-national corporations indulging In
a multlt_',ie of differing activities, of rapidly developing markets, and of rapidly escalating
costs.

We have reached a stage where the travelling public think little of travelling in an aircraft
,, costing thirty million dollars, which is, as near as dammlt, perfectly constructed, and is

operated by an organisation massive in its support, training and maintenance facilities. That
aircraft is not simply an established part of our transport infrastructure, it is the develop-
ment nct of a single company, but of fifty years of overall aeronautical development, a
development which, in recent times at least, has become coordinated internationally in all
aspects of its operation to an unprecedented, and uncompleted degree; specifications and
safety requirements, of unheard of se_'erlty are laid down for everything from a glider to
a Jumbo Jet by international organisations, and design standards are established long before
the first nut and bolt have been put together. In simple terms, everything that flies today,
other than the simplest light aircraft, is the hlgh cost product of a hlgh cost, large scale
operation, not the smallest of these costs, naturally enough, are due to the heavily Increased
administrative costs which accompany operations of thls scale.

And yet, Into thls 'new arena' of cost estimation, came a strange body of men, enthusiasts
one and all and, In many cases, simply not appreciating the cost of developing the points

made above. This Is by no means a total observation, but it does apply to a dishearteningly
large number of people who are now waving the flag for airships. One of the main reasons
for this strange state of affairs Is almost cer*ainly due to the fairly distinct division which _-
at present exists within the fledgling airship movement, on the _me hand, the engineer,
obviously unlikely to have been professionally connected with Lighter Than Air for any con-
slderable period of time, or indeed likely to have been involved in anything approaching a
large investment programme of research into L. T, A. and on the other, the marketing man, _
who is obviously keen on drumming up interest in what is, potentially at least, _tvery large
area for Investment. In many cases it must be obvious that each, although passionately
enthusiastic, often has little contact with the other, and neither appears to take account of
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the other transport modes available, and of the effect the reaction of these other .-nodes to the
project would have on the overall potential of the scheme.

_ , There Is a bewildering array of designs at present available, ranging from the conventional
to the unlikely, wlth round, fiat, double hulled and otherhull forms, and power units ranging

/ from diesel engines to atomic reactors. But a question which must be asked is what were
the design consldsratior_s that produced these ideas? If ene sees a 400 ton payload craft for

/ example, why not a 500 or 800, or 200 ton ship. Have the advantages, and difficulties
I involved In deslplng for higher speeds and larger sizes been sufflciestly appreclxlted from

the vital econ-_mlc an well as the technical aspects, and to what extent is current _Ircraft
data concerned wl;h areas such as handling characteristics been extrapolated In order to -
provide even technical Justification for the various craft. Most important of all, what t ,-

• markets and products have these craft been designed to cater for? In many cases it would _
seem tlmt this question has been left alone. The assumption being that, if a craft of a certain

...._-- size and transport capacity exists, then the market wlll gravitate towards it. This is a false •
premise, and represents a classic case of putting the cart before the horse. Without a _
knowledge of the market then no design can claim proper viability.

The results of this present attitude may be summed up as follows:

1. The majority of the largest, most ambitious designs originate from the smaller
design concerns. Many of whom are operating on a part-time, ,_nfunded basis.

2. Many of the 'failure areas' of previous rigid airships have not been properly
considered. Most notable amongst these areas being the structural Inadequacy,
high maintenance, and high manpower requirements of the conventional
Zeppelin deslgn.

3. There is a tendency to assume that a particular type of construc_.Iou is "the
best" rather than realising that the type of coustructlou which represents
an optimum is dynamic and varies with, size, speed, and market.

4. In general, and for a variety of reasons, the unit costs, development costs,
and administrative costs of running such a project have been underestimated,
in some cases to a ludicrous extent.

5. Very little attention has been paid to "off vehicle'' costs, those associated
with terminal facilities, mai.teoance etc.

6. Many organisations have presented the "final model" of their craft, without
giving any indications of the cost and exten_ of the pre-production aiid
prototype programme.

7. The time to in service operation is often so little that it must be considered
that in many cases, the design process is assumed to be complete. If the total
funding and manpower inputs are examined this will be an unlikely situation.

8. Little attention has been paid to the fact that no airship building infrastructure
exists. Hindenburg for example was the end product of an organisation that
had been :nex_stence for forty years. (With a very large proportlon of the
original staff still employed. ) The loss of the_e indefinable t_dvantages whlch
result from the existence of such a 'worked up' organisation are assumed to

i14
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be catered for by the rather nebulous term "advances in material technology".
These advantages, certainly in many areas, are less than is generally supposed,
and often will impose a high cost dlsbeneflt on the craft, which is usually ignored.

Most of the above reads like a roll-call of horror. It might reasonably be inferred that the

purpose of this report is to dampen the rapidly growing interest in L. T.A. Nothing could be !
further from the truth. The airship appears to offer a number of very promising areas for ' -_

investment and development. The purpose of the foregoing has been to ensure that these

areas of development are examined from a suitably critical viewpoint.

ANALYSING THE MARKET ,i

It has already been stressed that there is no single optimum type of airship. It is unlikely ' "

at this stage that any s!ngle agency Is going to finance a world survey in order to evaluate
the potential application of virtually all freight movements to the airship. Indeed such an
exercise would be purely academic. Reasonably enough, most interest in the use of airships _ ,
will continue to centre around those market areas that are not providing good enough econo-
mics at present, or are failing to meet the demand that is present. This failure may be due _

either to a lack of availability of the present transport mode or to certain inherent dsficien-

cles In the mode (high running costs, labour Intensive etc. ) or it may simply be that the i
market has expanded greatly, and the mode has been unable to expand with it, whilst retalnlng
its initial profitability. There is a second area of very great importance, where markets have _"
developed without the associated ground based transport infrastructure having been developed.
This often occurs in areas that have experienced rapid economic growth in recent years, and

that have extraordinarily difficult topogl_phlcal probler_s (mo_mtainc. forests, etc. ).

It Is likely therefore that the market that will require investigation will be a victim of one or
more of the above constraints, and that the markot will be suggested by an outside source.
Th_ problem that then presents itself is one of comparing the likely costs of meeting demand
using an airship with the. costs involved using an alternative system.

BASIC CONSIDERATIONS OF THE AIRSHIP

Initially, having decided on an are_ of investigation, some form of "first pa_s" estimate must
be obtained to determine whether there is any hope whatsoever of using the craft profitably.

To this end it may be usefLl to state some fairly anfe assumptions.

I. The conventional airship is slower in airspeed tha_ an aircraft.

2. The trip end facilities required for an airship are less tl,_anfor any aircraft.

and for airships with payload ranges of 2 - 20 t _ns or thereabouts they are a
lot less than for an aircraft of similar oapaclty.

3. An airshil)s ruanlng costs On terms of fuel c(,_ts) increase rapidly with speed,
and relatively slowly with size.

4. The annual utilisation of a small airship should be as good as that of a small
aircraft.

5. The initial utilisation nf a large craft would be unlikely to be even as good as
s large aircraft. _:_
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6. The first costs of a sm_ll airship (paylo._ range 2 - 20 tons) would, or rather
should, be less than for an aircraft of similar size.

. 7. The first costs of a large airship would ]:e unlikely to be substantially less than
for a large airliner.

8. A small to medium size airship would be capable of a far quicker tlme to in
service use than a large craft.

9. The degree of investment required to produce facilities for building and main- 4.

taining a large airship would be disproportionately high in comparisoo to the , ..
sums required for a small craft.

i With the previou_ statements in mind, let us now examine the basic steps necessary to
i evaluate any particular potential area of application.

i Historically, there he.s always been a relationship between the various sizes of craft and the
type of construction which represented an optimum for each size range. These were approx-
i,_ately as follows:

Simple "Blimp,' type = _1000, 00_) Cu. Ft.

Semi Rigid Type = 200, 000 - 2000, 000 Cu. Ft.

"Zeppelin" Type Rigid = ] 000, 000 - 8000, 000 Cu. Ft.

Nowadays it '.s suggested that improvements in tec,'tnlcal design capability have not only

resulted in the coming into being of several new types, but have increased the size range
for the craft very considerably.

Simple "Blimp" type = (1000, 000 Cu. Ft.

Internally Supported = 1000, 000 - 25, 000, 000 Cu. Ft.
"Blimp"

"Zeppelin" Type Rigid =- I000. 000 - 50, 000, 000 Cu. Ft.

Monecoque (Supported) = 2, 000, 000 - 200, 000, 004) Cu. Ft.

Type Rig!d

These are generalisations, and do not represent the thoughts of all connected with L. T. A.
(Notable exceptions would inc]cde the Blimp desig:s of Argyropoulous and Sonstegaard,
which are larger than _py sizes here considered) I_ut, in general, they a:'e a fair example
of current design trends.

with these basic classifications in mind, the tmsic steps involved in evaluating "an alrshII_'
against any selected market may be considered as follows.
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:, ANALYSING A MARKET. NINE FUNDAMENTAL STEPS ._

1. Analyse data relative to existing and projected commodity flows for selected _

markets. !_,

2. Examine the topographical and meteorological data to obtain payload and
utilisation figures for a craft.

3. Based on information obtained so far (tons/year and utilisation) construct
a graph of number of craft/size of individual craft.

4. Modify this informat:on to take account of a network transport system (i. e. t
on-going goods with seperate pick-up points) if this is required. ,-

5. Examine trade offs between increased speed (greater fuel consumption,
different power requ|rem_nts etc.) and size (trip end facilities, mooring

•_ facilities, assembly and difficulties, construction costs, control problems, _
etc.) relate results obtained to Item 4.

6. Having ascertained size and and number of craft required (based on _convent- !_
ional' airship types and speeds, determine capital costs for craft, together
with costs for trip end facilitiee.

7. Determine animal cash outgoings for the operation including maintenance,

insurance, return on capital, fuel and manpower costs, to p_ovide a total
cost/_ear.

'_ 8. ,vide total costs/year by tons/year to be operate'] to give a costs/ton.

! 9. Compare costs so obtained with costs/ton obtained by existing or projected ;!
:_ alternative modes, conduct a risk analysis on this figure, and, based on the

results obtained Go/No Go.

l The reason for evaluating designs based on convent}onal theory, moving at conventional _:

speeds, is based solely on the phUvsophical principle known as "Hackmans Razor", that is

Investigate the most likel__an_s_w_ezs_fi_rgt,a simple enough concept, and one that is frequently
forgotten.

MARKET ANALYSIS FOR MILITARY APPLICATIONS _i

Nothing has been said so f_r about the potential of L. T.A. to military applications. This is !
solely because the criteria for evaluation are so very different to those normally applied to !

civil applications. Much will doubtless be said about military applications during this iI
workshop, and it is an area which Aerospace Developments has investigated at length. _'ithin i

tl=e confines of this paper, all that may be saia is that the inherent qualitie_ of long range,
high speed, and good ststton keeping combined with good payload ability, suggest applications
in both A. E.W. and A. S. W. w!tb perhaps less attractive applications for heavy assault
craft. -,_
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_ MARKETING

The basic physical parameters which require investigation when assessing the economic
; viability of the airship have been outlined. There are, however, a number of factors which

are somewhat subjective, which determine with equal importance the degree of success which
_ the project will ultimately achieve. These "saleable" qualities may be regarded as "market-
_ trigI,.

PROJECT EVALUATION (Figure 1. )

_ "The Whole World's a Stage" as Shakespeare said, and likewise what one sees depends very

' much upon where one sits. In any airship operation there are likely to be three main
"characters" and the prime requirements that each will have In the project, in isolation, are
shown in the Illustration. There are other factors which may well be advantageous to the

J project, yet which have nothing to do with the basic requirements of. either the customer, the
_"_ operator, or the manufacturer. A prime example of this is the degree to which current air- •

craCt designs are being factored around "environmental" considerations. (Quietness, low

_ po!lution, etc.) Such factors may actually decrease the attraction for the operator (higher
_. running costs),, the manufacturer (higher development costs) and the customer (higher freight

chsrges) and yet, the degree to which the craft can meet these external constraints can sig-
:" " niflcantly Improve the market penetration of the type. It Is the function of the marketing
: aspect of such a project, as defined here, to make the main partners in any such venture
ii aware of the importance of these external factors.

It r.mst also be remembered that the development of any new transport mode provides a great
opportunity in terms of marketing simply because It is a new mode, especially If It appears

, that this new mode may be established at a relatively low cost.

The financial climate Is also likely to have an effect on any military development. It Is easy
_ to see that, if funding overall Is fairly tight, then a project stands a far greater chance of

._eiving financial support If it can be cross Justified across civil applications as well. The
basic design of "an airship" Is remarkably similar for any application, be it carrying cargo
or Son ar gear. It would, for example be a very difficult Job to justify the B. 1. bomber
as being suitable for use by the Timber Ind,mtry also. It Is kot likely to be so difficult for
an airship'

THE "TRANSPORT EFFICIENCY" OF THE AIRSHIP

The functions of illustrations 2, 3 and 4 (Ref. 1) is simply to show that we are living In a
world where fuel costs are likely to rise, and where oil fuel is likely to continue to be req-
uired in ever increasing quantities for transport use. Figure 5 shows the dramatic increase
that has occurred In air transport which suggests that the "ma.,'_:etabiltty" of air transport
is based on subjective as well as objective appraisal and that the decision to go by air Is

' Influencedby powerfuladvertisingpressure, As fuelcostsIncreaseso thetradeoffbetween
thefuelcostsinvolvedand thespeed (oftenperceivedratherthanreal)and charisma of

"airtravel"willbe examined even more critically.The prospectoftheairship,withitslow

fuelconsumption,itslower initialcost,and itoabilitytouse low gradefuelseffectively

must inevitablybe considere.qfurther.Figure6 isan attempttoratethisefficiencyIn
relativeterms,ba_d on informationcollatedby BouladonoftheBattelleInstitute.Itreveals

a craftwithtransitspeedsofan expresstrain,or doublet_'_tofheavygroundtransport

_ operatingunderidealisedconditions,w!th_ fu_|en-_mutlon barelygreaterthanthelorry,

yetwithoutthenecessityforthemassive investmentInroadsand railwaysthatconventional
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systems demand. It is an aircraft in the true sense of the word, offering good access capab-

ilities, with the possibility of remarkably low fur costs and, at least in the smaller sizes, : _i

low trip end costs, surely a concept worthy of further consideration, f
r

CONC LUSION

: f
This has been a brief discourse, couched in general terms for a general public, but I hope

that i; has shown that much time, effort and money has already been spent on examining the _,
application of L. T.A. to a wide variety of operational areas. There is no such thing as an

"ideal" airship. Each case, and each application MUST be considered in its own individual

light. There are many areas of such evaluation that will remain subjective, at lea_t for a * :

considerable time, but the ability to interpret these areas, and to ascribe to each of them _ _'_
their relative importance does exist, and should be utilised, T,.e Chinese have a proverb, - _

"The Flower must Grow from the See(_'. It will require very little investment to ensure i
that this first small seed is well planted, and from this, and this alone, will the true _ ¢ _
potential of this exciting phase of transport development be discerned, i :_

_ ;
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BASIC RELATIONSHXPS FOR LTA TECHNICAL A_&_LYSIS

Raymond A. Ausrotas*

ABSTRACT: An introduction to airship performance is _.

presented. Static lift equations are shown which, when

combined with power requirements for conventional air-

shJ.ps, allow parametric studies of range, payload, speed
_ and airship size. It is shown that very large airships

are required to attain reasonable speeds at transoceanic

ranges. ! _

INTRODUCTION

The performance equations for airships are presented as a basic

introduction to the technology of LTA. The lift equations aze based

upon aerostatic lift principles;the drag equations assume airship

fineness ratios (length to diameter) of past airships and con-

ventional fuel sources and engines. Itl_ _ s_own then that the
Lift-to-Drag ratio is proportional to C "-/V ,where C

is capacity and V is the velocity of the airship, indicating that

to maintain the same L/D ratio while increasing speed calls for a

huge expansion of airship size.

*Associate Director, Flight Transportation Laboratory, Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass. 02139
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AIPSHIP PERFORMANCE

Lif__!

Aerostatic lift is the basic means of carrying a payload in LTA

: craft. According to Archimedes' Principle a body immersed in fluid

is bouyed up with a force equal to the weight of the displaced -
fluid. The object of the airship game is to displace a large weight ,_

of air--the bouyant force obtained being equal to the weight of the I...._?
air displaced. Although the ideal airship would be a vacuum vessel,

obvious structural problems inhibit this solution, and some lighter _r

_°_ than air gas is used to maintain the structural integrity of the

airship. Thus the gross lift capability of an airship is equal to

the bouyant force minus the weight of the ship, or

. Lgross = %irVbody - PbodyVbody (1)

or, ne,_lecting structural weight,

 ross= (Pair - Pgas)Vbody (2)

Since Pair = 0.077 ib/ft 3 and Phelium = 0.011 ib/ft 3, a thousand

cubic feet of helium "lift" about 66 lbs.

This is at standard air temperature and pressure conditions. Correc-

tions are usually made for water vapor and impurity of the lifting

gas, as well as percentage of inflation of the gas cells at liftoff.

At 5,000 feet the density of air is about 86% of sea level density,

and at this altitude one thousand cubic feet of helium lift only 54

ibs. (Changes in temperature and barometric pressure at any height

also affect lift, sometimes producing the condition of "fal_e lift.")

The ship will continue to rise until the altitude at which the

bouyant force of air will just support the total weight of tl_ air-

ship (including the weight of the helium). This is the operational

static ceiling. ?

"Pressure height" is reached when the gas cells of the airship are

completely full; as the ship rises, reduction in barometric pressure

permits the helium to expand; flight at a higher altitude produ2es _

helium loss, either by purposeful ventin_ or destruction of the i
gas cells. In the past, airships have cruised at about 2,000 feet J

with a pressure altitude of about 6,000 feet. While this procedure

saved helitml, it reduced the payload and resulted in routing problems <_
in mountainous areas.
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"Saperheat" is another common lifting phenomenon in LTA. Positive _
superheat exists when the temperature of the lifting ga6 is greater

than the ambient air temperaturet negative superheat is the reverse.
An increase in gas temperature results in decreased density of lift-

. ing gas and increased gas volume. A superheat of +4.3°F results

in a l_ _ncrement of lift when the airship is lower than ire pressure
height ' " _

In addition to static lift, an eirship can obtain a certain amount _
of dynamic lift from the engines. This varies depending on the power

of the engines and the shape of the airship. Dynamic lift in the

past has been about 1C% of static lift. Dynamic lift can allow an

airship to "take off heavy" from a runway similar to heavier than ,,
air vehicles, but it also requires additional power and fuel,

negating some advantages of LTA.
¢

--- The payload that an airship cad lift, then, depends upon the "caps-

; city" of the airship (the cubic feet of volume of the lifting gas),

the structural (fixed) weight of the airship (hull, engine_, cover-

ings, instruments), plus ballast, crew, equipment and fuel. Air-

i ships have had a 50/50 ratio of useful payload to structural weight;
the weight of the hull alone for rigid airships has been approximated

- asl !

Whu]l(tons ) = llC (3) i

, where C = capacity in millions of cubic feet. Assuming the 50/50

",• ratio to hold and further assuming that the hull accounts for the

great majority of the structural weight, the useful lift available
for payload and tuel is, in tons, i

= llC (4)
Lnet

This formula ag_'ees appro>i_tely with the experience of the past, !
where the useful payload _.a_been about _0% of the gross lift,

since assuming incomplete inflation, gas impurities, etc., gross

lift of a helium airship is about 60 lbs per 1,000 cubic feet, Dr,
in tons

L = 30C (5)
gross

Given technological impro%ements in structures, an airship designed

today would probably have a higher payload/structure ratio and hence
llft a somewhat greater useful load.

The drag for an airship can be formulated similarly to that of HTA

craft. For airplanes

D - cD P/2 S V2 (6)
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, where D = drag
p = density of air

V = airspeed /
S = area

, CD = dimensionless drag coefficient

For airships, then

, D = P/2 C2/3 v2 (7)f
I

_" where KA = whole ship drag coefficient "

C = capacity of airship (C2/3 = S) " _I

V = velocity of airship

The power required to overcome the airship drag is

! !
P = Drag x V_locity (8)

or, defining a new "drag" coefficient, ka, (ka = KA/550),

Maximum Horsepower = ka C2/3 V3 (9) _-

b_

where V = maximum airspeed

Equation (9) allows trade-of_s between horsepower, speed and capacity

to be made, once ka is known. !

From the dat_ on actual airships built, k can be determined. Table
a 3I shows the characteristics of past airshlps ,4,5.

! i t

Table I
t t tt

Principal characteristics of past Airships

Airship Fineness Capacity Horse- Max. Speed k

Ratio (m.cu. ft. ) power (mph) a

LZ126

Los Angeles ?.3 2.5 2,000 73 2.79x I0 "

LZ 127 -3
Graf Zeppelin 7.8 3.7 2.650 80 2.17x10

R. 100 5.4 5.6 3,960 82 2.28x I0-3

ZRS 4/5

Akron/Macon 7.9 6.5 4,480 84 2.17"¢ 10 -3

LZ 129

Hindenburg 4.4 7. l 4, I00 88 1.63x l0 -3 i_
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As an approximation (for large airships) ka is assumed to b6 0.002.
Thus, from equation (9),

HP = 0.002 C2/3 V3 (i0)

. For range estimation, the specific fuel consumption must be known. :_
This can be taken as 0.5 lb. per BHP hour. I'6 The weight of fuel

used per hour at any speed, converting to tons/hour, i8: _'_

W(fuel/hour) = 0.00025 HP (Ii)

_' The maximum endurance of the airship, E (in hours), will come about _ -

when the payload consists totally of fuel. _ ,_

Assuming that total net lift is used for fuel, from equation (4), ,_

IIC =(0.00025 HP)E (12)

or ._

llC (13)
E = 0.00025 HP i

.

or, sL_bstituting equation (10)

s = 2.2 x 107 cI/3 / v3 (14) i

Then the maximum range of the airship is (excluding headwinds) i
?

R = e x v (15) _
max

or i

Rmax -, 2.2 x 10 7 C 1/3 / V2 (16) i

One item ne'llected in this discussion is the cruise a.l.titude--it is

assumed that an airship operator would choose the lowest altitude

possible since there is a sharp loss in range with increased opera-
ting altitude, independent of all other factors.

Figures 1-5 present a parametric study of large airships based upon

the given assumptions. It can be see:, that exceedingly large air- !
ships are required to reach oceangoing ranges at higher speeds: an

airship of 30 re.cubic feet capacity is needed to cross the Atlantic

at speeds above 125 mph, given some fuel reserve requirements. An

airship of 7.5 m.cubic feet can carry a payload of 25 tons at 80 mph

5,000 miles. If the speed is increase_- 50_ to 120 mph the range that

the sanm payload can be carried drops to 2,000 miles. To be able to

achieve the same payload-range combination at the higher speed, an

airship capacity of more than 30 m.cubic feet is required.

It is also interesting _.o look at the lift to drag ratio for air-

ships. From equations (5)and (7),

12"/ 7_;

#' I
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: L/D= K cz131 v2 (i7)

_im provides another i11uotration of the penalty of high speed in
airships. If the c.':uisingspee_ were to be doubled and the designer

-- wished to maintain the same L/D ratio, the capacity of the airship

would have to be expanded by a factor of 64. If the san_ gas volume

i# maintained, on the other hand, the L/D ratio drops by a factor of
' 4.

I
I

FIGURE 1
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FIGURE 3

Pa_a_yloadvs. Range

. (7.5 m. cubic feet airship)
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FIGURE 5
J

Payload vs. Ranqe _
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, THE EFFECTSOF SELECTEDMODERN
_-. TECIINOLOGICALCONCEPTS'ON THE

PERFO_-----_ND IIANDLING_CHARACTERISTICS
OF LTA VEHICLES

•_' Carmen J. Mazza" __'e

ABSTRACT: The results of an airship design sensitivity study, a :_
preiud_ to a more in-depth, impendingfollow-on analysis is presented.

A wide variety of airship design concepts, includingthe classicaland _high _ero-liftaugmented-hybridsare examined with regard to specific
technologicalimprovementsand consequentgains in performance,stabil-

"_'" ity and controland flyingqualities. Variations in size, payload,
. power required and airspeed are quantitativelyanalyzed for airships

representingaero-to=buoyantlift ratios of zero to 3.0 over a range

of technology improvements implying reduced drag, reduced structural
weight fractions and lighter, more efficient propulsion systems.

- Qualitatively, future airships are discussed in terms of stability, _
control and flyingqualities requirementsdictated by projected demands

•_ for vastly improved operational effectiveness and ease of handling.
Such topics include stabilityaugmentationsystems, load-alleviation
systems and total computer state-sensing and contrels management i

_ systems. It has been shown that, for the most part, highly refined ._
conventional design_ offer attractive gains in both performance and

, ease of handling. I_brid airships represent a good potential for
missions requiringthe transportof heavy payloads at higher airspeeds

,_', over shorterranges without the capabilityfor sustainedhover and
: vertical flight.

NOMENCLATURE

A = Aspect ratio
CD • Drag coefficient '_
CL = Aerodynamiclift coefficient
d = Maximumdiameter of' airship (ft) :_,
D = Vehicle air displacement (Ibs)

HP - llorsepower (550 _)
k = Burgess "inverse _rag factor"

2 v2/_
• (fordrag non-dimensionalized

CD Sre£. in co_tventional aircraft terms) ,i
La = Aerodynamic total lift = CL q S (lbs)
Lb • Buoyant lift (Ibs)

I • Overall lengthof airship (ft) :__
pCD • Percentage change in drag coefficient
Pwf • Percentage change in wf
Pwp • Percentage change in Wp

.............. _ . o

* Head, Flight Dynamics Branch, Naval Air Development Center, ,_
_arminster, Pennsylvania,U.S.A.
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q ffi Dynamic pressure = 1/2 fair V2 (Ibs/ft 2)
R = Range (naut. miles)

_ Sw ffiMain lifting surface area of hybrids (ft2)
tm = Mission duration {hrs.)
V ffiTotal volume of airship (ft3}

.... , VGAS = Volume of buoyant gas (ft 5)
v = Airspeed (ft/sec)

i _I ffiWeight of air and gas (Ibs)
._ I W2 ffiWeight of structure (inner and outer} (Ibs)

i li W3 = Weight of ballast, crew and misc. (lbs)
i' W4 • Weight of propulsion system (incldg. engines, fuel, etc.) (Ibs)

I W5 • Weight of payload (Ibs)
Wnt = Component weight fraction = i)

wf = Specific fuel consumption (Ibs/HP hr)
: w = Propulsion system weight per unit power (lbs/ltP)

_, ffi Mass density (slugs/ft 3) r• _eight density ffig (Ibs/fto)

:' FOREWORD

The material contained in this paper has been drawn, in part, from a current Naval

i Air Development Center Study entitled, "Advanced Technology Airships: Feasibility
' for Naval Application", tasked by the Naval Air Systems Command H.Q., Washington, D.C.

(AIR-03P3). The scope of the Center study includes the examination of LTA vehicles
for military applications with emphasis on the Naval ,_ort/surveillance mission as

a tentative design reference. Included as a final output of this year's effort will
be a technical parametric data base for a variety of LTA concepts, associated cost

,' projections and an analysis of several other candidate Naval missions for Lighter-
, than-Air Vehicles.

_. Despite the interest in the feasibility aspects of the study, a position will not be
/; adopted until late in the investigative period. Therefore, a smaller but nonetheless
_ interesting segment of the Center study has been selected for this LTA Workshop paper.

BACKGROUND

Airships compiled an impressive record commercially and militarily, both for scope
of endeavor and safety during their operations; first by Germany durin_ lqWI, through
the commercial years of the twenties and thirties and finally by the WJnited States

Navy, which terminated airship operations in the early sixties. Throughout a period
of over thirty-five years of de_'elopment the airships evolved from the fragile and
short-lived LZ.I of Count Zeppelin in 1900 to the magnificent LZ.127 Grail Zeppelin

of 1928 and finally the ill-fated LZ.129 Hindenburg, representing the pinnacle of
airship technology, which exploded and burned at her mooring mast at Lakehurst on
6 _lay 1957. The llindonburg disaster signifies for many the unequivocal end of the

rigid airship as a practicable airborne vehicle. However, it is more realistic to
recall that Germany, which contained by far the strongest nucleus of airship technology,
was forced to exclude the airship from further development because of a _ack of
"_ium and because of pressing commitments to develop her heavier-than-air power for

Le impending WWlI. Having built 138 airships, most of which were technologically
highly successful, Germany brought an abrupt halt to the technology by destroying the

Hindenburg's sister ship the LZ.130 Graf Zeppelin If, the facilities and all
peripheral airship equipment then based at Friedrichshafen. Until recently no nation

with the potential capability to follow through with a major airship program has
attempted seriously to assume responsibility to carry on the development of a modern
rigid airship.
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The airship has long been seen, although somewhat skeptically, as an attractive Anti- _
Submarine Warfare (ASW) platform because of its long endurance and considerable pay- :_

"! load capability. However, considerations of low speed, vulnerability and all-weather
_ performance have in the past offset these assets. Today, however, _ith the applica- _'

tion of modern technologies in materials, avionics systems, propulsive systems,

_ structural design, stability aad control and meteorology the airship is again being
considered _ecmlse _ts _otentlal #or sustained and effective surveillance appears to "

_ be well-matched to todays' threat. In fact, the ASW Search and Surveillance Program

Advisory Board sponsored by NAVMAT 03, concluded in November 1972, in their summary _
report that "Airships warrant another look in light of current trends in sensors,

operating missions, and the threa_". ._.

' The U. S. Navy, as in the past, is once more considering the rigid airship as a means _ ;of potentially satisfying _ mmber of future mission roles. In 1968 a parametric
study of conceptu_l LTA vehicles was completed by the Goodyear Aerospace Corp. for _

the N,val Air Development Center (reference I). The conclusions arrived at in the !

.. wo=k of reference I still stand as an indication of the technical feasibility and
"_ operational attractiveness of the modern LTA vehicle and further, point out the need

for serious research and development to achieve more nearly optimum and operationally

: effective airships.

INTRODUCTION ,_

There are a number of technologies which, during the past forty years since airship
design has been laid to rest, have advanced to a point of offering a modern dirigible

: "obvious" benefits. Such technologies as structural mechanics, materials and even
meteorology belong in this category. Another technological branch which has grown

very rapidly within the same period which offers perhaps less obvious benefits is i
aerodynamics; including stability, control and handling qualities. Several aero-
dynamic concepts have evolved from development work in low-speed boundary layer

_ control alone which could be applied to reduce drag and ,ender control surfaces more :_: effective on a future airship. Likewise, developments in the field of airborne real-
time digital flight control systems can potentially provide not only direct control

of an LTA vehicle but could be of great benefit in presenting the pilot and crew
with a continuous, up-dated status of the location and amount of ballast and valving
gas available for retrimming the ship at any time.

This paper reviews the advantages of the following specific aerodynamic and stability
and control concepts and/or considerations with regard to performance and overall
handling qualities of future airships.

a. uD . .O timal Aerod namic Shapes; including the classical symmetrical/cylindrical
shape, a derivatzve t_erof and the lifting body/hybrid configurations.

b. _ugmented Lift and Maneuvering Devices; i.e., the use, primarily, of
thrusting'devices for augmenting buoyant lifting and aerody.,amic controls.

c. Boundarf La_er Control; as a means for improving the aerodynamic efficiency :of the ve_icle and for improving the effectiveness of aerodynamic control surfaces.

d. Autolatic Flight Control and Stability Augmentation Systems; including
automatic trimming functions, ioad-_leviation functions, stability augmentation

and total computer state-sensing and controls management systems.

Although limited in scope quantitatively (primarily due to the short span of time
since this study was initiated but certainly also due to a lack of hardened
experience in the, perhaps lost, art of airship design), the objectives of this
paper are to; I, point out the advantages of the more practicable, least-risk

5
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modern technologicalwares and concepts afforded to the rigid airship now, 2,
communicatethe U. S. Navy's commitmentto ascertain the feasibilityoir-L'TAfor

-. future mission roles and 3, stimulatethe thinking and communicationamong those
: who will comprise the new airship technologicalcommunity.

CONCEPT61_LDESIGNS

_ Four genericallydifferentdesign concepts have been chosen for analysis. These are
illustratedin Figure I and are identifiedas: A. Classical, B. _odified Classical,
C. Delta and D. Wing-Augmented.

A. CLASSI_L.__ "

• _

L

_. .o

PlGUR[ I. AIRSHIP DESIGN CONCEPTS*
_, CONVENTIONAL TO HY|RID

Designs A through D represent a reasonable cross-sectlonof the spectrumof both old
and recently disct,ssed and nroposed concepts. They range from the neutrally-buoyant
(La/Lb - 0), optimum finenessratio cylindricaltype to the high lift-augmented
(La/Lb = 2 to 3) °'Megalifter"(seereference 2) hybrid type.

The aerodynamiccharacteristicsof concepts C and D are as significantlydifferent
from either the classical or modified-classicaldesigns as are the missions to
which such progressivedesigns might be usefully applied. In general, the power
requirementsfor the high liftingbody and hybrid classes of airships ri_e rapidly
with increasingdeparturc from the classicalform thereby tending to reduce signifi-
cantly the range over which reasonably large payloads may be carried. Such designs
as the delta and wing-augmentedtypes invariablypreclude a VTOL and hover capability
as well; a characteristiclong consideredhighly useful in conventionalairships.
llowever,the comparisonof these characteristics(and others as wet1) among concepts
A through D will be presented in more explicit terms below.

Since the primary objectiveof this paper is to determine the advantagesof applying
improved technologyto the airship,a referenceclassicaldesign was chosen about
which to perturbate the design parameters and the consequent improvementsin
performance.

_n airship of circular lateral cross-sectionwith parallel mid-body and assumed
ellinticalnose and aft-body longitudinalcross-sectionswas chosen and sized to a
total volume of 10,O00,O00ft3. This airship, referred to herein after as the
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'_asic design", is intended to represent approximately a 1930 state of technology. ,:_

Figure 2 presents a two-view drawing of the basic design and a summary of its charac-
teristics.

" i
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FIGURE2. 1WO-VIIMDPAWINGANOGENERAL _ /
CIMIIACTERISTICSOf REFERENCE :_
CONVENTIONAl.AIRSHIPDESIGN

Z

PERFORMANCEANDSIZING TRENDS *!

In order to show the potential advantages of reducing drag, structural weight and
propulsion system weight (regardless of means) the basic (conventional) design was
perturbated using a range of improvements believed to be representative of the
current technology. Volume, power, airspeed and range are indicated over the
assumed range of improvements in drag and component weights.

To provide some insight into the possible advantages afforded by severe shape changes
it was decided to examine, as a class, those airships which employ either lifting
bodies or surfaces to deriv_"a-slgn_'_'ficant percentage of their teal lifting capability.
Such airships can be considered to be represented by a range of designs varying from
concepts B to D previously introduced.

Trends in ConventionalAirships

All performancecalculationsfor this and the followingsection on lift-augmented
airships were made to preliminarydesign levels of accuracy. Several assumptions

_, were made to "lump",respectively,drag contributions,propellerefflciencies,
variationsin power output and propulsionsystem factors and weight components
in order to facilitaterapid calculationof the trends. It is believed that the ) :
results arrived at are in no way significantlycompromisedby the assumptionsmade. _
On the contrary,the simplisticapproach taken in these calculations is neccssary
to gain a quick, quantitative feel for the design sensitivities in order to plan for *._
more effectivefollow-onanalyses.

One of the limitationsof airships,viewed as seriousby many, is airspeed. Airspeeds
were usually in the SO to 70 kts range; very slow by comparisonwith today's

aircraft standards. In attemptingto increase the speed, for instance,of a _ +:
I0,000,000ft3 conventionalairship from 70 to 90 kts we see in figure 3 that the -,+

p total horsepower required more than doubles; and for yet another 10 kts the power _
more than triples. Ilowever, additional speed attained through increased power
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"_ yields quickly to diminished returns with regard to payload since, in this case, a
_:.... one to one tradeoff must be made between every pound of additional propulsion system
_-- and fuel weight and the payload.

:. V* D aIwll-, ,,, ANII_ooko Imol '

O0 10 20 30 40 50 tO 70 II0 qlOIDOI_
AIRSP[IEDIkls)

FIGURE3.SIZINGTRENOSOfCONV[I_IONAL
AIRSHIPS

') The payload would have suffered greater still because of the increased weight of a
stronger structure and outer covering to compensatefor the greater loads imposed on

,:' the airship Today more practical tradeoffs in power, speed and volume may be
possible through significant reductions in drag and structural weight and through
improvements in propulsion system characteristics.

• Equation (I), below, was obtained from reference 5. It provides a convenient form
= to relate the design factors of drag airspeed, power and propulsion system character-

istic_ to the sizing factors of volume, displacement and payload.
D2/3 v3

, air t

(I-WI'-W 2 -Ws' ) D ,,, (Wp �wfm) __ * Ws
(1)

Exercisingequation (I) about the characteristicsof the basic design (figure2)
the sensitivityof diminishingdrag on volume airspec_i,payload and power was
determined. Percentage changes in the drag coefficientCD (relatingto K) of -5,
-I0, -15 and -20 percent were conservativelychosen to representdrag reductions
which mlght be readily achieved through body design changes (submersedprotuberances
and re-shapingto minimize base drag).

Figure 4 (a through d) presents the results of first reducing drag (figure4 (a)),
reducingW2', wn and wf (figure4(b)), increasingpower (figure (c)) and finally,
in figure (d), bffectingall improvements. A total mission duration of 60 hrs
was kept constant. Only modest gains in airspeed are seen to be realized. Even
with a 20 percent reduction in drag only 5 kts additinnalspeed is gained.
Sacrificingpayload 50 percent only yields a total Cain in airspeed of S.5 kts.
Consideringimprovementsin both structural weight and propulsion system a total
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airspeed increase of over II kts or an improvement of 18 percent in airspeed can he
realized. Doubling the power to overcome the drag, the best airspeed that can be q

achieved (under the present assumptions) for a I0,000,000 ft 3 airship would be 87 kts _ ?
Can improvement of almost 40 percent), but for this, 20,000 lbs of payload would have :_ _

"" to be sacrificed. _
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_ Table I below presents a summary of the technology perturbations and the percentage
improvements in airspeed.

_i TABLEI
SUMMARYOF A_ IMPROVE_ENTS

(CONVENTIONAL'AI'RSIIIP)

StructuralFractioni
Figure Drag Propulsion Power Payload Airspeed -_-

(_2') (Wp,wf) CliP) (_S) (v)

4Ca) Basic _ 63.5 kts -
4Ca) -20_ Basic _" -_ 68.6 kts 8.0 _,
4(b) -20_ -30_ -25_ Basic _=-75.3 kts !18.6_
4(d) -20_ -30)_ =25_ +I00_, -20_ 87.0 kts 37_'

The most significantreductions in the drag of a conventionalrigid a_rship can be
achieved throughboundary layer control. Experimentsconductedon non-rigid (pressure)
airshipshave indicateda reductionof approximately 15 percent in, primarily,base
drag for small (V_ 1,000,0OOft3) designs employingpropulsionunits within a
circular shroud located at the approximatenormal flow separationpoint on the aft
section of the airship. The use of a large,active boundary layer control system
on a non-rigid airship is limitedto external design implementations. Such external
systems can introducesignificantdrag components in themselves. It appears that i_
boundary layer control is to be accomplishedeffectivelythe system must be des_,ned
withxn the hull envelope. It is believed that such "submerged'systems for rigid
airships could yield drag improvementsapproaching25 to 30 percent if designed in
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+ I conjunctiop with aerodynamically cleaner hulls.

; _ One such design is conceptually shown in figure 5.

' /+.
f

; ?

L •
+-

.!

,+:

FtGt,f_5. OOLINOARYLAYerOGIGNCONCEPTCOMPRISINGSUCTTONANOSTIHqN
PItlOPIH, S|ON

_ Depicted is a boundary layer control system comprising suction in the region of
normal flow separation and stern propulsion which, in-turn, aids in maintaining

+_ the momentum of the flow near the base of the airship. If feasible with regard
to other considerations, i.e,, _eight distribution, structural design and duct

'+ losses this _ystem affords considerable attraction in that it also improves the
flow in the vicinity of the high aspect ratio tri-tailed empennage shown also in the
illustration, lligher energy flow which is less disturbed in the region of the fins

, could yield higher control powers wlth reduced tail areas as well as improved static
stability.

_aintaining the I0,000,000 ft 3 '_asic design" volume and payloa0 it is projected
that the speed of conventional airships utilizing the above new technology or its
derivatives could well surpass I00 kts.

Trends in Aero-l,ift-Augmented Airships

A new class of airships have been 1,roposed in recent years which combine aerodynamic
lifting with buoyant lifting in an attempt, primarily, to gain airspeed and improve
payload capacity. Such aero-lift-augmented airships derive aerodynamic lift either
integrally through high-lifting hull designs or externally through the addition of
lifting surfaces on an otherwise classical appearing hull (fuselage). This class of
airships may be generally represented by design concepts ranging from B to D
previously shown in figure I.

To examine the sensitivity of sizing and performance factors of aero-llft-au_mented
airships the parameter La/L b (the ratio o¢ aerodynamic to buoyant llft) was intro.
duced into equation (I) along with other terms reflecting induced drag, increased
structural weight fraction and hull/lifting-surface interference drag. liquating the
total weight of thc hybrid to the lift we obtain
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W1 2 + W3 �I¢4 * W_ = La * D (2)

where D = Lh is the displacement of the airship portion of the hybrid, exclusive of
the displacement of lifting surfaces which are considered negligible. In expanding ._

• . equation (2) a number of useful relationships maerge in addition to the final _
expression sought for La/Lb = f (5izlng + Performance Factocs). A short derivatior
is given below.

, Expanding (2) and dividing by Lb:

(Wp + wftm)llP La

_. tel'* W2' * W3' * 0 * WS' - _ * I (3) "

lq#',

The power required is assumed equal to the basic airship drag plus the induced drag
of the main lifting surfaces. In addition, a 20 percent increase in basic hull drag _'

¢

was assumed to account for the zero-iift drag of the lifting surfaces and the wing/ I
hull interference drag. Induced drag was optimistically ass_ed equal to the

"_ theoretical miniu through the expression La ,_

i Induced drag • qWA (4)

_ The horsepower can then be expressed as,

Substituting (5) into (3) and rearranging we obtain the final sizing equation,

, , , r" ,_[6.67_air v2

Wl "w2 "w3 " k

CLb) , La
• * WS • * I C6)

The acre-lift augmented airships were examined over a range of augmentation ratios
(La/L b) of zero to 2.0. A wing loading tLa/Sw) for the hybrids of 35 lbs/ft 2 and an
aspect ratio (A) of 8.0 was assumed constant throughout the calculations. An overly

optimistic specific fuel consumption of 0.4S was assmned to represemt an average _,
modern technology engine of unspecified type. llowever, the l_lTlaKweight factor,

Wp, was conservatively chosen at 6.0 lbs/llP and may offset the low specific fuel
consumption. The structural weight fraction wa3 varied lineraly from 0.2 to 0.4
over an La/Lb range of zero to 3.0 i.e.,

, La

W2 • 0.2 * .065 (_-b) (7)

to account for an increase in the structural weight of these airships with increasing i
Nro-lLftaugmentation ratio. A nominal zero lift hull drag factor of k * 70.6

(corresponding to a PCD • -101) was assumed.

In elmer to select a reasonable mission duration for the hulk of this brief analysis

the payload and augmentation ratio was computed for tm - 10, 20 and 30 hrs over a i
range of LalLb of zero to 3.0. The airspeed and hull volume assumeu were, respective,*y,
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"_' ISO kts and 7,000,GO0 ft 3. Figure 6 shows the resultant plot.

1,200 , i , , , i v , , i , m , i , , . i . , , I
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AERO -LIFT - AUGMENTATION, Lo/ Lb
• FIG. 6 VARIATION OF AERO'LIFT'AUGMENTATION NATIO

AND MISSION TIME ON PA'fLOADCAPACITY FOR
HYBRID AIRSHIPS

The payloads obtainable for the assumed conditions are seen to be sizeable and are
sensitive to both La/L b and mission time. It was decided to choose a t m • 20 hrs
despite proposed mission times approaching 50 hrs for the pure hybrids (the larger
mission times being selected undoubtedly to gain economic cargo-carrying feasibility).L

+_+ Figure 7 (a through c) presents the trends in payload, size and power for varying•. La/Lb and for each of three assumed airspeeds, i.e., 75, I00 and ISO kts. Referrinfz
once again to a "basic" hull volume of I0,000,000 ft 5 at 75 kts (figure 7 (a)) and
an La/L b • ].0 the payload capability is indicated to be 750,000 Ibs; almost I0
times the payload capability of a conventional airship at 75 kts.
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Ilowever, as higher speeds are demandedof the hybrid greater bull volumes and/or lar_.er
augmentation ratios are required to maintain equally impress"./e payloads. The ura_
rise incurred at the greater airspeeds is reflected in the t4.iitional po_'er (fuel and
power plant weight rising) rpquired and c_nsequently higher hull volumes. The trends, _ '
it will be recalled are similar for conven*.ional airships but are of an order of
magnitude less. This analysis gives no accurate indication of an optimum augmentation
ratio for hybrid airships however, for payloads neighborinR a h_If-mil]ion hounds an
La/Lb of 1.7 and a hull volume no greater than I0,000,000 ft 3 are indicated. Figure 8
clearly shows that to maintain payload capability at increased airspeeds the lift
augmentation ratio _ust rise.

".tU',".i _ '"
t • 4--D-_ * m- ¢

....... f-

I-
I
AIRSJ__!

FIGUREt- VAIUArlO_IOFAUCJ_TATIONRATIOANOAIRSMBDON
PA'u1OACFORA ;IYED VOLUMEHYBRIDAIRSHIP

; STABILITY, CONTROLAND ilA_DLINGCIIARACTERI$,'ICS

.. A quotation from reference 4 by Max _. qunk addressing the to_ic of airship
maneuvering reminds us clearly of the fundamental necessity for stability in airships.

"Bare airship hulls are immaneuverable, and b_re spindle shaped arrows h: ,e been
known since time imemo-ial to f'y unsatisfactorily. The remedy has likewise been
known since before the dawn of history - the spind_'e is provided with fins near _ts
rear end, flexible feathers for arrows, and more substantial ones for airship hulls."

In this section variou_ topics in stability, control and handling qualities will bz
considered with regard to the impact modern technology may have on them. ,_o
quantitative data has been provided with which to supgort the projectinns postulated.
Considerable attention is yet to be directed toward the "maneuvering" of a modern
Maval airship as this is a topic which bears heavily on the future operationa_
success of all Lighter Than _ir vehicles.

Basic Stabilit_ and Control

The airship, regardless of the actual shape or size to which it may ._nmed,_vevolve,
will always be a slow-responding and funda_entally difficult v_hicle to maneuver
without stability auR_entation/anticipatory devices. The bare hull character,_tics
of the classical (convcntlona;) airship are unstable but ea-_ily "remedied" with
suitably designed fins. Reference 4 and others relate the absence of _nod
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theoretical techniques with which to design the fins for minimum drag and acceptable
levels of static st _ility. We can assume that if little theory was available for '_

.r designingthe fins _ven lesswas _vailablefor designingoptimum controlpower into
_' the control surfaces. Nothing w,o knwon back in the 1920's and 3O's concerning the

• design of dynamic systems using pilnt/vehicleclosed-loopsystems analysis; giving
rise to much empiricismin design (someof which continuestoday). The intrcduction :i

' of higher liftingbodies for the hulls of future airships will undoubtedlybe
_ accompaniedby additionalproblems in static stability. The delta airship (concept /

c xn figure I) is _sually severelyunstable in pitch and requires careful mass '_
distritutionin order to achieve acceptablestaticmargins. The hybrid airship should
be more designmanageablewith regard to providinggood static stabilitysince there

. is so_e freedom in locating the center of pressure of th_ wing relative to the hull's
"r centerof buoyancy and the overallvehicle's cente- of gravity.

DirectThrust Maneuverin$ _:

It appearsalmost certain that future airshipswill not employballasting as a means "
"L-., for providingattitudetrim. It is desirableto eliminatethe use of ballast ¢

entirelybut this may not be possible due to its role, along with gas valving, in
providingaltitude trim as well. To insuremore positive, faster respondingcontrol >

_ _' for both trimming and maneuveringdirect, vectorablethrust controlwill undoubtedly
e_ergeas a practicablecontroldesign. Direct, vectorable thrust control can

- ,. provide active control throughout the entire flight envelope of the airship but will
be especiallyuseful in ground proximityoperationssuch as takeoff, landingand

- off-loading/on-loadingcargo. The most efficien_manner by which tc effect such '
( controlwould be to incorporateit with the main propulsion system, vice a, auxiliary

system. _ch has been learnedthroughoutthe past 20 years of VSTOL airc aft
' development which can be directly transferred to airship control technology. Deflect-

ed slipstream, tilt-propellor, vectored jet-thrust and many more concepts common tv
_ the great variety of VSTOLaircraft car be considered in searching for available

_. airship control system. The necessity and operational attractiveness of automatic
_T flightcontrolsystems in ai:_hips will do much to force the use of vectorable

controlsbecause of their responsecompatibility (transferringballast is a slow-to-
,. respond process and not a reliablyrepeatableone).

Computer State Sensing and AutomaticManagement of Controls

Dr. H. Eckner, in his writt., piloting instructionsfor the flight personnel of the
airship "Delag" (reference Sj often cites the awesome consequences of "inattentive-
ness" on the part of the airship captain and the flight crew. The successful
operation of airships required the highly skillful sensing of crucial airship/ .:
environmentstates and managementof controls. All records, it is certain, are not
clear concerning the 'oss o¢ airships due to pilot/crew error but it can be reason-
ably assumedthat a large percentageof airship accidentswere primarilydue to such
causes.

At the nucleus of an airshi7 automaticflight control system will be a modest, real-
time, airbornedigital computer (within the current state of technology). _ae

computerwill serve to receive all data related to (I) trim state, (2) fuel and gas
states, (3) translationaland angularmotion states, (4) environmentalstates,
(5) structural load states, and (6) pilot control commands. All of these and _ore
(such as navigational, meterolagical, etc, data) will be sensed at frequencies up to
and possiblygreater than 20 times each second. 'rheinformationwill he processed
and signalscontinuouslyoutputtedto drive (I) stabilityaugmentationsystems,
(2) flight-director displays, (3) crew-station monitors, (4) altitude anti attitude
hold modes, (5) load alleviation systems, (6) gust alleviation systems and (7)
specific flight path maneuvering (for approaches to landing, docking, etc.). All
of the above automatic functions are available for use in the modern airship. Some,
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and probably most, will become an absolute necessity. Figure 9 provides a functi,.n_! ,-_

d_agram of a conceptual auton_tlc flight control system for a modern airship.
t

"$_IIM$ DRIV_

STA_5ENSZ_, ;TASIUWAUGMm'TAn_
SYSTEM

_,_ TRIM "_ FLIGHTOIR[CTOR

._ DISPLAYS

FUEL& GAS CREWSTATION
¢ MONITORS

MOTION _ _ ALTrnJDE& ATI"JlUDE '"HOLD

ENVIRONMEMI'AL LOADALLEVIATION
SYSTEM

$TRi'C1URALLOADS: GUSTALLEVIATION
"" SYSTEM

PILOTCOMMANDs FLIGHTPATHCONTROL '
_ SYSTIE_

FTGURE9. FUNCTTONALD_AGRAM:AIRSHIPSTATESENSINGAND
CONTR(OMANAGEMB_'T5YST1EM

Simulation and Handling Qualities Requirements

Another beneficial advantage which the designers of modern airships will enjoy in

comparison with their 1930 predecessors will be the use of piloted simulation. Flight

_,% _: simulation has advanced over the past decade to the point where its use has become

I an indispensable aid in the development of all of today's aircraft. The statics and

':' dynamics of airships are no less complicated than is the static and dynamic behavior

of a modern airplane. It is interesting to note that the flight simulation of
: airships will, in all probability, require far less sophistication with regard to

; visual outside-world displays and motion displacement. Modest display systems and

moil _n bases of only limited angular and translational displacement and speed of

response will be required.

It is expected that serious simulation efforts will soon get underway to begin

providing designers with the guidance, now totally lacking, concerning stability,

control and handling qualities requirements for a range of airship classes. The

cost and time required for the successful development of an airship more than

warrants serious attention to the systematic development of flight dynamics design i

requirements.

CONCLUS IONS

This paper clear]y represents only the bare beginning of a vast amoun_ of research

_ and eventually development which must be undertaken by government and indu.ctry al Ik,,

in order to build up an airship technology base which has been neglected now foi"

over thlrty-flve years.

Airships representing a drastic departure from the classical form have bee. examin,.d

(albeit briefly) and found to promise attractive performance characterL_t icq for

_ equally nor-classlcal missions. The effect of a radical change in shape (typified
by the aerodynamic flit-augmented hybrids) has been found to add to the d,,,_Igt_

problems not_nally associated with the conventional airships all of th,- pr-blems (_nc',
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_>re) associated with the design of heavier than air aircraft as well. Aero-lift

augmentation ratios in the vicinity of 1.7 for a ten million cubic foot hull volume

were found to yield a hybrid airship capable ot carrying half-milllon pound payloads

at speeds of over 150 kts. Concepts such as these and many others which were not

_ discussed in this paper offer potential advantages to both the military and co,mmrclal

cormmunities and as such should be regarded as serious candidates for future Lighter
:_ Than Air vehicles.

/ By far, the least risk, shortest development time and higbest payoff airship for

I Naval applications appears to be a highly modified form of the classical design. ,'

This position, though admittedly premature, is founded principally on the basis

of tbe necessity for very lengthy mission durations, an acceptance of modest

improvements in speed (v _ 120 kts), respectable improvements in payload _"

(_ I00,000 ibs) and reliance on an established operational experience base with this

i class of airships. It: has been shown that modern technological improvements can
readily yield such airships without the necessity of assaulting entirely new

_" o-"" technological problems
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BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL

N7 6 - 15 0 2 8
F. A. Pake*

S. J. Pipitone *_

ABSTRACT: This paper summarizes an investigation of the

aerodynamicprinciple of boundary layer control for non-
rigid LTA craft initiated under the Office of Naval Re-
search, Contract NOnrl412(00)LI. The project included a _ t
wind tunnel test on a BLC body of revolution at zero

angle of attack. Theoretical analysis is shown to be in
excellent agreement with the test data. Methods are e-
volved for predicting the boundary layer development on

a body of revolution and the suction pumping and propul-
sive power requirements. These methods are used to pre-

dict the performance characteristics of a full-scale

airship. The analysis indicates that propulsive power i
reductioLs of 15 to 25 percent and endurance improvements
of 20 to 40 percent may be realize_ in employing bound-

ary-layer control to non-rigid airships.

%

INTRODUCTION

The investigation of hhe application of boundary-layer control to non-
rigid LTA craft was initiated by Goodyear Aerospace Corporation in
Mnrch, 1954 under Office of Naval Research Contract NOnrl412(00)LI.

The project stretched over a 3 1/2 year period primarily because of a

20-month delay during which all effort was suspended while awaiting
the availability of the 7' x i0' transonic wind tunnel at NSRDC (then

called the David Taylor Model Basin). The scope of the study included

the evaluation of the drag characteristics of an airship hull which
employed either suction slots or an auxiliary air foil as a means of
preventing turbulent boundary layer separation. The drag results

were predicted by theoretical methods presented in References 1 and 3.
Comparative drag values were obtained for one body configuration in
the wind tunnel tests reported in Ref. 2.

*Flight Dynamics Section, Goodyear Aerospace, Akron, Ohio 4'4"315
**Technical Staff Goodyear Aerospace, Akron, Ohio 44315 U.S.A.
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_ t BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL :_

This discussion of boundary layer control will be limited to bodies
of revolution with flow at high Reynolds numbers. Therefore, turbu-
lent flows are assumed. With fluid flow about a body the friction
occurring on the forward portion consumes much of the initial energy

of the fluid adjacent to the body. The fluid so affected is termed

/lj the boundary layer. When this relatively low energy fluid reaches

_! the stern, the fluid is confronted with an unavoidable region of in-

creasing surface pressures due to the increasing static pressure of
_: the fluid external to the boundary layer being impressed upon it.

: / If the rate of pressure increase is relatively large, the boundary

- i layer fluid will not contain sufficient energy to flow against such .

! a high "back pressure," so to speak. This then results in consider- ,,_
able thickening of the boundary layer with possible flow separation.

Although it is possible to design a body of revolution having a fa-
vorable pressure gradient over essentially the entire length of the t _
body, generally such a body must have a relatively blunt after end.

This design produces a correspondingly adverse pressure gradient that

_ tends to cause boundary-layer separation and consequent drag losses.

This problem can be approached passively by lengthening the body <in-
- creasing the fineness ratio) thereby reducing the adverse pressure

gradient and delaying boundury la_r thickening so that the azea
affected by the reduced pressure is small and hence tend to r_duce

the pressure drag. For bodies of constant v_lume, however, an in-
! crease in fineness ratio is accompanied by an increase in friction

drag due to the consequent increase in surface area. Altering the

: pressure drag by varying the fineness ratio gives rise to a change in
' friction drag of opposite and approximately equal magnitude for the

i common airship fineness ratios. When the pressure drag is efficient-
_. ly reduced, accompanied by a lower fineness ratio, the total drag can

be significantly reduced as illustrated in Figure i.

_ /-CONVENTIONALBODIES(MODELR,N.)

_"_FINENESS RATIOOFCURRENTAIRSHIPS

_-FRICTIONDRAG(AllTURBULENT)

,..,= TA PRESSUREDRAG

1,0 5 10,0
FINENESSRATIO

Figure 1
Pressure Drag Versus Fineness Ratio
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Kowever, through proper body-contour design, the adverse gradient can
5e located at one longitudinal body station or for a short longitudi-

nal 5ody station or for a short longitudinal distance to produce a
favorable pressure gradient extending to the 100-percent body station.
By applying the air-flow suction at this longitudinal body station (or

area of velocity and pressure discontinuity), energy will be supplied

to stabilize the boundary layer and prevent air-flow separation. A 4
drag economy can be realized if the reduction in the external drag of

the body is greater than the equivalent suction drag.

Confi@uration Selection:

The first decision to be made in the selection of a boundary-layer

control airship configuration was the suction system. The distribut- _

ed type suction systems made up of many perforations or slots were _ i,
discarded as not feasible for the non-rigid airship application. Thus
the single slot system was chosen and it remained to choose an airfoil
shape. The available selection could be categorized in two groups - ! _

the conventional airfoil and the Griffith type airfoil. The Griffith
shape has several advantages for BLC applications. Although designed

for laminar flow, it possesses the favorable pressure gradients neces-
sary to any type of boundary layer control. The localized adverse
pressure gradient is compatible with the single slot control system.
Also, the slot location is well aft _or the lower fineness ratios.

The Griffith type airfoil was therefore chosen. The specific contour
used in the study was a 34 percent thick Lighthill shape. This was
selected on the basis of the potential flow characteristics as deter-
mined by a series of electrostatic tank tests. The selected airfoil

shape and velocity distribution are shown in Figure 2. As can be seen
the adverse flow region is quite local between X/£ = 1.6 and 1.7.
This shape was used in the theoretical drag estimates, the wind tunnel
test and the full-scale performance studies.

D_a_ Estimates and Wind-Tunnel Tests:

i _ A method of calculation was evolved to predict skin friction, equival-• ent suction drag, and propulsive efficiency of this type of airship

I hull. Local skin-friction coefficient values were determined for the

forward stagnation region, the laminar boundary-layer region under a

favorable pressure gradient before the suction slot, and the turbulent
boundary-layer region under a favorable pressure gradient behind the

suction slot.

Equivalent suction drag was based on the mean total-head loss in theboundary-layer suction flow at the slot entry. This did not include
duct losses since such losses can be evaluated only after the prelim-

inary design of a specific ducting system. Hence, the suction drag
was evaluated for an idealized system where duct losses were small

. compared with boundary-layer losses.

The wind-tunnel tests were carried out in the 7' x I0' transonic tun-

nel. The Reynolds nu2_ber was varied from 4.4 x 166 to 107 . Due to
the model size restriction and the relatively high test Reynolds num-

bers, a powered model with force measurements was not possible and
therefore drag quantities were determined from the momentum deficit

in the wake. Artificial stimulation at I0 percent of the model length
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Figure 2

Favorable Velocity Distribution and Corresponding
Regions over a Boundary-Layer-Controlled Airship

was utilized to obtain turbulent flow. The final test consisted of

one BLC configuration at zero angle of attack with the sole objective

being whether or not the theory predicted the reduction in drag real-
istically. A model of ZP2G-I airship hull was also tested under the

same environment to ensure a true comparison of drag change between
the conventional and BLC airships. The actual comparison of the ex-

perimental and test data is shown in Figure 3. The drag coefficier_ts

of the body are plotted versus the suction quantity coefficient The
plots shown are for a Reynolds number of 4.2 x 10 D. The wake drag and

suction drag are plotted separately. They are then added toae_her and
plotted as total drag. The experimental data is presented in the same
manner. It can be seen that good agreement exists between the theo-

retical and experimental work. This agreement is further borne out
by the pressure distribution. The measured pressure coefficients are
plotted with the theoretical values in Figure 4 for a Reynolds number
of I0 x 10 6.
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The drag of the BLC airship at all Reynolds Numbers and slot widths,

as determined from the rake, were in excellent agreement with the the-

oretically predicted values. The ideal suction drag also indicated

close agreement although theory appears to be somewhat greater than

the measured values. Other comparisons ef BLC test parameters with

theory also showed excellent agreement. These preliminary tests vali-

dated the drag reduction predicted by theory. The tests not only

showed this excellent agreement with theory, but also demonstrated

this agreement over a sufficient range of Reynolds Numbers to give
credence to full-scale theoretical estimates.

Comparison of Full Scale Performance

In order to compare the performance of a BLC airship with that of a

conventional (ZP2N) airship, a preliminary design was required in

order to consider the impact of all the features associated with each

type that had a bearing on drag besides the hull drag alone. The

,_-'_ scope of this program does not permit comparing airship sizes and the

associated power requirements based on missions but does compare mRs-

sior capability based on an airship size of one million (10 6 ) cubic

feet. Figure 5 compares the total power requirements for the two con-

figurations. A i0 percent reduction in component drag for the BLC

. configuration can be attributed primarily to the fact that outriggers,

nacelles and empennage cables (fins are cantilevered) are not required.

--RL¢ CONFIGURATIONWZTHONE1S FT PROPELLER
_--CONVERTIONAL CONF/GURAT[ONVZTHTWO16.S FT PROPELLERS
..... CORVERTXONALCONFIGURATZONH|TH ORE1G.S FT PROPELLER

OPERATING
1600 A CONVENTIONALCONFIGURATIONWITHTWO1G.S FT PROPELLERS-

ANDPLC CONFIGURATIONWITHORE15 FT PROPELLERTOWING
_ 3000 L$ DRAGLOAD

• GLCCOflFIGURATZONWXTHPROPELLERDISC AREAE®AL TO
THATOF CONVENTIONALCONFZGUUTZONTOU|NG3000 LR

._ lllO0" DRAGLOAD• ZPG-2 FLIGHT ,EST DATA(REP. 34) _/
0 COH_TEOVALUES

/I I /
/|

|
//

iii/
600 ._/ //2/

,/

,t7
i I I

._ .,_..,",, v,,_ W_TH_,_0,P - 75.S_So I I I I
0 10 _ _ _ _ _ 70 80

VI_OT$

Figure 5

Horsepower Requirements vs Flight Velocity

For BLC & Conventional Airships W = 10 6
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When considering various operational conditions such as single engine _

cruise (normal conventional airship operation) with the corresponding
diffezences in SFC and propeller efficiencies, the BLC airship would _
offer an endurance improvement of between 20 and 40 percent at most _

operating velocities. With a p_opeller comparablc in size to those
used on conventional airships, the improvement in endurance for ASW
towing would be i0 percent when the tow drag is 3000 pounds or 25 per- _ :
cent if the tow load was I00 pounds.

A complete evaluation of the advantages of a BLC airship must encom-
pass many factors including a comparison of the general operational

characteristics of each configuration and the weight allowable for
fuel. Although such an evaluation was beyond the scope of this study,

it is cf interest to briefl_ discuss some of the major BLC operational _ '':
characteristics as they differ from the conventional airship's char-
acteristics.

,
(i) Static instability of an airship is due almost entirely to the
hull and is a function of fineness ratio; C. decreases with decreas-

ing fi_-ness ratio and consequently will re_ire less in the way of a

stabilizing system. As shown in Figure 6 the tail length is substan-
tially the same and due to structural considerations the aspect r_tlo
can be considerably greater.

(2) Low speed control is a prime consideration for airships and with
the BLC airship it can, to a considerable degree, be obtained

by vectoring the outlet air from the duct. This would have i_s great-

est effect during a towing operation such as sonar array towing. :i_

-SLOTklR INTAKEFOR
B_NDARYLAYERCONT_L

.... - ,:

............. .,.. UL
-_,-_.'_-:.-._._'_..._s ,.'CL..- -'_ AhOFIN BASE

Figure 6 ,_

Comparison of BLC Airship with Conventional
For Equal Volume
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(3) Propeller and engine noise interferes not onl).with crew comfort
but also with the effectiveness of the mission equipment; sonar oper-

& ations as an example. The BLC configuration is inherently conducive

_ . to quiet operation; the propeller is shrouded and the distance between
the propulsion unit and the crew is considerably greate_ than is the
case with the conventional design. The aft location of the BLC power _

plant also represents a noise reduction to the crew.
• (4) Other advantages of the BLC configuration are in the areas of

/ elimination of variable pitch protection from physical damage.
I

I CONCLUSIONS ,

The findings of this limited investigation into the boundary-layer- ,e

control airship show sufficient increase in the airship performance _
to warrent further study. The following conclusions are offered:

._.-- (i) The NSRDC wind tunnel tests confirm the ability of the theoret-
ical methods described in this report to predict the boundary layer

control of a body of revolution at zero angle of attack.
(2) The t_eory confirmed by the NSRDC wind tunnel tests together with

: allowance for inlet and duct losses predicts that the bare hull power
requirements for a full scale BLC airship hull of fineness ratio 3.0
at zero angle of attack can be expected to be i0 to 20 percent less
than the power requirements of a conventional airship hull of equal
volume.

(3) The differences in the components other than the hull associated
with the two configurations, offers an additioDal 5 to i0 percent re-
duction in power requirements for the BLC non-rigid airship

L configuration.
' (4) A BLC configuration of fineness ratio 3.0 can be expected to re-

_ _ duce the total propulsive power requirements of a con,,entional non-
rigid airship of equal volume 15 to 25 percent.
(_) If both configurations have equal fuel quantities available, BLC
can be expected to increase the endurance 20 to 40 percent.
(6) Indications exist that the fineness ratio of 3.0 selected for

this investigation may not be optimum for a BLC airship.

The predicted theoretical increase in performance, together with the !
operational advantages, indicated a significant advance in airship
design and led to the initiation of the BLC program. This program,

although limited in scope, has confirmed the validity of the predict-
ed performance improvement. To take full advantage of the results

thus far and fully exploit the potential of the BLC confiquration,
this contractor recommends the following program to continued effort
be initiated:

(i) To refine the merits and limitations of applying boundary-layer
control to air_hips, the following investigations should be initiated:
a) Theoretical power requirement studies for bodies with fineness
ratios less than 3.0 which necessitate further electrostatic tank

testing.
b) Wind tunnel testing to determine the effect of angles of at_ _k.

c) Preliminary design studies to define an operational corA;quration
would, in conjunction with items (a) and (b) above, permit t_e s._iuu-
tion of an optimum and praetleable configuration.

i
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(2) To obtain data for the design and fabrication of a BLC airsh!_,

a wind tunnel test of a self-powered model at reasonabl% large

l_eynolds numbers shoul _ be conducted upon completion of Item i above.
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AIRSHIP STRESSES DUE TO
VERTICAL VELOCITY GRADIENTS

AND ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE

Duncan Sheldon*

ABSTRACT_ Munk's potential flow method is used to calcu- ._

late the resultant moment experienced by an ellipsoidal

airship. This method is first used to calculate the moment
arising from basic maneuvers cohsidered by early designers,

h...---"_ and then expended to calculate the moment arising fromver-
.t tical velocity gradients and atmospheric turbulence. This

resultant moment must be neutralized by the transverse

force of the fins. The results _how that vertical veloc-ity gradients at a height of 6000 feet in thunderstorms

_ produce a resultant moment approximately three to fourtimes greater than the moment produced in still air by

li _ealistic values of pitch angle or steady turning. Real-
istic values of atmospheric turbulence pzoduce a moment

which is significantly less than the moment produced by
_ maneuvers i._ still air.

, /

/ INTRODUCTION

At one time airship design was a highly organized and systematic
_ activlty, and hundreds of papers have been written on the subject.

_I The period of greatest activity was from 1910 to _938. However, in
_ spit_ of careful efforts several notable disasters occurred. Some

were at least partly the result of political considerations; examples
are the American ship Shenandoah and the British _hip R-101. The

most spectacular of all, the Hinden[urg disaster, was of course due
to the use of hydrogen as lifting gas. With the exception of the
inadvisable use of hydrogen and the deterioration of the huli of the
R-101, most well-],nown dirigible disasters were connected either

with atmospheric turbulence or vertical wind currents in storms or
above mountains I.

* President, Transportation Technology Inc. Marblehead, Massachusetts
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The British ship R-38 buckled in the middle and broke in two because
of a strong wind gust (1922). At the time the airship was already

i experiencing significant stresses arising from a sharp turning
maneuver. The Shenandoah perished in a 70 mph squall (1924). As the
result of a navigational error the Akron was drawn into the center of
a storm. While maneuvering upward to offset a downdraft, its lower

rudder hit the ocean and the airship fell into the sea (1933). The
Macon lost its top rudder during a squall and was also lost at

; sea (1935).

: As a result of the R-38 crash the Royal Aeronautical Society estab-
lished the R-38 Memorial Prize. In response to this competition
three exceptionally detailed airship design papers were published 2-4.

This was in 1923, and taken together they constitute probably the most
detailed airship design analyses available in English. Most later
work was a refinement of methods discussed in these articles. One can

_ .. even view the design of the Graf Zeppelin and her sister ships (1928-
_" 1938) within the context of the methods presented by these British and

American authors. Of course the principal ingredient missing from
these relatively early papers is the practical experience and

: ; full-scale data obtained by the German designers. However, there were /

i no basic changes in the relevant technology in the years from 1923 to
1938.

: An important part of the early design work was the highly ingenious
description of the aerodynamic forces un airship hulls devised by
Munk 5-5. His theory is based on an ideal (non-viscous) fluid and

Kelvin impulses. Under most conditions Munk's theory is in surpris-
ingly close agreement with full-scale experiments 2.

• AS pointed out in several recent articles 7-9, the technology relevant

to airship design has undergone an extraordinary expansion along with
all other aerospace activity. Modern computers and modern knowledge
of structural dynamics permit analyzing the airship's structure as a

whole. It is essential to apply our current knowledge of atmospheric
turbulence and vertical wind currents to these structural calcula-

tions. Safety is the overwhelming design consideration applicable to
future airships, and relating atmospheric hazards to structural

integrity holds the greatect promise of assuring safe operation. It
might be argued that damaging atmospheric effects can usually be
avoided, particularl -- during non-scheduled flights. The record of the

German pilohs serve: to establish this to some degree. But the impor-
tance of scheduled operations also requires that atmospheric hazards
be given careful consideration.

The purpose of this paper is to show how our present knowledge of
the atmosphere can be combined with Munk's equations to calculate
the resultant moment or an airship arising from vertical currents

and atmospheric turbulence. Approxlmate results are given for the
resultant moment experienced by a 1,000 foot long ellipsoidal air-

ship with a fineness (length-to-diameter) ratio of 5. This is the
shape suggested for a "basic" airship considered in a recent design

study by Mowforth 10. These results are compared w_th the moments !
arlsing from pitch angles and steady turning rates in still all
which were taken into consideration by the early designers.
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AERODYNAMIC CONSIDERATIONS ":

Munk's Equations

The motion of airship hulls gives rise to an air flow that is well

approximated by potential flow. There may be a large resultant moment
of the aerodynamic forces, but only a comparatively small lift and !?
drag. With wings the conditions are different as there is consider--

able lift. Since the momentum of the flow is not necessarily in the

direction of motion of the hull, a principal axis problem presents
itself. Strictly speaking, we should distinguish between the momentum
of the flow and the Kelvin impulse of the flow, but Munk himself dis-
regarded this difference and we have no need to make the distinction
here. The net resultant moment is expressed in terms of the ; _"

volumes of the apparent additional masses of the hull. The apparent
additional mass of a solid moving through a fluid along one of its

principal axes is simply a proportionality constant expressing the
resistance to accelerations along the axis offered by the fluid
itself. Note that it is not a measure of the inertia of the solid,

because the solid need not have any mass at all. In this case all of
the energy is stored in the flow, and the apparent additional masses
along each principal axis are equal to the apparent masses. The
effect of the fluid surrounding the solid is, however, fully described

by assigning tc the solid an apparent additional mass in addition to
its original or actual mass. The apparent mass of a circular cylinder

in a uniform two-dimensional stream is _r2; agd4for a sphere in
three-dimensional uniform stream its vakue is _r3)_. Here r and
are radius and density. Apparent volume is obtalned from apparent
additional mass by dividing by the density.

Munk shows that an airship hull, flying steadily under an angle of
attack_ and with the velocity of flight V experiences a resultant

_ couple of the magnitude

;% D

M =_V2(K2-Kl) sin 2_ (i)

'_ where K1 and K_ denote the apparent volumes with respect to the
:_ longituainal a_d transverse principal axes of the hull. This mnment

_ is unstable, consequently fins are required for stabilization. Munk
also calculates the transverse force on an airship (with circular

_ cross section) turning under an angle of yaw:

" dF = dx[(k2-kl )aS V 2 -_-Psin2_7 dx 2

i_' + k'V2 R_c°_2_ + k'V2 _ xp dSc°s2_]dx (2)

!_ where

dF = Transverse force acting over a differential

_ length along the longitudinal axis

_ dx = Differential length along the longitudinal axis

kI = (Hull volume)/:( 1
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: k 2 = (Hull volume)/K 2

k' = Ratio of the apparent hull moment of inertia
about the aerodynamic center to the moment of

i_ inertia of the displaced air
o- •

x = Position on the lon_itudinal axis relative to
: aerodynamic center

S = Area of circular cross section at x

_ = Yaw angle

R = Turning radius

V = Airship velocity

£ = Density of air

This expression of course does not contain the air forces on the fins.
Munk's theory also yields a closed form exp£ession for the pressure
distribution over any ellipsoid inclined at an arbitrary angle to the
flow. The first term on the right-hand side of Equation 2 can be used
to calculate the longitudinal distribution of forces resulting from a

vertical gust. In this case the yaw angle in Equation 2 is identified
with the angle of attack

= t:,n -I Vl! (3)

where u is the transverse velocity and V is the forward velocity.

_ Munk assumes the airship has a variable effective angle of attack
along its axis. The magnitude of the superposed angle is tan-] (u/V),

_ where u generally is variable. The momentum produ ed at each portion4

of the airsl,ip is the same as the air force at that portion if the
entire airship had that particular an_le of attack. Consequently,
Equation 2 can be used to determine the moment experienced by an air-

ship as it moves through a vertical velocity gradient. In this case
we assume the pilot is able to hold the airship on a straight course
in inertial space without yaw or pitch. Equation 2 will also be used
to calculate the moment resulting from a turning maneuver. Equation 1

provides a direct method of calculating the bending moment when the
only disturbing force is due to pitch.

Moment Response Function

Munk's theory can be extended to calculate the transverse forces caused

by atmospheric turbulence. It is assumed the pilot is able to hold the

airship on a straight course in inertial space without yaw or pitch.
We begin by attributing to a circular cross-section of area S the

virtual mass S_dx just as if the cross-section were pazt of a circular
cylinder immersed in two-dimensional flow. The transverse force acting
on _h_s cross section as a result of the velocity perturbatio_ u =

u0e1_t is

f = _Sdx(io) u0e i_t _4)]
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Now

_ y

; where _ is the.angular frequency of the perturbation, f is the cyclical ;

.... frequency, V is the forward velocity of the airsh , _ is the wave-

'_ length in the forward direction, and kp is the pzopagation constant for
_ a particular wavelength. It is convenlenc to take the geometric center
_ of the ellipsoid as the origin of our coordinate system. Then the

I moment experienced by the airship, per unit velocity perturbation, is
given approximately by _I

/ C+LI2 .4'"

M = Vfkp\ S(x)ei(_t+kx) x dx (6)
d )-LI2

"_,"" " where L is the length of the airship.

Uniform S is not a candldate hull shaFe, but this case leads to the

simplest form of the moment response function. If S is uniform,
_ the result is

IM
U0 I= VpSL(sin(_C)_ cos(_)) (7) !

where S = L/_ . This is the long wavelength approximation, and
approaches zero as 5 approaches zero. For short wavelengths,

_ _>_i, the bending moment at the longitudinal positions of maximum

transverse veloclty is the important consideration. In this caset
F

M _ i) (8)

: _l For an ellipsoidal airship with a fineness ratio of 5 we set

{ },1 S(x) = _---25 (L/2)2 - x2 (9)

and use Equation 6 to obtain

_,? ,iu0M,I='_ L 3_ V 3 cos_ k 3 sin_3 (i0)

) ^
where k = Lk_/2, again this is the long wavelength approximation, and

_.,, the right-ha_d side of Equation i0 tends to zero as _ tends to zero.
The short wavelength approximation Equation 8, still applies

provided

dS I << 1 (11)
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METEOROLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

• [

Vertical Wind Gradients in Thunderstorms

; , Using Munk's equations we can calculate the force at each section of
the hull of a representative airship for vertical wind currents known
to exist in the atmosphere. Typical values for a thunderstorm are

:_ considered. Taken together Figures 1-3 enable us to obtain a good
', approximation of the vertical currents and horizontal scal_ of thunder-

storms. Figure 1 shows information which was obtained to describe the

atmospheric effects an airplane experiences as it flies through a
/ thunderstorm. Figure 2 suggests that the vertical velocity profile

given in Figure 1 is applicable above about twenty thousand feet.
With the help of Figure 3, we can construct a similar thunderstorm

profile for an altitude of approximately 6,000 feet, which is a _,
typical operational altitude. These diagrams give no information
about the severity of the turbulence; they can only be used to study

._.. _ the airship stresses arising from vertical currents. However, we can
_ observe that the region of "violent turbulence" extends much further
i than the region of severe vertical currents. Figure 1 represents the
| vertical velocity profile in the plane of travel of the thunderstorm;

I the updraft usually has a fairly uniform cross section of about i0
i miles traverse to its line of travel. Figure 3 shows that below about

_ I ten thousand feet the vertical flow is not quite as constricted as at

higher altitudes. Let us therefore make the approximation that at
i 6,000 feet the horizontal scale of the currents is twice as large as

i shown in Figure i. Accordingly, the magnitude of the vertical current
distribution is cut in half (due to the transverse extent of the storm
the flow is treated as two-dimensional). This means that the more

i severe vertical velocity gradients in the horizontal direction are of
_ ! the order of 0.2 ft. /sec. /ft.

L Atmospheric Turbulence

It is possible to describe the energy distribution of atmospheric

_ turbulence as a function of wavelength by the same _elatively simple
formula for the following three forms of turbulence II"

(i) clear air turbulence near the ground,
(ii) turbulence near and in cumulus clouds,

i (iii) thunderstorms.

The distribution of energy density Sw(k) at diffezent wavelengths
(l/k) of the vertical component of the turbulence m_y be 9iven by

1 + (8/3)

i Sw(k) = 2_s_ (Llk)2

E1 + (Llk,2 _ 'V. (12,

where 0-w = Root mean square vertical velocity

Ls = Scale o_ turbulence

Li = 1.339 (2_L s)

for each patch of turbulence. Twice the total energy per unit mass of

air ,_quals the mean square of the turbulence velocity so that
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/

_ = Sw(k)dk = kSw(k) d(logek) (13)

vo v._

Thus, twice the total energy per unit mass of air is given by the area

under the curve of kSw(k) against log e k and the area under the curve
kSw(k)/ o"_ is unity. Usually Equation 12 is adjusted to fit experi-

mental data by selecting Ls so that the calculated and experimental
distributions kS_k) have a maximum at the s_me value of k. A compari-
son of theoretical and experimental distributions is shown in

Figure 4 13 We shall follow the common practice of referring to _,

Sw(k) as a power spectral density even though in reality it is amean-
square-value-density spectrum.

NUMERICAL RESULTS

_.. Wind Velocit Z Gradients

_ The resultant moment experienced by the airship is evaluated from

+L/2

dF

S = (_-_)xdx (14)
-LI2

by using Equations2 and 3 and setting u = (du/dx) (L/2 - x). The
results are shown in Table I for (du/dx) = 0.01, 0.i, 0.2, and 0.3.

<

:. _ Atmospheric Turbulence

If H(k) is the response function describing the resultant couple when
' _ the airship is subjected to a transverse velocity wave of unit

_ amplitude, then the mean square value of this moment is given by

M2r.m.s. I IHCk)2
= Sw (k)dk (15)

A

if Sw(k) is a stationary function. Using dk = dk/(_L) and dk =

kd(loge_) Equation 15 becomes

1 I _ l°ge_)

Mr.m.s.= I.(£)1 Sw( )dl (16)

After setting

2

Equation 16 was used to evaluate Mr.m.s. in response to the atmospheric
power cpectral density function given by Equation 12. Two cases were

REPRODUCIBILITY OF TIi,.

16_ ORIGINAl, PAGE IS PO{)It
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consideredll: (i) Captive balloon data taken at a height of 1,000

feet with _w 7 3.54 fps, and (2) Data obtained from an airplane fl_ght
at 40,000 feet in a thunderstorm. The results are shown in Table I.

Summary

The resultant moments obtained by the various methods discussed in j
this paper are compared in Table I. Dashes are used where an entry

; _ is not applicable. These moments are an important measure of the
i airship's stress because they must be neutralized by the transverse

force of the fins. The first five cases, which include rectilinear

: motion at a constant pitch angle and steady turning without pitch,

! are conditions in still air which were considered by the early

designers. The angl_ of yaw corresponding to the turning radius R _"
was obtained by Munk _

2R k2 - k I '

i <
i Equation 1 was used in Case i, and Equation 2 was used in Case 2.

Agreement of these two cases serves as a check on the numerical

methods and also confirms, with remarkable accuracy, the approxima-
tions Munk used in deriving Equation 2I

Cases Six through Eleven correspond to situations where our current
i knowledge of the atmosphere was used. When a uniform vertical veloc-

it_ gradient was considered, the vertical velocity was assumed to be
: zero at the tail and increase in the direction of flight. The resul-

tant moment for Case Nine is less than Case Eight because the sine of

_ the angle 2_ contained in Equation 2 decreases as _ increases beyond
45° . The data for the thunderstorm ii were obtained at 40,000 feet and

are not fully satisfactory for our purpose. However_ the density was
_ adjusted to this height, and the result corresponding to a direct

: application of the powe_ spectral density equations is included. These
results show that the values of atmospheric turbulence found in the

literature produce a moment which is significantly less than the
moment produced by realistic maneuvers in still air. However, the
vertical velocity gradients _t an altitude of 6,000 feet in a thunder-
storm produce a moment which is three to four times larger than the

moment produced by maneuvers in still air.
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76"15030
AN AERODYNAJ_ICLOAD

CRITERION FOR AIRSHI'PS

Donald E. Woodward*

.i ,

, �p�_ ABSTRACT: This paper derives a simple aerodynamicbendlng moment en-

_ velope for conventionallyshaped airships. This crlterion is intendedto be used, n,uchlike the Naval Architect's "standardwave," for pre-

liminary estimatesof longitudinalstrength requirenu_nts.It shouldbe useful in trade-offstudies between speed, fineness ratio, block
"" _. coefficient,structureweight, and other such general parametersof

airship design.

Y

INTRODUCTION

The longitudinal,or beam, strengLh of an airship is obviouslyof fundamentalimpor-
tance to its desi£n. It would be of great convenienceto the desigr_erotherefore,
to have an envelope of the maximum bendingmoment distributionover the airship's
length. This p_per derives such an envelope From theories and experin_entsin the
literature,and attempts to show that it is neither uneconomicallyseverenor rashly
lenient.

In the eJrly days of airships,speeds and dynamic pressureswere iov_,and static
loadswere the majo,'ones to be resisted by the hul_ beam. By the end of World War
I, however, performancehad 'mprovedso thdt aerodynamicloads wer_ as irr_portantas,
or _ven preponderantover, static loads. This was made d_amaticallyevident bj the
successionof large airshipswhich were 1o_t as the resultof aerodynamicover-

!
" Consultant

%
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_::i':_ loadingof theirlongitudinalstrength.R-38in Ig21focusedattentionon circling
;_ flightand suddenextremecontrolmaneuvers.Shenandoahin 1925emphasizedthe

;_/'_ hazardsof strongverticalgusts. Finally,althoughMaconhadbeen designedwith I
gusteffectsin mind,her _Jo_sby fin failurein 1935led to a criticalreviewof

;_ airshipdesignand contructionby the DurandCommittee.Thisreviewconcludedthat i
therewas insufficientunderstandingof the effectsof gust loads,both as regards I

c,,

_ ,,:! overallstructuralloads and localfin loads.

_' '_ At therecommendationof the uurandCommittee,theNavycontractedwith the Daniel
_ GuggenheimAirshipInstitute(DGAI)to conducta broadlybasedstudyof thisproblem.

) /i The resultsof thisstudyup to 1940are summarizedin ReferenceI; theycomprise
_ ! windtunnel,whirlingarm,and watertunnelexperimentson airshipmodels,and a

_._ meterologicalinvestigationof atmosphericgustiness. ,_

_ The essentialelementsof a correcttheoreticalapproachhad alreadybeenestablished _:
' in 1935 (References2 and 3). But the actualworkof settingup the equations,ob- "'_

_i_ raininga solution,and findingquantitativeresultswas not completedand !)ublished
_.: until1958,whenCalligerosand McDavittrepwrtedworktheyhad performedat _!.I.T.
,,+ undercontractto the Bureauof Aeronautics._

...... The largerpartof thispaperwill consistof a descriptionof the Calllgeros-Mc-
Davitttheoryand itsnumericalresults,and of the DGAIexperiments,witha com-

I parisonand reconciliationof the two. Fromthe jointtheoreticaland experimental
" I results,an overallgustmomentenvelopeis constructed.Examplesof the other
:'-" i typesof aerodynamicloads-- circlingflight,abruptcontrolreversal,and lifting

, dynamicallya staticoverload-- are presentedfromthe literature.Theyare shown
_ all to fall_ithinthe gustmomentenvelope,whichto someextentjustifiesthe

:L'_ scantattentionpaidthemhere. Thisresultalsoestablishesthe gustmomenten-
'_: velopeas the aerodynamicloadcriterionadvertisedin the title.

, Bendingmomentsare generalizedin the usualway,as a dimensionlesscoefficientde-
._' flned by:

";__ BendingMoment= Cm q (Vol)2/3 L (I)

/ where (Vol)is air volume L length and q dynamicpressure.

A discussionin termsof a discretegustseemssomewhatoutmodedin comparisonwith
themethodsof spectralanalysiscommonin airplaneandmissileaerodynamics,but i
is made necessaryby the natureof the DGAIexperiments.The powerspectralanalysis

i

wouldseemparticularlyappropriatefor largeairships,the lengthsof whichap-
proachthe commonlyacceptedvalueof the scaleof turbulencein the freeatmos-
phere. Happily,Reference4 embracesbothmethodologies,and the agreementwhichis
foundbetweenthediscrete-gustformulationand the DGAIexperimentslendsconfi-
denceto the turbulent-spectrumapproach.

THEORY

The theorydevelopsthe equationsof motionof the airshipin the usualmanner. The
physicalsituationis as picturedin FigureI. The airship,at someangleof pitch
g and velocityVo is encounteringa gustcharacterizedby a spatialdistributionof
transversevelocitiesW whichcan be specifiedquitegenerally.In theworkednu-
mericalexample,thegustformis takenas a fullcyclel - cosinewith peakvelo-
cityWo any specifiedfractionof Vo and wavelengthany givenfractionof the ship
length. The aerodynamicforcesand momentsactingon theairshipare resolvedinto
longitudinal,lateral,and rotationcomponents,andthe amountby _Ich eachset is
unbalancedis equatedto the accelerationmultipliedby the apparentmass {orap-
parentmomentof inertia).
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_ The typicalsmall-displacementlinearizationsof aerodynamicsare thenassumed,i.e.,
?_ thattransverseand rotarycomponentsare independentand theircoefficientsare
/_" directlyproportionalto angleof attack,angularvelocity,etc. Bothlocalaerody- i
4 namicforcesand integratedaerodynamicstabilityderivativesare_,asedon a modifi-

cationof slender-bodytheoryappliedto theapparentcross-sectiordistribution
(i.e.,includingadded-masseffects)takingas the basearea the apparentcross-sec-

_T.... tionof hull-plus-finsat the trailingedge. The equationscan thenbe put intoa
_,. dimensionlessformsuitedto numericalsolution,for any givenairshipformand gust
_._. assumption.

As partof thedeterminationof the equationsof motion,thelocalaerodynamicloads
., are found;these,togetherwith the inertialreactionsof the distributedairship
_ mass,are treatedas loadson a freebeam,integratedto obtainshears,and againto _

find thebendingmomentcurveof the beam. Thistheoryyields,for selectedstations
alongthe airshipbeam,a historyof thebendingmomentat thatstationas a func-

)_ tionof thepositionof theairshipwith respectto penetrationof the gust. The
envelopeof the maximaof the momentsat thesevariousstationswouldthenbe the
designbendingmomentcriterionwe seek,if the theorywere completeand exact.

_. Otherinformationobtainablefrom the theoryincludesthe envelopeof shearmaxima, '
the lateraland angularpositionsof the airshipand the derivativesof thesequan-
tities,and the localangleof attackand transverseaccelerationat the fin center

_, of pressure.

Reference4 alsoderivestransferfunctionsfor the airshipresponsesand loads
_. which,appliedto an assumedor empiricalrandomgustspectrum,yieldRMS valuesof
•_ _ thedisplacements,velocities,accelerations,shears,moments,etc.
,t_

'_" The theoreticalcalculationsjustoutlinedwerecarriedout for an airshipapproxi-
_ matingto the ZPG-2Wclassof million-cubic-footnonrigids.It was foundthatCm is
_ directlyproportionalto Wo/V_, the ratioof peakgustvelocityto forwardvelocity.

The historyof momentat any (tationis dependenton the ratioof the gustdevelop-
_, ment lengthto the lengthof the airship,and peaksfor a ratioof I/2,althoughthis
_" maximumdoesnot varygreatlybetweenI/4and 3/4. Reference4 onlycalculatesthe
_,: caseof zerorudderangle.
!"' Cm
_ The full-linecurvein Figure2 is the envelopeof peakvaluesof _ for the
_,_. exampleairship. Wo/Vo

DGAIEXPERIMENTALPROGRAM

The DGAItest_measuredthemotionsand resultantstresseswhichoccurwhenan _ir-
shipmovesfreelyunderthe influenceof gusts, Thesetestsweremadewithse _.

' propelledmodelsin a watertank,a transversecurrentof controlledvelocitypro-
filesimulatingthe gust. The gust profileapproximateda one-minus-cosinetransi-
tionove-a scalelengthof 400 feet,followedby a steadyregionat the fulltrans-

" versevelocityW_. Modeldimensions,and momentsof inertiaaboutall threeaxes,
werescaleddirectlyfro_ theAkron.

The experimentsreportedin Referencel weremadewith "MarkII"controlswr_aces,
• scaleddirectlyfrom thoseactuallyusedon the Akron. Laterexperiments=,_ used

othersizesand shapesof surfaces. Exceptin one casethe maximumgustmoments
measuredwith theseothersurfacesall fellwithinthe envelopeestablishedby the
MarkII surfaces The exceptionalfinswereof veryhighaspectratio(forairship

•. fins)and placedveryfar aft;theirhighmomentvalueswere only_lightlyabove
theMark 11 envelopeoverthe rearquarterof themodel,andwill be ignoredfor our

" simple designrule-of-thumb.
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_'_i In additionto the measurementsof 6:1 finenessratio,a few resultsare availableon
_ a modelof equaldisplacementand similarprofile,scaledto a 4:1 finenessratio.

COMPARISONAND RECONCILIATION

z The resultsof thewatertunnelexperimentsare plottedin Figure2. The zero-
rudderbendingmomentsfor the 4:1modelare shownas crosses,andthosefor the 6:1

,I modelwithMark II finsas circles. The smalldotsare momentson the 6:1 model
_ when the rudderwas not at zero,or was changing,duringthe test. Also plottedin /
, thisfigureis themomentenvelopeof Calligerosand McDavitt'sexampleairship,
: alsowith rudderfixedat zero.

Severalobservationscan be made. First,thereis goodagreementbetweenthemea-
i suredcoefficientsfor the 4:1modeland the theoreticalcurvefor the nonrigid.
: Second,althoughthe envelopeof momentsoverthe forebodiesis virtuallyth_ same
i

_I forall threeairships,the coefficientsoverthe afterbodiesare markedlyhigherforthe tworigidairships'modelsin comparisonwith the theory. Furthermore,this

differenceis moremarkedfor the 6:1modelthanthe 4:1 model. Third,use of rud- Idersduringthegust encounteris seento increasenegligiblythe envelopeover the i '
forwardtwo-thirdsof the ship,and in factmay greatlyreducethe momentsover this

'i partof theship. Onlyjust forwardof the finsdoesthe use of the ruddersin- {
creasethemomentsignificantly,by up to 40 percent. On the otherhand,reduc-
tionsof as muchas 50 per centmay alsoresultevenat thisfar-aftstation.

_ The agreementbetweentheoryand experimentincreasesconfidencein both,but it is
stillnecessaryto explainthediscrepancies.Threefactorssuggestthemselves:
inadequaciesof theory,differencesbetweennonrigidand rigidairships,and dif-

; I ferencesin th_ assumedgustshapes.
I

_ ! Th_ approximationsmentionedin discussingthe theoryare,of course,inadequacies.
i The smalldisplacementlinearizationof the equationsis significantlyin error,

_;,_I becausethedisplacementsare not smalland theaerodynamiccoefficientsare not
• constant;the rotaryderivatives,for example,havebeen shownto havea strongde-
_' pendenceof angleof attack." The use of modifiedslender-bodytheory,althougha
: goodapproximationfor obtainingthe airshipmotions,is quiteincapableof express-

ing thegenerationof distributedliftoverthe afterbodyand the downwashof the
hullupon theempennage,i.e.,the localdynamicloading in the area wheretheory
differsmost fromexperiment.

The onlynotabledifferencebetweenthe theoreticalnonrigidand the rigidmodelsis
in massdistribution,whichin the nonrigidis highlypeakedin the vicinityof the
centerof buoyancy.Thismightmake the nonrigidmore quickto respondin pitchand
thusaccelerateawayfrom thegustmore rapidly,beforethe finswere in the trans-
verseflow. However,the differencein termsof the ratioof radiusof gyrationto
lengthis onlyabouttenper centbetweennonrigidand the 6:1model,so thiseffect
is probablynot a majorone.

A thirdexplanationof the envelopedifferencesis foundin the gust forms. The
theoreticalcalculationassumesa full-cyclel-cosineprofile,whiletheprofile

iL actuallyachievedin thewatertankapproximateda half-cycle;bothwere about
equallyproportionedto ship length. Thus,when the theoreticalairshiphad pene-
trateda full shiplengthfromthe entryto the gust,its lateralvelocityhad al-

l mostpeakedand was rapidlydampedout thereafter,while therigidmodelsat the
samestagehadnot yet achievedtheirfinallateralvelocity,but were stillac-

: celeratingin a cross-flow.Thiswouldcausethe sameaerodynamicloadingon the
t rigidmodelsas in nonequilibriumpitchedflight,resultingin a bendingmomentin

the samesenseas the transientmomentcauseby the gust.
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> Thesephysicalargumentsgivequalitativeassurance,at least,thatthesignof the
differencebetweentheoryand experimentis correct.On thesebases,a safeenvel-
ope for gustbendingmomentcoefficients,in termsof Cm/Wo/Vo, will be boundedby
straightlinesstartingat 0 at the noseof the airship,increasingto 0.065at 0.3

_._ length,thento O.lOat 0.5 length,constantto 0.65 length,and thendecreasing
_L linearlyto 0 at the stern.

_ EXAMPLES

In orderto comparethe gustbendingmomentwithotherhullbendingmoments it is)

necessaryto adoptsomedefinitevaluefor themaximumgustvelocity.The DGAIsum-
\ maryreport,consideringall availablepublisheddataon gustinessas well as fresh
_ informationobtainedby DGAI,concluded:"It is suggestedthat35 ft/seccrosswind

shouldbe consideredas a maximumvaluewhichmightoccurin weatherconditionswhose
severityis not necessarilyrecognizedevenby a skilledpilot." More recentdata

: do not seemto _equiremuch change.L_._
_ The remainingtwo figuresplotsomeexamplesof the bendingmomentenvelopederived
_,.,-' hereagainstvariousmeasuredor calculatedairshipaerodynamicmoments. Figure3
_ groupsa numberof suchresultsfor the U.S.S.Shenandoah,t_,whichfairlyexten-
_ sivedataare availablein the literature.The Shenandoah'stop speedwas gl ft/sec,

whichwith35 ft/secmaximumgustvelocitygives_o/Vo equalto 0.385,so the peak
)f themomentcoefficientenvelopeis 0.0385. At an altitudewhereatmosphericden-

_ sityis 0.002lslugs/cubicft, the correspondingbendingmomentis 3,950,000Ib-ft.

_" CurveL is a dynamicliftcase,takenfromBurgess'AirshipDesign.8 It resultsina
_ about50 per cent greatermomentsthanwere actuallyevercontemplatedin the Shen-
; andoahdesign,g CurveA representsa modificationof L, followinga suggestion-_--
_ _inlO that themaximumbendingenvelopecouldbe derivedfrom thatfor maximum
_; dynamicliftby multiplyingby a loadfactorincreasingellipticallyfroml at mid-

lengthto 3 at the ends. CurveC representscirclingflightat fullspeedat a._: radiusof 3,000feet,basedon curvedmodeltests. CurveR is for suddenrudder
reversal,basedon a controlsurfacenormal-forcecoefficientof 0.4,whichis
probablyas muchas can be obtainedby deliberatemaneuvers.The curvelabeledN

_ is a rule-of-thumbdue to Naatzllthatthe maximumvalueof Cm is approximately
Y O.Ol;presumablythiswillfalloff to zeroat the endsaccordingto somecurvesuch
_: as shown. CurveG resultsfrom a Goodyearreport12 whichstatesthatgust loads"for

conventionalairships"havelongbeencalculate_by usingan effectiveangleof
attackof twicethe arc tangentof Wo/Vo, on the basisof two exceptionalmeasure-
mentsof such highanglesin the DGAIwatertanktests. CurveX is thatcalculated
by Burgessg as possiblycorrespondingto the conditionswhichbroketheShenandoah's
hullat Frame!(5. PointLW representsa maximum-powerturningmomenton a theory
due to Lewitt._j PointB is an actualmeasurementby BurgesswhiletheShenandoah
was flyingoverthe Allegheniesin roughweather.g

Figure4 collectstogetherdataon fourairships,togetherwith theirbendingmo-
ment criteriaas derivedhere. PointslabeledLA-T,LA-R (whichare indistlnguish-

_ able)and LA-Gare,respectively,momentsmeasuredon the Los Angelesin steady
turning,suddenrudderreversal,and flightthroughgustyweather.(14) PointRSrl

: is a measuredmomentat the midpointof the keelof the U.S.ArmysemirigidRS-I,16
_. whenencounteringa gustwhichcausedpitchingthrough+_25°. A curveis presented

formomentsdue to _udderreversalcalculatedby Schwenglerfor a 7,000,000vublc
footpaperdesign.m_ Finally,the designbendingmomentcurvefor theAkronm is
shown,the Gnlyone whichanywhereexceedsthe proposedmomentcriterlon.

The weightwhichoughtto be givento theseexamplesdifferswidelyin the various
cases. However,ti_efactthatvirtuallyall 11e completelywithinthegustmoment

_, criterionderivedhe_e,and thatthemost severeof the examplesapproachrather
closelythatcriterion,doesgive somecredibilityto the contentionthatthe simple
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_" envelopegivenis a usefulrule-of-thumbfor determiningthe preliminarylongitudi- ,
:.:_ nal strengthrequirementsof new airshipdesigns• i." •

I
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THE PLANAR DYNAMICS OF AIRSHIPS

Frank J. Regan*

ABSTRACT: This paper will consider the forces and moments i
actlng upon a LTA vehicle in order to develop parameters _,_

describing planar motion. Similar expressions for HTA
vehicles will be given to emphasize the greater complexity
of aerodynamic effects when buoyancy effects cannot be '

neglected. A brief summary is also given of the use of
virtual mass coefficients to calculate loads on airships.

SYMBOLS

CD Drag coefficient

Cm Pitching moment coefficient, My/QS_

Cmq _ Cm/_ (qi/2V)

C1._ _ Cm/_ (_12/2V2)

Normal force coefficient, Fz/QS

ct_ _ cz/_ (_Ll/lv l)
Cza t Cz/_Q

Cz_ _ Cz/_ (_i/2v)
D Drag force

g Gravitational acceleration

, i

* Supervisory Aerospace Engineer, U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory
Silver Spring, Maryland
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% I

_I Iy Transverse moment of inertia

i Ky Transverse radius of gyratlon,_Iy/m_ 2

_, \ L Body length
Reference length, body length

:' My Pitching moment

_. / m Body mass

% _ ! O Dynamic pressure, I/2pVo 2
V2/3S Reference area,

s Airship density to medium density, Ob/o "

Vo Airship speed
!% ,

V Airship volume

/f"_" Xe,Ye,Ze Inertial axes

X,Y,Z :_dy axes

, Z Normal force

a Angle of attack

e Angle of pitch

_ Velocity potential

_' p Density

ZN ODUCTZO.
In studies of the dynamics of Heavier Than Air (HTA) vehicles, effects
due to buoyancy are almost invariably neglected. Sustaining force is

_'_ the result of relative motion existing between the HTA vehicle (or at
least some portion of the vehicle) and _he surrounding air mass. In
short, the lift or sustaining force associated with HTA craft is
entirely dynamic.

i

A somewhat reverse situation exists in the case of Lighter Than Air
(LTA) craft. The principal sustaining force comes from buoyancy, with
perhaps a small additional force (about I0 percent) available under
_ome conditions from dynamic llft. To put the comparison between LTA
and HTA craft on at least a semlquantltatlve basis, it is convenient
to define a relative density parameter, s, as

(11
It may be seen that s is o_ 0 (I) for a LTA vehlcle, w_ils for a HTA
s is no less than 0 (I0_2) and for most cases 0 (10t4).

In addition to buoyancy playing an essential role in LTA dynamics,
there are in addition dynamic effects which for convenience might be
lumped An the terms virtual mass. Such dynamic effects are ttken to
mean forces and moments arising from (and hopefully linear with)
angular rate or linear acceleration. These virtual mass effects are
essentially reactive forces and moments caused by _apartlng an angular
velocity and a linear and angular acceleration to the surrounding air.
Like buoyancy these virtual effects are usually neglected fo: HTA
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craft; for LTA vehicles, however, such effects form an essential part
of the loads acting on the craft. Thus such effects enter prominently
into any considerations of stability.

No originality is claimed in the following development of either the
• mathematical model of planar dynamics or the subsequent load calcula- i

tion methods. The equations of planar motion originated with ballisticians
such as Murphy (I). llowever, because of the negligible effect of

• buoyancy, great simplifications are possible in the aeroballlstic
formulation. As will be shown, the airship equations are far more
complex. The load calculation technique ollow from Bryson[2)origi -
nally and have been presented by Nielsen _3_. Again these methods are
applied to LTA vehicles rather than the HTA missiles which were the v
original motivation for Bryson's work. ' _

_ DYNAMICS OF PLANAR MOTION I 'Consider an airship undergoing planar motion as illustrated in F_-le ;

_i_: 111 below I

k

"
t _

Z
ze

J.

FIG. 1 FORCES AND MOMENTS ACTING ON AIRSHIP

The axes Xe,Yo,Ze are the inertial axes, while X,Y,Z are bo_y-fi):ed
axes. The equations o! planar motion are the forces along axes Xe,Ze
ana the moment about axis Ye. Note that because of the definition o_
planarlty axis Ye is identical to axis Y.

o

The moment and two force equations may be written as

m'V'CosCe-ac)-Coe (2a) :
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v

< I _ l _7 (2C)C2.,

where s is the relative density parameter of equation (I). In addition
':- to the three load equations above, figure (i) also provides the follow-

ing kinematic relationship:

._ t _c"-_ S,.(6-_) ,3s)
t

_ which gives upon differentiation

%
_. Under the assumptlo.; that the X axis does not greatly vaTy from the

horizontal, Xe, it is possible to restrlc_ 8 and a to small angles.
.--'-- Subject to such small angle restrictions equations (2) and (3) become: '

A first step might be the substitution of equation (4e) into equation

_i ' (4b) to give:

.: Equation (4a) may now be used to eliminate 0 in the above expression

.... resulting in:

: The above expression may be altered by introducing the following non-
dimensional force coefficients

The coefficient Cz may be expanded in a Taylor series as

%. c..,, (g) ,,,
Equation (6) may now be written in te_s of Cz and CD as

) _=,v./,l_,wt(_)

, +qf .co.]
; It is now possible-to simplify equation (S) somewhat by the following
" redefinitions
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Equation (i0) now allows equation (9) to be rewritten and then rearlanged

t a8 •

Equation (4c), the moment equation, may be written as" ii

(_ ) nl k,t / _r_erl )%iy lum (12) i
where M_ has been replaced by C. (ps£V2/2). Again replacing C_ by a
Taylor _ series in a, &, q, and" _ and using the starred quanta*Lies

gives for equation (12) : j,

Equations (11) and (13) are now the basic equations of planar motion.

• The final goal remains to eliminate one of the variables between the_e
simultaneous equations. For the present purposes the varla.,le q will _.
be eliminated and a single differential equation of motion in _ will

be written. As might be expected, thJs single equation is quite com-
plicated. Refore presenting thlr dynamic equation in a tractable form,
an outline of the procedure will be given. A fairly straightfor_,ard

approach is to eliminate _ between equations (ii) ind (13). The
resulting equation containing q, a, and a is then differentiated to

give an expression in _, _, _, and _. Retu.-ning to equation_ '11) and
(13), eliminating this time q between them now provides a second
expression _, a, _, and _. Elimination of _ between these equations
gives the single dynamic equation in a, _, and a. In carrying out

the above manipulation it is necessary to perform the differentiation
of _/V). This operation may be written as,

V% V'd ;
The single equation in _ that will represent dynamic planar motion
will be written as;

where

e

L

s8_ OI_IG_ALpAGE 18 POOP.
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Before attempting to simplify equations (16) it is necessary to reduce
_.- equation (15) to an equation with constant coefficients as the presence
--" of (V/t) introduces time into the coefficients. This may be accomplished

by writing

> I
(17a) :

'.- where differentiation has been changed from time, t, to a non-dimen- _
:_ siona _ arc length, (X/L). In a similar fashion _ may be written in ......

_ "i terms of (X/,) as (})b:_2-. - G)""-- ,,7,, ,
--'I By replacing time derivatives by arc-length derivatives, equation (15) '<;now becomes a second order constant co_.fficient equation:

.,,. j Admit_dly, equations (16) are quite complex; for certain applications
such as aeroballistics, great simplifications may be made.

:_.' However, before considering this aspect of the problem, the conditions;

for stability of motion will be examined.

_'_' STABILITY CONSIDERATIONS

,,' Equation (18) may be rewritten as

:' where

: -- 120a)

G;_ = - MI (20b)

O_& A, 120c)
,a=-- .m,___ L

The term, _, is the factor of the airship,the term, _n, is the i'
undamped natural frequency. Only for small values of A does the
body oscillate at this frequency; in the presence of a significant

amount of damping the planar oscillatory frequency, _d, is less than
the undamped frequency, _n" The damped planar frequency, _d' can be
expressed in terms of A and _n as

The term A in equation (20c_ is the trim angle of attack due to aero-
dynamic asymmetries, while s_ in equation (20d) is the trim angle of

i a_tack due to gravitational path curvature. With regard to the term

_ _, it mlght be of interest to note that if the airship is neutrally

._jLI buoyant, i.e. s - i, then from equation (I0) _ = o and hence from
18_
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_ . equation (20d), ao g must be zero. ,

_B There ar_ two conditions for oscillatory motion. These are"

/ _ <" ('/'/Y/ (22a) _.

_ , and

i _ The former condition allows us to write for the equality A = Ac = _n'

./n
._ % = _)", t'.-- (23a)

q--

_ where (_/_c) is often called the damping ratio.

_- The condition for oscillatory motion given in equation (22b) is that
_<' _n is real which, in turn, from equation (20b) requires that

'_"'" _t < 0 (23b)

'_. Under the condition where equations (22b) and (23b) are satisfied,
_. stability (subsident motion) requires that

, ZX--- o (24a)
z H

i: _h " " ! ) O (24b)

_ Thus to assess dynamic and static stability (equations (24a,b) respec-
,;. tively) it is necessary to assign numerical values to the derivatives

_,!, contained in equations (16a) and (16b). Numsrical values for these

:,, terms are contained in Table I. While these values may vary with
_' airship dimensions, they have been computed for the airship shown in

Figure (2) below. An outline of the computational technique is given
_ subsequently.

Inserting values from Table I gives,
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•" [.,+,_.qs][.o44..04q]* (I+o)(-z,,,)+0+_._o)r.z.,,1+('_z.3_.X:-.,'0
\-,
e

_" ' -.0437

-.Z34 -. o4s'7- .z78
t

t

' t'_. , Quite obviously the inequality of equation (24a1 is not met so the air-

...A,_ ship is not d_,%amically stable.

In considering the oscillatory frequency relationship for static
:_ stability (equation (24b)) we may write:

, M,-Io-_:'cl.)cc_,_c,'_) _c__.z__c:+cq+c_)_ -o+c_s_%_K_
can since braces is multipliedIt readily be shown that the term in the

by C* it is rather small. This allows the above expression to be numer- I
ical_y evaluated as

"' M = 1.78
l

_.: Obviously the second condition of equation (24b) is not met.

It might be expected that numerical values of the st&bility derivatives
would vary from airship to airship. However, it would appear that no

general simplifications may be made in the H1 and M 1 coefficients
except to omit lerms multiplied by C_. The results seem to indicate
that for a satisfactory description _f planar dynamics it is necessary
to calculate the eight stability derivatives of Table I. Drag, as we
have noted, is relatively unimportant for estimating the planar dynamics.

In passing it might be of interest to examine the equivalent expres-

sions for HI, MI, Al, and GI, which are satisfactory for an HTA vehicle.
If quantities such as C_, -C_, C*a, and C*& are ignored along with
the product of starred qdantitfes oSe, has

�4+ .._,.

C,.I (25_)
Quite clearly the crf' e ia of equations (24) are met when C* + C*"
and C_s are negative for the HTA vehicle. An examination o_equa_ons
(16a) and (16b) quickly show that dynamic stability cannot depend upon
such simple criteria in the case of an LTA vehicle: stability censid-
erations are far more complex foz the LTA vehicle.
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i_. For a typical airship we have seen that the motion consists of one
exponentially undamped mode and one exponentially damped mode since

_ from equation (19)

Y

_-- and using I = -.139 and M 1 = 1.73 we obtain

_ l I -- .479 _2 = - 1.18%,

As is well known, the fixed-wing HTA vehicle usually evidences two
/ damped oscillatory modes.
k

_i CALCULATION OF AERODYNAMIC LOADS

_ A fairly straightforward method of calculating static and dynamic loads
on an airship is the method of virtual mass. While this technique has

"_ its origin in the work of nineteenth-centu_,y hydrodynamicists, it has '

_ been applied w_th some success by Bryson (_; to HTA vehicles. Since
_* space limitations do not permit even an outline of the derivation,

reference should be ma_e to either Bryson's work(2)or the more readable |
_"'_ treatment of Nielson (3;.

_' Through the use of this virtual mass technique it may be shown that the

derivatives used in the previous expressions for H1 and M 1 are given as,
L

i_ C__-4B,, ' (27b)

_°_, q,,,_- -z c,,C__,-z ,,g, +z_,, (27e,

' C,,i =-_D,, (27h)
U

where

for body-alone and that

:, R,,= I sTY)= - (_b)

, for the body in the presence of fins. a(x) is the body radius as a

function of body station and s (x) is fin span (center-line to tip) as

a function of body station. In addition BII, Cll and DII are defined

! _)b 129a)
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2-
&

" n II (29b)'
z_ ....

_: ' (29c)
,, 'D, I = (:X/.t)b .

when "n" and "b" refer to nose and base respectively.._.

) The above integrals have been evaluated numerically for the airship

-.._: shown in Figure (2)from tabular values of a(x) and s(x). The calcula-
tions of equations (27) were carried out to give the results shown in

:' Table I.

L

"3 i

': LENGTHIFT)OIAMETERIFT)VOLUMEIFTa)MOM.OFINERTIAlSLUG-FT2)

517 120 4.4X10 hX10+e

_' FIG. 2 REPRESENTATIVE AIRSHIP

'_ TABLE I

1

:_ .oBi_s'L-l.4g8 Io"q -.o7s6.7_ =o7_6 +-.o7'6-6--:oq?,,1,s"
10+6_: Also calculated in the program is the airship volume V = 4.4158 x .

Assuming neutral buoyancy it can be shown that (_SL/2m), equals 1.57,
which together with values in Table I allows the starred derivatives

: (equation (i0)) to be calculated.

CONCLUS ION

This pa;_er has taken a brief look at the hydrodynamic complexities of
planar d;,namics of airships. It h_s been shown that the equations of
motion for a LTA vehicle are far more complex than the corresponding
,equations of a HTA vehicle. A method has been presented for calcula-

ting all loads (except drag) acting on a moving airship.
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FLOATING vS. FLYING,

___ A PROPULSION ENERGY COMPARISON

Fendall Marbury*

i;:_ ABSTRACT: Floatingcraftare compared to those thatfly. Drag/
weight for floaters is shown to be proportional to v2/L, while for

* flyers it is independent of size and speed. The transportation
',: market willthereforeassign airshipsto lower speeds than airplanes,

'_ and willfavorlargeairshipslzes. Drag of an airshipis shown to
_ be only II percentof submarine drag at equal displacement and

speed, raisingthe possibilitythatairshipscan compete with some
_ types of ships.

%

._ . INTRODUCTION

_" Excitement over airshipsis again on the rise,and many expect theirsecond coming,

.: includingthisauthor. As a resultof thisferment, the airis alreadyfullof proposals,

_ some allegedto float,others in partto fly,allclaiming to be advantageous.

_ Nor are floatingand flyingconfined to airshipproposals. When airshipsreenterthe
_, transportationbusiness, they willbe in directcompetitionwith ships thatfloatin

water, airplanesthatfly in air,and a growing varietyof craftthatflyon water.
?

This thereforeseems to be the righttime, and thisWorkshop a suitableoccasion,

at which to take stock of floatingand flyinginairand inwater. The groundwork

i has alreadybeen done, and all thatremains is to organize the data so that useful

_ comparisons can be made. Hopefullythe resultswillbe helpfulboth in sorting
out airshipproposalsand in steeringairshipstowards theirproperplace in the

, future transportationpicture,

* Naval Architect, Ketron, Inc., Arlington, Virginia, U.S.A.

?

i
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_ DRAG PER UNIT DISPLACEMENT AS A CRITERION OF COMPARISON
k

;i "_ The general standard of comparison in this paper will be the ratio of drag to displace-
ment, both being measured in the same units, or its equivalent for flying machines,

_, _lrag per unit weight. This is in effect a craft's friction coefficient, the best single
" index of its energy consumption, and one of only a few important determinants of its
"T

economic performance.
&

_ Consider for instance a craft traveling a distance E from one place to another, having
: drag D and displacement or weight W. Then,

-_ Q = D E (I)

_ O being the energy consumed by the trip, and

._: T _ W E (2) '

T being the amount of transportation produced or producible by the trip. It follows
,_ that the rat:o R of energy consumed to transportation produced is

_ R= - _ (3)

_ Other things equal, a craft burns fuel in direct proportion to its drag-to-weight ratio.

:/, Besides having to be bought, the fuel must also be carried, detracting from the ability
:; to carry a payload in all but nuclear-propelled craft. It follows that, as the d_ag-to-

weight ratio goes up, the upper limit on endurance comes down.

; The market for transportation has imposed a selection process on the various types of
'_ craft and their particular designs. The market will accept higher drag-to-displace-
, ment only if it gets something in return. What it usually gets is more speed, which

has value on the market. As a result, if the craft which coexist at any time are
_,ankedin orderof ascending drag/welght, most of them willal_o be in orderof as-

cending speed. The exceptions, many of them watercraft,will be found to have

something else to offer,oftena combination of lower firstcost and access to more

numerous or cheaper terminals.

Compared to other craft, airships have never come at a low price per pound, nor are

•i they known foreasy handling at terminals. Ifairshipscan have any fundamental
advantage over competing craft, it is probably a lower drag per ton. It will be
shown that this advantage can indeed be substantial, but that proper choices of
both size and speed are required to realize it.

FLOATING

Floatlnq Itself

Craft that operate in air or water must be sustained from sinking to the ground, and
floating is the most popular method of doing this. In this application, it has two

o, notable characteristics:

Floattnc) in the usual steady state consumes no energy. This no doubt accounts for i
its widespread use and is part of the reason that boats were already well developed

/
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at the dawn of recorded history.

The second featureof floatingis thatIttiescraftvolume to craftweight. The buoyant

forcere._uRsfrom the higher staticpressure on the bottom of the craftthan on the top,

and by Archimedes' principleitisequal to the weight of fluiddisplaced. The buoyant

forceon a floatingcraftmust equal itsweight. In the usual notation,thisrequirement
is:

w = pg v (4)

where W is craftweight,/D the mass density of displaced fluid,g the accelerationof
gravity,and V the immersed volume. With airshipsas with submarines, V is constant.

Ifanything is broughtaboard, something else of eqaal weight must be taken off. #

During the firstairshipera, thisnearlyinflexiblerequirementcost substantialamounts
oftime, money and liftgasI. The classicZeppelin cannot actuallyremain much

LighterThan Air;ithas always to be about the same weight.

Drac/Weiqht forFloatingCraft i

The weight-volume relationship(4}has an effecton the drag/welght ratioof floating

craft, which will now be developed.

Drag - With hulls as with most other objects, the drag due to motion through a fluid
is most conveniently expressed as:

D = C _2 S v2 (5)

where v is the velocityofthe motion, S is some characteristicarea of the object,

and C is a dimensionless coefficient. When the obJect's shape is such as to deflect
the flow or te induce strong turbulence, most of the drag is in the form of pressure

differences across the object, and C is constant. As _/2)v 2 is the stagnation
pressure of the flow, it is the custom to take S as the obJect's cross-sectional area
normal to the flow and to think of C as the average fraction of stagnation pressure
which acts on the object. Drag of this type is called "pressure drag".

Hulls, however, are designed specifically to minimize pressure drag. They do not
as a rule deflect the flow, nor are many turbulence-inducing objects allowed to stick
out of them. The passing flow remains attached to a gc,od hull far aft, with the re-
sult that the pressure buildup around the bow is balanced by similar pressures on the
stern. Net pressure drag can be and often is quite low, in the sense that C is much
less than unity.

What hulls cannot be designed to avoid is frictional drag, Be they never so smooth,
it is still substantial and is the largest single drag component of ships at iow speeds,
and of airships and submarines at all speeds. As friction acts tangientalty on the
hult's envelope, it is customary to use the wetted surface, or area of the envelope,
as S when equation (5) is used on a hull. For Cf, the frictional resistance coefficient,
one uses the value for a flat plate having the hull's length and speed.

Cf is not quite constant: it diminishes slowly as the Reynolds number vL/_ rises. 1
IFf=lctional resistance were fitted to an equation like (5) with C constant, the expo-
nent of v would be in the range 1.8 to 1.9, slightly less than 2. To simplify the
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following discussion, it will be assumed for a while that equation (5) holds for _'
turbulent friction with a constant drag coefficient, i

_'' '_ Drag/Weight - For goemetrically similar hulls, %Iis proportional to t 3 and S to L2.

_. Calling the constants of proportionality Cv and C S, and using (5) and (4), i

Ct(i/2)_CS L2 2 2 ::i D = v - CtCs v (6)

_:t W pgCyL 3 2Cv gL "

i Drag/Weight for a hull is seen to be directly proporatlonal to v2/L. The non- ". _

: dimensional quantity v2/gL happens to be the square of the Froude number, a ,,
_ ' > common speed parameter for surface ships. Two geometricallysimilarsurface .

_, .,, hullswillhave the same value of wavemaklng R/W when run at the same Froude :_
number, Itsappearance here, where no wavemaking Is involved, is coincidental, i'

Equation (6)is important,because itpointsout clearlythe directionin which to seek ,_
transportefficiencyfor ships, includinga_rships. Ships should be largeand not too

fast. A small, fastship or a._rshipis apt to be a technicaltourde forceand an
economic disaster. ,,

Airvs. Water Performance

; At present, nearlyallfloatingcraftoperate in water. Here in thisWorkshop we are
: studyingthe propositionthatmore of them should operate in air. Itwilltherefore

be in orderto make a couple of air/waterdrag comparisons.

• Same Object at Same Speed - Assuming pressure drag forthis simple case,every
quantityon the right-hand sideof (5)is the same forairas forwater, except the
mass density. Typical values of mass densityare 0.00238 Ib-sec2/ft4 for sea-

level air and 1.99 lb-sec2/ft 4 for sea water at 59°F, Using these values, with
subscriptsa and w forairand water, respectively,

Da _-- = 0.00120 (7)
Dw Pw

As anyone who has gone wading can testify, air drag is negligible compared to water
drag, on the same object. This result explains the typical appearance of ships,
clean on the bottom and cluttered on top. In fact, ships have little to fear froe, wind,
while it ranks as a major threat to airships.

Same Displacement at Same Speed - While (7) may be interesting, it is hardly a fair
basis on which to compare air and water craft. In this section an airship will be
compared to a geometrically similar submarine. Both will have _he same displace-
ment, as well as the same speed, making the ratio of their drags; an estimate of their
relative fuel consumptions to produce the same amount of transportation. Drag will
be assumed frictional, though in fact it has a pressure compor,ent.

Using (4) with W = W and with the density ratio in (7) the hull size ratios are
first obtained: a w
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v =_ = 83s (8)
Vw P a

La - 8361/3 = 9.42 (9)
L

W

S-_-a= 8362/3= 88.7 (10)
S

W

showing that the airship is enormously larger than a submarine of equal displacement.

The ratio of their ReynoJds2numbers will now be computed using for dy,.amic viscos-
ities, 'lJ', = 1.56 x 10-" ft /sec for air at sea level, and')/= 1.28 x 10 -S ft2/sec "_
for sea vTater at S9°F. "

f

Rna La II/w

Rnw Lw _a 0.77 (11)

To use (11), let R = 109, which is entirely possible. That makes Rna- 7.7 x 108.
:, From the table of _cWboenherr flat-plate friction coefficients 2

_ Cf -a = l_S8x 10 3-- = 1.03 (11)
:'_ Cfw 1.53 x 10 -3

With little difference between air end water frictional drag coefficients, and no

'_ difference between the two pressure drag coefficients, the drag ratio that is about
to be obt_41ned will be a robust approximation, insensitive to the proportions of

!-:, frictional and pressure drag, and therefore vaild for a wide variety of hull forms,
_. appendages, etc.

: Using (12), (10), and (7) in (S), the desired drag ratio is obtained:

' Da-- = 0.11 (13)
, Dw

The airship has only 1/9th the drag of a submarine of equal displacement at the same
speed l It follows that the airship could go from port to port about three times as
fast as the submarine without burning any more fuel.

The writer, a card-carrying naval architect, was at first unsettled by result (13),
which makes it appear that airships might put ships totally out of business. Further
reflection made this appear less likely.

For one thing, many ships can carry two or three times their light weights, while the
ravigable cle_sses of Lighter Than Air craft do well to carry loads equal to their light
weights. For an airship to be competitive with tankers in energy consumption, it
would have to be more than 7000 feet long by 1000 feet in diameter, while operating
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at less than 50 knots. Winds being what they are, such a low-powered behemoth
• ', would be unsafe.

_ " Airships look much better for some of the marine express trades. Container ships,
_-." Roll-on, Roll-off (RoRo) ships, seagoing ferries and passenger ships operate at much
_:_ higher values of D/W than tankers, often five or six times as high. ALLof them are
:_ lighter than the big tankers, and in rnany cases their payloads are less than half of
:. full-load displacement. Moreover, as is not the case with tankers, many of these

_' t ships' customers wish they were faster and would be willing to pay a premium for

?" ! _t more speed.
ALLthis adds up to the possibility of a large commercial market for airships. They _"

8
, are more difficult and costly to build than water ships, but in the matter of fuel costs, .

: equation (13) leaves airship designers plenty of room for maneuver.

. FLYING
ilkcme .'*"

: .... , Flying as an Escape from Hull Draq

: Where cheap transportation or long distance endurance Is called for, a floating hull
.. at low speed is unbeatable. As equation (6) makes clear, however, the same hull

:_ will encounter rapidly increasing, arbitrarily high drag as speed is increased. To
: make a craft go faster without becoming much bigger or heavier, one must do some-!:

thing drastic to decrease the drag of the hull,

In airplanes (and in land vehicles, for that matter) the strategy is to shrivel the
_ hull, making it much denser than the air it passes throu';h, so that its "wetted"
_: surface is far smaller than that of an airship of the same weight. This approach

fails underwater, because only _olid lumps of metal have the required density, and

they do not make useful hulls. The system used by high-speed marine craft is to
lift the hull out of water, or almost out of w_ter, so as to achieve the type of drag

_L reduction illustrated by (7).

Whatever is done, the result Is a hull which cannot float while operating at design
speed and must b6 supported by other means. The simplest and most popular such
means, for aircraft at least, is a wing fixed to the hull which generates the needed
Lift. This method, called "flying", will be used for illustration here.

Induced Draa. the Price of Flytn(]

Wing perf(_rmance data can be condensed by the use of expressions analogous to (5).

h
: CL = 2 (14)

]/2 ps v
D

CD " 2 (15)
l/z ps v

: where the symbols the same as before, except that L Is the lift force, at right angles
: to the flow, and S is the wing's plantorm erlm, sUghtly Less than half its "wetted"

surface. For a flying craft, L - W, the craft's weight.
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. i , 1il Both lltt and C_ are directly pn0portional to the wing s angle of attack. The drag has

B frictional and 15:'essure components, as with a hull, but its characteristic component
Is the ln_|uced drag, the drag due to lift. _or a wing of elliptical planforrn (the most
efficient planform), the drag coefficient is-;

2
C L

cD= cd (16)

, wher_ c, is the coefficient of the hull-like drags a_d A is the aspect ratio, defined
as b'/S, ° where b is the wingspan. Using (14), (15) and (16), it Is possible to write

_ e as expression for D/W while flying:

D__ C..D Cd*. . = A (17)

i:_ W L CL CL

Bearing in mind that C, is determined by the wing section, angle of attack and A, all
geometric properties the wing or the flow past it, (17) has a remarkable property.
Speed, size and weight all are absent, re this first-order approximation, flying may

be done at any speed (and size) with equal efficiency. At craft design stage, more
speed merely produces a smaller wing, leaving the product Sv- unchanged.

Proof that flying D/*W is indeed approximately constant can be found In what has
happened to commercial aircraft since World War ]I. As soon as suitable engines |

_ became available, their speeds tripled. The cost of this advance was low in drag
and fuel consumption, In fact, th_ uew Jet airlines showed better overall economy
than their slower predecessors.

z

FLOATING COMPARED TO FLYING

The behavior; of D/W in floating ano flying craft contrast strongly, the former
varying a_ v'/L, the latter scarcely changing over a wide speed range. From i
this it is clear that low speed and targe size favor airships over airplanes.
This section presents the results of some rough airship performance calculations
compared to typical flying performance. One result is estimates of the speeds
and weights at which both have the same drag, and would therefore burn about
the same amounts of fuel.

For the airship hull, DTMB Model number 4165 was used. This is the best member
of Series 58, a related group of bodies of revolution that were tested underwate_ ::
at what is now the l_val Ship R_search and Development Center, Carderock, Md.

Its ratio o_ length to diameter is 7.0 a4nd its prismatic coefficient O.E0. It looks
suitable as an air6hip hull, and tests "indicated its residuary res!st_nce coefficient

(pressure dr_g coefficient) to be 0. 00037, based on wetted surface and using the _;

Schoenherr friction llne.

Experience with past airships 5 indicates that a generous allowance should be made
for the drag of control surfaces and other protrusions, which often had drag com-
parable to that of the bare hull. In the calculations presented here, residuary
resistance coefficient is taken as 0.0004, and the allowance for non-hull drags
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as 0,0016, for a total non-frictional drag coefficient of 0.0020, based on wetted sur-
o ,'ace. For comparison, the friction drag_coefficients ranged from 0.0019 to 0.0013,

and were taken from the Schoenherr linez, This makes the soreof thp non-frictlonal

drags greaterthan the frictionaldrag at allspeeds. Itis intended to representan

_* airship performance level that can be achieved easily.

_ Calculations were made at displacements of f;om 200 to 2000 tons in sea-level air

and at speeds to 200 knots. The dimensions of the different-_:_ed airship hulls are :
,_ given in Tab',e 1, while D/W is plotted vs. speed in knots on Figure 1.

Table 1.

Dimensions of Geosim Airships _

' Displacement, L_ngth, Diameter, r '.

_... Long Tons Feet Feet .

200 847 121
_ 1 500 1149 164

I000 1449 207
1500 1658 237

o

2OOO 1825 261

_ For comparison to the airship results, figure 1 also shows two levels oz flying per-
fonnance, lines of constant D/W at 0.05 and 0.10. The former represents very

/ good flying performance, well above average for flying generally but closer to a par
' performance foran airplanethatmight compete with airships. Many sailpl:nescan

. do better,reaching D/WV's in the neighborhood of 0.03, but a greatmaJorIW of
powered aircraft operate above the 0.05 line.

The otherline,at D/W = 0.I, iscloserto typicalperformance forairplanesgenerally,

but most planing hulls and many hydrofoils have higher D/W than this. Taken to-
gether, these two lines bracket most of the flying competition for airships.

The speeds below which airships consume less energy than nearly all airplanes can
be read directly from figure 1, ranging from about 99 knots at airship displacement
200 tons to 135 knots at 2000 tons. Airship speeds at D/*W ;- 0.1 range from 125
knots at 200 tons to just over 180 knots at 2000 tons, Higher speeds than these are
unlikely to make sense, unless Justified by special conditions. /

t ?

At the intermediate speeds, for instance 90 to 125 knots _t 200 tons or 135 to 180
knots at 2000 to,::, airships will have flying competition. The flying competition

will probably opara_ at higher speeds, because, once enough drag is incurred to j
make flying possible, increase of speed is relatively cheap. An airship, on the
other hand, always has the choice of operating more slowly, thereby achieving
greater economy and longer range. Many water ships are doing this right now, the
practice having become __despread about a year ago, when ship fuel first became
scarce, then tripled in price. This featme of floating craft has both commercial
and military survival value, and no flying machine can do likewise.

To conclude, figure I suggests the speculation that, within a generation or so, air
transportation will have come to resemble the existing mar,ne system. The heavy
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!_ . hauling will be done by iarge, floating ships, while most passengers and some
• freight of high intrinsic or time value will still fly.

_ Figure 2 is provided for direct comparison of airships to craft for which readers may

,_- have data, being a plot of effective horsepower vs. speed in knots for the five dis-
placements tried. Those displacements were, as it happens, chosen with our co-host

, the Navy in mind. Several hydrofoil and military planing-hull craft have displace-
ments in the neighborhood of 200 tons, while 2000 tons matches both pre-World War

II destroyers and the prototype Surface Effect Ships (SES's) now in development.Those de _troyers made about 36 knots on 70,000 shaft horsepower. Their effective
' horsepowers must therefore have been around 40,000, possibly higher. Had they

been airships, that much effective horsepower would have been good for about 100
_4 knots.

._. Winged airships have " ,en proposed, which partly float and partly fly. A major
motive behind these pl,.. )sals is apparently to replace the balky buoyancy controls

i of past airships with som_¢hing more accurate and faster-acting. This analysis shows,
:_ however, that such a mixed-lift craft will incur a drag penalty.

.. Suppose, for instance that such a craft has a hull of 500 tons displacement and a wing
? that supports another 500 tons, and that it operates at about 105 knots, where ac-
_ cording to figure 1 both hull and win_ have D/W of 0.05. As also shown by figure 1,
_ the same lift and speed could be achi(ved by a 1000-ton pure airship at D/W of

about 0.04, burning 20 percent less fuel. ._

Thls is not to say that mixed lift is wrong, because the problems it could solve are

_,_' substantial. However, the cost in added drag inclines the author to think that
dynamic lift for airships should be used in moderation, much as it is in submarines. _

_ If only enough is provided to give the buoyancy controls time to respond to emer- ,(

_ genctes, then safety will be enhah._ed at small cost in fuel. __
CONCLUSIONS

To recapitulate, the foregoing investigation suggests the following conclusions:

Airships .shpuld be large, but not too _ast.

Bigger is better, Just as with ships. Large airships can have an operating speed
which is, at the same time, high enough to stem head winds and avoid storms, and

" low enough co make them more economical to operatethan airplanes. For dis-

placements under 2000 tons, thisanalysis suggests 80 to 120 knots as about the

rightspeed range. The upper limitcould be increaseda few tens of knots by careful
design.

For small airships,the demands of safetyand economy conflict, ifmade fast
enough forall-weatheroperation,they become non-competltivewith airplanes

throughhigherfuelconsumption.

Airshipsmay become competitivewith the fastertypes of ships.

ii Compared to such ships, airshipsappear to offerthe possibilityof more speed _
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without more fuel consumption, while carrying the same payloads for the same

_ distances.

/

4 - W lngs on airshlpscause added drag.

L; Small wings may well be worth having as fast-acting backstops for the buoyancy

: ' controlsystems, but largewings are suspect. Wings improve airshipdrag-welght
only at speeds so high thatpure flyingwould be better yet.

._ n | _
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LONG FLUID FILLED BAGS

SUSPEI|DEDBY LI[IEFORCES

' N.L. Mullins*

J. L. Duncan**

ABSTRACT: A previousanalysis of fluid filled storage bags is extended a

to the case of a long fluid filled cylindricalmembrane supportedby

urliformline loads. Cross-sectionalshape, stiffnessof the support

system and stress resultantsin the membrane are determined. The

applicationof the numerical results to problems _rlsing in the design

of non-rigidairships is discussed.

ItlTRODUCTION

Long fluid filled bags are used for a variety of purposes and examples v;hichhave

been studied include sausage-likestorage bags for oil (I) portable silos (2),

inflatablestructures includinglife-rafts (3), suspendedcylinders(4)anda variety

of non-rigia pressure airships,"blimps",and semi-rigiddirigibles(5).

The long filled cylinder restingon a horizontal flat base was considered by Demiray

and Levinson.(1) They obtained a solution for the stress resultantsand the shape

of the bag in repose. I_ this presentwork, their analysis is employed and extended

*GraduateStudent, Dept. of Ileci_anicalEngineering,rlcIlasterUniversity,Hamilton,

Ontario, Canada.

**Professor,Dept. of HechanicalEngineering,Mdlaster University.
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_ to apply to the case in which the long bag is supported by concentrated loads applied

- Lu the membrane along lines parallel to the bag axis. It is shown that the results

__ can be summariTedby functionalrelationshipsof non-dimensionalparameters and some

_{"_,.._ numerlcr,l results are presented.

_ : " The solutionsare relevant to the design of non-rigidpressure airships. In these

/J:_ vehicles the principalfixed weight, the car, is attached to the fabric envelope by

_, I a so-called"catenary"suspensionsystem inside the envelope as shown in Fig l

_ CATENARYSUSPENSION _"r_

¢

6

IL' "_

" CAR

,' Fig I General arrangementof a non rigid pressure airship

"_,._ The envelope is maintainedat _ constant differentialinflatlonpressure by pumping

" air into the ballonets shown. The fabric is reasonablylight and woven in such a

way as to resist both direct and shear strains. The inflationpressure is sufficient

to maintain the shape of the envelope under static and aerodynamicloads. The

applicationof the numerical resultsof the two dimensionalanalysis to the case of

airshipenvelopes Is discussed.
!.

! THE AI_ALYSIS

., The membrane is assumed to be Inextensiblein all directions,to have zero flexural

_. rigidityand to be weightless. We consider a normal section of an infinitelylong

uniform bag. Under equilibriumconditions,the cross section is representedby the

:. curve.
x • x (s) x(o)- o

y - y (s) y(o) • o
(1)

where (x,y) is a set of rectangular cartesian coordinates and',; is the arc length

measured from the lowest point, the origin, in Fig 2.

: 2OO
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The stress resultantin the membrane is T, which y

is constant between loads, and the angles between

the tangent to the membrane and the horizontal TI
is O(s). For the cases to be consideredhere, the /__

hydrostaticpressure or more strictly the differ- /

ential pressure across the membrane, is p(s) which P

is taken as,

p(s) = p o+ wy (2)

where Po is the inflationpressure at the lowesti_
-: point,y = o, and w is the difference in specific

:_ weight between the fluids insideand outside the

membrane. In general w may be either positive or

_" negative and in the problems considered,it is

: constant i.e. the fluids are incompressible. Fig 2 Membrane Coordinates

; The general solution to the problem for w < 0 is given by Demiray and Levinson(I)
_ Define R as 1/27 times the perimeterof the membrane cross-section. The following

dimensionlessgrouping:will be used:

_- X , T

_,_ For conveniencein writing the followingequations define

"' k' = 4T._.ww= 4 _ (3) ,
:; p,= (po/Rw)

' For (4Tw/p==)>O, Ref (I) obtains !

: _= _L / [l+k'sin'(B/Z)]- 1} (4_ !

x T sin e !
_ "R"" 2 _ ¢(i_k2sin=(OlZ)] _-

- 41+k')E ',,'(I+-T;F

T +_1 1 E_, j(l+_ ] (5)i

S=ZT I F k
.- II _ _ ' ¢(l+k=) (6)

where FI_,p] and E[_,o] are the e111ptlc integralsof the first and second kind :_

i
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- . respectively, and = is deftned by ."
7

[Vll �„�°�stn(./Z)l' = = arc sin (7)

._: Previous work did not consider the case for w < O. It may be shown(6) that for
-I < (4Tw/po2) < O,

s. _ _x=2_T [(I-_ ,k ,_Z E ] (a)
"_. R p°R k2 k2

" R pQR
$

i For (4Tw/po2) < -1,

[,;]x T I
., -= 2 [2E , - F , ] (10)
'_, R poR k

l

.. s__=zT__1F , (Ii)
R poR k

. where ¢-arc sin [k sin(e/2)] (12)

> For both of these cases,

Y = P_._o{/ [l.k2stn2(e/2)] _ 1} (13)
' R Rw

" Boundar_Conditions

Demtray and Levtnsonconsidered the case of the bag resting on a flat surface. In

this work, we consider the membraneacted uponby loads uniformly distributed on a

line which is perpendicular to the (x,y) plane. In the first case, we consider a

central11ne loadas shownin Fig 3. The perimeterof themembranehas a total

length2_R _md themembraneis filled_ith a buoyantfluid. The loadintensityis

Q perunit length. TakingQ/R2was the dimensionlessloadper unitaxiallengthof

bag and settingthisequalto th_ buoyancyforceper unit lengthwe obtain

Q . _" dA
_', )A _- (14)

The equllibrlumequationat tl_e pointof appllcatlonof the forcei.e.at sir = e Is

_F(QIR ,)n]e, arc stn(q/ZT) , arc sin U T/poR)(p°/Rw) (15)

in terns of the abovedimensionless groups.

2O2
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Equations(6),(7)and(15)may be solvedsimultaneouslyon a digitalcomputerby "_

an tterattve process. -_+---- -x,

Q

Y F

u ,

f

Fig 3 Central SuspensionCase Fig 4 Twin SuspensionCase

In the secondcase, we consider two equal line loads symmetrically disposed about

i the centreline as shownin Fig 4. The force intensity F arises ph)stcally from a

; sat of tnextenstble cables which pass through sliding seals at the bottom of the

membraneand anchor to a rigid frame of width 2e. for convenience it is assumed

that if the membranewere circular, the lower anchor point would be in the plane

y = O; under equilibrium conditions with tim membranedeformed the anchor point has

,t fallen a distance h. The angle of inclination of the suspensioncables in the

/: undeformedstate is designated by y. In Fig 4, variables with the subscript 1 refer
"t

to the lower portion of the membranebelow the point of application of the load;
: variables with the subscript 2 refer to the upper section. For the upper section

axis Y2 is directed downwardsas sho_ and w is nownegative. The differential

pressure at Y2 " 0 is po - wY.

The boundary conditions arising from continuity of the membraneare

Xlc /R - x2c /R , ylc /R + yzc /R - Y/R
(16)

Sic /R + s2c /R-

The equilibrium equation at the point C yields the further condition

" (Xlc /R)-(e/R) -(T2/poR)cos e_c - (Tl/p,R)cos elc
(17)

(ylc /R)+(h/R) (T2/PoR)stn Bzc - (Tl/poR)sin BIC )

where e/R is the dimensionless cab frame width and h/R t_ the dimensionless l#
suspension deflection.

?
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+ Ii, NUMERICALRESULTS '

Central Support Case t:

-* Membraneshapesand stress resultants were obtained for typical conditions which

_ + ' '+" mightapplyto a smallnon-rlgidairship,i.e.diameter= 40 ft, inflationpressure
.+

++_ in the range5 to 15 Ibf/ft2 and w = 0.0696Ibf/ft3 which is the 11ftof pure

> hell_nat 0% (thisis a conservativevalue,0.0625lbf/ft3 oftenbeingtakenfor

airshipcalculations(5)). The resultsare presente,l withdimenszonsfor convenience.
l+_ Fig 5 showsthe deflectedshapesand TableI the stressresultantsand deflections

of the suspensionpointfromthe positionfor a circ_qarmembrane. i

:. __] Table I I

_,,.._..-- po(Ibf/ft2) T(lbf/ft2) h(ft) q(Ibf/ft) I
,- 5 112.3 5.233 85.6 I _

10 212.9 2.727 86.6 I
+ 15 313.3 1.831 87.0

_.- UN_rL[CT(D

"* _/'-_ • 5 IDe/_*; TED

30

" i;-, ]Q

,, + / ]
•,+ / ]i++ i_

k a' _ " W) N
_ZON?A/. (]_TANC£, • (I rO_ZI_TAL []6TAI_(, •

Fig 5 Cross-sectional Shapes Fig 6 Cross-sectional Shape
for various Inflation pressures for an Inflatlonpressure of
for the central suspensioncase 10 lbf/ft 2 for twin suspension

TwoSupport Case

This ca_e, show_ in F_g4, is the more usual situation tn atrshtps and is considered

further. Results were obtaiaed for the particular geometry _ - 15° and e/R - 0.2.

Ftg 6 sho_s the deflected shapefor a membraneof nominal diameter 40 ft andan

Inflation pressure po - 10 ]hf/ft 2. Fig 7 showsthe non-dimensional deflection h/R

versus the non-dimensional pressure parameter po/l_. Fig 8 showsthe non-dtr_nstonal

membranestresses T/poR versus po/l_.

l
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Fig 7 Suspension Deflection, Fig 8 Stress Resulatants, T/poR r
h/R, versus po/Rw for the case versus po/l_ for the case shown tn
shown tn Ftg 4; e/R-0.2, y-15 ° Ftg 4; e/R-0.2, y-15 °

THE DYN_IC CASE

He consider the case tn which the bag and the atr surrounding it are subject to a

verttcal acceleration ng upwards. If we assume that the differential pressure at

y - 0 ts Po as before, tt may eastly be shown that for the dynamic case, the

differential pressure at any othe_ potnt ts

p' - po+ (n+l),y (18)

The buoyancy force per unit length will be

_'_ Q' - w(n+l) _A dA (19)

We consider that the suspension ts attached to a mass which under static conditions

gives rlse to a vertical force per unit lengthQ-W/AdA (from equation 14). Under

dynamic conditionsthe vertical componentof the suspensionforce will now be Q(l+n)

and clearly this Is equal to Q'. Thus the dynamic case may be obtained from the

preceedlng results by replacingthe relative specificweight w by w' where

w° - (l+n)w {20)

DISCUSSION

TI;e analysis provides membrane shapes and stress resultants for the two-dimensional

problem of the fluid ftlled bag and these can be applled to both the static and

dynamic cases.

In a non-rigid atrsiltp, the inflation pressure po must be sufficient to mat,tatn the

shape of the structure under both static and dynamic loads. As an example, _e

consider an airship designed for a 75 mph maximumspeed. Allowing for a frontal

2O5
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" : gust of 15 mph, the maximumstagnation pressure at the nose Weuld be 22 lbf/ft 2.
"' Usually the nose contains a stiffening structure, which pemtts lower inflation

pressures of, for example, 60% of the stagnation pressure or 13 lbf/ft 2 tn thts case.

_. For a helium filled bag of 40 ft diameter, the non-dimensional pressure parameter
_, would have the value of 9.3. From Ftgs 7 and 8, we obtain values for the verttcal
t

deflection of 8.4 inches and for the stress resultants of TI" 270 lbf/ft and

_ _ Tz" 292 lbf/ft. The stress resultant due to pressure only, t.e. poRts 260 lbf/ft
so the effect of the suspension on the envelope stresses ts quite small.

In the design of airships, tt Is customary to consider the effect of a transverse "
I

gust of about 30 ft/sec (7). A vertical gust of this magnitude could give rtse to

, accelerations tn excess of lg. In the example chosen, the parameter po/Rw would

,.._- be halved for an upward acceleration of lg and the deflection would be 16.6 inches ,
t.e. approxtmtely doubled.

There are important differences, however, between the problem fomulated and the

real case of an airship. These are:-

1. The analysis ts for a two dimensional system. Airships wtl1 have

a fineness ratio (overall length to maximumdiameter) of between

3 and 5, thus curvature tn the axial plane wlll significantly diminish

"' the stress resultants and probably increase the overall stiffness.

_: 2. It ts not possible to arrange the suspension system in such a way

_: that the suspension force F tn Ftg 4 exactly balances the buoyancy

at that section. Consequently bending moments arise In the axial

plane and the assoclated shear forces are transmttte_ through the

membrane. These wtll glve rtse to deformations of the section which

differ from those tn the two-dimensional case.

3. It ts customary to have a

secondary suspension system

tn the form of a skirt or

fairing between the cab and

the envelope as shown tn the

schematic diagram tn Fig 9.

Thts wtll be considerably

stiffer than the upper sus-

pension system so that under

dynamic loadtng the addi-

tional loads wtll be trams- Ftg g Schematic Illustration

ferred to the envelope by shoving the skirt location

3O6
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the skirt rather than by the cables.

4. Below the cetltng altttude of the atrshtp, not a11 of the envelope

ts ftlled wtth helium. Up to 10_ of the internal volume can be taken

up by air tn ballonets as shown tn Ft9 1. These serve to maintain

the Inflation press_tre and allow for expansion of heltum at higher J

altitudes t.e. on ascending atr ts bled off from the ballonets and

thts prevents loss of heltum. These ballonets may have a significant

effect on the. deformed shape at a sectton.

5. The dynamtc case assumes that the _urroundtng flutd has the same
l

acceleration as the bag. Thts is not truly representative of the

situation in a verttcal gust where there wtll be an aerodynamic

pressu_'e distribution on tP_ section due to the relative transverse r

veloctty of the surrounding atr. Thts proble,, as well as the effect

of the pressure distribution due to forward veloctty are outside

the scope of thts work.

Other factors gtve rise to stress distributions and deformations in airship

envelopes whtch have not been considered here. These tncl_de instantaneous and

creep strains tn the fabric, t,lproper rigging and the effects of the empennage.

]t ts considered, however, that the analysts and numerical results presenLed wt]l

assist th_ designer tn the preliminary investigation of envelope and suspension

performance tn non-rigid airships.
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N76 15034 ]COgPtTI_ AIDED FLEXIBLE ENVELOPEDESIGNS

I

Ronald D. Resch*

ABSTRACT: This paper will deal with two computer aid_ design i
methods for the design and construction of strong, lightweight
structures which require complex and precise geometric definition.
The first, flexible structures, is a unique system of modeling
folded plate structures and space frames. In the latter it is
possible to continuously vary the geometry of a space frame to
produce large, clear spans with curvature. The second method
c:eals with developable surfaces ahere both folding mid bending
are explored with the observed constraint of available building
materials and what minimal distortion would result in maximL_n
design capability. We are developing alternative inexpensive
fabrication techniques to achieve computer defined enclosures
which are extremely lightweight and mathenmtically highly

precise.

Folded Plate Systems _,

My discovery of kinematic folded plate systems, which ! term folded mosaic
structures, began some twelve years ago with a curiosity about the dynamic behavior
of a crumpled _ad of paper. An extended observation led me to develop an opera- l
tional procedure for diagranlning the bounding edges of what appeared to be the
essential plates involved in the formation of an individual wrinkle. I have i

created diagrams of folded plate patterns which I subsequently integrated into
continuous patterns by the use of symmetry operations. I

Hundreds of these patterns have been made and investigated. The unique property of 'j
each is that, by allowing only folding of the sheet along the lines of the pattern,
a flat sheet may be transformed into a variety of three dimensional shapes,
Figure 1. These include domes, warped surfaces, _nd complex shells involwng both.
It is also possible to create structures which envelope a space by closing back on
themselves. An additionalfeatureof each pattern is that the entire system is i_
composedof the repetitionof a cmall number of non-identicalplates. For example,
the pattern shown has as few as two unique triangles generating the entire system, ,_
Figure 2, '._i

* Associate Research Professor, computer Science, univorstity of Utah,

Salt Lake City, Utah, U.S.A.
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:_ , _, Although there has been some formal study in the area of kinematics -- namely,

;i" i mechanics and the kinematics of machine _y -- there has rarely been an exploration
. , of geometric systems of the type and to the extent of those I have conducted. This

work is Imique in its discovery, and in its deveJopment of new kinematic systems.
.... My initial interest was only to examine what sort of total system behavior results

_' ,, when a specific configuration of geometry is brought together.
-','. j

_' Early investigation was directed toward discovery of new patterns and observations
of how each moved. I"ni_ was done simply by folding up large sheets of paper on

_ / which a pattern had been scribed. The model was then moved by hand to change it
•' , from one shell form into another, Figure 3. The inherent beauty of these forms,
_ _ I and the facility with which one could directly change them at will, immediately
_ ' g'riDDed the imagination. The design potential for creating lightweiTht archi-

te_cural shells, or other three dimensional enclosures, was more than apparent.

_:_ Larger and larger models were made, first of paper and then of cardboard, and
,,_ . scored and folded by hand. As study progressed I began to use computers, and to

_i'" """ i develop computer aided design techniques for observing the behavior of three I
dimensional structures, by creating simulated images, developing shading techniques,
and investigating structural analysis.

_ We can now fold these patterns in such a way that almost any surface shape, that a
•:' designer can specify as an enclosure, can be constructed as a precise folded plate
'- ,. shell form. While this was always possible to d_aonstrate empirically, a precise
_ calculation of the three dimensional geometry was not possible until 1971 when I
": collaborated with Professor Hank Christiansen, a structural analyst, who wrote a
_:_ kinematic analysis program for this purpose. The computer aided design techniques
_ achieve a series of versatile structural systems which are capable of producing
_ an infinite variety of enclosure shapes.

_ Computer Aided Structural Analysis

_ Initial work in computer simulated structural analysis is complete on these
,._ systems. We are able to show, by computer simulated color photographs, the stress
': distribution throughout the structure. We have developed these versatile geometric

syste,r_ by producing drawings, diagrams, and three dimensional models using
•, computer assisted design techniques. Under computer simulation one can contin-
i uously change the plate geometry, Figure 6, make a selection of a specific

arrangement of plates, and then continuously fold them for study aqd se!ection of
_" some desired form of single curvature, Figure 7. The plates may also be folded to

achieve an approximation to a doubly curved, or warped surface, Figure 8. An
arrangment of a series of these folded structures would be suitable for creating
the envelope of a rigid airship. As well as being both liehgweight and strong,
the modular foldings would lend themselves to economic mass production techniques.

Curv.ed t Plate Truss Structures

The folded plate systems can also produce space frame structures. With these it
is possible to continuously vary the geometry of the space frame to produce
structures other than the usual flat, or occasional geodesic, types. Structures
which require large, clear spans, such as airport, hangers, are usually accommodated
by the standard flat octet space truss, to which current methods of design and
construction are limited.

_ 210
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There is an obvious need for clear span trusses which have some curvature. To
achieve flexibility in the design and the construction of such structures, we have
completed a working computer program which allows the specification of any surface
of revolution. It will then construct a truss on top of that surface, the depth of
which may also be specified, and it _11 output a control tape for the creation of

2 i all the plates of the given structure. Figure 9 is a photograph of actual .n_xiels 'showing the standard truss at the bottom, with two trusses of increasing curvature ",,_
:" above.

• i

,_ The Developable Surface Program ,._

_: The aerospace industry has brought a growirg need for strong, lightweight structures _;
_ which require complex and precise geometric definition. The usual solution has _ .

been by costly numeric controlled milling of solid blocks to achieve these required

i: structures. Our work is attempting to develop alternative inexpensive fabrication ,, '
• techniques to achieve computer defined space forms.

._ It is well understood that to fold a metal plate aleng a straight line strengthens _

:' it; and that bending it to some radius of curvature will increase its structural i
stability. I have observed that one can combine these two structural properties by

,, introducing a curved, folded edge to a plate. From this basic structural observa- i
,, tion we have created a Developable Surface computer program to allow completely
) general design freedom. It was not at all apparent at the outset, however, that

one could generalize a folded edge to any space curve. A thorough mathematical
_: analysis revealed that such a generalization was possible. With this determined,

we developed the program.
- i
,_ From this research we have developed generic systems and const'ruction techniques
: which have the following potential applications, a-.d are beginning to produce
:, ntmeric controlled engraving and fabrication of folded metal prototypes for same: ,

I. Airship envelopes

_, 2. Curved,clear span structures

'_ 3. Solar energy reflectors

4. Liners for liquid natural gas tankers i

5. Lightweight gas tanks for airplane wings

6. Concrete formwork for space curve structures

7. Lightweight guideways for rapid transit monorails

8. Lightweight complex bridge interchanges
4

A controlled, curved surface, or pathway, can be achieved by declaring the space "l
curve to be a folded edge defining two developable surfaces. This program makes '_t
the ordinarily difficult task of physical construction of a precise, complex space ?
curve, relatively simple and direct, while using flat sheet materials and requiring _
limited joining. Figures 10 and 11 are photographs of an actual model of a complex _',.

: structure defined by the Developable Surface program. Additional typical forms i_
created with this program can be seen as a part of the film presentation of this
paper as computer simulated color video pictures.
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' Ruled Surface Program_ An Approximation to Warped Surfaces
5

:- : This program constructs a triangular network in a zig-zag manner between the
alternate points on two space curves. The curves are definable in the same ways

_ as the curve in the developable surface pro-ram. The triangular network may be
: flattened out to form a flat network, and numeric controlled tapes and pictures
_ of this are available, as well as plots and display pictures of the three

dimensional objects. Several networks may also be found and displayed at the
, same time.

Hyperbolic paraboloids have been extensively used in architecture, for example,
i because they are both elegant and stmcturally efficient. They suffer, however, i/
,.:_ j from demanding difficult and expensive formwork. The ruled surface program allows
• _" us to directly build any hyperbolic paraboloid by triangular approximation. -

- These are a few of a number of techniques we have developed for the definition
'. and construction of extremely lightweight and mathematically controlled surfaces

i. _ and enclosures.
t ¢ "

D_
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LTA APPLICATION OF A LONG TRAILING WIRE
HIGH SPEED/LOW WEIGHT REELING SYSTEM

D.F. Werb *

ABSTRACT: This paper is presented to acquaint the LTA com- I
munity with the sucessful development of a unique yet sim- J
ple reeling system for handling long trailing tensile mem-
bers at high speeds. This high speed when combined with

the system simplicity, low weight and effective motive pow-
er consumption should make this reeling system particularly

attractive to LTA planners and designers for numerous LTA
missions.

Renewed widesprca_ intet-est in potential applications of Lighter Than

Air (LTA) vehicles h_: been generated by both military and civilian J
missions that may involve raising/lowering, towing, transferring, lay-
it,g, mooring or radiating by use of trailing tensile members. Such

trailing tensile members generall_, would be metal cables, nylon haw-
sets, coaxial multi-strand electrical wires, fiber-optic communica-
tion lines, slender hose_ for both liquid and gaseous fluids, and _
very-low-frequency trailiL'g antenna cables.

This paper addresses the application of a significantly improved method
of "winching" a long metal stranded antenna cable from a LTA vehicle;

however, this "winching" method could well have numerous military/ ,_
civilian applications involving the combination of a LTA vehicle'and a >_

reeling system for one and/or two-way movement of long trailing flex-
ible and seml-flexible filaments of any nature.

* Senior Aerospace Design Engineer (30511
Air Vehicle Technology Department
Naval Air Development Center

Warminster, Pennsylvania
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t
LTA REELING SYSTEM DESIGN FACTORS

' The paramount requirements of most airborne reeling applications in- :
volve at least one or all of the following considerations:

..... 1. High speed payout/retrieval of trailing tensile
member.

2. System simplicity.
3. Low system weight.
4. Low system motive power.

I 5. Various mechanical form factor constraints.

I (a) low profile
_" (b) low center of gravity

(c) crash loading integrity ,_
Certain previously classified airborne missions have required trailing
an Airborne Very-Low-Frequency (AVLF) antenna cable that places empha-

q sis on all the aforementioned design factors plus one entirely peculiar
requirement; handling of a fragile semi-rigid tensile member.

AVLF REELING SYSTEMS

Recent AVLF reeling systems have been applications of a common winch
which apply all the trailing antenna cable tensile load onto the

'_ . rotating drum. Thus the drum had to be "oil-well rig" design rather
than tailored to air vehicle design.

Structural support and motive power were adversely zonstrained by this
approach. Unrelieved tensile load and fragile tensile member handling

requirements forced including unnecessarily precise cable wrapping
procedures. All of these design constraints combined to produce a

'_ reeling system that was complex, extremely heavy and slow, handling

almost quarter inch diameter copper covered cable at less than 500

feet per minute (FPM) rates. Minor basic design approach changes
resulted in a 13,000 pound (ib) mechanical system that handled more

than 15,000 feet of cable at no better than 2,000 FPM payout and 500
; FPM reel-in respectively.

I
}
t

FIGURE 1 - AVLF REELING SYSTEM
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Several design iterations have fine tuned these systems to reach 5,000

FPM payout and 1,500 FPM reel-in rates, and 4,000 pound system weight _

development limit.

T
: i

1

_!
i

FIGURE 2 - AVLF REELING SYSTEM

However, high rotational speeds, heavy equipment weight, motive power
inefficiency, unrelieved tensile loads, precise wrapping/vlbration
sensitivities, high mass inertia shortcomings and system complexity
have not been alleviated.

MOTIONLESS COIL STORAGE/REELING SYSTEM
i

The Naval Air Development Center, which has an extensive history in
airborne towing system development, was tasked to explore new cable i
handling approaches free of aforementioned shortcomings. Several

yeaxs of laboratory experimentation and state-of-the-art reviews pro-
duced a full scale workin_ model of a Motionless Coil Storage/Reeling
System w_[-_ _s the way to alleviation of all the addressed short-

comings.

Motionless Coil Storage (MCS) is a method to store cable in the shape
of a coil without constantly continuing to rotate the coil as each
successive foot of cable is brought aboard and wrapped. An artist's
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_ sketch of the laboratory model is shown in figure 3

CASTE
!

,o

FIGURE 3 - MOTIONLESS COIL STORAGE

The most simple description is to say that it is _ significant vari-
ation of the sport fisherman's "spinning reel" that has become so

popular in recent years. MCS employs one very light low speed rotat-
ing member which, in laboratory full scale test setup, reliably demon-
strated 6,000/2,500 FPM cable handling rates and successfully perform-
ed the reel out of 24.000 feet of a copper covered quarter inch dia-
meter (.65 ibs/ft) tensile member in the total elapsed t_m_, of just

under 5 minutes ( 4 min., 42 sec.). Laboratory simulation has indi-
cated that reel-in rates can equal payout rates if sufficient power
is available,

Testing began with a concept of pushing and pulling cable into and
out of an open cylindrical container. Progressive changing/testing

led variously to laying cable inside an annular cavity _md finally
around to the present concept of freely wrapping the cable about a
large-diameter, low-profile vertical stationary drum with a cable dis-

tributing spinner. The spinner is extremely light in weight and
rotates at a very slow speed while handling cable faster than a mile

a minute. The full potential of the inherent high speed capability
has not been able to be demonstrated yet; however, design synthesis
conservatively indicates a 8,000/5,000 FPM system should total no

more than 1,30C pounds.

Key to attaining these high handling speeds with such a low weight,
low profile mechanical syBtem is the inherent simplicity of the over-

all system design. The spinner requires a simple hydro or electro-
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mechanical drive to maintain low cable tension (5 to 25 pounds) when +

. reeling-in. Design simplicity _or reeling-out is assured by takingadvantage of a unique physical phenomenon discovered in laboratory
testing described as a "reverse loop". The MCS when ree!ing-out form-"+ l
a "reverse loop" at a threshold speed which acts as a stabilizer

against the MCS outer wall, thereby pezmitting these high speeds with-
out complex control devices.

ILLUSTRATIONOfMOTIONLSSCOIL"REVERSELO0P"
I AC,,ON DURING PAYOUT -
I J,e

4

______
, -- 3[irl- - i _i _oI_|O

N_,,m&.;._ • --++"_- +-+----'---"_-;"
o.

_,°

{OILII)
1:11,,%1

FIGURE 4

The spinner is not dynamic balance sensiti.e and does not require
weighty support strdcture as does a rotating drum and cable combina-

tion. Low mass movement of inertia is inherently more _afe a_d more
easily meets "g" loading structural requirements for crash conditions.

Reliability and maintainability are assured since the system is a

model of simplicity which requires correspondingly simple control and
drive mechar,isms.

The MCS has a cable torsion sensitivity threshold whlch is easily es-
tablished by laboratozy simulation to finalize engineering preliminary
design parameters.

Although this paper has addressed the MCS ,n a VLF trailing _ntenna
applicatiotl, the MCS can be combined with cable driving/pulling de-
vices such as multiple capstans, pinch rollers, linear transport de-
vices or "free fall" methods and integ/ated with LTA vehicles or even

stationary groundborne applications to fulfill limitless missions.

Expanding :he laboratory facilities would permit demonstration of
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,_ t higher speeds ;ith longer length cables but the NAVAIRDEVCEN has com-

pleted sufficient ground testing of the MSC concept to conclude that

the next most economical step is the design and installation of an

:_ airborne prototype.

This paper is presented to acquaint the LTA congnunity with the suc-
_ cessful development of this technology for whatever applications com-

munity members can devise for their particular needs.

: t
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• iILTA STRUCTURES AND MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY

' i
4

• Norman J. Mayer*
!

i

±" ,7

ABSTRACT: The state-of-the-art concerning structures and ,_'

_ materials technology is reviewed. It is shown that many
present materials developments resulting from balloon and
aircraft research programs can be applied to new concepts

_ in LTA vehicles. Both buoyant and semi-buoyant vehicles
..-- will utilize similar approaches to solving structural

problems and could involve pressurized non-rigid and

unpressurized rigid structures. System designs common
_ to both and vital to structural integrity will include
i_ much of the past technology as well. Further research is
t needed in determination of structural loads, especially

" in future design concepts, i

-

A

INTRODUCTION

History records that the Wester_ civilized world discovered the
principle o£ balloon flight whtn Joseph Montgolfier fashioned a
cubical container from an innkeeper's skirt of silk taffeta in
November 1782 to capture the smoke and heated air of the fireplace
and watched the device rise to the ceiling.

It was common sense on the part of Joseph and Ettienne Montgolfier
that the container or envelope holdin_ the gases had to be a light-
weight material. Later versions of Mont_olfier balloons were made
of paper or lined with it. Varnished silk was selected for hydrogen
balloons and was a favorite amon_ balloonists many years. As _ith

most successful inventions, the specialized industries soon became !

*NASA Headquarter'_, Washington, D.C.

i,
4
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interested enough to apply their particular knowledge and skills to
_ t the production of more suitable materials, such as high quality cotton

_ fabric and rubber coatings.

! The development of the airship forced the injecbion of engineering
intc the subject. The inefficiency of propulsion systems accounted

_" for such a great portion of the available lift for power plants that
designers (be they professional or amateurs) were compelled to
utilize lightweight structural design techniques to achieve any
useful lift at all. When airships passed from the category of inven-

I tor's brainchild and from sport vehicles to transportation or military
vehicles of useful potential, funds and personnel became available to
incorporate engineerin_ approaches into designs. Likewise. as with

_ balloons, the input of other specialists and industries also began to
be a part of improving the vehicle and increasin_ its efficiency.

' Much can be written concerning the historical aspect of the develop- i
ment itself. However, this paper will primarily confine itself to a
review of current technology and specifically to the state of the art
in two major disciplines - materials and structures. I

MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES TECHNOLOGY

_ These two disciplines are so interrelated that it is difficult, if not
impossible, to clearly separate one from the other. Structural design
techniques vary according to the materials chosen or available.
Materials are chosen depending on the structural design approach to
be used. Modern design practices produce synergistic effects when

_ structures and materials are properly related.

Recent thought on the subject of airships indicates that future
vehicles could consist of configurations vastly different from

, vehicles present or past. It has been shown by various studies
_ (Ref. I, 2, 3, and _) that airships which combine dynamic and static

lift (hybrids) may offer an improvement in efficiency in certain
speed ranges. It has also been proposed that either conventional+, i

: or hybrid airships employing heated air or other Rases may also show
advantages for certain missions (Ref. _, 5, and 6).

' As long as such vehicles require buoyancy or static lift for any part
of their mission, there will be certain features common to all in
terms of structural and material requirements. These stem from the
fact that buoyancy of any usable amount requires large displacement.
Thus, all LTA aircraft or their variations will be large vehicles
always exceeding in size any of their HTA counterparts by at least
several factors.

Large size or _olume is accompanied by large surface area on which
unit air loads are low and much lower than normal airplane surfaces
carry. Ultra-lightweight structural design is required to provide
the external contours of such vehicles without sacrificing lifting
efficiency. Thus, the need for fabrics, lightweight high-stiffness
structural members, etc. is well established. Minimum material gage
is often a problem in design and construction.

The containment of any gas requires use of pressure control systems
capable of handling high rates of gas flow in order to preserve
structural integrity. Such requirements are reflected in sub-system
development of valves, blowers, and in the design of gas shafts,
air ducts, etc., which require application of special materials and
design techniques.
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AIRSHIP STRUCTURAL TYPES _'

; Non-pressure rigid _

¢

--.___@o_
Pressure non-rigid i

I Pressure rigid

Pressure semi-rigid i '

'_:- Figure 1

v
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Regardless of vehicle type (conventional or hybrid), the designer has
i _i to choose whether to maintain an aerodynamic configuration by means
_ of pressure or by means of a non-pressurized external 3kin supported

by an internal rigid structure, or by a combination of both. Figure i
illustrates airships which are examples of the various types.

These common characteristics distinguish LTA vehicles from their HTA
_ contemporaries and require application of a considerable amount of

i_ past knowledge as well as new technology.

_ / Materials

Pliant Materials - As noted above, airships are pressure sensitive
vehicles. Therefore, there is usually a need for at least part of
the gas container to be capable of volume changes and be constructed ,,
of a pliant material.

An ideal material in this category would be a film with extremely low
._--_ permeability, high tensile strength, high tear strength, a linear '

stress-strain curve to the yield point, reasonable Young's tensile
l modulus, good ductility, isotropic character, and stable properties

under expected environmental conditions. Thus far no such material
exists.

" High altitude scientific balloons have used films alone for envelopes.
Such balloons are an example of the interdependence of structures
and materials. During the 1950's a balloon form was developed known
as the natural shape. The contour of the envelope was determined by
the gas head pressure and resulted in all stresses being carried in
the vertical direction such that theoretically there would be zero
circumferential (parallel to equator) tension. Such design enabled
use of oriented polyethylene and later use of vertical load tapes.

One parameter peculiar to balloons of this type, which does not
_ necessarily apply in the case of airships, is that of the high alti-

tude environment. In such an environment, the envelope is directly
exposed to very low temperature and high ultraviolet radiation.

Higher strength films are obtained by reinforcing with some kind of
filament_ usually bonded to the film and oriented in a quasi-ortho-
tropic pattern. Table 1 lists a few examples of films and their
characteristics for balloons and gas cells. For comparison, older
film and gas cell materials are also listed.

Table 1

BALLOON FILMS AND GAS CELL MATERIALS

Weight Tensile StrenKth Permeability

FILM Reinforcement _ Lbs./In. War_ ]_m _

Polyethylene None 0.3 15 1.00
2 Ply Mylar None 1.6 30 0.30
Mylar Dacron Scrim 1,6 _5 1.75
Nylon Nylon Cloth 1.9 50 2.00
Rubber Cotton 5.5 _5 3.00

Coating
Gold Beater's Cotton _.5 &O 2.00

Skin
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Many of these materials are of interest for airship applications.

One significant characteristic sometimes not considered at the outset,
is that of resistance to manufacturing and handling damage and
resistance to tearing. Films tear easily. Reinforced films are much

more difficult to tear once the damage reaches the reinforcing
filaments.

If the material is t_ be used as a _as container primarily, its
required strength would be determined by the amount of superpressure _
it would have to endure and the method of transferring the lift of
the gas to the structure. These requirements would combine with the
anticipated cyclic variations of pressure and flexing, atmospheric _:

lie conditions, and the above mentioned resistance to accidental damage.
I It is anticipated that future airship gas cells would be similar to :_

the reinforced balloon films now in use. _ _

When material is required to serve as hull structure as well as gas i

container, as in a non-rigid airship, strength and other requirements _ ,
are considerably more severe. The stresses are hi_her, the environ- _
mental effects are a major factor, and gas retention becomes a serious i
problem. These parameters combine to exceed the properties of films
alone and thus far, only the higher efficiencies obtainable from
closely spaced filamentary materials such as textiles, appear to be
satisfactory.

Textiles have been conventionally woven as two sets of threads cross-

ing each other in an orthogonal pattern. Such weaves are effective
in transmitting stress in their respective directions, but not in

• any diagonal direction, i.e. on the bias. Therefore. the usual
solution is to bond two or more plies of cloth together such that
one is oriented &5° to the other. Most two-ply envelopes are con-

_ structed in this fashion.

A recent patented _;x_ _e_m_ _nOs_ _si_Wr_e_ _ providesfor this function n a t in a

single fabric to provide quasi-isotroplc properties and eliminate
the need for bonding two or more plies together_ therefore making
possible single ply envelopes, i_

Woven fabrics must be coated with an elastomeric material or bonded _i

to a film of sufficient thickness to prevent high gas loss. _ii /
non-rigid airships built to date have employed the first method -
namely a coatin_ as the _as barrier. For two or more ply construc-
tion, the bonding of the fabrics is also accomplished by an
elastomeric coating. An outer coating, often of different material

from the inner_ is applied to the surface exposed to bhe air_tream ,_
to provide resistance to and control of environmental effects. The _
net result of such construction is a material which consists of

about half cloth and half elastomer.

If a Doweave type material is used, there is a weight savin_ of one :_
thread set plus the additional inter-ply elastomer or adhesive. _
However, since the total elastomeric thickness provides the gas
barrier, and a certain minimum amount is required to achieve a _
given rate of permeability, only specific testing would determine
how much could be eliminated totally.

Another approach which theoretically provides more efficiency is to
combine the best properties of two materials - namely film and cloth.
Thin film can be manufactured to provide a much less porous surface '_

than can be obtained by an equal weight of elastomer. Research _
programs for improved balloon films have progressively enabled film
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manufacturers to achieve unusually thin gages of high quality. For
_ applications where the film is only a gas barrier, the minimum gage
: theoretically would cnly be limited by that required to eliminate

microscopic holes, and obtain a given rate of permeability. Thus,
a weight saving is possible by bonding a film to one or more plies of- .

cloth, and ideally could consist of a combination of the three ply
Doweave with a thin film gas barrier.

Fabrics which function as structures undergo a considerable number of
cycles of flexing which consists of elongation of the yarns, an

_ interaction of the yarns due to crimp through the interstices, and
ply deformation due to shear stresses. All of this flexing has an
effect on the bonds between the elastomer or films and the yarns in
the cloth. In the case of the former, microscopic paths for gas ,_
escape are developed. In the case of films, localized debonding can
occur which eventually leads to leaks.

._ Since envelopes (and gas cells) are manufactured, shipped, and handled ,
"_* many times durin_ both processes, they are suojected to wrinkling,J

creasing, scuffing, or abraiding conditions. Both elastomeric coat-
ings and films are adversely affected by this treatment. Againp the

_ elastomer can be damaged by the local flexing and the film can be
debonded. A number of tests simulating such conditions are usually

• • necessary to evaluate particular candidate materials.

Pliant materials which function as both gas cells and airship hulls

must have, in addition to good gas retention, and the other charac-
teristics noted previously, sufficient reoistance to creep-rupture

_ under both constant and varyin_ stress. Most materials will creep
_: under constant stress above certain temperatures. Fibers made from
i_ either natural or synthetic materials creep at temperatures within
, the normal operating ranges. The rate of creep varies with the

3tress level For a given stress level, a fiber or cloth made from
.,_ it will fail after a period of time of sustained stress. Envelope

materials are chosen on the basis that the failure point is beyond
the planned life of the envelope. Since these characteristics vary

' considerably among various materials t data must be developed or
available for each candidate material.

The stress-strain curve for most of the candidate organic fibers
shows a linear portion at lower stresses and non-llnear portions at
higher stresses. Materials which show no linearity are not accept-
able for airship envelopes. Uncontrolled streuch results in dis-
tortion of the envelope shape which affects the 4erodynamic perform-
ance of the airship. It also produces severe problems with the
rigid components which are attached to the envelope such as nose
s_Iffening, suspension systems, cars, fins, and control systems.
This is the reason why nylon has not been used_ although it possesses
good tensile strength. Polyester fabrics, such as Dacron, on the
other hand, do demonstrate satisfactory elongation and creep, and
a_'e standard for most airships(and tet_ered balloons) at present.

In recent years, a new polymeric fiber has been developed by DuPont
which appears to be ideal for airship applications. This is called

Kevlar-&9. ,It possesses a tensile strength of about &O0,OOO p.s.i.
and higher _580,000 p.s.i, in short lengths). Ref. 7. In addition
to its high tensile strength, it has a tensile modulus about double
that of aluminum, and a linear stress-strain curve. It is already
being applied to aircraft structures as a composite material as will
be noted later. As a textile replacement for present airship fabricsp
it appears to be a promising candidate. Table 2 compares various
natural and synthetic fibers for pressure airship envelopes.
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As noted, the concept of using heated gas in certain future vehicles
has been proposed. The lifting efficiency of such vehicles varies
with the temperature of the gas. If envelope fabrics are required to

operate ate]stained high _T values, these parameters must be factored ,_

.... into the selection and evaluation of the material, particularly wi_h i_regard to creep and operating life. .
%

_ Table 2 _

;, FIBERS FOR PRESSURE AIRSHIP ENVELOPES _

Specific Specific
ii F_ibe._.rr Tensile Strength Tensile Modulus ,_

: KEVIAR _9 8xlO 6 380xi06

POLYESTER 2xlO 6 20xlO 6

. NYLON 2._xlO 6 2OxlO 6

:_ COTTON O.8xlO 6 19xlO 6

_, SILK I.OxlO 6 21xlO 6

Metals - Modern aluminum alloys have about double the tensile strength i

of the alloys used during the early 1930's for large airships. While !
such difference can be translated into weight saving, the percentage

.: is strongly dependent on the application. When applied to a rigid
pressure airship design, such as a metalclad, the full improvement in !
strength may be utilized over the major sections of the hull, provided (

_ the airship is large enough. In rigid designs, where girders and
frames were employed with a non-structural covering, an 18% weight 1_
improvement due mostly to improved girder design has been estimated

% tRef. 8). i

_ A significant feature of conventional airship structure is the fact :
that large portions operate at very low stress. As discussed later,
both the Zeppelin types and the pressure types tend to behave as
monocoque cylinders in bending and are much more sensitive to the
maintenance of adequate structural stiffness against both local and
general buckling. Unfortunately, although tensile strength has
improved for aluminum alloys, the modulu : of elasticity has not.
This factor points to the need for localized stiffening of structural
members such as may be obtained through application of selective
composite reinforcemen_ as discussed later.

Other Metals - The combined requirements for high modulus_ good
fatigue life, and low corrosion were recognized in design of large
airships in the past, and as recently as 1939 stainless steel girders
were considered as candidates for airship structural members _Ref. 9). _ !
Today, they would continue to be examined, especially in combination

with some of the str_,ctural design approaches discussed later. _ •
Titanium alloys could also provide some of the structure for certain
airship hulls. Both stainless steel and titanium would represent i
higher cost as compared _vith aluminump and neither would represent
much gain in weight savings t especially in a minimum gage application.

Composit_ Materials - Fortunately, much of the technology presently
being developed and available in connection with the use of composite
materials in airplanes can be applied to airships. Table 3 lists
the properties available from composites as compared with metals.
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Table 3

PROPERTIES OF STRUCTUE_L MATERIALS
Specific

Specific Tensile
_ Material Tensile Strength Modulus

7075 ALUMINT/M O. 8zlO6 IOOxlO 6

_ 6AI _V TITANIUM l.lxlO 6 lOOxlO 6

-: KEW_AR/EPOXY 3.2xlO 6 220x!06

GRAPHITE/EPOXY 3.5xlO 6 350-700xi06 ,.

In this regard, two approaches are possible. The first involves the
use of composites to provide local strengthening and stiffening of f

conventional metal structures. This process is described in Ref. lO.
Essentially, it consists of bonding laminates made of advanced

._ composite materials (boron or graphite/epoxy) to the surface of
structural members, usually stiffeners or flanges located at the

_ maximum radii of gyration in a section of structure. Laminates are
: manufactured from standard tapes of composite materials. This

process could be applied to light alloy members of airships with very
. effective results.

The second approach would be use of an all-composite structure where
all structural members are manufactured from fibrous composite

i materials. As will be discussed later, the maximum values of _eight
savings could be obtained from this approach.

"_ Structures

%

._ One of the most controversial aspects of past designs and present
airship proposals stems from an evaluation of their structural

' adequacy. In some respects, much of this controversy is the result
i of comparing past technology in airships with present technology in

other aircraft. It is a matter of record that in the period repre-
_' sented by early Zeppelin construction through that of the U.S.

rigid airship program (1900-1935) that some of the best aeronautical
engineering talent available was associated with airship technology
development. The airship structure particularly represented a
challenge to the theoretician and analyst and the airship itself
was a very advanced aeronautical development. Structural design,
therefore, was at its best when applied to the airship. In particu-
lar. this refers to the r_id types, since in the case of the pressure

, types the sizes were smaller, and the problems simpler.

A survey of the state of the art can be made concerning three aspects:
loads, str_ctural analysis, and testing.

Loads - Airship hull loads resulting from aerodynamic forces consist
of maneuvering loads, gust loads, and ground handling loads.

For airships flying at speeds approaching i00 mph, the hull bending
moments produced by flight through gusts by far exceed those from

' maneuvering. Generally, a thorough analysis of this condition would
include determination of loads for the hull itself for a maximum

design velocity gust transit, and other conditions which would produce
i maximum loads on the empennage and other components.

The response of an airship to such conditions is dependent on its
configuration and its accompanying dynamic and control characteristics.
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Up to and following the design of the Akron and Macon rigid airships,
a substantial amount of research was performed to d_termiue maximum
gust conditions and airship flight characteristics in gusts. These _
were limited to the ellipsoidal hull shapes employed for all airships

up to the present. _

During the 1930's, a special airship research facility b_came avail-
able in Akron, Ohio which contained, among other things, :_hirling azns,
a vertical wind tunnel, and a water channel. These three pieces of
apparatus were used in combination with scale models to investigate
gust effects on rigid airships. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate two methods

used. _ ,,

The difficulties and uncertainties of relating such tests to full
scale results can be appreciated. More significant, however, is the
necessity of building a step-by-step base of technology which eventu-
ally is proven sound enough to furnish confidence for future design

-_ approaches. Since gust response is configuration sensitive, a period
of learning and confidence would be necessary for new concepts which

_ represent significant departures from the ellipsoidal form.

Another approach to this problem can be taken by means of a computer-
ized analysis to simulate flight in turbulence. Such studies were
initiated in 1958 as part of the U.S. Navy airship str_,ctures
research program (Ref. Ii). Figure _ shows a typical set of curves
obtained in this manner for a large non-rigid airship.

Ground handling of airships has always represented a critical part of
the operational cycle. A good case can be made for never hangaring
or docking airships because the records show more losses or dama6e
occurred in this part of the operation than from any flight accident.
The main reason, of course, is the fact that the maximum hull forces_U

used for design are derived from flight conditions as discussed above.
Ground forces are only permitted to develop loads which do not exceed
flight values. This results in maximum cros_ winds of about 20 knots
against which the airship may be held. If provisions were made for
higher winds, the ground condition would become the dominant hull
design condition and would result in excess strength (and weight)
for flight. Designers have been unwilling to accept this penalty
for a non-fllght condition.

During ground handling operations, lines are designed to slip (if onwinches) or part to avoid hull overstress and resultant structural
_ damage. If this should occur in the :i_Inity of a hangar, the result

is a collision aud severe damage to the airship.

A number of test_,_using towed models in water have been run to inves-
tigate both the static and dynamic conditions involved. One series
of tests actually simulatea the complete docking/undocking operation,
including the weathervaning motions while moored (Ref. 12).

Newer proposed concepts for airships would include hull shapes
resembling oblate spnerc_ds, dei_oldc, or other flattened configura-
tions. These shapes in combination with a large portion of static
heaviness may effectively eliminate or reduce the limitation of the

ground conditions.

Analysis - The complexity of analysis of the structure of a _igid
airship can be illustra ed by a statement by C. P. Burgess (Ref. 13). _

<
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"Even the exact calculation for the simole case of a hexagonal braced
structure, five frame spaces in length,'and with symmetrical loading,
requires th_ so)ution of ten simultaneous equations --- with the work
carried out to six or seven significant figures".

Of course, no rigid airship was ever built with cnly six sides so
that exact solutions of structural analyses were never feasible for
these more complex structures. Approximate methods were developed,
however, which have shown remarkable accuracy when compare4 with later
test results (Ref. 14).

Among the contributors to analytical development was Professor
William Hovgaard of MIT, who in 1922 developed a method to reconcile
two separate approaches involving a br ding moment approach and a
transverse shear approach (Ref. 15). Later contributions were made
by L. H. Donnell, R. V. Southwell, Upson _ud Klikoff, and Burgess
(Ref. 16).

i_I All of these analyses suffered from the inability of the analyst to ,
visualize or separate overall deformation from local effects result-
ing from the flow of stresses in the structure. An ingenious method
for achieving this, using scale structural models, was developed by

i the Goodyear Zeppelin Corporation based on principles described
originally by L. H. Donnell (Ref. 16). This method was applied to
both complete and partial models of i'igid airships. The essential
element in such models was a model girder which s_aled down tne
axial, radial bending and torsional stiffness of the majo_ component
members of the prototype. In addition, members also incc-porated
sensitive means of measuring the corresponding strains and stresses.

_i The use of these models allowed analysts for the first time to
evaluate the existing methods of structural analysis, and separate
effects of local from general loads. The design of members was
varied according to the t_e of condition to be investigated.
Figure 5a shows a typical member. Figure 5b shows the method of
measuring deflections of the mode].

_lese techniques are essentially represented _n modern computerized
finite element structural analyses. These programs contain libraries
of various types of elements such as plates in shear and bending_
membranes, rods, beams, rings, etc. whose behavior under various
loading conditions are predetermined and their mathematical expres-
sions entered as a permanent part of the computer program. The
analyst then represents the actual structure as accurately as
possible, using the available elements in the library. A very complex
structure can be re[resented in this fashion, using several thousand
elements. The computer program then combines these elements and
performs the requi_ed structural analysis yielding stresses and
deflections for a given load condition, static or dynamic. It also
produces mode shapes and frequencies, frequency response or other
structural data for which it was designed. The results can be

i displayed by CRT's or by computerized plotters enabling the engineer
! to actually see the calculated deformations (Ref. 17). These complex

analyses were impossible to perform in the 1930's and it was not
until the early 1960's that the high speed digital computer rendered
practical solution times ranging from minutes to hours, depending
on the problem.

Figure 6.shows a.modern aerospace vehicle structure graphically
represen_eG in llnlDe e±ement zorm.
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_ Testing - There are several categories of tests which all aircraft
:_ I undergo during development. The first of these is part of a process
: ! sometimes called engineering development. In this process, complex

structural elements such as joirts, typical sections, and members or
portions of structures containing advanced manufacturing processes
such as bonding a_'e tested co validate the design and analysis approach
and the reliability of the manufacturing process. New material com-
binations are also evaluated to develop, if necessary_ design allow-
ables (values of strength and elastic characteristics) which can be

_ relied upon for design. This type of testing would be necessary for
any new design.

T.

_: A second category of testing is the static test, wherein the complete
structure, or portions of it, representing the production design are
subjected to various load levels up to design limit and finally

i ultimate or failing loads. While pcrtions of the structure may be

tested this way, usually realistic tests of this kind are impractical
._ for large airships. In the past, static bending tests were performed,

but only low percentages of the limit could be obtained due to limi-
tations in applying load to the structure.

A similar circumstance was found in dynamic testing of large launch
y vehicles for spacecraft. Although such tests were conducted, they

" were limited to input loa_s of low values. The costs of such testing,
which was performed outdoors, was so great as to stimulate R&D

_ programs for developing scaled dynamic test models with sufficient
accuracy to replace full scale tests.

Models such as described previously might be adapted for simulating
large airship tests as well.

_ A number of special tests may always be required to check out struc-
tural and lesign characteristics peculiar to airships. Full scale

_ flight tests, of course, will always be required to provide full
' flight condition check-out for all systems.

DESIGN APPROACHES¢

Today, there is considerable speculation concerning novel approaches
to improved LTA vehicles. These range from proposals for modernized
versions of Akron-Macon-Hindenburg designs to types which combine
airplane-helicopter-airship features. Much of the technology dis-
cussed in the foregoing sections would apply to all types. Improved
materials would naturally benefit any aircraftp and may be critical

": to the success of some. An example of this is the solitary, but
I significant development of the ZMC-2, an all metal hulled airship.

This design was critically dependent on the development of alclad
aluminum which provided the difference between achieving a hull where
corrosion would have quickly accounted for its integrity and one
which remained airworthy for over lO years, despite its .008 gage
skin.

Mc_orn structural design and analysis techniques also apply to all
types of future airships. However, there are many distinctions
possible among various types proposed and their accompanying struc-
tural features and efficiency. The two major classes would include
buoyant types and semi-buoyant types.
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Buoyant TyD_

Practically all LTA vehicles built thus far fall into this class. The
results of a study by the author made in 1960 showed the rigid non- i._
pressure type to be about 25 - 35 percent moreefficient structurally
than the non-rigid pressure airship.

Against such efficiency must be weighed other factors such as cost
and operational flexibility. N_n-rigid envelopes can be fabricated
at any suitable facility and shipped anywhere. Navy non-rigid
envelopes represented about 10% of the total cost of the airship.
Large rigid hulls, on the other hand, must be constructed at the

: final assembly point with much special equipment and manpower. The
• structure and the fabrication represent a major portion of the total _ '

cost.
i

Operational flexibility is obtained from the non-rigid by virtue of
its envelope being able to temporarily sustain higher than design
loads (within limits, of course) without damage. This increases the
overall safety of the aircraft and allows for much parameter uncer-
tainty.

Not all of these differences obtain without qualifications. Various
methods have been proposed to reduce fabrication costs for rigid
types. Composite materials, for example, offer a possibility here
due to lowe_ tooling costs. They also would result in further weight
reductions over those obtainable from mod_ metals. Recent NASA

studies of transport aircraft have shown structural weight savings
up to 30% (Ref. 18). Also, methods may be available to perform the
complete assembly of a hull only as a final step (Ref. 19).

_ While a pressure airship may seem inherently safer, the penalty of
assuring an adequate means of sustaining pressure and the need of

_, adjusting and monitoring this pressure almost constantly during
flight is an additional operational complexity. The use of compliant
materials for structure is definitely a weight penal_y as reflected
in the study. However, the comparison does not include application
of recently developed fibers. Compartmentation of gas space in a
non-rigid does not produce the same advantages as available to rigids.
A high rate of pressure reduction is an unacceptable hazard to
non-rigids.

The metal-clad airship would show an improvement over the values for
the non-rigid. Modern versions of this type (in large sizes) con-
structed of high strength aluminum_ stainless steel, or titanium
might equal the rigid in structural efficiency, although other design
trade-offs might auger against the choice.

A design concept which combines a rigid/non-rigid concept was invented
by C. P. Burgess, but never applied in practice (Ref. 20). The main
structure consists of four longitudinal keels connected by widely
spaced transverse frames and d_agonal shear _ires. Onl_ the shear
wires are inside t_e gas space. The gas is contained in a combination
envelope-cover similar to a non-rigid airship. The keels are external :
to this envelope and are faired over by a light cloth cover. The
combination envelope-cover iz terminated by semi-hemispherical or
concave ends with the space between cells also filled with gas.
Ballonets are used to pressurize the gas sufficiently to maintain
a stiff outer shape. These features are shown in Figure 7. As
pointed out by the inventor himself (Ref. 21), there are a number of
advantages and disadvantages to this concept.
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Semi-Buoyant Types

Although semi-buoyant LTA aircraft would acquire some of the charac-
teristics of airplanes or helicopters, they will have structural

:; indices (Ref. 22] considerably below ordinary HTA aircraft. Therefore,
they will not be entirely free of the need to utilize ultra-light-
weight structure. Single skin construction would appear to be limited
to pressurized hulls unless the permissable operating speed ranges
are significantly high enough to allow skin gages or semi-monocoque
construction of sufficient stiffness to avoid local buckling. Perhaps

I the higher modulus composite materials would provide the answer here.
i

,2
As noted in the introduction, gas retention will require consideration
of the same factors as were necessary for buoyant types. Thus, most
of the materials technology can be appli_l.

There is a substantial base technology for the aerodynamics of ellip-
soidal hulls. A similar techno]zgy might be extrapolated from tests

• . of certain aircraft body shapes such as lifting bodies and re-entry
"_ shapes, The size difference could produce serious discrepancies in
: drag and stability estimates, but should not be too serious for loads

determination.

i PROBLEM ARF_S
Materials

Fortunately, the high altitude free balloon and the tethered balloon
have continued to develop a technology in materials which can be
applied to future airships. This includes the art of design and
fabrication of pliant materials. A similar development does not

' really exist for rigid _o+_._._c+,_ures. Ultra-lightweight metal design
and fabrication has not been needed for aircraft and only to a

4 limited extent for spacecraft. Whatever technology is available
_' in this regard may well come from the latter engineering activity,

_ however. Composite materials offer a distinct possibility for
! improvements, but most of the research and design activity has been
- directed toward airplane application. Only recently has there been

recognized a need for large area structures with low unit loads forspace application. This is an area requiring a combination of
advanced structural concepts and new materials applications and
could represent a fairly large technology effort in LTA.

Structures

The area of structural analysis has received sufficient attention in

recent years such that much of it is applicable to the most complex
airship structure and should be no great problem for the future.

i The area of weakness, however, is in the determination of loads.
This was never satsifactorily achieved for conventional airships,

:. even though progress was made as previously noted when gust transit

criteria became predominant in design. Much more needs to be

_ accomplished here, particularly in relating realistic conditions toloads in very large vehicles. An important part of this relation-
ship is the response of the airship to the air load condition in

I terms of the overall vehicle dynamics and control activity. Practi-
i cally no technology base exists in this catego_. Likewise, a

technology program would have to be established for new configurations.

The success or failure of either buoyant or semi-buoyant vehicl_s

I wil] be dependent on their overall efficiency and cost. Both elements
• will be strongly influenced by conceptual innovation and appl_cation.
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: of superior design techniques. As was true in the 1920's and 3O's,
the best engineering talent may be required to achieve feasibility

! and ultimate success in new future vehicles.

"' CON CLUSIONS

1. Both buoyant and semi-buoyant airships have common materials and
; structures requirements in terms of needs for pliant materials,

pressure control, and lightweight structural design.

2. Pliant materials technology can be applied from present balloon
development to design of gas cells and envelope_: and should result
in higher efficiency components.

3. Improved metals and composite _terials both offer reductions in
overall weight for fUture airships,

_. Loads determination in large airships represent a critical

,_' technology need for structural design.

5. Modern computer techniques will provide a significant improvement
in analysis of complex airship structures.

_ 6. Testing of large scale airs),ip structures will probably require
use of models.

7. New design concepts are needed for most effective combination of
structures and materials technology.
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ABSTRACT: This paper reviews Kevlar® aramid fiber, fabric,
rope and cable performance, and economics relevant to the

material, structural, and reliability asFects of lighter
than air craft.

I. INTRODUCTION

Kevllr® 29 and Kevlar® 49 are two high strength, high modulus, and low
' density organic fibers recently introduced by Du Pont. These unique

aramid fibers offer for the first time textile processibility combined
with the highest specific strength (tensile strength/density) available
commercially for any material, and a specific Young's modulus (modulus/
density) intermediate between fiberglass, steel and aluminum on the low

side, and the more exotic graphite and boror_ fibers on the high. The

_: excellent tensile properties of "Kevlar" have generated extensice trade

_ development programs and commercial sales into rubber and plastic rein-forcement uses, many of which have requirements similar to those anti-

cipated for the construction, operation and maintenance of lighter-than-air craft.

_ .%

*Research Supervisor, E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Wilmington, Del. i
**Senior Research Chem.!st, E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Wilmington, ,_

Delaware.
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A_.Tensile Properties _

i The basic "Kevlar" characteristics are summar4zed in Table I. Organic
_ fibers such as nylon and Dacron® polyester have long been used _uccess-

_ fully in many industrial applications; but their properties limit their
ability to perform in end uses requiring very high strength and low

;i stretch (e.g., wire rope and electromechanical cables). "Kevlar" 29 f
and "Kevlar" 49 aramid fibers with their combination of high strength
(400 x 103 psi), high modulus (9 to 19 x 106 psi), or low stretch (2.4

to 4%) that approach steel (Figure 1), combined with light weight
: (_1.45 g/cc) permit the realization of systems not practical with steel

or other synthetic fibers. The yarn properties of "Kevlar" are compared
to those of steel, nylon and "Dacron" polyester in Table I. A compari-

son of the strength and stiffness per unit weight, also called specific ''_
strength and specific stiffness, versus other fibers and metals is 1

shown in Figure 2. Note that "Kevlar" offers the highest specific

strength of any known commercial material, and a specific modulus inter- ,
_-'! mediate between conventional fibers and _etals on the one _and, and more

'I exoti_ fibers such as graphite and boron on the other.

I B. Temperature Effects

The high level of room temperature strength and modulus versus more con-
ventional textile fibers is retained at elevated temperatures as shown
in Fig. 3 and 4. In addition, low temperatures that could be encount-

ered in polar service do not reduce the strength or unduly embrittle
the fiber, Table II. More extreme lower temperatures, as those required
for the containment of liquified gases are also innocuous to the fiber.
Work by NASA has shown that "Kevlar" 49 fiber that had a room tempera-

=, ture (75°F, 297"K) tensile strength of 425 x 103 psi, only decreased in

strength to 386 x 103 psi when tested at liquid H 2 temperatures (-423°F,
20K), Ref. i.

C. Cree_

A further design consideration for inflatable structures, such as the

skins of balloons, is that they must remain in tension for long period

of time without excessive creep. The high crystallinity of "Kevlar" iJ
and 49 make creep negligible up to significantly high percentages of
the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of the fiber, Fig. 5. Comparison
of the creep rates of "Kevlar" 29 and "Dacron" polyester, measured by

the slopes of the curves in Fig. 6, gives further indication of the
superiority of the aramid in this respect.

D. Creep Rupture !

Strong but brittle materials have difficulty sustaining high percentages
of their ultimate tensile stress for useful periods of time due to their

creep-rupture behavior. This causes cracks that initiate at _ome point !
in the material to rapidly propagate, leading to the collapse of the en-
tire item. The substantial advantage over glass of the fibrous poly-

I meric structure of "Kevlar" in preventing this brittle fracture has been
documented elsewhere (Ref. 2). This characteristic could be of value

in the design of pressure vessels required for vehicle altitude control
and/or ground storage of helium.

%
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E. Ultra-Violet Stability

Precaution should be taken to protect "Kevlar" roDes, cables and fabrics _

from degradation due to prolonged UV exposure. Because "Kevlar" is _

self-screening, if degradation of the outer perimeter of a rope, or the _outer plies of a coated fabric, can be tolerated, they will protect the :

_ _ interior from damage. More economically, ropes and cables can be jack-
eted with UV resistant braids (e.g., "Dacron"), or an extruded pigmented
thermoplastic. A pigmented film as the outer layer of a coated fabric

:_ laminatio:, is also an effective UV screener.

III. FLAMMABILITY

Flammability characteristic8 can be crucial in the selection of mater-

o: ial for the applications of interest to this audience. The Limiting _ ,_.
Oxygen Index (LOI) i_ an accepted metho,_ of ranking the relative flame _ _,
retardance of textile fabrics, Table III. Note that the performance of

"Kevlar" 29 and "Kevlar" 49 is similar to high temperature resistant i
Nomex® aramid. Table IV compares the flame and smoke characteristics r

"- of "Kevlar" 49 fabric reinforced resin laminates with identical glass _ :
fiber reinforced configurations, where precaution has been taken to

• select a halogenated epoxy as the matrix. Data sh_w "Kevlar" 49 to >

meet stringent specifications in effect for commercial aJ.rcraft
interiors.

IV. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES

The dielectric constant of a "Kevlar" laminate is about one unit lower,

and the loss tangent equivalent, to that of a glass fiber reinforced

item that uses the s_me resin. Thus, "Kevlar" is transparent to elec-
tromagnetic radiation and can be used a_vantageously as radome material.

_, Both electrically and thermally it is an insulator, Table V. Its good

dielectric properties also make it an ideal material for antenna guy
_,_ wires that do not interfere with signal transmissi_L.

V. COST

Presently, "Kevlar" sells on a dollars per pound of breaking strength

basis at 20 to 40% premium over improved galvanized plow steel wire.
The very significantly higher strength per unit weiqht of "Kevlar" vs.
steel compensates for the difference in cost per unit weight. At real-

istic projected prices, the cost for equivalent strength with "Kevlar"
29 and 49 should be lower than for steel wire.

Vi. APPLICATIONS

We will now describe applications for "Kevlar" which take advantage of
its properties described above, and which have relevance to material,

structural and reliability aspects of lighter-than-air craft. We will :_
purposely exclude "Kevlar" reinforced plastics applications in the air- _
craft, missile, marine and recreational equipment field that are well-

documented elsewhere in the literature (Refs. 4-7). We have specific- _

ally selected for review "Kevlar" uses in high performance rope- and _
cables, coated fab:'ics, and indusurial hose. _he relevance of _',e

performance demonstrated by "Kevlar" in these uses to uhe anticipate_
requirements of materlals fo_ lighter than air craft shoul_ bec_m* _;
clear An what follows. _
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A. Ropes and Cables

1. Advantages

C
The primary advantage of "Kevlar" fibers is an excellent _trength-to-

weight ratio in very long cables such as those used in oceanographic
and aerospace markets. Fig. 7 illustrates the "free" length "Kevlar"

: wall support in both air and water as compared to steel. With the
i highest specific strength of any material known, "Kevlar" offer3 in-

, / creased payloads and permits easier handling with smaller, lighter, and
more economical systems.

J

In addition to the high strength-to-weight ratic, "Kevlar" also offers
the following advantaqes: ,,

• High modulus (resistance to stretch)

• Corrosion resistance

--'- @ Non-conductivity

• @ Flexibility

These characteristics are advantageous J.n many applications where
"K_vlar" is now under evaluation. These include:

Mechanical Lines -

• Oil wel2 rig mooring lines

• Buoy mooring lanes

@ Tug boat towing lines

• Running and standing rigging

• Helicopter hoist lines/i

• Balloon tether lines

• Antenna guys

• Parachute shrouds

• Leader lines

Electromechanical Cables -

• Data and sonabuoy mooring cables

• Air and sea towed antenna cables

• Dq|ep ocean work system cables

• Subsea television cables

• Balloon tether cables

Data developed to date in these applications confirm the anticipated
strength-to-weight advantages of "Kevlar". In mooring lines, now being

developed for offshore oil rigs, a mechanical llne of "Kevlar" with
1 million pounds breaking str6ngth exhibits an 80t weight savings in
air versus steel. Deep ocean e)ectromechenical cables being develc_

by the Navy have also shown the nigh strength-to-welght ratio allows
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higher payloads in water (20X) at the same saf3ty factor as an equal
size steel cable. In addition to the easier hen, !4ng of these lighter
lines and cables, the corrosion resistance provideb safer, longer last-

ing systems, with no significant strength loss occurring after one
year in sea water.

Also, the non-conductlng characteristic of "Kevlar" provldes added
safety in lines, and prevents the strength member from shorting out

_ conductors in electro_echanical cables, or interfering with the recep-
. tlon of antennas. High altitude meterological balloon tethezing cables

have been deployed and are performing satisfactorily. Pu_.trud_d
"Kevlar" 49 reinforced plastic guy wires have been operational since

1972 on the radi_ telescope of the Arecibo Observatory, Puerto Rico .-
(Ref. 7).

A further benefit, confirmed in hydroplane work by the Navy and Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institute, i8 that cables of "Kevlar" are much

quieter in operation thegn steel cables.

2. Forms

"Kevlar" 29 and "Kevlar" 49 can be used either as "soft" yarns (like
nylon and "Dacron" _olyester) on conventional textile twisting, strand-
ing or braiding equipment, or as resin impregnated strands which may be

handled like steel wire on wire stranding, cabling and braiding aqui_-
mont.

T_pes of rope and cable st_uc_ur£8 which have been dewonstrated include:

3-strand, @-strand, plaited, single and double b_ai_, p_rallel strands,
lx7, lx19, 7x7, 7n19, 19x7 ropes, and center core and contrahelicaily

_ wound cables. Typical properties of some rope construction_ are shown
in Table VI. The construction i8 chosen to achieve the eptimum balanc_

:_ of strength, modulus and flexibility required for specific _pplication.
No_ice that the strengths of the "Kevlar" items are equal or better than
for steel at about on_-fifth the weight of cable.

. 3. Cost

Cost comparison o_ "Kevlar" and nylon or polyester ropes, Table VII,
s_ows "Kevlar" to be comparable in cost at equal breaking stzength.

B. Coated Fabrics

Table VIII shows Hypalon® coated nylon fabric (5.1 oz/yd2), intended as

air supported shelter material, compared to a "Kevlar" analog tha_ util-

izes fabric of less than half th, basis weight (2.1 oz/yd2). The

"Kevlar" item is 20% lighter, 8t..n_er and more tear resistant. We _re
currently evaluating fabrics coated with other elastomers.

Work by Sheldahl Advanced Product8 Division in tethered balloons (_ef.

_,, 8) has shown that pl_ laminates of "Kevlar" o_fer 8igniflcant strength-

to-weight improvements, are less permeable, and have equ_l or betterabrasion resistance than conventional "Dacron" reinforced counterparts
(Tables IX-Xl).
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C. Industrial Hose

Small diameter industrial hoses (3/16"-1/2") with thermoplastic resin
inner liners braided with "Kevlar" and covered with PVC have been shown

to support internal pressures up to 40 x 103 psi. Such industrial hoses
are now commercial. "Kevlar" is expected to offer considerable advant-

ago in automotive radiator and heater hoses with temperature capabili-
_ ties up tO 300°F.

; / Gates Rubber Company has recently reported (Ref. 9) use of "Kevlar" in

anhydrous ammonia hose with high burst, low volumetric expansion and
7_ superior chemical resistance than incumbent products; and in high

pressure hose which is nonconductive and more flexible than their steel

reinforced counterparts. ''

VII. COI_LUSIONS

¢

_!.... "Kevlar" in its regular (9 x 106 psi) and high (19 x 106 psi) modulus
; forms offers a combination of physical properties heretofore unavailable

amono man-made fibers. In spite of its superior performance, "Kevlar"
retains the handleability normally _ssociated with more conventional
textiles. _his allows processing using existing equipment and techni-

gues that result in high performance products of attractive economics.

The high level of tensile strength per unit weight of "Kevlar" combined
with its balance of other properties has al]owed the reduction to prac-

tice of systems concepts in mechanical and electromechanical applica-
tions not posslble with other materials. The new dimensions in deslgn
and economics available with "Kevlaz" we think can help improve _h¢
performance/cost effectiveness of the lighter than air craft concept.
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_ TABLE I - YARN PROPERTIES lq

"Kevlar" "Kevlar"

29 49 GIP3* Nylon "Dacron"
¢

Tenacity, gpd** 21 21 2.9 9.8 9.5

" psi 400,000 400,000 285,000 143,000 168,000

Modulus, gpd 500 i000 200 55 115
psi(106) 9 19 29 0.8 2.0

Specific Modulus, 1.7 3.6 1.0 0 3 0.6
in., 108

Density (g/cc) 1.44 1.45 7.86 1.14 1.38

Elongation, % 4 2.4 2.0 18.3 12.0

Cost ($/lb) 7.50 8.50 0.80 0.80-1.00 0.75-1.05

" ($/ib Break
Force x 10-8 ) 99 112 80 25 27

W'_nized Improved Plow Steel

,: _ **gpd = grams per denier

I TABLE II - "_EVIAR" 29* PROPERTIES AT ARCTIC TEMPERATUPE75oF -50OF

ii Tenacity, 9pd 19.1 19.8Elongation, % 4.1 3.9
Modulus, gpd 425 521
Loop Tenacity, gpd 8.3 7.7

Loop Elongation, % 2.0 1.8

*4500 Den.

TABLE III- LIMITING OXYGEN INDEX

T-728 Nylon 0.20 Nomex® 0.2_

Virgin Wool 0.25 "Kevlar" 29 0.29
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TABLE IV - FLAME AND SMOKE PROPERTIES IN EPOXY* RESIN

!
"Kevlar" 49 Glass

Flammability FAA 25.853 Test
_ Burn Length (in.) 5.5 7.75

Time to Extinguish (min,) 0.70 0.75

National Bureau of Standards
Smoke Chamber

Max. Specific Optical Density 148 197
flame ignition

Max. Specific Optical Density 54 77 '_
) radiant ignition

• _ *Flame retardant
• _,i ¢

I TABLE V - ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF "KEVLAR" 49 AND GLASS

FABRIC LAMINATES IN FR-4 EPOXY RESIN

"Kevlar" 49 Glass

Dielectric Constant 4.12 5.15
• (ASTM D-150, 106 HZ)

? Dissipation Factor 0 0239 0 0210
(ASTM D-150, 106 HZ) " "

!ii_ Dielectric Strength, voits/mil 957 793
(ASTM D-149) (29.7 mils) (36.1 mils)

Volume Resistivity, ohm/cm 5 x 1015 2 x 1015
(ASTM D-257)

Surface Resistivity, ohm/square 5 x 1015 3 x 1015
(ASTM D-257)

Arc Resistance, seconds 125 123

Volume % Fiber 48 44

Conditions: Tests at R.'£. after samples had
been conditioned at 73"F for 24
hours at 50% R.H.
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• TABLE VI - TYPICAL ROPE CONSTRUCTIONS

Break

Diameter Strength

(in.) Lbs/100 Ft (ibs)

3-Strand

"Kevlar" 29 1/2 - _4,300
"Dacron" 1/2 - 6,900 !

Nylon 1/2 - 8,000

Braid

"Kevlar" 29 (med. pick) 9/16 ]0.8 34,000 "
"Dacron" 9/16 I0.0 16,000 _
"Kevlar" 29 (long pick) 3/1 1.5 6,500

8-Strand Plaited

"_'" "Kevlar" 29 1/2 8._ 17,500
"Dacron" 1/2 7.0 6,400

Nylon 1/2 6.8 7,100

H.B.L. Plaited

"Kevlar" 29 23/23 13.2 31,500

i w/"Dacron" cover

Nylon 1 18.9 24,600

w/"Dacron" cover

Wire Ro_e

_. _ ix7: "Kevlar" 29 1/8 0.8 2,500
_ _ Galv. Aircraft

_ Strand 1/8 3 5 2,100J - •

_" ix19: "Kevlar" 29 3/16 1.4 4,700
S_ainless Steel

;' Galv. Aircraft 3/16 7.7 4,700

_ } Strand

7x7: "Kevlar" 29 5/16 3.5 12,000
Galv. Aircraft

Strand 5/16 16.7 9,200

7x19: "Kevlar" 29 1/2 8.0 25,000
-- Galv. Aircraft

Strand 1/2 45.8 22,800
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TABLE VII - COST* COMPARISON IN ROPES

_ "Kevlar" 29 Nylon or Polyester

_ Breaking Strength, ibs
I 1 1/4" 153,000 64,000

2" 302,000 164,000

Weight, ibs/100 ft
1 1/4" 61 53-60
2" 156 135-135

Cost/Foot, $
1 1/4" 4.?8 1.83 "
2" 12.42 4.64 ''

Cost/Lb Breaking Strength ($ x 10-5 )
1 1/4" 3.12 2.86
2" 3.17 2.82 •

i W'_I Rope "Uniline" price list May 1974.

" TABLE VIII - AIR SUPPORTED SHELTER MATERIAL

Nylon "Kevlar" 29

: FABRIC PROPERTIES

Weight, oz/yd 2 5.1 2.1

_ i Tensile Strength
i Grab Method (WxF), ibs 380 x 375 215 x 230

Burst - Mullen, psi 800 930

: COATED* FABRIC PROPERTIES

! Weight, oz/yd 2 15.0 11.3

Tensile Strength 300 x 300 380 x 335
i Grab Method (WxF), ibs

Tongue Tear Strength 20 x 20 20 x 25
(WxF), lbs

Burst - Mullen, psi 840 900
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TABLE IX - TENSILE STRENGTH OF "KEVLAR" 29 _:i

COATED FABRIC LAMINATES (Ref. 8) _

J
I-P ly 2-P ly I-P ly 2-Ply ::4.

"Dacron" "Dacron" "Kevlar" "Kevlar"

Test Temp. 3.8 oz/yd 2 2.25 oz/yd 2 !'8 oz/_d 2 2.7 oz/yd 2 _'°C MD TD MD TD MD TD MD TD

-- (Ib/in_- --(ib/in) -- --(ib/in_- -- (ib/in_- /,i

60 230 220 173 148 257 300 331 303

22 262 263 184 154 269 330 394 420

-51 258 261 216 210 321 334 460 457
I i

MD = Machine Direction
TD = Transverse Direction

TABLE X - HELIUM PERMEABILITY DATA (Ref. 8)

i/m2/24 hr @ 300 N/m 2 Pressure

Sin@le-Pl_ Two-Ply
"Dacron" "Kevlar" 29 'Dacron" "Kevlar" 29

0.4 0.3 0.7 0.5

TABLE XI - ABRASION DATA* (Ref. 8)

;ii
_ 1-Ply "Dacron" 40,000

1-Ply "Kevlar" 69,000
6

_,_ 2-Ply "Dacron" 21,000

2-Ply "Kevlar" 21,000

/ i

W'_--_er of cyclus requized to expose the
fabric when abraided against themselves.

/
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AIRSHIP CONSTRUCTION

John Roda*

ABSTRACT: Forty-four years ago the first successful metal

airship was completed and delivered to the United States
Navy, the ZMC-2. Between those years and the present,
very little effort or serious consideration has been given '_

• _ to the manufacture, design, construction, or economic

impact of airships. It is important that we retain and

I exploit the small but continually diminishing pool of air-

ship talent that will expedite the success of the United
States in what is now a pioneering venture. The relative

simplicity of airship construction, utilizing the tre-

_" mendous technical advances of the last 44 years, leads to

_ the conclusion that this form of transportation holdsgre_t promise for reducing costs of military missions and
_ improving the international competitive position of the

United States in commercial applications.

e

The design concept for our all metal airship directed the utmost con -.
sideration toward manufacturing feasibility. The design is such that
existing fabrication and assembly methods can be applied.

Extensive sub-assembly of the airship's structure components into
large module segments wiI1 substantially reduce the elapsed time re-
quired to complete each airship in the assembly dock.

Modular assembly methods in various forms are presently being used in
aerospace and modern shipyards to increase productivity, insure quali-
ty and reduce costs.

When necessary to accelerate production, a subcontracting program will
be negotiated with existing aircraft builders, also their sub-con-
tractors and material suppliers. Thereby we will avail ourselves of
additional facilities and skilled personnel.

*Director, Turbomachines, Inc., Irvine, California, U.S.A. and member,
Southern California Aviation Council, Inc., Lighter Than Air Committee

Technical Task Force, Pasadena, California, U.S.A.
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The technical skills required to fabricate and assemble metal airships
are comparable to those presently employed to construct all metal air-
planes. For the forseeable future these skills are readily obtainable.

_ Certain special tooling and new assembly methods, as they relate to
! our metal airship construction are being designed and developed during

the initial research and development phase. During these early stages
of research and development, close coordination between engineering, /
manufacturing and tooling personnel is very essential.

2
The team concept is a must on an airship development program. You can-

not departmentalize. Time and cost will not permit an elaborate organ-
ization.

A delivery schedule commitment applies to all involved on any complex

project. A schedule is no more or less than a timetable, or time
allotment. It is very important that all functions committed to a

._ "Promise to Deliver" complete their responsibility on time.

A behind schedule condition frequently leads to cost overruns. This
is usually caused by expending excessive overtime and resorting to
other forms of heroics to make up for lost time. The excessive use of

overtime on a fixed price contract can become a bottomless pit inas-
much as a fatigue factor limits output, and not the hours expended.
A13o, quality is endangered as mental fatigue and discoordination

i occur.

There are many factors involved in scheduling and they are all of
utmost importance and deserving of full consideration before making a
contractual delivery commitment.

2 QUALITY CONTROL

The quality of aircraft starts with the initial design layout. Quali-
ty must be designed and manufactured into a craft with each operation

performed within approved standards.

Quality cannot be inspected into an aircraft or in any way compromised.
There can be only one standard applied as to the degree of quality

acceptance. Skill requirements for airship craftsmanship must be
above levels accepcable for routine aircraft production line work.

Airship mechanics will require diversified experience and a capabili-

ty to perform a variety of skills with a minimum amount of supervision.

• CONSTRUCTION FACILITIES '

Existing airship construction facilities in America are limited aud
whether any of these could be obtained for an airship development pro-
gram is being investigated.

If existing facilities are not available, a new and completely modern
structure with overhead cranes, elevators, adjoining fabrication
fau_i_Lies _nd engineering department should be constructea. If such

a structure were approved, serious facility design consideration must
be 9iven for future growth in size of airships up to thirty million
cubic feet or larger. _:odern production layout would be ta}_en into
account.
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For th(_ initial research and development program, present United--!

States government owned facilities exist in Southern Cal_Lfornia. This

property includes two large airship hangars. It is a fo£mer _avy Air-
sh_p Base, now being used as a helicopter repair and sto]'age dpp_t. A

close inspection would be required to determine whether they are ade-
quate, or if they are obtainable for a prototype airship development

program. _.

• The location, climate and other considerations make this facility
desirable.

I Information from knowledgeable sources indicates that much government

owned surplus machinery of all categories and sizes are stored in

i various depots. If this equipment could be leased for an airship pro- '"gram, much valuable time could be saved with a considerable reduction

in total budget requirements.

_l In conclusion I would like to share th_s thought with you. At this
late hour we still have access to a diminishing store of technical

knowledge and experience relating to modern all metal airship engi-
neering and construction.

This knowledge and experience is a valuable and irreplaceable national
asset and should be exploited to strengthen our national defense.

The dirigible also has the potential for resolving our rapidly deteri-
orating national transport system and thus insuring our future eco-
nomic well-being.

There is an urgent need in many areas of this world for a modern air-
ship transport system to provide transportation and cargo service
where none exists. These multiple needs will insure the economic

viability of this transportation medium, a medium which is capable of
establishing an entire new industry and sustaining itself on its own
merits.

f'
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OPERATI(_IALCONSIDERATIONSFORTHE AIPSHIP

...... IN ,S,I,_,RT-HAULTRANS_

Li Charles D. ;!alker*

ABSTPACT: Thts paper surveys the airship's problems and the posst- ' _
hllities for their solution tn a short-haul tran.-portatton environ-
_ent. ThF problee_ are derived from both past experience and envi-
sioned operation. Problems relative to both fully buoyant and se_i-

- .. buoyant conftnurations are considered and their ortoins in principle
"_ discussed. Also addressed tn thts paper are the state-of-the-art

technologies wtth the potential of provtdtn_ answers to the airship's
operational difftculttes.

l The airship as a _de nf short.haul transoortatto_ appears a_onc the lonn ltst of
potential applications "or the modem operattnnal vehicle. But there is, at present,
no operational transport _trshin. The anti;tpated problems of or,oration, a necessary

! _ element of the c,mcept evaluation rot any row system, e_JSt then be based upon any
_ pprttnent past operattnn. Thts op_,attonal exr_rtence ts, however, limited in tt_

direct correlatlont_ _./e_ demand-_ It is liTitednot only in the scope of appli.
cati_s hut also to time base (as coe_ared to span of operations for Heavier T_an At_)

and level of tec_moloov. Vlrtuallva11 inputs keyed to later field airshipsoria_-0 nated prior to Iq39. Pllltarvand limitedcoe_r_rclal(ma;nlvadvertlsinn)experience

! continued tn the early lO6O's in the form of non-ri_l:is. Only limited com_rclalapp)tcation is _n notnn. Current research and development is almost nonexistent.
?

So the prese.t day planner, wtshino to determine the applicability of a moder_ air.
ship to the shert-h_ul air transport market, r,_st either tnnore the labors of his

: technological forehe_rers and start fro_ scratch or he can build on the past. He has
the _htlttv to survey, filter and assimilate the facts and ftoures of the airship's
operational history, r)ecermintne the operations and the _roblems that are now rele-
vant to a short-paul role, he can make swifter, less costly and less risky syste_
¢ostnn decisions. This p,tper wtll make a beotnnt_n tn this direction.

*Manaee_, Aorltno, Bedford, Indiana, I!.S.A.
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,_ REQUIREMENTSOF THE MODERNAIRSHIP IN SHORT-HAULTRANSPORTATION -_c,_,

.'. Eventually,a set of criteriawill be required to evaluate the ennlneerin_solutions J

_"' \, of the a_rshtp's operational shortcoetnos. Thes_ c_:terta can be extrapolated from "
' the (leneral reouirements of a , 'oft-haul system. _,

,., Renulrem_ts,,of Short-l]aul,,Transportatlon,, .:

_ The neneral renutrements of the short-haul system are no different than those of any _!
;__ large transport system.: safety, convenience andcomfort, comparable cost, andcom- ":_
+ ' muntty benefit. From these aeneral reautrements, the technical requirements of a e,

" short-haul mode aircraft may be drawn. These are shown tn Table 1. _'-_

, Table 1 I,
_ Technical Requirements of an Aircraft Short-Haul Mode

_: • Reliabilityat Least Eaual • Accessibleto the Traveler/ ,_
_- - to Flxed-WlnaAircraft Shipper i_

"!. • Navioationaland Flight • Compatiblewith the Traveler/
: Path Control Atds to Provide Shipper _';
i_ _ All kfeather Operation

• External Noise at Acceptable
;_ • Intern1 Noise Vibration, Levels
t • Sensitivity to Atmospheric L
_' Conditionsat Levels Attractive • Low Air Pollutlon

_ to the Traveler/Shlpper. • Low Enemy Consumption ,

_'i",' • Competitive Payload Capacity • Minimize Utilization of Land

_:, • Competitive Block Speed and New Facilities

The short-haul aircraft w111 be operating over travel distances of up to SO0miles :
,', and in low, medium and htgh density markets. !

OPERATIONALPROBLEMS OF THE MODERNAIRSHIP

It can be assumedthat in this operational environment the modernairship will en-
counter many of the same difficulties as tts ancestors during the first third of this
century. There wtll also be new problems spawned by market demnd_ institutions, and
modern technology. The ltst of problems that follows contains those difficulties that
appear to be emst nearly associated with the short-haul operating mode.

Slow Speed Aered_namtc.,Con,t_ol

This problen" is not one peculiar to the airship. It is commonto all aerodynamically ":
cont_lled bodies. Basically it ts the control surfaces' inability to p_ovtde an
adenuate resultant force due to lack of sufficient flow velocity. The upper thresh-

old for loss of aerndvnamtc control is aenerallv 15 mph. It was found that a kind of
control reversal also occurs at the_e low speeds. Thts has been investigated and pro.

_ cedural remedies can be instituted. _ This p_oblem is particularly hazardous during
landtne maneuvers when positive control ts reoutred for moortn_ operations, as well as ;
for the welfare of the ,_htp _tself.

TPt _ Contro1

The balance ad.tust_ent of an airship in flteht has two inputs - aerodynamic and static. ._
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Aerodynamictrlrvnln_is doneby deflectionof the elevators.Aqaln,thisis a common
pointforcontrolledaerodynamicbodies. But statictrimmingis mereobviousin a

buoyantsehicle. Statlctrlmls acco_llshedby adjustlngthe center-of-or_vitylonai- ) i

tudlnallv.The _edluPof statictrimadjustmenthas usuallybeenballastmoven_nt,
ballonetinflationcontrol,valvlngof liftinggas,or ewn shlftln_on-boardperson-
nel. ObvlousIy,the principleIs positionalcontrolof mass. Adequa)econtrolof
statictrimcan effectivelyminimizethe demandforaerodynamictrim._

Buo_anlcyControl ,

Thlsproblemareacan be basicallydescribedas the reoulrementto maintaina levelof
staticllft. Controlis a functionof vehiclealtitudeand liftingmediumtemperature. -

has Valvtn9 -!_

The valvtnn of ltfttnn gas ts Intimately tted to buoyancycontrol. 7n fact, tt is a _?
meansof control. _as wtll be valved tf the airship exceeds tts pressure altttude ¢

and the has cell or envelope ts at maximumvolumecondition. There ts the potential
of a catastrophic_atlure of the envelope, so has ts released to reduce the pressure
differential. _as maybe valved to control ascent and descent, although it Is the
most expensive and risky means,

Ballast Mana_e_nt

Aqaln,thls is a meansof buoyancycontroland alsopotentiallya trimcontroltech- i
nloue. BallastIs massand has consistedof such innocuousItemsas sand,lead,and
watei'.The inefficientuse of ballast{andgas valvlng)in flightcan leadto a con-
dltlnncalled"exhaustion"by the Germans. It Is the conditionof an airshipthat
has lostits meansof buoyancy{andpossiblytrim)control.

Manp:_er(_roundCrew)

The bulkof the airshiprenulredmany personnelactivelyengagedin holdlnoherdown
when the shlnwas not flying. Beln9a buoyantbody,theairshipwas _nerally at the
mercynf sn_ of theelementsand peoplewere the,_steasymeansof activecontrol.
Today,thiskindof lahorIntenslveactivityIs a problem.

Weat)ervant)e

Another _rou_d prohlem, weathe_antng ts actually a result of the vehicle being a
buoyant hody and sub.lect tn any sufficiently laroe disturbing motion of the surr_,_T_c!-
tno medium.wtnd. With a streamlined conftnuratton and atrfotl_ aft, the airship
continually tries to _ofnt tnto the wind. b_oortnnan_ ground handltnq e_utpmentand
operations must be adaptable accordtnely.

Weather +

Perhaps _otentially the greatest problem, weather has manyfacets. _usttno near the +
ground maycause a vehtcle/nro_Id collision. Turbulence at altitude can produce
structurally damantneshear forages. Themals can oroducean undesirably rocky ride-
trlmcontrolproblems.Precipitationand condensationFrovldebuoyancyproble_
throunhPass accu_ulatlonon thevehicle'ssurfaceandpossiblecoollnnof the llftlno
eas, reducing displacement. Te,)erature varlattons result tn chanoesof ltfttnn qas
and thus affect huoyancy. The control surfaces can easily be _an_ed tf tce ts al-
lowed to accumulate. Thts problem ts co_n to all aircraft. Loss of visibility ts
not as great a Frohlem for an airship as ttts for a heavier than aircraft because an
atrshtp can red,;ce tts vel_tty to _ero tn obstacle avoidance wtthout loostnn lift.
It _tll be _r,re of a danner in conoestedairspaces. Lightning strikes are not a _reat
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problem because even a large puncture of the oas container doesn't meat. a catastrophic
loss of lift. And the use of helium, rather than hydrogen as the ltfttna gas, mear.s

_- that combustion is neaated.

_, Hu_n Error

i' Thts problem is all pervasive and, as Ionn as man remains in the operational system, i
_ thts problem area _t11, to somedeoree, be present. /

ill "_" Air Traffic Control t ,...

This headlno refersto a cataqory of problems derived from the interactionof air t,
vehicles within a ltmtted volume of airspace. An atr transport system hrtngs these i, -, j_
problems of coneestton upon the airship. •

: " Useful-Load Transfer r '

_ t The transfer of payload to or from the airship, both on the ground and hovering, is i '_

' I .. as presenttno some touah enqineertnn and procedural problems. Problems of post- i '>

:' ttve load postttontna, vehtcle control, and buoyancy control are foremost in thts new " _-
aPea. I_

Land:'In.oImpact C_tro_l

Because airships were orl_Inallyconstructedof Qlrder and wire frames overlayedwlth
fabric skins, any impacttnQ contact with the earth could cause structural damage.
I_act loadtna would still be a problem wtth rigid structures of thts type.

'*- InterfaceHith ,C,round Handlin,_/Sup,p#rt EO,UlIpment

_ Problems of enuipment/system interfacing wtll becomea laraer concern when the de-
;,, st_n complexity of the airship escalates to meet the problems touched on greviously.

Both active and passive _round support wtll be important to a meore_ or docked airship,

POSSIBLETECHNOLO(;ICALAPPROACHES

All of the previously descussed problem areas must be evaluated to determine their
basic nature. Only then can effective, detailed approaches to solvtng the problem
be proqran_ed. In the paraoraphs to follow, however, a start is made at isolating
state-of-the-art concepts and techniques that may be able to evolve solutions.

Vectored/Lt ft Thrust

Prnductn_ vectored thrust bv swiveling propulsors and by reversing propellors.ts pos-
stb)e. Both _ethods are either in operation today or in the prototype staae, o
Another approach that ts in operation ts the use of the directed thrust Jet of a turbine
engine; an application of blown flap technolooy.

Improved Control Surface Response t
....... i

Several current control systems appear to be applicable. Control Augmentation Syster,
flv-by.wt re, and Acttve Control Technolo,y would provtde an attracttve coupl tno of
dtqttal/electrical/hydraultc/mechantcal systems for the tncreastnqlv complex control
requirements of the _odern airship,6, 7 Boundary Layer Control would oo far toward
solvtnn the principle cause of _urface control loss.

_m_)rovedStatic. Trtm
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The approach to tmprovtnq static trtmmtna may be the positional control of mass in the I
form of a lt_utd. Aircraft are currently uttltztna on-board fuel for this purpose hy
controlltnq tts locatton in the fuel tanks. Additionally, the concept of a semi-buoy- ..
ant airship would provtde mass for an tnerttal keel that ts Inherently trip stabtlizina.

Thermodynamic Ltft tna Gas l_anaQement

Sugaestions for artificial means of super heating the 11fttng gas to increase lift on
one hand and cool, compress or 11query the has to decrease ltft on the other, have
ohvtous merit. The means of compression and ltautftcatton _ay prove too massive,
hoHever.

Hechantcal/Themal Ictn,a Prevent ton

Proven means of applytng thermal energy to aerodynamic surfaces to prevent tctna are
available. The heat produced by a thermodynamic has managementsystem would also prove
helpful, Hydraulic and mechanical means of releasing the tce are practical.

Increased Speed Capabtltt _ ._

Thts t_provement has many beneffts tncludtnQ economic competitiveness and weather
avoidance. It may he accemp14shedby use of lamtnar flow control to reduce draa, !
hetter aerodynamic dest(In, and turboprop/turbofan propulsors.

Avton_cs 1
The v,tde ranae of systems available and programed can provide atds to solve the
weather and atr traffic control problem. Instrument Landtnq System and Area Navt-
aatton are two systems tn extstance, l_tcro-wave landing and discrete-address beacon i
systems are projected atds of importance. Heather forecasting provided to the system,;
user wtll ao far to assist the operational airship.

Improved Flt,_ht Crew Tratninq

Simulators, currently an tndtspenstble part of flt_ht cr_ training should improve
the airships' efficiency and safety.

?.round Hand]tn,q/Patertal Handltnq Equipment

In a competitive transport market, the atrshtp cannot t qnore the existing container-
Ized/hulk car ao handltn_ systems. In addtttont consideration to adapting conventtenal
neneral purpose equipment such as vans and flat-bed trucks should be given. Thts
could assist tn opentng new markets.

Improved Voortn._ l_ethods i

The prohlems of _oortng and handltnq airships wtll not soon be gone. But tnnovat|ve
devices such as tumtables for mooring and direct moortno to the airship's undercar-
riage structure could ease them.

Further study and clarification of the semi-buoyant ]tft concept may tn ttself prove
the most Important solutton to the modern airship's problem. The successful adapta-
tion of the safe.st form of atr travel wtth the best understood and utilized form
could man a more efficient complete transportation system.
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_ DESIGN ASPECTS OF ZEPPELIN OPERA_IONS

_ PR_ CASE HISTORIES
J

; / walter P. Malersperger* _-

_ " ABSTR_E T- This paper deals with some widely held beliefs

_o_- concerning the practicability of rigid airships in air
_,_ _ carrier operations. The paper shows, by a review of past

....... • operational experience, and some basic aerostatic theory,
_ their actual record and the reasons for their demise.

Problems of atmospheric density and temperature varia-

;'. tlons, meterologlcal factors, aerodynamic stability and
control, and mooring difficulties are discussed and re-

_ fated to actual case histories. Structural and flight

efflciencies are compared to airplane efficiencies for

airplanes contemporary with the zeppelin as well as
:, modern designs. The difficulty of supporting new,

commercial airship developments on an economic bas_s is

,_' made clear.

"In the development of human flight the zeppelin episode could only
have been a very brief one". So wrote the master mariner of airships,
Hugo Eckener, with respect to air carzier operations. Because refer-
ence books, semi-professional Journals and current airship enthusiasts
have published a great deal of mis-information about bouyant aircraft,
it is the purpose of this paper to put on the record of this workshop
some physical laws and design factors that establish the truth of
Eckener's observation.

Ship Analogy - Sir Goozge Cayley appears to have started the analogy
with surface shi_s by mugqesting that airship lift be subdivided intO

multiple compartments for greater safety. C. P. Burgess wrote that
because rigid airships had this feature, they could lose one or more
lifting cells without endangering the airworthiness of the ship.

i I II Ill II

eLi. Col. USAF-Ret
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i_-.'' Actually, thls feature only helps prevent instant catastrophy. To re-
main aloft the airship must jettison weight in equal proportion to the

• lift it lost. The weight dropped must leave the airship in satisfact-

I ory trim, or it will experience extreme difficulty in maintaining con-

,_.,_A trol of any forward speed, and thus, its chances of reaching a safe ,

_L ,_ haven. Therefore, any lose of lift jeopardizes the airworthiness of
_-: any airship.

/ The SHENANDOAH and the R-33 both escaped disaster after being torn

/_ from their mooring masts and thereby suffering the loss of forward

•_ lifting cells. On the other hand the ITALIA and the MACON were both

; _ lost after suffering deflation of their aft cells. The disparity in

_' the analogy is that surface ships have an immense reserve bouyancy.

s NO airship ever had any while on a design mission. A ship with a I
_ flooded compartment sinks deeper into the water, all of its hull above

water constituting reserve bouyancy. The airship with deflated cell ;

_,.. sinks all the way to earth, unless it drops weight, as stated above. ,
_" This ship analogy is one of the most basic _nd persistent myths, so it

was treated first.

d_$6#

/ Figure I. Ship and Airship cross-sections

Shipping li the cheapest and best node of long distance transportation
known to man. It does not follow that because airships are also bouy-
ant veEsell, they are equally as attractive. Because water is more
than 800 times as dense as air, there is a striking difference between

_r
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- the utilization of volume aboard a ship and an airship. In Fig. I it

is seen that it is almost impossible to overload a ship with most

industrial prodvct_, -only solid materials and ore can do that. Gen-

erally, the stability of the ship becomes the limiting factor, not the

_ load which may be placed aboard. In contrast, the passenger and cargo

_- space on the airship is so small as to be almost unrecognizable. As

:i an Englishman has put it, "The wisdom is questionable, of creating an

airship as large as the M_'_RETANIA for a load only so large as a lorry :

can carry".

Before leaving this analogy, it is necessary to point out that only "_

captive balloons operate lighter than air. In normal operation, an

airship is not lighter than air. Like a ship, it is equal in weight

to the weight of the fluid it displaces. Balloons, and all airships,

which are really dirigible balloons, should be called bouyant aircraft, ':

and the term 'lighter than air' eliminated as part of the myth

surrounding the subject.

AEROSTATICS

Eckener reminds one that every airship landing is essentially a balloo_

landing. Misunderstanding concerning the nature of balloon flight be-

gan with the first public notice, the 23 August Proclamation of the

French Government, issued, "so that alarm be not occasioned to the

people". It spoke of balloon experiments than in progress and revealed

the operating principle as "filled with inflammable air" a balloon will

"rise toward heaven till _k in equilibrium with the surrounding a_r".

Ever since, most people believe that a balloon will rise until it is in

',' equilibrium with less dense air at higher altitude, and conversely, •

that a descending balloon will sink until it is in equilibrium with
_ lower, mo_e dense air. In fact, aerostatlc llft is unstable lift. A -.

light balloon will continue to go up and a heavy one down, until the

pilot valves gas or drops weight, o_ the balloon, on its way up, passes
the height at which its bag is full, known as pressure height, and

either blows-off gas through its overpressure valves, or bursts This r_

physical fact is responsible for the expenditure of both gas and ballast

on every flight. In operation, an airship must sacrifice almost 1_ of

its gross lift for every 100 ft rise in altitude, and must carry a min-
imum of 3% of its gross lift in the form of ballast to prevent inadver- :

tent descent at inopportune times. In practice, its lifting gas Js

assu_ed to be about 95% pure (is., diffused 5% by air). Thus, a comm-
ercial airship must sacrifice about 13_ of its cargo capacity to fly at
minimum altitude (1500 ft) with minimum safe ballast. No other vehicle

ever seriously considered foc commerce is ,o inherently handicapped.

Altitude -Feg. 2 shows the aerostatic effect on design if an airship
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,D" "t.. _. were considered for transcontinental flight For scheduled, instrument
; t flight over eastern USA, the P_ requires a minimum cruising altitude
_" of 8000 ft, and over western USR 16,000 ft. The figure shows the in-/

__:' creases in diameter, frontal area, and volume necessary to achieve
_.. various cruise altitudes, compared to a sea level balloon having the
_'_ same lift capability. Rlternately, the lower block shows the effect on
'_ lift capability if the volume is kept constant and the design is used
'" at the various altitudes. This block explains the extreme difficulty

.;= all airships have had in crossing the United States in the past, as
:' they were all sea level designs. The SHENANDOAH flew 8o low she knock- ,.

j_ ed off her trailing wire antenna 'fish' at 2200 hrs near E1 Paso. The i.
_ did the same thing near Tours on the return maiden flight, also at

._: ; night, and carrying passengers: The _J_aONe eastbound, had to Jettison
: 6 tons of fuel and her onboard airplanes to proceed beyond Phoenix, and *-

_: was then so short of fuel she couldn't make it back to Lakehurst , i
_ - non-stop.

i.... None of the historic airship flights would have been sanctioned under
_', modern airways regulations, yet these flights are recalled by current

enthusiasts to extoll the capabilities of zeppelins. It shoul.d be

_,';_ noted that the figure represents static lift effects only. A larger
;_ airship would require still greater volume increase to carry the larger
,_ engines and greater fuel and ballast load of the larger, high level

design.

' " "-- - .... .
_" .I _,_. ' "_' __'_"l _""" ;<";:." "T,:-.
'. _,, - _i'*....... ,, • _-"----._._1" _'" i_-'_" ": "'_ ...... _""-. -/ ..... _J_._i-
_ _ , I ,, ,llll .i.,, -" "-. , _ _ -,-.I7/

......... I,_i / , .f" "i- 1"/.'" "-" ,I,

i Fi._ure 2. Static _ffect of Rltitude Figure 3. &tmgipheric Effects

; The real world his a variable atmosphere and cities are located at
various altitudes and climates. Pig. 3 Is a standard air chart which
his certain ielected cities spotted on It it their respective altitudel
It is seen that in airship designed for eastern _1 (8000 It design
altitude) could not operate into Denver. it design gross weight If the
ground temperature exceeded 85°P, although Denver's altitude is but
5280 ft. The same would be true it _exico Cit_, elevation 7347 ft0

2",_
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whenever the temperature exceeded 42°F. Only the 16,000 ft design
would be practical for both places, even though the Rocky Mountains I
would not have to be crossed from the eastern seaboard, for either 1destination.

ISuperheat - Yhis is the amount of increase of gas temperature above
ambient air. Superheat develops most noticeably when the airship is
moored out on the field on a sunny day. Even at Santiago, elevation
1675 ft, the airship will be at 7,400 £_ density altitude if 40 ° of
superheat is allowed to develop on a 100°F day. A sea level design
airship with full cells will blow off gas equivalent to 18% of its
gross lift under such conditions. Yhla happened to the GP_AP at Los

Pmgelee. As the field had no refilling facilities, the GRAF was s'_ _

heavy at take-off, she left without ballast and made it over the _le_ !phone wires at the end of the field with 3 ft to spare. Eckener
mentions a 'cat-walk' crew, whose duty it was to step off, or back on_o °
a hooted zeppelin, depending on changing superheat as clouds or rain
showers went by. Larger zeppelins will require that the field have
gas, water and fuel pu_ping facilities to maintain the airship at
correct equilibrium under changing conditions. The _KRON experienced
this situation at Petrie Is. Karine Base, and the MACON at Opa-Locka.
In both episodes, alternate rain and sun aggravated the troubles, as
rain soaked _oveLs may add 10% to the gross weight of the ship. t

Rain, Snow and Ic¢ _Jads - If extra gas is added to permit take-off
with a load of rain, snow or ice on the cover, this gas will be blown-
off when the ship reaches design altitude. Cold weather will normally
allow take-off, whereas in hot weather the gas cells may become full
before the extra lift to carry the load is obtained. While moored,
snow and ice may cause high local structural stresses at the horizontal
fin attach points. Nobile recounts bro_ing for two days to prevent
snow accumulations from buckling his hull at these points. Andree's
log books show his balloon suffered acutely from snow and ice loads in
flight, and they leave the recommendation that means be developed to
heat the cover end prevent such accumulations. Nobile's controls from
tight on hie return from the North Pole. His tragic crash ie attribu-
table indirectly to having to atop the ship while the jammed controls
were freed. However glorious the record of the German passenger zeppe-
lins, they never atteapted a North Atlantic crossing in the winter sea-
son. Only a few yeare later, green crews flew combat planes over this
route year 'round. De-icing remains a development of large proportion
facing those who would resurrect the zeppelin.

AWROOYINMZCS

Knut _ckener claimed that airshipo flew naturally, unlike airplanes
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whic'_ depended on some trick to keep it in balance. The for:e center

comparisons, shown in Fig 4, indicate the airship ,my be the trickier
of the two. In airplane configuration terms, the airship _s a 'tail-
less' design, meaning the tail control surfaces are carried on the

i "_ wing itself, -the.wing being the h,_ll of the airship. While the center
of pressure (c.p.) and the center of gravity are virtually coincident
on an airplane, the c.p. is far forward of the c.g. on the airship

_ when it enters a gust. The airship has a third force center, the cen-
ter of bouyancy (c.b.) located high, but directly above, the c.g.

_ This arrangement provides a steble restorin C moment whenever the hull i

develops lift. It is seen that the low slung engines of the airship _ :
always produce a pitch-up. C.P. Iovement on an airplane is expressed _

_ as a percentage of the length of the wing cord. O_ an airship, it is

_, a percentage of the length of the entire hull. Tailless airplanes "_
j cause design control difficultiea_ so does the airship. The inter- F

*_'1 relationship of forces about these three centers apparently require a

great deal of experience for the pilot to assess correctly. For

: instance, a heavy ship will be flown dynaJically in a nose up attitude. :
• But an airship at neutral bouyancy, trimeed statically nose heavy, will

appea_ to fly in the same attitude. Consumption of the fuel and water
" ballast causes the c.g. to rise, thus reducing its powe_ to provide

stable restoring moments. A light _hip flies and handles differently ,_
_- than a heavy ship.%

, Controls - The destabilizing force

_: _----_ _--'_/-/ always produced by _sts on the
forwar_ hull is countered by th_

_: -- large control surfaces. Their
movement has been a field for de-

_' _ _ velo_nt of desi_ phi losophy.

if not for satisfactozy solution
_, of the problel they present. The

_r_'-"_"_'_.._ I._/_-_ problem is that rapid movement of i
_ the surfaces tends to produce

forces so high as to endanger the
integrity OE the hull. On the
other hand, slow motion produces

Figure 4. Force Center Comparisons very sluggish control response.
: It sounds Incredulous to learn

that it took 2S seconds to move the LOS MIG_L_S elevator through full _
_ travel, and that Norway was proud of his solution for the R-IO0 which

only penLitted the full strength of the hel_mmen to move the control
3° initially. Then, as the ship responded, additional deflection /

_1 could be applied. Full deflection took about 30 seconds: Norway re-
calls passing thr_ a squall at night, near Montreal, when the ship was !
tossed uptm:4 3200 ft into the clouds, spun 92" in direction, and
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pitched nose down 35o, all in less than a minute. Actually, Norway'S S
statement proves the ship was actually uncontrollable under certain

conditions. Both the SHENANDOAH and MACON experienced moments when ,_
the rudder was a_plied one way and the nose moved initially in the
other. The SHE_.NDON_ Just missed a mountain at night. On the MACON,
the forces produced under this action carried away her upper fin. Be-
cause the airship has a very low thrust to weight rtio, and is slug- !

, gish in response to its controls, it can hardly avoid being carried _
above pressure height in a developing thunderstorm. It then blows-off
its gas, or overpressures and bursts its gas cells, leaving the airship
heavy as it encounters the corresponding down current. Either the
structure fails, as it did in the case of the SHENANDOAH and the DIX)IJ_ ,_
or the ship is left short of fuel and ballast with which to reach its _
destination. Because the trim of the airship a_d the forces developed _ ....
are so interelated the pilot may easily make an error of judgement. _r :
The MACON was 'light' when her fin ripped off and deflated her aft _
cells, due to the action of a violent down and side gust. without _w,

steering control and banging tail low, the pilot dumoed ballast heavi- _

ly. The MACON then rose above pressure height to 4850 ft and stayed _ r

there 16 minutes, blowing off gas. When it finally grew 'heavy' and
started down, it went all the way down into thr sea.

Airships driven into warmer air tend to sink until their gas tempera-
ture normalizes with the ambient air. The reverse is true when driven

into colder air. Under such conditions, the airship may at first balk
at climbing into warmer air, or descend into colder air. The AKRON

spent several hours cooling off her gas before she would descend into
the cool air overlaying San Diego on her first tcip west. Becau.e of
such 'tricks' airship schedules may only be set to the day, steam ship

: schedules to the early or late tide, while airline schedules may be set ',
to the hour, as Scandinavian Airlines demonstrated when pioneering the
North Polar route from western USA to Europe.

System_ have been proposed to eliminate the valving of gas, by various
means, or to recover the weight of fuel consumed by water recovery sys-
tems placed in the engine exhaust. None of these system_ would answer
the control requirement for successful penetration of violent atmos-
pheric conditions. Th_ glib answer is to avoid such conditions. If
the incident of violent weather coincides with the arrival of the ship
at her destination, the answer is no longer satisfactory. Alternate
bases, criminally lecking in the past, must be provided in any serious
plan of the future.

NOORZNG

A previous section discussed mooring problems associated with chapTing
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lift due to temperature variations _ '

and precipitation. This section

j will touch on mooring problems con- :"

i nected with wand° The problem dates ; i"
' _ back to the first involuntary free -: i '_

_, _ flight of a Montgolfier balloon, _

_,_ their second of _30cu ft capacity, ',:
_, _ when the wind tore loose the tether-

ing lines. A few days later it de-

_: " stroyed their 23,000 cuft balloon, _

y_ prepared for a demonstration before _ :_-_
: the Royal Academy. Both Eckener and i,_,_ _
'_ Lehman had their mooring accidents. _"._?" , _'

:_ The mooring system developed by the ,_.,_r_ _ _ _US Navy appears to represent the ,_-"'=_'

_ highest state of developmen_ of any, _?'_'- _ ,._p . ,
_.,- Dut it is desired to question one _ _ _

,, feature of this development, the ._:._,_,?._,_ _ _':
stern beam car. Fig. 5 shows this

car in _osition. It rode out of the .

dock athwartships, then transferred Figure 5. Stern Beam Car

.,_ to the rails of the mooring circle,

until the airship was headed into the wind. Then it was replaced by a

lighter 'riding-out" car which allowed the airship to rotate into the

"' wind with her nose secured to the mast at the center of the mooring

_ circle. The operation was reversed for docking the airship.

The stern car was in use in February 1933, when it was noted that

'_ ,, strong cross winds were heel_ng the AKRON 6° from vertical. An _nstant

later the lines tore sections of Frame 35, 17 and Zero out of the ship. ,

Frame 17 was damaged on the MACON from thermals while crossi_g Texas on

a sunny day, and is also the frame from which the upper fin of the

MACON separated, the day the MACON was lost. With this restraint sys-

tem the wire stays from the stern car do not pass into the center line

of the ship, while the nose is restrained at the center line. How much

strain did Frame 17 absorb during the undocking and docking operation,

and to what degree was this system of docking responsible for the suc-

cessive failures of Frame 17? Perhaps the floating hangar system

originally used was the optimum system.

STRUCTURE

Fig. 6 shows the differences in frame design used on the German and

American airships. Fig. 6a shows the radlal, wire braced Zeppelin Co.

typ_ frame. Fig. 6b shows the Goodyear design, an integrally braced,

deep triangular section, built-up girder ring. The fins of the AKRON-
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Wire Braced Int tmff

4
Figure 6c. Cruciform Tail

MACON were cantilevered from such rings. The side loads developed by

the fins due to cross winds while mooring would be transferred thru

these rings to the wire stays of the stern beam car. In contrast, the

fin spars on Zeppelin designs passed right thru the hull, in what is

called 'cruciform' design. Fig 6c shows how well braced the Zeppelin

fins were into the frames. The difference in design has occupied many

words of testimony, and any new design would revive the discussion all
over again.

METEOROLOGY

The original French Proclamation of 1783, prophesied that the taffeta

and paper machines "will some day prove serviceable to the wants of

society". So they have, particularly in the field of meteorology,
which has reciprocated by serving all aviation. In WWII, the air

transport command adopted 'pressure pattern' navigation, said then to

have been developed by the Zeppelin Co,,pany. It is astonishing to dis-

cover that in 1831 an American mechanical engineer, William Redfleld,
published a paper entitled "The Law of Storms" and in 1836, gave a set

of rules for determining the path of a hurricane and how to avoid sail-

ing into the center of it. An English museum curator, Henry Piddington '_
in Calcutta, read Redfleld's papers and soon marketed a "Sailor's Horn

Book" enclosing in cover pockets, celluloid guides for the Northern and

Southern hemispheres, with these, the knowledgeable ship's captain
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could locate on his chart, the center of a storm, whether to run before

_ the storm or detour behind it, and what his sailing time would be •

_+ Fig. ? shows Eckener's use of this knowledge on his delivery flight

_. with the LOS ANGELES, and the maiden flight to the USA in the GRAF
-," ZEPPELIN. His long detours by way of the Madiera, Azores and Bermuda

Islands are plain to see. Of particular interest is his return journey

: in the GRAF, when he deliberately penetrated a front off the east coast

,_,' of the United States, and based on clear weather reports, planned a
great circle route from there all the way home. Instead, his I0000

_ extra miles of zigs and zage indicate the kind of weather he actually

_ ran around•

4_

.,_; +TL_NTtC, -+

+

"°" ++.

Figure ?. Actual Routes vs Grea_ Circle

_ In January 1933, the captai_ of the AKRON detoured around the Great

Lakes to land the following day behind a storm that had confronted him

the night before when he had tried to land at Lakehurst. American air-

ship captains also learned meteorology, but were guided more by radio

reports than by the "Law of Storms". In April 1933, that same captain

' made several course reversals before choosing one that took him

+ straight Into the center of a storm, and eternity. On that night,

+, static had partially blocked his reception of a full weather report.

The literature suggests the airship was mishandled on the fatal nigh_.

It might be more accurate to admit that zeppelins cannot survive some
storms.

"i
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There seem to be only two kinds of turbulence particularly dangerous

B to airships. One is a single violent gust not visibly associated with

a frontal passage, or any widely ranging thermals. It is undetectable

and experienced before the pilot can do anything. Such a gust appears '_

. to have torn the wing off a jet airliner climbing to altitude past Mr.
Fuji, and on 12 Feb 1935, one tore the upper fin off the MACON, three

t miles off Pt. Sur, over the Pacific Ocean on a generally overcast day

when violent updrafts are least expected. Another kind of turbulence

is associated with frontal passage and air mass thunderstorms. The

principal currents are up and down, in clear air or in precipitation,

_ at any altitude, and occasionally, strong horizontal gusts are encount-

ered at the same time. The sequence of zeppelin failure under these

conditions has been mentioned previously. Musk, a contemporary of the

WWI zeppelin age, analyzed a sample gust of 6 ft per second and con-

+ cluded that gusts are no more dangerous than turns, certainly a now

outdated judgement. One wonders if anyone has designed a zeppelin to .;_
""'" modern gust data and found that it could be built light enough to

carry a viable payload?

PERFORMAblE AND ECONOMY
.?

._ +

Economic cost formulations are published by governmental regulating

agencies, although each manufacturer and user has his own rules as well i_

When government engages in a vast new engineering project it tends to

make its own, new set of rules. It seems adequate a,_ this time to :;
make comparisons based on the weight of metal need to produce a given _

design, and the performance in terms of payload and range obtained by
this investment. '"

TIPE' LZ-26 LZ-85 LZ-99 LZ'I04 8TAAKER LINKE LZ-129 AERCM DC-6 'mY_T(_ /

: II S.L. & H • lOOg purity VI H_FNAN MAC_ BRITTANIA
DATE .191/, 1916 1917 1_i ? ,, 1917 1919 1936 1931 19&7 19_

VCL. N ou ft 0°795 2.0 2.04 2._ - - 7.06 6.85....
We N Ibs 36.8 - 51.0 51.5 18.0 17.6 260.22_2.& _9.8 90.6 i
Wt_ N lbs 56.6 1_..5 _5.0 166.0 2.6.5 32.1 6.19.0 6,03.0 106.2. 1By.O

We/Wee 65.2 - 35.2 31.Z 68.0 5_.7 62.6 60,3 /+6,8 _9.0
PAI£O_ II Ib, 0.? 5.0 9.9 26.5 2.2 -- 36.++ 30.0_ 8.0 3t+.O
_ATLOAD_to 1.2_ 3.51 6.83 16.0 8._ - 8.01- 7._ 18.&
CEILINGM ft 1.5 15.0 19.0 I,5 19,_ee 10.5 I,5 1.5 - -
P_ 50 70 ':
CEI_ .......... ._0 ?
_Esttmted Alrplane oont'_ent _Ad_ustable pitoh propellers ]_ - atllton

Figure 8. Design Data Comparisons -+

Fig. 8 shows data for a reasonable sample of airplanes and zeppelins

from WWI forward. Because the data is obtained from so many different ,,

i

/
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sources, no real accuracy is claimed. It is felt that the figures are

sufficiently representative for the task at hand. WWI data, with two

_. exceptions, applies to bombing missions over England. Post WWII data

_.+ applies to a minimum New York to Paris capability.

At first glance, it becomes apparent that there never was a 25 ton pay-

load zeppelin, despite the almost daily assurances of Enthusiasts that

such payloads are 'small' for zeppelins. The Enthuslasts and certain

reference books alike, seem confused by the difference between "usefu)

_ lift' and 'payload'. Next, the payload to gross lift ratio is little

if any better than airplanes of the past, inferior to more recent air- i
planes and getting more inferxor all the time. _

The five WWI zeppelins show the influence of design altitude on the

_.! payload and range capabilities of a zeppelin. The first zeppelins were '

]
sea level designs. Antiaircraft fire soon drove them higher. The bomb

loads peaked at 9,900 Ibs with the LZ-99 of 1917, which had a design

ceiling of 19,000 ft. The next example is the fame_Bulgaria to Khartum

and return zeppelin, LZ-104 (L-59) which ,carried 26,500 Ibs of supplie&

The LZ-t04 was a specially prepared LZ-99 type, with an extra lift bay

added, increasing its volume by 18%. The great increase in payload and

range was not due to extra lifting bay but that it flew a sea level

route, while the LZ-99 at 19,000 ft was operating at a density ratio of

.55. At that height LZ-99's lift was only 75,600 ibs, and her bomb

load 13.5% of that. The LZ-104 with the same structure, was operating

+ at sea level gross lift, -that is to say, grossly overloaded, for a one

_ii" time flight.

The above possibly explains the tragedy of the L-72 (LZ-IlT?), of a
class designed to operate at 26,400 ft (5000 meters}, the peak develop-

ment of German WWI zeppelins. Seized by France for 'reparations',

named the DIXMUDE, she was used to surpass Germany's feat with the LZ-

104, to impress the French African co]anita by flying around them. The

DIXMUDE was destroyed on the second such political exploit near Sicily,

probably by structural failure in the vicinity of a storm, though she
also burned in the air.

Designed to airline structural standards, the HINDENBURG (LZ-129) re-

quired 7 million cuft to slightly exceed the feat of the LZ- 104 with
2,4 million cu ft. To cross the United States in accordance with air-

line standards will require airships that many times larger again, to

carry the same payload as the LZ-104.

Two WWl airplane designs appear in the figure. The Staaken Vl bomb

load in percentage of gross weight (% Payload/Wto) exceeded that of the

Zeppelins. The Linke-Hoffman II, completed only after the war, is
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shown in an overload condition. Its 54.7% empty to gross weight ratio

(We/Wto) is the harbinger of airplane structural efficiency to come, -
20 years later. The Staaken Co. was a division of the Zeppelin Co.,

created by Count Zeppelin to produce bombing airplanes for the Army,

because he never had any faith in the zeppelin employed as a bomber, i

The figures presented for the HINDENBURG are not the more favorable }

ones representing hydrogen filling, but less favorable ones for helium _
at 95% purity and 1500 ft cruise altitude, which is the basis for the

AKRON-MACON figures. The relatively s_all DC-6 is seen to be far s_

superior in terms of structural ratio and almost matching the HINDEN- ;
3

BURG in payload to weight ratio. The BRITTANIA surpasses the HINDEN- -_.,
BURG in both categories. The crew to passenger ratio alone may spell
the difference between profit and loss for airline operations. The t_;
record is discouraging for any mode of transportation which demands a

high level of manpower to operate.

i

Staaken E.4/20 all-metal airIiner of 1920

,S
J

Armstrong Whitworth ATALANTA class of 1932

Figure 9. Airplane Development Delay

Airplane-Airshlp Competition- Enthusiasts llke to indulge in a theory ;

that airplane interests omlaplred to delay the zeppelin progress. '::
Figure 9 shows that an outstanding airplane development was seemingly

suppressed for more than the number of years Germany was prohibited
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from building large commercial zeppelins. The upper photo shows a

Staaken passenger plane built of aluminum, equivalent in construction

to the Boeing 247 and DC-3'8 of the 1930's, flown in 1921 before being

_ ordered destroyed by the Allied Control Commission. The same design _!

apparently resurfaced 12 years later on Imperial Airways, lower photo.

_:4 So much for the consplrary theory.

eaS/PAYLOaD

The range payload curva8 of Fig. _ i_
'.'_ 10 complete the story. The

BRITTANIA at 185,000 lbs almost ._ ,/fH....,._ :_
encompasses the performance of _j

zeppelins weighing 2¼ times more. J_ l,_-J_o_ /-j/'/'%_,,...,,., :-
_ The 707-320, three quarters as "*_ (_,_._/,,_ e/// /X,..f,o,,,.,_ (_'_.
" heavy as the HINDENBURG, complete- _ I _"'m, *"_ _'_ ......._-'-_ '

'_ IF surpasses it. Because air- [[_'_/| 'i =r'*_'_'t_') /_e .... II_, x_" :'_ " " _! _

F planes shown are 4 to 7 times I_ _ - _cz:_ J
:_, faster than any airship ever built, | _ J

,_ and return of investment is depen- / o _ _ _ ,_" _- - -
dent on productivity, the product t _v,_H,r/ ,,_o_,.,

_r-i of payload and speed, it is un-
i necessary to even shc_ the Figure 10.

relative speed or productivity of Range-Payload Comparisons

_ the airplane and the airship. This
4.

_"i figure indicates the magnitude of the improvement necessary to produce
zeppelins that will be economically viable, were they to ever overcome

i_" their operational difficulties.
/

_' CONCLUS IOtaS
I

• The Enthusiast recites like catechism that the advantage of the air-

ship Is that it requires no power to develop llft (unlike an airplane)

and that this feature is its great advantage in economy and fuel

savings over the airplane. This rote ignores the extreme weight empty :

penalty and high drag associated with the enormous gas filled structum

required to produce bouyant flit, which inevitably defeats the airship

in any comparison with the airplane in air co_merce. But for the ::,

technological accident that large volumes of hydrogen became available

to lift transatlantic payloads in bouyant aircraft a generation before _,
large and reliable engines beca_ available to lift those payloads in ,L

: airplanes, the airship would never have been developed. It follows
that when the &ngines became available the airship faded from the

scene, and there appears no valid reason for ressurecting them as air
carrlezs.

c.
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The cathedral-like hangars which remain at Lakehurst and Moffett N.A.S.
for one of man's most beautiful creations, the zeppelin, give pause
for reflection of a brief chronicle of bouyant flight:

"The French Government of 1783, 'It is only a machine.., which will

some day prove serviceable to the wants of society'.

Sir George Cayley, in 1815, explaining why he was pursueing flight by

means of inclined planes, '...my object was to leave out the unwieldy
bulk of balloons altogether.'

f_

AdmWm A Moffett, USA, testifying before Congress, 'I woul_ willingly ",;

sacrifice the purchase of one cruiser for two airships of the same
cost, but would not sacrifice any airplane funds and transfer them to

the airship fund...'

Sir Dennistoun Burney (in 1922 originator of the British Government's

'Burney Scheme' which resulted in producing the R-lO0 and R-101) writ-
ing in 1929, 'As a result of the last seven years investigation and

work upon R-100, I am firmly convinced that airship enthusiasts not
only overstated their case, but failed to realize that a vessel that

could neither make a landing without elaborate extraneous aid, nor be

housed or rigidly secured in rough weather, must always remain a
doubtful value for commerclal purposes ....... '.

Hugo Eckener in his 1949 book, '...the role of this aerial vehicle in

commerce seems to have ended after a brief period of glory ..... for
speed and time saving are trump cards'".

Frank Lloyd Wright reportedly shook his head when he looked at St.
Patrick's cathedral. Asked why he shook his head he answered that he
approved of the deslgnbut not its purpose. That about sunm up the

case against the commercial carrier zeppelin.
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LIGHTER THAN AII_:, A LOOK _T ,THEPAST,.A LOOK AT THE PossIBILITIES

William F. Shea*

In these days of energy concern and the rising cost of all types of ,-
fUel, It Is not surprising that eminent authorities are casting about
for an economical method of flight - inexpensive to operate, causing
small noise interference to others, and offering the possibility of
great payloads. It is also not too surprising that in the search '
for economical flight, lighter-than-air aircraft are once again
receiving serious consideration as one of the feasible alternatives.

Ever since the first free flight of men, on November 21, 1783, when
Pilatre de Rozier and the Marquis d'Arlandes arose from _aris in a i
"Montgolflere" or hot-alr balloon, lighter-than-alr flight has waxed
and waned in popularity. Their balloon had a volume of some 60,000
cubic feet of hot air - which was generated by the burning of straw
and wool in a brazier suspended undor the open neck of the balloon. I/ •
Today's modern hot-air balloons typically range from about 77,000
cubic feet to one monster nearly 300,000 cubic feet in size, and /_
instead of burning wool and straw, the modern balloonist burns propane _
or butane. Although that first free flight of man lasted only about
25 minutes and covered a distance of only five miles, it encouraged
others to venture into the age of flight. In January 1793, Jean
Blanchard conducted the first free balloon flight in America at
Philadelphia. History records that that flight was witnessed by
George Washington and his cabinet. _/

As early as 179_, balloons were used for military purposes. On
June 26, 1794_ a gas-filled balloon was used by the French to direct
fire of artillery onto enemy ranks.

In 1861, during our Civil War, a Professor Lowe introduced balloons
into our o_ military operations for the Union Army. He was cited as
influencing a German military attache, Count Ferdinand von Zeppelin,

who later designed and built many rigid airships or dirigibles. 3/

The first true airship flight was made in 18_2 by Henri Glf£ard, a
)_enc_unan. Other pioneers Included Charles Renard and Captain A. C.
Krebs In 188_, and Alberto Santos-Dumont, a Erazilian working In
Paris in 1901.

[! I I

* Chief, Divibion of A_on, uticb0 C_l£fozn_m Duf, 6_cxemento, CA. U.S.A.

pR_DLNG PAGE BLJ_K N_I,'FILIa_D I/
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The first rigid airship, wlth an interior framework for shape, was
constructed in 1895 in Petrograd by David Schwartz, an Austrian. A _
second ships all metal (aluminum) was constructed by Schwartz in

" Berlin in ia98.

On July 2, 1900, Count Ferdinand von Zeppelin and a crew of four
others launche_ the first "Zeppelin" from Lake Constance and in 1908 !
the Schutte-Lanz Company launched its first airship.

In 1915_ Schutte-ianz and Zeppelin combined forces (resources and '
patents) to develop the L-30 class of dirigible or "super Zeppelins". " _
They were used du_ing World War I for raids on Allied cities and war '_
vessels. France and Great Britain also built airships for war use, !

, and one of these - the British R-3_ - crossed the Atlantic twice

l shortly after k_g I in 1919 - the first airship to accomplish that ,_. feat. The United States Navy operated a non-rigid airship on a number _:
of evaluative flights in 1917 and in the same year the Zeppelin L-59 _
flew a _,OOO-mile nonstop round trip from Jamboli, Bulgaria to South
Africa. _:

As part of the reparations following WW I, the United States Navy
acquired the German-built Los Angeles, which it operated from 192_ to
1939.

The Germans continued with their successes in dirigibles, and the
LZ-127 Graf Zeppelin operated from 1928 through 1937, carrying more
than I_,281 passengers and traveling more than a million miles.

_ The larsest airship ever built, the German LZ-129, or Hindenburg, was" completed in 1936. It was 811 feet long, and had a gas volume of
• 7_,063,000 cubic feet. Its cruising range at 78 miles per hour was
i_- 8,750 miles, and was powered by four _,OOO-horsepower diesel engines.

Unable to obtain helium, the Hindenburg was lifted by highly-flammable
hydrogen. In May 1937, at the end of its 37th Atlantic crossing, the
Htndenburg was racked by explosions and crashed at Lakehurst, New
Jersey. Essentially, this was the end of the airship era, except for
some non-rlglds operated since. The Germans began to construct the
LZ-130 and LZ-131 as successors to the Hindenburg, but these were
abandoned when the Germans decided to concentrate on heavier-than-air
aircraft for their kng II venture. One of the oddities of the era was
t_ ZMC-2, a metalclad blimp constructed for the U.S. Navy in 1929.
Known as the "Tin Bubble", it had a 202.000 cubic foot hide of O.OO95
Alcla0 alloy. It was dismantled in 19%_ at Lakehurst. Another all-
metal airship was the "City of Glendale". Airship engineering for
rigid types ended in 1935 in the United States and in 193_ in Germany.
The Navy operated a _ II K-_.lasa, non-rigid blimp In Air Sea Warfare

(ASW).operations. These blimps were twin-engined, and ranged in sizefrgm _16,O00 to _._6,000cubic feet. The flral Navy non rlglds were
1.5 MILLION cubic feet - ZPG-3 ASg airships of the late fifties. The

U.S.. Navy abolished lt_ Lighter Than Air.program. in 1960. Other than _hot air balloons, about the only lighter than air craf.t still In use
today are the Goodyear blimps. Goodyear constructed 2_ blimps for
the Navy and Army under contract - 55 more for commercial uses, and
a 3OOth for use as a commercial vehicle in Europe. Besides Goodyear,
Wallenkamper has produced some in Germany and delivered one to Japan.

2_6
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The Goodyear blimps are most famous for their advertising. The _
smallest of the three in use today is the Florida-based "Mayflower" _

bn_it in 1968, which is 160 f_et long, 5S feet high, and _i feet
_,Ide, with a capacity of ]46,3OO cubic feet of helium, powered by
twin 175-horsepower, 6-cyllnder aircraft engines. The Lc_ Angeles- 4

J based "Columbia" and Houston-ba_ed "America" are sister ships, con-
structed by Goodyear in 1969. They are 192 feet 1 inch long, 59 feet

5 inches high, and 50 feet wide, with a capacity of 202,?00 cubic feet i
of helJum, and are driven by twin 21a-horsepower, 6-cyllnder fuel
injected, pusher-typo aircraft engines. These normally operate !
between i,OOO and 3,000 feet altitude. Goodyear's most recent airship,
a sister to the Columbia and America, was constructed in Carlngtcu,
England, and is known as the Europa. It was put in service in June
of 1972 and has performed public relations and public service assign- !ment_ in 11 countries.

In a series of public information releases, the Goodyear Corporation t '
I ha_ given many facts on its nonrigid blimps. One of those releases

contains the following: _

Safety is the primary factor in the overall airship opera-

tion. Although it is possible to fly in some types of _
adverse weather, the Columbia remains moored to her mast
when there is rain and/or wind in excess of 20 miles per ._
hour. t

Quite obviously, this severely limits utilization of the blimps at
certain times of the year, and more specifically, in certain areas of
the world. The blimps, when they travel cross-country, mu_t be
accompanied by a ground party _ith vehicles for mooring, servl.ce,
radio control, and ground assistance. There Just aren't airports
or other ground facilities capable now of accommodati_,g the blimps -
hence, the extensive support convoy for cross-covntry flights.

"It sounds preposterous, but some enthusiasts believe dirigibles will
make economic sense in the seventies", says Tom Alexander in an
article entitled "A New Outbreak of Zeppelin Fever". Alexander _
present: some rather interesting facts in his article and states that _ .
the Hindenburg:

...was so lightly poised in the ocean of a.r that a child '_
could shove it about. Loaded with seventy _assen_ers and
thirteen tons of cargo, It could cross the _tlantl_ on
$500 worth of _lesel fuel... _ .

Alexander also speaks of modern day uses for llgh_er-than-alr vehicles
in reporting that Goodyear has a _35,OOO contra_t from the city of
Tempe, Arizon_ to work ,_p a preliminary design for a small, two-_lace _ i

police blimp that might replace the "noisy, _'atiguing helicopter". 1 i
He also discusses the Boston University's _roposed p_ssenger _eppel_n, _
which might possibly be nuclear powered. _/ i

Alexander also discusses saree llmlta_Aons on airships. He saps: _

...They will never be particularly fast; bec:,use of the

air resistance to their _ge bulk, the practical upper _ :
limit on airship speed _ears to. be somewhere in the
vicinity of I00 to 120 m_les per nou_... %

'i
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/ q But Mr. Alexander i_n't all condemnatory of dirigibles. He describes
T Gordon Vaeth as the principal activist for the "airship underground"

_ \ and cites that what

_ _ lighter-than-alr craft have going for them is the
_' _ 'square-cube' law - which simply says that if you double
_: the radius of a sphere, the surface area (and therefore
_/ r/ weight) will quadruple while the volume increases eight-

_ fold. Applied to airships, what this means is that as ._
_"_! th(y get bigger, they should get better and better in I_
7 _ lifting capacity and operating economics• By now, few _,

people in the movement are much interested in airships
:_ smaller than the H_ndenburg. Vaeth and several others
_ seem to think that dirigibles containing around 20 million '

'_ cubic feet of helium or around three times the volume

.._ of the Hinden'_g - would be about right for starters. _6/

_.... Alexander also credits John Norton, president of J. R. Norton, Co.,
_. which is headquartered in Phoenix, with interest in shipping produce

_ by lighter-than-air. He says that Norton ships the equivalent of i0
to 12 carloads of lettuce around the nation daily, but is at the point

_ of despair over conventional transportation.

The Southern California Aviation, _ouncil, Inc. (SCACI), has a Lighter-
Than-Air Committee which has don_ prodigious work in exploring the

_ possibilities for future uses of airships. The committee even urged,
in a resolution, that research should be conducted into the possible

%r use of dirigibles to help solve some of the nation's transportation
/, problems. _/ In their unpublished Technical Task Force Report of
_ May i_, 1974, SCACI discusses airships ranging in size from 7,400_000
._, cubic feet to 55 MILLION cubic feet and with payloads ranging from
_ 114.4 tons to 1,167.15 tons. 8/ The same report speaks lowin I" of, _ . g gY
" speeds ranging up to 200 mile_ per hour (174knot_), and dimensions
_ from 712 feet 7 inches to 1,390 feet 7 inches in length. Diameters
_: range from 142 feet 5 inches to 278 feet I inch.

Power is another question entirely. The report indicates that for
! speeds up to 50 miles per hour, from 2,500 to 21,000 horsepower will

be required. Between 51 and I00 miles per hour, the horsepower range
is from 5,000 to 27,000. To achieve speeds of I01 to 200 miles per
hour, however, the report predicts horsepower rg_uirements of from

_ 30,000 horsepower for the smallest airship to 144,000 horsepower for
the largest• Neumann states that engines are available which can
generate 1 horsepower for each 1/2 pound of weight. Even if that is
achievable, it would take a 72,000 pound engine to generate 144,0OO

_ horsepower, not including the weight of fUel. It Is conceivable that
_ nuclear power could be developed for use in airships, but problems of
i shielding _nd gearing would have to be considered. Safety considera-
_, tions would also have to be fully brought into any study aimed at

nuclear uses for propulsion. The lifting capacity of the airship,
naturally, would have to be adequate and it goes without saying that
cost considerations would be paramount. Estimates have ranged from

_i 50 million to 500 million to create the first prototype modern air-
•_ ship. In these days of the commonplace cost-overrun, however, it ,
_ would be conceivablo that the cost for the first airship - on the

scale envisioned - could easily reach I billion dollars.

\
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Although some of the modern visionaries of the airship speak in glow- i
ing terms of huge passenger loads, most of the realists in their
number devote their efforts to the area of cargo movement. As to the
"airlift" capacity of the airshlp_ some of the authorities in the
field are talking about payloads of more than 500 tons:

Let it be clearly stated and understood that the current
technology exists within the U.S. to produce an airship
capable of carrying payloads in the 250- to 500-ton range.

The potential use of a nuclear power plant is technically _-i

possible but is politically unacceptable at this t_me,
therefore conventional power plants would have to be
considered. _/

It is also readily conceded by all of the airship advocates that the
lifting gas used would be helium. Even though a cubic foot of hydro-
gen can lift about 10 percent more weight than a cubic foot of helium,

the flammability of _he hydrogen makes it unacceptable.

Critics of the airship concept are quick to point out the time lag

between conceptual design and actual fabrication of any air vehicle9
but the airship defenders point out that the Slate Metal Airship and
the ZMC-2 - the Navy's "Tin Bubble" - were completed in less than six
months after completion of the detailed engineering &ud construction
of hangar facilities.

There are a number of constraints inherent in airship operations. One
of these is the tremendous expenditure of power needed to achieve
useful speeds. Forward movement of an airship is calculated to re-
quire approximately 10 horsepower per ton of airship weight - and this
is at low speeds of 50 to 90 miles per hour. On the other hand,
dynamic lift can increase gross loads from 8 to 13 percent. In the
past there was a 50/_0 ratio of structural weight to payload, but new
design criteria call for a ratio of 35/65. The SCACI report 10/ also
states that an airship applies a lift ratio of 65 pounds for every
1,000 cubic feet of helium gas. Applying that llft ratio to the 55
million cubic foot monster envisioned in the report, we find that the
total lift capacity would be 3,575,000 pounds - and at a ratio of
65/35 (payload to structural weight), the payload computes to
2,323,750 pounds - or more than 1,161 tons. It appears that the
engineers have adequately done their homework.

The SCACI report ll/ al_o accepts the metalclad concept for the air-
ship of the future and indicates that using laser welding equipment
now available, aluminum sheet can be welded at a speed of 500 inches
per minut_ - _,400 feet per hour. Technicians and scientists are
currently evaluating the need for heat treating the welds produced
by the laser technique.

Another of the constraints less susceptible to solution is the problem
of a construction facility capable of housing and sheltering the ai_-
ship during its construction. West Coast shipping yards have been
exploring the possibility of using some of their docking capacity for
Just such a purpose_ and some have even speculated on using the Rose
Bowl at Pasadena for a construction port. Perhaps the major con-
straint, however, is overcoming the inertia and lack of any real
interest in investing the massive amounts of capital needed for
airships. _
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" " Researchers have estimated that the supply of helium available is

I adequate:

_ Finally, in recent weeks, as word that the U.S. Government
0_ , has ended its helium conservation program, the question
•., _s arisen whether there Js enough helium available toJ

.: support an airship revival program on a long-term basis.
" Helium that has been extracted from natural gas and stored

_ t underground now totals about 30 billion cubic feet. 12/)

_._l A careful analysis of long-term helium reserves (rawhelium), particularly that found in natural gas which is
: not well suited for heating, shows that lack of helium i

_ should not be a problem and that a major airship effort _-
can go forth without concern over this point. "._/

_ ' We note quickly that the 30 billion cubic feet now stored is consid-
_._-! erably more than needed for a fleet of 55-million-cubic-foot airships, _i

even those of _he monster proportions spoken of in the SCACI report. _//
:- I It is more than enough_ even, for several airships of the proportions

envisioned by William Kitterman, a member of the Atomic hnergy
._ Commission's Division of International Security Affairs. Kitterman
•°_ contemplates a 75-million-cubic-foot airship, 10 times the size of
_,-_ the Hindenburg , and nearly a quarter of a mile in length. I_ could
_ carry a 750-ton payload. 14/

SCACI has been in contact with a number of congressional leaders,
including Senators Barry Goldwater, Warren G. Magnuson, Charles H.

g Percy, and Herman E. Talmadge. They have also contacted airline
_. people and representatives of NASA and the office of the U.S. Navy's

_, Chief of Naval Operations (Air Welfare). Some of the responses have
i been lukewarm acknowledgements, while others might be construed as
_ half-hearted endorsements of the uses of airships to solve our trans-
," portation problems.

In most of the material available on the subject, there is precious
little in the wr,y of discussion of the ground-handllng facilities

:i. necessary to accommodate the huge and ungainly airships of the size
[ discussed. True enough, some of the writers speak of cargo delivery

without landing of the airship, but there still has to he a large
enough cleared area for maneuvering space.

In "The Nelium Hors_", Stehling and Vaeth report some interest has
been evinced at the working levels within the U.S. Navy - for anti-
submarine warfare - and within the U.S. Air Force - for strategic
airlift. Almost everyone knows of the role played by "barrage
balloons" in guarding strategic installations during W%I II_ and the
use of blimps for convoy escort during that same conflict. Let us,

for the moment, concede that there are many ures for which the air-
_. ship or dirigible might be readily adaptable. Let us also concede

that construction of large airships is feasible - in the light of
present day technology. ,_re there enough peacetime and/or wartime

•_ uses of airships to warrant the infusion of huge amounts of capital
into construction, and if so, what will be the source of that cap_tal?
Research and development costs would surely be expected to be under-
written by the U.S. Government - at least, that is the expectation
voiced by the airship advocates. Who, then, would be the expected

: users or operators of these giant airships? The only existent air-
ships today (not counting the hot air balloons) are used in public
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relations and advertising - or for an occasional sight-seeing trip. i

It would seem to this writer that there is much work yet to be accom- Ii_
plished by the airship advocates if they are to persuade the public
that airships are a feasible answer to public transportation problems.

.... It would also seem that power plants must be designed and constructed

with a capacity to generate the tremendous horsepower required to i
propel the huge airships conceived by airship advocates. Fuel con-
sldered to be useful for the airship must be lightweight, readily
available, and low in cost. Our truckers now :cnow that diesel fuel

' is no longer inexpensive. With all the opposition to nuclear power
plants evidenced today, it hardly seems reasonable that the public _
will readily accept an atomic power plant which might conceivably
fall on them. Cooling an atomic reactor would present a logistic
problem of mammoth proportions to handle the coolant liquid, and
shielding of the crew and passengers would be a small problem when <
compared to protecting those on the earth below.

This writer also finds it difficult to readily accept the predictions
of speeds approaching 150-200 miles per hour, or of airships nearly a ._
quarter-mile in length. It is equally difficult to accept predictions
that airships will be capable of carrying 2,000 passengers. When

#

passengers can cross the Atlantic in a matter of hours by airplane,
how many will be content to fly at speeds of 90-100 miles per hour
by airship? Even with radar, storm penetration is not always easy
for the modern airliner - operating at altitudes 30,000 to 40,000

feet, above most storms. But some storms tower to even those heights.
When compact aircraft are occasionally damaged by clear-air turbulence,
how will an airship - rigid or otherwise - cope with CAT or Jet
streams? Will they only be able to travel from west to east? With
rising fuel costs, will the airship be able to compete with, say, a
fleet of Boeing 747s or Lockheed lOlls, or DC-IOs in hauling produce
from, say, California, or Europe, or New York? With all the pressure
brought to bear on airports today, where is the land to come from for
airship handling facilities? (Although little land would be required
for airships.) When the Goodyear blimps are grounded in the presence

• of rain or winds of 20 knots, will not the airships also suffer in
times Of storms? It is enough of a problem today to create the
hangars and ground equipment to facilitate maintenance on the Boeing
747 and DC-IO. How is the cost for such facilities to be borne for
handling and maintaining airships? The true test of the airship
concept, of course, can only come with time. The research has been
beneficial in resurrecting little-known facts of the past, but little
Federal support appears to be forthcoming. Nostalgia is not an
acceptable substitute for pragmatism or true cost/benefit analysis.

Maybe the future isn't all gloomy for the airship enthusiasts, though. :_
NASA is reportedly looking at lighter-than-air:

+
. !

Three major aircraft manufacturers with no previous ex- J
perience in building large lighter-than-air craft have
revealed in-house study efforts on their part to deter-
mine the applicability of airships to modern transport
needs. The American Institute of Aeronautics and

A_tronautics (AIA_, responding _o the increasing
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professional interest in the subject, scheduled a special ! !
panel session on airships on January 29 (1974) as part of l
its annual meeting. This special session drew one of the
largest crowds of the overall meeting. During that _

_' session, a NASA representative announced a forthcoming _
Request for Proposals for a feasibility study of potential

•_ applications of buoyant and semi-buoyant aircraft.
Further, NASA and MIT are planning a jolntly-sponsored

i summer workshop on airships and their uses.

! The airship has a potential for peacetime uses, such as transporting
whole hospitals to remote areas; transporting heavy consZruction _,-_i
equipment; hauling large volumes of produce cross-country at _
acceptable speeds, but passenger movements will not be as readily _y
acceptable. Even some of the airlines have grow_ded their Boeing 747s

, because of a poor load factor, and there is no assurance that a large ?
1 passenger capacity would be used on airships. The airship has been

_._ proven in certain war or military (and naval) operations, but their
vulnerability is something else with which we would have to cope. It
would have to be accepted that certain meteorological conditions would
contra-indicate the utilization of the airship, and harboring an air- _
ship in the face of oncoming storms would be a mammoth problem not
easily soluble. LTA research will undoubtedly contribute to the

" "Megalifter", a project about to begin by NASA Ames.

In a paper of this brevity, we have only touched the surface of the
uses of airships, and the admittedly sketchy treatment of the subject
should only be enough to whet the appetite of the reader for more
knowledge on the subject. We commend the interested reader to our
very brief blbl_ography, and we give full credit to all the authors
we have cited in this work.
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N76. 15042
MOORING AND GROUND

HANDLING 'RIOID AIRSHIPS

Hepburn Walker, Jr.

ABSTRACT: This paper will deal with the problems of
Mooring and Ground Handling Rigid Airships. A brief
history of Mooring and Ground Handling Rigid Airships
from July 2, 1900 through September i, 1939 is included.
Also a brief history of ground handling developments with
large U. S. Navy non-rigld airships between September I,
1939 and August 31, 1962 is included wherein developed
equipment and techniques appear applicable to future large
rigid airships. Finally recommendations are made
pertaining to equipment and procedures which appear

_ desirable and feasible for future rigid airship programs.

Today proposals for construction and operation of very large rigid
airships for both COMMERCIAL and GOVERNMENTAL purposes are actively
being considered. These plans envision conventionally configured
rigid airships dependent on static llft ranging in volumes up to

! 100,000,000 cubic feet displacement. These huge specialized cargo
rigids would have a length of some 1,800 feet, and a maximum diameter
of 300 feet.

Mooring and ground handling these very large airships presents i
problems, but none of the problems are insurmountable. During the ifirst rigid airship era, which spanned some forty years from July 2,
1900 through September i, 1939 and the outbreak of WWII, great strides
were made in developing mechanical equipment and ground handling
techniques. During this forty year period approximately 160 rigid
airships were built and operated in Germany, Great Britain, France,
Italy and the United States of America. Rigid airships increased in
displaced volume during this t_me span from about 400,000 cubic feet
to over 7,000,000 cubic Ceet. As these volumes increased obviously
the mooring and ground handling problems increased also, but
fortunately line_Lr dimensions and surface areas of airships do not

, increase at the _ame ratio as volumes increase. In fact with the

eighteen _old increase in volume from the 400,000 cu. ft. LZ-I of 1900

pReCEDINGPAGI;;BI,A_,'KNOT FILMi_)
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_ _ _
! to the 7,000,000 cu. ft. volumes of LZ-129 and LZ-130 we flnd the

length had merely doubles from a little over 400 feet t_ 804 feet.
_ _ Diameters rose from 38'6" for LZ-I to 135'1" for LZ-129 and LZ-130.

During the first nine years of rigid airship flight operations from

_ July 2, 190C to October 27, 1909 Count Zeppelin concentrated
construction activity and flight operations of the Bodensee, or Lake

_ j Constance, at Mansell on the shoreline at the western outskirts of
_ F Friedrichshafen. LZ-I made her first flight from the floating

_ ! construction shed on the Lake on July 2, 1900. The ship was secured
1 to a float inside the hangar and towed out on the lake by small boats _ ,.

acting as tugs. The LZ-I then made her takeoff from the deck of the ! "
float and a short time later landed on the surface of the lake on her i
two cars which were designed to float on water. She was then sootted _ 4

,_ on her barge and towed back inside the hangar, or rather maneuvered
into the hangar, by the launches. The term ground handling is an

_-_ obvious misnomer during this period as it was strictly water handling. '

I The significant point is that by using the boats _s tugs mechanical ,_
...... h_dling was first used for undocking and docking rigid airships. ,.

i Count Zeppelin had decided on water based onerations for two reasons;
! I. He felt that takeoffs and landings could be accomplished more

• - i easily m_d safely from and to the surface of the lake.
_ 2. He was of the opinion that a floating hangar moored at one end and

free _o weatherv_,ne would solve any problems with cross hangar winds.

: The wa_er takeoffs and landings created no problems in themselves. In
fact water landings by rigid airships continued infrequently through

? the Arctic flight by the Graf Zeppelin in 1931. It _s felt that water
_' landings and moorings are perfectly feasible for any future airship
_ program cn the surfaces of large protected bodies of water such as
;_ bays, lakes and wide rivers. Loading and off-loading cargo to boats

and barges can be accomplished easily, and watel landings are ideal
from the s_andpoint of ease in ballasting airships as unlimited

; amounts of water ballast are immediately available.

The problems Count Zeppelin faced wi_h his Lake Constance construction
and operation efforts were due to the two floating hangar_, and the
original floating hangar relocated on pilings on the shoreline at
Manzell. On one occasion a severe winter storm damaged the second
floating hangar and badly d_naged the airship housed inside. Another
time a storm tore the hangar from its moorings and drove it ashore.
On top of all this it proved extremely difficult to tow the air_hips
back into the h_ngars in any real wind, and on one occasion a ship was
severely damaged redocking. In )_08 Count Zeppelin decided that his
operation should be relocated ou a flying field on land. A site at
Frledrichshafen was obtained o_, a long term lease and in 1909 he
transferred his construction and flight activities to this base.

On March 16, 1909 the first deliberate landing on land was made by
LZ-3 on the field at Friedrichshafen. May 9, 1909 LZ-3 was first
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docked in the temporary tent hangar, _nd on October 27, 1909 LZ-6 made f
.the final flight from the floating hangar at Manzell. All
construction and £1ight operations by the Zeppelins subsequent that
date were from land based hangars.

From May 9, 1909 until May 16, 1911 Zeppelins routinely docked and
undocked from their new hangars on land using manpower alone without
serious incidents. On May 16, 1911 LZ-8, the commercial "Deutschland
II", was undocked at Dusseldorf in a strong cros_ hangar wirAd with a

4 ground crew of about 300 men. The wind carried the ship away from
the ground crew and stranded her on top of the wind screen, damaging
the ship so severely that she had to be dismantled.

Dr. Hugo Eckener took the accident to LZ-8 to heart and he quickly
developed a system of docking rails and docking trolleys for the
hangar at Baden-Oos in the summer of 1911. These proved so successful
that they were soon installed at all German airship bases, and were
later copied in Great Britain, France, Italy and the United States foc
their rigid airship bases.

The docking rails and trolleys were the first mechanical aids devised
for docking and undocklng the land based rigid airships. They marked
a vast improvement in _aneuvering the ships in and out of their
hangars. The ships were secured by lines, port and starboard abreast
the ships for much of their lengths, to the trolleys which ran on
small wheels or rollers in two tracks recessed in concrete extending
from inside the hangar_ several hundred feet out on the field. After
undocking, the aft cabies would be slacked off and disconnected and
the ship would be held by the ground crew until takeoff. The reverse
procedure was used after landing into the hands of a ground crew for
docking. Docking rail, and trolleys continued in use in Germany until
flight operations ceased September i, 1939.

For any future rigid alrshlp program the docking rails and trolleys
should probably continue to be considered as an alternate docking aid,
particularly at construction hangars where docking and undocking
would be a very infrequent occurrence. The reason for this is that
the trolley-rail system is a relatively inexpensive system as compared
to the more sophisticated docking and undocking equipment which will

: be discussed later In this paper.

; Between August i, 1914 and the Armistice on November ii, 1918 Germany
completed some 106 rigid airships, while the British completed 8
riglds. It seems almost incredible that with all the technical skill

and ingenuity of the Germans that they were unable to devi6e any
system to moor their ships out, either on the ground or in the air.
They had only two alternatlves; fly them or dock them. Their ships
were frequently hangar bound by high winds when they were needed for
scouting or bombing missions. Often on returning from long flights
of 2_ hours or more high winds were encountered at their bases that
prevented the ships from being docked.
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Very large ground crews were required to handle the German army and J
navy airships. In 1916 large 2,000,000 cu. ft. ships were introduced,

-. five times the volume of LZ-I. In 1917 ships as large as 2,400,000

) on. ft. were completed, six times t_e volume of the earliest ships.
While the smaller pro-war passenger ships of the DELAG, all w=ll under
1,000,000 on. ft., were operated only in fair weather, the much lar_er _'

' military airships of WWI operated in extremely unfavorable weather.
It was not unusual for ground crews of as many as 7nO men being used
to land and dock one of the larger ships in adverse weathe_, and uslnK
the docking trolleys to assist in getting the ship into the hangar. ',
At the height of WWI North Sea operations the number of men assi_ned
to the ground crews at the two largest bases were 1,293 men at ,'_
Nordholz, and 1,299 at Ahlhorn.

The German navy did make one ver_ expensive attempt to solve the " _
-' ground handling problem. In 1914 a revolving double hangar was

completed at Nordholz to lick the problem of cross hangar winds. This
hangar, later lengthened to accommodate larger ships, remained in
service until November, 1918, but it could house only two ships of
the 26 operational. High costs, plu_ the problem of revolving the °

,. hangar with snow on the ground, precluded other revolving hangars f_om
i being completed.

Great Britain, although she only operated 8 rigid airships during WWI,
i grasped the need for some method to moor the airships outside their

hangars. In April, 1917 rlgid #9 was accepted and operated at Howden
testing sea anchors, and operated at Howden and Pulham testing the
"three-w_re system" for mooring out through October, 1917. A
triangle some 550 feet on each aids with ground anchors at each corner
and tied _ogether with three wires of greater length forming a brille
to the airship at her mooring point midway between the nose and
control car was the essence of the system. The R-9, ballasted light,
rode at a fairly safe altitude above the ground. The 3-wlre system
was never a satisfactory solution to the mooring problem, but at
least it was nn attempt to find an answer.

In 1919 R-26 experimented further with this system. R-3_ used the
3-wire arrangement at Mineola during her American stay in July, 1919,
but it gave considerable trouble. The 3-w_re system was last used at
Howdah in January, 1921 when R-34 rode out to it and was so badly
damaged on the field that she had to be dismantled. It does not
appear that the 3-wire moot'inK out system has anything to offer for
future rigid airship programs, with the possible exception that a
variation of this arrangement t_ght prove practical for moorln_ on
the surface of protected bodie_ of water.

But the British deserve full credit for developing the high mooring
mast for riKld airships, a solution to the mooring out problem that
was extremely successful, if not quite the ultimate answer. In 1911
they had tried a floating mast at Barrow with the "Mayfly", but that
particular approach, while of historical interest, was not made in

I
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England for a high mooring mast for rigid airships. In March, 1918 an _120' high ma_t was ordered from Vicker_. In May, 1919 the mast was
completed st Pulham and on July Ii, 1919 R-24 was moored to the high _ :

mast for the first time. She remained moored for nearly three weeks.
From Sept. I, 1919 until Oct. 15, 1919 she again rode out on this
mast. Her final mooring out was from Nov. 7th to about the zidd_e of _
December, 1919. In late December, 1919 R-24 was dismantled at Pu!han:
as she was obsolete. A satisfactory solution to the mooring out
problem had been developed. Now rigid airships fir,fly had three
alternatives; they could fly, they could remain in their hangars, or

they could ride out for extended periods on the high mast. _ ,e_

The original procedure with R-24 at Pulham was first to walk the ship ] _"
to the ,Ac_nit_ of the mas_ from the hangar, or after landing to a
ground crew, connect the mooring wire from the ship to a wire from the I ' "
mast head, allow the ship to rise statically, and then have the mast •
winch pull the _hip into the mast connection. Later in 1919 the ship .
wad able to make flyin_ moors to the high mast using a ground crew of _ •
only half dozen men to connect the wires and operate the winch. _ ,
Static takeoffs from the mast could be made with even fewer men.

Riding out to the mast only one man was needed to operate the ballast
p,mp, and two men aboard to attend the elevator and ballast the shlp.

In February, 1921 high mast mooring experiments resumed with R-33. On
February 7, 1921 she made her first static takeoff from the high mast
and on the same date she made her first flying moor to the mast. She
continued to use the Pulham high mast until July oz, August when she
was decommissioned. From April to June, 1921 R-36 also used the mast.
During this period yaw guys were added to the equipment to control
lateral movement of the nose and to prevent the airship from overlding
the mast while being pulled into the cup. British experiments were
suspended Sept. 20, 1921 when R-80 arrived at Pulham to be
decommissioned.

._ While the temporary close down of the British airship program was
unfortunate, the U. S. Navy has been very favorably impressed with the
high mast experiments by R-24 in 1919 and with R-33 and R-3_ in 1921
at Pulham. The U. S. Navy had bow mooring provisions Included in the
design of ZR-I and insisted that the LZ-126 desl_n by the Zeppelin Co.
include a strengthened bow for rose m_oring, a nose spindle and a nose
_one,

The ZR-I, or USS Shenandoah, b_t_een Sept. _, 192_ and Sept. 3, 1925
made 26 high mast moorings, plus 7 to the mas_ on the a!rship _ender
"Patoka" •

The procedure for a high mast flying moor follows. The airship
_- approaches the mast slowly headed into the wind at an altitude of

about 200'. The mooring wire from the mast has previously been laid i :
: out on the ground some 500' to leeward from the mas_. As the nose of

the airship reaches a point above thla mast wire she lowers her main
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_ the ground where it is connected with a special coupling to
wire to

_ I the mast wire. The airship Is allowed to rise statically taking the I _

i_I slack out of the moo rlng wire. The two yaw guy wires are then sent I _'down to the mast h_ad on messenger blocks and connected by couplings ,'
_" _ to the two yaw winch wires which have already been led from _he

wi_ches at the base of the mast to fairlead snatch blocks locate_ _ _
_i abcut 60 degrees to each side of the mast on a 500' radius circle.

¢:_ ,_ One of these faJrlead block anchorages is located every 7 1/2 degrees ,
•-_ _i around this 500' circle so that the ship can moor headed into a wind
_,, _ coming from any direction. The slack is taken out of the yaw lines

_-| and all three winches controlled remotely from the mast head pull the ,_
airship slowly into the mast until the airship cone is locked in the _

mast cup. This procedure is an easy one and can be accomplished w_th _..
a ground and mast crew of less _han a dozen men. The ship can re_,ain -

:_.... moored to the high mast for any desired length of time.

_'' Aside from the very nigh costs for the permanent type high masts there '
are other disadvantages. The fact that an airship must continually be _

C_:_ literally "flown" while moored to a high mast is the main disadvantage. ,_
_ A complete section of the flight crew must remain aboard at all times
L to man the elevator and rudder controls and keep the ship properly

ballasted. Also they must be prepared to slip the mast in an
_ emergency and fly the ship Suitable tail drags to prevent the _

airship from kiting were a problem and the crew had to be alert that i
,, sudden rain or snow would not cause the tail to contact the ground.

_: The ZR-] was delivered in October, 1924 and between that date and her ::

final high mast mooring in October, 1929 she made 47 high mast
_. moorings. She also made 44 moorings to the mast on the "Patoka" "

du_ g her career. On August 25, 1927 the Los Angeles made her
% famous nose stand on the Lakehurst high mast when _ cool sea breeze

swept in from the Atlantic. The ship had tremendous superheat when

_ suddenly immersed in the cool air. The ship klt¢_ to almost a
vertical position with the 180 degree shift in wind coupled with the *
sudden drop in air temperature. She soon regained her normal
horizontal attitude and suffered no damage, other than to her dignity. :_
But officers at Lakehurst were convinced that a better method of

mooring had to be devised, and in fact they were already at work on
this project. This was the low, or stub, mast,

But before going into the low mast development, let us put the high
mast to bed. In 1925 and 1926 the R-33 was put back in co_misslon for
mooring experiments to the old mast at Pulham and the new permanent
200' mast completed in 1926 at Cardlngton for R-100 and R-101. The
R-100 used the Cardington mast and the one at Montreal for flying
moors on all her flights, and R-101 made all her flights from and to
the very expensive Cardington high mast. It does not appear that the
hlgh mast has any real future for a rigid airship program based
primarily on the excessive cost of permanent type high masts.
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On October 5, 1927 history was made at Lakehurst when the Los Angeles
was first moored to an experimental 60' hlgh stub mast. This mast was
a pole braced by wire cables and proved entirely successful. A taxi- _
wheel carriage was clalaped on #1 power car so that the stern of the
shlp was free to roll In azimuth around thP mast on a I0' wide smooth
path on a circle with a radius of 438' The ship was ballasted heavy
on the taxl-wheel to prevent kiting.

Thls mast was shipped to Panama early in 1928 and the Los Angeles
moored to It at France Field, Canal Zone February 28, 1928. The stub
mast became so popular wlth the commanding officers of the Los Angeles
that only four more moorings were made to hlgh masts after 1-1-28, and
none after October, 1929. The Los Angeles moored to a low mast at the
1929 Cleveland National Alr Races. In early 1930 a low mast was

_ erected at Parrls Island, South Carolina as a regular advance or
alternate base. The Los Angeles moored at Parrls Island on numerous

: occasions throughout 1930 and 1931. Another stub mast was erected for
the Los Angeles at Guantanamo, Cuba early In 1931. Between February 4,

_'_ 1931 and March 2, 1931 the Los Angeles was away from her Lakehurst
hangar for a month for operations wlth the fleet at Panama. She
operated from the mast at Guantanamo Bay as well as from the mast on
the tender Patoka, mooring at Parrls Island also during hot. return to
Lakehurst.
Between October 5, 1927 and her decommissioning for reasons of
economy on June 30, 1932 the Los Angeles made a total of 185 moorings

_' to various low masts, and 26 moorings to the Pateka. The stub mast
had been a complete success and high masts were no longer used by

• U.S. Navy airships, except for the mast on the airship tender Patoka.

_ Static takeoffs from the stub masts were routine for the Los Angeles
._ from October, 1927 on, but moorings were another matter. For the

_ first year or so the Los Angeles would make a conventional trallrope 1
landing to the regular ground crew and the crew would "walk" the Los i

_ Angeles to the mast where the maln mooring wlre winch would slowly
_ "ull the nose cone into the mast cup. In July, 1928 a railroad track 1

un a 438' radius from the center of the mast was installed at mooring 1
out circle #i at Lakehurst. On this track a rldeout flat car was
provided equipped with rall cla_ps, but no bz_akes, upon which #i I
power car was secured. This marked an improvement over the taxi-
wheel on a path system as, between the ballast on the rideout car and
the hold-down clamps on the track, the shlp was positively prevented
from kiting, even in the severest gust and superheat conditions.

In addition to the rideout car, two yaw guys cars equipped with hold.-
down clamps and brakes also ran on the same track. While the first .
flying moors to the stub mast were made with the ground crew handling

the yaw lines wlth the main winch pulling the n_se Into the cup, the _
addition of the track and yaw guy cars made mechanical flying moors
to the stub mast a reality.

As any future rigid airship program will almost certainly involve some
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_ type of low mast mooring_ a detailed description of the procedure
seems appropriate. The mooring mast is located in the exact center

_: of the riding out circle. At Lakehurst two tracks were provided at ,
_ • circle #1, one on a 438' radius for the Los Angeles and her rideout i
._ car and yaw guy cars, and a second track on a 643' radius for the
_ _ Akron and Macon. Making a flying moor to a low mast is a relatively
:_ easy maneuver. The main wire is lald out on the ground 500' to

i leeward from the mast cup with the coupling eye located at the
landing flag. The two yaw guy anchor cars are spotted forty degrees

i'_ ! to right and left of the landing flag, or about sixty degrees right
an_ left from the mast cup on the railroad track ....

The two yaw lines are led from the winches at the mast to the fairlead

_ blocks on the two yaw guy cars anchored on the circle, and back to the •
landing flag. The landing flag is kept directly downward from the

mast cup with a smoke candle leeward from the flag. The yaw guy cars :
,"'_ and gear are shifted relative to any shift in the wind as indicated by

the flag. The airship slowly approaches the mast at an altitude of _
around 200 feet. When the nose of the airship is over the landing

• flag the port and starboard trailropes are dropped and the two yaw
lines are coupled to the two trailropes, and slack is taken out of the
lines quickly in order to control the ship without delay. As soon as
the yaw guys have tension the main wire is lowered and coupled to the
main mast wire and slack taken out. Four forces are now involved;
the positive buoyancy of the airship acting upwards, the main mooring
winch pulling the nose cone towards the cup, and the two yaw guy
winches supplying lateral control as well as preventing the ship from

_. overiding the mast. Once the nose cone is locked in the cup the
water ballast llne is hooked up and the stern of the airship is

/ pulled down and secured to the rideout car on the track.

, Low masts were used by six rigid airships between October, 1927 and
Sept. i, 1939. The U.S. Navy rigid airships Los Angeles, Akron and
Macon used both the fixed stub masts and the mobile low masts
developed for mechanical docking. The German commercial airship Graf
Zeppelin used the fixed stub masts regularly during her seven years
of service between Germany and Brazil, and also used mobile masts for
docking at bases with hangars. The Hindenburg and Graf Zeppelin II
used the mobile type of low mast only, but Hindenburg rode out at
circle #i at Lakehurst regularly in 1936 witn the mobile mast anchored
and dogged down, so in effect it served as a fixed mast for most of
her flights to Lakehurst. It is to be noted that of all 160 rigid
airships built to date, but six of them had the great operational
advantage of being able to operate from either stub masts, or from the
mobile masts.

After the tremendous success with low mast mooring in October, 1927
at Lakehurst bids were asked for a mobile mast at Lakehurst in

November, 1927. This first mobile mast for rigid airships was
completed in the summer of 1929 and revolutionized rigid airships
ground handling. This mast had a triangular base and was mounted on
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crawler treads. It was towed by a l]6avy duty tractor. The mast had a _I
minimum height of 60' but the top was telescopic so that ships larger

than the Los Angeles could also moor. The procedure for mooring to
the mobile mast was identical with that for a fixed low mast.

In September, 1929 the Los Angeles made her first static takeoff from
the mobile mast. Also in September, 1929 the Los Angeles made history
by using the mobile mast for the first time for docking in the
Lakehurst hangar. By using the mast to handle the bow of the ship and
for towing into the hangar, the ground crew was substantially reduced
as manpower was only needed to handle the stern of the airship in
docking and undocking maneuvers. In November, 1929 the Los Angeles
made her first flying moor to the mobile mast. Finally in January,
1930 the Los Angeles first docked with the mobile mast in conjunction
with four docking trolleys on each side of the ship connected to one
another and a taxl-wheel under the aft car. A system, presumably with
bridles, was used whereby the trolleys were towed by the airship,
while the tractor towed the mast, airship and trolleys. The ground
crew for docking the Los Angeles was now 1.educed to 60 men, where
previously several hundred were required to dock and undock the ship i
in moderate winds. Two larger railroad mobile masts on square bases
were built in 1931 and 1933 respectively for the Akron and Macon.
Also a large telescopic railroad mast was constructed at Sunnyvale for
the Macon.

The first mobile railroad mast was completed at Lakehurst in 1931 for
use by the Akron of 6,500,000 cu. ft. volume, r_arly 3 times that of

Los Angeles. The railroad mast was heavier, ran more smoothly on the _!
tracks and was towed by a railroad locomotive. The larger telescopic
RR mast completed in 193_ had a self contal-ed power plant and was
almost identical with the Sunnyvale mobile RR mast.

In 1930 officers at Lakehurst had devised a heavy stern beam to
handle the tails of the Akron and Macon for docking and undocking at !
the class A bases, Lakehurst and Sunnyvale. It was assumed that the

: side load on the Akron would be on the order of 63,000 Ibs. in
docking and undocking in a cross wind. The stern beam was designed
to run in and out of the hangar on the two existing 64 1/2 ft. gage
railroad tracks. The stern beam built by Wellman Engineering Co. for

Lakehurst weighed around 178,000 lbs. The length was 186'6". !
Traveling in and out of the hangar the beam rolled on two four-wheeled
trucks towards each end of the beam on the existing tracks. For
traveling on the circular hauling up track in front of the hangar the _ q
beam was supported by one truck at each end of the beam. The trucks !

' for the circle are Jacked down eight inches lifting the hangar track

trucks 4" above the track, i

Originally the Akron was towed in and out of the Lakehurst hangar by !
the mast with the ship towing the beam along under the lower fin.

This was felt to be risky and early in 1932 a spreader gear

arrangement between the railroad mast and beam was adopted so that the
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:i: mast towed the stern beam, and there were no compression forces, or
_ tension forces, acting on the airship.

. . _ For hauling the beam and ship against the wind on the circular hauling

. up track a special locomotive was built 266,000 ibs. in weight and
_ with a drawbar pull of 63,0U0 ibs.

_ /i Sunnyvale and Lakehurst each had hangars, mobile masts, spreader gear,
yaw guy cars and rldeout cars. At Sunnyvale the two mooring out

I circles at each end of the hangar served a dual purpose, they were

both mooring out circles and hauling up circles. ,_

The six class B bases for the Akron and Macon ideally each had a stub
mast with a rldeout RR track on a 643' radius, winches, two yaw guy

_!_ cars and a rideout car. Opa-Locka, Florida; Camp Kearney, Cal.; Ewa, ,
Hawaii; and Guantanamo, Cuba were so equipped. Parrls Island had a

_'_ mast and path only and Fort Lewis was in process when the program
_ ended. !
-i

Germany had rail type mobile masts for LZ-127, LZ-129 and LZ-130 at

Frankfurt, Lowenthal and Rio. Hauling up circles were at the above
.. bases, but it is not known what mechanical hauling up equipment was

used, if any, to secure the ships to docking trolleys. But all three
airships used their mobile masts regularly for docking and undocking.

Since September i, 1939 all significant improvements in airship ground
handling have been developed by the U.S. Navy. Mobile masts mounted

_ on balloon tires at each corner of the triangular masts and towed by
tractors were built for the L, G, K and M airships during WWII. Stick

_/ masts were also used at advance bases. All docking and undocking of
the non-rigids was done with a tractor and mobile mast handling the

_. bow and manpower on the stern of the ships.

After _II 55 new airships were purchased through April, 1960. Sizes
of some of these new AEW and ASW non-rlglds increased dramatically.
Eighteen of these new ai_shlps were of 1,000,000 cu. ft. volume, while
the largest WWII non-rlgld was 725,000 cu. ft. Four of the new
airships were huge non-riglds of !,500,000 cu. ft. with a length of
_I03'. It became absolutely imperative Shat new methods and mechanized
equipment be developed to help land, moor, dock and undock these large
airships.

The largest mobile mast we had during WWII was the KM mast weighing
39,000 ibs. Types weighing from _4,200 lbs. to 55,900 lbs. were
produced to handle the 1,000,000 cu.ft, airships. But much larger
masts were needed to handle the huge 1,500,000 cu.ft. ZPG-3W AEW
airships. The Type V mast with hydraulic controls was developed, and
the 1-14-58 Ground Handling Manual listed its weight at 150,000 Ibs.,
but the 1-15-61 Manual revised its weight down to 128,670 Ibs. In
any event these masts were by far the largest ever built to moor a
non-rigld. Jacked and secured at a mooring out circle with a 3W

, moored a Type V mast was designed for 90 knot winds.

t
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The towing tractors also became heavier and more powerful. The

1-1-54 Manual lists two tractozs in use; the Type I-9 Tractor
weighing 10,500 lbs. with a drawbar pull of 7,500 lbs. and th_ Buda
HA-120 weighing 16,800 ibs., wi_h a drawbar pull of 12,000 ibs. The _
I-9 is being phased out at this time. The 1-14-58 Manual lists 3

types of tractors for towing the heavier masts and larger airships.
The Buda HA-120 mentioned above is now being phased out in favor of
the MC-2 Airship Spotting Tractor weighing 23,500 lbs., with a
drawbar pull of 15,000 lbs. The ultimate towing tractor for the
program wes the Mobile Winch Type MC-3 weighing 30,000 lbs., and with
a drawbar pull of 24,000 lbs.

i.

The greatest breakthrough and most significant advance in ground
handling airships, since the mobile railroad masts and stern beams
for the rigid airships of the 1930s, w_s the development of the
ground handling "mules" in the mid-1950s at Lakehurst. The 1-1-54
Navy ground handling manual makes no reference to mobile ground
handling mules, but the 1-14-58 Manual features their use. Obviously
at some time between these two dates the mobile winches were developed

_ evaluated and adopted for regular service use. The Mobile Winch Type
_, MC-3 was the first mobile winch developed. This MC-3 mobile winch

served several purposes and proved to be invaluable. First of all
they were by far the most powerful towing tractors to be used with
the large mobile masts. But their other designed uses were far more
important, even vital. The MC-3 winches, working in pairs, were used
to handle the tails of the airships in undocking and docking
maneuvers, while the Type IV and Type V masts, towed by MC-3 tractors,
handled the bows. Ground crews were greatly reduced. MC-3 mules
held the nose of an airship stationary while the mast was towed close

, and the winch pulled the nose cone into the mast cup completing the
mooring. It was found it was better to bring the mast to the ship
than vice versa. A MC-3 tractor towed the mast ,and ship to a mooring _
out circle. Pairs of MC-3 mules were used for unmastlng the ships,

,_ and were also used to launch the airships. With the versatile MC-3
mules at last the ground handling of the largest non-riglds had
achieved the ultimate in mechanical ground handling and mooring.
Landing a ZPG-3W using a pair of mules was accomplished regularly
with a ground crew of only 18 men. Docking was done with a crew of
12. Unmasting and launching with a pair of mules was accomplished
with only 12 men.

Later MC-_ mules were introduced. They were lighter and more
maneuverable, consequently they were not usually used for handling
the tail during docking or undocking, but they were used for landing,
masting, unmasting and launching airships where their greater agility
came into p2ay.

In ending this paper I should like to make some obse.watlons and
offer a few opinions.

I feel that future conventionally configured large rigid airships

!
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I should operate as true VTOL aircraft. They should make static
takeoffs, perhaps aided by vectored thrust, from low type mooring
masts.

t_ _ •

Large rigid airships should make flying moors to low masts, again
making them VTOL vehicles.

Rigid airships should moor out on circles, preferably equipped with
railroad track for yaw guy cars and a rldeout car.

Nearly 100% of large rigid airship operations should be to and from
fixed low mooring masts. Loading and off-loading cargo can be
accomplished easily.

l

Future rigid airships should only need to dock once a year for a few
_ weeks of annual, overhaul. Thus only one maintenance hangar should

be required for every dozen or so airships. The maintenance hangar
_°°_ servicing these dozen ships would require a mobile mast, and a stern '

beam and spreader gear. Ideally the mooring out circle and hauling
up circle would be combined as at Moffett Field in the 1930s.

Construction hangars, in my opinion, will always be required for large
_ airships. A mobile mast, docking rails and manpower should suffice at

these sites as docking and undocking operations will be few and far
between.

Mooring on large protected bodies of water is feasible, and loading
_d off-loading cargo on barges can be accomplished easily.

A small training rigid airship should be built and operated before
going into large rigids. This small ship could be ground handled
with mobile masts like the Navy Type V mast, and with ground handling
mules simiSar to the Navy MC-3 Type. This training ship should be
from 1,000,000 cu.ft, to 2,000,000 cu.ft, in volume.

The sheer size and length of very large rigid airships, plus the large
area landing mat that would be required, plus structural
considerations indicate that heavy takeoffs using aerodynamic lift
should not be considered for conventional circular cross section rigid
airships. For large rigids a static takeoff from a mast is best.
Additional payload up to 10% of the gross static lift of the airship
can easily be flown aboard by hook-on plane once the airship is at
cruising altitude and speed.

Airships larger than 5,000,000 cu. ft., to use an arbitrary figure,
should be ground handled with a railroad type mobile mast and beam

• at maintenance bases.

The metal-clad pressure rigid airships would be moored and ground
handled by the same methods and equipment as conventional rigid

airships.
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For the near future we should only consider rigid airships up to •
15,000,000 cu.ft., as that repre_,ents the size ship that can be built '_

in our largest existing hangar. After the 15,000,000 cu.ft, ships

7._ prove their worth we can go to larger hangars and larger airships.
We have the basic answers for ground handling any size airship, and ?
equipment and techniques will continue to improve with a new airship
program.
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2. USS LOS Angeles making a flying 3. USS Akron lower fin moored at

moor to mobile mast.Lakehur_t (1931) circle with rideout RR carriage

? and taxi-wheel. Lakehurst (_1932)

i

J

J

4. USS Macon being docked with _.obile railroad mast, stern beam and

spreader gear. Lakehurst (1933)
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AIRSHIP M_ORING AND GROUND HANDLING

John C. Vaughan*

¢

ABSTRACT: Calculations have been made to determine the

feasibility of app!_q _he Negative Air Cushion (NAC)
principle to the mooring of airships. Pressures required
for the inflatlon of the flexible trunk3 are not exces-
sive and the maintenance of sufficient hold down force is
possible in winds up to 50 knots. Fabric strength re-
quirements for a typical NAC sized for a 10-million cubic
foot airship were found to be approx._ately 200 Ibs./in. .
Corresponding power _equirements range between 66-HP and
5600-HP. No consideration has been given to the internal
airship loads caused by the use of a NAC and further
analysis in much greater detail is required before this
method could be applied to an actual design, however, the
basic concept appears to be sound and no problem areas of
a fundamental nature are apparent.

_° _------

INTRODUCTION

Recent p_b!!c_tions have pointed out some potential advantages
possessed by airships in certain misJion areas and have advocated
the zon_truction of large airships employing modern technology and
materials. If the airship is indeed to stage a "comeback," then in
addition to the application of new materials and technology in the
vehicle itself, some quantum jump in the area of mooring and ground
handling must also be accomplished. It is the purpose of this paper
to suggest a means by which this quantum jump might be made.

For several years, development work has been proceeding which is
aimed at applying the basic principles of Air Cushion Vehicles (ACV)
to aircraft takeoff and landing systems. (Ref. i, 2, 3 and 4.1 A
schematic of a typical system is showl_ in Figure I. A flexible

* Operations Research Analyst, Naval Air Systems Co'and,
Washington, D. C., U. S. A.
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' J toroidal shaped trunk of rubberized fabric is located on the bottom

of the aircraft and its shape is maintained by pressurizing it to a
pressure (Pt) greater than atmospl,erlc. Air is allowed to flow

_jj through holes (A) and {B) to maintain the u_shlon pressure (Pc) and
to provide lubrication between the trun% and the ground. The cuuhion
pressure is greater than atmospheric {but less than trunk pressure)
and supports the weight of the aircraft by acting over the bottom

--- _:. ____*h_ aircraft enclosed by the trunk.

_i DESCRIPTION OF CONCEPT

I Figure 2 is a sketch illustrating a Negative Air Cushion (NAC) as .

i applied to a large somewhat conventionally shaped airship. The major ,

_ i departure from a conventional airship shape stems from the employment .
_ of a large flat bottom rather than the usual rour_ed extension of the i

hull body of revolution. A flat airship bottom is not essential to 4
_p,,'-+" the concept, however, a rounded hull bottom would require a slightly ,

more complex trunk design and construction. The two NAC trunks __
i shown may, in general, assume any planform shape, but for the anal-

ysis to follow, they are assumed to be circular. The trunk mateEia!
itself may be either elastic or inelastic non-porous fabric. A pump

+ . (MI) is used to inflate the _runk to a pressure (P2) greater than
atmospheric pressure (Po)" Another pump (M2) evacuates the space

++ enclosed by the trunk, the ground and the airship bottom so that a
cushion pressure (PI) is maintained less than Po. The pressure dif-
ference (Po-P_} acting over the airship bottom produces a force
acting to hold the airshi_ down to the ground. Obviously, the pump

_+ (M2) might, through the _.se of appropriate valves and lines, supply
..+ the air to pressuoize th_ NAC trunk, thus obviating the need for

+_+ separate p_ps for trunk and cushion pressure Operation in this-?_ . •

'+ manner might not be practic41, hOk_V_t, _n v_ew of the differing
!
,++ pressures and air flow rates a_lociated with the NAC cushic,n and a
': trunk which utilized blood air lubrication. This paper will not
+ consider design details to this depth.

i

In order to satisfy the condition that the airship will weathervane
two alternative methods may be proposed. One involves special in-
stallations on the airship itself while the other would utilize
permanently installed ground equipment. Some representative turn-
table schemes are illustrated in Figure 3. In the methods depicted
in 3A and 3B, the entire forward MAC trunk would be mounted on rollers
(R) so that it could rotate about its vertical axis of symmetry. The
arrangement of 3B requires a seal in order to prevent atmospheric air
from leaking into the cushion volume. It can be seen that with
arrangements 3A and 3C, no seals are required, since solid structure
effectively separates regions of differing pressures. In the first
two designs, the NAC trunk remains stationary with respect to the
ground while the airshi_ hull Is free to swivel as the wind direction
chang(s. (It should be noted that the sir station real estate re-
qui_ed to permit 360 + airship rotation is co_slderably loss than if
the convel_tlonal moozing mast is located at the airship nose.) The
second metho_ of swiveling would employ a NAC trunk fixed t_ the
airship {Figure 3C) but a flat turntable per_nently mounted flush
with ground at the ai_ station would provlda the swivelin_ action.

The methods mentioned above represent alternative means of obtaining
airship weathervanlng. The first method, wherein the forward HAC
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is connected to the airship through a swivel, will permit operation
at virtually any suitable remote site. The second method could be
used only at an established nite equipped with the appropriate turn-
table. The obvious advantage to the second method lies in the simpli-
fled airship installation. A third possibility, applicable to the
fixed site, is the u,;e of a ground based p,_mp to supply the forward

cushion suctlon. Since the forward NAC trunk need only be inflated
initially and then sealed, no airship borl_e power need be expended to
provide the airship hold down. The ground-based cushion pump could
be mounted directly on the turntable or connected to the turntable _i
through multable rotary seals.

Regardless of the method used tc allow weathervaning, the horizontal
shear force between the airshIs and the ground, which resists the
wind force, is a function of "_ _ friction coefficient between the
trunk and the ground and the _orce pressing the trunk to the ground. _ '
This force must be supplied entirely by the forward trunk, slnce the 1
aft trunk can furnish none while the airship is turning, j

• ¢

The aft trunk might be operated in twu different ways. In the first

mode, air would be supplied continuously to the trunk and be allowed i
to bleed out through lubrication holes _cated where the trunk is
tangent to the gzound. This method of operation would require a
continuous power output to drive the pumps. However, the ability to
reduce the horizontal friction bet.ween the trunk and the ground by
this method is not certain. The second method of operating the aft
trunk would entail the use of sensors on the airship which would
detect the presence of crosswlnds requiring airship weathervaning.
The aft trunk would be identical to the forward trunk, that is, it

would have no bleed holes and coulO be sealed after inflation. When
the sensors determine that the crosswind has reached some predeter-
mined valve, the cushion pressure would be released, reducing the
ground contact force and permitting the hull to rotate around the
forward trunk. While this rotation is taking place, all external 1

. horizontal and vertical forces and moments applied to the airship
would be resisted by the forward trunk alone.

All of the previous comments have considered only airship mooring on

a solid surface. Figure 4 illustrates the NAC in use on a water
surface. Since it is not possible to develop horizontal shear forces
with the water, the airship could tie up to an anchored buoy or,
alternatively, could carry its own anchor. In either case, the
weathervaning problem is solved automatically if a single anchor near i
the no_e is used. A variation to the water based mooring concept is
the use of a raft anchored at a single point so as to be free to
swivel. If the raft were large enough to receive both trunks, the
airship would have complete freedom to weathervane with essentially
a dry land interface.

ANALYSIS OF CONCEPT

In the following analysis, it will be assumed that the airship is
ballasted to produce a condition of neutral buoyancy. Additionally,
the airship is assumed to be a rigid body and internal loads caused
by the externally applied loads are not considered.

Axial Horizontal Forces

The drag force on the airship along its axle is given by

¢
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't _

_, = C_q 5. (1)
I The magnitude of the force holding the airship down to the ground is
_. given by

H = (_-_) A. (2)
In order to restrain the airship while facing into the wind, equation ..

t (3) must be satisfied.

D_: )uH (3)

i Combining equations (I), (2) and (3), and assuming that A.- c= 5e ,e

= _ (4)I CPl _

._._ where CpI I (po-Pl)/q.

Lateral Horizontal Forces t

Similarly, an equivalent pressure coefficient related to a crosswind
is given by

t

¢
._ Cp,v = _r 151
_ Vertical Forces

In addition to iLcreased drag (in the lateral direction) and rolling

_ moment, a crosswind can also result in an aerodynamic lift on the
airship hull. In order to relate the lift and lateral drag force to

_ the same reference area, it is assumed that the airship is a cylinder
with an arbitrary length/diameter ratio. Thus,

_/_ = 1.274 I/. (6)
The magnitude of the lift force is given by

L = C__ S. (_}
and the pressure coefficient required to counteract this aerodynamic
lift is shown in equation (8).

C_: _ (s)QI

Vertical Ground Reaction

In order to belance the down load produced by the HAC, a ground
reaction force is transmitted through the trunk over the shaded
areas shown in the trunk plan views of Figure 5. Two conditions are
indicated, one with no wind and the other with enough wind to raise
the upwind trunk contact area to a line.

First considering the no wind call,

(ground reaction force) - (l_ld down force)

' 2n'a'-o'a'}: a'a"

T
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a_(_-_)

_- For the case with maximum crosswind,

(ground reaction force) = (hold down force) - (lift force) _i

I

• azc_,- c_
CP2= 4£(a+£) (io) _.'

where CP2 = (P2lPo)/q,

Rc_lin_ Moments I

The abilit_ of the NAC to resist the overturning moment caused by
-..-- a crossw_nd condition is analyzed in the following manner. If it is

,_ assumed that the trunk bleed holes are completely effective in re-
_' ducing the horizontal friction force between the trunk and ground to

zero. then all of the horizontal wind force must be resisted by the
', forward trunk alone but both trunks are capable of furnishing a •

1 J
counter rolling moment to resist overturning. Figure 5 indicates the

forces being considered along with their geometric relationships, i
i: Taking moments about point X, we _onsider first that moment produced

by the difference between the hold down force and the aerodynamic ;
: lift which is assumed to act through the vertical centerline. Next is

the moment produced by the drag force which is assumed to act a dis-
tance d/2 above the ground. Finally, there is the moment produced by

'% th_ ground reaction force which acts on the shaded area of Figure 5. _.
All of these moments are combined as follows.

_ (hold down - lift) + (drag) - (ground reaction) = 0

2(_-_)Ao1-_-)-L(._-)+P,(_- 2[(_-_)A,(_ (_-_)Ao(_4)]:0 _"
Substituting appropriate terms and dividing by q we have

Co, = aCL + 2C_[(a+z_)'-_]-2a'C_, (n) -!
Equation (]I) indicates the maximum value of the lateral drag co-
efficient (based on airship cross sectional area) at which an over-

turning moment can be resisted. !

Trunk Fabric Loads _

The tension in the trunk fabric can be computed by considering the

trunk pressures which are required to hold the airship in a given wind
condition. If the trunk is attached to the airship bottom as sketched
in Figure 6, then the fabric tension xs given by,

_(w+2u)a+nwd

T = _Su (12) _ .,
Power Requirements

The horsepower require_ tc maintain a given air flow over a specified

,,_,'-,_,_A_PAGI_ IS POOR ':_
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_ t pressure drop is given by
Q(Ap)

.' HP= 550 v\ (13) ,.
_- Assuming that the cushion air flow is equal to the leakage area times

the square root of twice the pressure differential divided by the air
density, we have

' f2i '
i 7"- '

:- t The power required to maintain the aft _'AC would be considerably
:_ greater than the above value. At a minimum, this same power would

:" be required to maintain the same air leakage from the atmosphere +

to the cushion area. In addition, power is required to maintain the '_
_ trunk pressure while supplying the lubrication air through the trunk '<'

v ,, bleed holes. The aft NAC power requirement becomes,
' r

7
,, The airflow Qt is based upon a pressure drop equivalent to the differ- : c
:: ence between trunk pressure and a pressure half way between atmos-

pheric and cushion.

¢
9peration Over Water

C-

,: The essential features of a NAC operating over a water surface are

_ shown in Figure 4. In order to maintain vertical equilibrium (air-
.,: ship ballasted to neutral buoyancy), the weight of water displaced
_' by the trunks plus the aerodynamic lift generated on the hull is

: equal to th_ weight of water drawn u_ into the cushion chamber above
; the free water surface. Figure 4(A) illustrates the static situation

with no wind. The shaded volumes above and below the free surface are

, equal. The weight of water above the free surface is numerically equal
to the hold down force. Figure 4(B) shows the effect of wind. In this
case, the weight of water in the similarly shaded volumes above and

below the free surface level are equal to the hold down force minus
: the lift force. The weight of the oppositely shaded volume is equal

to the lift force. It can be se_n, qualitatively, that roll stability
, is maintained by the trunk sinking to a greater depth on the down wind
_ side which produces a greater vertical reaction force on that side and

thus, is a function of the trunk geometry. No quantitative analysis
_ of rnll stability on water has been made at this time.

Cushion Pump-Down Time

:. The cushion pump-down tlme is calculated on the basis of Equation
(13). The airflow out of the cushion volume is calculated as a

function of the pressure drop across the pump. Since, by this equa-
tion, the airflow apprcaches infinity as the pressure drop approaches
zero, an arbitrary maximum airflow is assumed for cushion pressures
less than 16 psf. Air is assumed to leak into the cushion volume in
accordance with Equations (14_ and (16). Thus, combining the results

, of these two equations and Equation (13) permit a determination of
the net flow out of the cushion. Integration of this net flow pro-

i vides an expression of cushion pressure as a function of time, that
is,
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NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

_--

TO illustrate the application of the NAC concept to an airship design,

_ a sample calculation will be made to indicate the characteristics ofa NAC as applied to an airship of ten-million cubic feet displacement.

• / The basic airship layout is as shown in Figure 2 with other pertinent
l details listed in Table I. Equations (4) and (5) determine the NAC

_! pressure coefficient required to withstand axial and lateral wind,
respectively. It can be seen that the lateral force

Cp,_ = 0.81 (A)

Cp,y= /ZOG (B)

is about twenty times the axial force for any given wind velocity. If
weather conditions and local topography are such that wind directions

can be accurately predicted, then operation of the NAC can be based
upon axial winds. For the purpose of this example, the worst case
will be assumed, that is, lateral winds at the maximum expected

' " velocity will be considered.

Equation (8) can be used to determine the NAC pressure coefficient
which will counteract the lift produced on the airship hull by a

crosswind _he total pressure coefficient required is the sum

Cp,L = 2.13 (c)

_i of Equations (B) and (C). Thus
/,

_ Cp,= IZOG+2.13 = 19.19 (D)

Equations (9) and (i0) show the relationship between cushion pressure,
trunk pressure, lift coefficient in crosswind, trunk diameter and
trunk ground contact area. From Equation (10),

(5012(I_19)-(.533) (E)
CP2= 4f(S+r}

Values of Cp2 as a function of f are plotted in Figure 7.

If the flattened portion of the trunk (f) is taken as 0.05 of the

nominal inside trunk diameter (a), the allowable CD v which can be
tolerated before the airship will begin to roll ove_ is given by
Equation (ii). Substituting appropriate values yields

CDy = (.533) (,5)-2(40)[(.5+2(.05))3-(.5)3]-2(19.19)(.5) 3

CDy = 2.75 (F)

This allowable value of CDy is less than the estimated value.

The fabric loads in the trunk are computed from Equation (12) using

a design crosswind of 50 knots.

T=(.5) (40) (8.47)145(.I0)=2450 ibs/ft
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T=205 ibs/in (G) }

I
The NAC power requirements will now be calculated using Equations (13) i

_ through (16). From Equation (14), i

Qc= n(.001)(.5)(145)(.10)%. =84 F_S£C (H) j

_' where; (Po-P1)=Cpl =19.19(8.47)=162.3 Ibs/ft 2

i_ _ From Equation (137, the horsepower requirement of the forward NAC
trunk is

, I HP= 550i.75) ,,
If the aft NAC trunk utilizes bleed holes for lubrication, Equation

• ° (16) is used to compute the airflow requirement based upon bleed hole
area fifty times the forward trunk leakage area. This area would

¢

: allow i0 rows of 0.25 in. diameter bleed holes spaced approximately
0.8 inches apart.

The horsepower requirement of the aft trunk utilizing bleed air is
given by Equation (15).

Hp -[8411_z'3}+&7711_39u - 55 98 (K)5501.75}

This high power iequirement for the aft trunk, when bleed hole lubri-

_ cation is employed, indicates that the alternative scheme, which

,_ would utilize interrupted suction when crosswinds of a certain magni-
tude _re exceeded, might be a more attractive means to provide for
airship weatn_zvaning.

'_ If operation from a water surface is anticipated, the cushio,_ pressure
: of 162.3 Ibs/ft2 would result in water rising in the cushion volume

to a height of 2.6 feet above the free surface.

The cushion pumpdown time of the forward NAC trunk is computed by per-

: forming a numerical integration of _quation (17). A maximum value of
Mou t of i0 times the steady state value of the design cushion pressure
is assumed.

The approximate volume of the NAC cushion chamber is,

v= =2e,93o (L)
The initial mass of air in the cushion (at sea level standard condi-

tions) is,

i Mr PV-.0023769(29930)-71.14 slugs (M)

i The flow out of the cushion is given by Equation (137.
f

i _0uT= 34.45/_P sluqs/sec (N)

The flow into the cushion is given by (O)

I_,. = 0.0157-4r_ sluq$/sec
These flows are plotted in Figure 8.
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A numberical integration of Equation (17) was performed using the "_
flow rates of Figure 8. Two curves are shown, the first which assume_ ?
a single pump with 33.I-HP input, the second which assumes the addi-
tion of another identical pump. When two pumps are used, it is _
assumed that one pump is shut down when the steady state pressure is
reached.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS:

S_bols

Ao _rea within trunk-to-ground inner tangent line. (ft2) i
a Diameter of NAC inner ground tangent line as fraction of

._ airship diameter (See Figure 3).
CD Drag coefficient in ground proximity.
CL Lift coefficient in ground proximity.
C Pressure coefficient.

Dp Aerodynamic drag in ground proximity. (ibs)

d Nominal diameter of airship (See Figure 2). (ft)
f Radial dimension of trunk in ground contact as fraction of

airship diameter (See Figure 5).
_'_ g Acceleration due to gravity. (ft/sec 2)

o__ H NAC hold down force. (ibs)h Equivalent gap between NAC trunk and ground. (ft)
•_ L Aerodynamic lift in ground proximity. (ibs)

1 Length of airship. (ft)

_ Mass flow. (slugs/sec)...... P Pressure. (ibs/ft 2)
Q Airflow. (ftJ/sec)
q Dynamic pressure. (ibs/ft 2)
R Universal _as constant. (ft-lb/Ib/"F)

, S Area. (ft') iT Temperature. (°R); tension in trunk fabric. (Ibs/ft)
u Radial dimension between inner and outer trunk attachment -_

_ as fraction of airship diameter (See Figure 6)
V Volume of NAC chamber. (ft3)

._ # Coefficient of friction between trunk and ground.

_ Overall pump efficiency. _ _
f Density of air. (slug_/ft _) ,_
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•_ Subscripts

°: 0 With pressure, ambient.

_- With area, airship cross section normal to x axis.
1 With pressure, air cushion chamber.

! With area, airship cross section in x-y plane.
2 With pressure, air cushion trunk pressure.
C Air cushion.

,_ T Trunk.

; TABLE I

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE AIRSHIP CHARACTERISTICS _

: Volume = I0,000,000 ft3

_1 CL = 0.10(S1/So) = 0.5333 a _ 0.50 '

,_ CD Y = 0.20 (SI/S o) = 1.066 _ = 0.25

_ CDx - 0.05 u _ o. I0
,* |

1 = 606 ft _ = 75%
i

! d = 145 ft h = 0.001 ft

!

!
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THE SLATE ALL

METAL AIRSHIP

Claude C. Slate*
Richard Neumann**

I'ABSTRACT: This paper will cover the development of the
Slate all metal airship "City of Glendale" built and com-
pleted in 1930. A brief discussion of the airship facili- ! ¢
ties accompanied by slides will be covered. Pertinent I
data which led to other engineering accomplislunents for
aviation will be covered and shown. The paper will deal
with the SMD-100 concept, along with a brief commentary on
the costs and problems involved in such an airship dcsign |
and the application of the hoisting and elevator facili- 1
ties to airship development.

i

In 1928, in the city of Glendale, California, the Slate family, headed
b," Captain Benton Slate funded, designed, constructed and inflated the
alrship "City of Glendale." It was one of the four all metal airships
built in the Lighter Than Air era. Unlike the ZMC-2 metalclad, the

Slate was financed by a family group and considerable attention to

cost was required with limited availability of outside sources. 1

The Slate design incorporated a gore panel structuce which was formed
on the world's largest stretch and form p_ss and in the process

corrugated for additional strength. The gores were placed along the
hull longitudinally, while the hull was rotated with slin_s and
counterweights to maintain the work area at a specified pl_tform
height.

* President, Slate All Metal Dirigible Company, Glendale, California, i
" U.S.A. and member Southern California Aviation Council, Inc. Lighter

Than Air Committee Technical Task Force, Pasadena, California, U.S.A.
**Chairman, Southern California Aviation Council, Inc. Lighter Than
Air Committee, Pasadena, California, U.S.A. i
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'. On compl_tion, the hull was inflated with natural gas and floated to a

i second hangar facility where mating of the gondola was carried out.
In this facility the hull was purged of the natural gas and inflated
with hydrogen. Metal was German manufactured duraluminum in sheet

_ - form and imported to the United States The second Fnc_l[_y was also '

to be used for the installation of the powerplants and related modifi-
cation work.

_ As with many aircraft, the Slate airship was taken out of the hangar i
/i for purposes of prcmotion and publicity, at which time it was to be

I turned around an/ brought back into the hangar to complete the instal-
iation of powerplants and flight controls. The person assigned to the ,:

'_ control car to maintain the pressure controls was talked into leaving - •
it for a few moments to have his picture taken. _hile this was ,_
happening, hull pressure expanded due to the hot California sunlight 4

i and caused the rupturing of a seam. ",_,.._ The hull gores were joined with a crimping process similar to that ' ._
used on conventional food cans today. Internal ring structure of ,

i very light weight was riveted to the gores. So despite the sudden :

heavy pressure surge and the opening of a seam, damage was confined •
,, to a very small area and the airship was returned to the hangar with

adequate time to spare for repairs. This alone was testimony to the

ability of metal airships to sustain d_mage without catastrophic
_ results, llad the same accident happened in flight, there would have
< been sufficient time to land and unload passengers.

The Slate design offered novel and significant changes in airship

thinking, many of which have been adopted today by airship proponents.
_: Passengers, fuel, crew and cargo were taken aloft by an elevator or

hoisted aboard. The corrugation gave the hull unprecedented longi-
, tudinal strength.o-

° The powerplant, which consisted of a high speed rotor, operated in
" such a manner as to cavitate air in front of the airship and pull it

forward into what amounted to a vacuum. It also acted to redistribute

the boundary layer and this permitted use of smaller control surfaces.
:, As a result of tests the powerplant initially reached an effectiveness

of 68.2 percent. Later refinements are reported to have increased
this figure to almost 80 percent.

The Slate program required that they not only design and innovate, but

become manufacturers of hydzogen gas, engineer the world's largest
stretch and form press, and develop new ideas on the handling of cargo

and passengers. Our film clips and slides will show these aspects.

In 1958, Claude C. Slate decided to follow in the family interest in
airships and produced the Slate All Metal Dirigible SMD-100. This

design has been copied in the USSR and was reported extensively in the
1960's by the Soviet press. The description and slides on the StlD-100

which follow are based on the design and engineering of a 7 million
cubic foot airship and missions to which it is applicable.

The original design would have involved costs including the building
of facilities, of 9 million dollars. With inflation and the way costs
have gone up, the same design is estimated to cost now between 14 and
15 million dollars which includes the facilities.
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The Slate airship like the ZMC-2 was an accomplished fact. Unlike the

ZMC-2 which was designed from the start as an experimental prototype
for the Navy, the Slate was for commercial application. In 1930 the
depression was in full sway and funds planned for the development by

I the Slate family dried up. _ithln an 18-month period all work was
[ abandoned on the airship and demands for the removal cf the facility
: at Grand Centrdl Airport were made, resulting in the scrapping of the

_ncompleted a_rship.

With the technology that exists today, the Slate airships could be

manufactured and operating for unit costs of approximately 6 million
dollars after a series of three to four were developed and facilities
constructed.

A metal aizship was recognized as the only answer to the many peril
of the airships of the 20's and 30's. The Slate family contributed _
to our knowledge of airships and designs. More than any other organi-

zation they willingly gambled their own funds on development and would !
have succeeded except for the financial crash that shook not only the
United States, but the world.

I:
_'._ SLIDES PRESENTED AT WORKSHOP

; Slide #i 1

The'Slate Aircraft Company was formed in the middle 20'_. After an
unsuccessful attempt to lease the blimp hangar at Ross Field in
Arcadia, California, property was leased in the city of Gles:dale.

'_ angars were erected to produce the Slate All Metal Passenger Carrying

Airship. The initial financing was by private capital and it wasn't
until construction was well underway that stock was available to the
general public. These ships were to be used strictly for carrying

passengers and cargo.

Slide #2

The small hangar was for the construction of the hull and the larger
hangar was for the final assembly of the cabin and powerplant.

Slide #3

The all metal monococque ship was 212 feet long, 58_ feet in diameter,
with a total displacement of 330,000 cubic feet. Initially, it was

to be powered by a 500 horsepover steam turbine. Total weight of the
ship was under 14,000 pounds, and payload was approximately 8,000 ibs.

Slide #4

_r-_6-rne ship shown during one of the many test_ for checking the
powerplant, ballast, and elevator systems.

Slide #5

_t longitudinal sheet in place. The ship was made up of con-

tinuous longitudinal sheets and circular rings. The rings were pro-

duced on a yoder type roll. At the time the ship was started, 18-inch i
wide coiled aluminum in 200 foot lengths was the largest size availa-

ble. It required splicing at the nose and tail sections. All work

was performed on the horizontal centerline of the ship.

Slide #6

Hull approximately 75% complete. Note end of stretch and form pr=_s. ,_
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Slide #7

Hull approximately 90% complete. All riveting was performed with hand

operated rivet sets.
i

Slide #8

Front end of hull showing work platform and splice of longitudinal
"" sheet.

Slide #9

The hull work crew putting the last sheet in place• 358 formed shee_s

i made up the hull. The last sheet fit perfectly.

I Slide #i0

Internal view of the hull. Note the simplicity of construction.

Slide #iI

_i Cabin under construction and ballonet undergoing inflation testsI •
!

.. Slide #12

-"'-" Hull moving from small hangar to larger hangar for cabin attachment.
Natural gas was used to initially purge the ship. At this point natu-

ral gas was used as a means of buoyancy.

Slide #13

. Hull suspended in a large hangar for cabin installation.

Slide #14

In 1953 _ larger ship of approximately 900,000 cubic foot displacement
was proposed to the Navy. Complete design and structural analysis was
furnished to the Navy.

Slide #15

P-6r_r_rmance data on the ship.

Slide #16

Cabin arrangement, with live-on provisions for crew and submarine
surveillance equipment.

Slide #17

In 1960, lighter than air, as a means of moving missiles and related

equipment was investigated by the government. The design of the
8,600,000 cubic foot ship with a I00 ton payload and a 2,400 mile
range was started•

Slide _18

The primary task was for moving the new Saturn booster and other out-
sized cargo.

Slide _19

Performance data on the shlp.

Slide #20

Payload and operational data.

Slide _21

The car _ bay was si_ed to carry the first stage of the Saturn booster.
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Slide #22 ,_

The ship would have the capability of moving three Minuteman missiles. _ •

Slide #23 %

o Further studies brought about the SMD-100 and primary efiort was '4
directed to the Air Force and NASA.

Slide #24 _
T-_--sl_-p-was configured to accomodate p':actically any size cargo.

Two hoist bays were provided in place of the large cabin. The flight
deck and crew quarters were in the lo,-'er fin. _

_ Slide #25

Live-_n accomodations {or forty men were provided. _ 1

JSlide #26

Specifications of the ship.

Slide #27

Performance of the ship.

Slide #28

Ten hoists in each bay are capable of picking up 300,000 pounds.
Maximum height of pickup is 250 feet. The hoists are mounted on rails
in each hoist bay an,/ move fore and aft _o handle cargo up to 160 feet

in length. Auxiliary power is provided on the tips of the horizontal
stabilizers. The powerplants swivel 360 degrees making it possible to
turn the ship in twice its length.

i
Slide #29

Carrying the first stage of the Saturn booster.

-i Slide #30

.} Hoisting three Minuteman missiles.

Slide #31

,i Moving bridges and out-sized cargo.

Slide #32

Moving housing ana emerge,lcy hospital.

Slide #33

: _ion and servicing of remote radar installations.

Slide #34

Salvaging of aircraft.

Slide #35

Container loading or unloading without the use of conventional dock

crane_. The ship would handle ten 40-foot s_a-land containers, with
each container weighing up to 30,000 pounds.

Slide #36

°] Container handlin4 from ship to shore for remote areas without harbor
facilities.

<

Slide #37

Moving, erecting, and servicing of oil well equipment.
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, Slide #38
_ Servicing o off-shore oil drilling platforms.

Slide #39

,_ Transporting pipe line with prefabricated leng_h_ up to 160 feet.

Slide #40

Transporting and servicing of remote housing and construction equip-

ment.

/ Slide #41
< i _aintenance and servicing of remote mining operations.

r

i

/
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JiSTATE OF THE ART OF

METALCLAD AIRSHIPS

V. H. Pavlecka* :
John Roda**

! ABSTRACT: This paper will deal with metalclad airship devel-
opment of the past history and with the immediate prospects
for continuation of the development of these airships. The _ ¢

metalclad airships promise high safety even in highly in-
clement weather, are capable of high speeds, while lifting ;

! high useful loads. Metalclad airships which in first cost _

would compare favorably with the costs of sea-going ships
and in operating costs promise to be lower than airplanes.

t_

: H I STORY

_! Fi*.st flight by man was in a balloon. It was inevitable that as
,Z

,_) soon as a prime mover was available, man would install it under an
._ elongated balloon, now called an airship or a dirigible, and drive it ,
:_ directionally. At the time of the first flight in an airpla'_e, the

airship was well understood and for that time, daring prospects were• already under way, in sizes that dwarfed the small airplanes. The his-
_' torically unforgettable names of these pioneers, Zeppelin, Parseval, ,

Schutte-Lanz in Germany; Forlanini in Italy; Clement-Bayard, Lebaudy
"_ and Santas-Dumont in France; Welman and Baldwin in the United States

etc., will always live in the mythology of airship development. One
of them was Schwartz, an Austrian army officer, who succeeded in
building an all aluminum, cylindrical airship, which at least floated
in the air. Ultimately, Zeppelin, a master industrialist, besides a
daring and imaginative inventor, organizer and engineer, brought the

*Technical Director, Turbomachines, Inc., Irvine, California, U.S.A.
** Director, Turbomachines, Inc., Irvine, California, U.S.A.
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rigid airship to a high state of perfection. A parallel development
arose in Germany, headed by Professor Schutte and financed by the
known firm of Lanz, makers of farm implements. This group was even
more daring and innovative than Zeppelin. They built their first threel

ships of plywood, as the aluminum alloys were still being developed;
_! later on of tubular steel girders; their ships were aerodynamically

least resistant bodies, with many innovations, later considered indis-

_! pensable to airship concepts.

" In the early 1920s, with Zeppelin returning back to civil aviation and
resuming the highly successful passenger transport service by Delag
and Schutte-Lanz terminating their existence under .th_ 1,mitations of
the Versailles Treaty, two men emerge in the United States, from diff-
erent directions but with a common interest - all-metal dirigibles;
Carl B. Fritsche and Ralph H. Upson.

Each one was unlike the other, and in fact each complemented the other.
Carl was a pragmatic, outgoing man" a man of immense energy and vision,

._..'" dedicated to purpose, ingenious in finding roads to those in power,
convincing and enthusiastic, not above removing persistent obstacles

"! with impatient gusto. Ralph was a rare product of American culture;
I

a practical idealist, intellectual of profundity, in the class of
: Adlai Stevenson, highly educated and intelligent. To us, young ones,
• it was a delight to be daily exposed to these two men, who so well

" provided indispensable and difIerent talents to the development of
metalclad airships. Due to their cultural diversities, each vaguely
and subtly distrusted the other with a .;olidly built in, but never ad-
mitted mutual plea of, "Please do not leave me, I need you".

Ralph laid down the principles of all metal hull design in the days
_ when the great majority of tile aircraft industry doubted that all met-

al airplanes were feasible. Carl worked the intricate paths to the
i• powers of decision; somehow obtained private money from many sources
:' in what still must be one of the best examples of free enterprise, and

eventually found all doors of established agencies in Washington
closed to any hopes for contract money. In this situation, he did
what must be equivalent to climbing of Mt. Everest; he went directly
to the U. S. Congress and with his persuasion he managed a rider to
the Naval Appropriatiors Bill for the funds to build the ZMC-2, an ex-
perimental all-metal airship.

It i_ most proper to commence this talk with a sincere tribute to
these two men, no longer with us; to their genius in the services of
humanity, their attractive human qualities and their vision, which
welded us all into a unique group of workers. I am sure that they had
in mind what we shall talk about now. It is the ultimate egalitarian-
ism of nature that singular men do not live longer than others. We
now must do the utmost to take up the slack due to their absence and
continue, and I am certain that both, Ralph and Carl, imagined this
day might sometime come, when airships would continue.

The results of efforts of Carl and Ralph was the ZMC-2, (Picture No. 1).
The primary objective was to demonstrate the all-metal or metalclad
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; hull princiD]e" the secondary objective was to use the Z_{C-2 in train- !:!
:_ ing airship pilots. It was delivered in August, 1929 to Lakehurst by ,_

then Captain W. E. Kepner, the test pilot of the ZbIC-2 and it served
at Lakehurst for twelve years, until 1942 when it was decommissioned :_

to gain space for larger airships. It had a length of 149 ft. 5 in.; _
diameter of 52 ft. 8 in.; displacement of 202,200 cubic feet o_ which

: 151,600 c,lhJc feet was lifting and originally was fabricated from a
.006 inch thick 17ST alloy. This alloy corroded so badly in spite of _
anodic treatment that soon after commencing the fabrication of the hull, "

•_ it appeared wasteful to go any further and our Navy was asked to pres-
, sure the aluminum industry to develop either an effective protection J

against corrosion or to come up with a noncorrosive alloy. Alcoa did

just that, developing the Alclad sheet from which also most airplanes
have been made since 1933. Alclad was developed for the ZMC-2.

The Alclad plating was .095 inches thick, riveted by a wire-rivet '_

automatic machine developed by E. Hill; and the plating was cut in
frustum cone envelope sheets and was riveted in peripheral and stagg-

: ered longitudinal seams. Mr. Roda, who was deeply involved in the _ _ "
fabrication and assembly of the ZMC-2 will tell you more about its

,, construction as well _s the construction of modern metalclad airships '_
to come.

j
The ZMC-2 hull was inflated with Helium and the hull was kept under a

pressure of approximately 2.5 inches of water by two ballonets, used
also for Ditch trim. Throughout all twelve years of service, no seam

leakage of Helium has been recorded and the experience is that a lift- _i
ing gas can be contained insLde a metal hull indefinitely with minimal
additions from time to time The external metal surface in the highly

._ salty air of Lakehurst, shows pitmarks of corrosion after twelve years,
some of it caused by impact erosion by grains of sand. The aluminum

_ layer of the .095 inch thick Alclad is extremely thin and this is
probably the main factor. The internal surface appeared still as
bright as when it left the mill, even inside the ballonets where too, !

_ it was exposed to salty air. In large ships, the electrolyticaliy
,_ protective external aluminum layer will be thicker due to the thicker '_
_ gages of the sheet, and possibly, Alclad sheet can be rolled for large

all metal ships with one side, the external side, having a greater

3 thickness of aluminum than the internal side. The fineness ratio of
, the ZMC-2 was 2.83, yet the hull was still stable and manueverable.

The sheet thickness was excessively great, for reasons of facilitating
•_5 fabrication and it was planned that the ship be overweight for this
_, reason although the final weight met the estimates with some 270 lbs.

underweight. Such a limitation will not again arise in larger hulls.
'[ To countermand this penalty, the fineness ratio was selected low, in

,,. order to obtain a low surface-volume ratio. Another influence on this _' i
decision was the desire to secure as high a hull curvature longitudin-

:_ ally as possible; more than sufficient thickness of the hull plating
_" permitted high-hoop loads at still low-hoop st:esses.

_ in Figure 2 is shown the inside of the hull of the ZMC-2, inflated with ,
;,. air under a low pressure. The hull plating under pressure was taut

and smooth without wrinkles. When the pressure was released, the ':
plating buckled, entirely elastically and the hull was then supported

%
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in its general shape by the frame and longeron structure, as a rigid
: airship hull. The lifting gas was contained by the plating, while two
: separate ballonets were attached to the plating by cemented shoe

strips. The pressure inflation-deflation cycle was repeated many
times before the ship flew and it must have been repeated very fre-

!'- quently during the lifetime of the ship without any notice of fatigue.
i

The ZMC-2 hull was inflated first with carbon dioxide, from the bot-
tom, displacing the air toward the top and out. Subsequently the car-
bon dioxide gas was pushed out from the top to the bottom by Helium,
until the gas volume of the hull was full with Helium. This method of

? . inflation resulted in a very thin interface layer of mixed gases, air-
carbon dioxide and subsequently carbon dioxide-Helium. In larger o

t hulls it will not be necessary to resort to this process of inflation,
2 das we sha].l see further on.

The fundamental principle of a metalclad hull was and remains the use
of the lifting gas pressure and of the inflation pressure for strength

_") and rigidLty of the hull. The fabric-covered rigid airship hull also
is subject to the forces of the lifting gas pressure of the cells.

_. But this pressure, in a rigid airship hull, has to be contained by the
wire and girder structure and contributes only very little to the
strength of the hull as a beam, while loading adversely the girders in

"-. bending, in addition to compressive loads imposed on them by bending
moments of the hull. In rigid airships, the gas pressure or the

,: lift, generates unwanted and high secondary loads which the structure
has to contain without any gain in strength for the carrying of basic
hull loads. The lift forces in rigid airships require additional
weight in longitudinal girders and frames. In Figure 3 is shown the

:L Zeppelin L-129 _irship. At the top of the drawing can be seen the gas-
"_. cell fabric supported by a planar network of wires anchored to the
_i,_ longitudinal girders and frames, which in turn take the lift forces
,_. by bending to the transverse frames. The girders of the frames are

also loaded in bending by the forces from the retaining wire network.
The lifting structure, the cells and the girders with wire netting be-
tween adjacent members, are then covered by external fabric whose
sole purpose is to streamline the whole hull structure. This is the
original concept of the Zeppelin rigid airships and in spite of its
defects, it has served well. In Figure 4 is shown a number of trans-
verse sections of the L-129 hull, illustrating well the sequences of
the transfer of the lift forces to the longitudinal girders in bending.
The peripheral space bet_een the cells and the outer fabric surface is
filled with air and is ventilated to the outside at numerous stations.

This space of course, is lost to the lift; in Hydrogen airships of
this type, this peripheral volume always was the greatest hazard to
the safety of the hull because at t_mes, it was filled with a mixture
of leaked-out Hydrogen and air. It is a credit to the discipline of
operating crews of rigid airships that in only one, the last case, an
airship was lost by fire in peacetime operation; R-10l ran into ground
and burned afterward.

The metalclad hull principles, as laid down by Upson before SAE in
1926, are now classical to the modern airship design. These principles
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, recognize that an airshiD hull must be an all-metalp gas-cDntaining
body_ simplE, a shell. The presence of the liftlng gas pressure is 3
not a nuisance but _ deslgn asset that automatically can benefit the
strength and rigidity of the bull. It is not necessary to design it
out, at the c_st of complexity and weight, but rather it is desirable
to design it in, with a gain in safety, simplicity and improved struc-
tural quality. The metal hull of the Upson airship was to be rigid,
noncollapsible, so even if gas were to be lost from a cell, the hull
still would retain its form, not collapse, and get the all"shin home at
reduced speed.

To this end, he went further and specified that the hull be held under
pressure by air in the gas dilatation volume or volumes that we call 5

ballonets. Upson outlined a principle that may be considered a hybrid
between the rigid ship and a collapsible hull nonrigid or semirigid
airship and, advanced this concept, by making the self-supporting hull ] _
completely of metal. Hybrids often, but not always, are superior to
the original individual components; this definitely is the case in met-
alclad airships, although we see proposals for some hybrids combining
airships and airplanes which make one wonder.

Upson's concept not only utilizes the lift forces for strength and
rigidity but also uses additional pressure to keep the whole hull skin
under tension and imparts to it a high capability to support shear
stresses as well as high compressive loads due to bending. The use of
pressure provided by nature as well as by the designer in an all-metal
hull, has opened wide the prospect of constructing all-metal airships
of very large sizes and flight capabilities, especially speed, hereto-
fore not possible even of consideration. Upson's system has given us

, means, to create airships of high speed which will be reliable, strong
and powerful to ride out storms if need be, that non-pressurized rigid
airships should not dare to come near.

One important advance in the control of airships was introduced also by
: Upson in the form of multiple fins. All airship hulls in motion build

,_! up a thick boundary layer along the length of the hull. The classical
•_ cruciform fins are largely submerged in this boundary layer on the hull
•_ of high fineness ratio, also partly due to their low aspect ratio.
' The multiple fins can have a higher aspect ratio and therefore, are I

more effective and can be smaller Furthermore, the multiple fin

loads, being individually smaller and more numerous, are better distri- !
bated into the hull structure, and the stern structure weight can be
markedly reduced. All rigid airships of the past suffered from low

_:! lift in the stern, due to the hull slenderness, still further aggra-
_ vated by high structural weights and consequent high bending moments. ;

This limitation has now been either reduced or done away with at no in-
._ crease in drag. The multiple fins of the ZMC-2 were successful and did

not have to be reworked as is often the case with airplane tail sur-

faces. ZMC-2 suffered in flight from a swinging roll, which can be an-
, alyzed as originating from the swirling slip-stream of the propellers,

both rotating in the same sense. This should not occur again.

ZMC-2 was the first airship of this system. After its completion, we
"_ ontinued working on a larger ship, the ZMC-38, a 3,800,000 ft. dis-
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placement with lifting gas volume of 3,500,000 ft. 3, Fig. 5, of 1930,
t which, whJ.le still of a small scale would have incorporated all fea-

tures of a working airship of much larger size. ZMC-38 was projected
_ _ for 100 mph top spe_d. It had a fineness ratio of 4.5; at this fine-

hess ratio, the hull already reaches its minimum drag coefL, which doesk
not change significantly toward higher fineness ratios.

The hull form was arrived at with highest diligence and desire to ob-
tain a high prismatic coefficient (.63) at lo_ drag and therefore, the

_ maximum practical surface/volume ratio. It also provided high lift in
/ the stern. The envelope curve, so called E-H curve, Fig. 6, is a com-
I bination of an ellipse from the bow to the maximum diameter station

_' with a hyperbola from approximately 40% length to 80% length and fin- "
ally a second hyperbola in the stern for the remaining 20% of the hull ''
length. At all stations of change from one geometrical curve to an-
other, the first derivatives are on a smooth curve as anywhere else on
the whole hu:tl. Also, the second derivatives, the rate of change of
the slope are on a smooth, continuous curve at all longitudinal sta-

_,..--" tions. The hull plating was to be approximately .018 inches thick
2024 ST Alclac, although the thickness was to vary over the hull, ac-
cording to the local needs. Fig. 7 shows the wind-tunnel model of the
ZMC-38.

= The main frames were deep only in those segments where transverse bend-
" ing moments are high. The main frames had everywhere sufficient depth

_ for free movement of a man, one or more, but at the low side of the
hull, the depth was large enough for spacious habitation. The inter-

_ mediate frames and longerons were to be made of lattice girders, as of
course were the main frames. The design you see is now 44 years old,
an immense age in the aviation history; yet today, as we apply modern

._ technology to this effort, nothing needs to be altered in principle,
although the influences of technical advancements on the design as it

_; might be constructed now, are many as we shall see. The _ ratio
(weight empty/total lift) of ZMC-38 wasA=(.6838), a rather high figure,

. compared to the Hindenburg, adjusted for ltelium gas,A=(.5991), until
' we consider the scale of the two hulls and also that the ZMC-38 was to

be a 100 mph ship, compared to Hindenburg's 77.7 mph. In general,
these numbers have changed noticeably now, in view of modern technol-
ogy.

Since 1930, the project year of the ZMC-38 several other metalclad air-
ships were design-studied, among them MC-59, MC-72 and in 1939, Upson
studied MC-11.9. In late times, we have been qxploring parameters _f
metalclad airships of as much as (50-55) X (10o)ft 3 hull displacement
and up to 200 mph top speed.

MODERN METALCLAD AIRShiP POSSIdlLITIES

The resumption of metalclad airship design and construction cannot, at
this time, be focused on a large ship. Such a program would be too de-
manding on the designers, builders and operating crews. Instead a ra-
tional program has to be considered which :Could resume at where we
stopped 40 years ago and bring the art as rapidly as possible to a use-
ful state with larger and larger ships to follow.
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Historically, this procedure has been followed by the Portugese King, _
Henry the Navigator in his most farsighted program for sea voyages to .!
discover the rest of the world and in our times by the NASA in the
Apollo program. A metalclad airship of (3-4) X 10 oft 3 displacement
appears to be highly justified for this purpose as the next ship to ;:
build; this initial class could even be named the "Caravelle" class.
Not only one ship but several, will be needed before all participating
in the return of airships would be ready for large airships,

The purpose of this new MC-38 is to organize an imaginative and pro-
ductive design group with the responsibility for designing successful
large and fast ships; to establish a dedicated construction group, re-
liable and trustworthy, and to train operating crews, first on simul-

ators, as the assembly of the first ship comntences and later by actual
flight experience and overall, to continue the further development of '
airship technology in all completeness.

One of the f_rst ships should continue to be experimental, heavily in- ¢
strumented and should be for some time, in a never-ending s'ate of re-
building for trying new structures, power plants, boundary layer con-
trol, computerised operation, thrustors, thermodynamic management of
lift, ground handling, etc. An MC-38 airship has approximately 100 tons
gross lift with Helium and should be useful for several tasks o_ _aval

J as well as Coast Guard and civilian nature, so it would not be a waste
, any more than many other devices we operate as a nation for our collect-

ire benefit or protection.

In Fig. 8, is shown a sketch of such an airship, the MC-38 of the vin-
tage of 1974. The hull contour curve is the same as that of the ZMC-38,
shown before, as is its fineness ratio; possibly, the stern hyperbola
could be made still fuller, but only wind tunnel tests could decide
this. The only striking difference is that six instead of five fins
are projected. We shall come to the reason for this later on. In the
design of the hull, we shall have the luxury of computer programs for
shells and it will be possible to determine precisely the thickness of
the plating locallyt based on wind-tunnel pitch and yaw test, with not-
able saving of weight.

First of a11, let us orient ourselves with respect to areas in which
:" significant gains have been made since 1930, in an itemized arrange-

ment as follows:

Materials

The first significant gain is in materials now available to us, in
aluminum and other metal alloys. Alclad is to be used again, with -
7075 or 7178 series for hull plating, frame structures and longitudin-
als. For forgings, excellent aluminum and also magnesium alloys are
available. Titanium alloys may be used in some applications, al-
though Titanium will be appreciated more ir bigger ships to come.
Similar advancements have been made in steels, superalloys, fabrics,
synthetics, bonding materials, etc., even in cables, all tending to-
ward lower weights.
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• ' Structure ' ,:
!

The structural configuration is markedly different in detail. No long-
. er the intricate, embroidery-like girders of the past. The basic

structural element will be the honeycomb components, solid panel sur-
"'" faces, with minimum of joints. A joint in any structure iz a liability; :

it makes for a structural discontinuity, ha¢ to restore the elemental
_i strength and is usually the first part to fail; it is always heavy and
_' expensive without contribut_ng to the structure. 1he honeycomb panel"t

] frames and structures in geneial, do not have point concentration of
j forces and where concentrated loads enter the structure, the local re-

' inforcing structure is easy to fabricate and low in weight and cost. _

The honeycomb structure will be used all over the bow hull surface, '_
witbout framing and longitudinals, with suitable doublers, as well as
at other parts of the hull and over the fins, particularly at all loca-
tions loaded with concentrated shears, such as valve openings and hull

.-. cut-outs for any purpose. All transverse frames will be peripherally , r

continuous (Fig. 9) circular, not poiygonalgwithout individual joints
+ except for reinforcements where local loads enter. To further carcy :
" out the policy of ;tructural integrity and light weight and low ccst,

all Iongitudinals will be externa], on the outer surface of the hull. '
Aerodynamically, this is a minimal comprom:se with a small aerodynamic

• penalty but a vast gain in strength, riaidity, lower weight and also
cost. The longitudinals also will be designed as internal honeycomb

i structures, most likely of semicircular s_ctions, riveted over the
plating seams. The structure inside the hull will be everywhere cir-
cumferential, while outside the hull, it will be exclusively longitu-
dinal. There will be no specific joints between them, except as they

• cross, one inside the other with the hull plating between them.

Hull Plating

• The ZMC-2 hull was assembled from straight-sided frustum cone envel-
•: opes of thin sheet as rings. For large hulls, long and deep thinking

concludes, it is more practical and also aerodynamically perfect, to
' assemble the hull out of gores, as _ir. Roda will describe later on.
: We already have facilities in the aerospace industry for stretch-form-

ing panels of the maximum sheet sizes. This system requires a minimum
of length of seams on the hull surface, the large panel gores can be
lifted and manipulated by vacuum pads and in the quality of surface of
finished hull, it is doubtful that a more aerodynamically perfect
structure can be fabricated; this is important in vies¢ of the high
speeds at which future metalclad airships will sail.

Not the least important of the structural components are the means of
joining the structure. While the first ships will be riveted, we are
intensively thinking of EB welding, Laser welding, thermoplastic bond-
ing and we shall consider any other _nethod that may yet come to notice. _

We know from experience that sealing will not be a problem; all hull
seams will be in the immediate proximity of rigid structures, elimin-
ating possibilities of local flexure All hull seams will be made _f ::•
flush 100 o rivets, not so much for reasons of low surface roughnes al-
though that too, is important, but for reasons of high fatigu_ resist-
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ance. These rivets are driven in wit_ one pneumatic hammer blow and
rill the d_mpled hole cavity in the sheets by plastic flow of the ri et
metal to a tight, prestressed fit. They are not only stronger but _,lso _
bighly fatigue resisting; people flying airplanes do not realize when =' ,,
they look at the flush rivets along a door jamb as they enter, that _ !
they are catching a glimpse of one of the most poweriul yet lightest :'' i
fasteners.

The honeycomb light structures are well developed in a multitude of
configurations and their use in the metalclad airship construction is
one example of modern tcchnology making ava_lab!e for airships most
useful means for the purpose of achieving light, rigid and strong
structures. In the history of airships, it has usually been the other
way around. ';

Fig. 10 is a picture of a tanker. Two of these are being built by Cam- _
mel-Laird in England. It is a 55,000 tonner and as tankers go, it is
therefore a baby tanker. It is 680 ft. long, fully 151 ft. longer
than ML-38. Its beam is about the same as the MC-38 diameter. The
two structures, MC-38 and this tanker are comparable in size but de-
signed for different elements; the airship for sailing in the air '.
space and the tanker on the interface between oceans and atmosphere, ; _
the roughest and most hostile boundary on the earth. The purpose of
showing this picture is to compare these two structures. The tanker
structure is obviously highly complex compared to the metalclad air-
ship structure and it has to be. The amount of fitting and welding of
elemental components in the _anker hull, compared to the simplicity of
the metalclad airship struczare, is simply staggering. The tanker has
four longitudinal, full depth bulkheads; without them it would come
apart. The design and the labor in thousands of joints connecting the
structure into a force-resisting shell, is in startling contrast to
the continuity of structure of a metalclad hull, requiring only seams
for joining. This has a direct bearing on the cost and weight of the
two structures. This may at least allay some apprehensions about the

,_ cost of fabrication of metalclad hulls. The comparison goes further
in contrasting the mechanical equipment in the tanker hull; the main
engine room anQ its ancillary facilities, the pump £oom in midships
and the electric and pipe lines not completely visible. In this
respect also, the airship is eithe- simpler and at worst, not as

complicated as the machinery of a tanker. It is constructive to keep
this in mind when considering costs in particular.

The airship hull as well as the fin structure, will be provided on all
metalclad ships with permanent strain sensing transducers which will
report at all times to the flight engineer's panels and will infarm the
captain during storms. The hurl will be equipped with orthnic_n trans-
ducers observing the cell fabric, functioning of valves, and of movable
surfaces, of power plants and any other strategic elements. The
flight engineer will know local gas temperatures as well as the surface
temperatures of the hull; after all, he is managing not only an aero-
dynamic but also thermodynamic engine. He will also learn quickly of

: any internal leakage; in fact, the airships will be thoroughly instru-
_ mented for continuing surveillance of strains in the structure and ,,

state of the lifting gas as w_ll as of the controlling air.

' Ig
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" Propulsion

• If the a%ailable materials and structural conceptr, useful for metal-

' clad airships are spectacular in their merits, the contribution of
turbomachines to airships is even more dramatic. Here it is best to

itemize the possibilities, as follows:

A. Forward and reverse propulsion.
B. The control of the boundary layer in flight.
C. Thrustors for the automatic as well as the manual control of J,

airships in the proximity of the ground, without any labozing
crew.

Forward and Reverse Propulsion

The airships of the forseeable future will be propelled by gas turbines.
These are the _ightest, most reliable and durehle power pl_nts avail-

_"" able now; any talk about Stifling engines, Diesel engines, or for that

- matter any reciprocating engines, is sheer retrogression. Gas turbines
even in the small size projected for the MC-38, have a fuel consumption
now of (.40)ib/SHPh and by the time the first ship will be ready for

them, this should dimini3h to approximately (.35-.36)Ib/sHPh.

The MC-38 uses three power plants, approximately 2,000 HP maximum capa-
bility,, end without BL control of the hull, although even for I00 mph

it may be less Two power plants are one on each side, driving CR, CP
propellers, the i00 mph speed being still too low for turbofans. The _"

third unit is in the main frame supporting the fins, dr_vin 9 air

through a tunnel toward the stern exit end. With all thr_e _o_er /
plants running, the speed is I00 mph; with two side power plant_

running at full fuel imput, the speed is 87 mph, while the central uni_
is at _tandstill. With the central unit only running, the speel is
63 mph. Thus we have three modes of operation, obtaining three high
economy cruising speeds with lower economy speeds in-between. The

latter case, propelling by the stern power _lant alone, is particularly
suitable fo_ exploration of oceans at 60 mph and lower speeds, with a

silent driving engine inside the hul', surrounded by accoustically
impermeable lifting gas. The central turbine _,_ayhave a lower maximum
output than the side turbines.

Reversing is to be done by propellers in either all three pow_,r plants,

or preferably only in the two side power plaats. All propellers are
specified as CR, to eliminate the wake swirl, not only for neutral ap-
proach toward the fins, but also for efficiency reasons. All power
plants are telecontrolled from the ' [dge, no crew is needed for on the

spot supervision.

J
The problem of weight-lilt equiliDrit_m with respect to fuel cannot any-

more be solved by exhaust vapor condensation. F'cr one reason, it is
difficult to condense moisture from gas turbine exhaust, but most im-

portantly, it is a clumsy method, dirty in its product, with resistance

to flight and heavy. The most suitable and acceptable w_y to deal with

this necessity is to burn llydroger gas as a supplementary fuel to the
liquid fuel. llydrogen is to be contained in balloons, in llelium cells, _
completely isotated from air, Fig. II. Their volumetric content is
just right for lifting the fuel and it is to be consumed at the cortes-
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ponding rate to the liquid fuel consumption so that there is maintained !_
a continuing lift-weight equilibrium at all times. For complete equi-
librium of lift-weight, the Hydrogen has to contribute 17.73% of the
total heat input into the turbines, based on one pound of liquid fuel
requiring 14.22 ft3 of Hydrogen for lift. Only the three main power
plants will run with supplementary Hydrogen; all others, in thrustors
and boundary layer cantrol units, will run exclusively with liquid fuel _
and the figures just noted will increase above 20% of the total heat
input to the main turbines. The volume of Hydrogen for a 2S-hour trip
at full power in MC-38, is 11.85% of the total displacement. The sup-
plementary use cf Hydrogen as fuel is the ultimate solution of the ,
lift equilibrium problem with our present means. It is safe and de- 4
pendable, simple and efficient, does not involve any increase in drag _-

and very little if any additional weight. The reduced tankage for the _ i.

liquid fuel should compensate for tflc fabric weight of the Hydrogen
cells in the Helium compartments.

The gas turbine is of tremendous value to airships. Not only is its
specific weight low, but the structure supporting it from the hull can
be also much lighter than with piston nower plants. Furthermore, it re-
quires no major cooling and complexities associated with it. It is the _

most reliable power plant requiring low maintenance we could have
dreamed of and in a noneycomb structure cell, it is not excessively
noisy; two side power plants are provided to give tLe Captain an addi-
tional freedom of horizontal directional control. The power plants are
so small and compact that mounting them inside the hull is not justi-
fied for the side units.

: The Control Of The Boundary Layer In Flight .:i

]
i_ The MC-38, as in fact the metalclad shell principlc at last makes pos-
, sible effectl.ve boundary layer control. Boundary layer control is :

now an old technology, discovered already in 1904 and developed in the ,_
/ 1920% to a point of usefulness but nct applied to aircraft generally,

because at the speeds the heavier-than-air vehicles fly, it requires a
_i cnnoioerable power plant to energize. For MC-38, it is projected that

' , each of the seven main frames will be provided with surface orifices to
remove the boundary layer that grows in the longitudinal direction be-

_,_ twec, the main frames, by suction. The expectat'ons _re that a large
,: redaction of the mean thickness of the BL along tne length of the hull
_,:. will be achieved, an approach toward the goal of a thin and constant
_ BI, thickness all over the hull. Similarly, the flxed parts of the fins
< will also be provided with suction sli,s or oriflces to reduce the BL :
: build-up on them. _he prior work oa thi_ control is most encouraging

and in ou_ experiments with advanced turbomachine cascades, we have
L, achieved extraordinary results in preventing separation of flow with

_:, only negligible expenditure of energy.

?_ Each ,min frame will have a suction power plant for this purpose; a
_°,_ _uction compressor driven either electrically or by a small gas tur-
_, bine. It is a fact that no known dynamic compressor system can attain

as high a negative (suction) entry pressure, as the centripetal contra_

_ rotating compressor. It will be mandatory to use these compressors for

Y
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-, the removal of the BL.Their energy consumption will be small, partl-
i' cularly in relation to the fuel amount that would be needed without the
° reduction of drag by the boundary layer removal. These little suction
; power plants, if gas turbines, will run only on liquid fuel, without
>.. Hydrogen admixture. The electrical load in a modern metalclad airship

will be high, due to the automation of controls, orthnicon cameras of
the closed TV system in the hull, power pressurizing system (no scoops),
computer load and also the transien + de-icing demands by electrofilmed
surfaces over known strategic areas. ElectriLiL/ ge-erating power plants
will also Oe gas turbines.

It is known that drag can be reduced by removal of the BL on a body of
revolution to less than one half of that with BI,. We have attained

similar results on compressor cascades with only one station of suction;
to begin with, it appears reasonable at this time to expect that with ,-

' seven stations along the length of the hull, it should be possible to
._ . reduce the drag, on a metalclad, pressurized airship hull to at least
"_''"_ 66% of the drag without the BL control; the drag coefficient therefore

; would be approximately .043, with fins, controls gondola and two-sided
; turbines. This expectation could not be realized on a fabric-covered

rigid airship hull, even if the fabric were to be pressurized to a low
pressure to prevent flapping of the surface. The fabric instability

r .. of the surface of rigid airships is a source of high drag. I have seen
fabric waves on the R-IO0 dirigible which must have been at least four

_: feet crest-to-crest. Metalclad hull surface is stable with almost per-
fect curvature when at atmospheric pressure, will not exhibit deep

: buckles in the ship of the size of the MC-38 and larger.

One incidental benefit of the BL control will be the reduction of the
l size of the fins, due to the thin BL at their bases, as compared to
,_ the relatively large part of their span made ineffective by a thick
t noncontrolled BL. This gain manifests itself in two ways. First of

all, it is possible to rely on only six fins, with dual elevators and
single rudders, on the top and bottom dorsal fins. The second gain is
in the increased aspect ratio of the fins, compared to eight surfaces.

The fact is that without BL control, it would be prohibitive to oper-
ate even low drag hulls of metaiclad airships at high speeds. The
metaiclad airship hull has even in the case of the ZMC-2, a very smooth
surface. With the projected gore construction, the smoothness of sur-
face and the correctless o£ shape, will be the ultimate that can be
reached with any hu I, non-deformable by aerodynamic forces, unlike
with fabric pressurized hulls. With hulls of this precision of form
and low surface friction, it is effective to practice BL control and
reduce the virtual dr_g to a minimum attainable within the practica-
bility of the means. The fuel requirements for doing this will be very
modest, because the powers involved are low. Also, the weight of the
turboblowers for this pur[ose will be low, of the order of .201b/ib ofT.
Gas turbines have an excellent record of reliability of starting; stat-
istics of our Navy for instance, are completely reassuring on this an(;
there is no doubt, that the BL control power plants, as well as the
thrustors will be similarly reliable in response to the starting ,"
switch.
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Thrustors fnr the Control Of Airships : -

The third plant system on board the MC-38 will be the thrustors.power

This is a fairly recent t_-hnology, developed first for docking of _
large ocean ships and now also used in spectacular manner on drilling k
rig platforms on high seas, for example in the North Sea, one of the

roughest oceans. ]_

What has been accomplished already and is being used on an increasing
scale with drill rigs and ocean liners, can be duplicated with airships

" of the highly rigid metalclad hull system. The MC-38 is to be provided ..

i with turbine thrustors in the bow and in the stern. In the bow, ontop of a hull main frame will be a vertical, downward thrustor of

approximately 1000 lh maximum thrust although the final thrust size _ _ii
will be determined by extensive consultations with the captains of the
past airships and by wind-tunnel tests On each side of the hull is _ :
to be located also one thrustor, for starboard thrust and port thrust. _ _

On the bottom of the hull but closer to the center of buoyancy, will be _
:! a group of three thrustors in the bow and three on the stern, for vert-

i ical upward thrust. The vertical positive lift thrustors are projected;. _n triplicate in the bow as well as in the stern, in order to secure a
4 high vertical lift for a heavy lift-off. All thrustors will be identi-

cal in size and in positive vertical lift which is the only critical
_j direction, there is a safety factor of 3 on response to starting and ,

availability. All will be operated by a computer with captain's over-ride, through accelerometers sensors.r

•_ There arises a new and peculiar problem associated with aerodynamic _ :

"_ thrusters. Similar thrustors are being manufactured and several firms
"_ produce them. They are used for vertical lift platforms and in all

._ present applications their long time speed response lag is not highly

_ important. ':

In the airship control, the long time lag in speed response of the
.,,y aerodynamic thrustors is extremely important. The hydraulic thrustors

_! in ships have a short lag, because they are low-speed machines. In
_ high-speed aerodynamic machines, the time lag is a function of the cube .
_ of speed of rotation and is too long for this control method with

, single-rotating thrustors, which would have to be run up beforehand

i. and left running at full sp_d, or near-full speed, while the airshipis under their control; the forces of control would have to be derived
from opening and closing of gates. This i_ _, complex, heav_ fuel con-
suming method.

However, contra-rotating thrustors are capable of alleviating this lag
because for the same output, their time lag is eight times shorter on
thrust delivery either rising or decreasing. This is a promising use

":_ and it should satisfy the requirements for high responsiveness even for
airship control without structural complexities of gating. The

_: thrustor control is an i,dispensable means for airship handling neari land and during approach to the mast and taking over the anchoring by
heavy land tractors, a method initiated by Zepplin works already in
1935.

!,
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The concept of control of airships by thrustors completely changes the

experiences and preconceptions of the past and requires the abandon- 4
ment of the insecurity and unpredictability of handling of airships
near and on the ground. This concept, no,.' available and in fact in-
dispensable to all future airships, is contingent on a rigid hull;
without thi_ quality of structure, thrustors would actually be danger-

:_ ous again the metalclad pressurized airship meets this prerequisite ]
• condition and wili be capabIe of making use of thrustors from the
:r ':

first ship to come.

¢ Hull Cells and Pressure Control (Thermodynamic Management of Lift)

The ZMC-2 was a single cell lifting gas hull. In larger ships, the
pxoblems arise with containment of the lifting _as. One is the infla- ,-
tion with lifting gas. The second is the prot em of division of the
hull ii_to individual lifting compartments. The third one is the pres-
sure anu lift control. In Fig. 12 is shown a practical solution of the

: i problem of inflation and subdivision of the hull. The upp_ half dia- ' :metral area of each main frame contains a semicircular curtain of re-

: _ inforced fabric, which separates two adjacent cells. At a station a
short distance from the center line of the hull is attached to the

; _ horizontal edge of this curtain, a semicylindrical ce_', with a half- '_
circle fabric wall at each end and a half-perimeter cylindrical fabric
wall connecting the two semicular ends. The upper part of the metal-

:_ clad hull and the walls of the main frames are the remaining contain-
ing walls of each cell. After installation, the cells, one by one,

-. will be deflated by pumping the air out at the top of a main frame.
: The pumping will continue until a low vacuum is reached, to draw all

_. air out in order to reduce the contamination of the lifting gas.

Next step will be the inflation of the cell space, at this time reduc-
ed to zero, with the lifting gas, with the lower, f bric-cylindrical ,

! curtain of the cell ultimately floating above the bottom part of the _
hull, thus creating a control air space below each cell. At two speci-
fic main frames will be provided reinforced fabric, separating the hull
into three individual air spaces for hull trim control.

The cell fabric is considered to be silk, with Mylar films on each •
side. The silk industry is in a depressed state and it should not be
difficult to obtain this strongest fabric for highly flexible, internal ?
walls. Rapid and noncontaminating inflation and deflation of the
metalclad airship hulls is therefore no problem whatever. Both, the
air space as well as the gas space will be provided with blow-off ._
valves. For containing the Hydrogen-fuel gas in a ltelium-filled bull,
one of several possible schemes is to provide a semicircular cell,

7

shown before, from all internal walls of the hull, which would be lo- :
cated between two intermediate frames and piped into the main frames.

So far, we have been talking about Helium filled airships. The first
metalclad airships will have to be filled with Helium for reasons
which are obvious to all. Yet, we are and always have been a_are that
the metalclad hull is safe for holding Hydrogen gas; _ven in case of
puncture of the plating, air will not enter the hull, only gas will

3
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escape and even if it should burn externally, it cannot burn internally. ?
The lift of Helium is almost 10% less than that of Hydrogen. This re-

duced ]ift cannot come from the weight empty of the ship, it has to
come from the useful load; in terms of useful load, the 10% difference
grows to 25-30% of the useful load of a small airship and this cruel

fact would make the Helium airships economically unattractive. • ,

,, If the airships are to be a factor in transportatio7 they must use Hv-.
drogen for lifting gas. The metalclad hull is safe gor containing Hy-
drogen, but the cell system in Fig. 12 is not. If it were to be used
to contain Hydrogen, the leakage through fabric and possibly also at

"_ the seams would contaminate the control air volume and we would have
._ the same dangerous situation as in the peripheral interspace of fabric-
, covered airships. In fact, worse because in the fabric covered hull, _

_ the mixture of air and leaked gas eventually and in a short time es- _ '_'
_: capes, but in a metalclad hall, it could remain for a relatively long -_

time. Solution of this problem leads to the concept of using Helium as
_' a separating or shielding gas between Hydrogen and the control air vol- ,

umes. This is shown in Fig. 13, where we again see a similar cell-fab-
_ ric structure as with Helium only inflation, but now the cells contain
_ Hydrogen. The space between the fabric cells and the bottom of the _

metal hull, is containing Helium, completely enveloping all facilities,
o_ habitable spaces, controls, and power plants, the Hydrogen cell fabric

4_ never coming in contact with the air space. Even the seams on the
,_ sides of the main frames are covered with Mylar films to contain pos-

sible leakage in spite of seam seals.

The controlling air is contained in ballonets between the Helium vol-umes and accessible air spaces; the fabric of these inflatable -olumes
is the only additional weight required not a great weight./!,

_' This containment of Hydrogen is feasible would be safe and light in
"_. weight. The volume of Helium would be no more than 10-15% of the Hy-

"_ drogen volume at most, therefore, the Hydrogen lift would be reduced
only very little. It is inevitable that metalclad airships of the im-
mediate future will fly with Helium but after experience and confi-

_) dence will set the minds at ease the Hydrogen-Helium metalclad airship
_:_ is inevitable. In this respect the experience gained with Hydrogen

fuel will be reassuring and valuable.

_, The MC-38 will use blowers for the control of air pressure; this is a :
r simple means, without additional scoops. Of course, the control will

be automated and capable of holding the pressure to extremely small
_. tolerances with means that have been available and in use for a long ,
_ time already in the central power plant stations. There is no fixed
_, value of operating pressure to be set _s the optimum. An optimum can , :
5 be based on speed, on the diameter or on the maximum expected bending
_* moment due to turbulence or a number of other criteria. In _IC-38 with :
_ 7075-T6 Alclad plating of .018 thickness, with a minimum factor of 2

on V.P. and seam efficiency of only 75%, the hull could sustain an air
_ gage pressure of .54 lb/in z in a Hydrogen fill,_d hull at sea level. In

terms of water column, this amounts to 15,77 inches of water. With al- :
_: t_tude, this pressure would be reduced by controls. The operation of a :
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metalclad airship will probably take advantage of the continuously con-
trolable hull pressure, raising it to a safe limit during approach to
the ground and during flight in rough weather. The hull pressure will
become a variable not only as a function of altitude but also of flight
conditions, of speed and also during ground approach. The elevated
pressure is desirable at high flight speeds as well as during rapid
changes of temperature.

4 This last observation gets us to the consideration of what has come to
be known as the thermodynamic management of lift. It started actually

t from the desire to control lift without wasting Helium, but instead
i liquefy it and store it in Dewar containers as the fuel was consumed.

This proved to be impractical due to high energy consumption required
for liquefying Helium and also due to the lightness of the liquid He- '
lium. Next, we explored liquefied air and discarded that too for sim-
ilar reasons. There is no hope for either one of these cryogenic me-
thods of lift control. However, this thinking then leads into two dif-
ferent directions; one, to use Hydrogen as supplementary fuel for main

'._ • '. turbines, which we mentioned already and the second one, to consider
: heating and cooling of the lifting gas; the thermodynamic control of

lift by addition or removal of heat has considerable merit and will be
one of the programs for experimentation with the MC-38.

, It requires much less energy for a given volumetric change, to manipu-
late Helium than ttydrogen and this is part of the attraction for apply-
ing this method to Helium airship operation. Also, in the Hydrogen
ship with HeIium barrier, this is convenient; although in the Hydrogen
ship the required energy will be greater and the Helium volume will
have to change more to control the broader Hydrogen volumetric changes.
Obviously, it is much more efficient to heat Helium than to cool it by

refrigeration, due to the low thermal efficiency of all refrigerating
cycles. The Carnot ratio is always low in refrigeration. It is really
fortunate that heating is so efficient, because it is more important

,' in controlling the lifting gas than refrigeration, since it reduces or
i prevents sinking motion. For this reason, the cooling of the lifting

gas will be only a lazge fraction of the heating capability; during a
rising motion, the Captain has also valving be_ides thrustors at his
disposal, whereas during the sinking motion valving is denied him, and
for tbis reason among others, the thrustors for countermanding the
sinking motion are more numerous and therefore, more powerful than the
thrustors for providing sinking motion.

The overall purpose is to eliminate the need for carrying water ballast.
The ultimate decision not to carry ballast at all will be arrived at
gradually; the first airship definitely will still carry some ballast
water, although perhaps not as much as without thrustors and thermo-
dynamic cont;ol of lift.

FINAL COMMENTS

The MC-38 and larger airships of the future, should be constructed as
load carriers, with exchangeable containers, locked into the structu_'o,
so that their bodies will integrate into the airship hull and contri-
bute to its flight strength and rigidity; although these containers
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will be of the same size, their conceptual design will be diverse. One

type may be insulated and refrigerated; another may be constructed for
carrying liquids; a number of them would be made similar to mobile
homes, for habitation, with built-in sanitary facilities, cabins or
seats, galley, interconnected social spaces between containers, etc. :_
By carrying different containers, the ship will be capable of conver-

" _ sion into a freighter, or a laboratory, or a passenger ship by select- '
ing loading alone. _

.9

There exists a wide speed gap between surface vehicle or sea vessel
speeds and the today normal aircraft speeds. This speed gap is at
least 450 mph, within which there is no transport means of intermediate
speed now available to us. This wide-speed gap will be corrected by
airships with speed ranging from say one hundred knots to two hundred _ ,
knots within five years from the commencement of the airship program. 7R

i This comparison illustrates how sorely neeaed airships are, particular-

.- ly on intercontinental routes, overseas. Equally as much but in a dif- :
ferent way, for the surveilance of the oceans. : rz

Small airships of the NC-38 size inevitably , ze high weight empty/
gross lift ratio or _ ratio, and cannot afford a reJatively large ,
fraction of their total volume for the compensation of lifting gas dil- '
ation. This means that they are low ceiling airships. The MC-38 air-
control space would have to be approximately 12% of the total gas vol-
ume of the ship for 5,000 ft. ceiling. At this ceiling the MC-58
would still have a useful lift of 30,000 lb with Helium, not bad for a
small, purely experimental and training class of ships.

The _ ratio changes, at first rapidly, with increasing displacement.
At approximately (12.825) X 106 ft _ hull displacement, tte value of
_=.396, instead of_=.594 of the modern MC-38, a gain of 50% in favor
of useful load to total displacement. This is a law, one of the laws
governing the airship engineering. Therefore, larger ships will be
able to reach and stay at higher ceilings without any problems and
without excessive limitations of useful load capability. This is an
indication of how powerful airships can be in larger displacements,
over approximately 10 _ ft 3, and a!so what broader freedoms of operation
are open to them with increasing size.

The favorable decline of _ with increasing size of airship hulls has
two other consequences, both desireable and welcome. One is the pros-
pect of very large Helium-lifted airships in which the reduction of
the useful lift would be less than the (25 30)% characteristic of
small ships and the load carrying capability would still be within

, economically attractive limits. The probable consequence might be that ,
large passenger airships would be lifted with Helium, while the naval
ships and freighters, both of which will very likely travel at higher
speed, will be lifted with Hydrogen-Helium gases.

The second consequence of the declining _ with size, is the freedom of
large airships to afford a larger gas dilatation control air volume
and therefore, gain in their ceiling capability, without serious lim-
itations on their useful lift. In other words, ceilings of 15,000-

_ 20,000 ft. will be economically feasible, if required. This would

2
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t apply to overland airships; intercontinental airships should have no

need of ceilings over 8,000 to I0,000 feet.

Still another conclusion emerges with increasing size of airships. It _
_.. is the fact that past the MC-200, (20,000,000) ft. 3 size, the_ ratio

_ declines only slowly and in v_ew of 3this, it appears doubtful that air-
, ships l_rger than (20-30) (i0) ft. total displacement will offer

economically more than this maximum size. The impression is that the_

_ optimum size of an airship may be approximately MC-250, (25)(106) ft. 3
/ airship. This size is larger than fabric covered airships should

I attempt to reach. The _ value of the MC-250 would be approximately
= .320 . Dimensionally this ship would have a diameter of 224 ft.

i and a length of 1,008 ft., which is fully 300 ft. shorter than a
300,000 ton tanker of which over 150 are being built now. all over the _

world. Th_s could well be a 200 knot ship, capable of 20,000 ft.

ceiling, if needed and it could well afford both of these performance
figures, whether lifted with helium or with hydrogen-helium combination. 7

With hydrogen it would have a total lift of approximately 747 tons;
with helium, the total lift would be approximately 682 tons. The
useful lift of the helium ship would be approximately 464 tons; the

hydrogen-helium ship would lift approximately 500 tons ef useful l_ad_
The difference in total lift due to the specific lifts, has declined

to a little over 7% from (25-30%) of useful load in a small ship. •

Modern air_hips will be more complex in detailed facilities and equip-

ment than forty years ago. This is unavoidable and is in _act neces-
sary to achieve as high perfection as possible. We have seen the

airplane grow from a simple device into a sophisticated and incredibly
reliable transport in spite of its also incredible complexity. In
fact it is thanks to this complexity that it has become a safer,
dependable and viable transport vehicle. SinLilar comparison with what

_: used to be holds true also with seagoing ships_ power stations or even
a locomotive, and it will also be true for airships. Functional
complexity imparts desirable and indispensable qualities to every

dynamic engine and it will make metalclad airships also highly
reliable, safer and trustworthy economical transport ships compared to
all our past experience.

ILLUSTRATIONS AND SLIDES TO BE PRESENTED

Figure 1 ZMC-2 !
Figure 2 Inside of ZMC-2

Figure 3 L-129 -- Longitudinal
Figure 4 L-129 -- Transverse
Figure 5 ZMC-38 -- 1930

Figure 6 E-H Curve for Hulls
Figure 7 Wind Tunnel Model of ZMC-38
Figure 8 MC-38 -- 1974

Figure 9 Perspective view of the MC-38 (1974) Structure
Figure i0 Picture of a Tanker

Figure ii Cell Diaphragm for helium only
Figure 12 Hydrogen cells in helium

Figure 13 Hydrogen-Helium cell
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THE AEROSPACE DEVELOPMENTS CONCEPT

John E.R. Wood *

i

ABSTRACT: For the last three years, Aerospace Developments have been +_:

under contract to Shell International Gas. Their brief has been to assess _'
the viability of using airships for the transport of natural gas, and to com-
plete the initial design of such a system, the airship and its associated sub-

systems together with a continuing economic analysis of the project. Invest-
lgations, on a funded basis, have also been carried out into the application of
the airship for A. S.W. and A.E.W. uses, and a further investigation Into
the transport of mineral concentrates for an Australasian mining concern has
recently been completed.

'L

_++r_ INTHODUC 'lION
L

!_i The present day method of transportation for Natural Gas has several major disadvantages.
It is a high cost operation, which demands considerable investment both in surface vessels

_ and In fixed ground plant. Briefly, the system in use at present is as follows:

1. The gas is piped from the well (or wells) to a central liquefaction plant. This is
++ usually located at, or near, the coast.

2. From the liquefaction plant theogas is piped aboard liquid Natural Gas (L. N. G. )
carriers. It Is stored at - 161-C throughout the voy,'_e.

": 3. On arrival at the home port th_ gas is stored in a liquefied state, and is then

* Director. Aer,_space Developments, Londo., England
i:

k
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re-gasified and passed into gaseous pipe storage for subsequent distribution to consumers.

Both the tankers and the liquefaction plant are enormously expensive. A large L. N. G.
_-, carrier costs, at present day prices, in excess of $100 million, and a large liquefaction plant
:" with its associated tankers, demands an investment approaching $2 billion. Much of this
" investment has to be concentrated In ground plant located in areas of high political instability

(Algeria, Libya, etc.). These assets may be sequestered by the p_rent countries at any ,

f time, and without any notice. The liquefaction plant consumes approximately 26% of the
_ energy it produces in the liquefaction process and the scale of investment required means

: that a very large market mtst be assured before any deliveries can he contemplated. Sinai; :
wonder then that the need for a cheaper, less politically susceptible, more flexible system , ,.:
has been recognised for a long time. *:

THE AIRSHIP AS A GAS CARRIER ¢
.,

Because the gas methane (the prime constituent of Natural Gas) is lighter than air, with a
=. lifting force of approximately 45 Ibs/1000 cubic feet, there is an Gbvious attraction In using .:

a Lighter Than Air craft for tr,'msporting the material, since the payload will also provide
the ascensional force (at least on the outward voyage). Even if the gas is assumed to con-

tain Its maximum possible concentration of contaminants (sulphur, CO2 etc.) It is still no _
heavier than air. The main problem centred ar(,und the fact that, because the volume of the
gas is increased in the ratio of 645:1 over its liquefied state when it is expanded to atmos-
pheric pressure and ambient temperature, and because hoop stress considerations demand
that the gas be carried under these conditions in order to carry a sensible amount of gas,
the craft has to be a very large one Indeed.

b
CHOICE OF TYPE OF CRAFT

An initial examination of the economic considerations, together with the knowledge that,
within the bounds of technical competence {and certain construction costs) ""he Bigger the
Better" at least from the point of view of ultimate costs/cubic feet, led to the requirement
for a craft approaching 100, 000,000 cubic feet, which, in dimensional terms, is very large
indeed'

For craft even approaching this size there appears to be only one answer, the Supported
Monoeoque type of construction. Supported because at some point In the journey the gas
will have to be removed from the craft, and therefore gas pressure will not be available to
stabilize the outer skin, and Monocoque because this :s the only type of construction that is
sufficiently amenable to the present day demands of quality control and rapid assembly
whilst retaining adequate margins of strength. The "Zeppelin" type of construction Is often
still held to be the best type of construction, and the reasons for this advocacy :tre very
difficult to ascertain. A fairly rudimentary armlysis of cr_tft of this type will shuw that this
system of construction was inadequate to meet the demands on strength grounds alone for

the sort of annual utillsatlons that mus___..tbe achieved in order to make the system profit-rifle.
Even when used for the sort of craft that were constructed forty years ago, the rigid girder
construction was not safe enough, by modern stan&trds, and wa_ ,lemandlng In terms of
in-flight maintenance, and yet many people are still ad_ee;ttlng the use of such construction

, methods for craft far larger than those of old, and they arc Intending to use these craft la
- applications far more demanding them any that have been required in the ires *. There is :t

great deal of evidence to suggest that even such staunch advocates of conventional airship
practise ;is Charles Burgess were convinced of the need for a "stressed skin" type '_tructurc.
llad the Initial design for such an airship resulted in a much smaller size of cr:fft, then it
is imsslble that a different appro:tch might have been adopted {probably an intern'dly
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supporteo "BI,IMP") but for a craft of the size required, we are confident that the type of
construction system adopted represents :m optimum.

TIIE CRAFT ITSELF (Figure 1),

. As may Le seen from the illustration, the era/t represents a fairly conventional approach
to airship aerodynamics. It has a length/diameter ratio of 6:1 w :ch represents a reason-

, able compromise between controllability and cost of materials (it Is lntereJtlng to note that

, recent economic analyses show that, as far as material costs are concert_ed, there are ..
advantages in reducing the length�diameter ratio to as little as 2:1. These analyses do not ,. .:
take accotmt however of the control and mooring difficultie_ associated with craft of this , _,
type. ).

The craft itself Is approximately 1,800 feet In length with a maximum diameter of ._00 feet. t
This entails conshterable difficulties as records a constructlot_ facility, anti the methcxls
used to overcome thin problem are described later in this report.

The use of a considerable degree of cylindric midship section Is a sensible nne, there is
little, If any, advantage In resistance terms In adopting a fully streamlined form, :rod
the advantages in terms of jigging and construction costs militate heavily in fa:'our of the
type of design which has been adopted.

TIlE BASIC SYSTEM OF CONSTRUCTION (Fi,oxtre 2)

The pri mary unit of construction Is the "tmltary panel" which Is 20 feet in length by lo feet
in height. Since there Is a very definite need to conserve weight, and beeau:_e the primary

1_$,, m_xle of failure Is In compressive buckling of the top skin, it was (!celded to (Icvelo I) a

' _i material which combined the best of both worhls. It was decided to utilise a "s:mdwich"

: form of eo_tructlon, using stainless steel cute," ,'mclInner skins, which arc :tdecluate for
;" the tensile lo,'tds that will be It,posed, together with :t Keflar fibre inner core, the lint'pose

: of which in to increase the"l' value of the matrix. The result is :tmaterial which combines
x

_ light weight with excel)tior, al strength albeit :it a f:dr',y high unit cost. "l_e decision to use

a poly'tmltle fibre rather than a metal such as aluminium as the infill for the matrix was,, based on two major considerations.

_-:o 1. The need to obviate, as much as possible, the rl: 3f corroshm due to tht, ingres..'
_" of water under the outer skin.

, 2. The necessity to avoid the possibility of electrox_le action between the lnilll :rod the
,_ outer skins.

_' In order to minimize the weight of the lnfill, a aoneycomb type of structure has been used
_- for stabl!izlng the outer and inner skins.

The basle method of the :tss_,nlbly is outlined in l-'lgnre 2. Storage is I_|'m,'id,'d for tile steel. _
the honeytomb and the elmxy type "ldhesD,'e (refrlgel'ated). The honeyt'onl_ I_:thei_ :Ire _"
pre-i)rofilcd to a.q :recur:de curv:tture, anti the p:l.nels ;ire tht, n })4)lltit'd t(} the outer :m.I illl'lt'l'

skin by :m :tutt_.'alve pr_'ess, the comph,te_l panel then Illoves it) :l final fildshing |_:t_,'lt'_lt,_t,

profiling etc. ) before being passed to a coatpleted materi:tls stockyard. 'l'tais sv.qttqll
enables the httest metht_ls of qu:dlty control (ultrasonics. r:tdiation, bavk:;c'_tte, t.tc. ) t_,
be emldoYed to ensure continuously high standartls qff nl-lterJal Integrity. _t_'_ll'll _lqe t'lfflSitlel's

t lnillio/I .,,;qltA',ll't, feet ,_I"that ore :drshlp :done of this _ize _'111require :q_proxim:ttely l _,

:, J5J
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honeycoml) and 3 million square feet of skin material, the necessity for proper quality copt-
• v'c_lx_illI_ ;)plv)r_,nt.

A comprehensive stress :m.'tlysls, based on "finite element techniques" developed by

Professor Arg3a'ls, has been c:trrled out on the craft, together with :m :tn:tlysis of likely

gust loads th:tt will be iml)osed on the craft during4 in service operations. "rod the results

[n(lic:ttc than :tn overall safety facto:" approaching :g is likely to I)c achieved. (This :malysi,_

: / t:tkes account of the maximum :xeroJyn.'tmic loads likely to b.- encountere(I.) These s:ffety
f:tctors :u'e consl(ler:tL_ / in excess of thoqe retluire(i for current civil :tircr;tf,* :tpplications. ,,
:rod at r well for futui e development.

POWERING RE(_UIREMENTS FOR AII{SIIIPS

As part of the current progr:xmme, a comprehensive ex:_min'ttlon of the powering require- r
--'"" ment h.ls been e,trried out. "['his progr:tmn_e, carried out uncler the supervision of

Professor Young of Queen M:).ry College. has entailed :t (let:tiled eval,_.ttion of the bound:try

.. layer conditions (,bt:tlnlng around an airship of the size contempl::'ed. Tiiere is _tn obvious• r

adv'mtage In using :l power pl:mt that has alrmtdy been developed, even though the lower

speed of advance of the airship when compared to eonw.,nttonM aircraft m:ly reduce the
efficiency of the unit. It Is desirab!e to keep the number of power units to :t minimum, in

order to recluce the rumt)er and eomplexlt/of associated sub systems, :rod to ease prohlems

concerned with cockpit control.

A summary of the powering requirements Is given below.

' tlull Volume 50 million cubic feet

: Speed (re. I,. a. ) S. tl. P.

40. 9r!.

70. 4, 558.

100. I?. 2,t6.

140. 33, 305.

Hull Volume 100 million cubic feet

Sl_ed (m. p. h. ) S. II.P__..__.

tO. 1, ,t33.

70. 6, 906.

100. 19, 265.

140. 5O, 230.

It e'.m l_, re.t(llly :q)prcci-ite(! that the powering dlsbeneflt from incre:ised speed is far l:trger

th:m th:tt lmi,osed l)y increasing size. Sine=, the economic crui,4e speed f,)I" the cr:tft lies
_a the r:inge 90 = 100 kts. ') is I)OSslble to use existing po_er Ill:rots for tht, sm:dh, r cr:d.

In the i)rototvl)e |)rogr:tmme t_o l)rotcous .'ngiaes. driving Ilovercr_lft lyl)e (l. e, l:ti'gc

|)l:t(Ic :ire:t) i)rol ) sets _.lll t)e adequ:tte. The I)roteou:_. which will he of the re:trine )yl)_,.
h:ts :tccumuktte(I over 500. I)o00l)er:ttive hours, has :t high mc:m time I)t,tween ()_(.rh:tuls,

:trill is :tlrc-idy av:ttl'il:le sb:ift(,(I to :t II. II. Y, tyll( ` IIovt, rcr:dt lir()l)(.,iii)r. 1,'or tilt, l:li'gcr
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/ ships it is possible to utilize a multiple (4 or 6) proteous arrangement, but it is rather more
_,'/ likely that an exhaust turbine, co._nected to a high by-pass fan unit such as the RB-211 would

' -J represent a more sensible approach. In the gas carrying application the craft would use a
certain amount of gas to fuel the engines, and this further reduces the maintenance require-
ments.

It is nc,t intended to install these engines in any type of vectoring moun_ing, this is usually
a much more expensive exercise than most people imagine, and often entails major redesign
of the p_wer plant itself. As may be seen from the first illustration, the engine units are
"poddedP, this is not an attempt to improve propellor efficiency, but rather an effort to
reduce blade tip noise. In the prototype craft it will be possible to mount the engines above i
the wing section, and to use the wing to further improve the noise attenuation characteris .....
tics of the craft.

¢

Because of the thickness of the fin root, It is possible to provide access to the engine pods
in flLght. It Is unlikely, hc_ever, that licensing authorities would look kindly on anything +
other than emergency repairs being carried out whilst the craft Is in flight, All electronic
and mechanical interfaces have been _esigned to be as modular as possible, and any major
servicing would be carried out on a replacement basis.

Attention has also been focussed on the decision to place the engines on the tail surfaces.
,_t is pointed out (correctly) that this entails an increase in the loading on the tail surfaces.
The weight penalty, at least for a gas-turbine engine is, however, small and the control
surfaces have to be designed to absorb high aerodynamic forces anyway. In addition,
placing the engines at the tail has the following major advantages:

1, The engines are installed well clear of the boundary layer, thus there Is little
boundary layer lnterraction, with consequent power savings.

2. When fully pitchable propellers are fitted, the transverse separation of the
engines enables a high turning moment to be applied, even at very slow
airspeeds, this is particularly useful when approaching or leaving the mast.

, 3. Because the power units are situated at the told height of the elevators,
rather than on the underJIde of the hull (common practice on many ea_'ly
airships) there is far less chance of the engine being driven through the
hull and into the methane gas in the event of a grounding.

THE BUILDING FACILITY FOR THE CRAFT

One of the major cost areas in the development of this craft, will undoubtedly be the pro-
vision of a suitable facility within which the airship may be built. There are those who
advocate building the airship in the open, using everything from a roofed over clay pit to
a lake, or who suggest that by using turntables etc. a large airship may be constructed
without any protecti _,z from the elements. This we have always regarded as fanciful.
Although the prototype craft are sized to fit inside the facilities still in existence in the
U.K., the full scale ships will require a shed some 2, 000 feet in length by 400 feet high.
Comparative studies of conventional and inflatable structures, which have been commis-
ioned both in the U. S. A. and the U.K. have resulted in the decision to use an air stabilized

structure, in which the prime loads are taken by a supporting steelwork and cable system,
with inflation being used to stabilize the building against gust loads. A ground plan,
show[ng the existing sheds at Cardington, England, together with the new "super she_'
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_ superimposed upon them, is shown in Figure 3. The total cost of such a facility is est-
imated to be approximately $40 million at present day prices.

:_ GASSING AND DE-GASSING THE SHIP :_

_ The ship will almost certainly be gassed through a fairly conventional "Stub" type tubular '_

mast. The gas, fed in through a central connection, is led to individual compartments by .:_
four "Box Keels" at 90° to each other within the ship. A "Top Hat" membrane system

r iS used to keep air and gas separate within the craft. At the discharge terminal the gas is !i
forced back through the box keels by purging the ship with a carrier gaaOn the other side of _

the membrane, the gas is passed to ground storage for future distribution. Various systems i
for returning the craft to th_ gas field have been under consideration, and the version ....
shown uses an internal helium annulus to provide sufficieut buoyancy to lift the craft in the

_" "light ship" condition, the excess buoyancy being counteracted by ballast being taken aboard.
/_.,D- ¢

THE PROTOTYPE PROGRAMME

Itisregardedas beingimpossibletoconstructa fullsizecraftwithouta comprehensive

• prototype programme. In addition to a large number of static rigs, a series of craft
_" ranging from 2 million - 30 million cubic feet are intended to be built before work on the

100 million cubic feet ship can commence. These craft will be built using the same

techniques and panel sizes !ntended for the fleet size ships, in order to opf.imize the
assembly techniques and to provide feedback operational information. Because of this, ::
these craft will not be as efficient in terms of their payload/total lift ratio as vessels built

q by alternative means, nevertheless, these craft still have enough lift to provide a useful

j payload and illustration 4 shows the 8 million cubic feet ship in an anti submarine role. _

_, CONCLUSION

The _ork being carried out for Shell is part of an on going process. All being well it Is
hoped to complete the construction of a prototype craft by the beginning of 1979, and for
a full size craft to be operational by 1984. This exercise is by no means a low key area
of financial activity, precise costs are classified by SheD, and Indeed are as yet not }

finalized in many areas. But a unit cost of $60 million/ship may confidently be expected. _
It has been the purpose of this necessarily brief paper to emphasize the fact that at h: . • ', !.I
one major industrial company has seen fit to initiate, and to continue to support, on a _ ,

significant financial scale, a thorough investigation into the possibility of utilising Lighter i ;
Than Air craft on a major scale. It would perhaps be pertinmt to add that due to obvious
considerations of commercial confidentiality much of the information given has necessarily :_
been of a superficial nature. Should more detailed information on the project be required, ;
it is respectfully suggested that initial approaches should be made to Shell International _
Gas themselves. _
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N76"15047 1
METtlODFOR TRANSPORTING

INPELLENT GASES

Hermann Papst*

i
ABSTRACT: The described system DAL comprises a method and
a device for transportation of buoyant impellent gases,
without the need for expensive pipes and liquid tankers.
The gas is self air-lifted from its _ource to a consign-
ment point by means of voluminous, light, hollow bodies.
Upon release of the gas at the consignment point, the
bodies are filled with another cheap buoyant gas (steam
or heated air) for the return trip to the source. In both
directions substantial quantities of supplementary freight
goods can be transported. Requirements and advantages are
presented.

THE PRO_LENAND ITS SOLUTION CONCEPT

The Situation

Hope than 90 ¢ of the presently known finds of natural gas can not
yet be used economically as supplies of energy. Annually, billions of
cubic meters of natural gas are being burned off at the heads of oil
wells. Systematic exploitation and utilization of natural gas fields
is by no means fully developed.

Conventional Transport Systems

Contrary to the situation that prevails in the case of transporting
otl, pipelines and tankers are not economical for transporting natural
gas and must therefore be seen as intermediate solutions. Investments

*President, Papst-Motoren KG, St. Georgen, Black Forest, W.-Germany
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" _'I for both these modes are extraordinarily high. Even an interconnected
i_ i system of tankers and pipelines is not f_exible enough. Moreover the

tanker mode requires refrigeration (-258"F) and loading and unloading
_-- while the gas is liquid. Liquefaction cost approximately $ 8 per 1000
_, _ norm cubic meters (Nm_) Thus pipeline and tanker are not economically
'_ optimal solution_ for the transportation of natural gas.

• The Solution Principle

Reflections on a better solution of this problem center on a specific
_ _! property of natural gas: it is lighter than air. Compared to the earth
,_ _ atmosphere, natural gas has a much lower specific weight which thus
_, makes it possible to transport it through the air in large containers i_

which are able to fly. At the place of delivery of the natural gas, -./

these containers can be filled with another light gas that is cheaply
_ "_ and abundantly available there, in order to make the flight return to
_.,_._ the natural gas source. Both steam and hot air are possibilities here.

';"....- Special Requirements and Possibilities for Realization?

The _eight of the containers plus power plant and thrusters, with the
necessary accessories, must be less than the lift that is generated

",_ by a load of steam or hot air. A lightweight and heat insulated sand-
_ wich skin for the containers will be required to guarantee the neces-
)Y sary temperature stability for the 3team or other gases. To supply
_, the ,ecessary heat to keep the temperature at prescribed levels, the

_. heat of the engine exhausts is used. The steam or hot air is forced
_, out by natural gas in the loading process. Mixing of the gases is pre-

_. vented by moveable separating walls in the individual cells.

_r_ Comments

'_" The most significant advantages of gas transport by "lighter than air
._ ships" compared to pipelines have been indicated in an expert opinion

from Professor Alfred Walz (Technical University of Berlin, Institute
_j_ for Supersonic Flow). Also Mr. Miles Sonstegaard of the University of
_. Arkansas has determined, for his system, that the transportation of
; liquid natural gas (LNG) in "lighter than air ships" is decisively
S more advantageous than fixed pipeline systems.

Patents and Acronym

Detailed construction considerations and calculations form the basis

for patent applications in over 40 countries, some of which have al-
ready been granted. These patent applications cover construction and

: mode of operation of the DAL transport system, which requires no han-
; get or special landing facility. The acronym DAL represents the ger-

man conceptual description

_ "_ampf/Erdgas Austausch _ufttransporter"
(SteamlNatural Gas Exchange Cargo Airship)

: In the following section, the concept described above is explained in
greater detail via an example of typical airship of the kind mentioned
before. The explanation indicates further advantageous construction
features.

%
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.
DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM

Structure Characteristics

The natural gas air transport system DAL is designed around ]arge,
dynamically stable self propelled flying bodles. It Is technlcally

L"lo_'_o_ I DAL O_lpf-Auft:r_-Lufttronsportlr L5_'72 I

feasible, for example, to consider a ship of 364 m (1100 ft) length
and ]04 m (317 ft) diameter wtth a volume of 2,300,000 cubic meters
(63,000,000 cubic feet) and which consists of a pressurized skin made
of fiber-reinforced plastlcs. A rigid _ntegrated cabin structure and
keel, 130 meters long, 26 meters wide, and 18 meters high, is attached
to the pressurlzed balloon via circumferential bands. The cabin houses
the crew, passengers, freight containers, all equipment necessary for
driving the vessel, and approximately 150 flexible tanks for ballast
water or liquid freight (e. g. oil). In the interior of the airship,
flexible bulkheads (dividing walls) are installed to allow separation
of the total space tnto gas compartments of vartable size. FtgurelO/_l_
shows the distribution of different gases within the interior of the
shtp during a single transport Journey.

J # e i # ,1
i , I |

4 t_ m &_wm4mm
| _r_
e _pmmp
_ All_m_me_
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, Technical Data
• 1

- 4 The average speed is planned to be 150 km/hour at ]000 m (3000 ft)
+. altitude. The required power of the engine is assumed to be 8000 hp.

7- The volume of natural gas that can be transported over the distance
-,.. , North-Slope New York {that is 5250 kilometers) for instance is about ,
" 2,1 million cubic meters of methane, assuming 90 % of full load and

4 % fuel consumption. The extra available cargo space when heating
the methane to 100vC is _bout 1200 tons. The action radius with full
load is onlv limited by economics. This means that circumnavigation of

/ the earth without intermediate stops is feasible (possible). On the
_I flight back to the source of the natural gas the PaXload with steam as

buoyant gas is about 800 tons, with hot air of_lOOVC, 200 tons, and _"
with preponderantly hydrogen buoyant gas at lOOVC, 2000 tens. i

, Propulsion and Steering Mechanism

_ _:; Motive power is produced by a thruster with a ring slot at the stern
_-'" of the airship. Steering of the jet stream is performed by excentric_I

regulation of the inner cone of the thruster. Thus an effective manue-
verlng capability at low air speeds and low noise levels is provided. ':

Double-Walled Skin
_'_

For this concept, the skin of the airship body is the decisive compn-
_" nent It must be light and strong gas tight and heat insulating}_ t , ,

_ aging resistant and weather resistant.

._ Weight and Strength - The skin must carry the aerodynamic loads during
_: flight. The external pressure distribution on the flying body (fig.I/7_

shows, that significantly less strength is sufficient over the large
)_ surface area of the middle part.

_. The gas pressure P can be reduced to a quarter of the T stream
_': pressure Q.

Use of small spherical cells of higher strength in the bow and stern,
f.t. realized by means of the highly pressurized tube ring element

>
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shown on the left in flg._ , drastically reduces the skin weight via
such divisions of the total skin surface. FIg.Z indicates alternative
solution. Foil and polyester fabric are intended as skin mace-
rials for a maximum strength to weight ratio.

Temperature Insulation This tensile fiber polyester fabric hull
consists of two separate walls wlth a heat insulating protective
gas maintained under pressure in between, thus making it temperature
resistant to I00° C.

/,

Jl III --¢ _t

_4-4

....... . •

The double-walled sktn ts pumped full with nttr}gen or argon and is
maintained unter a permanent pressure of approximately 20 Tort. For
the wall, about 16 centimeters (6 tncbes) thick, the,-e exists a heat-

s value of approximately 20 Kcal/m-n, t. e., approximately 240 Norm-h of natural gas is required to cover the heat loss for the above-
mentionqd large flying body with 96,000 m surface area. This is about
8,000 m_ or.4 % of the natural gas volume fop" a fltght distance of

000 km and a cruising speed of 150 km/h. The neat of lhe exhaust
gases of the motors can cover this heat loss with considerable reserve.

i The structure of the double welled skin is characterized by the arrange-
ment of tensile loaded bands between the high strength exterior wall
and the interior wall of the skin. Between these tensile banes, folded
zig zag form aluminium, vapor plated foil serves to substantially pre-
vent heat radiation. The skin walls are completely covered inside as
well as outside with aluminium fell, so that diffusion is prevented.
The aluminium is, in turn, covered with a fluoride resin or similar
water repellant ma_erlol. The protective gas is completely dry. Also
light has no effect on the skln material. Thus the greatest possible
resistance to aging is provided. The skin covering is also immune to
radiation, lightning, rain, and Ice formation.

NATURAL GAS SHIPM(NT

The medium that provides the lift for the vessel on the way to the na-
tural gas source ts e@ther hot atr or steam. Figure/Z/R_hows the DAL
ftl)ed with steam shortly before departure to the natural gas source.
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'I The problem of heat loss ts solved technically via regulated additions
! of heat from the exhaust heat of the motors The exhaust heat from t_e
_ axial ptston, natural-gas-driven motors keeps the lifting gas at 100"C

via a closed steam circulation. AxiAl piston motors with novel swash-
_ plate power plant are betng developed by Papst-Notoren KG.

_ --._ ...... _

8ecause 400 tons of payloid are attainable with warm air filling, tt
tS possible to carry even the heavtest drilling rigs, together with
the necessary equipment and personnel, dtrectly into regions where otl
and natural gas are found, even tf they are difficult to reach by way
of surface transportation (arctic I;Jnds, deserts, ¢ont|nental shelves,
tundra, dunes).

Ftgure )3/74 Indicates how steam or warm air |S forced out by pumped-
tn natural gas at the gas source.
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1At thts potnt nearly the enttre oody h_s been ftlled wtth natural gas.
Only small leftover spaces are available for vapor and warm atr to
balance 11ft Thts ts the departure condition at the gas source The
total 11ft ts 1583 tcns, tf a bouyant volume of 2,3 m:111on cubic me-
ters ts assumed, dtvtded as follows:

2 109 000 m3 natural gas
20_ 000 m3 balancing atr

All gases are heated to 100°C. For an assumed unloaded wetgh_ of the
atrshtp of 570 tons Including _eel fra_, sktn, crew, passengers,
supplies, and auxtlltary ballast water, a 11ft of 1,100 tons ts avai-
lable for payload, e. 9., LNG or otl. At departure from the natural gas
source, the total 11ft ts co_pc_ed of:

I 513 tons nJtural gas
70 tons warm balancing atr

After travel|ng the example distance of 5 250 km the natural gas compo-
nent _s reduced to 1S5S tons. Thts equalized by a steam _tfttng compo-
nent of 53 tons and a reduction of the atr 11ftlng component toSS tons.
The total departure lift of 1, 583 tons ts thus maintained.
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After arrival at the deltvery destination, steam is pumped into the
' cells intended for it and the natural gas is thereby forced out. Steam
: is abund_:l_- available as a byproduct at electric power plants. Thus

the cycle is completed! Landing is achieved by setting the DAL against
the wind, driving to maintatn position, and descending. After landing,
the ship is held on the ground via suc+ton. The keel frame is kept air-

_ tight against the ground by an inflated tube _kirt which encircles the
bottom perimeter. Unevenness up to one meter can be equalized by this
m_ns. The landing surface can thus lie near thL gas source. Small

_ auxtlltary suction pumps reduce the pressure under the tube-skirt struc-
I ture to approximately 300 mm w_ter-column, so that the DAL can

also be held fixed in storms with winds up to 150 km/h.

-_, SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS

:_ The 1tie expectancies of the double sheath covering made of highly tm- '_
pact-resistant fiber-reinforced polyester and other plastics as well

,..._- as the foil gaskets and the aluminium-toil protective covering are very
large lnd:ed. The protective gas between the double sheath in the ab- ,

: ; sence of oxygen, moisture or light guarantees maximum lifetime. The
• danger of ignition of the natural gas is largely centrolled by the
; i pressurization of the heat insulated double-sheath with a r;on flammable

gas (e.g. nitrogen). After a pl;ncturtng of the exterior wall the pro-
_ tecttve gas escapes and the neighboring bands and the inner wall attach

_ themselves automatically to the outer wall, thereby sealing the leak.
_ The strength of the outer _ktn (about 40 000 kp/m) and the seams is

eight times the normal load during flight at full speed. The entire
double sheath covering ;.emains filled with gas during operation.

"_ Arrangement, control _nd checking of the power plant are based on the
_ fat]-safe principle. Ever, loss of SO % of the power allows full

maneuverabllity of the ship. The DAL may remain afl_at for months with-
_ out the er, gtnes running. Liquid fuel is not needed/used, i.e. higher

L_

COST AND ECONOMIC FEASIBILITv

One natural gas transport vessel with a capacity of 2,3 million cubic
e_eters (63 million cub;c feet) of natural gas end 1,200 tons of oil
can be built today for abou* I 20,000,000 if 50 units are to be ma.u-
factured. Cost of operation per year is estimated at _ 1,300,000. On
100 round trips, covering a distance of 5 250 km (3,260 miles_ each, a
heat equivalent of about 280,000 tons of oil can ba transported.
Comparing the cost of transoortatton by air shipment and by pipeline,
you ftnd at presumed 68 billions of cubic meter per year and a distance
of 5s250 km a demand of 237 DALs. An invostment of _ 20,000,000 per
DAL means 1 cent per cubic meter transport capacity; out of which re-
sult aboJt 0,7 cent per cubic meter gas as transport costs. These con-
ditions will oy far not be reached with the pipeline mode. The costs
of transporting for one barrel of gasoline would amount to S 1.6

) These cost figures could be reduced by hauling additional freight or
: ) passengers. About 1% of the transported volume are used up for propul-

sio_ and buoyancy per I 000 kms.
!

i For loading and unloading freight, the bottom of the ckbtn of the OAt
contains special containers for water, capab'e of holding up to 2,420
tons. Water is pumped out while freight is taken on and the reverse
takes place when freight ts unloaded. For _n exchange of 110 tons of
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" 1 'iload the pumping costs amount to approximately 50 cents, i
Loading and unloading would usually De done by this gradual process

4
The annual revenue from goods transported by one DAL of 364 m length _

and 104 m diameter, assuming a 70% utilization of freight capacity c
and 70% utilization in time, is illustrated in the following table: :_

Lift generated by Net cargo capacity $ Million

Steam 880 t 9.6
Natural Gas 1100 t 11.55 • -

Z200 t 23.10 ,_Hydrogen
I

Fo' 50 round trlps over a Distance of 6,215 miles each, this cor- ,i_
responds to _n annual mileage of 621,500 miles. (Base 3 cts/ton.mile)

¢

SUMMARY 1 :Compared to pipeline or pipeline sh p pipeline systems of trans-
porting natural gas, the proposed natural gas air transport system _

DAL shows the following advantages: :_
Independence from geographic and climatic hazards. One means of _ ::
transportation only for both land and sea routes, door-to-door | !
transportation even over great distances.

Independence from locally changing political situations. Quick I
shifting to alternative soures maximum oF flexibility, i
Lover investments of reduced risk.

The possibility of large-scale coordination of supplying even re- _
mote natural gas sources. Thus additional optimization and ratio-
nalization is feasible.

Lower cost for transporting natural gas via freight and passenger ,;
revunue

Even small finds will be economically attractive.

CONCLUSION

The DAL-Airship-System in principle can be used: i

for transportation of high volume and heavy goods i _

• in aero-crane applications

for passenger t_ansportation purposes with

maximum comfort, ii

for transportin 9 impellent gases and thus puts
a big question mark over natural-gas-pipeline
systems.
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, 'i';THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE

CAD - 1 AIR_HIF"

H. J. Kleiner*
R. Schneider**

Dr. J. L. Duncan"**

I
ABSTRACT: This paper will deal with the background history, I ,
design philosophy and Computer application as related to
the design of the envelope shape, stress calculations and
flight trajectories of the CAD-I airship, now under con-
struction by Canadian Airship Development Corporation.

It will also outline a three-phase proposal for future deve-
lopment of larger cargo carrying airships.

INTRODUCTION

McMastcr University's interest in airship technology and development
extends back to September 1972, when three senior mechanical engi-
neering students began a feasibility study to determine the possible
use of airships to help expand Canada's northern frontiers. The
three students, H. J. Kleiner, E. G. Smith, and J. Douglas, with the
aid of their supervisors, Dr. J. L. Duncan, Prof. W. R. Newcombe and
Dr. J. H. T. Wade, produced a four volume report. This work re-
ceived fairly extensive publicity and eventually drew the attention
of Mr. R. Schneider_ President of Hoverjet Inc., to the abilities of
McMaster University's Mechanical Engineering Department in this area.

T

" McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario
.* President, Canadian Airship Development Corporation, Thornhill,

Ontario

*** Professor, McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario
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Mr. Schneider had done extensive research and studies in the field of

airships since 1968, and felt that it would be possible to design and
construct airships in Canada.

_-'_ By the time of the first meeting between Mr. Schneider and the t
_ _! McMaster Group, only Mr. Kleiner, who had started work on his M.Eng. '

i degree, and the three supervisors remained. i

During the first meeting between these two groups in early February
1973, it was decided that the McMaster group would provide the engi-

_ neering required to set-up the specifications for the preliminary
design of a "minimum Airship" of the non-rigid type, and Mr.
Schneider and his team would arrange for financing that would allow
the construction of this airship at Hoverjet Inc. a

_, Three basic objectives were envisaged as being achieved by this
course of action:

• ! (i) Commercial employment in the role of a research platform,

i

i aerial filming, and TV work, survey and S.A.R. work and
aerial advertising.

.. (ii) Training of Air and Ground crews for future larger airships.

(iii) Provide a basis for developing Canadian design and
Manufacturing skills and capabilities for larger airship
projects.

i: To encompass the various and widely scattered groups and individuals
who had expressed their willingness to provide their knowledge and

_,, services to the project, a non-profit interest group known as the
" Canadian Airship Study Group was formed and Mr. Schneider appointed
_ as Co-ordinator.

By June 1973, initial financing was secured and the bulk of the
design work was completed, allowing a construction start to be made
in the Fall of 1973.

The airship design that emerged has no novel or radical design
features, but follows established design and construction principles
for pressure airships. From the design point of view, it is
intended primarily to gain experience and competence in the various
aspects of airship design.

The airship is 120 ft. long, with a _0 ft. maximum diameter, powered
by two CONTINENTAL O - 200 aircraft engines of i00 hp each and a
cruising range of 300 miles. Payload capacity of 1575 lbs. which
will enable a flight crew of two and four passengers, or an
equivalent cargo load to be carried.

Although the design follows conventional and established practices,
advanced methods of design analysis have been employed. In addition,
techniques of envelope manufacture and the materials used will
embody recent developments in synthetic fibres, weaving, coating and
joining methodc.
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As the construction of the (then) CAS - 1 progressed, it was felt
that a company should be incorporated to take over from CASG and
Hoverjet Inc., and oversee the construction of the present airship
and lay the framework for future airship designs. Thus, early in
197_, the Canadian Airship Development Corporation was incorporated _.
to take the functions of the CASG. The airship was re-designated

as CAD-I.

This paper will describe the analysis which led to the design speci-
fications of the CAD-l, the techniques employed in the computer
aided analysis of the flight performance and loads, and the economi_
assessment of the present airship. Further work to be done by
C.A.D.C. will also be reviewed.

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

The preliminary studies performed were based on computer outputs |_
which, for various fineness ratios, allowed evaluation of 6uch
parameters as:

(i) Weights and displacement (Fig. i)

(ii) Power and velocity for constant shape (Fig. 2)

(iii) Power and displacement (Fig. 3)

(iv) Power and shape for a constant velocity

(v) Displacement and control surface areas

Initial evaluation of these parameters and the performance speci-
fications which had been set, led to the selection of a shape with
a fineness ratio of F = 2.25 and a volume of 70,OO0 cu. ft.

The shape chosen was developed from a polynomial expression
originated by General Mills (wA) which allows the generation of an
infinite number of shapes. The final body shape can then be chosen
on a performance and aesthetic basis. The expression used for the
body shape was:

n+m n m

n m n+m-t
2_n m 4

where: n and m are parameters which may be altered to produce
varying shapes,

f is the fineness ratio desired,

L is the overall airship length in feet,

x is the distance from the bow in feet.

The versatility of this expression is illustrated by 2.1 and 2.2
which show the relationship between the shapes generated and
several known shapes.
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• % The very low fineness ratio caused considerable worry as to possible
stability problems• In order to ascertain the degree of stability
of the design, a computer program was developed to calculate the

.:.., pressure distribution over any airship body in both level flight
_ _ and flight at varying angles of attack. The only inputs required

are data relating to velocity, angle of attack and body shape.
;; This program was derived from, and is an extension of Theodor yon
•_ _ Karman (*i) on airship pressure distributions. The type of output

'_ i produced by the programmer is shown by Fig. 3.1, the pressure dis-
tribution for the CAD-1 shape in level flight. As a result of thi_

__! investigation, the fineness ratio was increased to 3.00, while at
_ t the same time the volume was raised to 90,000 cu.ft., in order to

offset the weight escalation by this change and other developments. '_
Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the initial and final shapes that were

_ decided upon.

¢

_._ It was originally intended to power CAS-I by means of two 2-stroke
_° inboard engines driving swivelling, ducted fans. Although this was

a very light and simple arrangement, the Canadian Ministry of _
;..... Transport (M.O.T.) requirements for licensing the craft and the '

lack of funds for a large scale certification program led to the
• temporary abandonment of this vectoring power system. In its place,
. two light aircraft engines of sufficient power, mounted in a con-

ventional configuration, are used. This caused a substantial
increase in weight.

• At the same time, several discussions took place as to the Gondola
:_ (Car) design. Based on manufacturing facilities and skilled labour
: available, the decision was made to use a welded tubular steel

structure over a fabricated aluminum structure, which, in turn,

_ caused a further increase in weight•

t, The gondola load st_cture consists of lightweight _130 chrome-
_ moly aircraft tubing in a conventional design arrangement. Howe_er,
i it was decided that the gondola design and strength was to be suf-

ficient to provide for the possibility of future development of
various propulsive methods, such as the one previously mentioned,
and also allow for the testing of other systems. In addition, the
use of the airship for training purposes suggested a rugged
structure as the possibility of heavier than normal impact on the
main wheel, which must be absorbed by the gondola structure, was
high.

All these considerations made the volume increase mandatory in order i
to maintain the initial specified payload and performance
specifications• The engineering required to design the gondola
was provided by the McMaster group while the actual application
engineering and construction was carried out by a group at Hoverjet
under the supervision of Mr. Schneider. The primary gondola
structure is illustrated in various stages of construction in
Figures _.I and _.2.
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FLIGHT TRAJECTORY CALCULATIONS

The question of how an airship will behave when required to perform
certain manoeuvres has always been one of the uncertainties of
airship design. Wind tunnel experiments and model studies have
been inconclusive (*5).

During the period of quantity construction of airships, designers
based their decisions upon emprical data that had been gathered
from previous designs. However, recent airworthiness regulations
require that the forces acting during various manoeuvres be cal-
culated and taken into account at the structural design stage.
The calculations involved in this task would be very tedious and
time consuming if done by hand; the problem is tractable, however,
using the high speed digital computer.

The requirements that must be met are given in the "Ministry of
Transport, Civil Aeronautics, Provisional Airworthiness
Requirements, Airships" subpart C, Structure, sections SC. & (a)
through SC. _ (e) (*3).

"Manoeuvering Load Conditions.

The airship stzmcture shall be designed to withstand the limit loads
resulting from the following manoeuvering conditions, conducted at
airspeed of VD, critical statically-heavy weight, and at the centre-
of-gravAty location critical for eacD manoeuvre:

(a) In level flight, application of full _mdder, applied at the
maximum control rate attainable, until a heading of 75°
off the original heading is attained, followed by immediate
_pplication of full opposite rudder, applied at the maximum
control rate attainable to original heading. The effects of
overcontrol shall be taken into account.

(b) In level flight, maintain a steady-state turn with rudder
fully deflected in the direction of turn.

(c) The manoeuvres of SC. l(a) through SC. l(b) combined with
full-up elevator, applied at the maximum control rate
attainable, and alternatively, with full-down elevator,
similarly applied.

(d) In level flight, apply full-down elevator at maximum control
rate attainable until the specified maximum rate of descent
is obtained followed immediately by full-up elevator at
maximum control rate until rate of descent equals zero. The
effects of overcontrol shall be taken into account.

(e) The manoeuvers of SC._(d) combined with alternatively a left
and right steady-state turn."

The theory needed to provide the trajectories dictated by these
manoeuvres was examined and a user-oriented computer package which
has been developed will be described.

This work constituted a major part of Mr. Kleiner's M.Eng. thesis
(-2).
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" J Once the required trajectories have been achieved the resulting
loads on the airship are calculated by the programme. The theory

'I i

, used in developing the programme was based mainly on empirical

_-j- equations. The programme does not simulate the exact conditions 1
_, \ that prevail in the airship. To simplify matters, the ballonets i

were considered to be fully deflated at all times. Thus, center i
_ _ of gravity shifts, due to various degrees of inflation, were ne- i
._ glected as were axial shifts of the center of gravity due to the

_ fore-and-aft of the air in the ballonets. The results achieved by

Ir the programme are illustrated by Figures 5.1 through 5.5. Only a
_._, portion of the manoeuvres required are illustrated here, however,

the results achieved are readily apparent, i-_
i

_ The manoeuvres presented are: ,._

' (i) Fig. 5.1 Graphical illustration of the programme

_._._ output-take-off trajectory.

(2) Fig. 5.2 Graphical illustration of theoProgramme, ..... ;* output-full rudder until a y) turn has
f _

i been achieved.

-,_ _ (3) Fig. 5.3 Graphical illustration of the programme
output-full opposite rudder until the

_, original he_ding regained.

(_) Fig. 5._ Graphical illustration of the programme
,. output-full up elevators and a steady
_: state turn from 0 - 180 degrees.

_ (5) Fig. 5.5 Graphical illustration of the programme
, output-f.!l down elevators until m_im_m
_ descend rate achieved and then full up
": elevators until descend rate equals zero.

It is also hoped that these results will provide a basis on which
to check the output of the work presently being carried out by Mr.
H. Sharpe of the University of Toronto Aerospace Institute for CADC,
on modern stability analysis and control systems evaluation for
airships.

The computer design package previously mentioned is very simple to
operate and requires only that the designer input the physical
characteristics of the design. The trajectories and the loads
incurred will be the resultant output. This package has been tested
for several designs and has performed satisfactorily.

ENVELOPE MATERIAL

The selection of the envelope material presented several interesting
alternatives. Initially, it was hoped that the envelope could be I
built of metal, a la ZMC-2, or perhaps a plastic-foam laminate.
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, Whatever the advantages of these materials, one major obstacle pre-
# vented their use, cost. The term "cost" includes both the large amount

of engineering time required as well as the actual costs of material
and construction. The use of the more established airship envelope

_ material as used on the Goodyear airships was felt to be a last
_ resort as cost and weight were felt to be much too high. Also,

_i_ construction of an envelope of this type and material required
skilled labour, not presently avail_ble. Hence, after surveying the
alternative materials available, a decision was made in favour of the

< new Dupont "Zevlar-29" fibre. The material is woven in a "Trigon"
(triaxial) fabric, polyurethane coated and UV re,ardent added in the

_ process. Material weight is 8.5 oz. per square yard.

fInduction sealing of all envelope seams will replace conventional
sewing. Seams are taped inside and outside. This process provides

_ a major saving in labour.

_' So far, no major obstacles have been encountered, neither in the
_ engineering or construction of the airship. Work progresses very

well with the construction of the envelope and control surfaces as
the next step.

, FUTURE PROGRAM

_ Based on the work so far, a future development program has been
worked out between McMaster University and Canadian Airship
Development Corporation and submitted to the Canadian Government and

_ potential future users of large cargo carrying Airships.

_: PROPOSAL

_. This proposal has been prepared in the anticipation that the ETA
ve_:icle technology so far developed will be recognized as a sound

i; contribution to a method of Cargo Transportation capable of ser-
vicing the northern area_ of Canada.

A consortium of interests is proposed so that the contributions of
expertise in the technical, operational and economic areas can be
included in the overall project development besides providing some
financial support for the project.

In view of the developments in LTA vehicle technology in the USA and
Europe, it is considered that Canada does have both the potential and
technical capability to develop its own LTA vehicles especially for

'i areas where there are a wide range of natural resources and climatic
<, and terrain conditions which make normal modes of transportation

extremely difficult.

DEVZ OP .TPR.  AM

Since the formation of CADC work has started on what could be a three
• phase program; the program will start with the current small scale 4

activities and move toward the larger scale, potentially economic
vehicles and actual freight operations. The program will be directed
at developing the technological expertise to design and build air-
ships which are not only reliable but efficient (In their design) and
at the same time provide real data on operations from which better

operating forecas_ c_:_be made.

|
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:, _ The program has three identifiable phases:

_ (1) The first can be planned and costed in detail imsnediately.

_ (2) Financial requirements for the second phase can only be de-
_ ,! termined by the work done in the first phase, although an

I approximate estimate has been prepared.

(3) No attelnpt is made to determine the cost of the third phase,
but the general objectives and some of the possible means are
stated.

, i Before detailing the three phases, an outline is given of the groups _'_

who might be interested in forming a consortium to develop LTA i
vehicle technology m_d then establish an operating organization as a
transportation functio_A in Canada.

ECONOMICS

I The economics using Lighter Than Air transportation vehicles has not

'I been developed as there is no reliable history on which to base _
manufacturing and operating costs.

There are, however, some interesting comparisons on the costs of:

the costs of LTA vehicles.

In the case of (a), the initial manufacturing costs are extremely
L high. Under normal operating conditions large airstrips, navigation

systems, refuelling facilities and maintenance support must be
{: provided. There is sufficient data available to at least estimate
-_ costs per mile in the aircraft mode of cargo movement.

!: In the case of (b), the manufacturing costs are much less, and will
•_ not require the complicated design inhecent in aircraft. LTA

vehicles will not require the extensive runways with their co,_inual
maintenance expense, will operate with a less sophisticated navi-
gation system and the turn around maintenance will be much less. It
is also anticipated that development into full service would be
accelerated through LTA vehicles.

Comparison of fuel and other secondary costs would also appear to be
in favour of th_ LTA vehicles.

It is recognized that the speed difference between the two vehicles
is a big factor but against this could be considered the possibility
of intermediate staging posts which could readily be established for
LTA Cargo Carriers.

The economics of the LTA operations would be part of the consortium
study.

THE CONSORTIUM

The eventual scale of the venture, and its inherent risks are _uch
that the total program should involve a consortium of interests,
For the sake of brevity in this proposal, these are identified in
the following manner.
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Government Agencies

It is suggested that the Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce
would invite the appropriate Branches in other relevant Departments
such as the Ministry of Transport, the Ministry of Indian and
Northern Affairs and the Ministry of State for Science and Technology
to evaluate their interests in supporting the project. The Science _
Council and the National Research Council should also be invited to

participate in discussions. "_

Discussions have already been held wit.A the Canadian Transport
Commission and the Transport Development Agency who have encouraged ,_
continuation of the project since it was first introduced to them.

| .

Carriers -'

The two principal Canadian carriers with extensive transportation '_,
experience, Canadian National and Canadian Pacific Railways, would
be invited to contribute their own proposals for the operation and
economic assessments of airships related to transportation demands
in areas of Canada not serviced by their own systems. Additional
freight carriers both surface and air, specializing in northern
transportation could also be invited to contribute in long range t
pl_nning, i.e. Air Canada, C.P. Air, Nordair, Transair, Wardair.

Aircraft Manufacturers

Such companies as DeHavilland, Canadair & Douglas could be involved
in the future design and fabrication of the airship and companies
like CAE, Aviation Electric interested in the flight instrumentation
and controls.

Constructors

The Canadian Airship Development Corporation (CADC) hes designed and
is constructing an airship - CAD-I which is ]20 feet long to carry
a payload of 1,5OO ibs. and be operational by the Spring of 1975.

The CAD-I would be used for initia] training and operations and is _
committed by CADC for their own evaluations. A second model using
the same design and configuration could be built and be operating
by the Summer of 1975 for use by the consortium.

i

It is inevitable that other developments for larger airships with
carrying capacities of 300 - 500 tons will require other aircraft
manufacturers to be part of the consortium for engineering, design _
and construction of the larger a_rships.

he Centre for Applied Research and Engineering Design, Incorporated
CARED) at McMaster University would provide the project management

and administration to coordinate the activities of the Consortium in

Phase I and prepare tlle estimates for Phase II at a negotiated
contract cost.

THE PROJECT

Phase I

This Phase can be conveniently divided into three sections:
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++
+ _ Operating and Training

The purpose is to obtain experience with a small, pressure type
+ i airship (blemp) operating in various areas of Canada. A nucleus of

+++ I both ground and air cr_ws would be developed which would be suf-
+'_. ficient size to man operations in the next phase of the program.

The airship would be of the CAD-I type:_t

.+ 120 ft. long, 1,5OO Ibs. payload

_ The first airship of'this type will be ready for operations early in
1975, however, it is fully committed in another area under an .
existing operating contract with the Canadian Airship Development
Corporation. It is suggested that a second airship of this type be
constructed and purchased as part of this project and this could -,,
probably be available by the Summer of 1975. This would then be

_ operated for a period of 18 months in this phase of the program.
? ¢

+"_°+ Application Assessment
J

Investigations of the applications, economic assessments and feasi-
+ bility of transportation development for a larger airship to be

constructed in Phase II would be carried ou_ Jointly by the
+ goven_ment and the consortium. The developed data would be con-

tinuously fed into the third activity in Phas_ I.

Engineering Design

A detailed desig;_and cost estimate would be produced for an airship
+_ to be constructed in Phase II. This would still be a pre_urlzed

type of about 300 ft. overall length with a payload of 15 to 20 tons.
_; For convenience, this type would be called CAD-2. The design ac-
_' tivity for CAD-2 will be headed uy Canadian Airship Development
_++' Corporation (CADC). The objective will be to complete the design

by the end of 1975, so that Phase ! can be completed by the middle
_ of 1976 with detailed plans, targets and cost estimates prepared

for Phase II.

An estimate of costs in Phase I is as follows:

Purchase of CAD-I type airship $ 600,000.

Cost of operatlng and crew
+ training for 18 months 300,000.

+ Applications investigation and
transport systems evaluation 60,000.

Design of CAD-2 and associated
research projects 160,000.

_- Project administration costa ,, _6mO00,

TOTAL PROJgCTED COSTz l2_.._A.2___. A.

o
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l_hase II

The detailed pr_ra: would be proposed as the result of the experience
gained in Phase 1. However, it is intended that operating tests and

training with the CAD-1 type airship would continue while the large
CAD-2 tlqpe was being constructed.

This Phase would include the operating of the larger airship (CAD-2) 9
with some tlm_ spent on scheduled freight movement, s. It is unllkely !
this airship would be an economic ¢:arrler except in exceptional clr-

cumstances, but it would enable realistic operational trials to be ;°
made which could influence the economics in the next Phase of the " _

i

program. . _

NO detailed extJuuate of the cost of Phase IX is attempted, although, **_
the CAD-2 airship would probably cost approximately $3 milli_n and

the overall cost of Phase II would be about $5 million. The CAD-2
airship should be operating by the end of 1976 and Phase II concluded /
at the end of 1977.

The design team would continue durin_ Phase IZ on the preliminary
design of an economically feasible co_nerclal vehicle. -'_:

>

Phase llI

The objective in Phase III will be to complete the detail design and
to construct a prototype of an economical t_mmercial carrier based on

the experience and data obtained in Phases I and If.

_ne configuration and method of manufacture cannot be determined at
the present time, although it seems likely that this would have a

payload of about 300 to 500 tons. (It will be observed that in each

: successive type of airship in the program, the payload increases by _
a multiplication factor of b_we,n 10 and 20. and this is thought to

bc _-hema._.i_m jump-,_ich i_ _u,sonab!e _ makr_). _

The eventual prototype could be a metal-skinned airship, but it is

anticicated that many Of the featttres in the vehicle itself and in

ground handling and operatin_ will have evolved naturally (as is
normal in sound engineering projects) f_'_ what .ham been developed
In the earlier Phases.

J
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FIG. 5.3 FULl. OPPOSITE RUDDER UNTIL THE ONGINAL HEADING REGAINED
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N76-15049
_. LTA FLIGHT RESEARCH VEHICLE

' Fred R. Nebiker*

I.

ABSTRACT: A LTA Flight Research Program is proposed. Major
rogram objectives are summarized and a Modernized Navy ZPG-
W Airship recommended as the flight test vehicle. The origin ,_f

the current interest in modern airship vehicles is briefly discussed
and the major benefits resulting from the flight research program
described.

m

INTRODUCTION

The renewed interest in LTA vehicles can be attributed to four major factors:

._ A growing awareness of the ecological and energy problems associated with
1) current transpo- tation systems, 2) the realization that the operational char-

: acteristics and capabilities of airships are either not available or available
only to a limited extent in other tral_sportatton systems, 3) the conviction
that the quantum advancpments in aerospace and aviation systems technology

._ can place modern airships on the same level of safety, economy, and perfor-
mance capability as alternate transportation systems, and 4) the identifica-

_i tton of many conventional and unique missions that modern airship vehiclescoulo potentially perform cost effectively.

._ In contrast to these factors, certain limitations and purported deficiencies are of-
, ten defined as also characteristic of airships. These broadl_ cap be Grouped in
; * Manager, Marketing, UooOyear A_rospace Corporation, ARron, Uhlo, U. _. A.
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'_i three major areas: technical limitationt _, economic uncertainties, and institutional
; uncertainties. Each of the four sources of interest, the technical limitations, and

economic and institutional uncertainties are briefly discussed.

:._ A LTA night Research Pzogram, similar to the joint Army-NASA Rotor Systems
_ Research Aircraft and Tilt Rotor Research Aircraft Programs is discussed as one
' approach to resolving many of the technical, economic and institutional uncertain-
_. ties which must be investigated in order to insure realization of the full potential of
_, rhodern airships.

_ A Research Vehicle, consisting of a Modernized Navy ZPG-3W is described and its
_ performance presented.

I

_ ECOLOGICAL AND ENERGY _ACTORS

The recent oil embargo and the resulting concern over the energy crisis has result-
ed in an increased awareness of the dependency of our existing forms of transporta-

,._ tion on the ever decreasing supply of petroleum. Commercial aircraft, one of the
most severely affected transportation modes during the embargo, join private auto-
mobiles at the head of every list in terms of fuel energy consumed per passenger

, mile or per cargo ton mile. In contrast, modern-airship vehicles, because no fuel
_ is expended in overcoming gravity, offer an extremely fuel efficient transportation

mode.

A second area of increased public concern is the ecological and environmental as-
_ pects of air transportation. Demand projections for air transportation indicate

that many major airports will be considerably overloaded in the near future.
Acceptable locations for the construction of major new airport facilities and STOL-

..... port facilities present an increasingly difficult environmental and land use problem.
_' _ Also, the ground level noise enivronment in areas immediately adjacent to airport
: facilities, as well as the air pollution associated with commercial aircraft-ground
_ operations, are significant considerations in the introduction and operation of fut-
:, ure air transportation systems. In each of these areas, the potential operational
i__ characteristics of modern airships, such as vertical takeoff, low power require-

ments, operational flexibility, and safety, offer potential advantages as an alter-
nate transportation mode for cargo and personneL

The lower power requirement results from the use of buoyant lift rather than aero-
dynamic lift. The decreased power requirements result in reduced operational
noise, decreased air polution and potentially reduced costs, through reduced fuel
consumption per unit productivity,

MODERN AIRSHIP CAPABILITIES

Although the unique capabilities of airship vehicles compared with existing aircraft
are fairly well recognized, they will be briefly identified:

1. Safety, resulting from their relatively low takeoff and landing speeds and the
fact that airships cruise at low altitudes, usually well below conventional air-
craft traffic.

2. Carry bulky and heavy payloads, either internal in specially designed, con-
tainerized cargo bays, or suspended externally beneath the hull.

3. Virtually all-weather operational capability, with ground handling in severe
weather further aided by vectorable thrust.

4. Exceptional endurance capability unparalleled by any air transportation ve-
hicle.
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5. Operate where no airports or roads exist, unhampered by land-water inter-
faces.

6. Hover for extended periods of time, particularly in the hybrid mode, com-
bining buoyant lift with propulsive lift achieved through vectored thrust.

7. From an environmentalist's point of view, airships offer one of the most
attractive transportation modes available. Both reduced air pollution and
lower noise levels result from the lower power requirements.

8. Finally, from an energy conservation point of view, airships offer an ex-
tremely fuel-efficient transportation mode in terms of cargo ton miles or ..
passenger seat miles per pound of fuel.

APPLICATION OF CURRENT TECHNOLOGY TO AIRSHIPS ¢

Significant advances in structures, materials, and aerospace technology have oc--
curred since the last detailed airship design effort was conducted. A few of the de-
velopments that could provide the highest payoff to airship technology include: '

1. Extensive knowledge of weather patterns via Space Age weather forecasting and
and on-board weather radar.

2. More reliable propulsion systems with improved fuel consumption and power
to weight ratios.

3. Higher strength-to-weight ratio materials: f_tt,rtcs, metals and composites.

4. Improved permeability plastics that will greatly improve helium retention.

5. Tremendously improved capability for the analysis and design of large, igid
and semi-rigid airship structures resulting from the advent of modern high-
speed computers and the develooments of large-scale generalized structural
dynamics analysis programs developed for Apollo and other NASA related
programs.

6. Better insulation and high-temperature material capability to capitalize on
the potential performance improvements resulting from super heating the
lifting gas.

,: MODERN AIRSHIP MISSIONS .,

Perhaps the most significant factor contributing to the revived interest in modern
airship vehicles is the identification of many promising conventional missions and

- several rather unique missions for modern airships. The missions most frequent-
ly discussed have arisen from a combination of the factors above: ecological and
energy considerations, unique airship capabilities, and the promise of new techno-

logy. They may be looselygrouped into five general classes: commercial, publicservice, space related, AEC related, and military. Some of the most promising
missions are listed below.

Commercial Missions: short haul passenger, oversized cargo, bulk (agricultural)
_ cargo, natural gas transportation. Public Service Missions: police surveillance,

environmental surveillance, disaster relief. Space Rela_ed Missions: shuttle
transportation, solid rocket motor and external tank transportation. AEC Missions:
i'adtoactive fuel/waste transportation, delivery of large power plant components for
remote plant site construction. Military Missions: Open ocean ASW surveillance
with towed sonar arrays, sonar buoy field-deployment, monitoring repair and r_-
trieval, mine sweeping vehicles, airborne command and control, cargo delivery,
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,, , anti-ship missile defense.

MODERN AIRSHIP PROBLEMS AND TECHNICAL LIMITATIONS

_ With the many promising missions identified for modern airships, it is worthwhile
=. , to address the technical limitations and purported _eficiencies often cited as limit-

ing airship applications.

"_ ' In the military area, airships appear to be ideal platforms, pax'ticularly for Naval
!_ ASW missions. Since airships served as excellent ASW vehicles during WW I and

WW II, the question arises why they were phased out of these missions.

_ _ The reasons most often cited include (1) insufficient speed, (2) increasingly sophis-
ticated submarine technology relative to detection equipment capability, and (3)vul-
nerability.

?.

•:_ As submarine performance and speed improved, the pressurized airships were un- r
able to maintain the required 30- to 40-knot ground speed under severe sea-state

._'_ conditions: 60-knot head winds. With today's propulsion and design technology,
improved pressurized, semi-rigid or rigid airships could easily provide the per-
formance capability required to overtake the fastest enemy submarine or maintain

_ station abreast of a convoy or task force in virtually any weather.

_. The second factor th_.t contributed to the airship's retirement from naval service
_ was unrelated to airship capability. Submarine technological and operational im-

provements outstrippeddetection equipment capability, particularly the sonar de-
tection range. Sophisticated advancements during the recent decade have resulted
in quantum improvements in ASW detection equipment. ASW airships could utilize

: extremely large towed array sonar systems, large area sonobuoy fields, new mag-
netic anomaly detection gear and improved radar equipment, as well as supporting
systems, including onboard data processing, readout analysis, localization, attack
and data link systems developed for the S-3 and P 3C aircraft and SH-3H and

_ LAMPS helicopter ASW vehicles.

The final factor often cited in the demise of naval airships is their vulnerability.
This topic seldom fails to arise when military applications of airships are dis-

_ cussed. Il_ fact, recent developments in Soviet surface-to-air missile systems and
, anti-aircraft artillery systems often leads to doubts about the survivability of even

our least vulnerable attack aircraft. For airships, however, acceptable levels of
survivability can be achieved by employing the airship in missious and tactical en-
vironments compatible with their unique design and operational characteristics.
Potentially ,_irships could be equipped with self-defense systems, early warning
and fire control radar, anti-air and anti-missile missiles, and various electronic
countermeast_res to further enhance their survivability.

In the nonmilitary mission area, other problems often cited limiting airship appli-
cations include low speed handling and control, ground handling, ballast require-
ments during load transfer, control of buoyancy and trim, and airship response to
severe gusts and turbulence. None of these areas constitute unsolvable technical

roblems or limitations utilizing existing technology and operational procedures.
owever, airship performance and operational capability could certainly be im-

proved by dedicated engineering design and development effort utilizing Apollo-era
technology.

Ground handling of the latest and largest Navy a!rship, the Goodyear ZPG-3W, was
considerably improved by the use of motorized ' mechanical mules". Addition of
vectorable thrust capability could also appreciably improve airship low-speed con-
trol and handling characteristics during landing and ground handling. Vectored-
thrust capability was employed by the Goodyear Akron and Macon rigid airships in
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the early 30's and could be appreciably improved utilizing 1974 technology in con- _
junction with a developmental flight test program. Small amounts of aerodynamic
lift and vectored thrust could also be utilized for control of buoyancy and trim. ',_ _
Water recover,, from fuel combustionproducts have been successfully applied for
reclaiming ballast as fuel is consumedand warrants further investigation for mud- ,_
ern propulsion systems. Initial heating of the lifting gas or intermediate, enroute '_._
ballast recovery are also promising avenues to buoyancy control. _

",r

_roblems associated with airship response to severe turbulence can be minimized ,_ :
utilizing modern weather forecasting, navigation, and avionics to avoid severe tur- _ "

bulence. Modern computemzed structural analysis and design capabilities would ! ' "_

result in airship designs as air worthy as any moder, aircraft.

Load transfer of massive cargo loads is an area that can benefit by actual flight -,, ._experience and research and development efforts. Cargo/ballast load transfer _

approaches have bee, defined utilizing both water and solid ballast containers that _ '
simultaneously transfer the cargo to the ground and the ballast to the airship..-_ ._i
Other approaches that offer promising solutions to on ground handling and cargo ;_
transfer include small reversible bow and stern-mounted ducted propellers and in- _ !
ternally suspended cargo transfer platforms iree to rotate independently of the air- I '°
ship's response to ground winds. For many airship applications, cargo transfer
actually presents no major problem not previously solved in airship operations. {
This area would require appreciable research and development only for the transfer I
of large indivisible loads characteristic of some modern airship missions. _

Thus, none of the major technicalproblems or limitations often associated with
airship applications to either a military or nonmilitary missions represent prob-
lems that have not been adequately solved in _he past and could not be appreciably
improved upon via modern technology. While some modern applications might re-
quire airships of unprecedented size - 20 million, 40 million, perhaps even tOO
million cubic feet - compared with the 6.5-million-cubic-foot Goodyear-built Akron
and Macon, their development can be ach!eved by an orderly evolution from histori-
cal technology and experience.

_, The successful evolution will benefit significantly from the technology advance- ,
m ments of the last few decades and could be further enhanced by a research aircraft

approach, not necessarily at full scale, aimed at investigations and improvements
of airship technology and operations, particularly in the areas of low speed control, )

: improved handling qualities, ground handling, cargo transfer, and advanced buoy- !
ancy control and ballast recovery systems.

•_ ECONOMIC UNCERTAINTY !

.. The fundamental problem that has deterred the revival of airship utilization is ec-._ onomic uncertainty. Research and development ccst estimates for large rigid air-
ships have r_nged from zero dollars by Airfloat Transport Limited of England to t

• halfa billion dollars, Cost estimates of pressurized airships similar to these last _

employed by the Navy can also be misinterpreted. Historical cost data generally _
reflect extensive engineering and design efforts to meet rigid performance specifi- _ .
cations and achieve significant technological advancements in performance capabi- _ :
lity. Sophisiticated military equipment, and airship design characteristics for its _
utilization, resulted in specialized design features and costs. -_

These uncertaintie_ in the R&D costs and production costs for unknown production ._
quantities directly affect the operating costs estimates via indirect operating cost
charges to amortization, interest charges, insurance, fees, taxes, etc. Uncer-

tainties in the ground facilities and personnel costs associated with performanceof the many different mission applications further confuse operating cost estimates,

: which will ultimately determine the economic viability of airship applications, i_
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: _ INSTITUTIONAL UNCERTAINTIES AND CONSTRAINT,_

_. The third problem area that will affect the development of modern airship transpor- i
ration systems for commercial applications may be defined or broadly grouped un- '

_ der the heading of institutional constraints. These include government regulations, I
-- state regulations, economic regulations, and so on. f

i ,'_he Federal Aviation Act of 1958 specifically requires the safety regulation of air-_ 'sp,ce, air navigation facilities, aircraft, aircraft parts, airmen, carriers, and
certain airports. Historically, aviation safety policies have been issued and delin-

; eared through safety regulations issued under those requirements through the regu-
latory process. Furthermore, economic regulation cover transport of mail, per-

! sons, and property. Policy guidance tn the Federal Aviation Act is broad, primar- -
ily looking toward the development of a safe and economically sound air network,
Twenty-nine states have promulgated safety regulations applicable to intrastate op-
erations. The range from simple registration and investigation of accidents to el-

/ aborate assurances of complimce with federal regulations.

_,'", Some of the major questions which arise in considering commercial applications
include _ How will airships be certified by the FAA? How will the airships be test-

o, ed and how long will it take to develop commercial operation and safety standards ?
:! Who will operate modern airship vehicles ? What International and National regu-

lations andagreements will apply ? Questions such as these must be considered in
. the successful introduction of modern airship transportation systems. Availability

of an operational vehicle to investigate LTA operations within the existing commer-
,_ cial aviation network could contribute appreciably to the early resolution of many of
_ the institutional uncertainties.
\,
_ PHOPOSED FLIGHT RESEARCH PROGRAM

Many of the technical, economic and institutional uncertainties can be resolved by
_i a LTA Flight Research Program. The program objective would be to conduct a

flight research program using a LTA flight research vehicle with sufficient ver-
satility to provide economical flight evaluation and "proof of concept" verification
of: 1) Advanced Technology Applications and Theoretical LTA Analysis, Design
and Performance Methodoloty, _) Improved Operational Concepts, 3) Research On
Promising Mission Applications. The program would also identify areas where ad-
vanced technology developments could _,igniflcantly improve modern airship opera-
tions.

The major development areas of interest to the flight research vehicle program are
presented below.

Low Speed Control and handling qualities of modern airships may be appreciably
improved by utilization of vectorable thrust propulsion systems for vehicle control
at speeds below the minimum speed requtredfor aerodynamic stability. Promis-
ing vectorable propulsion concepts include - A) stern mounted propulsion with gim-
bal capability, B) |in mounted tractor propulsion, and C) tilt-rotor type propulsion.
Canard control surfaces could also be employed to further improve aerodynamic
control authority at low speeds. Each of the above concepts has been investigated

,_ either analytically, experimentally in wind tunnel programs or in modified full-
scale vehicles and judged to be generally acceptable for improving low speed hand-
ling characteristics. The flight research program would further explore and de-
velop these alternatives ntiliztng quantitative experimental flight test data correla-
ted with theoretical predictions.

The research program objectives closely related to the area of low speed control
and handling qualities include, A) Initial assessment of handling qualities and de-
finition of safe operational envelope, B) verification of dynamic stability and control
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over the er,tire operational envelope, C} investigation of gust sensitivity, D) Inves- i
tigation of gust and load alleviation systems, E) investigation of noise effects in

hover or near hover mode of operations. Other technology evaluations could in- !
elude A) improved ballonet/envelope pressure control systems, B) improved buoy-

" ancy management techniques, and C) high altitude cruise vehicles.

The second major area of investigation of the flight research vehicle program is
improved operational concepts. Research projects would include, A) investigation
of improved ground handling equipment and procedures, B) operation with large
heaviness ratios, C) investigation of cargo/ballast transfer systems, D) in flight
ballast recovery systems, D) investig'at!on of terminal area guidance and navigation
systems, and, F) integration of LTA vehicles with existing aviation/air traffic con-
trol systems.

The third major area of investigation is research and evaluation of promising mis- , _'
sion applications for modern LTA vehicles. These investigations would include the
mission peclfliar characteristics and requiremerlts for the missions identified, as

, well as general requirements and characteristics of many promising missions. _ e
For example, investigations would include A) external carriage of bulky objects,
B) passenger ingressZegress techniques, C) systems and techniques for transport-
tng fluid cargos, and D) extremely low speed (hover or near hover) operations.

The high developn-,ent costs Which might be predicted or expected of the "first" air-
ship or vehicle for the Flight Research Program can be avoided by utilizing an ex-
isting, flight-proven vehicle design.

FLIGHT RESEARCH VEHICLE

A "modernized" version of the Navy ZPG-3W pressurized airship is proposed for
the Flight Research Vehicle.

The ZPG-3W was developed for the Navy by Goodyear Aerospace in the late 1950's
he primary mission of this airship was all weather Airborne Early Warning ,'
EW) patrols of long endurance in open ocean areas at an altitude of 5, 000 feet.

The original ZPG-3W configuration is illustrated in Figure 1.

r'IrOIIWAIIO H[HIHT rC[NT[II /'AFT

/IIALI.ON[T , il4O_l_7 /,ALLON|T /,ALLON[T

, ....L.l L.... .J I

' , If/' .)
\! i , , ,

_U[LVA.KJ _ '.-t.,E_.oPtlvotu,E•I,_,o_o.ooI
_;_ ([llY[tOPt) I fAolIICACCESS I

" l ILfIVl F_IL TANK I

"_ I.CA , ([.VILOP[) I_ \__ 4Q3,4PT

?_ Figure 1
_i' Original ZPG-3W Configuration '

The ZPG-aW volume is l,490,000 cubicfeet.The distinguishingconfigurationfea-
_; tures of the airship are twin engines mounted on outriggers which also function as
.:_ a ram air intake scoop for the ballonets, an tail for obtaining ground clear-

ance, an internal antenna installation with a height finder and a tricycle landing ,,
_ gear for improved ground management. The engines are Wright Model R-182_-88 ,_

equipped with a oooling fan and a special gear box to obtain a lower propeller rpm.
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The ballonets are connected by ducts from a plenum chamber for the f_gress of the
air. The ballonet air is exhausted through pressure regulated "pop" 'Jalves. Air
is supplied by electrt,: blowers and ram air through ducts in the leading edge of the
outriggers. The entire ballonet air system is automatic with manual override.

The battens are structurally designed to withstand the flight dynamic pressure and
the mooring loads. The envelope which is constructed of two ply neoprene coated
dacron fabric functions as a radome for the antenna. A vertical fabric shaft is in-

' stalled for crew access to the antenna and height finded. The empennage and ear
are conventional airplane structures with the former fabric coverec,.

; The interior of the car pro_ldes the pilot compartment, CIC compartment, ward
_ room, galley, sleeping quarters and an aft equipment section. Th_ latter section

accommodated such items as tanks for fuel and ballast water, a crew relief sta- '
_ tion, hydraulic equipment, ballast provisions, APU, etc. Jettison_ble fuel tanks
_ are provided in the keel space below the floor for emergency balla_Jt conditions.% f

¢

_,."'" The flight controls are similar to airplane arrangements in that they consist of a
column and wheel. Rudder pedals are eliminated in lieu of directional control be-

: ing obtained by actuating the wheel. Elevation is obtained by actuating the column
in the conventional airplane manner. An autopilot and an automatic pressure sys-

_ tem with manual overrides arevrovided. Demonstrated performance of the original
_ . ZPG-3W is presented in Table I:.

_. , Table I - Demonstrated ZPG-3W Performance
Operating Altitude 5, 000 ft

: Design Ceiling 10, 000 ft
_. Maximum Speed 76 knots, EAS
_. Rate of Ascent 2,400 ft_min
, Rate of Descent I, 200 ft/min
_,, Endurance 7 5 hours with military equipment

and 21 man crew

_, Gross Weight 93,485 (I0, 500 lbs heavy at takeoff)
Empty Weight 67,566

_ Envelope 33, 115
Car 30, 7 50

_' Empenn_tge 3,701
Useful Load 25, 919

Crew & Provisions 7,204
Fuel 19,712
Mission Equipment (Included in Weight Empty)

A recent study has been completed by Goodyear Aerospace to define the perfor-

_ lC _-IPgt_ n_lal e_f ach 'Mr°dogran_ e dThZePGrl3WnatlYPe s__i _e_ i_bl _r_°; e_" ofi_hteh_Ew
and other military mission equipment. _eoprene impregnated Ke_ar with a
strength to weight ratio twice that of dacron fabric would be used for the envelope
material and the basic propulsion would consist of two GE T64-GE-10 or GE
T64/P4C engines. This configuration would have the same outward appearance as
the original ZPG-3W and a top speed of I00 knots. The performance characteris-
tics of this LTA Flight Research Vehicle candidate is presented in Table II.

Further investigatlor_s are required to d_flne the structt_ral requirements of the
car to accommodate the various propulsion system options to be investigated for
low speed control improvements.

The proposed research vehicle would provide a flexible and economical research
test bed which could be utilized for the LTA Flight Research Vehicle Program.
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Table II - 'TIodernlzed" ZPG-3 W LTA Research Vehicle Characteristics .i

Maximum Speed t00 knots
Gross Woight* 97,030**
Empty Weight 47_ 342 _[

Envelope 17, 018 1" Car 26, 623
Empennage 3,701

i Useful Load* 49, 688

_' *I0, 500 Ibs heavy
**3,000 ft pressure altitude, Kevlar fabric without stretch factor

SUMMARY

The renewed intL,rest in modern airship vehicles is based on several well founded
facts: 1) Airships ar', an environmentally desirable and energy efficient alterna-
tive to existing transportation modes, 2) airships have distinct advantages over
existing tran,_portation modes due to their unique operational capabilities, 3) Ap-

,.'" plication of 1974 technology can significantly improve the capabilities of modern
= airships compared with vehicles of the past, and4) because of the three facts
. above, many promising missions have been identified.

Three major areas must be investigated in order for the full potential of modern
. airships to be realized: technical limitations or unceI_ainties, institutional un-

certainties and constraints, and economic uncertainties. !
_ Ir, the technical area, the successful revival of modern airship vehicles can be _

achieved by an evolutionary program based on airship technology of the past, up-
graded to reflect the technology of today. With the possible exception o_ transfer

• of iarge indivisible cargas and incorporation of vectorable propulsion systems, _
technical problems do not exist that have not been ,_olved in the past and could be

,. significantly improved upon by the application, testing, and proving of equipment
_' and operatlugtechniquesusing1974 technology, i

The area of instit._tional constraints and uncertainties does not present any insur-
mountable prol;iemsbutwillrequirefurtherinvestigation.Airshipcertification

for commercial applications could be aided significantly by the availability of aresearch airship for actual flight-test programs.

Economic uncertainty i_, d,e major l_,roble_n retarding the development and suc-
cessful introduction ol' m,Jd,_r_ airship transportation systems. Cost uncertainties
arise from unknown production quantities and unknown costs. These uncertainties
in turn actually result from unknown market size (t. e., how many missions could
airships cost effectively perform) and what characteristics (speed, payload, range,
etc. ) the airship should pos3ess to perform these missions and the costs required
todevelopsuch a vehicle. The number ofmissionsthatairshipscan perform is
uncertainbecauseactua,flighttestingand operationalinvestigationshave notbeen
conducteddue tolackofa researchor testbed airship.A researchor testbed
airshipisnotavailablebecauseoftheuncertaintyinwhat sizeairshipshouldbe
developedand thecosttodevelopsuch an airship.

One approach to eliminating the development cost/applications dilemma is through !
a Flight Research Program. The program would utilize a Research Airship,
based on an existing ZPG-3W design, to serve as a flying test bed for evaluation
of improved technological and operational approaches. Flight evaluation of a
broad spectrum of mission applications would be performed.
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_ RECOMMENDATIONS

Many of the applications being considered for LTA vehicles are practical and po-
ir_,_ , tentially economically viable. Unfortunately most of the applications taken alone
_ do not justify the investment necessary to develop the required modern airship
, vehicle. Goodyear Aerospace believes that the country's military and civil inter-
,_ ests would be best served by government support of an LTA Flight Research Pro-

.gram. The ]_rogram would allow flight test evaluation of advanced technology
/ apphcations and improved operational procedures as well as investigations of pro-

_ J mising mission applications.

By utilizing a modernized version of the existing Navy ZPG-3W Airship, the Flight
!_ Research Program could be implemented at modest cost within two to three years.

/ .... In conclusion, Gcodyear Aerospace is confident that the field of Lighter Than Air
: ' is an untapped resource withsignificant potential for current mission applications. '

" _ The sooner a practical, success oriented hardware program can be implemented,
_ i the sooner the payoff will occur for our nation.

.4

\
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THEAII_LOAT HL PI_OJECT

Edwin Mowforth *

I_

ABSTRACT: This paper describes a design study for • l•rge low-cost r
rig/d alrshlp intended primarily for the movement of l•rge indivisible ]o•ds
between unprepared sites. A survey of the ship and its overall performance
is followed by •ccounts of the operational procedures for the •bove function
and for an alternative application to unit module transfer between fixed
terminals. A final section indicates the estimated costs of construction
and operation.

' i

.1

Objectives '_

: The Alrfloat HL (Heavy Lift) project was initiated late in 1970 •s s design study for an

• irship to carry l•rge indivisible Io•ds over moderate dl0tances - typically, 400 tonne
over 2 000 km - between unprepared and possibly congested industrial sttes. The

associ•ted requ/rement of minimum cost has dlctsted • 'low technology' design policy t_
mak/ng the greatest practicable use of currently accessible mater/als, installations,
techniques and experience in order to bypass, wherever possible, expensive involvement )

in research and development programmes. The outcome is • vehicle lacking
sophistication and falling somewhat short of optimum technical efficiency, but offering' _
the facilities of rapid man_scture and of immediate commercial effectiveness even If

only one ship is built.

.................. i

• Design Director. Al:'float Transport Limited. and Lecturer in Mechanical

: Engineering, University"of Surrey. _
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'. GeneralDescription

, Hull - The hull is seen from Fig I to be of conventional form, 400 m long and 85 m in ,_
diameter; it comprises a light alloy framework covered by a tcxtilc skin and dlvldcd

.. internally by radially-braced transverse frames Into 27 cells, each containing a
reinforced Mylar c_sbag to give a total helium capacity of 1 342 000 m3.

• i_. 400rn

_" IHOISTAXIS

,_ "__ TAll.CONE EJECTION

i

" GAS/DuALFUELSYSTeM:FuEL _/ FUEL BLIMPVERSION MP DOCKING

Propulsion - The ship carries I0 Rolls-Royce Marine Proteus dual fuel gas turbines,
each driving a 6.4 m dlame',er Hawker Siddeley propeller. 2 units are mounted at nose
and tall and can be vectored for lateral thrust, while 6 of the 8 disposed along tI_ lower
flanks can vector the propellers for vertical thrust. The shlp normally cruises at 145 km/h
using 4 engines when alone or 5 when towing a fuel blimp.

Control - To achieve the necessary l_osltlon control In hovering flight there are 8 radially
disposed fully-floatlng fins f-t either end ol the hull, bydraullcalIy 0owered through
independent pump and motor sets driven electrically by duplicated gas tu1-hlne generator
sets In the nose. Hovering and normal cruise control are aut3matlc, gusting being
sensed by the _orwartl probes and compensated by control operation under the dir,,ction of
a master contcol unit.

Fuel - The ship may operate on aviation kerosine, on natural gas or on dual fuel, a
eombinat/on ofhath.

I

1
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Kerosine operation uses 2 fixed 20-tonne tanks, topped up in flight from 10-tonne transfer
tanks picked up and carried with the payload or ballast. The cruising weight loss of 4
tonne/h Js met by routin_ journeys over free water surfaces from which water may be
raised at intervals of up to 1 000 km through suspended pumps and hoses with the ship
trimmed in hovering flight by vertical thrust. Between stops the discrepancy is met by

dynamic lift, and the interval may occasionally be extended by the use of a rain water
f_

collection system. __

On natural gas operation the HL airship tows a blimp, !35 m long, which carries 59 000 m 3 .
of fuel gas; this offers an effective stage length of about 1 200 Ion. The blimp has its own _'

._ prouulsion unit and control system and can fly independently under radio control, _o that _ -

refuelling may be effected by detaching the empty blimp and docking a full one with the HL _ ' "
-_ ship flying, at 60 km/h. While the blimp is detached the HL ship runs on a bridging :_

supply of 5 000 m 3 of fuel gas housed in a taflcone which may be ejected in case of fire; _

a further reserve of kerosine extends the operating period in an emergency. ,_

Natural gas .From European sources is lighter than air, so that the blimp becomes
heavier as fuel is consumed. In the above system the blimp carries water ballast which
is progressively discharged to balance the lift loss; in the alternative dual fuel system _
this _atel is replaced by kerosine which is pumped forward and consumed at the
necessary rate to maintain trim. The Proteus engines of the HL ship may all run on !
eithergas or kerosine,and thenecessarydualfuelratioismaintainedby alt_.rnating

between different combinations of gas and off burning units. "[_e effective stage length

_ using the 135 m blimp is then 2 000 kin.

LoadingSystem- Loads arepickedup inhoveringflightby attachmenttoa frame ....
J

suspendedfrom a swivellinghoistmotmted inthehull. The hoistisdrivenelectrically,

beh_ powered by two gas turbinegeneratorsets;itcan be rotatedtoaligntheframe
: with the load axis regardless of wind direction, and has a compensation system for pitch

and roll of the hull during load transfer. The use of the system in Open Site and in
Module Operation will be described in a later section.

_ Accommodation - The controldeck and crew accommodation are intwo offsetnacelles

i. adjacenttothehoist.A cruisingcrew of3 isenvisaged,witha nominalloadexchange
"_ handling crew of 4. In 24-hour operation on extended circuits 3 full crews and 3 cabin%
_ staff may be carried, totalling 24. A transfer lift between the nacelles permits the

exchangeofpersonneland smallstoreswiththegroundwhilehovering.

_ Performance

_ l,nderISA conditionsand assuming 5% aircontaminationoftheliftin_helium,thegross
disposableliftvaluescorrespondingtopressureheightsof500, I 0d0 and 1 500 m become

respectively 520, 460 and 400 t.,Jnnc for the oil-burning version, reduced by 8 tonne for

_ the and dual fuel versions with tailcone With a 10-tom_e reserve ofgas gas storage.
kerosineand 20% excessrangeallowance,therange-payloadrelationshipsare indicated

inFig 2 forcruiseat145 km/h closetothepressureheight,using4 engineson the

fi kerosineversionand 5 on theblimp-towingtypes.

Inallcasesthepayloadcorrespondingtoa givenpressureheightwillfallby aboutI0
O

_ tonne for every 3 K rise in atmospheric temperature, and vice versa.

,_, The nose engine is not suitable for axial propulsion, but flight is possible on any
symmetricalcombinationo[theremaining9 units;on 9 enginesateconomicalcruise

,_ (3 000 hp) the airspeed in ISA conditions becomes 205 km/h for the kerosine ship and 190 _,
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Fig. 2. IPERFORMANCE OF AIRFLOAT HL AIRSHIP ( SA)!

when towinga blimp;thecorresponding'idling'speedson one engineonlyare 75 and 70
km/h. Allquotedspeedsrefertoaxialflightand may fallby 2or 3 km/h when thehull
axisispitchedfordynamic lift.

Open Site Operation

For the movement of large indivisible loads between industrial sites the hoist frame is

coupled as in Fig 3 to a load frame which h_s ballast frames suspended froth electric
winches at its ends. Latches on the load frame bottom booms correspond with pickups on
simple sub-frames which have been built onto the load prior to its proposed transportation
date.

!
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LOAD FRAIvlE/_LI_'H[ _ IF "I''-'" _ ,-

BALLAST'_' rx_' ' 'ul_) iLL _11 TRANSFERI.IFT _

y

HOIST i

FRAME.fl"_E_t_-,_L OAD

: _' _BALLAST PACK 1:

"-K
,, Fig.& _ /_LOAD

;,! OPEN SITE LOAD _ _:,

:_:_, EXCHANGE ',::' SYSTEM (::$"
!-_' AIRFLOAT HL AIRSHIP

s,,

-'. To pick up a load, the airship arrives ' in ballast', i.e. with packs of 15-tonne water ,
:, containers suspended from the ballast frames, and takes up a controlled hovering position

% 15 to 50 m above the load according to local conditions. As the load frame is being _
_:' lowered by the main hoist it is aligned with the load and the ballast packs are let down \
r_

_:_ relative to the load frame so that they will touch g_o,.md first with about 1 m clearance
between latches and pickups, as in Stage A of Fig 4. The ballast packs are manoeuvred

into position and grounded by downthrust of the vectored propellers while the ballast
winches on the load frame draw it down onto the sub frames; the latches are then

_"i' engaged to attach the load (Stage B). Upthrust is now applied and the ballast winches

_!! reversed, allowing the load to rise from the ground; in this position (Stage C) the load._ security and c.g. may be checked before finally detaching an appropriate number of

- ballast units so that the airship may rise bodily with the load (Stage D), which is then

_ hoisted up and secured in Lhe flight position. After departure of the airship the ballast

_,;_ containers are emptied and taken away by ground service vehicles, which also have the

_ 409 Ri,_RODUCI_,It,IT'/ UI" lltl_; :
ORIGINkI_ PAGE IS POOR ,
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: task of providing containers and setting up i
i

_ , A: _-_DOWNT}_UST ballast packs at delivery sites for exchange ;
r--" LOC_TIONI V | with incoming loads; the delivery sequence _

: ___L_ _ is then the reverse of the pickup process ib------ outlinedabove. The oil-burning version of
_" _ . J the HL ship uses further ground vehicles to i

_ _ supply fuel in 10-tonne fibreglass transfer

. _, _. tanks which are incorporated into the ballast
_ _T T'_ packs in place of ballast containers; the gas

iJ II versions detach and dock fuel blimps in
flight wherever these may be conveniently ' _"

B: M'r _'_ flown into the operating circuit.
ATTAC'HME v The weight of the load frame and attachments, _

"_° estimated to be 30 tonne, must be deducted
. from the gross payloads of Fig 2 to obtain

"" the permissible weight of the payload and
its sub frames.

- Module. Operation

_ T Operation between fixed bases permits the

L . _ _ use of p_rmanent transfcrinstallations

_ throughwhich loadedmodules of similar
weightmay be rapidlyexchangedwithout

.: theinvolvementofexternalballastsystems.
"q_ Fig 5 indicates the components of the module

system; there is now no intermediate load

_ frame, the hoist frame engaging the upper
_ booms ofliftingbeams runningacrossthe

:' D: I _# module. The permissible weight of the

CLEARANCE [ U loadedmodule thenbecomes thegrosspay-

load plotted in Fig 2.

A standard module has been designed, 60 m
long, 25 m wide and 10 m deep, which with
different internal arrangements can

accommodate for example 250 cars and
1 000 passengers; or 3 000 foot passengers;
or 15 loaded vehicles averaging 24 tonn,.

_H HrL ap:ece. _maiiermoduie_ m_y be post.ulatcdfor balk grain and fluids, perishables and

.] containers, though there are few applicationsFig. 4 OPEN SITE LOAD 1 in the latter categories where the airshipEXCHANGE SEQUENCE
may be expected to show a decisive

commercial advantage over existing systems.

Different module exchange mechanisms are under consideration; the one in Fig 5 uses
_wo transfer pools separated by a causeway which carries a ballast block, equivalent in
weight to a loaded module, on a frame of adjustable height. The incoming module is
lowered into its pool and held down by vectored thrust while tracking bollards move it
_nto the exchange position, the airship following in response to control signals from a

4tO
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Fig. 5.[FIXED BASE MODULE EXCHANGE

ISYSTI'M OF AIRFLOAT HLAIRSHIP

position gyro in the load frame. In the exchange position gle module is coupled to the
ballastblock,whichmoves verticallytoholdthemodule levelwhilethehoistframe is

trackedacrossthemodule and ontotheblock. At thisstagetheballastblockmay, inan
emergency or for some other reason, be lifted out in place of a module; in the normal

transfer sequence, however, the block is now dlscomlected from the incoming module, ico'..Tled to the outgoing one, and again used tocontrol the level of the latter while the

hoist frame is moved onto its suspension beams. Finally the module is disconnected, _"
moved out into the centre of its pool, and lifted clear.

Maintenance and Construction

The sizeoftheHL airshipprecludesaccommodation Ina hangarof reasonablecost,and _'_

it must therefore live permanently in the open. For ma}ntenance the airship is clamped

r "y

; l
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_!, to a base turntable through its load frame and through additional stays to the engine
_ mountings; the turntable is rotated through a control unit responding to signals from wind
: sensors surrounding the base, so that wind loads on the hull are kept within acceptable
c limits.

,_' i Construction must be carried out on the same turntable. The hull comprises an assembly

,_ l of prefabricated units, each composed of two or three gas cells complete with shell

/ , structure, covering and gasbags; the latter are partially filled to reduce handling weightand to check for leaks and valve function. The units incorporating the hoist are first set
4, I

_, up on the turntable, and further units are then added at either end so that the structure
; cantilevers towards nose and tail and can be turned to suit wind conditions. The hull .

units are lifted into place by hoists travelling along a temporary dorsal girder mounted __
_ along the top of the hull .....

S etT
:_ The most critical operating conditions arise during load transfer, and this phase has '

: therefore received more attention than any other in the design of the HL system. The Open
., Site sequence allows the airship to lift either the load or the ballast clear of the site at
"_ . any moment during the exchange period; an equivalent facility is offered by the ballast

block in the module system, though here a critical condition arises while the hoist frame
-" is tracking between lifting stations and the system is therefore being further examined.
._ The failure during load exchange of any one engine will modify the control envelope, but

will not require immediate withdrawal from the sequence except in severe turbulence.
_,_ Flying control and computer systems are duplicated against electrical or mechanical

laP'.Ire.

""'; In moving flight the principal danger, particularly when n,noeuvreing close to the ground,
is that of structural damage and gasbag rupture due to collision with ground obstacles or

_; light aircraft; larger commercial and military aircraft will tend to operate at higher
_' altitudes and under stricter traffic control. The shell structure is di ffuse and highly

redundant, and may be expected to absorb appreciable damage in most areas without
significant immediate loss of airworthiness; gasbag rupture, however, requires more
attention. Each gasbag in the IlL airship is divided internally by an annular membrane
into two compartments, so that rupture of the outer skin cannot release more than hal the
gas content. In addition, 62 tonne of emergency water ballast carried in tanks at nose and
tail permit balancing both of lift loss and of pitching trim loss arising from the collapse
of any one gasbag or of any two half-bags.

The fire hazards inherent in gaseous fuels are met by the controlled separation techniques
which have already been indicated. A burning fuel blimp may be towed on an extended
cable until it burns out or can be released over a 'safe' area. Similarly, if the airship's
tailcone becomes ignited the fuel blimp may be cast off and the tailcone 'trailed' on a
cable until it can be safely jettisoned, running meanwhile on the kerosine reserve while
the fuel blimp follows under its own power. The blimp is then reattached for continued
flight.

Costs

Estimation of the cspltal cost of the HL airship is based upon the assumption that no
initial facilities exist; the final figure, referred to current U.K. averages, therefore

l includes the cost of the construction site, of the accommodation, materials and personnel
i

; l
I
E
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for design, research, construction and crew training, and of one base turntable. A large ,_

item in the cost is a flight simulator system, to be used initially for control system
development and later for crew training; the nature of the project renders simulator

: training more appropriate than flight training in a small airship, and no specific ;_
allowance has been made for the construction of a small vessel within the HL programme, i
Some use may, however, be made of any small airship which becomes available, such as

.one of the Goodyear or WDL blimps, or the larger Airfloat GP airship which forms the t i
, basis of a parallel project.

Exact costing is inhibited by unstable economic conditions; a comprehensive costing _.
exercise was, however, carried out by Airfloat in 1972,, and subsequent application of a
sui!able spectrum of inflation factors and known cost increases has led to a current

estimate of about £9 000 000 ($23 000 000) for one basic airship, using kerosine alone. , #..
There are then additional items for airship and mission variants; 3 fuel blimps and a :' .J

refuelling base for the gas burning versions, ground service vehicles and facilities for
open site work, 3 modules and 2 exchange terminals for module operation, leading to the
following approximate capital costs:

Open Site Operation Module Operation

Oil-burning HL airship £10 000 000 £11 000 000
($25 000 000) ($28 000 000)

Gas-burningHL airships £12 000 000 £13 000 000

,_ ($30 000 000) ($33 000 000) .:

These costs refer to one airship; subsequer, t ships and their associated facilities would be
_ expected to cost about £3 000 000 ($7 000 000) less than the above totalq.

_ The annual operating cost is found not to differ greatly between Open Site and Module

systems, therunningcostofthegroundservicesfortheformer balancingthatofthe
,: module terminalsforthelatter;thereare, however, significantdifferencesbetweenthe

running costs of alternative fuel versions, and at current U.K. fuel prices the annual
• operating cost for a 46-week working year in a 15-year depreciation period becomes about
i £5 200 000 ($13 000 000) on kerosineb £4 000 000 ($10 900 000) on dual fuel and _"

£3 300 000 ($8 000 000) on natural gas alone. These figures refer to a single airship

i recovering the whole of its capital cost.

On Open Site work the annual capacity of one HL airship is about 450 000 000 tonne-km on
kerosine and 470 000 000 tonne-km on dual fuel or gas; the corresponding figures for
module operation with a n.odule of 100 tonne tare weight are respectively :_50 000 000 and
370 000 000 tonne-km. The unit capacity rates are then found to be:

Kerosine Dual Fuel Gas

Open Site Operation:
pence/capacity tonne-km 1.2 0.9 0.7
cents/capacity U. S, ton-mile 4.1 3.1 2.5

Module Operation:
pence/capacity tonne-km 1, 5 1.1 0.9
cents/capacity U.S. ton-mile 5.4 3.9 3.2

41.1
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• _ It should be emphasised that these are capacity rates estimated for construction in the U.K.
and operation in Europe; their relationship with true r_tes will depend upon the area of

operation and upon the load factors which can be achieved in the selected traffic category.
,4
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THE BASIC CHARACTERISTICS

OF HYBRID AIRCRAFT ::

J.B. Nichols * 4 -_

! '

_ ABSTRACT: A number of missions or capabilities associated with LTA : "
technology have riot been accomplished by Heavier Than Air craft.

Among these are the transportation of very heavy or very bulky loads _ ,
and the abilityto carryout extended durationflightsat low speeds

and low cost. _

LTA technology appears capable ofcontributingto the solutionof _

these problems; however, there ar_ strongindicationsthatthe ideal _ _.
solutionswill not arise from the rebirthof LTA technology in the

classicalform ofZeppelins and blimps but in the form of hybridair- _
craftwhich exploitthe advantages of both aerostaticand aerodyna-

mlc techniques while avoiding the prlmazydisadvantages of each. _

This paper establishesthe basic characteristicsof hybridaircraft.

INTRODUCTION

! The entirerationaleof hybridvehicles isbased on the factthatLTA elements are

less sensitiveto the size and weight problems which are characteristicof aerody-

: namlcall_'supportedvehicles. FigureI (From referenceI)Illustratesthisdomtnat-
_ ing char_cterlsticof LTA elements. A typicalhybridaircraftis very insensitiveto

_�weight cariatlonsand thus exhibitsdifferentDasic characteristicsthan the airplane

,_, and heiicopterupon which our existingaerospace industryis e_tablished, i

N

* President, United Technical Industries,El Segundo, California !
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" t _ I The generalizedstructuralweight equation

I //HTA fora hybridmachine is oiven by:
I 4" _[_% F_I / /

/'_ _ a. / oF-H .vs.,_ %- .+s _V : KB(I-Kp+KFKp)+ KpKS(I-KF)

_,,oF_ PL I-KF-KB

_ F_ Where:
._ _ I. KB = Structural weight of LTA element/ s Lift of LTA element
/ e
+- t ._ _'_ ',

_, j_ . _ 1:o 1_1 Kp = Fractto,_of Payload carriedby
• _rw,_ s,,_,,a_eM,,_,,_ u. Aerodynamic Element -

Figure I KF : FuelWeight/Gross Weight _#"
; Structural Weight Growth

fix a Constant Payload KS = Structural Weiqht of HTA ele Jnt r
Lift O_ }ITA element

- ¢

i.''*'_ For a Pure HTA vehicle, KB : KS, Kp = I, a,_;dthe above reduces to:

; rw = Ks (2)
PL 1-KF-KS

A typicalvalue of KB is .15or less and remains almost constant regardlessof size
while KS is seldom less than .50 and grows as _Ize increases. "he advantage cf

a'Juingan LTA element is Illustrated
: by Figure 2 for the case of a hybrid

+_ _o- with a KB = .15 vs an HTA craR. For
both aircraftthe aerodynamic element

s- KF" "2S_ ) weight/Lift ratio, KS, Is allowed to
grow. For the HTA craft the EW/GW

rw s" I #WK_=O ratioisidenticalto KS, while forthe

.--t" / / Hybrid the EW/GW ratiois considerably

4- less than KS and remains in a practical

2-,_T X/TT..r.r.1...r_'/ range even when th_ Aerodynamic lifting

structurefarexceeds the liftproduced
o- by that structure. The ow,rall vehicle

....,. il: ,o.2- payload (PL)is considerabl.yless for

" _'_i the Hybrid than forthe HTA craftand
-_ .+- while the Hybrid machine should offer ;

? a significantcost saving over the HTA
-_ > +s- machine, the primary advantage of the

"_ _ .s- I\ _/,,tAC,,,, Hybridisthatltmakes ve,'ylarges,zes_ _Z,;__ practical.
.t0. HYBHID KU " t5

KF - ._,_

Figure 2.
Structural Wei,qht Comparisons

HTAe vs HYBRIDS
REPRODUCIBILITYOF 'rlIB
ORIGINALPAG_ ISPOOI&

t
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": THE GENERALIZED AIRCRAFT CONCEPT
4

The complexity of Lhe woblem can be appreciated from the following minimum list of
i factors which must be considered merely to categorize a hybrid vehicle: _!

SeNrote Elements ComNin_ O Airplane or "fixed wing" based

-, (/__ /f'-_ E,.-...s , hybr lds vs helicopter or" re tary

__STOL wing" based hybrids.o V1X)L hybrids vs STOL hybrids.

,_:__ o Ballasted vs unballasted opera- ,

tion.o Sep_ate static and dynamic lift-
VTOL VTOL lng elements vs combining static

and dynamic lift in one element.

A very effective approach to isolat-
ing the important areas of hybrid
vehicle interest is to define a

_ totally generalized aircraft in whichthe fuselage, or working space, is
Ae,ocrone Osaecte¢Shtpstreom identical for each aircraft, but the

(Separate Elements} (SOl, orate Elements} lifting means can be a wing (aLl'-
plane), a rotor (helicopter or auto-

•_ Figure 3 giro), a pure LTA system (Blimp), 1
Hybrid Configurations in Figure _I. The methodology can

also be applied directly to a _i*'

/ The hybrid machine thus can be i

_ whose total lift capacity (i.e.
% _ - gross weight) is provided by "p," :

o. Sl,mc,"_""--'----P_"-_-..... _ - the fraction of static lift, plus

.ewm_ "l-p, " the fraction of dyn_mic lift.

_ ¢ __[,0in, _-_ .......- the volume of the "wing" isdlc- ;
_ " RotOr;_ tated by p; but with any given

A_to¢-o _ -_] volume, the wznq parameters (area, .

.l_.to,_j _':. aspect, ratio, thickness, etc.)can ,......c" -% be variedwidely to produce a large
Me*,copte,,_ _ [nli_e family of surfaces with different _

Figure4 dynamic lift characteristics. ._

Generalized Aircraft

There is a bit of irony iP, .olved m the hybrid aircraft of the type employing combined
element:. _ince the area available for the wtrtg increases as the static lsft perc_,nt-

•"_ age, p, increases. Maximum area ts avazlable for dynamic hft just when tt zs
nc,..ded least, i.e., when thn gas volume is enough to do the whole job. Nev¢,rthe-

less, this does not suggest a return to the pure LTA. Static lift elements stz_l

4
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appear to be best applied in combination with wings (or retch-s) to allow them to fly

slower, longer, or to carry larger le,_ds. This is some ¢ _at like add.rg a flap to a
wing, but one which decreases rather than increases power requirements as speed

_ is reduced. The enhancement of low-speed flight by the addition of LTA oJoments
+ is paid for by large volumes, large frontal areas, and high drag which extracts a

large power penalty at the higher-speed end of the spectrum. It also involves a
fi •handling and hangaringproblem, when the vehicleis on the ground.

' BUOYANT GAS LIF_.CONSIDERATIONS

Light Gases

'_he buoyancy of a gas is simply the difference in density between air and the lifting
• gas. Several ofthe lightergases are listedbelow with theirdensitiesand _he ideal

liftprovided per I000 it3ofthe gas. f4

a+ At# .0765 .24 |.4 0

Hydroqler .0053 3.41 1.41 71

; Hellur, .0106 1.Z$ l._ 66

• Ncm,,n .0533 .246 !._4 :_3

.,mmonta .045| .52 1.32 31

M_t)_r_ .0423 .Sg 1.3 34

Nat_l C,¢_j .0514 .56 1,27 25

-_* A perusal of the above table makes itquiteevidentwhy the most common lifting

+i gases are hydrogen and helium. Nothing else compares. The 7% liftloss of helium
also seems a small price to pay forits non-flammabilltycompared to hydrogen. The

+ othcrnon-flammable gas, neon, is poor in performance. The other flammable ones
are allcommercla',gases and while they provide littleusefulliftcapabilityfarpay-

_'+ lo_d they can easilyliftthemselves a_xlthus suggest aerialtransportationby LIA
vehicles.

+

Hot Air

One othergas, hot air,i_commonly employed forlift,particularl;in sportballoons.
Itsuse is popular forthe obvious reason that itiseasilyavailable+ While nee a

factor in its choice, the low Cp of air also makes tt cheaper to heat than, say,
methane or helium. The lifting capability of air is directly proportional to the den-
sity difference between the hot lifting ai- and the outside free air.

As shown in Figure 5, a temperature increase of 152° (to a gas temperature of
212°F = boilingwater)willproduce a liftof 17.3 Ibs foreach 1,000 cubic feetof

air. A 1000°F temperaturei_sewillyielda llftof _pproximately 50 Ibs. while a

2000°F riseisrequiredto provide 61 Ibs. A temperatureof approximately3400°F
would be requlredto obtain66 Ibs., the llftof helium.
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W*'

Figure 5 shows considerable curvature in :.

v.............. the lift characteristics indicating a severly
,_yrag..... -- reduced pay-off after 1000°F temperature ' L

-..._._, __---_''hum -- -- - - rise. This is somewhat fortuitous because
! _ the lift obtainable by temperature rise is

50 4

obviously limited by the capabilities of

, _ materials to conZain the hct air.

-_ The energy required to heat this air isI

given by:

-- It

o 1ooo 2o_0 _o'oo 4_oo _ooo Btu/lb lJ ft. = ToC p (3) _"
Temperature Increase - F

Figure 5 This remarkably simple relationship states _¢
Lift Obtainable from Heating Air that each pound of lift costs the same in

energy input regardless of the temperature
level. For air at sea level standard

temperature and Cp = .24, Eqn. 3 yield,_:

Btu/lb lift = 520 (.24)= 125

If we are to assume that this heating is obtained by burning a liquid b'!drocarbon of
18550 Btu/lb costing 9¢ per lb (54¢/gallon) then the cost of lift by ht t air is 9¢ x
125 = . 06¢ per lb lift,
18550

Helium therefore costs 1.06 = 1770 times as m_ch as a charge of hot air for the
same lift. .0006

Dry steam exhibits similar characteristics to air and the use of steam as a lifting

_ gas could prove interesting depending upon the propulsion system employed and the
possibility of condensing and recycling the steam in an integrated lifting-propulsion
cycle.

LIFTING VOLUME GEOMETRY

7 The choice of geometry for a lifting volume is a compromise between minimizing sur-
face area and weight and maximizing the favorable external aerodynamic character-
istics one wishes to exploit. Surface area, or weight, to contain any given volume
of gas is minimized, o_vlously, by the use of a spherical container. Free balloons
approximate spherical shapes.

!_i Non-Lifting Shapes

In the case of true LTA vehicles (Zeppelins and blimps) the departure from a sphere
is made in the direction of ellipsoids to reduce the frontal area and drag in the for-
ward flight direction. The ellipsoid shapes of LTAs, which attain all o_" most of
their lift statically, vary from the classical!y streamlined "Tear Drop" blimps to
the Barrage Balloon "Sausages" and "Cigar Shaped" Zeppelins.

t:g, '
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In the case of a hybrid aircraSt, which obtains dynamic lift from its static lifting ;
element, the lifting volume must be shaped to provide a more effective dynamic lifting
surface since the static lifting force is less than the gross weight of the aircraft. .

.- Instead of "squashing" the meat ball into the sausage shape of a classical dirigible
° it is now more beneficial to flatten it into a hamburger or perhaps even into a true

, wing shape which has a longer span than chord. (Figure 6)

; _/ /"-'----'D Departing from a sphere by increasing ,

.' /_..k_.z \ i_(. span (lateralstretching)while simultane- ,---,. ously reducing the thickness causes sur- _i

_']'Ak _/_--_'_ face area and weight penaltiesmore ,,-"
/,_ _ .'=:¢_X_ severe than longitudinal stretching but it

/_..._._ _ does add dynamic lifting capability at a
rapid rate. r

""_'_ Figure 6
L

Various Shapes with the Same Volume

Plonform(WinQ)Area . This is illustrated in Figure 7 which shows :
Rotio the area ratio relationships of an ellipsoid °'

_a as compared with a sphere. Note that the :.

s

eotio frontal area can be reduced very much but :,

._ _ _ one pays for this with considerable more
O

--_/ _--, surface area and structure to contain the=: 1.0-

\ k,_ ,_) _f_ gas volume. On the other hand, one also

; ,_ _ generates planform area which can act asa wing to provide dynamic lift.

' _Rotio

0 T I
O 5 IO _,

Length/Diometer Rotio- J_/d .:

Figure 7
Area Ratios of Ellipsoid Compared :_ r

to Sphere of the Same Volume

L.ifting Shapes

The shapes defined in Figure 7 are representative of pure LTAs but do not provide as _'
effective dynamic lift suzfaces as those which have a greater span as is typical of
airplane wings.

It is still desirable from a structure and weight viewpoint to depart as little from a

sphere as possible while aerodynamically it is best to have a long span wing. In-
tuitively one might expect an optimum vehicle shape somewhat like a hemisphere. _-
For the same volume as a sphere, the hemisphere would have 1.26 times the dia-

meter or 1.59 times the wing area. Even the hemisphere is not a good airfoil shape _k
and its frontal area/volume relationship ,s poor, being identical to that of the full :-;._._
sphere. .,:C

The area of a wtng in terms of its volume is given by an equation of the form:

, 420
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" A wing = K AR TM "!

_ x V (4) +

_4 Where: /_ = Aspect Ratio '/
"_ t =Thickness ratio

--_ V = Volume

_ K = Constant defined by the basic=__ shape

._ Equation 4 is plotted for one valJe of K in Figure 8.
?

'_ .5 t:.2 ._

.4
..,_ A .3

k, ing Shapes r

_,_. _. 2 _ _" Hemisphere
"'J t, Sphere-._.,. . I 0,¢,.

0 Dirigible Shapes ! !
• , - 0 1.0 2.0

Aspect Ratio

Figure 8
_'_ Effect on Aspect Patio and

• _i Thickness on Wing Platform Area +

__' "AIRPLANE" HYBRIDS o

iI For all practical purposes we can define a hybrid aircraft "wing" as being an air-

+

plane wing with a high-life device which allows it to maintain fu!l lift at lower i
speeds. In this case the high lift device is not a flap or slat which deflects the

i ' ' airstream but it is simply a device which relieves the wing of part of its burden.

"_ The amount of burden removed is defined by "p" which is the fraction of the grossweight can'ied by static lift.

: / I
A given wing volume relative to total aircraft weight establishes the value of "p,"

_"<ii but for this same value of "p" the volume can be arranged into an infinitevariety

;:! . of wing geometries. For example, for any given fixed aspect ratio, a decrease in
thlckness will increase wing area. Obviously this will affect performance more

than the thickness alone.

Drag and power curves were calculated and computer-plotted for 60 combinations of
variables :

' Static lift fraction of total: p = 0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8

_' , Aspect ratios: AR = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0

_:_, Thickness ratios: t = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4

. _ ' Figur_ ? Ls a plot of drag and power curves for the case of AR = 1.0, t = 3, p = 0.5.
It should be noted that they are quite similar to typical airplane curves, except that

the power required at low speeds is much lower than for airplanes since a signifi-
cant fraction of the lift is supplied by the static lift element.

¢

?;,
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Figure 9 Figure 10
Drag and Power Curves for Wing Requirements

a Hybrid Vehicle for Low Speed Flight r

The minimum speed capability of an aerodynamically supported vehicle is a function
_ of the wing loading and maximum lift coefficient, (Figure 10). The wing loading and

lift coefficient are in turn functions of wing geometry (area aspect ratio, etc)• I t •

In the case of those airplane hybrids which employ their aerostatic lifting volumes
also as aerodynamic surfaces, the aspect ratio and p factor both have a direct
effect on the wing loading (Figures 8 and 11). The aspect ratio also has a direct
effect on the maximum lift coefficient. Figures 11 and 1Z illustrate the variation in
wing loading and minimum velocity as affected by the p factor and aspect ratio.

3.0.
;',_ t =.5 AR: 5
_' o _ t: 3
_. AR=.5 e

2.0 __ a0

" L5 _ 20,
1.0- E

: E

o °o ._ ,.o "'o .s kO ,:_

: P P _,;
Figure 11 Figure 12

Hybrid Aircraft Dynamic Hybrid Aircraft Minimum i
Wing Loading Flying Speed (i

Several cases have been selected to Illustrate the effect of the various parameters !
on vehicle power requirements. Rather than a display of the entire 480 computer .,
plots, curves for 160 ftYsec (110 mph) and 50 ft/sec (35 mph) have been selected
as basic indicators. Two additional curves were also chosen to l][ustrate the STOL
characteristics: the t_ ,wet at 10 ft/sec (less than 7 mph), and the minimum power
values. The speed at which minimum power occured generally fell below the 50 it/
sec checkpoint, thus illustrating the ability of a very simple hybrid aircraft to pro-
vide very low loiter speeds without flying on the back side of the power curve.
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)I
_m_/_"'J_ _. I ratiowhen t and p are held constant at 0.30, and O.5 respectively. Wing area increases

_ "_ _o_-- ';" 1 withaspectratioforaconstantvolumeand :_thickness ratio. One would, therefore,

| _....../m,_,_: | expect thisincreasedwing area at higher :_

a, _o_, aspect ratiosto manifest itselfin improved +
o o.s ,.0 ,.s ,.0 low-speed performance but at the expense

,_,zcrRA*,O of drag duringhigh speeds. Such is the ;i
Figure 13 case.

Effect of Aspect Rat'.o

Figure 14 illustratesthe effectof thickness _ ,
ratio. The effectof thicknessratioon 4
power required is surprisingly small, at

0.a i i _ -- least forthe particularconditions _
_/_ assumed (AR = 1.0, p = 0.5). The conclu- _-

_v ,Arao. 1.0 siondrawn from thistrend isthat factors i
,., p.o.s - otherthan power requirementswould dic- '_

talethe choice ofthickness ratio. For
• I0 l_/li_ tle It/sot

\ _ urn; example, structural weight and ground-
I I_"pc_e, handling conditionsmight both benefit

I).1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.$

, from increasedthickness. The formeris

obvious in thatthickwing structurescan

Figure 14 be builtlighterthan thinones forthe

Effect of Thickness s ame loads.

: It is less obvious, however, that the in-
: creased thicknessratioincreasesthe

_ u wing loading. This isdue to the factthat
for a given p the volume i,_ fixed, and an

_i increase in thickness ratio shows up as a
+_ decrease in wing area. This tends to re-

duce gust sensi t_vityand ground handlingproblems, which would be expected in air-

craft with low wing loadings such as

+_ ,.,c,o., these. Even with modest values of p, the
++_ wing areas are much larger than for air- i
_+, I_., planes, and anything which can relieve
_. _c,.,,..,, the gust sensitivity would be beneficial.
;':- --.--. ,..m

!_ \ Other things being equal, _ thick airfoil +
_,++ ,,,_.. would appear to be desirable. However, *_
,_ while the drags of these thick awfoils

_! probably have been adequately accounted
_'- =_" for in this study, there is some question
!_:; " as to the actual efficacy of these thick
L
_ .... ,, , - ,,. sections as lifting elements in a practical
._, ,-_ situation. Sectionthicknesses of much
_++ over twenty-five percent may leave much ;

Figure 15 to be desired, particularly if they involve
_!
_ Effect of p unknown side effects such as erratic ,i

_ 423 +
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pitching moments or other poor handling characteristics. For this reason, before any
decisions are made regarding the use of airfoils of over a 30 percent thickness ratio,
it is recommended that considerably more study be given to the matter than was pos-

,_. s ible in this effort.

As would be expected, the most criticalparameter is p, the fractionof the lift

_..' carried by the static lifting element. This is the primary parameter that differenti-
ates the hybrid from a conventional aircraft. The effect of p has been plotted in

, Figure15, with the aspect ratioheld constant at i.0. Thickness ratiosof 0.2 and
0.3 are shown.

!:
The primary performance penalty for the hybrid aircraft, as with its cousin the pure
LTA, lies in the high-speed drag and power requirements. The high-speed power ,e
problem is clearly illustrated by the upper curve. This curve has been extended by a

" dotted line to the estimated performance for a machine of p = 1.0. (There is a break
in the curve because there would be no reasnn to maintain an AR = 1.0 wing shape , _
for a 100 percent state lift machine, and the best configuration would revert to a

:_ blimp shape of AIRof 0.3 or less.)
q

, With modern structuraltechniques itappears thata hybridaircraftemploying a mix-
• ture of static and dynamic lift can meet a number of mission requirements and provide

long endurance at low-loiter speeds mc_e economically than helicopters, airplanes,
_ or autogiros. The problem is the power requirement at higher speeds. Obviously if

extensive p_.,iods of loiter are required, p should be larger; while if high speed is
: required, p should be small. Recognizing that the one asset LTA elements offer is

economical ]ow-speed flight, it would not be too logical to incorporate LTA elements
_ in a design and then prevent their effective exploitation by making p too small.

:. At thispoint,without a [urthermisslon-orientedguide to detaildesign, itwould
appear thata hybridvehiclewillattainmost of the advantages hoped foritwith

values ofp between 0.4 and 0.6, ARs of approximately I.0 and thickness ratios

representing the best compromise between aerodynamic performance and structural
weight. Regarding the structural weight, one would expect the weight of any gas
filled structure to minimize as it approaches spherical shape. It is, therefore,
fortunate that the aerodynamics of hybrids tend to favor ARs near 1.0, as this is
about as close to a sphere as a wing can be made.

AIRFRAME WEIGHT

General

There is no parameter more significant to the performance of an aerial vehicle than

airframe weight. For any given aircraft class and size, the empty weight/gross
weight ratio is a direct measurement of design refinement and structural efficiency.
The empty weight represents the actual flying hardware purchased. Where the use-
ful load (UL) represents the job to be done, the empty weight represents the initial
investment made to get it done. It should be minimized, of course, and the value
of the practical minimum is a function not only of the aircraft type and size but of
the state of the art in materials and structure. All aircraft types are trending toward
an EW/GW ratio of 0.50, with several isolated examples at eady below this value.
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'4 _ • j

Figure 16 shows the linear relationship between DL and EW. For a given gross _"
weight, a pound added to one obviously requires a pound subtracted from the other, _,_"

The significance of weight ccntrol for HTA _,.
I.o I craft is dramatically illustrated by plotting -_,

the EW/UL ratio. (Figure 17.) What
appeared to be a rathe:: innocuous increase

!.LL.0.s - _ in the EW/GW ratio now is seen to result
(;w in an extreme economic penalty when it is .:,

realized that a 30 percent increase in the
EW/GW ratiofrom 0.50 to 0.67 resultsin

doubling the size of the aircraft to carry
O -'-'--_{ 0 the same usefulload. This factprovides _ ,,

EWb-_ much of the incentive for employing LTA
elements in the larger sizes rather than ;

Figure 15 2

HTA elements (Ref. I). _
Useful Load - Empty

Weight Relationship Heavier Than Air craft

4,0 ! The EW/UL ratioof several hundred air- _,_

craft of all Heavier Than Air types were

plotted to determine the trends.

30 A combination of statistical,design study, _

and analyticalapproaches has been era- ._

ployed to develop a weight and cost
LW2.0 ........... rationale which is accurate for each air-UL

_ 1 crafttypeandcOnsistentbetWeen types'

both HTA and LTA. By the use of com-

putercorrelatedstatisticaldata, certain

, , insights were gained in both the weight
i I and cost pictureswhich led to a novel# m

' ', approach towards determining weight and.
' : costs which appears to be more accurate0 0.$ 1.0

Ew and consistent_han previouslyexisting

i cw approaches, however space does not per-
Figure 17 mit covering this material in this paper.

Empty wt/Useful

. Load Ratio

Foractualaircrafttypes the EW/UL ratiosvary from 0.8 to almost 4.0. In other

words, forthe lighterdesigns the purchase of only 0.8 pound of airframeis required

to liftl pound of usefulload, while at the otherextreme the purchase of 4 pounds

of airframeis needed to llft1 pound of usefulload. The L_N/UL ratioisobviously

the more meaningful one in pricingan aerialvehicle to accomplish a particular
mission.

The zones fora number of aircrafttypes are illustratedinFigure 18.
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Lighter Than Air Craft

z.6 _ _ 1 The Heavier Than Air types represent the

"\ / overwhelming preponderance of aircraft.
2.4

]
Their number and variety present a large

\", base for statistical weight analyses but%

.O _'' _l_%_1 the Lighter Than Air (LTA)types are so few

i_ _ h _" in number that a statistical analysis could

' =2.0 Jl- ; [" _= , - be misleading particularly when most ex-

_ /_,!,_o \ 1 amples of the art represent obsolete prac-

nl "l.e = _ " ". rices. On the other hand, in some respects,

: ... i-£_. ,. the LTA types are simpler to analyze. For ,,
"_ L6 _m.-_._I'\ example while the Heavzer Than Air types_. _--_\ W,, o, M',O

_ _ _-_ __'"-_- ._I_1' _ are subject to the cube-square law, the

1 '_ 1.4 _ \.k_ 1 k',voOO_,,..- static liftof an LTA type increases as thei *\ _ -_ 2%_l_ "'-...."- cube of its size right along with its empty

._-', "_,2 _ _!_ _ weight, so that the efficiency of a gianti _ . . machine should be no less than that of a

• i.o _ ) '_ i.'k_ small machine. Indeed, a plot of the

I'-' _ =""_'-= =" limited data available (Figure 19) con-

0.S _ -1 firmed the linear (cube-cube) relationship
to such a remarkable degree that it suggestsIOO iO00 O.OOO IOO COO

.. Useful Lood. Ib more confidence in the ability to develop a

Figure 18 weight rationale than was originally ex-
Typical Values of Empty pected. The scatter of data points was so

:' Weiqht Ratio (HTAs) little for each discrete type of LTA as to

: ' provide certain insights regarding LTA pc-

*' _/ tential on the basis of these observations:

_, o The useful load ratio of rigid types

£_0o of LTAs (Zeppelins) is considerably

; v ! Grosskift-Hellum/_ higher than for the nonrigid types
:: "_ ///_.P"- Bolloons (blimps). Useful-to-gross weight

///// -'-H_[og.,Zspp.!i,. ratios of 40 to 50 percent are typical

///._/ (50% Oro_slif t) for while seldom
Zeppelins blimpsso - ////_/" Hel,-mZeppelins(40°/o)

= /////I" Blimps (25°1=) exhibit ratios of better than 30 per-
cent. (Blimps were not found in-

herently cheaper than rigid types

__,, ..... .,_ ....... either.)

104 10_ Volume,lOSft_ _0_ _Oe o The higher (50 percent) useful weight
Figure 19 fraction for Zeppelins is associated

Useful Load Capabilities with the hydrogen-filled types, while
of LTA Craft the 40 percent value is associated

with the helium-filled types. T,...

difference cannot all be accounted for by the 7 percent increased lifting ability of
hydrogen. A small remainder is probably due Lo a somewhat more conservative de-
sign practice on the later American (helium-filled) models versus the earlier
European (hydrogen-filled) models.
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' o Nonvehlcular-type LTAs (weather balloons, logging balloons, tethered Aerostats,
: etc.), manufactured v, tth more modern materials and engineering than found in

pre_ent b_imps, attain usefut load h'actions of approximately 70 percent. To ob-
tain a fair comparison with Zeppelins and blimps, of course, It would be neces-

:_ sary to add a propulsion system, fuel, and a "car" which would reduce the useful ,
load values below those of Zeppelins but probably above exist..ng blimps.

For the purposes of this study it was necessary to obtain representative weights of
_ _ LTA elements. Furthermore, the LTA elements for hybrid types are not like conven-

tional shapes for dirigibles or blimps but are of shapes closer to that of airplane
wings. While structural shapes of almost any configuration can be attained with

inflated structures, nothing was dis-
3.O i i i -'" i ' covered that would indicate their superi-

cept for the simpler (spherical) shapes.
Since more data was available on metallic

:.. structurethan on fabric,the weight was
20 estimated as ifthe structurewere rigid, i

Figure20 illustratesthe weight picture
for "FixedWing" combined element

hybrids.

EFFECT OF SIZE i
While airplanes follow a cube-squared law

1.0 and become less efficient as size in-

creases, dirigibles follow a cube-cube law

and tend to maintain a constant useful
Empty We', load/gross weight ratio,regardlessof size

) WingW? variations. The hybridexhibitingcertain
L. of the characteristics of each, would be
• . I I expected to fallbetween the two.

00 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
! Aspect Retie The wing area ratio between two geomet-
'_ ? Figure 20 rlcally similar hybrid machines (i.e.,

i_ Typical Weight Characteristics of those with identical values of p, AR, and
Hybrid Aircraft (Fixed WVing_ - t) varies as the 2/3 power of their volume

Combined Elements) ratio. In other words, as the size in-

3.0 CLCI R creases, the wing area grows only as the

_"_ _ 2/3 power of the buoyant (static)llftand

2.0 Bose Point / i "_ the dynamic wing loading of the larger
_" • machine is greater than for the smaller

_ Velocity Retie
_. 1.0 _ (CL • Const.) machine. Either its minimum flying speed

or itsliftcoefficientmust be increased.
O ' "

i0z 163 i_)4 16_ i0s (See Figure21.)

•;:. GrossWeiah!-Ibs. Alternately, instead of maintaining simi-
Figure 21 larry° the wing area could be increased

_! Size Effect on Hybrid Aircraft (at the same volume) by decreasing the

' thicknessratio;or the aspect ratiocould _

be increased to obtaina largerC L margin. Both of these approaches would tend to

increase "wing" weight. As size increases, therewould appear to be less incentive

E to combine dynamic and static lift elements and favor separate elements. This is
dramaticallyillustratedby Figure22 and 23 which show, respectively,wing loadings
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for a fixed wing hybrid and disk loadings for a rotm'y wing hybrid, ii
t

100t c_I00. i

/ Dynom;¢ Wing .E

:_.' o_.-J. Looding LH ___ -

_a VolumeFactor-'-_¢o* 1,0 i
: for • _-_-"Ct "- .SV = I00 mph" 00

• ..I._= ....... ";-_'- -- I0 ....• I0 /_'_ .TSV= ,00-'_-'...-_ - J Army H
; .S u C *" "-- -': -- - -- .'i'- ol!.Tle_.._l_er$

it _ _ hO __I,:._._'_/ _ i.O AAE Aerocrone Rotor

0" ! O" .

w .10. , I_l . 10103 ,io io' Io' Io" ,o '
Static Lift- Ibs. Static Lift - Ibs.

Figure 22 Figure 23
Equivalent Wing Loadings of Static Lift Equivalen_ Disk Loadings of a f

-_-° .... Spherical LTA Lifting Body

In the first f)gure, the static lift equivalent wing loadings are shown in solid lines
forseveralcombinations at aspect ratioand thickness ratio. Superimposed (in

dottedlines)are the dynamic wing loadingscorresponding to the liftcoefficientsand
- .. forward velocities indicated. Note that as the static lift capability approaches a

million pounds that the static "wing loadings" become equal to the dynamic wing
loadings. In other words, the LTA elements become as "compact" (planform wise) as
the HTA elements.

The same characteristic is illustrated in the second figure for a rotary wing hybrid.
In the case of All American's "Aerocrane," the rotor system (the dynamic element)

" for a 50 ton payload model has a disk loadinq of only 0.6 lbs/ft 2 but the center
_. balloon has an equivalent disk loading of approximately 5.5 which is higher than

most existing helicopters (the Army's heavy lift helicopter had a specific design
i limit of 10 lbs/ft2).

_ The planform densities of both fixed wing and rotary wing versions of the hybrid in-
crease with the 1/3 power of the Static Lift, Ls:

Fixed Wing Static Loading = f( t 2/3 L 1/3 )
-_-*/3 ' (5)

Rotary Wing Static Disk Loading = f (L 1/3) (6)

The thickness ratio and aspect ratio obviously drop out of the rotary wing case, at
least for configurations where the static lifting element is an essentially spherical
balloon as in the "Aerocrane."

PROPULSION SYSTEMS

The combination of LTA elements and large size has a devastating effect on the pro-
pulsion problem. The problem can be appreciated by an examination of the equation
for the torque requirement for a rot_ (or propeller) pet lb of thrust.

Note thin this equation is not non-dimensiona', but includes the thrust (i,e,, size)
to the 1/2 power. Typicalcases have been plottedon Figure24.

RF2RODUCIB[L[r¥ OF '[h_;
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•,IO0 vT.-200 Note thaias the thrustrequirements in- _ ,:

j_ 400 creases from, say, 3 000 lbs to 300,000 4

-= -___.._I_j '0 sea Ibs, the torqueincreases from approxi- :_
,0 L__ ',°o mately 1 It_-ft/Ibthrustto 10__!.1Torque re- ,_

-J .___ quirements can be reduced slightlyby

Q t

_, T" DL increasingthe tip speed (Vt)or the disk "_
- loading (DL) but these are second order

1.0 effects. The basic size problem predomi-
o nates! This torqueproblem has such
Zl

severe effect or_gear box weight that there
O.I is a real incentive to consider non mechan- :

IO3 I()4 105 106 107 icaldrive systems particularlyin the - i

Static Thrust - Ib larger sizes. Reaction drive systems _
Figure 24 (pressure jets, tip engines, etc.) have

RotorTorque Requirements been studiedforyears forheavy lift , _
helicopters,but the largesizes of LTAs _,

and hybridsindicatesa need to examine such drives forforward prol._Isionas well.

In lightof the characteristicspeed spectrum, the forwardthrustelement most pertl-

nent to LTAs and hybrids is the basic, open propeller(orrotor,inti_ecase of the

helicoptertypes).

Far certainconfigurations,particularlyfixedwing VTOL hybrids, ducted propellers
or fans appear to offermany attractivefeaturesand must, of course, be consldered.

Ducting does lead to some size reduction,which improves compactness, particularly
ifthe ducting representsan integralpartof the airframestructure.As with disk

loadingor tipspeed, however, ducting has only a second ordereffecton torque
requirementsand ducted propulsionor liftingsystems cannot be expected to provide

any significantweight saving over unducted systems. Their primaryadvantage is

involved inthe degree to which ducting contributesto the attainmentofa practlcal

integrattonof elements intoa desirableoverallconfiguration.

The se.veretorqueproblem of drivingvery largerotors,propellersana fans places

the propulsionsystem rightat the forefrontof requiredtechnologicalimprovements.
In the case of the "_'_rccrane"Hea_l LiftSystem, tipmounted turbopropspresently

appear to solve the problem very effectively. For "FixedWing" Hybrids, no such

obvious solutionis available. Most LTA hybridconfigurationsmerely suggest mul-

tiplesof a conventional power pod drivingconventionalpropellers,or, perhaps in I
the case of VTOL hybrids, multiple ducted fans. :

Configurationswhich marc fullyintegratethe propulsionand liftfunction:,must be.

explored todetermine ifthe problems of very lalgesize are alleviatedby such _

integrationas opposed to maintainingseparate functions.

The simplest integrationobjectivewould be to employ the propulsionsystem on a

basic dirigible to reduce the aerodynamic drag by its effect on the boundary layer.
Figure 25a illustrates the simplest case of a single conventional (though large)
propeller or rotor in the pusher mode so that it tends to prevent boundary layer
separation over the aft portions of the vehicle.

Figure 25b illustrates a configuration inversion in which the propeller is ducted and
employs drasticdiffusionto attaingood propulsionefficiencyfrom a small, light-

weight propeller. A Judiciouschoice of inletlocationallows effectiveboundary

layermanagement and the lack ofexternaldtfiusionon the afterbodyisalso favor- '
able toward maintaininga stableboundary layer. This configurationshould also
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, provide inherent directional and pitch stability without tail surfaces. Also, the
larger internal gas volume aft result in a rearward shift of the center of life compared
to conventional shapes, This is good.

Finally, of course, one can consider exotic

: o _ cycles. Figure ZScillustrates a system in
: which lightweight turbine gas generators

_ -, produce the hot air which heats the lifting
-_----- air or gas by a heat exchanger and then,

after partial cooling, provides the propul-
1"

: sion at a high propulsiv_ efficiency with a

i b ...,_ ....?.___ warm cycle pressure-jet driven propeller. +

-_C-_..... _'_ in which the steam first provides propul-
t sion via a turbine and then passes to the ,

"_" "t lifting "bag" (cell or shell) wher_ it pro-
._j/_ duces lift and then condenses to return o

c _ Gas Producer ------_| -'- "
_¢_r_w .................. 34. the "boiler•S _u, % .... Hot_.Js ------. --_,(J
_'-'_-'_-'_ ......... Of course, one can even speculate on the

_ possibility of envelope material, s attaining
a 1,000°+F temperature capability thus

Figure 25 making hot air as economically attractive
: Aero/Propulsion Integration for commercial operations as it has been

Systems for Dirigibles for sport ballooning.

• CONCLUSIONS

The very nature of a hybrid aircraft defines them as "light" airc'r-_ft and regardless of
their size or configuration they may be synthesized from rather simple state-of-the-
art elements which are well enough defined as to allow accurate overall parametric
and detailed performance estimates.

The two primary problems involved in exploiting hybrid aircraft are: to define other-
wise impractical missions and operations which become econom:cally viable on the
basis of applying LTA technology and then to tailor optimum hybrid aircraft around
such missions. It is most important to fully appreciate the operational handicap
associated w,th any vehicle which requires the use of ballast and how the elimina-
tioh of ballast narrows the choice of configuration to those very few which can attain
a suitable loading and efficiency balance between aerodynamic, aerostatic and
propulsive elements.

I I II I
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A SEHIBUOYANTVEHICLE FORGENERALTRANSP_:RTATIONHISSIONS

C. Dewey Hav111*
Michael Harper**

I

ABSTRACT: The concept of small, semlbuoyant,lifting-body_Irshlps is
discussed. Estimatesof importantperformancecharacteristicsare
made and cc_pared with other flight vehicle systems.

F

)

, INTRODUCTION
±

_ This paper discusses the concept of a small, s_mi[uoyant,llfting-bodyairship with
7, either a disposableor nondlsposablebuoyant fluid. Estimatibnsof fuel consumption,
_i_ payloadcapability,power requlrem_ntsan; productivityare made and compared to

other flight systems. Comparisonsare made on the ba_s of equal cost vehicles.
_ The assumpLlon is made that, to a first-order approximation, the costs of ueveloptng,

procuring,and operatinga commercialair transportvehicle are proportionalto
_ vehicle empty weight. It must be noted that no historicalcost deta exist for the
(_ lifting-bodyairship and thereforethese comparisonsmust be considered prelimlnary.

Z' VEHICLECONFIGURATION

_ The vehicle configurationthat was studiuo is shown in Figure I. It is the NASA
i_.p_. M2/F2 space reentry vehicle, which has been fllght-tested4_ a glidlng mode and

;_ *AerospaceConsultant,formerlywith l_SA-AmesResearch Center, Hoffett Field CA
.6__ , •

_ **Aerospace Engineer, NASA-/_es Research Center, Hoffett Field, Ck

g
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Figure I
M2/F2 Lifting Body

extensivelytested in wind tunnels. It was chosen because of the extensiveamoul,t
of aerodynamicdata available,but as an airship it may be inferior to a different
configurationoptimizedfor tha_ purpose.

_, VEHICLE SIZE

I The vehicle that has been studiedmost thorougillyhas a lengthof 200 ft and a
.... volumeof 373,000 ft3. This is quite small relative to airships in general and

wou_d seem to contradictth_ widespreadbelief that airships becomemore efficient
as their sizes increase. However, this belief is not borne out in Figure 2, which

) shc_s data for 75% of all colm;mrcialrigid and nonrigid airships ever built. These
data indicateno change in structuralefficiencywith size for more than an order-
of-=nag_,_tudesize change with nonrigid_irships, and almos_ an order-of-magnitude

: size change with rigid airships. The dashed lines in this ,gu_e indicate the
three-l,al,,esscaling law. Therefore,the penaltyassociatedwith small vehicles
does not appear to be real. This is importantto the small vehicle concept because
the Jmallercapital investmentcosts, compared to those of lJrge dirigibleconcepts,
allows a broad range of operationalexperie,ce to be obtained without excessively
high economic risk.

BUOYANT FLUID

The choice of a disposableor nondisposablebuoyant fluid must be made on the basis
of the vehicle operationat cruise. If a vehicle must fly around storms instead of
over thole,and aroundmountains insteadof over them, then severe limits are placed
on ,;chedu_ingand mission flexibility,especiallyat shorter ranges. Howe',er,when
using a costly ncndisposablebuoyantfluid such as helium, introducingaltitude

, capabilityresuICs in reluced payload since only a fraction of the vehicle volume
can be filled witilhelium at takeoff. The variationof useful lift as a function of
altitude capabilityis shown in Figure3. The lower curve corresponds to inert
wei_I'tfractionsof dirigiblesof the 1930s,while the upper curve represents possi-
ble weight ratios that m_nht be achieved with current or future technology. The
severe payloadreductionis apparent,as appreciablealtitude capability is built
into such _irships,
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_ EmpiricalWeight Characteristicsof Dirigibles
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Figure 3
Lift Variationwith Design MaximumAltitude

For a disposablefluid such as hot air, the unit lift at reasonable temperaturesis
,ess than helium, but regardlessof altitudecapability the vehicle is completely
filled with fluid at takeoff. Therefore,if air is heated to a temperatureat wh,.L

i!_ its unit lift is half that of helium, and if an altitude capability is des,,'_ _h,_tlimits the helium volume at sea level to one-half the vehicle volume, theT; takeoff
'_ lift for the two fluids is equal. Data are presentedin Figure 4 showin] Lne
" requiredtemperaturefor hot air at which it has equal takeoff capability. ! is
.. obvious that if appreciablealtitude capabilitiesare required, hot air a_ feasinle

' temperature_can be equal or superiorto helium in its lifting capecity. Also shown

;[/
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Temper&tureof Buoyant Fluid for Equal Takeoff Lift

in Figure 4 is the potentialvalue of superheatedsteam as a buoyant fluid. At
600° F steam has greater liftingcapaci_ than helium if altitude capabilities
greater than 5000 ft are required.

It should be noted that generallythe maintenanceof heat in the fluid following
takeoffmight not be desirable,thus causing a reduction in buoyant lift at cruise.
Furthermore,even if fluid temperatureis maintained there is an appreciablereduc-

tion in buoyant lift at high cruise altitudes. This requires that additional lift
be suppliedaerod.vnamicallyduring cruise, and since conventionalairship configur-
ations are very inefficient,aerodynamically,they are unsuited to the use of heated

, disposablefluids. Lifting-bodyconfigurationsare suitable to such use since their

aerodynamiclift-dragratios can be as much as two-thirdsthat of conventionalair-
craft. The aerodynamicadvantageof lifting-bodyships may be somewhat offset by
the structuralweight penalty associatedwith their noncircularcross section.

t

FUEL CONSERVATION

Airships are considereddesirable because of their good conservationand pollution-
free characteristics. The best measure of these characteristicsis the quantity of
fuel used to transporta given payload througha given distance. In Figure 5, the
proposedvehicle is compared to a number of other approximatelyequal cost air
transportvehicles in terms of poundsof fuel per ton-mile of payload transported.
The identificationkey for these vehicles is shown in Table I. It is apparent that
if sufficientlylow flight speedsare used, conventionaldirigiblesare appreciably
superior in this respect. This is of questionablevalue since the speed range for
such superiorityis in the range where surface transportationsyst_s can be used,
and surface transpor_tion systems should have lower fuel consumption. For speeds
higher than practicalground ansportation limi's, the proposed hybrids are far
superior to all other vehicles. Furthe_ore, while the hot-air vehicles are not
quite as good as the helium vehicles,the difference might be easily outweighed by
other perfor_nce characteristics.
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Figure5
FuelConsumption

TABLEI

Keyfor Figures5 through8

!__:!? Symbol HELICOPTER Vehicletyp_

1 Boeing-VertolMII4
::_ 2 SiskorskyS-64E

TRANSPORTAIRCRAFT

3 Fairchild-HillerFH-227D

4 G.D.Cenvair_OO

HYBRIDS

.... 300_ F Hut Air

l_ 600° F Hot Air
DIRIGIBLE_:: . _ _

J
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PAYLOAD
.+ ,

Another advantagecommonly attributed to conventionaldirigibles is an extremely
high payload capacity. However, such payloads are a result of assuming extremely
large vehicles. If approximatelyequal cost vehicles are again assumed, the results

:'. in Figur,_6 are obtained. Here, payload for conventionalairships is at best about
_-. equal to most HeavierThan Air vehicles. The data also indicate that, at higher

cruise speeds, the pdyload capacity of the hybrid vehicles _s superior to all other
_ vehicles.

, /
i 50DO0

¢

- 20,000
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15,000

_50,000

_. _ 2_0(0) T AIR I0,000 _¢_

Io,ooo ®ve 5000
%
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I I I I
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-, CRUISESPEED,m_ec
,J

Figure 6
_' Payload Capability
i

POWER REQUIREMENTS

Since the hybrids being consideredin these comparisonshave a buoyant lift equal to
only about 30% of their gross weight, 70% of the gross weight is liftedon takeoff
by the propulsivesystem acting as a helicopter. One might conclude from this that
power requirementsfor such vehiclesare excessive. A comparisonof the required
horsepowerper ton of payloaa (see Figure 7) shows that the power requirementsfor
hybridsare less than or about equal to those for Heavier Than Air vehicles.

PRODUCTIVITY

While fuel conservation,pollution,payload capability,and power requirementsh_ve
some significancegenerally, if economic factors or commercialviabilityare con-
sidered, the importantFactor is the quantity of payload transportedover some dis-
_nce in a given time. This _uantity,called productivity,is shown in Figure 8.
Herein lies the basic reasonfor many people resistingthe return of airships.
Heavier Than Air vehicles with about the same capital investmenLcosts carry three
to four times as much payload througha given distance in an hour, and thus have

three to four times as much revenues. With such a large deficiency in productivity,
dirigiblescannot hope to compete commerciallywith HTA vehlcles in any mission that
HTA vehicles can perform. However, the prop_;¢_ hybrids have about twice the pro-
ductivityof any other vehicle. Thus° their ratio of revenue to capital investment
allows them to compete with HTA vehicles in conventionalair transportationmi_ions.
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,31 Produc ti vi ty

-2%,
_ In addition, their VTOL capabilitypermits them to performmissions not possible for
._ fixed-win_aircraft.

_}' SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Some other characteristicsof LTA vehicles that are of significancein their eva!u-
ation are airfield requirements,unique missions, safety,and ride quality. Airship

'il; proponentsclaim that a dirigible,unlikecommercialaircraft, only requires a le',el
,_ clearing w_th a mooring most at the center. One should first consider the _rea

.t

%
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required. With reasonable safety requirements,the land area required for a lO00-ft-
long dirigible is equal to the area of eight landing strips, lO,000 ft long. Fur-
thermore,the eight landing strips will handle zbout IO0 aircraft per hour, while

' only one dirigiblecan occupy this area during its time on the ground. Secondly,a
simplecleared area is not sufficientsince it must have a base to support cargo and
cargo handling vehiclesand any required ballast. Finally, except for the landing

, strips, commercialairport facilitiesare required for the handling of passengers
t

and cargo, and there is no reason to suppose that such facilitieswould not also be

j required for passengersand cargo being transportedby airship• However, reduced
" airport facilitiesmight easily be factualwhere semibuoyantvehicles weighing three

to four times as much as equal sized dirigibles are used Such vehicles would not
require mooring masts and would taxi from landing to loading area, leaving the former
for use by other vehicles,as is the case with aircraft.

DEVELOPMENTFOR SPECIAL PURPOSE

Since conventionalairships cannot compete economicallywit,lother commercial trans-
-_'" portationsystems proposals have been made for their use in uniquemissions such as

transportingpower generatorsor transformersfru. factory to renmte'lylocated dam
sites. While such proposalsrepresent interestingsolutions to some difficult trans-
portationproblems,it is difficult to support them if one examines capital invest-
ment costs and operating problems. Furthermore,it is difficult to envision enough
uniquemissions to suppnrt any appreciableairship industry.

On the other hand, if conventionalor hybridairships were developedfor some commer-
cial purpose, they might have greaZ utility in emergencysituationsas a rescue vehi-
cle. In conditionsgeneratedby fire, flood, hurricane,or earthquake,one of the
most severe problems is the loss of transportationroutes. Frequently,the only way
to provide rescue services when they are most needed is to use a VTOL air trans-

,. porterwith a high payload capacity. If airships are economicallycompetitiveand
can be developedfor conventinnalmissions, then their availabilityduring emergen-
cies would be an additionalvalue.

: SAFETY

i Probably the most significantadvantageof LTA vehicles over HTA vehicles is their
superior safetycharacteristics,and hybridvehicles appear to be safer even than

'_ conventionalairships. The hybrid,with its greater operationalflexibility,can
avoid the severeweather conditions that caused previous airchips to come to grief•
Even with complete power failure, impact speedswould be low. Without any great
expense, completelysafe systemscould be developed for such impact speeds.

RIDE QUALITY

Due to the square cube law, motion stabilityand ride comfort improve as size in-
crea_es. It was reported that the Hindenburg,with 7-1/2xlO6 ft° volume, provided
a more comfortableride than any other transportationsystem in existence. It
should not be concluded, though, that the proposed hybridswill have undesirable
characteristicsbecause they are small. The reason for increasedride comfort at
lar_er sizes is the higher ratio of inertialmass to surface area. Since hybrids
have three to four times the inertialmass of dirigibles,with the same surface area,
such vehicles should have (omparableride quality with smaller sizes.

CONCLUSIONS

If the foregoingcomparisonsare valid, and hybrids will be economicallycompetitive
with HTA vehicles,then it _s no longernecessaryto invent unique or novel missions
to justify their development. If the comparisonsare correct, then such vehicles
will be immediatelyuseful in the bread spectrumof missions shown in fable II.
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The_e estimatesof general aviation aircraft indicate the use of 14g,755 fixed-wing
aircraft and 2,550 helicoptersin 1975. If hybrids are economicallysuperior,ther
most of the missions shown would be more effectivelyperformed by them.

TABLE II

PredictedGeneral Aviation Aircraft in 1975

Number of
aircraft

Use Comments

Fixed Rotary
wing wing

Aerial 6,200 350 Crop dusting, seedingand
application fertilizing,restocking fish,_.

cloud seeding,etc.

Industrial/ 1,900 400 Pipeline and highway patrol-

_!. special use ling, aerial surveying,emer-

gency rescue, advertising,
• photography,helicopterhoist,
iii_ firefighting,etc.

Air-taxi 12,100 900 Scheduledair-taxi,
nonscheduledair-taxi,
charter services

Business 31,250 900 Motives for justiiying the
acquisitionof Lorporate

_, aircraft are:
C Save valuable executive time

Make own schedules

_, Reliability,safety
Reach off-airlinecities
Prestige

Personal 88,450

r}' Instructional 6,855

_ Other uses 3,855

ii To ls 149,7552,550
f

7'

R_
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THE DYNAIRSHIP

!

William McElwee Miller, Jr.*

ABSTRACT: A brief history of Aereon Corporation and its

, ._ research and development of hybrid aircraft, with prelim- i

inary projections of the advantages represented by a

deltoid aerobody configuration, the "Dynairship".

"_ Aereon Corporation has invented an "aerobody" which is a blend e[ t_.o

_ concepts :

A buoyant-lift airship, -"

_ A dynamic-lift lifting-b_dy.

Historically, Dr. Solomon Andrews coined the name "aereon" (air age).

A New Jersey inventor, he built and flew America's first directionally

maneuverable aircraft over i00 years ago. It was a 3-hulled balloon,

propelled first by gravity and then by buoyancy as he alternated the

inclination of the hulls together with changes in the buoyancy. He

. ' also flew a second one before the company failed in the 1860's.
h

_ The present company--founded in 1959--took the name--Aereon--and built

_ Aereon II-T _uring che early 1960's. A 3-hulled rigid airship,

_; * President, Aereon CoL'poraticn, Princeton, New Jersey

_::° PREChDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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85' long, this vehicle demonstrated simple ground-handling. It was

• , dismantled in ]9K7 after studies indicated a deltoid aerobody would

be a superior configuration for a hybrid vehicle. It is a "lifting- _

body-airship," which we call the Dynairship.

? Aercon has been innovating--with private funds, in an abandoned ;

sector of aeronautical research for 14 years--that of airship •

development.

4
THE CONCEPTUAL BASIS

' I
If the abandonment and subsequent neglect of airships was in partI
due to poor economics and operational problems, then innovation woul4

be required, in technology, to overcome these. A more efficient and _

competitive airship could be developed: specifically:

i. There would need to be an advance in economics by:

a) an increase in the productivity of the vehicle,

_.- "" in payload and in speed;

,: b) a decrease in the _an-machine interfaces, with a
resulting lower labor cost.

2. There would need to be advancement in the art of

airship operations, in several areas:

a) (Easy) Ground maneuvering and docking.

b) (Internal) Loading of bulky cargo and container-

freight.

c) (Compatible) Flight operations within the existing

airport _nd airways system and facilities.

d) (Maneuverable) Flight activity under adverse

, weather conditions.

Others previously had done work in areas suggestive, especially Dr.

Solomon Andrews i00 years before: and N.A.S.A. had developed lifting-

bodies for reentry from space, very compact fast vehicles.

THE AEREON APPROACH

Aereon III (Fig. ]), built i0 years ago, was a very ambitious attempt

to combine mat_y innovations at once. No wind-tunnel tests were done.

The goal was to der,onstrate all the innovations in the belief that

resulting publicity would bring desired support. An accident to the

aircraft cut short these hopes: but already Aereon III was superceded.

Aereon 26 (Fig. 2 - 5), the first "aerobody," evolved by a different

philosophy, one which sought to achieve modest and limited goals in

a series of steps, so that the greatest risk waE_ assumed at least

co_t. Progressively larger costs were incurred as more became known

about the aerobody. This was the sequence:

i. Parameters for an optimum hybrid aircraft were selected.

2. An optimization computer-search was done, to define the

"aerobody" geometry.

3. Research and development then began with the plan to
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proceed in 2 stages, consecutively:

a_ aerodynamics

b) aerostatics.

4 Aerodynamic research has centered on a series of ever-• i
larger models of the "aerobody" leading to the smallest

feasible manned experiment_l aircraft: Aereon 26. f

a) A balsa and paper model with rubber-band (20 cm.)

was flown in a hangar in January 19687 A series of

gas-engine powered 4'long radio controlled m_dels

were built and tested from spring 1968-1969y 7'
model (R.C.) was tested in mid t970.

b) A series of Wind-Tunnel tests du_ing 1968-1ate 1969: _

Analog-computer simulation of Aereon 26.

c) AEREON 26 - heli-arc welded aluminum structure, air-

craft cloth, aluminum sheet, strength-analysis

(simple).

d) In late 1970 and early 1971 we moved the experimental

aerobody to National Aviation Facilities Experimental

_ Center (NAFEC) in New Jersey. Manned fligh_ tests
!, were conducted to obtain--not demonstraticny but

documentation as to stability and control, and per-

formance.

This Program we called Project Tiger (Test Implementation Group%
Evaluation Report). It is the principal achievement of our company. ,

" It has been recorded accurately in "The Deltoid Pumpkin Seed"--a

: book which appeared first in New Yorker Magazine in 3 parts in

< February and which a large book club in the U.S. has recommended

;. recently. %his was the first public announcement of our flight tests•

The book was not done for, or by, Aereon, however.
J

_ A 16mm. film of portions of these tests will be presented to this

conference. It ks the first such presentation to a professional

_ audience. The exact data, however, is proprietary, and may not be
released.

: Significant findings include the following:

i. Performance was as had been predicted from previous

analytical and experimental work. Phototheodolite

'_ recordings (at the National Aviation Facilities

Experimental Center (NAFEC) a facility of the F.A.A.)

: verified performance.

2. Stability and control and handling qualities were good.

A SFIM recorder on-board obtained precise d_ta.

3. The pilot found the *'aerobody '°a docile and acceptable

aircraft, within the limited scope of the tests.

: 4. In summary: --the "aerobody" iq aerodyna_ically a feasible
:' concept, and a basis exists for roalis_! _ q_udies of much

larger such aircraft. The next step (nnd major milestone)

_ will be the development of the Dynairship aerobody,
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: operationally to prove the concept of adding aerostatic lift
to this aerodynamicalJy proven configuration.

The final stage for translating the hybrid _oncept to reality will

require the following genera] sequencp, whi_ _ Aereon is seeking to
implement at this time.

i_ i. Seek mission-definition for a (preferably) small

i hybrid aerobody, _s a first step in a long-t,.rm plan
to scale-up gradually (i.e.--in size of vehlcle, cost

: incurred, development time) so as to control risk, gain

from learning-curve benefits, and to develop economically ,,

the technology, bc%se for larger vehicles, and grad1_ally

to develop a market for hybrid aircraft generally.

i 2. Perform conceptual study of t_e suitability of the ,

_- " aircraft for perfomning a stipulated mission.

3. Analytical study of the structure weight and o,_.Aer

questions basic to operating economics.

4. Design, build and test (evaluate) a prototype hybrid to

determine operational suitability for the mission.

_° THE MAIN FEATURES OF THE DYNAIRSHIP

The Dynairship is half-way between the airplane and the airship

(Fig. 6 - 10). It has much more aerodynamic lift than a comparable

airship while, in excLange for this, it could not hover (by buoyant

lift), which means it would operate from existing airfields normally

, and would be compatible with all (but high-speed) airplane traffic.

Of course exceptionally large Dynairships (400 - 1,000' long) would

: require larger facilities. It would carry much more tonnage than

the same-sized airship° Dynairship would be more maneuverable _.n air

traffic and general operations including encounters with adverse

wea_._her. Dynairship would require smaller groundcrews and would land

and taxi like an airplane. There would be a large gair_ in produc-

tivJ.ty over classical airship concepts for commerce of non-specialized
loads. It would be less sensitive to wJ _d-conditions for schedule-

reliability and loading and unloading.

The _jnairsbip should be more energy-conservative than typical trans-

port airplanes, with a lower ton-miles per hour productivity, but lesa

thrust horse-power w_ll be required and large cube-capacity for low-

density cargoes or low-density fuels is available at no penalty to

cargo space. Operating cost as well as acquisition-cost benefits may
be reallzed were diesel englnes to be made available.

In contrast to many airplanes, a hybrid aircraft offers a long-loiter

capability at low fuel consumption while it could also have a top

speed twice that of blimps. This combination is useful for patrol

tasks, whether over cities or ocean spaces.
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Aereon, lacking any widely-recognized criterion for estimation of

airship structure weights ( a basic element in cost estimates as well

as operating economics), has assumed a structure-weight growth law

_ _ '_ following that of airplanes (Fi_. II). _:_-wever, incr_a,es in size
cause acquisition-cost benefits (Fig. 12) due to the growth of

buoyant lift as a percentage of total lift and, at design-speec,s
of 150-200 mph, diesel engines substantially lower acquisition costs

_" i_ (theoretically). Such engines are not now in service.

Does the Dynairship configuration represent a specially effective

i design for a hybrid aircraft? Aereon's invention is based on the

ct that it _oes. The significance is that the aerodynamic center

occurs, in a highly-swept delta-body, near the 50_ chord where t_.e

center of buoyancy also occurs, and where the "CG" is placed: and

there is a minimum of trim control devices, therefore since the_'e

is a minimttm disturbance to the stability of the deltoid Dynairship

_'" _ with speed changes, it is possible to carry a full range of tornages

at various speeds without major trim requirements. Maximum control

authority is maintained under all normal flight maneuvers, certain

° other planform shapes do not offer these inherent advantages but

require energy-consuming, drag-creating means to provi:lu trim. In

sum, features of the Dynairship which represent capabilities of value
are:

i. Improvement in performance over airships

2. Improvement in energy-conservation over airplanes.

•. 3. Potential benefits in acquisition cost.

,_ 4. Improvement in operat_onal-eff_'clerLcyover other hybrid
7 concepts.

I HYPOTHETICAL DYNAIRShIPS (Fig. 13 - 14;• A Small Patrol Aircraft

_; Length: 50' 50 mph cruise: n_issio_, = _ hour iOl,.'_r with

_'.. Gross (N) : 4,000 lb. crew of 3 men and a speed rang,_* o r, ;rJ ._2L

; Power: 300 h.p. mph for aerial observation at _o_ hoist: _<-v,=!

and low fuel consumption w, th hl,_h cr,..w,.f-

ficicency and stable flight.

A Medium-Size Cargo Aircraft,

Length: 200' 150 mph cruise: mission _ 9,5 t_s uf !r_-i1_

Gross (N): 270 T for a i000 mile range, U_.Ing z,,c.lzul,tj_ sm_JJ

_ #200 = $3,000,000. fields, at energy-conserving l,:v,:]s ;.' op_:r

_ ation.

_.
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i__ A LOgistic Carrier* ;%. - •

o! _ Length: 1,000' 150 mph cruise; mission = 3,300 tons of bulk

Gross: 4,200 T cargoes, or natural resources, from (or to)
g #200 = $65,000,000. remote areas, under various weather condi-
_ _ tions, to special airfields, where both

_ large volumes and tonnages are required, at

_ lowest effective acquisition cost per vehiclc.

/ *Low confidence attached to preliminary estimates.

t
SUMMARY

;_ !i With historical roots which are over i00 years old, Aereon Corporation, °
founded 14 years ago, has since then existed for the goal of develop- _

_ I ing aircraft which most effectively combine aerodynamic lift with

aerostatic lift. Since 1967, the "aerobody" concept has been the

_ means. (This could be described as an L.B.A.--a "Lifting Body Air- ,
ship"--since it has no wings yet would develop substantial aerody-

_: namic lift over the body.)

_ At first intuitively, then analytically and experimentally, the

_ aerobody has been developed. Having determined--through a series of

:_ model tests and manned flight test--that it is aerodynamically and

_ " technically a feasible concept, the next major technical milestone is

to develop and evaluate the aerobody in a larger size in which

buoyant lift would be significant.

Economic feasibility has not been established and must be investigated

for a variety of missions, to which the capabilities of the conceptual

aircraft-family may be suited. The helium-filled, delta aerobody we

< call the Dynairship, (or dynamic-lift airship). Its special features
include:

I. Flight operations compatible with airplanes.

2_ Economies in energy-consumption like airships.

3. Maneuverability improvement over airships and long-loiter

improvement over airplanes.

Aereon's business is advanced airship-technology. We have, with our

private funds, demonstrated our commitment. We have, alone in the

world, flight-tested an Dptimized aerodynamic pre-prototype of the

lifting-body-airship. Next, the Dynairship.

NOTE: All photographs and drawings copyrighted by Aereon, Inc.

and may not be reproduced without permission.
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Figure I. Aereon III, Mercer Co. Airgort, Trenton, N. J.,

C. A. Beck, J_ R. Fitzpatrick, M. Drew, Jr.(1.-r.), 1964

Figure 2. Aereon 26 Schematic
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: Figure 4. Aereon 26 Taxi Tests, NAFEC, Atlantic City, N.J., 1971

!
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Figure 5. Aereon 26 in Flight, NAFEC, Atlantic City, N.J.,1971
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,. THE APPROACH USED IN PREPARATION OF DISPLAYS
," WHICH FOLLOW

..,,... I. Assumptions made in range calculations of large Dynairships,
i.e_.__.200 - 1,000 feet long.

:• A. RANGE:

'_ i. A Breguet range of 1,000 miles is assumed. This means

,,, that the quantity _ (LD/D} remains constant throughout
mission SFC

2. The Breguet range is optimized by setting the cruising speed ,

i_ equal to the speed for max (LD/D), i.e______. -

Vcruise = V(_
coeffic'LDnt.i_/D)max. This assumption defines the cruise _._

I
lift

_' t 3. Fuel reserves of 15% of required fuel are assumed. ',
_'' / B. AERODYNAMIC CONFIGURATION: '

I i. The basic aerobody shape is (optimally) cambered for maximum

ii (L,,/D), the condition of optimality being that the basic lift

i (due to camber) is equal to the additional lift (due to angle

; of attack). This implies different amounts of camber for

_ different dynamic lift coefficients.
_: 2. All the effects of the camber variation on items such as

volume, wetted area and structural weight have been neglected
:_ as a first approximation.

!_, 3. The static lift, LS, is assumed constant during the mission.

"_. The static lift equation is 2.26x103x _3.
, 4. An operating (mid-range) altitude of i0,000' assumed.

:,< II. Method used for calculation of Dynairship characteristics

A. cruising speed and overall size (Vcruise and _) are independ-

ently assigned.
B. Static lift is calculated from the size (and volume).

C. Dynamic llft is calculated from speed and size. (CLD isdetermined from assumption I, A, 2 above)

D. The required cruise HP is then estimated for the aerobody

optimum(._/_).
E. The weight of the power plants (diesel and turbo-prop) is

calculated given average PowerPlant Weight ratios.
SHP Installed

F. The required fuel is calculated from the S.F.C. of turbo-prop
,' and diesel powerplants.

G. Structural weight is evaluated from t/_e Structural Weight
i Growth Law.

H. Payload is calculated using mld-range fuel (half fuel + 15%
reserve).

I. Powerplant and structural costs are estimated from average _ ,
and _ ratios. HP

, lbs. of structure

• Structural costs are based on 200th aircraft.

i_ J. Finally, Energy-Effectiveness and Acquisition-Cost Effectiveness

._ are estimated for the Dynairshlp.

45O
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Figure 7. Dynairship Size and Payload Comparisons
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Figure 8. Dynairship Energy Effectiveness L'
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Figure 14

A PATROL AEROBODY

What is the 'aerobody' and how Is it innovative?

I. A hybrid, a mlx of aerostatlc vlth aerodynamic llft, the 'aerobody' _
is a 11ftlng-body of delcold planform, elllptlcal cross-sectlons,
and a fineness ratio of 4:5. Boay geometry yes derived from •
computer-asslsted optimlzatl.on-search program. Several patents _,

coverin 8 key aspects of this invention have been issued to Aereon
both In the United States and abroad.

_a 2. In operation, It is stable vXth acceptabXe handIing quaIities, f

Characterized by a lovbody-Xosdlng, It 18 capable of very lay- _ ,
speed flight and STOL. As a partisIly buoyant vehicle It Is sure,
hoverer, to be much more maneuverabXe than a bXimp. (It vculd
require povered-llft for hover, at lover 1oadlnss than for
heavler-than-alr craft.) It vouXd operate much llke a STOL air.-
plane in Xover speed f11ght, but vlth conslderabXy less fueX
consumption, beln8 capable of protracted loiter at speeds of 30 -
50 mph. Dash speeds comparable to or faster than helicopters nov
in eervlce (reclprocatlns), sod certainly faster than bXimps, are
normal expectations for the 'aerobody.' This combination of
features vouXd permit shorter response-tlme from its Xoiterlng
station to anyuraent caXX to counter e threat due to a high state
of readiness. A loiter-time of 8 bouts is assumed.

3. Below ere presented eve representative $TOL 'aerobody' conflgura-
tions, not the result of experlmenta] work but based on the

projections made from analytical and experlmentaX test data. The
aircraft are basic, not adorned vlth llft-augmentln8 reflneaento.
Therefore feaslb111ty and prellmlnary design studies are in order,
fully to appXy the 'aarobody' concept to PoXAce _lLssAons.

SHALL LAI_g

OVERALLLgl_l_ - 50 ft. 100

OVERALL WIDTH - 40 ft. 80
/

HOI_V_ALG_OSS I,'itIGiI'I" - 3,990 lb. 7,610

CARGOAND CIU_ - 1,600 lb. 3,700

LOITZR SPEED - 50 mph 30

14AI. _ In..IGtlT SPUD - 130 mph 75

' IHSTAI,LSD POWER - 290 Ii1' '210

TAKKOFF DIST_IC80VE_ 50' - 770 300

IGroeo Wt. /JJ def_utd _s Gross )lass z 8. _ ,-

i
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SOME ASPECTS OF

HYBRID- ZEPPELINS

Paut-Arrnin Mackrodt" _

11

ABSTR/tCT: To increase an airship's maneuverabitity and paytoad ]
capacity _s wett as to save bouy01nt gas it is proposed to outfit '.t with ia slender detta-w_ng, which carries about one hail of the totat take-off
weight of the vehicle. An optimization catcutation based on the data
of LZ 129 {the tact airship, which saw passenger-service) reads to |

an Hybrid-ZeppeLin with a wing of asjvect-ratio 1.5 and 105 m span.
The vehicte carries a paytoad of 40 T. of it's totat take-off weight i
and consumes 0.8 t fuet per *on paytoad over a distance of 10000 kin.

1

INTRODUCTION

For the _conomicat transportation of targe paytoads aerostats must have huge di- |
mensions. The tast german Zeppetin used for transatlantic passenger service ]LZ 129 "Hindenburg M frorp 1936 for exampte, had a tenth of 247 m (820 ft) and
41 m (135 ft) diameter and coutd carry 19 t of payload. Airships of such dimensions |
are in the air difficutt to maneuvre and woutd therefore heavity impede the air ttraffic in the crowded air-space ot industrial countries. They require: sophisticated
arsd expensive take-off and tanding procedt're_ (ground crews '. ) and are on the ground

p difficutt to handte because of their extreme wind sensitivity. Most of these disad- |
vantages can be avoided if a wing is added to the airship , wh_,ch COrhgensates a lconsiderabte part of the unbatanced weignt of the vehicte by aer'_dynam_,c tiff. So

i• Dr. rer. nat., FtugwissenschaftLlche Fachgruppe G6ttingen e. V.

34 GOttlngen, Germany
J

pRI_INO PAGE BI.KNK NOTtlU_l_O
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c_n riotonty be avoided the necessity of carrying a water batiastas maneuvring aid

,. of more thsm twice the paytoad - 38.5 t in the case of LZ 129 - but atso the tetoff
of buoyant gas (usuatty heUum) to compensate the Loss of weight by consumption of

_i : fuetor in i,andingmaneuvers,

i
Because such a vehicteis t_:inkabteonly as a rigid airship. I car itHybridoZeppetin

_" 'I (abbreviatedHZ in the fottowing).

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

' t i In order to keep the HZ easy to handte on the ground, the wing span should be smatL"
-i _, for exampte 1/2 the tength or tess. Furthermore the structurat weight of the wing

shoutd be tow, in order to generate substsntiat more tilt than it's own weight at the
retativety tow _peed and therefore low wing toading of an airship. These two condi-
tions are easity to meet with a stender wing, especiatiy with a stender detta-wing.

"_ _ The poor Uft to drag ratio of the detta-wing i3 stightty increased in the case of the
, ' HZ, because the thick body covers a targe part of the whol.e wing area and onty the _ :_
•'_'" retativ,_._.y smart exposed surfaces of the wings contribute to the frictionat drag.

o_ The gtide path angte ¢ of the vehicte is given by :

CDo _ CDi
( = (1)

:- CL

,. (Here are C__ and C_. the coefficients of friction drag and induced drag, respec-

tivety, CL i_'_he tift-cUolefficient). With the fottowing three wett _nown relations :

_, .2
CL

_:' CDi • r-_ (2)

/_ (A is the aspect ratio of the wing)

SWW
; CDo _ CF" T (3)

(C_ is the friction coefficient, S tho totat wing area, _WW the wetted wingsu. face) :

Sww : 2 {b_ (4)

(b is the span, d the main-spar diameter) and with the constant:

L D

K =_ (s}
Q

qw W-

(L D is the dynamic titt, q the dynamic pressure) one obtains

456
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t_.

"='2.

- +2-e-L (6)

The secov_ term in equation (6)decreases with decreasing A , which is important

especiaLLyat tow CL

To caLcuLatethe performance of a possible HZ one has to startwith the simple
and welt known conditions

i'L D= C L • q" S (7) '

+CF q S (s)

(NC is the continuouspower outputof the engines , W th= propeLLer efficiency, "
V_ _ the cruising speed, S the totalwing area and S. the wetted surface of the

w_ote vehicle).Though the frictioncoefficientCF wis welt known (see e.g. Ref. 1)

0.455
CF = 2.58 (9)

, (togRet)

(Re t is the Reynotdsnurnber based on body=Length t ) we have stiLL only two equa- ,_
tioffs and four unknowns. A third equation is obtained from the optimization condi-
tion, which requires { to be a minimum with respect to the geometry of the
vehicle. The connection with the geometric arrangement is given by Spreiter
(Ref. 2):

i

(a is the angle of attack, b the wing span)
d

' The de_-ivative of equation (4) with respect to _ Leads to the minimum condition

2 SWCL
."-A"--cF " "g" (11)

#

_)Thls relationts strictlyvalidonly for a slender wing-body combination with

cyLindricaLtaiL.The negative Liftof theconicaltailof the HZ is, however, corn - *
pensated by the horizontalstabilizers.

4

• i,ft'k0b"THe:
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:'_ ,-; Now we have the three conditions (7), (8) and (II) for the four unknowns CL, S
/ (or b), N C and VC , which means, thvt one of them can or must be chosen free.

._. CALCULATION OF AN EXAMPLE

_": The fottowingcatcutationof a practicatexampte is based on the data ofLZ 129

(Tabte 1, teft cotumn, Ref. 3, 4).

_ I,

,' LZ - 129 HZ -"

_ len_h 247 2 m 247.2 m _

;, diameter 41 2 m 41 2 m

.,.. o-"" sport _ 105 m

_. ospect mt,o -- 1 5
:-' stobc _ 214 t 198 t

•; dynom<_ _ 250t

.. cruF_espeed 125 kmlh 230 kmlh

range 14000 km 10000 km
_!_ crur_,epower 3600 PS 20500 PC3

., we_hts :%

body 86.5 t 74

, engines 5 0 t 18t
..._( fuel 65 0 t 149 t

J" ballast 38.5 t

_,' w_ng _ 27 t

I:x=ytood 19 0 t 180 t
\
,#

:, take off 214 0 t 448 t
j , i

Tabte 1

Tcchnicat data of LZ 129 and HZ

To carry out the optimization, some of these figures are chs.nged. Cruising ,r,peed
was chosen according to a time-tabte that provides two weekty roundtrips Frank-

furt - New-York - Frankfurt which yietds V = 64 m/s = 230 km/h (= 124 kn)
in 3000 m (= I0 000 ft)attitude.A range of _RC I0 000 kin(=5500 nm) is at this

speed sufficient.Itwas atso assumed thatby use of modern materiats and techno -

fogiesthe weight ofthe body in spiteof the higher toads due to the higher spegd
can be reduced by 15 _@to 74 t. The catcutationof the weights of engines and fu_t

isbased on the technicatstatestthe end of Wortd War II(Junkers "Jumo 205 D",

Ref. 5). The weight per horsepower was assumed tobe 0.9 kp/PS and the spe-
cificfuetconsumption _. 168 kp/PSh. {Use of 75 _ tightergas-turbines is stiff
prohibitedbecause of their 35 - 40 _ higher specificfuetconsumption).

/
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Furthermore itshould be regarded thatthe aerostatic Liftof the body is reduced by

7.5 _ to L_. = 198 t when hetium rather then hydrogen is used. For the caLcuta-

:. tionof wing weight, itwas supposed, thatthe expected tow wing-Loading permits a
Lightweightconstructionwing, the weight of which is not greater than 10 kp/m

" (reLatedto the exposed wing area). FinaLLyshould be regarded, thatfor the catcu-

-_" rationof frictiondrag the surface of the body was approximated by thatof a

, ' rotationaleLLipsoid.

: On the basis of these figures an optimizing computation was performed in the range

-_LD<2O. 5 LSt - LSt ]

ii

,_ 4 ' _---, : ;_ 1.5"0.4
,_ _ , i wF

': LZ_ f . ..All
3 r 0.3

-- Vc=230km/h i
:_ 2 ---' _ , I , , '...... ! 02

':' ,N_! i I ' IA-I

.::._ I t iI, t__1:5 L.Z,Z9

] , , , ,o
' 00 '100 200 300 400 500 _

---,.. LoIt]

FueL consumptionper t_ nctyLoodand payLoad-factor
of HZ versus dynamic Lift

Figure 1

_ The computed resuRs (Fig. 1) show, thatthe payload factor Wp/W (Wp is the
" weight ofpayload, W the totaltake-offweight) for A = 1 has a noticeable

, maximum o_ 36 _ at L_ = 200 t and the fuelconsumption per ton payload VVw/W _
has a flatminimum of 1Uat about 225 t dynamic Lift.For A = 1.5 the optimum
values are even more favourable and both met at L_ = 275 t, but the extrema are

I)
much Less distinct.Furthermore for the two intermediate values of dynamic Lift

L D = 225 t and L D _ 250 t the payload factor and the fuelconsumption per ton

461
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1

payload were caLcuLated at A = 1 and A = 1.5 in dependence of the cruising speed

V C in the range 125 krn/h _ V C -< 350 krn/h.

WF
E

3 _

¢

7

e _

o 0

,oo _.___vc ]'],. - i

,, Fuel cor_urr_ionper ton payloadand i:_ylocxt-factor I

'_' of HZ versuscruisespeed }
• q

j'

Figure 2

Itcan be seen cLearLy,thatthe heavier HZ (Fig 2) meets the optimum values at
sLightLyhigher speeds than the Lighterone (Fig. 3), and thatthe payload factor of

the HZ with A = 1.5 is at aLLspeeds considerably higher (andthe fuelconsump-

tionper ton payload tower) than the corresponding figures of the _Z with A = 1 .
Thewing-Loadings are LD/S = 25kp/m _ at A = 1 and 35kp/m at A = 1.5
and, therefore, confirm our expectations.

The general arrangement of a possible HZ with L D = 250 t shows Fig. 4. The
dorsal fin (and rudder) is considerably enlarged compared with thatof LZ - 129 i
to gain Lateralstabilityeven ifthe ventralfinis deletedto provide ground cLea-

rance during take-offat high angles of attack. PossibLy itcan become necessary ,:
to apply smaLL canard wings (eventuaLLyretractable)to improve take-offperfor-

mance. The arrangement of propeLLers (engineswiLLbe hidden in the body) is not
depicted,because the HZ is supposed to demonstrate only an ae_'odynamic con-

cept and not a concrete project.
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Figure 3
t i i t i i t J _ i

A--1.5

.-! .x_JK, / ' _ /
",,.__ "--... .i I/ /"1"/ /

-_--.4J _i

GeneralarrangementofHZ (Lo:250t)

Figure 4
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The technicaldata of the HZ are given in Table I , right column, i

The figures show thata considerable progress in efficiencycan be achieved com-

pared to present aircraft.The payload factor of the described HZ on 10 000 km
•- distance is 40 % whereas thatof a modern jet-freighteron the same distance

is about 11 _. Similar relationsapply for the fuelconsumption: the HZ consumes
' about 0.8 t fuelper ton payload for the given distance; a jet-freighterat the same

conditionsnearly 4.5 t ! Moreover, the fuelconsumption of the HZ is rather an

/ upper limitsince itwas not considered,thatthe weight of the HZ is continuously
, reduced white the fuelis being consumed. Finally, considering the acceptability

• _ li with regard to the environment (tesspollutionand noise)and the high passenger-
.i

i comfort, which the HZ offers, it'srentabilityis Likelyto be very good. Whether _ •
passengers and air-freightexpeditors are wittingto pay for these advantages with ,_

! a four times longer traveltime (33 h) must be investigatedby marked analysis.

REFERENCES :

, I. Schlichting,H. • Boundary la_er theory,, 6. Edition, Verlag G. Braun,
KarLsruhe, Mc Graw Hilt,New York, (1968)

2. Spreiter, J. R., The aerodynamic forces on slender plane- and cruciform-

wing and boci_combinations, NASA Rep. 962 (1950)

3. Des Zeppelin-LuftschiffLZ - 129 "Hindenburg" , Deutsche Luftwacht-
Luftwissen 3 (1936),S. 66

4. Jane's All the World's Aircraft , (1936)0S. 5 c, S 63 d

5. Jane's All the World's Ai:'craft , (1945)0 S. 54 d

6. Jane's All the WorLd's Aircraft , (1973/744 S. 364/365
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ULTRA-HEAVY VERTICAL LIFT SYSTEM
"THE HELI-STAT"

Frank N. Plaseckl u

ABSTRACT: The Hell-Star is a novel hybrid VTOL vehicle
comprised of an aerostat combined with helicopters. The
static lift of the aerostat supports approximately the
full empty weight of the entire assembly. The helicopter
rotors furnish the lift to support the payload as well as
the propulsion and control about all axes. Thus existing
helicopters, with no new technologj required, can be made
to llft payloads of ten times the capacity of each one
alone, and considerably more than that of any LTA built
so far.

A vehicle is described which has a 75-ton payload, based
on four existing CH-53D helicopters and an aerostat of
3,600,000 cu. ft. The method of interconnection is
described alcng with discussion of control, instrumenta-
tion, drive system and critical design conditions. The
vertical lift and positioning capabilities of this ve-
hicle far exceed any other means available today, yet Ican be built with a minimum of risk, development cost

and time. i

INTRODUCTION IConsiderable interest is currently evident in the potentiality of air-
ships as a means of lifting and transporting heavy cargo. The int- |
erest in lighter than air (LTA) ships is being revived with national |
attention being focused on energy conservation and recognition of -
potential heavy llft missions for the LTA. Some of the areas of
the overall transport spectrum which favor the airship as a trans-
port vehicle are logging operations, pipe laying, power-transmlssion-
l_ne tower erection, building construction, and transportation of
large oversize non-roadable equipment.

The heavy lift helicopter is already being employed on a short-haul
basis to transport and position loads up to 12.5 tons in the above
mentioned transport areas.

UPresident, Piaseckl Aircraft Corp., Philadelphia, Pa. U.S.A.
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_ One of the design arrangements that shows promise of alleviating
,_ many of the shortcomings of conventional LTA's is the semi-buoyant,
.____ hybrid vehicle. This type of LTA vehicle does not generate complete
_. lift from buoyancy. Vertically oriented thrust from powered rotors
_ _ is employed for total lift augmentation and for providing maneuver
"_ control forces. Additionally, aerodynamic lift is generated in
" ' forward flight due to the vehicle envelope shape and airfoil surfaces.

'_ I The design referred to is called the "Hell-Star" system and is a

__ i hybrid LTA system which utilizes four large existing helicopters
:: '_ in combination with an LTA vehicle. The ratio of displacement _-

1 vehicle lift to helicopter lift is proportioned such that the _
, "Heli-Stat" is deliberately flown "heavy"• Thus the thrust from

|] the helicopter rotors is the dominant means of control and stabili- _'"

_\ zation. The ground handling requirements are greatly simplified, ,_
and true precision hovering over a point on the ground becomes r

•_- practical. Such hybrid vehicles may have i0 or more times the
! payload capability of one of the helicopters used in the Heli-Stat.

j i

, The employment of existing helicopters as integrated lift, propulsion,
: and control units offers low technical risk, cost, and development
.._ time. The latter is especially significant in view of the immediate

applicationrequirements for heavy air-lift capability in nuclear
:' powerplant and other public construction programs•

" DESCRIPTION OF _HE HELI-STAT

t The aerostat dimensions are sized such that the static lift provided
_ by the aerostat will support all weight-empty components, including

the helicopters. The helicopter rotor thrust is then available for
_ useful load and maneuvering control forces, providing a hovering
: air-llft capability many times that of the largest crane helicopter
.!'_ of the predictable future. The designs described following are
. based on characteristics from existing helicopter and aerostat

designs. Fig. 1 shows a layout of four CH-53E helicopters attached
to an aerostat of 5,700,000 cu.ft, displacement. This is the size
and shape of the "Macon" envelope, less one section and less the
upper vertical fin. A payload of 140 tons can be carried.

Fig. 2 shows a version based on four existing CH-53D helicopters•
This system has a payload of 75 tons, as shown in Fig. 3.

SELECTING THE AEROSTAT CONFIGURATION

Semi-rigid pressure envelopes or rigid envelope_ can be adapted to
the Hell-Star concept. _e longitudinal and lateral support beam
structure which serves to attach the helicopters and support the
payload can be tied structurally to the structural frames of the
rigid envelope. In the case of the semi-rigid, the helicopter
attachment and load-support beam_ can be made integral with the
fore-and-aft keel structure.

t
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Fiaure3. H_L!-STAT WEIGHTS AND PERFORMANCE SUMMARY a MODEL _?X0004

WEIGHTS UNIT_...±S

Hell-Stat Lb. 345p940

Welght Empty Lb. 177,540

Helicopter's (4) CH-53D's Lb. 66,560

Aerostat Envelope and
Structur_ and Inter-
connecting structur_
(3,600,000 cu.ft.displ.) Lb. 90,980

Useful Load Lb. 168,400

Crew (6) at 200 Lb. 1,200

Fuel and Oil Lb. 1_,800

Payload Lb. 150,400

PERFORMANCE I STANDARD ATMOSPHERE _ DEGREES F. AT S.L.)

UNITS

Cruise Speed MPH 100

Landing & Take-off Speed MPH 0

Altitude FT. 10,000 •

Hover Ceiling FT. 6,000

Climb, Vertical FPM 500

Climb, FWdo Fit. FPM 2,000

Range (Non-Refueling) ST.MI. 160 se

Ferny Range (Non-Refuellng) ST.MI. 2,000

mFERRY
meRANGE CAN BE EXTENDED BY TRADING PAYLOAD FOR FUEL.

e_
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No machinery or facilities are carried lh the aerostat except those
required by the aerostat's own requirements, that is, multiple air-

4{ pressure pumps, serve systems for multiple valve operation, ballast
_ t tanks, plumbing, and ballast-shifting pumps, etc

B T_o crew stations are provided In the aerostat, for the winching
. , and stowage of cargo.
"i
,. _ The size of the aerostat Is larRely a function of the size and ,j

capability of _he helicopters selected_ From the list of large
helicopters In FiE. _, it is apparent that military-qualified or
Federal Aviation Agency certified hellcopte_ units can be economically
procured. In a dedicated vehicle the helicopter units can be without

_" many components such as the tail cone, drive, tail rotor, landing gear,

cabin accommodations, etc., thus reducing the cost significantly ,
*" yet providing the essential powe_lant, transmission and control

for the Integrated lift, propulsion and control. Alternatively
each of the helicopters in the Hell-Stat assembly can be a completely
flyable unit, with detachable u_i_tcal cords that interconnect the •
automatic fllEht control system a_ld instrumentation between helicopters.

All controls and instrumentation of the assembly of helicopters are
Integrated Into one pilot control station. Complete cockpit
instrumentation and Comm/Nav equipment would be required In only
one helicopter, except for intercommunication between crew members

. and stand-by emergency instruments for the alternate control station.

FIG. 4. LARGE U. S. HELICOPTERS

'_LH CH-53E
"_ I'

" Manufacturer B-V Slk. B-V Slk. Slk. B-V S1k.

Gross W_Ight Tons 63 3_ 2_ _3.5 21 11.5 i0.5

Certification l.t 1st ARMY NAVY NAVY
(Availability) Flt Flt ARMY & NAVY & &

'76 '7_ FAA FAA FAA

_rblnes
Number 3 3 2 2 2 2 2
Model GM G.E. Lye. P&W [G.E. G.E. G.E.

TT01- T6_ T55- JFTD- T6_ T-58 T-58
AD-700 3E-_IS{LII 12-5_. 0E-_13 OE-10 GE-10

Ratine (Each) _;
Max.(Emers.) HP 8079 _330 3925 :
T.O.(5 Mln.) lip '3750 _800
MII.(30 Mln_ HP 3_00 I_00 I_00
Continuous HP 7305 3665 S000 _30 3230 1250 1250

m

i
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INTERCONNECTION OF HELICOPTERS TO AEROSTAT ,_

Structural

Each helicopter is supported at the extremity of a lateral cantilever
beam which Joins _he inboard fuselage structure of the helicopter to

the bulkhead or keel structure of the acrostat. The flight loads /
acting on this beam are those supplied by each helicopter, including
both aerodyn_mlc and inertia Ioads_ The lateral connecting bes_s
are also designed to take the Janding loads.

The structural design of the lateral connecting beams is necessarily
Influenced by rotor blade clearance considerations and _he desir-

ability of minimizing the rotor down-flow obstruction area. External _ _-
struts or bracing tie-rods are utilized for minimizing structural
weight and to achieve the necessary rigidity. The beam is a tubular
truoa structure having an airfoil fairing, with a passage-way pro-
vided between the two spars. The helicopter landing _ar can be
retained as a ground contact point, however, a main landing gear of
longer travel is carried on the lateral beams at four points, with
all its wheels steerable.

The port and starboard cantilever beams are interconnected through the
centerlln, keel structure of the aerostat. The two lateral beams

are structurally continuous from helicopter to helicopter, but ha-e
disconnect Joints at the keel s*ructure.

The longitudinal keel structure is composed of two central "keel"
beams from which the payload is supported° This will permit the
carriage of certain payload sizes internally, providing a cente_llne
access hatch to accommodate cargo loading and unloading b_ hoist,
for missions requiring Inte_al storage.

Control System

The hellcoptera' control systems are interconnected so that they
respond to one set of controls in the aft, port hellcop_er which is
designated the master control station. Thls Interconnectlon is accomp-
lished through the use of the existing automatic flight control
system which is already an integral part of the large helicopters
contemplated for use in this assembly. The connecting electrical
wires are fed into a mixing control box which actuates the required
control of each helicopter servo control system to provide the
desired control required by the commander of the assembly. The
master helicopter, a.ld its lateral mate, have a co;;_lete set of
aerostat controls and instrumentation.

1976007927-468



_ A qualified pilot is located in each cockpit and serves as a manual

} instrument-monitoring system with override in case of failure of any
component° In addition to the master pilot, a co-pilot is stationed

v in the master cockpit with an engineer(s) to monitor the sensors and
_ controls of the aerostat Thus, a total crew of six to eit;ht isz_. " .

carriec aboard the airborne assembly. Walkways are provided for the
crews to go to any helicopter and the aerostat during flight° -

_ The primary rigging of the assembly for flight must be calculated for
_ the fuel weight, basic weight of the individual helicopters including
_ their crew, and ballast being carried. This will determine the

,_'_" weight to be bal_ _d by the aerostat gas volume displacement lift *'
; at the altitude a,,_temperature of the operation° Ordinarily,

_ I ballast will not be .,ceded, since the same objective can be achieved

I by appropriately reducing the thrust of the various helicopter rotors... The helicopters are free to use their cyclic pitch _n all directions,
approximately ll degrees° In addition, they can be made to rotate
about a transverse _xle in longitudinal pitch 60 degrees forward and
30 degrees aft but are normall_, loc_ed in a trim position. In the

lateral direction, in addition to the rotor's lateral cyclic control
of approximately ii degrees the helicopter can be made to tilt out-

;: board approximately Ii degrees°

', In the yaw direction, the helicopters are rigidly fixed to the
'_ aerostat structural keel. For yaw moments, the port and starboard

_ helicopters can differentially incline their longitudinal cyclic°

_ _or la_al roll control, _ifferential rotor collective pitch on one
_.ide, versus the opposite side, is utilized°

Pitching attitude of the assembly is via differential collective
pitch of the forward rotors versu_ the aft.

Propulsion is achieved from the forward cyclic pitch of all rotors.
Inclination of the helicopters can be utilized as the dynamic lift
of the aerostat develops with forward speed. _e aerostat angle of
attack, and hence its lift, can be independently adjusted by the use
of its longitudinal trim elevators. Retardation is accomplished by

tilting _he rotors aft@

Instrumentation

Each he'Icopter contains its own internal instrumentation, communication
and navigation equipment° Additional sensors for the aerostat are
distributed throughout the gas cells, _nterconnecting structure and
controls with their readout in the master helicopter and its backup
unit. A computer unit with memory circuits of basic weight data,
balance and e_ternal environmental conditions provides immediate _ead-
outs for the master pilot, his deputy and the flight control system.
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Drzv,e 5_,s,tcm ,_.

; Wlthe _Ing!e power fallure in one helicopter under any flight condi- ,_
tlon, the diagonally opposAte helicopter must reduce 1is rotor thrust
to match, in order to maintain lonEitudlnal and lateral trim. The
two hellzop_ers with Dhe reduced power can maintain rotor rpm by de-

creasin6 their rotor blade pitch and adjusting to a compatible shaft
angle° The oZher two diagonally opposite helicopters, which have been
operatlng with a reserve of power and thrust, must now increase their _
thrust to plck up the load from the failed helicopter and its mate°
The central control mlxlnE computer would automatically adjust for _
these conditions since the power levels of each turbine are contlnu-

ous inpubs into the computer°

In forward filght, the dynamlc llft on the aerostat envelope can
help balance the llft lost by these two helicopters_ However, dynamic
llft is zero at zero speedp and thus will not balance this loss in
hoverlng_ Therefore, elther sufficient change in fuel welght,
ballast dumping, altltude or temperature changes, etCo must occur
or the Hell-Star must carry a _eserve hover lifto

An alternat3ve oaianclng method can be supplied by mechanical
interconnec_lon of all helicopter5 as detailed in our work on the
Multi-Helicopter Heavy Lift Syste,_, Refs_ 1 and 20 This involves
the interconnectlon of _he rotor-drive systems of all the hell_
copters "downstream" of the engine free-wheel units, and requires
appropriate modlflcatlon to the drlve system° However, the power

" of each englne Is then available to all the rotors, and if one
engine fails, the dlasonaily opposite helicopter is not forced
to reduce power° The rotor in the partially disabled helicopter

: "borrows" power from the other three, However, this feature will
increase the weight empty and cost_

CRITICAL DESIGN CONDITIONS

A design conditlon for the Heli-Stat would be the partial loss of
! rotor thrust In one helicopter resulting from a failure of one of i

its turbines° In the PAA airworthiness requlrement_ for Category
"A" rotorcraft (multl-engine wlth completely separate, dual power-
plant systems) failure of more than one engine is considered so

' remote that there are no requirements for that condition_

A power failure in one unit would normally be a loss of part of the
thrust of that helicopter unit plus the reduction of an equal amount

; a,,ou_ the center of total lifto If it is necessary to make a
hovering landing in thls emergency, the gross weight must be

: sustained by the buoyancy of the aerostat at the landing altitude
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and temperature plus the thrust produced by one-half maximum power
in the disabled helicopter and its opposite mate, and full power

#'_ in the two unaffected h_licopterso
?j,

_: If a run-on type landing can be made, for example at 50 mph air-
J

speed, then the dynamic lift of the aerostat body can be counted
on to augment the other sources of lifto In addition, all four

: helicopters can produce substantially more thrust, for a given
power, at 50 mph than at zero speed° The Hell-Star could then,
with equivalent safety, carry 20% additional payload compared
to the limitation of a hovering landing°

i_ J The above discussions all deal with an emergency situation in whichi
two of the four helicopters were supplying only half power. It is
clear then, that in the normal situation, when al_ four helicopters

_. are fully operational, each will be operating at approximately
3/4 of its maximum level of thrust and po_:ero Thus, to allow for

:i_ i the emergency condition, there is inherently a large reserve lifting

:_ I capacity in each helicopter, which can be called on for high
I temperature/altitude combinations, or loss of up to 201 of the

_: I helium in the aerostato

_. i It is for this reason, ti_at, ordinarily, the use of ballast will not
be necessary. In a fully buoyant LTA, loss of helium can be
compensated only by dumpin_ or shifting ballast. In the Hell-Star,
however, a far more raoid response can be achieved by changing
collective pitch on one or more of the helicopter rotors using

_ the power reserved for emergencies, Moreover, the saving in ballast
1" weight results in either a smaller aerostat or in lower rotor loadings
._. on the neiicopters, with :onsequent savings in helium, fuel and

maintenance.

_ For purposes of (certification) design, it is proposed to use the FAA i
: oriterla for category A rotorcraft, Ref. 4o

Ao Take-offo After failure of one engine, make a
safe landing on the take-off area or continue
in flight°

B. Anywhere elseo Continue in flight _o an area
: where a safe landing can be made°

i (With no dumpinK of fuel or payload),

These criteria are more severe than those under which cuPrent crane-

# type helicopters are operated. The latter are not capable of hovering
. at full gross weight with one engine out, and a heavy payload must

:: bt dropped, This is not considered to be economically feasible with
i the very large and costly payloads anticipated for the Heli-_tat, and

thus the design criteria should require the ability to hover with
"Nof_ll payload, with one engine out. Ref, 5 states, pilot in command
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of a civil aircraft may allow any object to be dropped from that
aircraft in flight that creates a hazard to persons or property.
However, this section does not prohibit the dropping of any object
if reasonable precautions are taken to avoid injury or d_mage to r
persons or property". I

As mentioned above, failure of more than one engine is considered
so remote that the FAA has no requirements on the subject for
multi-engine Category A helicopters. Nevertheless, should a
complete power failure occur in one helicopter of the Hell-Star
during c_uise, it can be put into autorotation and supply a _:_

_ portion of its normal thrust. The lift and propulsive forces .

must then be redistributed among the remaining helicopters,
augmented by dynamic lift on the aerostat, and a landing with
some forward airspeed would be necessary. _

'A

MOORING SYSTEM

_ Present aerostats have been moored from a nose point to a mast,
and thence attached to a car, truck or gondola with wheels that 'I
are behind the center of buoyancy with sufficient weight to _

resist the vertical forces, yet free to rotate on the ground or
on a track whilst the aerostat weather-cocks into the wind.

It is important that the aerostat be allowed to position itself _

into the wind. At large angles of yaw the total wind force !
can be thirty or more times the zero-degree magnitude. On an
airship the size of the Akron a wind of 60 m.p.h., striking
broadside, would exert a force of about 400 tons (800,000 ib ) _ /"" i

Not only would such a large force involve a substantial ground _
anchor system, but even more important, it would require a
multitude of mooring lines in order to distribute the loads into
the balloon without severe stress concentrations which could

rupture it. _ i

On the other hand, allowing the aerostat to swing about the nose
preempts a sizeable amount of clear land for mooring purposes. _!
For the 75-ton Heli-Stat this would be a 1000-ft. diameter circle, §

which is nearly 20 acres. This circle can be reduced in area by !
50_ or more by mooring the Heli-Stat in such a way that it pivots
around a point aft of the nose, but ahead of the most forward

position of the center of pressure. !

One method of accomplishing this is to actually attach the aerostat i !_
at a mooring fitting located at the desired pivot point. For many
applications, however, it would be advantageous for this area of the _
Heli-Stat to be accessible, as in loading cargo, for example, or i
boarding passengers.

CONCLUSION

From previous helicopter crane operational experience and regula-

tory criteria, and performance characteristics of aerostats, and ._ _.
helicopters, a viable precision hovering alr-lift system can be
designed and constructed with the minimum of risk and development

costs°
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The resulting vehicles will provide a unique service of heavy
vertical llft and positioning far exceeding the capabilities of
any other means available today 9 and extend man's orderly

._ development of his environment°
4%

I
1

:. ii !

MODEL OF HELI-STAT BASED ON SHORTENED MACON E_ELOPE
FIGURE 5
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THE VARIABLE DENSITY AIRCRAFT CONCEPT

A.C. Davenpor t*

i

ABSTRACT: In the variable density aircraft concept the

aircraft's density is varied by varying its volume. This '

is accomplished by combining a variable volume hull,

which I call a dynapod, with intrinsic means for the _

controlled variation of a mass of working fluid or sub-

stance within the aircraft. The dynapod is a hinged

structure and follows the volumetric variations of the

working fluid. The result is a variable density hull,

which with the attachment of power plants, etc., becomes

a variable density aircraft.

THE AIRSHIP'S DILEMMA

ItS fixed mas_ concept is the airship's dilemma. Part of the concept

of airchips is fixed geometry and weight maintenance through the use

of ballast. This fixed mass concept is illhstrated by: 1) U.S. air

ships using the water recovered from engine exhaust gases to replace

the weight of consumed fuel_ and 2) German airships using gaseous

fuel whose consumption had little effect on the weight of the airship

as its own weight was very near that of the air by which it was re-

placed. These systems were developed in an effort to provide a means

of maintaining a selected density altitude. Let us review the oper-

ational penalties of the fixed mass concept.

* President, Dynapods, Inc., New Orleans, La., U.S.A.

m
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_: Operational Penalties of the Fixed Mass Concept i

_ Inertial - The greater the mass accelerated the greater the energy

_,,. required. In the above examples energy is wasted in the acceleration,

b_ positive and negative, of ballast. Ballast is weight carried only j

:_ for the sake of its own weight. The magnitude of this penalty is in- /

_ dicated by the realization that an airship developing 5,000 hp and

having a specific fuel consumption of .6 ibs/hp/hr will consume 72,000

.(. ibs of fuel in 24 hours. The replacement of the weight of this con- |

_'_ sumed fuel, whethcr by air or water, means that the airship, in a

l_* 24 hour flight, will carry an average excess load of 36,000 ibs. At

_ any reasonable speed this translates into a lot of ton miles of use-

less effort. Fixed mass airships do not, as do other aircraft, bene- ., -"'
._*_, fit from reduced load operations. ,I_

¢

_P'" Dynamic - Floating objects are in buoyant equilibrium. They float

_ only when they are displacing that amount of the surrounding fluid

_ exactly equal to their own weight. Floating objects require sub-

stantially less power to propel horizontally than do super- or sub-
buoyant objects b_cause no energy is wasted in the production o_

'_'_ positive or negative lift. Fixed mass airships, because of the

_ difficulty of maintaining buoyant equilibrium, routinely fly "heavy"

_ or "light" thereby wasting energy in aerodynamic lift production.

_ _ Volumetric - The amount of energy required to propel a floating

i object through the air is largely due to its size and shape. The

_ size and shape of the object govern its displacement. Heavy floating
objects require more energy to propel them, not only because of their

_o inertia, but also because they displace more of the surrounding airb_

than do lighter floating objects.

_ The displacement o£ airships is also s_fected by the geo£raphy of the

earth which requires that long range aircraft be capable of rising

above mountain ranges or rising above most of their area and circum-

navigating the rest. This practic_l requirement means that an airship

has to be designed to operate at zeasonable altitudes. If an air-

ship's "pressure" altitude is I0,000 feet, for example, the LTA gas

which it contained at sea level _ill have expanded 35_ when the air- 1

ship reaches its pressure altitude under standard temperature and !
pressure lapse rates. Airships are designed and built oversized to

accommodate for this expansion. Airships normally fly at much lower

levels, 3,000 feet or below, where the expan,_|.o_, of ths LTA gas is 9_

ou less, and routinely pay a 26 to 32% excess volume tribute to the

fixed mass concept.

4,
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In the operational modes the fixed mass concept wastes energy as it
reouires the li_ting, acceleration and steady state propulsion of

hulls whose weights and displacements are excessive because they carry

such large amounts of ballast. The fixed mass concept is in diametric

opposition to the purpose for which the airship was conceived. _

THE VARIABLE DENSITY AIRCRAFT'S SOLUTION

The variable density aircraft solves the airship's dilemma by corn- .,_'

bining a dynapod with an intrinsic means for its expansion and con- _
traction. '-_

What is a Dynapod? _,_

A dynapod is an articulated, variable volume, variable geometry, zero _

differential pressure, constant surface area hull. It is a hull of ._
square cross section the sides o_ which are hinge-joined to allnw the

figure to vary its geometry and volume. Special pyramidic variable

volume/geometry end sections complete the hull.

Since _e dynapod can follow the volumetric variations of a working ._

fluid the density of the assembly, that is the dynapod and the equip-

ment attached thereto, can be controlled by varying the volume of the

contained working fluid. By attaching the apparatus of propelled

- flight such a variable density hull becomes a variable density air- _
craft.

Expansion and Contraction

•_ The volume of the contained working fluid is controlled by the addi-

tion and subtraction of the "wasted energy", heat, of the exhaust%

gases of the power plants. The expansion rate provided by this basic

system can be augmented by auxiliary burners or other means when _

desirable. The addition and subtraction of heat in the basic system

is through a heat exchanger of conventional design.

A single power plant, such as a [_C PT-6 developing 900 shp, has a

mass air flow of 6.5 ibs/second. This air becomes part of the com- _ ;_
bustion products when burned with the fuel. These combustion products,

as gases and vapors, are exhausted at a temperature of 613 degrees C.

By transferring this heat into the working fluid via a heat exchange ....

....... system it can be made to perform a useful service in the variable

density aircraft by providing a substantial part of the energy needed

to li_t and carry loads. When heat extraction from the working fluid

is desired the exhaust gases are diverted to the atmosphere and

ambient air is channeled through the heat exchanger.

i
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'_ Intrinsic Expansion - The intrinsic expansion of the working fluid
results in an 100_ gain of the weight of the displaced air as useful

lift. Father Francesco de Lana, in the 17th century, conceived the

_" idea of using evacuated metal sphere_ to produce aerostatic lift.

:: Only a weightless sphere containing a perfect vacuum could match the

_i _ performance of intrinsic expansion as employed in the variable density
aircraft concept.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Since the heat input required to e_p_nd the variable density aircraft -
from a semi-buoyant to a buoyant state depends upon the density dif- e
ferential of the two states, it is best to design the aircraft so that "

it is only slightly heavier than air in its minimum operational con-

figuration. A slight increase in the temperature of the working fluid

over ambient temperature will then result in positive buoyancy.

Effective control of the heat level of the working fluid requires
control of the heat t_nsfer from the hull. The use of low heat

. transfer materials and lightweight insulation in the construction of
the hull establishes this control.

Major cost factors in the transportation of an object are the initial
fabrication and routine maintenance costs of the carrier. These

_ factors are elevated by design complexity. The design simplicity
of the dynapod allows minimum facility, engineering, fabrication, and

maintenance costs. No oversized, unorthodox buildings are required
in their fabrication. Production in meaningful quantities can be

economically achieved. The zero differential pressure feature of the
dynapod allows the use of lightweight materials without substructure

as the contents of the hull support the panels used in its con-

struction. Since the dynapod is completely articulated, stresses

are dissipated through out the hull as soon as they are applied.

A SIMULATED FLIGHT

Figure 1 on page 5 shows a cross section of the dynapod hull, the four
panels of which are indicated by p. The flexible diaphragm, d, in the

interior of the hull separates the fuel, f, from the LTA gas, g. The

fuel gas, followin£ the German syste,n of using Blau gas, has a density
equivalent to that of the surrounding air. The temperature of the LTA
gas, g, is controlled by channeling either exhaust gases from the
power plant, P, or air through the heat exchanger, h.
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a

Figure I

Cycle of Operation

A - The vehicle is on the surface in neutral buoyancy°

B - Heat energy has been added, via the heat exchanger, h0 to the
LTA gas, g, causing it to expand. As the dynapod exp_nded con-

currently it dlsplaced more air and the vehicle became LTA.

C - As fuel is consumed in flight the extraction of the f_]el from the
interior of the dynapod causes it to contract thereby reducing its

. volume and frontal area. As the fuel weight is equivalent to that

of the air no change in density occurs. A proportional change in
total volume and mass occurs.

D - Over destination heat energy is e_tracted from the LTA gas, g, by
channeling ambient air through the heat exchanger, h. Thio decrease
in volume without a decrease in mass results in an increase in the

-- density of the vehicle and it settles to the surface.
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VERSATILITY

Vehicle vs Load Size - A major factor in determining the cost of

- transporting an object is how well the carrier is matched to the load.

Dynapods are clusterable and can be matched to exceptionally large or

; heavy loads without paying the penalty of exceptional load _apability

when carrying routine loads. _ different ways to cluster four

dynapods are shown in Figure 2. More dynapods can be added to these.

#

J

¢

• Cluoter 1

Cluster 2

Figure 2

Clusterabillty

Low Profile - In the semi-buoyant configuration dynapods are rela-

tlvely low in proSile and are therefore less affected by gusts and

wind changes. This assures easier ground movement and handling

operations. When not in use dynapods are c_llapslble providing near
perfect compact storage.
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WHY A VARIABLE DENSITY AIRCi_FT? ,

Because it is a slmplifled, energy conserving transportation ,ystem.
Practically all of mankind lives within that narrow band of air

between sea level and 10,000 feet. The key factor in man's success

as a species has been his ability to transport himself and his goods

within that limited space. Transportation is movement, movement I
requires energy, and man today, because of his dependence on depicts- !

ble energy sources, is suffering from an energy crisis. Stagnation
is not the answer. It is not even an acceptable intermediate solu- |

tlon. We must develop energy conserving transportation systems to
use until science can introduce non-depletable energy sources.

It is axiomatic that the more complex the system the more energy !

required in its operation. Complexity is introduced into surface

transportation systems by the size and weight restrictions imposed !
by tunnels, bridges, transfer steps between terrain and water

systems, etc. The use of our air ocean removes all of these re- i

strictiona provided that the same vehicle used to pick up a load at

point of origin can also deliver it non-stop to its final destination.

This implies a vehicle that can hold position over a load and pick

it up or take off and land vertically with a load and carry that

load long distances. The vehicle that can do these things economlcally
and with minimal adverse ecological effect will serve man well. That
vehicle is the variable density aircraft.
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ROLES FOR AIr,SHIPS

.... IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

George J. Bei_r*
:_ Gerardo Cahn Hidalgo**

i ABSTRACT: This paper attempts to demonstrate that airships
of known and tested technology could, in some cases, per-
form routine transport missions more economically than con-
ventional transport modes. If infrastructure for direct
surface transport is already in place or if such infra- '_
structure can be justified by the size of the market and
there are no unusual impediments to constructing it, then
the airships of tested technology cannot normally compete.
If, however, the surface routes would be unusually expen-
sive or circuitous, cr if thcy involve several transhlp-
ments, or if the market size is too small to spread infra-
structure costs of conventional transport, the airships of
tested technology present a workable alternative. The paper

'_ argues from a series o_ special cases. The cases, though
unusual, are noc unique; there are several similar possible
applications which, fn total, would provide a reasonably
large market for airships.

%

INTRODUCTION

The World Bank has a substantial interest in transport development.
Through fiscal year 1973 the Bank had lent over $6,788 million for
various transport projects. Although roads and railroads acceunt for !
the bulk of this total the Bank also lends for pipelines, ports, and
aviation. Our transportation loans have financed investment in vir- i

tually all the developing _ountrle_ of Africa, Asia and Latin America. i

The Bank, through its country oriented economic work, transpert sector
studies and project appraisal, including the 8nalyses of possible
alternative investments, attempts to expand the context of countries' ,_
plans for transport development. Within the general requirement that
a project must have an acceptable payoff in development, the Bank has i

really unlimited freedom to finance a project using any technique, i

* Economist, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
Washington, D.C., U.S.A. i_

** Engineer, _conomlst. __
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" The "final product" of the Bank is simply a loan to a developing
_ country to make an investmeut. Virtually all of our operations are

aimed at helping the country to choose wisely among the alternatives
available and to complement the investments with sound development
policies. Thus our prim_r_ interest it, studying airships is to decide

__+ whether this form of transport should be recommended to a country for
study as a realistic and viable alternative.

i

The ideas that we present in the rest of this poper are aimed at stim-
+ i ulating discussion among airship experts of possible applications of :_

_ airships, in special cases, to solve the immediate transport problems '

I! of less developed countries. We attempt to demonstrate that, using . !
+' i existing technology, the airship apparently has a series of possible

d.¢elopment missions. _
; }
,' In the section that follows we will present extended examples of
° possible uses of airships of more or less well-known and tested tech-

nologies. In each case we attempt to show that there is a prima facie
_,_o.++ case for applying known technology to a new task. •

+_ CASE STUDIES +:

Two cases of completely different nature will be analyzed, the appli-L

.. cation of large airships of over I00 ton load capacity for long dis-
tance transportation; the utilization of small airships to haul small <

cargoes for short distances. ._

_ Cost Characteristics of the Airships +

In order to proceed with a cost comparison of the airships against the
':_ conventional modes of transport several assumptions are necessary. For

the most Dart these are implied in Table I or are specifically identi- \
: fled in the footnotes, but a few crucial assumptions should be dis-
_ cussed before turning to the Table.

_' (a) Cost of Construction: We have no recent direct evidence on :

capital cost for a large airship. Research and development, however,
are very minor cost elements; we are simply attempting to estimate :
how much the cost of construction has increased over the years. The
basic design and operating characteristics are well-known. Dr. Eckener, _
in 1952, estimated the cost of a new Hindenburg at $7.7 to $].2.5
million, i.e. from $68 to $II0 per kg empty weight. We have assumed a
present construction cost of $200 per kg empty weight for the large
airship--about three times Dr. Eckenec's low estimate. This seems _i
about an adequate allowance for increased cost since 1952. For the
smaller airships (2 tons and 15 tons), we assumed a construction cost
of $300 per kg empty weight, in accordance with the average co_t esti-
mates given by manufacturers for airships in this size range. Since
they are intended for use in more difficult terrain, with many take-
off operations, these airships will have to be more maneuverable and
have a higher power weight ratio than the larger ship.

(b) Interest and depreciation: Throughout the paper we assume a i0%
interest rate for all alternative transport investments. We assume a
20 year llfe for the large airship and a I0 year life for the smaller
airships, in recognition of the rougher job envisioned for the small
ship. A 20 year life may be near the outer limit of reasonable
assumptions for the large ship but it is not clear that successful

airships in this class, e.g., the Graf Zeppelin, were anywhere near

[
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the end of their useful life when they were scrapped for want of helium.

(c) Flight time: We assume that the large airship could fly 6,000hours a year. By way of comparison, the Hindenburg flew 2,810 hours
in its first nine months of service, an annual rate of 4,215 hours.

.... The use we are considering is a regular, shuttle type operation and _i
the 6,000 hours assumption should not be too optimistic in these cir-
cumstances. For the smaller airship, in rougher terrain with irregular
loadings, we assume a 3,000 hour per year performance--rough!y, a day- i_
time only schedule. ._

(d) The large airship would operate at nearly ideal altitudes and tem-
peratures in the main use considered. The smaller airships would oper-
ate out of a set of bases about 700 meters above sea level, conducting
most of their operations over territory of about that altitude.

:._ The large airship is patterned on the Hindenburg, one of the largest
airships ever in operation. It was a rigid dirigible with a gas volume

_'_ of 216,000 cubic meters, a static gross lift of 206,400 kg, empty

weight of 113,000 kg and useful lift of 93,000 kg. S.L.T.A. Inc. has
made a series of estimates on the characteristics of a modernized
Hindenburg (which we shall call the "H2"). The H2 is similar in design
to the Hindenburg, incorporates no radical technological change, but is

. increased linearly _n dimensions by 10_. This increases the volume of
the H2 to 266,000 mJ, and the gross lift to 266,000 kg. Incorporating

• modern structural materials, lighter engines, and modern advances in
; gearing, the H2 should be able to achieve a slightly better static

efficiency; we have assumed a useful .ift equal to empty weight,

_ 133,000 kg, using helium as the lifting gas. :

On these assumptions, the cost estimates of Table i were prepared, i

k i
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TABLE I

"' COST CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS AIRSHIPS

133 ton 15 ton 2 ton

._ airship airship airship i

ii, Airspeed (km hr) 129 130 130 '

: Ground Speed (km hr) 113 If0 II0

_o Stage length studied (km)i/ 1,290 220 220
Flight duration (hours) 11.4 2 2

i Horsepower required 4,937 1,700 1,000

Fuel required Z/(kg per trip) 11,256 680 400 ,

Payload (metric tons) 121.7 II.25 &/ 1.50 £/

.-'" Productivity in ton km per hour 13,752 1,238 165
Personnel and Maintenance cost ($/hr) 150 83 43 '

Personnel and Maintenance cost (C/ton km) 1 09 6 7 26.1e /[, • •

Fuel cost (C/ton kin) 84_/ Z /e/ 12.

Direct operating cost (C/ton km) _.93 9 38.2
. Yearly capital recovery charge ($million) #.12f/ I_8K/ _31=h/

Yearly payload (million ton km) 82.51 3.71 .50
2 Capital charge (C/ton km) 3.78 18.3 62.0

Total Cost (C/ton km) 5.71 27.7 100.2

a/ Average stage length of the main comparison study included below.
_/ 0.2 kg per hp per hour.

_; _/ Assumed 75% load factor.
' _/ Price per kg, April 1974 price FOB Matadi.
_. _/ Price per kg $0.I0.
_ _/ Cost $26.6 million, depreciated over 20 years at i0% interest.

K/ Cost $4.20 million, depreciated over I0 years at 10% interest,
E/ Cost $1.89 million, depreciated over I0 years at I0% interest.

Source: Based on data furnished by Studiengruppe Luftshiffbau und
Anwendungs Bereiche.

Use of the H2 in the Zaire export/import trade

The cost calculation for the H2, shown in Table i, was derived to
approximate the cost per ton km of the shuttle service of copper from
the Katanga to an Atlantic port, Lobito, and the return of general
cargo to Katanga, a stage length of about 1,290 km. Adequate balanced
bulk cargo traffic is generated on this route to insure a virtually

_ continuous full load operation. Hence the I00_ load factor implied in
the Table 1 calculations. The operating conditions on this route are
nearly ideal: moderate temperatures and low land elevation.

To compare the cost of the H2 against conventional modes of transport,
we calculated the cost per ton via airship over the 1,290 km stage
length from Katanga to Lobito: $73.6 per ton (5.71¢ per ton km times
i,290 kin).

4&8
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The first set of costs against which to evaluats the performance of the
H2 are the short run costs of conventional transport modes: the direct _
operating cost of vehicles (railroad rolling stock and river fleets);
the costs of administration repair and maintenance of infrastructure _'_

that vary with use of the infrastructure; the depreciation and inter- I_'

est cost of the vehicle fleet.

Specifically excluded are any construction or capital charges for in-

frastructure, or any charge for fixed administration or maintenance.
7

The present transport route we are considering is composed of three _ .
parts: the Kinshasa-Dilolo-Lubumbashi Railroad (KDL), from the copper
areas of the Katanga to Port Francqui (1,430 km); a river barge
portion from Pert Francqui to the Port of Kinshasa (800 km); and a
further railroad, the Chemin de fer de Matadi Kinshasa (CFMK), 366 km
from Kinshasa to Matadl, the port on the Congo river with access to
the Atlantic.

ZAIRE COPPER TRAFFIC - Conventionalversus Airship Route

@  ASAI

=_ _FR_UI
BANANA

b;

KATANOA
COPPER
AREA

!

_ ATLANTIC } _ / .... I _"

i

_ The cost characteristics of the present modes were studied in a major
work published in 1971 by the French consulting firm BCEOM. Without
updating for the inflation since then, except to take account of the

'_ increase in fuel prices, we obtain the following cost estimates: i
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TABLE II :

.... OPERATING COSTS OF MATADI-KATA__GA TRIP-CONVENTIONAL MODES i

i

'-" US¢Itonkm KM S/ton i
Katanga-Port Francqul (rail) 2.86 _/ 1,430 40.89 J

_ Port Francqui Trans-shipment 5.95 '

J Port Francqui-Kinshasa (river) 0.92 800 7.36

, " I Kinshasa Trans-shipment 5.95

_ I Kinshasa-Matadi (rail) 1.75 _/ 366 6.40

: Total Operating Costs 66.33 i ,
-- I

:_ Inventory Cost of Goods in Transit _/ 5.04

""_' Total transit cost exclusive of infra- i
;. ¢

7 structure investments costs (per ton/trip) 71.59

_ Source: BCEOM, Etude de Transport de la Vole National, October 1971.

_ _ a/ To update the fuel price changes, the fuel component in marginal

cost for the two railways was multiplied by a factor of 3.715, the
:' latter being the ratio of gas oil prices in 1974 ($117 per metric

ton CIF Matadi) and 1971 (estimated at $31.50 per metric ton ClF
West African ports).

h/ An interest rate of I0_, a _opper price (FOB Matadi) of $1,624 per
i ton, and a bulk goods price (backhaul cargo) of $200 per ton, were
•'. used to calculate the inventory cost for 20.2 days (the average

trip time from Katanga to the port).

A comparison of the two modes shows that there is a very slight
difference between the costs (less infrastructure costs) of conven-

tional modes of transport ($71.6 per ton) and the total costs (in-
cluding construction costs) of the H2 ($73.6 per ton). Turning the
analysis on its head, we calculate that the H2 would Just break even

against conventional modes for the trip from the copper fields to an
Atlantic Port if the H2 could be built for about $25.5 million instead

of the $26.6 million which we assumed.

The inclusion of a reasonable allowance for infrastructure investment

would make the airship's cost advantage very striking. Relying again
on BCEOM data, the cost per ton for the trip Katanga-Matadi, on a full
cost basis, would be about $20-25 per ton higher than shown in the

comparison. In other words, on a total cost basis for both modes, the
airship is about 25_ cheaper ($73 per ton vs $95 p?r ton).

The full cost comparison is not very precise; the BCEOM estimate
refers to full cost of past investment rather than the full cost of

future investment which might be avoided by use of airships, but it is
not unreasonable to assume that the BCEOM estimate is less than full

future cost. The llst of conventional investments required to handle
increments to traffic is indeed impressive, totalling from $148 m_llion

to $266 million, at 1971 prices, for the period to 1990 depending on
the assumption concerning use of foreign routes. The bulk ef this

investm_gt might be avoided or postponed for many years by use of air-
ships. _/
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A few other features of the comparison of costs between conventional
modes and the H2 seem worthy of special note. The competitiveness of
the airship against conventional modes without infrastructure cost
depends on the much longer surface route. This suggests that at the
present state of the arts the airship will not be generally compet-
itive for bulk loads in cases where surface infrastructure is adequate
and the trip is fairly direct, but that the flexibility of routes may ..
tip the scales in favor of the airship when the surface route is in- _
direct. Second, higher fuel prices make airships more competitive
rather than less so. Fuel costs are only about 15% of total airship .i
cost; the bulk of the cost is the capital charge. At 1974 prices "
fuel is in the neighborhood of 35% of operating costs for the com- '-.
pet!rive modes. Our comparison will hence be more favorable as oil ..
prices increase, less favorable for a decline in oil prices. Third, ,<
inventory costs,even for a commodity as expensive as copper, do not ,
turn out to be very important relative to other transport cost items.

We have made this comparison only to the Atlantic ports because we
have no basis for a comparison of port costs for the H2 and conven- _o
tional modes. No airship has ever undertaken this type of commercial
freight operation. But it is generally believed that port costs could
be lower for the H2. Using the airships ability to operate from a
sheltered water base, the H2 might lighter onto a special purpose

, barge, and pick up return cargo, without ever using the normal port
, facilities. It seems quite clear that this will always give the air-

ship a decided advantage over other air transport because conventional
airplanes with a landing site away from the port require at i_ast one
more transhlpment and a short surface haul. In normal circumstances,
transhipment to ships from the H2 would pzobably be cheaper than
transhlpment from rail. i

Use of H2 for Exports of Horticulture Products from Kenya

An often mentioned possible mission for airships is the intercontin- ! !
ental shipment of fresh produce. For our example, we investigated the
possibility of increasing the vegetable and fruit shipments from East

Central Africa to Europe--speciflcally the shipment of such _oods from

Nalrobl to London. At Nairobi to London backhaul rates ranging from i
$.48 per kg (IATA rate) to $.35 per kg (the most favorable contract
rate) the transportation of produce by air has increaled from Just i
over one thousand metric tons in 1969 to 6.5 thousand metric tons in i i
the first nine months of 1972. The 1972 traffic expe'lenced shortages i

' of cargo space at backhaul rates, and the growth of this traffic is :,
expected if transport at these rates can be expanded. Sufficient
volumes already exist to employ an H2, and traffic ca_ be expected to

i expand.

The cost per ton km at backhaul rates (for comparison to Table I)
ranges from 7.08¢ (IATA rates) to 5.16¢ (contract rat_s). As Table I -_
shows, the cost per ton kal for the H2 in virtually id_lal conditions is _
5.71¢. Increasing costs by about one-half to compens_Jte for less "_
favorable operating conditions the H2 could still del_ver at rates in
the general neighborhood of the 1973 IATA bac!d_aul rates.

_t
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The H2 presents a transport alternative, not very much more costly
t than the backhaul rates which have fostered rapid expansion of the

' Kenya-London vegetable and fruit trade, and well below the costs of
: transport at orindary rates, which at the beginning of 1973 were about

18¢ per ton km from the Nairobi Region to Europe. It would appear ;
,-. , therefore that the H2, or eventually a more advanced airship, may be
"_. important in breaking the backhaul bottleneck that now impedes further

horticulture development in Kenya._/
!
. However, the H2 faces special problems not encountered by backhaul
_/ / traffic. First, the bulking requirements (I00 tons) would be much
:: _ I more demanding at the point of origin. Second, the low speed wouldI

_ make the H2 less flexible in meeting the timing requirement at markets .
< than is backhaul traffic. Finally, the airship is barely competitive ,

with conventional airplanes on a cost basis for handling the traffic ..
once volumes are large enough (say 15,000 tons per year) to Justify a

• . cargo plane devoted to this use. Costs, calculated on the same basis
• as those for the H2 ranged from 3.5¢ to 5.5¢ per ton km for conven-

_"'-" tional aircraft in 1972. For comparable planes the cost increase has
been about 60% since that time, mainly on account of fuel cost in-

.. creases which have more than doubled. Costs for conventional aircraft

would thus be in the 6 to 8 cent range, per ton km, at this point in
1974, roughly competitive with the H2. Ground cost advantages of the

i , H2 would probably be minimal in this situation where the infrastructure
for planes is already highly developed.3/ 4/

,I

The H2 as an Alternative to Infrastructure Development, a Burundi Case

_i_ Another possible use of the H2 is to fill the (often discussed) trans-
_. port vacuum in the case where a clearly important potential traffic
L faces a lack of some of the required infrastructure components for
/ conventional transport The economic choice is between the three
,:, options: not developing the resource; infrastructure development for

surface or cargo plane transport; and shipment by airship. The par-
titular case we shall summarize is the movement of nickel deposits

,_ from an area in Burundi to the seaport of Dares Salaam.
4

A large and rich nickel deposit lies very shallow (susceptible to open
gap mining), near Rutava in Central Burundi. The potential output of
the mine is not precisely known, but 30,000 tons per year of metal
(perhaps 45-50,000 tons of concentrates if it is shipped in that form)
is the expected output of the mines once they are established.

\ BuJu_buro

"!___oe%/,ppro.rimate location of depositDirect Air Route to Mombasa Port, 1072 k_

. _ v.,,st ,fri_ _ilw,,v _".'-.2._ Tabors
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The conventional transport alternatives can be briefly summarized: _I
J

(a) A road can be built (or existing roads upgraded) between the J
Rutava re_ion and BuJumbura, a distance of about 160 km. From Bujum- |
burs (a lake port on Lake Tanganyika) the metal or concentrate could
go by barge to Ki_oma (about 320 km), and from there to Dar o_ Salaam
aboard the East African Railroad (about 1,200 km). This long, in-
direct route (1,680 km), with two trans-shlpments, and Inevltably long
stage time (say, 20-25 days) would be similar in direct cost to the
Zaire traffic discussed above, but it would require a new road llnk
and improvement in infrastructure for the Lake traffic. Our previous
analysis in the case of Zalre would suggest that the H2 would roughly
be competitive with this mode even without capltal costs on the sur-
face route. The airship needs to fly only a little over 1,000 km to
reach the _ort of Mombasa (Kenya) where sheltered water areas are
available for loading to ships, compared to the 1,680 km Journey by ,
surface. The capital cost of surface transport infrastructure by this
route is comparatively modest--perhaps $45-50 million for the needed |
investment in roads, rolling stock, barges and tugs, and lake ports,

but this cost difference would appear to be decisive.

(b) A second alternative which has been discussed is to build a tall
llnk directly to Tabors for a continuous rall Journey from the mines,
to Tabors, hence to Dares Salaam aboard East African Railway. Costs
for the new link have been estimated as high as $300 million, since
the railroad would have to traverse very dlfflcult swampy areas. Once
in place, the railway would have reasonably low variable costs for the
entire trip length--about 1,200 km in a route nearly as direct as an
aiz route. The relative costs of this alternative compared to the
airship will depend, cruclally, on the anticipated traffic volume. At
relatively low volumes (such as 30,000 to 50,000 tons per year) the
capital co_: of the rail link would clearly be prohibitive, annual
interest on the railroad investment being about three times the total
annual cos_ of moving the traffic by airship.

(c) The third alternative would be to build a large enough airport at
the mining area to fly the metal _ Dares Salaam or Mom_asab aboard
efficient cargo planes. On an operating cost basis, the H2 could com-
pete almost equally wi=h a large je_ cargo plane, but the low traffic

' volumes would not employ even one medium sized cargo aircraft. The
infrastructure advantage of the H2, and the cheaper trsns-shlpment at
the port, would also seem to make the H2 preferable even at traffic
volumes large enough to employ a plane.

Clearly the Burundl nickel export is a special case. In _ome cases
(perh,-s in this one_ the additional development impact of a couven-
tlona_ mode would offset the airships advantages. But this and sil_-
ilar cases command attention for more detailed study.

Usin a Small Airships in the Pegio 9 East of the High Andes in Peru

In the use of airships in the Andean region, the development proKram

is considered in two basic ste_s: the use of a small airship, with
useful load capacity of about z tons; the use of a 15-ton capacity
dirigible to replace the small airship in a particular area once the
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technical aspects of the use of an airship in the area have been
proven, experience has been gained with its developmental impact and

- crews have received adequate training. Because the crew will generally

not have good ground support, they will need skill in maintenance and
unassisted landings, as well as for operating in difficult terrain.

' From the economic point of view, only the larger dirigible will be com-
petitive, as shown below. But to gain experience with maximum safety,

':: the smaller hlgh-powered, easily handled ship will be used. The cost
characteristics of both airships were presented in Table I. The

.. general zone that we are considering for use of these airships is east
of the Andes mountains in Peru. The region reaches from the mountain

* side called "ceja de montana" in Peru, to the Amazon valley. A zone
with similar geographic characteristics reaches into Ecuador and "
Colombia to the north and into Bolivia in the south. The altitude '
varies from 1,500 m in the mountains to 700 m in the east into un-
charted country, forests, and eventually into tropical Jungles through

: which run the head waters of the Amazon. The valleys are sparsely ,
_.-- populated, and the area is, for the most part, undeveloped. These

areas could potentially support a much larger population if better
transportation and communications .are supplied and if agriculture

/ production is improved. Peru is now a large importer of food, over
$230 million per year, in spite of having large unutilized areas for
agriculture.

._ In these regions, roads are costly to construct and hard to maintain,

,_ and may be impassable in many periods of the year. Vehicles deteri-
orate rapidly and have high maintenance requirements. The high freight

! rates reflect the condition and type of road, _he topography, and the
_, irregularity of loads, vehicle circulation, and backhaul=. Transport
'_ presents a particular problem in the flow of agricultural produc_

because the distribution of arable land is in relatively small valleys
separated by rough gorges and ravines. A valley can therefore remain

. quite isolated, economically, even though it is quite near a road.
The construction of access or penetration roads is extremely costly in

'_ the regions under consideration (above $250,000 per km). Although
distaDces are relatively short, the linking of all of the main valleys
w_ch penetration roads i_ therefore not Justified until and unless a
high level of development is reached.

Air transport with conventional aircraft would require a large number
of airstrips to provide adequate access and it is doubtful if they
could be constructed at a reasonable cost. Cost of transportation

' with alternative airborne modes have higher direc_ costs as well, for
example, the 5 to 1 De Havilland twin otter, $0.56 per ton kin, the
Helicopter Sikorskl, $1.49 per ton kin, as compared to the 15-ton air-
ship $0.30 per ton km. Consequently, the VTOL air transport mode is
envisioned to fulfill the communication needs._/

The transportation needs are for moving small cargos for short dis-
tances to road, tall or river heads. The aspects f_voring the dirig-
ible, in addition to its relatively reasorable cost of operation, are
its flexibility and very low infrastructure cost. It does not _equire
landing strips. An open field in size a little over twice the length
of the vehicle, with a simple mooring tower in its middle, around
which the airship can weather-vane, will suffice. Thus in such region
as described the airship could provide the llnk between the many iso-
lated small co_,_unities and the few roads which provide general access
to the region 4see map, page 13).

[
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The airship will be designed to operate out of a base located 700 m "s_"_b,_,
above sea level. Typical base points would be Atalaya at the con-
fluence of the Ucayall and Tumbo rivers in central Peru; Tarapoto or
Tingo Maria. Primitive airport facillties exist at these locations.

Transportation in the zone linked by the road Huanuco-Tlngo Maria-
Aguaytla - Presently the road is seml-completed. It is not paved and J30 _m remain as a flve-meter wide earth path. From Huanuco westward,
the road links up to the coast highway. We are considering the air- i
ships as alternatives to road development east of Huanuco.

The cost of completing the construction and the improvement of the !
219 km road from Huanuco to Aguaytla was estimated at $57,597,000,
$263,000 per km. Depreciation over twenty years with maintenance cost

_ of $650 per km per year results in a total yearly cost of $31,526 per ! ''
km for this road. Costs that have already been incurred to date, for

the original road, have not been included in this estimate. 1

In 1972, traffic over the 219 km road from Huanuco to Aguaytia varied _ '
from 350 vehicles per day between Huanuco and Tingo Maria to about
200-250 vehicles per day beyond Tingo Maria. At 300 vehicles per day
the annual cost of the road would be $0.282 per vehicle km or $.115 _
per ton km at the average load of 2.5 tons. The operating cost of the
medium trucks that ply this road has been estimated (in 1973) as $.25
per ton km.6/-

TABLE I!I !
!

SUMMARY OF TRANSPORTATION COST HUANUCO-AGUAYTIA

I. Road 219 km

i. Capital Investment $000's $57,597

2. Annual Capital Charge plus maintenance per km $31,500

S 3. Annual Capital Charge per ton/kin S/ton-kin .I15

4. Total operating cost for truck $/ton-km .255

5. Total cost road transport $/ton-km .370

While the 2-ton alrshiv at $i o0 per ton km is not competitive on a
commercial basis, the 15-ton airship (at $0.296 per ton km) is highly
competitive. In addition, it has inherent advantages over roads. It
can stimulate agricultural development in a much broader zone, in
regions far from this principal road where the developing stage would
not Justify the constructions of costly feedez roads for new agrl-
cultural development programs. The investment in an airship is minor,

! and _ts use is flexible, making it less risky than high, fixed road•: invc_tm_nt. The airship can aid the development of potentially rich i
; agricultural zones such as those considered, almost immedlately; it :

would be necessary to wait a long time before a road network is com- I

pleted, i

We conclude that in th_s case the airships are competitive with the
construction and periodic reconstruction of the main road servicing !

the area. In addition, the airship can connect regions that are not i
effectively serviced by the road. Compared to feeder roads, w_ich 1
would also have very high costs but much lower traffic volumes, the
airship is far less cos_ly.I •
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_'ansportation in an Isolate4 Region in the Peru Via Area - The Peru-
Via area (see circle on map, page 13) is almost due east of Lima. An
all weather road of about 180 km crosses the high Andes from Lima to
San Ramon which '.sJust on the western edge of this area.

Lack of transportation facilities represents the major obstacle to
agricultural developmen: in the Peru-Via area. Except for a few

: scattered landing strips for light planes, and small fringe areas
where dirt roads penetrate, the region is almost inoccessible. It has
been amply demonstrated through unsuccessful colonization experience

I east of the Andes, that transportation is indispensable to economic
development. Without adequate transportation there is economic stag-
nation, a lack of progre_ - and large-scale farm abandonment. Co'.on-
ization without proper tzdnsportation facilities would result in a
waste of national resources.

Several zones in this area are under active consideration in the

_'"-' country's development plans for the settlement of 37,000 families in ,
the Apurimac-Ene valleys and 20,000 in the Palcaza-Pichi region. The

• regions are apt for cattle, agricultural, and forest production. More
generally within the radius of 150 km from Atalaya lie regions with an
extremely rich potential. It can be expected that the presently

., existing population will multiply its output once a market for their
products is established, and new production technologies can be intro-

._ duced.

Atalaya is at a projected road distance of 365 km from the west-east

road head near San Ramon which provides con_nunication to the coast.

The projected road implies 316 km of mountain road (average con-
struction cost $/km 250,000) and 49 km of level road ($/km 150,000).
To provide adequate co_unication, several hundred kilometers of
feeder roads (estimated construction cost $/km 30,000) would also be
required.

2

_%e yearly capital charge for infrastructure of the principal linkage
only_ amortized over 20 years, is $27,700 per km. The annual main-
tenance cost. has been estimated at $650 per "km giving a total cost of
$28,350 per km.

With an average daily estimated traffic of I00 six-ton truck_ and a
return load factor of 30_, about 142,000 tons per year will be trans-
ported. Thus the cost for road usage would be average $.199 per ton
km. The truck operating cost per ton km on the new paved road is
estimated at $.32 based on the data provided by Sauti.

TABLE IV

SUMMARY OF TRANSPORTATION COSTS SAN RAMON-ATALAYA

I. Ro_ds 765 km

I. Capital Investment $000's $86,350

2. Annual Capital Charge plus maintenance $ per ton $28,350

3. Annual Capital and Maintenance Charge $ per ton km .30

4. Truck operation cost $/ton-km .32

5. Total cost per $1ton-km .52
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This cost is less than the direct transportation cost on a 2-ton

dirigible ($1ton-km 1.00), but conJiderably more than on a 15-ton
airship ($1ton-km 0.296) as estimated under present conditions.

t

The present situation is that the produce of this zone does not leave
the region due to lack of transport facility. The production remains
limited as ther_ are no accessible markets for trade. Thus we are

faced with questions such as:

(a) To develop or not to develop the zone.

(b) To start the transport projects practically immediately, or in
several years hence when the surface commmnication network can become
operational, e

(c) To risk heavy investment capital co develop surface transport
access at this time (before the developmer _ of the region is proven)
or to postpone the projects until such time when the production of the
zone is 51ourishing.

We would argue that in this case, where the road infrastructure is not

yet in place, and the economic risk of road infrastructure is very
large, that the investment in airships is far and away the most con-
servative approach _o linking this isolated area to the market.
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-. THE APPLICATION OF THE AIRSHIP TO REGIONS

LACKING IN TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE

Stephen Coughlin _ ,

ABSTRACT: This paper considers the requirements fer twc
areas of airship application. The first of these are those
countries where there is a need to move consignments that

i_" are too large for the existing transport systems, and

secondly those regions where ground characteristics have _
" resulted in an area totally devoid of transport. The needs

of the second group are considered in detail since they
also require transport to provide social as well as '_

" economic growth. With thi_ problem in mind, a philosophy
is put forward for using airships in conjunction with
LASH vessels. A specimen design is outlined and the
initial costs estimated.

Introduction

I.n order to justify the future development of the airship, it is
necessary to first identify those areas of application where it can
provide transport facilities far superior to any other transport
option. In an attempt to identify these areas, a number of operation.i
situations have been considered. The most promising result of this
study was the unique advantage displayed by the airship in its ability
to provide transport facilities in those regions presently lacking in !
transport infrastructure, the results of which are summarised in this
paper.

i

* Research Officer, Cranfield Institute of Technology, Cranfield,
England

)
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_ Identifying Areas of Need

In studying the present distribution of surface transport facilities it
becomes apparent that although existing transport technology provides

=4

an effective coverage for most of the worlds land masses there are two
• _ major areas where present trarsport technology is seen to be inadequate:

t

:_ I) those countries where increased industrial development is
demanding the ability to transport units so large that
existing transport infrastructure is unable to cope.

and 2) certain discrete land areas almost totally devoid of _ny

: form of inland transport.

The first of these is a simple limitation of existing transport ',
systems, and its implications are covered far more adequately by
Stephen Keating in a later paper of this session. The second area

_, of need is seen however as a complete inadequacy in our present ,
technology, and it is with this area that thi_ paper is primarily

_ concerned although in producing an airship d_sign the needs of both
::, markets will be considered.

,. . The Implications of Inadequate Technology

The reason for the total lack of inland "ransport facilities in the
; re_ions outlined above is easily identified as the adverse terrain

that exists within them. The legacy of this problem is a situation
_, that has extensive ramifications upon the economic and social health

of the regions involved. The lack of transport infrastructure makes
% it impossible for both the commercial agricultural and the industrial

activity of the hinterland (mainly agrarian) to expand and develop.
._ i This prevents these regions improving their production from the land,
_' and therefore constrains one of their major assets. Furthermore the

lack of communication retards the growth of other indm'ries into the
hinterland, added to which the lack of transport infra tructure itself
removes a major source of industry. For developing countries, that is,
the provision of the facilities themselves.

This situation leaves those respo_,_ible for these regions in a
frustrated position; the ability to transport goods is a primary
requirement of any economy and many of the regions involved are
rich in natural resources, presently in high demand in the world market
an attribute they are eager to exploit.

The exploitation of these resources in the past has been hindered by
the expense of actually providing the transport facilities neceszary
to extract them from within their _dverse terrain. This situation
is however changing rapidly; the inczeased demand for these r,.sources
has led to a major price escalation, which may justify the ec,nomic
development of the hinterland. This has encouraged a radical
reappraisal of available transport tech_mlogies, the results of which
have included the use of helicopters for logging in Canada and
proposals for many strange conventional aircraft for carrying oil out
of Alaska. These extremes of technological application serve as
perfect examples of the inadequacy of our existing transport
technology, both conventional air and ground modes being unable to
meet the full demands of thc market.
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Market Requirements

The transport needs of the regions discussed appear to be ideally met ":
by the airship. It has been shown to provide a high capacity, low W

:" cost operation, totally independent of the surface conditions, although
the topography o£ the region can give rise to economic constraints. IBefore it is proposed as the complete solution, however, the total

4' implication of its application must be considered.
L 1

:' The Transport Needs of these Regions

/ The introduction of transport infrastructure is m_re than a simple ,
• ability to transfer goods. A developing country must not only •

consider the industry that is being served but also the industry
generated by the operation and implementation of the system. With a
ground based system there is probably as much economic advantage from
the employment of those actually building the road or laying the track, ]

" as there is from the growth introduced by the ability of existing
industries to transport their goods over a wider area.

;' With an airborne system this advantage is lost and it may be further
aggravated where the country in question has to depend upon technical

. back-up from other countries due to the technological complexity of the
vehicle. A situation like this could lead to a balance of payments
situation that stifles rather than stimulates economic growth.

A developing country must therefore adopt a system that has a low
foreign participation and foreign exchange component, thus dictating
a system based upon conventional technology with very little need for
specialist servicing or repair back-up. As it also has to operate is

_, sparsely populated areas well away from centralised technicalfacilities, its construction should be such that it can sustain minor
, damage and still operate, or be easily repairable by the flight crew.
* What is in fact required is a standard "work horse" which can be

simply flown and operated.

This is also likely to be the requirement for the first group outlined, !
(i.e. those requiring to transfer large unit loads), and the ideal i
"work horse" should cater for both of these markets.

For different reasons, both "user" groups outlined require a system
__ that is based upon a minimum investment in ground facilities. This

is consistent with a further requirement, that the system should be tflexible in operation, and should not therefore depend upon specialised
ground equipment, but use facilities readily available at present, t

All of these points help to reduce the investment risk and make it
possible to transfer the operation if it becomes justifiable to
introduce alternative systems once the market is developed.

Design Philosoph Z

In terms of size, the requirements of the unit load sector of the
market is an airship with a payload capacity at least in excess of
several hundred tons. Those areas developing a transport
infrastructure, however, w_ll require a range of airship designs, with
payloads from 20 tons upto several hundred tons.
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Bearing the requirements of both groups in mind and attempting to
produce a design tbat would interest both of the user groups, a large

; payload airship has been considered. The specimen design chosen has a
useful lift capacity of 1000 tons. This provides a unit lift capacity
for superior to any other option available for transport across

,, difficult terrain whilst, for tile general goods market for the areas
discussed, it provides an acceptable commodity flow. The major

h attribute of this size of vehicle however is that, for the general
_- commodity market, it is capable of carrying one of the large LASH
:, barges. This allows the development of a total transport system with
: attributes well beyond any system yet available, a facility that will

•, be discussed later.

: Vehicle Design - The design of the hull is a key area in any airship
_ project, but more so when considering operation in adverse terrain '"

many miles fvo_ the nearest technical back-up. Past studies have
: normally proposed rigid shells which, if damaged, would require a
• highly competent technical back-up and extensive engineering facilities. , :

In an attempt to avoid this problem, Cranfield have been studying
designs based on a fabric outer shell with a concentrated load bearing
structure within it (ref 1). With this type of design, the shell is

, more easily replaced and repaired than with conventional rigid
structures, and the central structure is far more substantial in
proportion to its size and is therefore more easily constructed and

" handled. Both of these attributes provide a structure that can be
easily handled by personnel with very little specialist training. A
similar philosophy has been adopted in selecting the othe_ systems
(i.e. low technology engines and control systems).

' Cargo Handling - Because of the difficult terrain in the regions being
considered, the loading of the cargo must be undertaken as quickly as
possible. For this reason it is far more efficient if the payload ca1_

_. be loaded as a single unit, with the airship hovering above the area.
This does present design problems, but these can be easily catered for
at the design stage, and would simplify all future operation.

Although it has been suggested that the loading of the airship is
undertaken with a single unit, it is assumed that the container will
be loaded with smaller units, the size of which will be matched t_ the
market requirements. This provides a great deal of flexibility tu the
operation, as it means that the larger unit can be loaded with
anything from trucks to plastic bags, a facility that should prove
useful to this type of operation.

The development of the primary container could be undertaken very
simply, if necessary. There is however, a standard container
available that has a capacity of 850 tons. This has been developed
by a shipping company as a barge for use on "lighter aboard ship"
(LASIt) operations. The further flexibility introduced by using a
barge adds an extra dimension to the operation, by reducing the trip
end facilities required. The reduced specialised equipment required
for filling the container has already been mentioned, the container
being able to accept any form of payload from the origin. At the
outer end of the trip however, the barge can be placed in any piece
of sheltered water and left for collection by tugs or a LASH vessel.
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Terminal Facilities

Facilities at Origin - As the origins are expected to be located in
i rugged terrain, and the airship is at its highest risk when operating
: close to the ground, the loading manouvre must be undertaken as

quickly as possible. For th.is reason the operation at the origin will
be restricted to the loading of the payload and the discharge of any
return load or ballast. The loading of fuel nnd replacement parts for
the airship being undertaken at the outer end of the trip, where the
terrain will be more amenable to long stays.

Because of its susceptibility to terrain it may be necessary to
position the loading area away from the origin. It is estimated that
the loading area should be chosen such that within the area of 2 miles ,,
by 1 mile a central area of a _ mile radius does not have any
variations greater than 10' in the centre rising to 1,0OO' at the
outer boundary, and for the area between the I mile boundary and the
outer limits the terrain should not vary much more than 2,O00' in f
general, although odd peaks greater than this could be acceptable.
The layout of the area will also depend upon the direction of the
prevailing wind. An assessment of the total implications of this
can only be undertaken in a complete feasibility analysis, but a
preliminary study has shown that this is possible, although not always
adjacent to the true origin of the goods.

The general philosophy will be to keep the equipment required at the
inland end of the flight to a minimum, and hence reduce the "off
vehicle" capital costs. This can only be introduced to a certain
extent as the problems are difficult, and although the use of
hovering and single load units will simplify this, special equipment
will be necessary. The major problem is the quick loading of the
containers and the removal of the returned unit. Fine manoeuvering
of the airship to place and pick up a container from a specific
point is very unlikely. This gives two options.

a) Design the large container to be moved
quickly to and from the airship

b) Leave the container on the airship and
_ unload and reload quickly

Both of these are technically feasible and would rely most probably on
using an air cushion under either the whole container or cargo pallets.
This keeps the equipment down to a minimum and will require very little
specialised handling equipment, the facility requiring no more than
standard agricultural vehicles. In addition to this a tank for t

holding standby ballast will _lso be required, with a capacity of t
approximately 250,OOO gallons.

Facilities at Destination The use of a barge as the container means
that the airship can unload in sheltered water. This provides an
ideal modal _nterchange; the payload either being taken ashore from the
barge or being transferred directly to a ship for export. In addition
to the interchange advantages the use of a sea-based terminal has :,
many further advantages, i.e.

i) Sea water ballast

ii) L_vel terrain
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: iii) Space to allow a certain amount of drift

, iv) Ample space for storage of barges close to
: shore, whilst waiting for shipping out

-' v) No specialised equipment required

vi) No investment for storage or terminal area.

c

The ballasting will be discussed later in the report but the ready
[ available ability of water must not be iguored. By far the greatest

I attribute of the sea terminal is the unobstructed space and the
flexibility of the location. The unobstructed space can allow more
time to be spent at the terminal for repairs, refuelling and crew

: replacement, without a high risk. At the destination the only ,,
equipment needed will be a tug boat together with the exchange barge.
This implies a very low capital investment, a facility that is only
available with this type of system.

Ballasting System

For this type of operation the use of sea water ballast would seem
logical. Fresh water may have advantages in certain areas but it
does not provide the control advantage offered by a sea water system

• unless available in large quantities (i.e. lakes, etc). The
ballasting system developed for this study plays a dual role of both
stabilising the airship whilst moored and supplying the necessary
ballast for flight•

The technique consists of suspending water carriers under the airship,
. which in a balanced situation would be half immersed in the sea. Any

deviation from a balanced situation would either decrease the load on

_ the airship by lowering the carrier into the water or vice versa.
'_[ This means that the force which caused the airship to move is balanced

by the automatic removal or addition of ballast, returning the airship
to a balanced position. When ready for flight, ballast is discharged
until the carriers leave the water and the airship is in equilibrium.

At the inland end of the trip a storage tank of standby ballast would
be required to hold the airship during loading and unloading.

Discussion of Cargo Handling System

The cargo handling system that has been outlined is based on a low
"off vehicle" capital investment and a high flexibility in types of
application. This then makes it ideal for supplementing existing
systems on an ad hoc basis, as special requirements occur; and also
as an exploratory vehicle for _erving new mines, oilfields et,; until
output justifies the investmeut in ground based systems. Apart from
the specialised handling equipment no special equipment is required
at the loading site, and the destination demands no more than _tandard
port equipment. A further attribute is their implications on the
project cash flow, as the whole system can be written off over a large
network of operations. The characteristics of the cargo handling
system also make it generally applicable to many types of market
giving the airship resale and charter value, an attribute not
available from many transport modes.
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Implication of Cargo Handling System on Airship Design _

The major penalty imposed by the cargo handling system outlined is

• the effect of the concentrated load applied to the structure. To ,_
cope with this, it would require extra structure within the hull

_ to distribute the forces. The weight penalty would be small, but
. has been catered for in the design.

To prevent further weight penalties the ballasting system will be
_i distributed in small units along the structure, and therefore reduce
_' further load concentration problems *

Design of the Airship _ '-

To produce the design, a computer technique was adopted. This _
consisted of a parametric model, based on the latest design J

information, and a simple cash flow optimisation technique. The _,results of the study is given in Table 1.

LIFT AT 1OO5 INFLATION 2,300 TONS

NORMAL LIFT 1,920 TONS

PAYLOAD 850 TONS + 150 TON CONTAINER

RANGE I,OOO MILES

FLIGHT ALTITUDE 6,000 FEET

VOLUME 83,000,000 FT 3

. LENGTH 1,7OO FEET

' L/D 6

_i CRUISE SPEED 109 KNOTS

MAXIMUM SPEED 120 KNOTS

INSTALLED POWER 75,000 HP

PAYLOAD/NORMAL LIFT 465

TABLE I TECHNICAL DETAILt.

Cost Analysis

The estimated cost breakdown of the projects are giver_ in Table 2.
In producing these figures, the following assumptions were made:g

Write off period 10 years

Interest on capital invested 20_ per annum

Return load 7S_ possible payload
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: Maintenance 4_ of first cost/annum

';_._ Insurance i_ of first cost/annum

'; Crew Costs £140,OOO per annum

>, The first cost can be further broken down into:

,. 151 R & D wages and salaries
,I

/ 165 production wages and salaries
_ I 105 other wages and salaries

b

_ 245 other overhead costs

355 purchased materials and components (inc. gas and -
-: engines) '

_" These costs are structured to include a portion of an initial R & D
investment of £100 million, assumed to be written off over forty

_"'_" )arge airships. This is assumed to be based on a consortium agree- '
ment and will be used for all initial R & D and the production of

t

two test vehicles.

First Cost £M 21

Annual Cost £M 6.4

: Fuel Cost/Year £M 6.0

', Total Cost�Year £M 12.4

Cost/Ton.Mile Available £ .038"

' Break even Cost/Ton.Mile _ .O44"*

TABLE 2 COST DETAILS

• Assumes 1OO$ return load

• * Assumes 75_ return load

These costs represent a 1OOO mile range airship. An operating cost
of £.O42/TON MILE _¢AILABLE is extremely competative in a normal
situation; in regions that are biased against ground modes it is
likely to be far cheaoer than any other option available. A more
generalised cost curve showing the variation of operating cost with
range is given in figure 1. It can be clearly seen that even on the
short ranges the economics of the airship are attractive.
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FIGURE 1 - VARIATION OF OPERATING COST WITH RANGE
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MILITARY APPLICATIONS _
OF RIGID _IRSHIPS _

'_ Ben B. Levitt*

ABSTRACT: The objective of this paper is to examine military roles •

and missions for which the rigid airship appears to be suited, and to
• suggest specific application.; that the airship could potential;y per-

"_ form in an effective manner. Principal missions examined are the !
movement of military cargo and the surveillance aspects of the sea _

_. control mission, i

MOVEMENT OF MILITARY CARGO

Probably the most general application of large rigid airships in military employment

lies in its capabilities as a c ,rgo carrier or troop transport. The unique capabilities
of a rigid airship to haul commercial cargo and passengers is presented lr_ some

detail in other sessions• The use of an airship as a military transpo_ requires only
a few additional consider._tions. These include the ability to operate from relatively

unprepared sites, the reqJlrement for some structural alterations to the airship hull
to permit hauling of military cargo, and provision for some degree of self-defenso

capability.

* Director, Tactical Systems Division, Operations Research, Inc., Silver :pring,
Maryland
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The abilityto deliverlargequantitiesof cargo and troops intoremote areas with

, littleor no ground supportequipment isan extremely importantmilitaryasset.

Such a capabilitywould pe.nnita rapidresponse to emergency militaryneeds of
a brush-firenature. Itwould also providea new dimension inthe flexibility

• with which militaryforcescould be redeployed as the operationalor political

._. situationwarranted. In areas in which no ground supportequipment was available,

advantage would be taken of the airshlp'scapabilityto hover at low altitude,per-
haps I00 to 300 fee*. Cargo ortroopswould then be lowered to the ground on

palletsor speciallydesigned containersby winches contained inthe airship's_argo4"

: I holds. No runway or prepared area would be requiredforthisoperation.
I

Ifitappears likelythat continuedre-supply operationsintothe same area would be

carriedon, itmight be desirableto erectan expeditionarymast to which the airship

could be moored forloadingand unloadingand forservicina. Such a mooring mast ,"_
j

could be carriedaboard the airshipitselfand lowered to the ground as partof the
._ initialcargo. Itwould be necessary thatthe siteselected forthe mast be cleared

- of obstructionsin all.,Irectionsto a distance at leastequal to the lengthof the air-
-"" "" ship in orderto permitthe shipto weather-vane when moored to the mast. Thus,

: additionalequipment might be requiredfor sitepreparationand formechanical handl-

ing of the airship. The U.S. Navy developed such an expeditionarymast foruse
with itsblimp fleet. Itwas airtransportableand could be erected foruse within _"
8 hours.

Another means of accomplishing moored logisticoperationsin forward _reas would

be to use a shipequipped with a suitablemooring mast. The U.S. Navy success-

fullydeveloped thistechnique foruse with itslargerigidairships. This type of

operationwould, of course, requirean adequately protectedanchor_e area in the

_ vicinityof the beach and l'.qhterageor small craftto form the linkbetween airship
and beach.

Another mode inwhich the rigidairshipcould be used in militai¥logisticswould L'.

to employ V/STOL aircraftcapable of launchingfrom and being recovered by the air-
ship. This would permitthe airshipto maintain a stand-offdistance from hotly
contested battleareas. In thiscase sitepreparationwould be a functionof the

landingand take-offcharacteristicsof the V/STOL aircraftbeing employed as the
cargo hauler.

VULNERABILITY CONSIDERATIONS

The use of rigidairshipsin the proximityof _attleazca3 bringsup the question of

vulnerabilityof these largevehicles. This has always been a foremost argument

against the militaryuse of airships,both rigidand non-rigid. I'-should be remem-
bered, however, that the military rigid airship e,_olved dur!ng World War I as a
bombing platformdesigned to operateagainst formidableopposltion--andat that

time the liftinggas used was highlyflammable hydrogen! The airshipeventually
lostthe battleto become a first-linebomber or dreadnought of the skies, and has

never since been considered seriouslyas a combat vehicle. Current technology
has not reversed th,sdecision but has contributedto the improvement in expected

survivabllitywho,,the airshipis used in militarysupportroles such as cargo trans-
p .r%or in otherpossible missions to be suggested.
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From a technicalaspect the largerigidairshipcould probably sustainhitsfrom a
number of alr-to-airmissiles or surface-to-airmissiles without seriousconse-

quences. In thisrespect itis much more survlvablJthan a C-5A, forexample,

where a singlemissile hitwould normally be catastrophic. Damage controlis

feasiblein a rigidairshipslnc_ apt of the structure_nd thc gas cellsare acces_ibl_

to repairpartiesduringflight. Even more importantisthe f.,ctthatthe airshipcan
• be equipped with a very credibleself-defensecapability. This could consist of

earlywarning and tirecuntrolradar,anti-airand anti-missilemissiles, ESM cquip-

i_ meat and a varietyof electroniccountermeasures suitableto the threat. In spiteof

: thiscapabilityto sustaindamage, to conduct in-flightrepairand to provideforits ,
own self-defense, prudentmilitaryoperationwould not permitthe airshipto be used "t

in situationsthatwere beyond itslimitedcombat capabilities. In short,the an- ,e
swer to achievingacceptable 13velsof survivabilityliesinemploying the air3hip

in missions forwh'_chitis particularlysuited, and in tacticalenvironments for

which ithas been designed. In thisregardthe vulnerabilityaspects of a rigidair- /"
¢

ship are no differentt,,ana C-5A, a 8-52 bomber, a CVA aircraftcarrieror a large :-
surface troop transport. Each of these vehicles must Le operated in a tacticalen-

vironment forwhich _thas beet:designed ifan acceptable levelof survivabilityis

to be attained.

NAV_L APPLICATIONS

Aside from its rol_ as a cargo carrier and troop transport, the military applications
of the largerigidairshipseem mo_t appr_7,ridteto the missions of the Navy. The

• over-water (and c,ver-ice)environment hds traditionallybeen most suitableforair-

ship operations. Itshould also be noteJ that'-heairshipis basL_.c.llva low _Ititude

vehicle. Itcan be operated most efficientlyat altitudesbelow I0,000 teCt These
inherentcharacteristicscause the militaryrolesof the rigidairshipto gravitate

toward the recognized Navy missions. Howeve,, beforeexamining potentialspecific

:_ militaryapplicationsof the rigidairship,itisusefulto note the change thatis pro-

; sentlyoccurringin the major missions of the _.S. Navy.

_ Since World War I!a primarymission of the Navv was perce,vedas the capability_, to projectpower ashore. To accomplish thismis:_lonequated the abilityto conduct
a number o_ s,',_-miss'ons:sortieand protectforce.sin transitto a forwardobjective

J _i area;establishair_,_'_riorityand submarine defense !n the for%_,'d,_rea;provide ,_!r
, defense and strikesupportto _,,nphibiousforces as required;and conduct strikes

_! against designated enemy sea and land targets. The essential combatant in this
_: power projection mission was the large attack a_fcrnft ca_Icr.

< In the last few years the Navy has gradu_,lly backed awcy from the power orolection

mission as itsprimarytask. This has been evidenced b} a slgnificantxeductionin
its inventory of active aircraft carriers; devel,_pment o_ th,, CV concept, a new op,,r4-
tlonal technique :hat permits ,,' single carrier to be equipped with a mL<ed comp'.,,-

_, meat of both attack and anti-subm,irine aircraft; and evolution of the sea control

' ship, a small ship that would initially be outfl_ed with ASW helicopters ,rod V STOI
attack aircraft of the llarriet-t._pe0 ,,,,,_..... ;;o,-!d eventually pro'aide the optimum mezg_,z

_:: of high speed advanced ship concepts with high performance V STOI. ASW ,_nd 4track
_' aircraft, The..,:evolving new rnlsaion ha_ ::_.fact i_een termed the su,_ c,_ntrol m_ss_on.
_ It _s perceived as the capability toga.i control _f the sea _n any ,le_gn4ted a_c._, of_, ,-

the world, including :he surface, air and sub-surface domal:,_, and to deny the us
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' of such an area to enemy forces. The sea control mission would be concerned prl-

. marily wi_h protection of sea lines of communication but residual capability would

exist to perform all of the traditionalNavy miss,ons including power _,oJection

ashore. The strategic miss!ons of the Navy, involving employment of the Polaris/

Poseidon fleet ballisticm ssile force (and the follow-on TRIDENT) would remain

: e ssentially unchanged.

The evol "ing emphasis on the mission of sea control requires, as a prime necessity,

the capability to conduct surveillance of wide areas of the open ocean. This cap-

abilitymust include surveillance of the ocean surface, the air (and perhaps space),

and the sub-surface ifthe entire threat spectrum is to be covered. It is in this role

of ocean surveillance that the large rigid , i.ship is best suited and in which its i,-

' military effectiveness might be best applied. Let us look at the possible roles in

, which the rigid airship might be employed in e_ch of the surveillance domains.

¢

SURFACE SURVEILLANCE MISSION
_._,o

: ! Surface surveillance is a relatively straightforward task requiring that detection of
all surface targets entering a specified ocean area. It has become increasingly

important, however, as the size and military effectiveness of Soviet surface forces

continues to grow at a geometric rate. The large rigid airship is ideally suited to
conduct surface surveillance because of its size and shape. Using the irrm'ense

sides of the airship, a phased array radar could be designed of un,,recedented power

. and performance capability. This would permit the airship to maintain surface sur-
veillance over extremely large ocean areas. The airship might also be used as a

: platform for surface surveillance sensors other than convent,onal radar as the
;, tactical situation might warrant. Such sensors include IR, ESM, HF/DF and over-
" the-horizon radar.

_" The effectiveness of the airship's surface surveillance capability might be further

! enhanced if suitable classification or intelligence of detected targets is available.

" This would permit the airship to assume an offensive role by firingair-to-surface

missiles at targets identifiedas unfriendly. Alternat,vely, the airship might launch

its own aircraftto c) _sify and attack detected targets. The use of aircraft might

also be considered when the tactical situation indicates that the use of the airship's

high powered survel]lance radar would not be prudent due to the high threat level.

In this case the airship would assume a condition of electromagnetic emission con-

trol (EMCON), and aircraftwould be launched to conduct surveillance of the as-

signed area. In th_s situation the airship would stil]function as an airborne com-

mand and control po.t to receive and assess the surveillance information as it is

transmitted from its ai, craft. The parallel to surface aircraft carrier c.9erations is
obvious.

AIR SURVEILLANCE MISSION

The air surveillance task is similar in many respects to surface surveillance. Again

it is the capability of the airship to act as a platform for very high performance radar

(and other sgnsors) that makes it so well suited for the Job. Against manned enemy
aircraft the rigid airship might also be used as an offensive weapon system in addi-

tion to As surveillance role. Air-to-air missiles could be launched against detected

targ:.*ts at stand-off ranges apploaching the detection range of the radar. Or inter-

ceptor aircraft might be launched and vectored to conduct the kill with their own
air-to-air missiles.
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; If friendly surface forces are operating in the ocean area of interest, it is extremely
important that the enemy be thwarted in any attempt to conduct air reconnaissance _
in the area. This denial of targeting intelligence can result in significant improve- i
ment in survival probability of the friendly surface forces. It stems from the fact

I that the effectiveness of stand-off surface-to-surface missiles is degraded when

uncertainty exists about the location, composition and disposition of potential
targets. This situation is emphasized also by the operational mode required of the

Soviet cruise missile submarines of the IULIETTE and ECHO-II class. They would

r' normally receive their targeting information from specially configured reconnaissance

• - aircraft. If this information is denied, then they must close to acoustic detection
range and their classification and targeting problem is much more difficult. '"

<

In this regard, the airship can provide a multiple capabihty against the cruise ,_

missile submarine threat. This threat is probably the most formidable one facing _
our surface naval forces (as well as our non-military convoys) The airship offers <

_-_ a capability to accomplish underwater detection of the submarine, and this is dis-
cussed further in regard to sub-surface surveillance. It also can contribute to the :

denial of targeting intelligence to enemy reconnaissance efforts. Additionally, the

" air surveillance capability of the rigid airship permits it to detect the cruise missile
after it has been launched. This allows early warning of an attack to be given to the

threatened forces and alerting of their area and point defense units. The airship ::
might also take an active part in defense against the cruise missile by launching
appropriate intercepting missiles, or vectoring CAP aircraft to an intercept position.

Electronic warfare measures could also be directed against the cruise missile from
the airship platform.

The air surveillance capabilities of the rigid airship could also play a vital strategic
role. In this mission the airship would provide early warning of manned bomber

_ attack in the same manner that Navy and Air Force radar pickets were used for many
_ _c years. In fact, the last squadron of Navy non-rigid airships (ZPG-3W) were de- :

i_ signed to perform this mission. The rigid airship would be vastly superior to both :
_?_ the blimps and the fixed wing aircraft due to its much longer endurance and improved

. radar performance.
,q

_ The rigid airship would also provide a means for detection and early warning of :

ballistic missiles fired from submarines. This threat has become increasingly more :
important as the Soviets continue to construct and deploy their second-generation
YANKEE class submarines. The YANKEE has 16 ballistic missiles with an estimated

range of about 1500 nmi. 1 Employment of a depressed flight trajectory provides very

little early warninu time to CONUS defensive forces. The air surveillance capability
' of the rigid airship would provide for a significant improvement in available early

:" warning time. Further, if the airship can also conduct suitable sub-surface sur-
: veillance, it provides a platform for launching counter-weapons against both the :_

, firing submarine and the missiles during their boost phase. The ballistic missile }

, is most vulnerable to attack during the boost phase _here its speed is low, exo-
atmospheric conditions do not apply, and a large IR s.gnature is available to ar

intercepting weapon.

i
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Itwould also be feasible to design a rigid airship tocbtectsubmarine launched
_ ballistic missiles in their mid-course trajectory, and to launch suitable interceptor

missiles. This would be similar to the Navy's SABMIS ship concept, now dormant,

_/ but with significantly improved operational flexibility and survivability.

:_ UNDERWATER SURVEILLANCE MISSION
_e

Underwater surveillance is the third domain in which the rigid airship could con-
tribute to accomplishment of the sea control mission. In this role the airship

/
could be employed in several ways. It could be used to emplace and monitor large

i fields of moored sonar buoys in specific ocean areas where it is desired to establish
, a high level of underwater surveillance. Such sonar buoys would be similar to the "

' i Navy's Moored Surveillance System (MSS) currently in the developmental stage. The
airship would monitor the buoy fields, classify and correlate detections and vector

._., ASW forces to accomplish localization and attack against threat submarines. These
L ASW support forces might take the form of ASW aircraft operated from the airship
:. itself. The airship would be capable of recovering and replacing surveillance buoys
:': that fai., are damaged or drift from their desired position. Maintenance facilities

could be carried aboard the airship. An entire surveillance buoy field might be
recovered and redeployed as the situation warranted.

The rigid airship might be operated _ntirely as an ASW aircraft carrier (CVS) in order
to accomplish the underwater surveillance role. In this mode the ASW aircra;t would
employ their own surveillance sensors in open ocean search. The airship would
launch and recover the aircraft, provide facilities for maintenance and stores, and

_,' function as the command and control center for the search, localization and attack
._ operations. As previously noted, the dedicated ASW aircraft carrier has been re-

placed in thp Navy by the CV concept in which a mixed complement of ASW and
attack aircraft must be carried. The rigid airship ASW aircraft carrier could provide
a means of returning to a single mission ASW carrier, and without the need for
accompanying destroyers or underway replenishment groups. It would again provide
the Navy with a capability to conduct offensive ASW operations in the open ocean
as opposed to the basically defensive posture associated with the CV concept. This
hunter-killer type of operation proved to be very effective in the attrition of German
submarines du-ing World War II.

Another mode in which the rigid airship could be employed for un-ierwater surveillance
would be as a platform to tow horizontal linear passive sonar arrays. Such arrays

. could be designed with an extremely large ape_-ture, essentially to the limits of the
environment. Improved performance would result further from the fact that the inter-

fering radiated noise of the towing ship would be eliminated. The resulting per-
formance characteristics in terms of sweep rate should greatly exceed any other
type of available platform-passive sonar system. The airship, once again, could
carry its own ASW aircraft to localize and attack detections that are made, or it
could vector other ASW forces to the scene.

The use of towed array systems with rigid airships seems especially suited to the
task of maintaining surveillance on Soviet ballistic missile submarines. Coupling
this capability with a boost phase intercept system, as indicated above in the dis-
cussion of air surveillance applications, would result in a particularly effective
employment of the rigid airship's attributes.
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_ COMMAND AND CONTROL MISSION

A final possible employment of rigid airships seems worthy of note. In all of the
possible roles mentioned above to support the sea control mission, a single task
always seems to emerge: the necessity for an adeqaate command and control system.

_ The airship appears to be eminently suited to perform command and control tasks,
: either in conjunction with a specific surveillance role, or as an airborne mobile

command and control post. In this latter task the airship would serve as the central
; command post and the operational control center for a designated sector of open

ocean. The airship is large enough to house the most sophisticated communication ,-

°: equipment, computers and ancillary software, analysis and display equipment suit-
able for a major fleet command. The mobility of the airship would permit the area
commander to remain literally "on top" of the situation in his assigned sector.

REFERENCES :

i I. Blackman, R. V. B., Tane'sFightinqShips (1972-73).
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; POTENTIAL ASW MISSIONS
FOR LIGHTER THAN AIR SHIPS

_ Richard S. Stone w

Bernard O. Koopman m
Gordon Raisbeck w

ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the LTA as a potential "
counter to the ballistic and cruise missile launching sub-
marine. T_e LTA ship can deploy a wide variety of subma- i
rine detection equipments effectively. Its long endur-

..J ance, high speed, and large weapons inventory capability,
"_ ! coupled with the facts that it need not alert a potential
/ submarine target as to its presence, and that it is essen-

tially immune to attack by subraarines indicate that it
would prove to be a highly effective ASW unit.

A number of characteristics of the Lighter Than Air Ship indicate that
it can be an ideal platform for mounting an effective counter to the
threat posed by Ballistic Missile Launching and Attack Submarines.
This paper investigates the requirements for such a counterforce and
briefly illustrates why it is felt that the LTA ship can play a sig-

nificant role.

_ Land-based ballistic missiles are presently being deployed on the
basis of a counterforce strategy--that is missiles attacking missile

i_ bases rather than population centers, thereby providing additional
scope for both negotiation and, if need arises, for controlled escala-
tion. At this time, in the case of the Submarine Launched Ballistic
Missile, there is no parallel to the land-based missile strategy. The
SLBM represents a last option in a strategic missile war. At present,
the SLBM remains as an uncountered threat.

o

*Arthur D. Little, Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts
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I
I If it were possible to bring Into being even a modestly effectiveI
! counter to the SLBM, it would provide additional incentive for nego-
I tiatlon and, again if need be, additional options for escalation.

_ However, at this time, it does not appear to be either technically or
i economically feasible to construct and deploy an effective counter-

_ force to the SLBM.!

In order to understand the nature of the problem, It Is instructive to
review the process by which the SLBM threat might be countered The!

:_ process consists of the following functional elements: (1) Initial
detection, classification and localization of the submarine as it
transits from its base to its patrol area; (2) Track and trail of the
submarine on a "steady state" basis (a continuous stalking operation) _,
to assure that the large majority of deplo ed submarines are continu-
ously under surveillance and the threat of attack; (3) Attack, if and

, . when necessary. The counterforce capability must be in position to
deliver an attack with high lethality against the submarine under sur-
veillance with minimal time delays.

INITIAL DETECTION

" A number of technical alternatives have been employed to fulfill these
functions in the past.

Initial detectionj classification, and tracking Is accomplished by
means of wide area acoustic surveillance systems. However, if sub-

. marine radiated noise is reduced by quieting and the choice of opera-
tlng areas is expanded by increasing the range of subm'_rine launched

_. missiles, the probability of detecting, localizing and tracking a

_ large fraction of the deployed submarines will decrease. Present
fixed passive accastic area surveillance systems allow one to detect
submarines transiting at higher speeds in selected areas. Since areas
in which these systems are effective are limited by geo-oceanographic

conditions, systems of this type will be of limited usefulness in the
future. Initial detection, classification and localization can be
provided by systems of this type, if augmented and deployed to cover
the routes employed by submarines in transiting to their patrol areas.
However, they may not provide a method of tracking and trailing these
submarines on a continuous basis.

TRACK, TRAIL AND ATTACK

In the future, following detection in transit, it _.ll be necessary to
provide one or more platforms or vehicles to carry out the "steady
state" tracking and trailing missions, as well as the attack mission,
if and when required. The functional specifications for a platform
that will fulfill these mission requirements is unique in the follow-
ing respects: (1) The platform must have sufficient endurance and/or
be supplied in sufficient number to provide long-term track and trail
of all detected targets; (2) It must have sufficient speed capability
to allow rapid deployment to a given holding position and vectoring on
to a detected target. It must also have speed sufficient to allow it
_o out-maneuver a fast target attempting to escape continued tracking
and attack; (3) It must be capable of utilizing a wide spectrum of
sensors including sonobuoys, the more advance(, towed acoustic arrays
and active/passive reliable acoustic path sonars and MAD equipment;
(4) It must be capable at all times of effective long-range communica-
tion and integration into a fast reaction command and control system;
(5) It should not be subject to pre-emptive attack by the submarine
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that _s under surveillance. Preferably, the presence of the tracking
and trailing platform should not alert the submarine; (6) The platform
must be capable of carrying a sufficient weapons payload to provide a

" high probability of kill against the submarine if attack is ordered; :
(7) The costs associated with the construction, operation and mainte-

_ nance of a fleet of these platforms to provide an e_fective counter to
_ the limited number of submarines deployed must be such that the cost

of mounting an effective submarine launched attack becomes prohibl-
, tively high, that is the platform must provide a low cost-to-benefit
_ ratlo.

' A series of studies have been carried out to assess _he potential of a
number of different alternatives for satlsfy_ng these functional
specifications including attack submarines, conventional displacement

type ships; high speed ships such as the surface effects ship and i "
hydrofoils; and aircraft including fixed wing, helicopters and VSTOL _
units. Each of these alternatives do, to a greater or lesser degree, i _.
fail to satisfy one or more of the specifications outlined above. A
comparison of the alternatives, including LTA ships, for satisfying _ '_

. these requirements follows. _

SUBMARINE DETECTION

In spite of the highly complicated and individual nature of any anti- ._
submarine operation as it actually occurs, the effectiveness of the
instrumentalities for detection can be characterized by a few simple _
parameters, that combine the effects of sensor and platform.

One of these is the search rate S: the number of square miles per

hour that an idealized searcher would "sweep clean" (if it detects ,
with certainty every target in the area it sweeps). For less

_ idealized searches, S is defined statistically as the expected frac-
, tion of targets detected per hour out of a population of targets dis-
, tributed uniformly and at random. Not only the sensor's detection
:_ :_ range, but the relative speed of the platform, or the mean speed made

_ good in a stop-and-start detection cycle, contribute vitally to the
search rate S.

A second geners1 parameter of search performance is the localization
area A: to understand its importance we must realize that even after
the detection of a target, only the probability distribution of its
possible positions is known; this narrows down its probable positions,
but in most cases leaves much uncertainty. Assuming that after detec-

tion the target's position is bivariats normal, the localization area
A is defined as the area of the ellipse, centered at the center of the
normal law, within which there is a probability l-i/e of the target's

being located. Obviously the smaller the A the better the information _

_,. give_ by detection.
A third parameter of effectiveness measures the degree of confidence
with which detection signals can be used to classify the target:
"false alarm rate" is used for certain types of automatized detection
devices; some equivalent quantity is needed in the present class of
ASW systems; the subject will not be considered here in further

_'. detail.

[ In the light of these factors, the very special contribution of the
'_ Ligher Than Air ship can be explained as follows:
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The possible methods of acoustic search include: (i) fixed listening
arrays that provide bearing only data on noisy targets at long ranges;
(2) ship or LTA towed listening arrays that provide data similar to '_

• fixed arrays at towing speeds at approximately i0 knots; (3) ship
mounted echo ranging equipment which may provide bearing and range i

t information to the order of 30 miles at ship speeds of 15 knots; :

. (4) magnetic airborne detection to ranges of approximately 0.5 miles
from aircraft making speeds of approximately 200 knots; and (5) reli-
able acoustic path sonars cable deployed from an LTA providing range
and bearing data to ranges of 20-25 miles.

Both fixed and towed listening arrays provide bearings only data with

uncertainty as to which of a number of narrow near surface zones the ,_-
submarine may be in. These zones typically occur at 30-mile intervals.
It is therefore necessary to f_llow up a detection made with a listen-
ing array by a second type of detector on a moving platform. Under '_

_,`., these conditions, only the last three of the alternatives listed above f '
are available. If we look in detail at these alternatives, one can _
consider the detection ranges and speeds listed in Table I for the
three follow up alternatives.

DETECTION SEARCH
DEPLOYMENT DETECTZON RANGE SPEED RATE

METHOD METHOD (MILES) (KNOTS) SQ. MI./HR.

Aircraft MAD 0.5 200 200

Ship Hull Mounted Sonar 30-35 15 900-1050

LTA Reliable Acoustic 20-25 10C 1250-2000
_ Path Sonar (RAP)

Table 1
Relative Area Search Rates for

Alternative Submarine Detection Methods

The way that the search rate i_ developed in these three cases is
illustrate_ in Figure i. The aircraft sweeps out a long, narrow strip
approximately one mile wide. Thus, it approximately is flying down a
line in bearing, and there is a high probability that it can miss
detecting target. The surface ship sweeps out a 60 mile wide swath
at a speed of 15 knots. In doing so, it alerts the submarine as to
its progress so that the submarine can maneuver to avoid detection.

The echo ranging equipment to be deployed from an LTA ship will most
likely be a sonar that can be operated either passively or actively,
cable deployed to deep depths to provide reliable acoustic path propa-
gation conditions. In following up a prior "bearings only contact,"
the LTA ship can proceed down a line of bearing, deploy its sonar a:._
listen. The submarine target at this time has no way of knowing that
it is under surveillance. If no listening contact is made, the sonar
can then b_ used in its active echo ranging mode to assure that the
target is not attempting to hide by being qu'et.

In order to illustrate the reasons for attempting to maximize search .-
rate, it is illustrative to consider searching an area as large as the
North Atlantic (_i07 square miles) and ask how long one might have to
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searclt in order to attain a 50% probability of detection of these sub- _

marines under the assumption that the probability of finding a subma- J .
rine at a particular locatton is uniform throughout the region. The • _
resalts for fixea wing aircraft, conventional ships and for LTA ships _
under one _bov_ search rate assumptions is shown in _igure 2. The ,_ ,
results indicate that ~35,000 fixed wing aircraft hours, _8000 conven- '_
tional ship hours and _3500-6000 LTA ship hours would be required to ' _.
obtain the indicated result. The first number for fixed wing aircraft
even under the most optimistic assumption as to the number of aircraft
that we could deploy is unreasonably high. The same is true of con-
ventional ships; however, one could attain the indicated level of
performance with 20 LTA ship units searching for a period of one to
two weeks. Thus, it appears that, for the first time, one can attain
reasonable wide area search capability with a limited number of search-
Ing units deployed. ''_

SUBMARINE DETECTION EQUIPMENT OPTIONS

At _his point, it is useful to consider the options for deploying the
various types of submarine detection devices from alternative types of
ships or aircraft. These possibilities are outlined in Table 2.
Large l_tening arrays can either be fixed geographically or towed

_ from any platfcrm that is capable of making the slow speeds necessary

|
for good listening. This rules out fixed wing aircraft, and it is
perhaps not the most useful way of employing high speed ships such as
hydrofoils or' surface effect ships. Hull mounted echo ranging equip-
ment may be deployed from any of the ship types and potentially it may
be possible to design a towed body deployed from a LTA ship that could
provide this type of performance• Deep cable deployed listening/echo

, r0anglng equipment can be usefully aeployed from platforms that are !
capable of high speeds required for effective seal'ch rates. Thus,

_, they may be used with high speed ships, helicopters or LTA ship plat-
forms. Other means of detection include sonobuoys which can be

_ deployed from any platform but which require reasonably high altitudes
for effective monitoring. For this reason, only aircraft are con- _

: sidered as useful platforms in this case. Magnetic detection requires
high speed to obtain useful search rates due to limited range. There-
fore, only aircraft are considered as useful platforms for deploying

this type of equipment. A review of the various equipments and deploy-ment options show the LTA ship to be a generally useful deployment i

_' platform when compared with the other possible alternatives.TARGET LOCALIZATION

,_ In addition to the concern over search rate S, there is the additional
, concern over localization area A. In the three cases considered, this

_, area is estimated to be of the order of 0.25 square miles. It is

_i extremely important that this area be small as possible, since it
v directly affects the probability that one can place a weapon in the
_ water within effective weapon range. The value quoted here is within

acceptable limits In the case of passive magnetic airborne detection,
since the detection is made only after the aircraft is flown by the

_:i target, several aircraft passes are necessary to localize the target
magnetically and in fact, final localization is usually made with the

_ aid of air dropped sonobuoys. Magnetic airborne detection equipment
and sonobuoys can be used as well by LTA ships as they can be from

_ other types of aircraft.
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TARGET CLASSIFICATION i

,_ If one considers the various data separately: (I) propeller noises on
:. a given bearing; (2) an echo at a given range and bearing; and (3) a .

magnetic anomaly of the type generated by a submarine, one can possl- :
bly classify a distant ship, a whale or a natural magnetic phenomenon :

_ as a submarine. However, if these individual indicators coincide,
_ then one can have high confidence in their correct classification of / :

sub:_arine and non-submarine targets.J

ATTACK :

All too often the analysis of ASW systems stop at detection, localiza-
' tion and classification of submarine targets. In addition to these

functions, it i_ necessary to have the capability of launching an ''_:
J effective attack on detected targets. Largely because of weight limi-

.._I tatlons, air ASW weapons utilizing conventional explosives have a
limited effectiveness _gainst submarine targets. Even in the case of , ,

_ nuclear ASW weapons, there are severe limitations on the number of

, weapons that can be carried aboard a single aircraft or helicopter. :
As a result, first attack capability for air units is limited and,
because of inventary limitations, multiple attack capability is almost
non-existent. In general, it is necessary for air units to re-arm :
prior to mounting a second attack. Similar attack restrictions apply
to our present smaller, conventional ship ASW units and smaller poten-
tial high speed ship ASW units.

"_ An LTA ship, particularly larger air ships, should be capable of carry-
ing a significant weapons payload coupled with the on-statlon endur--
ance to provide a highly effective multiple attack capability. If

_ this combination can be provided, one of the raaJor limitations to the
_ ASW effectiveness of single air or surface craft will have been over- _
_; come.

An additional concern in the attack situation is the vulnerability of
the attacking platform to attack by the submarine, in the case of
surface ships, this is extremely critical since it !% almost impos-
sible for our present or projected surface ASW units to close within
weapons range of a submarine without alerting the submarine as to its
presence and location. Thus, against surface ships, the submarine has
the option of attacking as soon as it feels threatened. In the case
of aircraft and LTA ship units, this first attack option is not avail-
able to the submarine. In fact, in the large majority of cases the
submarine will not know that it is under attack until after an ASW

weapon has been launched.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have not analyzed the ASW capability of an LTA ship
in detail. In terms of on-statlon endurance, search rate, target
localization, and classification capability, ASW detection equipment
deployment flexibility, attack capability in terms of on-board weapons
inventory and nonvulnerability to direct attack by _he submarine, tt
appears that a LTA ship would provide a unique and highly effectlve
ASW unit. The ability to deploy a limited number of LTA ship units
capable of long on-station endurance over wide ocean areas would pro-
vide the possibility of a highly effective counter to both Ballistic
Missile Launching and Attack Submarines.
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ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE (ASW) -
A SPECIFIC NAVAL MISSION FOR THE AIRSHIP

LOUIS J. Free*
Cdr. Edwin E. Hanson*

Jf

ABSTRACt:* In discussions of conceptual platforms there is

a general tendency to consider a platform with the poten- ,
tial to perform a wide range of tasks. This is done for

_- the simple reason that the new platform advocate must c_n-
vince a variety of sponsors that his nonexistert, or per-

haps rudimentary, platform is worthy of further develop-
ment. However, univecsal platforms usually perform no one
task well enough to survive competition with other special-
ized platforms. Thus this paper will attempt to narrow

the discussion of the airship platform to a reasonably
specific issue - the potential usefulness of airships in
perf< :ming the naval antisubmarine warfare (ASW) mission.

This discussion of the airship as an ASW platz-,rm is divid-

ed into four parts : _.
°_ I. A discussion of the kinds of tasks associated

with the naval ASW mission,

: II. A definition of the plattorm characteristics
' which are critical to performing these tasks,

III. A comparison of the airship to other competitive
and complementary ASW platforms, and

IV. A short discussion of the obviou5 research anddevelopmenL requ red to make the airship a suc-
cessful ASW Dlatform.

i Part I discusses why the Navy discontinued its use of the

airship as an ASW platform in _he 1950's, the change" which
• have occurred since then to make it worth while reconsider-

ing the airship as a naval platform, and finally, examines
the ASW tasks it could best perform. Part II discusses the
more apparent constraints at the ASW mission imposes on
airship characteristics wh_e Part III discusses how the

potential capabilities of the airship compare with the
capabilities of other ASW platforms. Finally in Part IV a

_. cursory look is taken at what appears tc be the most im-
portant R & D for both the sensors which could be borne by
an ASW airship and the airship p]atform itself.

•Naval Underwater Systems Center, Newport, R. I.

•*ghis paper was presented at a classified session sponsored by the

United States Navy in conjunction with the Workshop. Interested par-

ties should contact the authors directly for details.

i,K}.iC._it)ll,iGPAIIE BLANK Noi l,ll.,,,i._, /
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This paper concludes that
•The ASW airship appears to be a potentially cost
effective alternative to those systems which are

being designed to replace present ASW platforms,
•The airship's greatest ASW potential lies in the
convoy escort role, and

-The airship will appear in Navy inventory only if
the other armed reserves, government agencies,
and industry are willing to share the costs of

development.
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__'...T;_. THE L.SURVEILLANCER.T.E.Kobayashi*Mellberg*AIRSHIP I__

_. ABSTRACt*:* Airships have a variety of attractive character-
i_ _'stics among which are their long endurance and ability to
_" operate at low altitudes and low speeds. Because many of _ .'

the evolving Naval surveillance systems require a platform _ _with these characteristics, the airship warrants consider- _.!

_- ation for these military missions In addition these
_- % same characteristics make airships viable platforms for

_ civilian uses such as search and rescue, coastal and open
.'%_ ocean mon±toring for pollution control, natural resources
'_._ surveying and other non-military surveillance missions.

_ The Navy employed airships in a valuable anti-submarine
warfare (ASW) and airborne early warning role for many

decades. Their usefulness in World War II a_ convoy es-
!'i corts is unquestioned. Because airships could conduct
• clos surface surveillance, they were a major ASW asset in

_he era w_en submarines were closely tied to the surface

for charging batteries and gaining intelligence.

J
", With the advent of nuclear and deep-diving submarines and

the development of improved submarine sonars for search
'_ and fire control use, the submarines' tie to the surface

diminished. Hence the value of close surface surveillance

, was downgraded, perhaps overly so. By the late 50's, the
sonobuoys deployed in widely dispersed buoy fields became
the primary airborne search sensor. The airship, due to

its slow speed, was clearly unsuited for planting and
monitoring such buoy fields and responding to surveillance
contacts. These were among the reasons that LTA was no

longer c_ _sidered competitive with fixed wing or rotary
wing aircraft for ASW missions.

However, subsequent sensor development may now be tilting
the balance back towards the airship. Just as the sono-

buoy systems clearly required platforms with the capabili-
ties of fixed wlng aircraft, the development of towed

systems for search and surveillance clearly rulej out

*Naval Underwater Systems Center, Newport, R. I.

**This paper was presented at a classified session sponst_red by th

United States Navy in conjunction with the Workshop. Intere_ 'c_ par-

ties _heuld contact the authors directly for details.
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fixed wing aircraft and makes the rotary wing aircraft a
doubtful candidat_ because of its short endurance. Their

use to monitor long endurance moored surveillance systems
is also questionable. However, the special ability of the
airship to operate for long periods and at low altitudes
and low ground speeds makes it well suited as a towing or

monitoring surveillance platform for surveillance systems.
d

The study presented in this paper investigated the endur-

ance of a variety of airships to evaluate their use for
surveillance. The airships considered were a three mil-
lion cubic foot non-rigid, and three, four, and six mil- _
lion cubic foot rigids. Airships of these sizes would in-

volve minimal technical risks for design, construction,

equipping, and manning because of past experience and thus _
_. a realistic evaluation can be made of their mission capa-

bilities.

Winds have considerable effect on an airship's endurance
even at low speeds due to the airship's large surface area.
The wind conditions considered were a) no winds, b) 100%
head winds, c) 50% head winds - 50% no winds, and d) 50%

head winds - 50% tail winds. In order to simplify these
preliminary endurance calculations, it was assumed that

when winds occurred, the airship was flying either direct-
ly into or with the winds and the wind conditions for each

: case prevailed for the full duration of the patrol add the
_. transits to and from the patrol areas.

From a survey of the wind speeds existing in a plausible
_ patrol area, wind speeds of i0, 20, 25, and 30 knots were

used to cover the range of the more probable winds the
airship would encounter. Gusts of higher speeds would be

encountered, but were not considered because they would be
of relatively short duration.

The results of the study indicate that non-rigid airships
of three million cubic feet and larger, and rigid airships
of four million cubic feet and larger will provide ade-
quate on-station endurance for possible low speed, low alt-
titude surveillance missions.
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AIRSHIP LOGISTICS--
THE LTA VEHICLE A TOTAL CARC SYSTEM

L. R. "Mike" Hackney, P. E. * _.

ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the design consider- _
ations for logistics, as they pertain to the large rigid J ,_

LTA vehicle as either a commercial or military cargo
carrier. Pertinent factors discussed are: (I) the basic

-_'" mis3ion; (2) types of payload; (3) the payload space in

; regards to configuration and sizing, its capacity, and _
_ its loadability. A logistic capability comparison of

" _i selected cargo airships versus jumbo jets is also made.

,L

_ INTRODUCTION

i! AS a member of the "fixed-wing" aircraft fraternity for many years,_f

_ like all too many of us in aviation--the airship has been considered :
_ obsolete--a vehicle of the past. In brief, "elderly,windbags" to

_ quote from the title of a technical magazine article which summarized
!_ _he results of the AIAA meeting on LTA in Washington last winter, as

"a heavy dose of cold water."

The mere thought that the airship might be modernized to perform

i; certain of today's commercial and military logistic mlss_ons more
efficiently than a modern jet, helicopter, or VTOL vehicle, seemed

, inconceivable. However, after being exposed to the in-depth work and ;
_, logic of the LTA Technical Task Force of the Southern California

-: Aviation Council, Inc. (SCACI) and then joining same--sufficient valid

_ *President, Hackney Associates, Sierra Madre, California, U.S.A. and
_ Member LTA Technical Task Force of _ou_hern California Aviation

Council, fnc., Pasadena, California, U.S.A.

f
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evidence has been seen, to become con_inced that a "fresh and unbiased

look" at airship transportation is warranted.

: The purpose, therefore, during this workshop session is to discuss the
_ LTA vehicle as a total cargo system. Using as the basis the family of

seven rigid airship preliminary designs (ranging in size from 7.4
million cubic foot volume up to 55 million) developed by the LTA

4 Technical Task Force of SCACI. 2 To describe for consideration, an

airlift system which is unrestricted as to the size or weight of ship-

ments or geographic destination.

While today's wide-body jet aircraft represents the sixth or seventh
generation of progressive product improvement cycles, since the 1920- ,_

I 1930 time period--the same is far from the case for the lighter than
air vehicle. These often maligned craft, for all ostensible purposes,

are still in the state-of-the-art time-frames of the Fokker and Ford
tri-motor transports. _ Granted there has been some LTA development

_'" in the ensuing period by Goodyear. Unfortunately, however, la,=k of
funds and Government support for such vehicles precluded much in the
way of modernization as compared to fixed wing aircraft.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR LOGISTICS

Obviously in the time allocated, it is not possible to adequately
cover the entire spectrum of LTA logistics. It was elected, there-

fore, to concentrate on the airship, as an airfrei@ht carrier. A
role for which it is uniquely suited--for airlifting both civil and
military cargoes. This is not to say that there are not a number of

other missions for which the LTA vehicle, when appropriately modified,
is not equally well qualified to perform. Fortunately, these are

being covered by others on this workshop agenda who are more inti-
mately qualified to discuss same.

' In the development of any future viable LTA configuration it is

imperative that "design considerations for logistics" be taken into

account concurrently along with all other major design factors. This
allows for timely analysis to determine the most effective tradeoffs--
before the fact rather than as a compromise after.

Basic Mission

As previously mentioned, for purposes of this discussion, the "basic

mission" is examined only as: (i) a long range commercial cargo
carrier, for either transcontinental operation; and/or (2) a very long
range heavy lift logistic carrier for the Military Airlift Command

(MAC), capable of operating non-stop from any U. S. aerial port of
embarkation to any location ove£seas. For either type mission the
basic configuration of the airship could well be much the same.

Types of Payload

As to types of payload, the large rigid LTA vehicle provides a true

intermodal cargo system capability. It offers an airlift system which
for all ostensible purposes is unrestricted as to a shipment's weight
or size. As to the upper end of the spectrum, it is forseeable that

single shipments of over 300 tons or more will be moving by air.
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This is evidenced by the presence of Combustion Engineering, Inc.,

transportation experts on the LTA Workshop program. C-E's Industrial
Boiler Operations Division with its Schnabel car (maximum capacity

600,000 ibs.) developed for boiler transport has been moving its
220,000 lb. Type A units over the U.S. rail network for several years 4. <
Manufacturers of large steam turbines and condensers, electric genera-

tors, forging presses, nuclear powerplant components, etc., have
_ similar heavy lift transportation requirements.

A viable LTA vehicle offers the opportunity for greatly expanding the

dimensional envelope restrictions now imposed by rail movement. No
longer would it be necessary for builders of massive industrial equip- _

ment, as their respective product line grows in weight and size--to
consider relocatiun of their expensive facilities adjacent to inland •
waterways or seacoasts. They can continue to factory assemble and

pretest their huge units--thus avoiding the expensive process of ¢
assembly in the field. Further they ca. put their units into service

"_'" more quickly after delivery to the site.

In addition to the massive or so-called extra heavy and outsize pay-
loads just discussed, the large rigid airship should likewise be
ideally suited for carrying all types and sizes of commercial and

military vehicles. These can range up to the biggest truck mounted
industrial crane, or to the Army's largest mobile combat equipment.

Regarding the more conventional types of commercial payloads present-
ly moving by air on wide body cargo jets--the airship can readily

accomodate these, including all types of ISO containers up _o 40'.
However, as to a very few types of commodities which might be carried
therein (or separately)--there is question of the need for pressur-

ization. For instance, certain pharmaceutical shipments may require a
._ pressurized cargo compartment or its own pressurized container. Such

!_ specializeJ cargo traffic, however, is well below one percent of the
total moving by air today.

As to air traffic of fresh fruits and vegetables as well as fresh
flowers and nursery stock, both groups of which move in sizeable
volume--it was at one time believed these were sensitive to altitude.

Regarding fruits and vegetables, controlled laboratory tests have
shown no adverse effects of altitude up to 30,000 feet and rates of
climb or descent up to 3,000 feet per minute 5, while altitudes as high
as 20,000 feet had no effect on the flowers tested.

The Payload Space

During the recent resurgence of interest i:, LTA transportation systems,

considerable material has been written and attention given to the air-
ship a_ a whole--its hull design, powerplants, performance, economics,

etc. Unfortunately however, little work or attention appears to have
been given to the airship's payload space (or in the case of the °_
military--useful load) requirements, and the design considerations

relating thereto. It is trusted that the contents of other workshop
papers will indicate this is no longer the case. In the event this
is not so, it cannot be emphasized too strongly that this Js an area

which warrants much in-depth study by the LTA payloads design engineer.
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I Configuration and Sizlng--First, a decision must be made as to the

types and sizes cf commercial and/or military cargoes, the payload

_] compartment (or compartments) will be designed to accomodate. To
mention a few, such questions which must be answered:

lj I. Will outsize and heavy shipments be airlifted, s_ch as
boilers, turbines, generators, etc? If so, will they be /

_ carried within the airship hull or suspended beneath? If

carried internally, what are the cargo deck area require-
ments for spreading such concentrated bearing loads7 q

l

i 2. Assuming that ISO type intermode containers are carried,

what will the cell arrangement be for storing same-- _

single, double, or tiers? Will the containers be aligned
fore and aft or thwartship in the payloa@ compartment?

3. What are the number, size, and location of all cargo _

compart_.ent access hatches (doors)? Will these be side _
entrance or bottom entrance hatches, or both?

Capacity--It is the practice of the U. S. Maritime Commission to use
the 20' ISO container, as the common denominator, when rating the

capacity of containerships 7. As the LTA vehicle is for all purposes
a ship, rather than an aircraft--it seems logical to follow suit--at
least as one means of measuring cargo capacity.

Take for example the large rigid airship preliminary design MC-55
(55 million cu. ft. volume)--the largest of the seven classes de-

, veloped as part of SCACI's Technical Task Force Report 8. This LTA

vehicle was estimated to have a cargo payload of some 1,026 tons at
6,000 statute miles. Based on past experience however, it has been
observed that sufficient weight is seldom allocated for today's

i sophisticated onboard cargo handling and restraint systems and the

supporting structure required for same. Therefore, an additional 26
tons (52,000 ibs.) is arbitrarily transferred, thus reducing the pay-
load to 1,000 tons.

The common 20' ISO dry container's useful volume averages 1,100 cu.
ft. per van. Thus:

20' Van Payload Cap. @ 15 ibs./cu/ft
& 85% cube utilization = 14,025 ibs.

20' Van Tare Weight @ 3,375 Ibs.

Total 17,400 ibs. or 8.7 tons

1,000 tons

_.7 tons = 115 20' Container Capacity for the MC-55

As to the cargo space requirements to accomodate 115 20' containers.

Allowing (8.5' x 20.5') ].75.25 sq. ft. per unit, plus allocating some
(174.25 sq. ft. x 5) 871.25 sq. ft. for cargo entrance hatches. The

115 units if stowed as a single tier--would require a cargo compart-
ment of 51' in width by 410' in length. This is predicated on the
containers being aligned fore and aft six abreast, with _our rows
of 20 each, one of 18 and one of 17 units.

i

q
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Loadability--Obviously there are a number of container storage

patterns which are feasible--two or three tiers high, etc. 9 All of
these justify a so-called "loadability study" using a systems engi-

neering approach, before final selection. For loadability per s_,
involves the entire cargo loading and handling operations cycle--
both into or out of the airship as well as the interfacing c_rgo
procedures on the ground. One example of loadability would be--should

i a roll-on, roll-off capability be provided for the large LTA vehicle? /
Ro/Ro ships are growing in popularity in the maritime trade, as it
permits all types of wheel vehicles to be readily driven on and off

the vessel under their own power.

The On-Board Cargo Handling System

This is an area which is wide open to new ideas and innovations. It
would be a most se_ious mistak for LTA payload designers to attempt ::
to adopt or modify cargo jet aircraft loading systems for the airship

without first taking into consideration all factors.

While these systems are satisfactory for aircraft--commerce of the

type which the airship will be transporting, make it a somewhat
different ball game. To name a few:

i. The aircraft car_o handling is aircraft movement oriented--
not surface movement oriented. It is the outgrowth as well

: as the victim of the old 463 L Universal Cargo Pallet
System which was initiated in the days of the Douglas C-124

transport. It started with the introduction of the 88"x 105"
military cargo pallet--so sized that it could pass through
this aircraft's bottom loading cargo hatch.

2. This system from its inception has espoused handling all
aircraft type palle_s, unit load devices, and containers--
up to and inclL1ding ISO size, from the bottom, on various
types of roller conveyor systems. In consequence, most all
intermodal ISO containers offered for air mevement must

first be placed on a special slave pallet before entering
any wide body cargo jet.

3. On the other hand surface cargo, and ISO size containers in
particular, are designed for hoisting from above, using

the standardized corner fittings incorporated therein.
As world commerce, with few exceptions, moves in these sea-
l_nd type containers rather than SAE AS 832 air-land

demountable containers--any LTA logistics should take this
fact into account.

4. The LTA cargo hoisting system will undoubtedly be patterned
to a degree after the large quay side gantry crane systems
used by containership terminals.

_ LOGISTIC CAPABILITY COMPARISON

I_ trade press coverage is any indication--it appears that 1974 will
be known as "the year of the jumbo jet freighter." For this year is
seeing a number of U.S. and foreign carriers following L_fthansa's

footsteps, by introducing their own 747 F equipment--and thus offer
_i van _ize container service.

f
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Cargo Compartment Access

Recognition of shipper demand to extend the outsize cargo capability
of the 747 F, is _videnced by the 10'xll' side carqo door being in-
stalled aft of the wing by a Dumber of operators. II This feature
o%ercomes the 8' height limit on containers loaded through the

standard nose door. In fact, Boeing is considering elevating the 747
_ flight deck 38"--thus increasing the nose door from 8'2" to 11'4" in

height and from 11'8" to 12'9" in width at the floor. 12 One objective
being to increase the aircraft's ability to load and carry outsize
military equipment.

The purpose of discussing the continuing efforts of the airframe i

constructor to provide improved access to the cargo compartment of _,
its aircraft--is to draw a comparison with the ease of doing such work
to a metal airship hull. Further, it is possible to incorporate much
larger access provisions, as well as a greater number, for far less

_,_.-_ cost and weight. This is due to the relative simplicity of the LTA '
hull structure and its ability to accommodate sizeable cut-outs, with
only minor beef-up to the surrounding structure.

Van Container Capacity

It was interesting to note that one jumbo jet operator has recently

elected to describe its new 15 slot 20' container capacity cargo
aircraft as "containerships. "13 Yet this is a mere David in compari-
son with Sea-Lanu _ new Goliath SL-7 supercontainerships. These

946', 51,000 ton vessels have a slot capacity for the equivalent of
over 2,000 20' units.

To give a picture of 20' container capacities for the existing or
proposed fanily of U.S. jumbo cargo jets--versus lighter than air

containerships, the following figures are presented based on the
listed assumptio_.

Assumptions:

i. For 3umbo jet freighters: 20' van capacity 0 !,i00 cu. ft x
15 ibs. cu. ft. cargo density x 85(%) percent cube utilization =
14,025 ibs. plus van tare weight (for SAE AS 832 Air-Land

demountable cargo container) of 2,200 ibs. A total weight of

16,225 Ibs. or 8.1 tons per container.

2. For LTA freighters: tare weight of 20' container increased from

2,200 ibs. to 3,375 ibs. to allow for heavier surface type units.

Thus, 14,025 Iks. + 3,375 Ibs. = 17,400 ibs. or 8.7 tons per
container.

3. Payload of all MC-series LTA freighters arbitrarily reduced

2.5 (%_ percent to allow for onboard cargo loading and handling
systems.
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20' Intermode Container Capacity

Jumbo Jet Freighters 14 LTA Freighters

Manufacturer Container SCACI Series Container

and Model CaPacity (Model No.) Capacity_

Douglas C-2 6 MC-7.4 i0

Douglas DC-10 6 MC-15 26
Lockheed I011 6 MC-22 41 _i

Douglas C-4 12 MC-35 67 ,
Lockheed L-500 (C-5A) 14 MC-42 84 _

Boeing 747F 15 MC-52 98 _,

Douglas C-6 28 MC-55 115

t
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THE TRANSPORT OF
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT COMPONENTS

S. J. Keating, Jr. •
J

ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the problems of trans-
porting nuclear" power plant components to landlocked sites
where the usu._l mode of transport by barge cannot be used.
Existing methods of ground-based overland tran¢port are
discussed and their costs presented. Components are de-
scribed and traffic density projections made to the year
2000.

Plots of units transported versus distance transported are
provided for units booked in 1973 and booked and proposed
in 1974. It is shown '.hat, for these cases, overland
transport requirements for the industry will be over
5.000,000 ton-miles/year while a projection based on in-

l_ c_'casing energy demands showsthat this figure will in-

crease significantly by the year 2000. The payload size,
distances, and costs of existing ovelland modes are sig-
nificant enough to consider d-velopment of a lighter than

air (LTA) mode for transporting NSSS components.

I NTRODUCTI ON

'to meet the ever increasing demand fol' electric power a:: e,:r:nomicaliy
as possible, the si=e and number of nuclear fu,,led units have been in-

,i/ creasing over the years. (At present, the AEC has set a maximum sizelimitation of" approximately 1300 megawatts of electrical power per

unit, though it is expected that the next step up to 1500 :negawatt.,
electric, which will correspond to a core thermal power of 5000 mega-
watts, will occur around 1979 with plants of this size going into ser-

_:-_ vice around 1987.) 5tauy of the u_its being booked now wiil be located

¢_: at landlocked power plant >ites. The problems of o,,erland sl_ipmeat
Of

_;- the large components and ._ubassemblics may Flace limits on the extent
;_ to which the ecoztomics ef s"ale and the benefi, ts of shop fabri_cation
_:_ can be exploited in the tuture.

_¢ The concern with the futut'e transportation requirements is not unique
- Iroject Engineer, C6mbustion Engineering, Inc. t/inJ_br Connecticut
_-" U.S.A.
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/ to Combustion Engineering, Inc ; it is shared by others in the indus-Z

_: try. Though existing means can be used to deliver all _nits booked or
7. proposed to date, a lighter than air (LTA) airborne mode may offer sig-
,_,._ nificant economic advantages for the future•

PAYLOAD

/- Specifically, the payload stimulating this consideration of a LTA mode

of transport is the nuclear steam _upply system (NSSS). NSSS provide
energy input to turbines that drive electric power generators. This

;: paper deals with NSSS using light water moderated reactor cores. Ac-
cording to a recent U S Atomic Energy Commission projection, light
wate_ reactors will continue to make up the bulk of NSSS sold in this '
country. There are two types of NSSS that fit this category: the
pressurized water reactor (PWR) and the boiling water reactor (BWR). _,

The PWR system uses a closed, reactor coolant loop containing water '
I at a typical pressure and temperature of 2250 psia and 621 F to

i i transfer core thermal power via large shell and tube type steam gen- ¢
_--_ erators to a secondary water loop where boiling occurs at a typical
_: i pressure of 1000 psia. The steam generated goes to the turbine, is

.... expanded, condensed, and then returned by the main feedwater pumps to
the steam generator In contrast to the PWR system, the BWR system
permits the boiling to occur in the reactor core within the reactor

" vessel from which saturated steam at a typical pressure of 1000 psi is
delivered to the turbine.

£_ Because of the high temperatures and pressures within the vessels, the
energy flow they handle, and the very high emphasis on safety and re-
liability, the vessels are large and heavy. PWR systems may have re-

"_, actor vessels (Fig. 1) which weigh up to 540 tons, and are 22 feet in
" _ diameter and over 40 feet long. The vessel shown in the foreground of

i

?

L

Figure I: Pressurized water reactor vessel (foreground) and steam
generator (background)

" Fig. 1 has walls over 8 inches thick. The steam generators (Fig. 2)
weigh up to 800 tons, and are up to 21 feet in diameter and up to 65
feet lon_. From two to four steam generators are used in each NSSS.
BWR systems have reactor vessels (Fig. 3) that weigh up to 730 tons,
and are up to 2 _ feet in diameter and up to 62 feet long. Typical
weights and sizes for this equipment and the rest of the components
for current NSSS and for the next generation NSSS are summarized in
Table I.

Other utility equipment is in the same size and weight range. For
instance, a typical 1300-Mw generator stator may weigh up to 500 tons

: and be up to 40 feet long. Heights and widths are presently in keep-
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Iing with the transport "window" imposed by present land-based modes
though this situation may change as power level is increased.

¢

Figure 2: Steam generator for pressurized water reactor

Figure 3: Boiling water
reactor vessel assembly

Another item of special interest is the moisture separator/reheater
-_ unit which processes steam going from the high pressure turbine to the
_I low pressure turbines. These pressure vessels may weigh up to 150
:_ tons, and are up to 100 feet long and 13 feet in diameter. Though the

weight and diameter are within present ground-based transport mode
: capability, the length presents a serious problem when negotiating

curves.

The fabrication of these components requires careful welding and heat
treating. Following heat treating, the vessels are subjected to
several independent nondestructive tests, including hydrostatic pres-
sure, X-ray, ultrasonic, and magnetic particle tests. Recently, there
have be_n attempts t.o field fabricate BWR vessels. Indications are,
however, that it will be more economical to develop or adapt trans-
portation modes so that full shop fabrication can be maintained rather
than develop means for even partial field fabrication.

Until recently, nuclear fueled plants were usually sited near
navigable water, so equipment was transported from the manufacturing

REPRODUCIBILITY OF TIlE
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site to the installation site by barge (Fig. 4). This is, by far, the '_ i
most economical mode of shipment with costs o£ a few cen_ per ton-mile. _
Now, however, there is a
trend in siting plants away
from navigable water, as can
be seen in Fig. 5, where the
operating, under construe- _
tion, and committed nuclear !
units are shown geographi- 1

cally along with the contigu- _
ous navigable waterways of
the U.S. suitable for the "
passage of component barges, i_
The components must be re-
moved from the barge at the
nearest practical landing and
shipped overland to the power

plant site by expensive, time- Figure 4: £arge .hipment of nuclear
consuming methods that can re- components
quire extensive enroute pre-
parations to accommodate size and weight.

i • _mA|t!

• _ DADlm
• A tITEE_ Of INT|NT GN _ll_

_ | tT OCPTN OA GflIIT[R

"_ 111 | 1_ [HAN I IT DEPTH

i

Figure 5: Central station nuclear power plan_and navigable waterways

Figure 6 _llustrates one method of transporting these components
: either on highways or on suitably prepared surfaces. The average

speed is about one mile per hour. Though varying widely depending on
the specifics of the route, cost may range from around $5 to well over
$20 per ton-mile. Since the height of the load vehicle combination
approaches 30 feet, much of the cost of transport by this or other
highway modes can be due to the necessity of either moving overhead
obstacles or bypassing them. The width of these vehicles, which is
about 20 to 24 ft, can also present problems.

Figure 7 shows a proposed rail-borne method for transporting nuclear
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: power unit components called a Schnabel car. Though potentially fast-
! er (operational speed may be as

_, high as 15 miles per hour) and
-_,, less expensive than highway modes, ;
_, this mode of transportation has i

some limitations. I

The Schnabel car makes use of the

payload as the load carry-through
structure and thus minimizes the

_' overall height and center of grav-
ity elevation by locating the base
of the payload just above the rails. , ,.
This reduces overhead clearance

_,,.. and lateral stability problems.
This type of vehicle is in use ¢

_-" here and abroad for transporting
_: ' other, smaller, lighter objects.

: The Schnabel car shown in Fig. 8,
which is a 12-a::le car as contrast-

ed with the 32-=xle car shown in Figure 6: Steam generator on
_ Fig. 7, is used to transport rela- overland transporter

tively small, fossil-fueled, fully

Figure 7: Nuclear component Schnabel rail car of 800-ton capacity

Figure 8: Schnabel car with shop-assembled fossil-fuel boiler

shop-assembled boilers to power plant and industrial sites. The Type

s44 REpRODUCIBIII%_/OF TIll:
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A boiler shcwn in this figure typically weighs a quarter of a million _
pounds and is 54 feet long, 20 feet high, and 13 feet wide. It can
generate up to 300,000 ibs of steam per hour as compared to the larger L
fossil-fueled boilers that can generate over 9 million Ibs of steam
per hour or compared to larger nuclear units that can deliver up to
16 million ibs of steam per hour.

i

The siting trend away from navigable water is due to several reasons, {
among which are the rapidly increasing cost of suitable water edge :+
real estate, a number of safety regulations(such as exclusionary (low
population) zone regulations), and environmentalist pressure to mini- "_

mize plant thermal discharges to bodies of water previously considered _)
suitable as cooling water sources. Those bodies of water used to pro-
vide cooling for the steam condensers are, in general, the locations
where there might be large population centers. Exclusionary (low pop-
ulation) zone regulations intended to limit the population density _

around nuclear power plants, are, in effect, forcing the plants away _.
from the larger bodies of water suitable as waste heat sinks. Since,
as Fig. 5 shows, many of these bodies of water are also the navigable
waterways of the U.S., the net effect is to force power plants to be
located where transport of components overland becomes mandatory if _
fabrication and quality assurance testing at the site is to be mini- _
mired.

One of the reasons siting away from large bodies of water is possible
is the development of closed-cycle cooling techniques using cooling
towers of various types, spray ponds, or cooling ponds. In general,

, the water needs of these types of cooling systems are relatively small

compared to open cycle cooling and are limited to water lost by evapor-
ation and windage. In effect, the heat sink becomes the atmosphere. _
This is done by transferring the waste heat from the steam condenser
via a closed, water loop to the cooling tower or pond which, in turn,
transfers it to the atmosphere. In doing so, however, thermal inef-
ficiencies are introduced that reduce power output for a given physi- _
cal size unit. In order to maintain a given unit power output, unit
physical size has to be inci'eased, thus increasing capital costs.
These same added inefficiencies also increase the use of fuel, thus
increasing operating costs.

, Despite the increasing cost of nuclear power plants, which some have
estimated will rise to over $i000 per kwe by 1990, the economic advan-
tage of nuclear power is even more pronounced today, due, in large _

part, to the ever increasing cost of fossil fuels

Indications are that the trend to siting away from navigable water '_
will continue. Of the 36 domestic nuclear units booked industry wide
in 1973, 14 require overland transport of large, heavy components for
distances ranging from 50 to 400 miles. Figure 9 indicates the dis-
tribution of units committed as a function of distance from nearest
navigable water to plant site. Because of the frequent large dispar- i
ity in distances for a given plant site depending on the transport
mode involved, Fig. 9 is based on straight-line distances from barge
landings to plant sites• If all 15ght water reactor coolant system
equipment that could benefit from a more economical overland transport
mode is included, there will be a total transport requirement of near-
ly 5,100,000 ton-miles/year in the early 1980s. Not all units booked ",
in 1975 are scheduled for start-up at the same time; at present, start-
up ranges 8 to 10 years from the booking date. Thus, the heavy equip-
ment, which is generally shipped about three years before the start-up

545 _
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date will be arriving at the various sites over a spread of years. It
is expected that in succeeding years the same sort of delivery time-

, spread will occur.

,'/ Though it is still too early to draw final conclusions from the nu-
: clear sales record of 1974, data through the end of June indicates
._ that the trend to remote siting is continuing and possibly increasing.
._ Figure I0 gives the mileage
,,_._ distribution, not only for
_. ' plants booked up to the end
" of June 1974, but also bids 7
_' presently being evaluated and

future unexercised options.
_ Whereas in 1975, 361 of the s _-.

units booked were for location _41at sites _ore than 20 miles

_ pears that in 1974 up to 40_ _ [ 1 J "

will be remotely sited.

T P_re_n's Tran_! R_uire_nts _ 5,l_, 7_ t_-mtles

Figure 9: Distance of landlocked nu-
q clear unit sites from navigable water
_: for units booked in 1975

i

• 2

' F"
AIRLIN[MI_$

R@re_ntsTransportR_ulremnts_ 5,400.000t_-miles

. Figure i0: Distance of landlocked nuclear unit sites from navigable
' water for units booked, under construction, or on option in 1974

INDUSTRY GROWTH PROJECTIONS TO THE YEAR 2000

In order to justify the development, testing, and certification of a
new transport mode, the size and growth of the nuclear power plant
fabrication industry must be projected allowing also a reasonable
amount of time to get some use from the new transport mode. For this

' purpose, the future of the industry to the year 2000 is estimated.
This estimate relies very heavily on the studies of the U.S. Atomic

i

[
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Energy Commission as discussed in the WASH-1139 Report, "Nuclear Power _i
Growth, 1974-2000," dated February 1974. Based on the "Case D" projec- '
tion in this AEC report and assuming an increase in average unit size,
it is expected that over 700 nuclear units will be built in the period
from 1981 to 2000, representing nearly 1,000,000 Mw of installed elec-

/

trical power and an investment by the utilities of about $700 billion.
It is estimated that from 50 to 70% of these units will be located _:
where the heavy components may have to be transported appreciable dis-
tsnces overland. As mentioned before, overland transport of these
components by rail or highway will be difficult because of the size of ,i!
the components. Rail and highway route clearances are sometimes not _:
adequate to accommodate these large loads, so very expensive modifica- _
tions to route-side and overhead structures and obstacles may have to

be made, or else detours taken, in some cases, involving intermodal ._
transfer. Figure II provides a graphic picture of the estimated _
number of LWR nuclear units that will be remotely sited versus year

of shipment of heavy components r_

for these units. Tables I! and ,_

Ill provide a detailed breakdown m .......
of the number of components of Is •

each type estimated to be shipped 16

per year to the year 2000. _14

Note that the data given in Fig. ii _12
and these tables do not include _10 :_
such reactor coolant system equip- _ _:
ment as the pressurizer, reactor _ s

- coolant circulating pumps and con- _ 0
necting pipe, all of which might _ 4i _ 'r

also be shipped by air if the _
economics were favorable. Also, z t_
the information does not indicste 0 , .

the additional potential market Y_ROFSHIP_NTOF_ON[NT$ :_
for the transport of intermediate
size components uue to a potential

shortage of ground-based transport Figure ii: Nuclear units remote >
equipment, from navigable water

To provide some perspective on the dollars involved in transporting
equipment by land-based means, cost da_a estimates from several

sources have been plotted in Fig: 12 In evaluating the data, it must
be recognized that each project is a special case. The problems and

: costs encountered in one case can be very different from those encoun- :
tered in another. This accounts in part for the large scatter in the
data.

SUMMARY i

Of alternate modes ivves_igated to obtain relief from the restrictions
and costs of ground-based overland modes, the most likely to provide
a good solution by relaxing load dimensional limitations may be an
airborne mode based on the use of lighter than air technology. Part
or all of the load could be carried externally, great1>" relieving re-
strictions on load size and shape. (Vehicle speed could be kept low
enough to preclude the necessity of streamlining.) This mode would
not require extensive and expensive landing facilities in remote areas.
Payload weight would still present a formidable problem and much work
would have to be done to develop vehicles of adequate weight-lifting
capability. The development of airborne means to deliver the heaviest
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. NSSS components could begin with considerably lighter, but still large
industrial products,
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. Figure 12: Cost of overland transportation of nuclear components

"_ Table I I

,_ PRESSURIZEDWATER REACTOR ITEMS SHIPPEDOVERLAND/YEAR (4)

_ CEDM TOTAL
• ' COOLING 2 LOOP 4 LOOP GEN. PWR
• RV CS8 UGS RVH SHROUD S,G.(3) S.G.(2) STATOR ITEMS
,_,

1978 7-10 7-10 7-10 7-10 7-10 8.10 12-2_ 7-10 6.'.90 (1)
1979 8-11 8-11 8-11 8.11 8-11 8-12 16._3 8-11 72-98 (1)

_, 1980 &11 8.11 8-11 8-11 6.11 8-12 16.29 &11 72-98 (1)
1981 8-12 8-12 8-12 8.12 8-12 8-12 16-24 8-12 72-100 (1)
19412 9-12 6-12 9-12 9-12 9-12 1812 20-24 9-12 8_1011 (1)
1983 19-14 19-14 10.14 10.14 19-14 10-14 20-28 10-14 90-126 (1)
1984 10-14 10-14 10-14 10-14 10-14 8-12 24.32 10-14 93-128 (1)
1I 11-16 11-16 11-16 11.16 11-16 6-10 29.40 11.15 92-140 (1)
1986 12-16 12-16 12-16 12-16 12-16 4-6 32-52 12-16 108-164
1987 12-16 12-16 12.16 12.16 12-16 4.6 32-52 12-16 I01_164
1988 12-16 12-16 12-18 12.16 12-16 4-6 32-52 12-16 109.164
1988 12.17 12-17 12-17 12-17 12-17 4-6 32-64 12-17 108-164
1990 1;18 1;18 1;18 1;18 i;18 6-8 28-64 I;18 112-_72
1991 13-18 1;18 1;18 13-18 1;18 6-8 28-64 1;18 112-172
1992 1;18 1;18 1;18 1;18 1;18 6-8 21-9 1;18 112.172
1993 1;18 13-18 1;18 1;18 1;18 6-8 28-66 1;18 112.172
1994 1;18 1;18 1;18 13-18 1;18 6-8 28-64 1;18 112-172
1906 13-18 1;18 13-18 1;10 1;18 6-8 28-64 1;1I 122.172
1098 1;18 1;18 1;1I 1;18 1;18 6-8 _I-64 1;18 112.172
1997 13.18 1;18 * 1;18 13-18 13-18 9.8 _'_1-64 1;18 112-172
1N8 13-10 1;18 13-18 1;1e 1;18 6.8 28.64 1;18 113.172
1909 13 18 13.18 13.18 1;18 13.18 6-8 29.&6 13.18 112.172
2800 13,18 1;18 1;18 1;18 1;18 6.8 28.64 1;11 112-173

SIMPLIFYING AS_IJMPTIONS:

(1) ALL ITEMS SHIPPEDTHESE YEARS ARE FOR 3800 IdWtSYSTEMS
(2) 4 LOOPSTEAM GENERATORSARE SAME SIZE REGARO_.ESSOF POWER LEVEL

' (3) 2 LOOPSYSTEMSARE ALWAYS3800 MWI
t (4I BEYOND 191, ALL 4 LOOPSYSTEMS_RE FOR 5000 MWt
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; BOILING WATER REACTOR ITEMS SHIPPED OVERLAND/YEAR

.... _V R V TOTAL

RV GEN. SHROUD STEAM BWR
RV CORE SHROUD RVH STATOR HEAD DRYER ITEMS

i !978 3-5 3-5 3-5 3-6 3-5 3-5 18-30
1979 3-5 3-5 3-5 3-5 3-5 3-5 1B-30
1980 3-5 3-5 3-6 3-5 3.5 _S 18-30 "

\ 1981 4-6 4-6 4-6 4-6 4-6 4-6 24-36 ' "
1982 4-6 4-6 4-6 4-6 4-6 4-6 24-36
1383 4-6 4-6 4-6 4-6 4-6 4-6 24-36
1984 4-6 4-6 4-6 4-6 4-8 4-6 24-36
1986 5-6 5-6 5-6 5-8 5.6 5-6 30-36
1988 5-6 5-6 5-6 5.6 5.6 5.6 30-36

.-"" 1987 5-7 5-7 6-7 5-7 5-7 5.7 3042

_, 1988 5-7 5.7 5-7 5-7 5.7 5.7 30.42
1989 5-7 5-7 5-7 5-7 5-7 5-7 30-42

"_ 1990 5-7 5-7 5-7 5-7 5-7 5-7 30-42

1991 5-7 5-7 5-7 5-7 5-7 5-7 3042
_, .o 1992 5-7 5-7 5.7 5-7 5-7 5-7 3042

1993 5-8 5-8 5-8 5-8 5-8 5.6 30-48
._ 1994 5-8 5-8 5-8 5-8 5-8 5-8 30-48 i

1995 5-8 5-8 6-8 5-8 5-8 5-8 30-48
1996 6-8 6-8 6-8 6-8 5-8 6-8 36-48
1997 6"8 6"8 6"8 6"8 19-8 6.6 38"48

" 1998 6"8 6-8 6-8 5.8 6"8 6"8 36"48
1999 6-8 6-8 6"8 6-8 6.8 6-8 36.48

.,_ 2000 6.6 6-8 6-8 6-8 64 6-8 3648

SIMPLIFYING ASSUMPTIONS :

1 ALL SYSTEMS DELIVERED TO 1986 ARE 3800 MWt
2 ALL SYSTEMS DELIVERED AFTER 1985 ARE 5000 MWt
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AIRSHIPS FOR TRANSPORTING HIGHLY VOLATILE COMMODITIES 17 _:

JMiles Sonstegaard*

J

ABSTRACT: Large airships may prove feasible as carriers of com-

modifies that .-nov • as gases or cryogenic liquids; buoyant gaseous

cargo could be ballasted with liquid cargo. Airships are compact

in shape, operate in a rarified medium, and hence can be fast and ;_
perhaps economic carri-rs of costly cryogenic tanks. The high-

pressure gas pipeline has excessive surface area when carry'ng _

hydrogen and excessive fluid density when carrying natural gas,
while the cryogenic ocean tanker runs in a dense medium and makes

gravity waves. But the airship, despite its fluid dynamic advan-
tages, faces problems of safety, v _'_ther, and altitude control.

A promising mislion for airships is the long-distance, high-trai_ic-volume trans-

port_tion of highly volatile commodities. Methane is presently the most important

of the low-boiling-point commodities, but hydrogen, oxygen, al,d ligh_ hydrocarbons _
other _han methane may achieve considerable volume in the futu_re. (Consult [ I]

on thermcchemical cycles for H2-O Z production, [2] on fusion energy and hydrogen,
[3,4] on handling of hydrogen, and [5] on cryogenic ocean transportation of , :
methane. ) It is conceivable that even nonfuel elements such as sulphur, phosphorus,

and tin might be transported as gaseous hydrides blended with hydrogen to form _

slightly bu¢_yant cargoes. In many cases the buoyancy of a gaseous c,Lrgo might
conveniently be balanced by a quantity _f the same commodity carr,ed as a

cryogenic liquid. L,iquid_ having very low boiling points might be carrie4 in

spherical tanks, which are efficient for pressurization and in the uti'izaticn of

*Associate Professor of Economics, University of Arkansas, Favetteville, _.

Arkansas, U.S.A.
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thermal insulation. Two or three such tanks might be suspended low in the nonrigid

envelope of a very large airship, their content balancing the buoyancy of the gaseous
cargo, above mhich would be positioned a body of permanent lifting gas capable of

_, floating th_ unlac|en aircraft.

COMPETING MODES

Gas pipelines and cryogt, nic tankers appear to be the major competitors of hit, h-
volatile-cargo airships. Other possible competitors are cryogenic liqui_ pipell_es, _

_ inland barges, and integral trains, but these latter modes are not likely candid_:es

_ for long-distance, high-volume routes. Liquid pipelines suffer from extende_ dq#

surface and internal friction. Insulated area and influx of ambient heat are exces-

sive if diameter is large, while heat from flow friction is exce.ssive if diameter is

small; hence much heat must be refrigerated out even when diameter is ,Jptimum.
Th ._. low speeds, circuitous routes, and seasonality of inland barge se.'¢ice lead to

_i._'''4 poor 'ati!iza*_.on of costly cryogenic tanks and allow significant boiloff And tanks
tall enough to allow full-draft loading with liquid hydrogen would exceed ma-y

,, bridge clearances. Railroad tank cars suffer from restrictive horizontal and
vertical clearances, which result in a somewhat extended surface and severely

" limit payload for the lighter cryogenic liquios.

-;' AIRSHIPS VERSUS GAS PIPELINES

Because a pipeline is a container that extends from origin to destination, it need
_-_ not shuttle back and forth. Yet for a given volume, gre&t container length implies
'_ small diameter; hence this mode lacks the s_Ibstantial scale economies associated

with the batch handling of gas in vessels of compact shape. For example, a pip, -
line I000 miles long and of uniforr_ diameter has 59 times the surface area of a

1000-foot-diameter sphere of like volume. The relatively small surface of th,
batch vessel tends to give it a higher economic speed, whic,, in turn implies a

larger required volume for the pipeline. Of course the surface advantage of the

batch process is partially offset by the need for container streamlining, multi-
vehicle fleets, shuttling, and termindl transfer and storage. Yet on long hauls and

assuming equal speed and throughput for the airship fleet and the pipeline, the sur-

face area of a pipeline would still exceed that of an optimum airship fleet by an
order of magnitude.

The gas p_peline suffers not only from an extended surface area resulting from its

uncompaet shape, but also from surface-protection problems. For practical

purposes the line must be buried; hence it faces electro-chemlcal r, ttack and con-
centrations f external pressure to a far Rrelter extent than does the envelope of an

ai_'ship. Therefore the optimized pipeline operates at many atmospheres of abso-
lute presst_re, but the resulting reduction in _urface area is gained onll by accept-
ance of severe requirements for propulsion power and tensile material.

The reason that required propulsion power increases wifh a scaling down of pine-

line d_ameter and a corresponding inc,'ease in pressure is as follows. Surface

area s in a pipeline of given length varh, s as the squaze root cf volume V_.(i. e.,

s qg _'I/2. while the specific gravity S. of ,L given tonnage of contains4 gas varies

inversely with volume (i.e.. g K V'I). Now, the force_.F required to n nee the

gas through the pipeline at a given velocity is approximately proportional to gs,
which is inversely nroportional to the square root of volume (i.f,., F _ t_s_V'I/2).

562
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Suppose, for example, that a perfect gas at one atmosphere absolute pressure in a
pipeline eight yards in d_araeter were compres ;ed to 64 atmospheres by reducing

the pipeline diameter to one yard. Specific gravity g would increase by a factor of

64° surface s would decrease by a factor of 8, and gs--and propulsion power--

would rise b_ a factor of eight. (Pipeline pressures of 64 atmospheres are roughly

in line with hatural gas pipeline practice. ) Thus in terms of required propulsion

power, the pipeline would appear to be worse off than the airship fleet--by two
orders of magnitude. The asswmption here is that average airship speed and

average gas speed in th._._pipeline are equal and that at standard conditions the gas ,

"_ ' has the same density as air. In practice, gas would move faster via airship than ,..'_:_

¢ via pipeline, so that the r.irship fleet would have a propulsion _ower advantage of i
• one order of magnitude, along with _ modest surface area advantage. -'..

S

In the pipeline the absolute pressure of the gas is contained almost entirely by
_!_ tensile material, while in the airship the absolute pressure of the gaseous cargo is

_. contained almost entirely by the atmosphere. The quantity of tensile material

:_ required is proportional to the product of volume and gauge pressure, assuming a '_
_o.... safety factor of unity. (Tensile material can t ;measured in pound-feet, the

measure of a filament of such material being the product of its length and its
#

maximum working strength. As shown in [6], three pound-feet are required to
'_ contain one cubic foot of gas at a gauge pressure of one pound per square foot. )

_. The ratio R of required tensile material to a standard volume of contained gas is
_ given by the equatior:

:: Po), (I).._ a-- 3( i -_

where: Po is the pressure of the atmosphere surrounding the container; PiiS the

_, absolute pressure of the gas within the container; Pi _'_ Po ; and the contained gas

obeys Boyle's law. In an airship, Pi is only slightly greater than Po. In a pipe°

._: line, Pi is ordinarily many times as large as Po. Hence, R is much greater for

the pipeline. Suppose, for example, that Po is one atmosphere, Pi is 64 atmos-
pheres for a pipeline, and an airship operates on a maximum gauge pressure of

_' 20.4 inche._ water column, i.e., has a Pi of 1.05 atmospheres. The ratio of

required tensile material is then 20.67 in favor of the airship, where airship and :
_ pipeline each contain the same mass of gaseous cargo.

Thus an airship fleet would require less container-surface are.% less propulsion

power, and less tensile material than a competing long-distance, high-pressure
_ gas pipeline. And in the last two of these three basic indicators of cost, the air-

i ship fleet leads by an order of magnitude. (See [7] for quantitative airship-pipeline "_
'_ comparisons in the context of natural gas and under rather specific assumptions. ) ::
_,, Other considerations in the comparison are: (I) the possibility of applying laminar

boundary layer control to airships; (2) air/gas density ratio and the resulting ratio <

of liquid to gaseous cargo; (3) the compressibility coefficient of the gas; (4) pro-
pulsion efficiency; (5) air/gas viscosity ratio; (6) parasitic volume; (7) wind and

: weather; and (8) the geographic versatility of the airship fleet. Either of the l_st

! two considerations could turn out to be important, but the degree of importance

_, would vary from one situation to another; hence in the present preliminary analysis

these considerations are in the nature of imponderables. Of the six remaining

factors, only the first two--they will be discussed in the succeeding paragraph--
could affect the airship-pipeline comparison by a factor much exceeding i. 5.

: Compressibility coefficients (which measure deviations from Boyle's law) show a

)
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volume reduction of some 15 percent for the high-pressure pipeline when methane :

is the cargo. Propulsion efficiency might be somewhat better for a centrifugal ,_
7

pipeline compressor than for airship propulsion, especially in view of the drag of !
• 4 airship control surfaces, but it is most unlikely that the propulsion power compari- ;
_ son would be affected by as much as a factor of I. 5. Hydrogen has an absolute

viscosity about half that of air, but at best a doubling of the Reynolds number would ;i
cause a friction-factor reduction only of the order of lO percent. Parasitic volume,

which would be devoted largely to permanent lifting gas, inert shield gas, and

. cryogenic tanks, might run some I0 to 25 percent of total displacement, depending

on aircraft type and size and on materials of construction. ,',

The successful application of laminar boundary layer cm,trol to airships could be a

_! highly significant advantage for this mode, the theoretical power saving at high
t Reynolds numbers ranging up to some 85 percent [8], which would be equivalent to 1

reducing prnl)1_isionpower by a factor of some 6 _ _ _I -i_. The prac:.icalapplication of I f ,

: :] laminar boundary layer control to a pipeline would appear to be much more diffi- ]

cult if not entirely out of the question. Finally, a low gas/air density ratio could i '_

_'_i favor the pipeline in the propulsion power comparison, although it would sirnul- i
: f:aneously favor the airship in the surface area and tensile material comparisons, i

The difference in densities would be most pronounced if the highly volatile cargo
I were hydrogen, and the air would then be some 14 I/2 times as dense as the gas._4

If the volume of the airship were reduced by a factor of 14 1/2 (as compared with

the original assumption that airship and pipeline volumes were equal), its surface
area would fall by a factor of (14 I/2)2/3, that is by a factor of about 6. The

specific gravity of the air would, however, be 14 I/2 times that of the gas in the

° pipeline. The adjustment in the original airship-pipeline comparison would then !_

call for a 14 1/2-fold increase of the airshipts specific gravity g and a sixfold

'i'_ decrease in its surface area s, with the result that gs, and airship propulsion
power, would rise by a factor of 2.4. The airshipWs relative economic gain by '_.'

_ reason of the reduction of surface _.rea would tend to be offset by the necessity of '_
liquifying a large portion of the cargo.

'_ The implicit assumption so far has been that airships operate at substantially the

same altitude as pipelines. This may, at least for laden airships, be a reasonable _'_

working assumption in a comparison where concern is chiefly with order-of-mag- ._

nitude differences. Yet an unladen airship might utilize the entire envelope
volume--exclusive of that devoted to tanks and inert shield gas--to contain the

permanent lifting gas at low absolute pressure and at a correspondingly high .:i
altitude. The empty return trip could then be made at higher speed--59 percent _

faster, on the assumptions that propulsion power is proportional to the cube of air-

speed, normal power level is maintained at high altitude, and g is reduced by a !
factor of four.

AIRSHIPS VERSUS OCEAN TANKERS

The deep sea cryogenic tanker is a surface vessel, the airship a vessel submerged
in a medium about I/I000 as dense as sea water, assuming a standard atmosphere

at an altitude of about 7000 feet. The airship largely avoids wave drag and

encounters a viscous drag smaller by an order of magnitude than that encountered by

the ship. The lower viscous drag stems from the nonproportional behavior of

specific gravity g and surface area s as a vessel of fixed shape and weight displace-
ment is scaled up in volume while the density of the flotation medium is reduced
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correspondingly. Although g falls in inverse proportion to volume displacement, s

rises only as the two-thirds power of volume. Thus in the shift from sea water to

air at 7000 feet, g falls by s factor of I000 while s rises by a factor of 100, with a

resulting 10-fold reduction in gs and almost that large a reduction in viscous drag.

Other factors in the airship-ocean tanker comparison include: (1) viscosity and

fluid dynamic smoothness; (Z) the volume-surface advantage of the surface vessel;

(3) wave drag; (4) the possibility of high-altitude empty return flightfor airships;

(5) the portion of the cargo transported in gaseous form; and (6) wind and weather. ,!
Note that for airships and ocean vessels of like speed and tonnage displacement, ,,,,

Reynolds number does not differ greatly unless high altitudes or warm waters _,

are involved; for 15° C and low airship altitudes the kinematic viscosity of air is " "_

some 12 to 15 tinges as great as that of water, but this difference is largely offset ._'

by the fact that the airship is about 10 times as long. Apparently the airship i f

could be maintained in a relatively smoother condition, as itdoes not grow |

barnacles and has a thicker boundary layer within which to hide its roughness. A

single-hull surface vessel has a volume-to-surface advantage over a submerged

vessel, the reduction in wetted surface for a body symmetrical about a horizontal

median plane which is also the water line bein_ Z0.63 percent, according to the

"half-of-two-to-the-two-thirds law. " Of course this saving may not be fully

realized in practice, particularly ifthe surface vessel is to operate at sizable

Froude numbers (> N0.20) and will therefore need relatively small vohtmetric and

prismatic coefficients in order to avoid excessive wave drag. Indeed, an ocean-

going hydrogen tanker would have littleif any volume-surface advantage by reason

of operating at the interface; the low density of its cargo (I/15 that of sea water,

_', I/6 that of liquid methane) would dictate the use of a catamaran or of a rather

" broad, barge-like vessel.

• Resistance arising from the generation of gravity waves would be experienced by

t ocean tankers but not ordinarily to any appreciable degree by airships, except

perhaps while operating partly submerged in a stable layer of cold air. A
cryogenic tanker, by reason of costly tanks, insulation, and boiloff, has a higher

economic speed than does a conventional tanker of like displacement. A liquid
hydrogen tanker, in particular, would be under economic pressure to move along;

its cargo would be relatively valuable and its insulation task relatively difficult,

the ratio of volume to heat of vaporization being some seven times as large for
liquid hydrogen as for liquid methane. Wave drag, which rises roughly as the

third power of speed in the 0.3-0.4 Froude-number range [9], would impose a

stronger barrier to really high speeds than would viscous drag, which rises

roughly as the second power" of speed. If the cryogenic ocean tankers were ex-

tremely large, however, they might perhaps reach economic speed without en-
countering high Froude numbers and the associated high wave making resistance.

The possibility of making empty return voyages at high altitudes and relative,/ high

speeds is a significant potential advantage of the airship, as is the ability to reduce
liquifaction cost by transporting in gaseous form a portion of the cargo--3/5 for

natural gas, 1/15 for hydrogen, 2/3 of the hydrogen for a stoichiometric oxygen-
hydrogen carrier. Another advantage of the airship is freedom from the effects of

waves, spray, and relative wind-w_.ter velocities; the airship, including its

cryogenic tanks, can be more delicately constructed, since it is not subjected to

high accelerations. But it does face the problems of operating in a relatively mobile
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" medium (winds being far more swift than ocean currents) and of maintaining a
desired altitude.

_;_ The airship designed for transporting highly volatile commodities on long hauls I
would be very large. A displacement of tens of thousands or even hundreds of

'_.. ' thousands of tons would probably be typical, once the technique was developed,
Great size would appear to call for a nonrigid airship with a framework of steel or

fiberglass cables, fitted perhaps with a rigid, sernibuoyant stern section that

i!_ _ would provide propulsion and control. The nonrigid portion might be assembled ,

_ out of doors, lifted by launch a£rust_ts, and Inflated in nonturb_1]ent air at -_

altitude. The rigid pusher section might be constructed indoors, lifted by an

_, aerostat, and joined to the nonrigid section in midair. '_

_.. In very large freight airships the forces of buoyancy and inertia would dominate. _

_ Wind gusts would be of little significance in ground handling. (Rosendahl [10] /
stated that even the 50-percent si_e increase from the Lo_._..sAngeles to the Graf

:_ Zeppelin noticably reduced the effect of gusts. ) Propulsion power requirements

would be low in relation to airspeed. And pitch might be controlled less by
_. aerodynamic forces than by buoyant trim. Although positive and negative

:_ aerodynamic lift would provide valuable short-term altitude control, altitude would

_ be cont_olled primarily via the control of buoyancy, probably by means of super-

:._ , pressure and/or superheating. A one-percent decrease in heaviness could be had
'/. by decreasing the gauge pressure by about four inches water column or by increas-
e, ing the gas temperature about five degree Fahrenheit.

::,; Conceptually, there are two distinct types of volatile-cargo airships, the light-gas
• _ tanker and the heavy-gas "bagger. _' The light-gas tanker transports commercial

_ I hydrogen as a buoyant cargo gas whose lift supports _ volatile liquid cargo,
_: refriger ted and/or pressurized. The heavy-gas bagger carries a gas of unitary

specific gravity, e.g., a blend of methane and propane or of hydrogen and vinylidene
• chloride, and therefore needs no nongaseous ballast. In between these extremes are

• various gradations--airships transporting commercial gases denser than hydrogen

but not as dense as air and carrying some liquid ballast,

The llght-gas tanker tends to have high optimum speed, large fineness ratio,

relatively small optimum size, and high construction cost per ton of capacity. The

heavy-gas ba_ger tends to have lower optimum speed, snzaller fineness ratio,

relatively large optimum size, and low construction cost [II]. Although there are
a number of commodities that could be blended with hydrogen or methane to form

mixtures of unitary specific gravity [ I_], with most commodities it might be

desirable to maintain some buoyancy in the cargo gas, either via composition or

superheating, to reduce the prohabillty of accidentally spilling d-_ngerous gases on
: the g round.

_ Perhaps the most serious problem of the volatile-gas airship is that of safety.
Flammable or noxious gases should perhaps be surrounded by a pressurized

blanket of inert ga,., and the blanket sectlonalized and metered. Routing, scheduling,

and weather prediction should be precise or ample safety margins provided. The
cargo airships might be remotely _ontroUed and on-board repair men provided with

escape devices. In an emergency, cryogenic tanks could be exploded and cargo and
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liftinggas fired while a derelict airship was stillin a relatively safe location. It is !_,
to oe presumed that serial cryogenic tankers would not be routed near cities, U_
although heavy-gas baggers, slightly ouoyant and ballasted with water, would be

relatively safe. In any case, the pilot of a disabled volatile-cazgo airship would

have more time and a wider choice of ditching procedures than an airplane pilot

has, and he would never have unprotected personnel aboard. Related problems are

storm avoidance, wind regime utilization, and ground handling.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

For operation at equal speeds, propulsion power is g:eater by two orders of

magnitude for the high-pressure gas pipeline and by one order of magnitude for the

cryogenic ocean tanker than itis for the airship. When speeds are optimized mode

by mode, the airship is faster, and an airship fleet would use roughly the same

power as a comparable ocean tanker fleet and about one-tenth as much as a pipe-

line of comparahle throughput capacity. The airship fleet has almost as much /,

surface area and about one-tenth the tensile material of the gas pipeline. Being
,?

faster and more adaptable to direct routing, an airship might make three or four

times as many round trips per year as an ocean tanker, utilizing well the substan-

tial investment in cryogenic tanks and reliquefacthsr,equipment.

In the three-way comparison between airship, ocean tanker, and gas pipeline, the

first two benefit from the compact shape of the batch container. In principle, the (
airship and the gas pipeline both enjoy the propulsion power advantage associated
with a low density flow medium, but in the conventional, high-pressure version

the pipeline sacrifices this advantage to gain a much needed reduction in surface :

area and volume. The airship and tanker can be deployed far from the construction

site and redeployed as desired. Compared with the ocean tanker, the airship can :.:
travel more directly and reach more destinations, and it can take to high altitudes :_

on empty return voyages. Nevertheless, the airship faces problems of safety,

altitude control, storm avoidance, and wind regime utihzation. Of the three modes, '

the airship is the only one that has never been tried out in practical, multikiloton _ _
sizes. _'
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, USI_ LIG_ER T_N AIR VEHICLES _.

.(DIRIGIBLES 1 IN H_SING CONSTRUCTION
i

E. E. Shamis* _,

V. B. Moorychev** __;,i

ABSTRA_: This paper reports on the potential use of Light-

er Than Air vehicles for the trans_rt and erection of mod-

ular housing units. Comparisons are made between traditional

_, methods of construction and the use of an airship. Data on __ _
LTA cost is based on an airship design study and the o_r- :
ation of a 12 meter m_el.

Lighter Than Air vehicles are capable of extended station-keeping with

loads suspended from a cargo _inch. This makes it possible to use diri- _.

gibles not only for the transport of housing modules but also for their

erection at construction sites. This application has been investigated

at the S. Lazo Politechnical Institute in Kishinev.

A transport-mounting dirigible, the TS.M-100, was designed by the M. E.

Tsiolkovsky Dirigible Design Office in Leningrad for this purpose. The

TS.M-100 is an unballasted dirigible 245 meters (789 ft.) long, with a

fineness ratio of 6.67 (_aximum diameter is 37 meters). Gross payload

is 130 metric tons (143 short tons) and the useful load is I00 metric :_

tons (ii0 short tons). The gondola is 60 x 5 x 5 meters (197 x 16.5 x

16.5 ft.). Cruising speed is 170 km/hr (i06 mph). The vehicle is metal-

clad and uses engine exhaust heat for aerostatic qas control. Tentative

* S. Lazo Politechnical Institute, Kishinev, U.S.S.R.

**Tsiolkovsky Public Dirigible Design Office, Leningrad, U.S.S.R.
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co3t per ton-kilometer is 2.2 kopecks (4.3¢ per short ton-mile), which

is considerably below the cost of normal air transportation.

A twelve meter model was tested and has shown good maneuverability. It _:

easily moved up, down and sideways, and turned around while holding po-
sition. The design study and test results allow the projection of per-

formance for a full size Lighter Than Air vehicle of similar design.

The TS.M-100 would be used for both transportation and mounting of

I' housing modules. Five or six standard three dimensional modules can
be assembled in one to one-and-one-half hours using the TS.M-100 as a

transport/crane. The TS.M-100 could also carry 30 to 50 wall panels _ _

but vehicle utilization would be low because it would take an eight ,

hour shift to assemble the load. _ _

•-'" Modular construction is the most progressive technology in housing to- ,

day. A five story apartment house with 60 dwelling units uses 1,300 to

1,400 components if constructed from large wall panels that can be
trucked to the site. A similar building can be made from 206 to 240 one .,

room modules or i00 to 120 two room modules by a team of half a dozen

workers in ten days.

Desplte its potential, modular housing construction has been limited by

two factors: (1) the difficulty of transporting and positioning large

modules, and (2) the slow curing rate of normal concretes, leading to

low output from the complex machines used to produce three dimensional

structures. The latter problem has been solved at the Politechnical

Institute in Kishincv by developing techniques that use q_,ick setting

, _nncretes. Special equipment has been designed and tested that yields

six to eight times the productivity of the old_r methods.

As a result the boctleneck is now transportation and installation of

the modules. Modern construction management coordinates manufacture,

transportation and installation into a single production cycle. The use

of dirigibles to transport and position building modules could smooth

production flow by eliminating delays caused by poor roads or great

distances between the module factory and the construction site.

The cost of dirigibles and traditional methods of transport and con-

struction were compared fc_ three dif.'erent building configurations.

One story, 10.8 x 3.8 meter (35.4 x 12.5 ft.) modules were used in each

building, loaded into the TS,M-100 gondola or suspended from its cargo <

winch at the factory. The building configurations studied are outlined
in Table I.

For each building configuration, three transportation/construction

techniques were investigated. The first used tracked, caterpillar-type .,,
cranes for construction. The second used other types of cranes. The

road transport equipment was the same in both cases. Table 2 lists the

equipment used in these cases. The third technique used the TS.M-100

for transport and construction.
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Type of Number of FIoor2Spac _ Modules Total Weight
Unit Apartments Meters (ft-) per Unit Metric Tons

(Short Tons) _

2 Story 20 656 (7,050) 20 440 (485) _

5 Story 50 3,280 (35,300) 100 2,200 (2,420)

9 Story i08 8,850 (95,200) 270 5,900 (6,500)

Table i I.,

Building Configuration Parameters

e

Type of Transportation Cons_E_tion _ !

Unit Truck Truck Case 1 Case 2 _ .
Tractors Trailers Tracked Cranes Other Cranes _

2 Story 1 2 1 (SI_G-50) 1 Wheeled Crane _ .,

5 Story 2 4 1 (S_3-63) 1 Coach-Box Crane !

9 Story 3 6 1 (SKG-100) 1 Tower Crane

Table 2 _
Conventional Transport and Construction

Equipment Requirements _i "

Tables 3,4 and 5 present the results of the economic analysis for each _

building type and construction/transport method. Assembly and capital

• investment costs are included as are the labor costs for the transport,

assembly and operation of the construction equipment. All cost data _,

is per square meter of floor space. Consistent assumptions were used
in all cases.

The data shows that the dirigible method of construction is most effi-

cient economically over distances of 50 kilometers or more. It is less
labor intensive at all distances. This would indicate that modular

housing construction is a very promising potential market for Lighter
Than Air.
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Transport Case i Case 2 Case 3 I
Distance --

km. (miles) Cos_ 1 Labor 2 Cost i Labor 2 Cost I La her 2

i0 (6.2) 1.22 (0.15) 0.22 1.79 (0.22) 0.29 3.50 (0.44) 0.15

20 (12.4) 1.98 (0.25) 0.37 3.14 (0.39) 0.60 4.36 (0.54) 0.17I

" I 50 (31.1) 4.42 (0.55) 0.81 6.21 (0.78) 1.19 4.40 (0.55) 0.18

i00 (62.1) 7.61 (0.95) 1.39 11.73 (1.47) 2.30 6.26 (0.78) 0.26

J

Table 3
r

_-'I Two Story Housing ,

Transport Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
: Distance

• r 2
kin. (miles) Cost I Labor' Cost I iLabor Cost I Labor 2

iii i

"" )i0 (6.2) 2.40 (0.30) 0.33 3.75 (0.47 0.47 3.48 (0.44) 0.15

20 (12.4) 4.23 (0.53) 0.59 5.83 (0.73) 0.72 4.35 (0.54) 0.18

50 (31.1) 9.00 (1.13) 1.25 11.95 (1.49) 1.76 4.56 (0.57) 0.20

_ i00 (62.1) L5.50 (1.94) 2.14 21.68 (2.71) 4.15 6.09 (0.76) 0.26

l

Table 4

I Five Story Housing

Transport Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
Distance

kin. (miles) cost I Labor _ _ost I Labor 2 c_st I . T_ 2

I0 (6.2) 4.13 (0.51) 0.49 2.58 (0.32) 0.32 3.58 (0.44) 0.15

20 (12.4) £.64 (0.83) 0.81 4.70 (0.59) 0.58 4.44 (0.55) 0.19

50 (31.1) 12.01 (1.50) 1.54 7.93 (0.99) 0.97 4.74 (0.59) 0.22

100 (62.1) 20.89 (2.62) 2.75 L5.39 (1.93) 1.90 6.20 (0.78) 0.27i

Table 5

Nine Story Housing

; I. Rubles per square meter (Dollars per square foot based on a conver-

sion rate of $_.]45 per _._ble)

2. Man hours per square meter
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ABSTRACT:The adv_t o1' eu_ newsystemof ts_mspo_caClonmust now '
be z_viewed in the ph_l_ context and textm of the _.
Xen_et_az_, all _tton system vlll be considered In
respectof thelrefl_ets uponthe _ to ensue that they
afford an emv_ e_aet em _11 a_ p_ an c_c benefit.
Tnts paper emphasizesthe oblt_tlorm _l_tehnowcor_ the

_ so that they m_ _spced to these e_c_ ar_
_c uz_meles simultaneously with routtnD te_eal
devel_mmt.
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-I
and redress the curious technicalamonl_V between the dramatic prowess achieved in
_es and the tras_ strewnprogress in aerostatlcs,by means of _hlch the
hls_ of aviation beam.

The potentialitiesof aerial lift of twqpl,,_cedentedsize and _Ight permlts the
• I modifled use of equlpms_tof proven effective_eastested in nuclear submarine,

_ I mammoth tanker and sure _ operatlc_s. Such exceptional_ages will

erasurethat the next _mTation of lighte_ than air vessels will develop compara-
tively rapidly, They will emerge in a sophisticatedform for so wlde a range of

i ptu_oses that It is Imperatlvethat they ahmtldte assessed, for both their initial

_i Impactupon the envi_nt and for the conseq_es of their presence.

It is now be:_ming msndatory planning policy to review exlstlng,modified and pro- - -
_osed transport syst_m_ to dete_Ine their _ benefits and their inevitable ,,"
obsolescence,under the ccmpetativeeconmflc ln'eaaun.,s of yet another system, r --

' As the horse cart and the saillvg ship have passed into tim realms of kinetic ;
_'_ romance, so will peas the _eel, and even the wln_, b_ these present means of

movement produce a legacy of envlronicde_tlon that no socle_y can f_vcher
afford,

It is essential, therefore, that an_ new or revised concept oY transportation be _
_ostere_by those co_cer_ with the qt_ty Of _C CO,tioga, in their _
indlvlsibleentirety.

For these pressing reasons that the Envlro_IcFoundation Xnternatioml spovmqrvd
the lntenck_ Symposium ca Airship Development,in l_ndon_ earlier t_As

: Is belleved that the prospects for Lighter Than Air trmmportatlon should be con-
veyed, cultivatedand cc¢_Irme_vlthtn the context of envlronmm_al seemlinessas
a socialbenefit. By such a strategy it Is hoped that emotloralanta_ams,
e_oncmic frictions,legal conflict_ _ _ affront can be avoided. Such

: sponsorshipcan ev_otw_e the realizationthat, _or the _irst time since the
Inventionof the sail, a system of movement can be achieved,on an unprecedented
scale,wlt_mt _ to the _ty of llfe.

It Is _Ltfflcultto _maglne ar_ form oi_ m_zed trmmportation without the vision
of the scene despoiled. The rail_ and s_atic_, the docks and harbors, the
roads and m_ and even _ newest airpor_s, with their Inse_le
deserts of aut_m_ile lmrklng, arm t'.ll areas of spiritualand aesthetic 6eaolation.
Sin_e the harnessing01' steam, the _eel in its var_ _otatlons,has become an

tyranny.

_er _ Air vehicles pre_m_, It _ seems a very _i_fere_t prospect. They
m_v beccmm an Inatrumm_ of salvation,redeemlcgthe effects oT _I_ despolia-
tion, wltho_t 2mposirg _ demands u_m the overs_ uriah ener_le8 and
spaelal resources. It 2s now a plarml_ IRpe_tive that t_ls positive possibility
be understoodat this m_e_t of the _mlc_l re_ of a cr_e ctt_arded
Cohabit Of t_tlO_. It ._ axlcemtlcthat thoee ccvmerr_dwlth the physical
_ttom of gVod or@er beccm Involved In t)_ lighter than air research and

f_cm the begirmtng, in t_ds excepttoml _rmtan:e,the _ng.

The Juatiflcatlon for the inclusion o1"the subject o1" _vlrom_c Implicaticm of
IAghter Than Air TransportationL_ this, the tlrat Workshop devoted to the tech-
nica]Atles of a revised concept of _ transix_tlon, l_s In the urse_y of
ohviotm plara_lr_ dlsa_s_, e_tron_mt_l _adetion _ou_t b_ p_vtoua trarmport
s_stmm, ard upon the potent_ reach (territorialantiaquatic) U_ch this system
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P_ONAL CO__O_, STRATegiCAND TACTICAL _

Recent social histoz_has shown ,_t the ph_sic_l consequencesof new systems of _ :

transportationhave consist_¢ly increasedenviron_f_al stressupon ecological
and human well-bei_ alike. No matter how convenienteach new conveyanc,_might
have been, ee_Armmtc degradatio_ increased as the demnds of ,-_.h particular
system ex_.

Under the momentum of c_Ition s new system have _ly supersededtheir
pz_decessorsin pe_on_mce, _,t seldau have the new systems reoccupied-_as or

' routes p_l,y used. Ln conse_e_e, the landscape, urban and rural alike, has
bec_e dominated by both the demands and the effects of succes_ve systems of t_-
portati_.

l_. the first tim, it is possible to consider a revised/new system of movement •
,_t is not hindered by the dispositions of la_ and _te_, or by the st_uctu_aA
investment thereon. _lle thls freedom of vehicular mneuvet- and of direct place
to place contactmay soon beeaae fa_t; the sti_Alating e_ects of _.is facility
upon land-use speculations require tmedi_te acknowledgment. The aero-tatics of
land and water p_ must be _ coinctdentally with the desl_in_ and
the testir_ o_ li_than-_ir craft, in all their likely hMbridizatlons.

The planning professions, e_.,_olo_lsts, architects, engineer, urbanolo_lsts
and _ designers must appr_mlate the third dimension and the _hird,all-
per_ element, a_, as being _eir responsibility,indivisible_ the sur-
faces of their design commissions.

The prospectsof receipt &riddispatch o_ materials and personnel f_un ,above',by
suspension,in unprecedentedquan_i+y, _athout investment in costly intermediary
equipment,structures,etc., are Im_llin_ and _ill exert an e_ect upon plannln_
concepts that my be termed 'involuti_rT'. The consequente_ects of z,:h a

, transportationsystemon _ values, will stimulate_eal-estate=peculatlons, .,
_re, and will impose new deman_ upon unsncu_m_: territor!esthat vii]
r_ _ industrial to recreationalttws in locations that are presently
_r_ecessible.

S_h c,..',ncepts of elemental plannlr_ _dlnatlon necessitatethe creation of a
ps_tlcu_u,transportationplannir_ rex_._ch office that Is Inde_ndent o_ sovem-

-_ meritdepar_nts and o_ industrial/profesaicealinfn-u_r_es, so t_mt the essential

-_ imaginationrequired _ the prcmotlc_Of this unique vessel, the 'airship'Is
not hindered by conventionalprocedures and investments.

_eference to the poet Worl_ War II position o_ maritime commerce is here relevant, .:
in that the des.:._of ships, p_ts and port facilitieswere less than co-incldental

: and necessl_ted the f_e_lir_ o_ the lnte.nnatlonalCar_o-HandllngCoordination
_" Auoclatlon._ The ex_nslon o_ this o,_-_:anlzatlon to met the same requirementsto

f_nllltateair to _ter and alr to _ vehicle trsns-l_r_ilin_would seem
to be Jus_ifledto _ both e_Aipmentetanda.wiizatlonand the effective
ca-'st_ra-uae'o_ thcee ms.aces _ in service.

It is essential, m_reovm', that the viability or such vessels _-e not exaggerated
thereby ca_ _tio_ disa_olntmm_s, stlmAlater_e_-estate_.--_-ulations,
and pr_e_tu_ Inves_3alatsoo,,H_.nir_ to _ a loss o_ public confidenceof the
kln_ experieneedb7 succeulve mil_a_ investmentboom of the nineteenthcentury.
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+ +.4 contortive aralysts of .ocial amenity cost/benefit/degradatlon and of lasting
! convenience, based upon the environmental consequences of concurrent transportation _"
t systems,is fundsmentaiin creating publicand political confidence in the claims

:++°! made in favor of any new system.

,' It would be a tactical and an economic misfortuneif the advancementof llghter
than air vesselswere to be delayedby oppositionfrom those who champion environ-- +++_
mental causes, necessaryand imagined. It would be unfortunate,1_.,eed,if ;;.
llg_terthan air transportationconceptswere to be hindered by public _tility

_+ and politicalantagonismarising from misapprehensionsabout the environic cot.,e- ++
quences. It would be strategicallydisasterousif lighterthan air pioneering _+
were to be harassed by industrialor trades union interests,opposed to any -._:

i challengeto their traditionalmeans of livelihood, i i +
I _+

ENVIRONICFACT A_D SPECUI_TION '-
!

;"t _ scale of transport -_ is now so vast and so complicatedthat no new ,
systemcan be added to ' : generaloperationswithout dire spacial, social,
materiai and particulare, _-onic consequences. These vital issues are the

concern of the environologistsand their associated planning specialistsand %
Justifytheir practzca_pazmlclpatlonin supportlr_the developmentsof lighter ;.
than air transportationat this moment of technologicalreview and revival. _:

The laudibleinjunctionrequiringthose invltedto contributeWorkshop Papers to ,:,:
: concentrateupon the separationof f_ct from speculationis difficult to fulfill .,+

for the subject of environiccondition_ludes the _. There is no formula ,_
for conditionalmeasurementas appliedto the material environmentindivisible.
While reports confirm that the conditionof the inhabitedlandscapeis deteri- !I_i.

I oratingin ecologicalquality, and is increasingas an economic liability,the :,
,,+, , evidence is seldom accept_ as fact, but rather as an _pinlon, and that mitigating

i c_rcumstm_s can be pleaded.

Speculation,however, continuesapace, and speculationIs unavoidableso long as ,_
demandsvury from place to place, _nd as the human purposes shifts from time to
time. _he whole kaleidescopeof ecor_mic operations is predecatedupon specula- :_"Y

tlon, and the reality of this fact must be recognizedas the prime stincLl_t for

invention. It is speculation,that has produced the crisis now reached in the _
demandfor a more simplified,dependableand economic transportationsystem. This

is a fundamentalenvironicfact that is confirmedby envirormentalconditions. _

_DUCATIONALO3MMI_T

As the pressuresof transportationinadequacy increase, the search for econ_mlc _
relief continueswith intensifiedurgency. In consequence,this is a period of t ++
multiple specialization,and of inventivepionserir_in divergingdirections.
There now prevails an educationalcommitmentto specializationwhich will be +,

disastrous,socially,economicallyand ecologically,urtles._it is tempered by a :+
consistantattentionto environlcconsequencesof ___-.,. t_at is undertaken in the '+
re-redevel_pmentof transportoperations. 21_ emerging challengeof the lighter
than air vessel, combinlr_the most advancedmechanical and electronic technology
with the most directmeans of movement,offers the most positive prospects for
environicqualityredemptionever to arise.

i I wish, theyefore,to emphasizethe opportunitiesfor symbiosisbetween the lighter
than air engineersand the territorialplatters for the achievementof environic

! rejuvenation. The lighterthan alr transportationpotentialitie_are of trans-
cendi_ importance,and constitutean unprecedenGed incident in the history of +"

?

J
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invention,and in the economicsof mechanical movement. Special educationalpro-
: _ are requ_.redto comprehendthe rebirth of such vessels, since their emer-

gence will impose sis_Ifioantintellectualchalle_es in socialbehavior and in

_o-political relationships.

_e subject of 'airships'is already familiar,and of proven validity in that
craft using the 'firstprincipal of flight' are, indeed, a practicalproposition. i
After 40 years of oblivion,and of almost no advancementin popular uses (with the
exceptionof the unique experiencesof the Ccodyear AerospaceCorporation),the i
coordinationof several technologicalachievementswill facilitatethe production !
of a vessel of such varieduse and potentialitythat a particulareducationalpro- i
gram will be Justified in advance of the event. _

Transportationeconomicswill undergo profound changes if any system can be devised _ _,
which will reduce the necessityof vast structural investments,as exist in the i
form of harbors, railroadmarshallingyards, airports and their supportingfacili-
ties. _he economic appeal of any system which disposes with the constructionand _,
maintenanceof previously indispensibleinterconnectingroutes, and between
rmmte terminalsis not to be denied.

Vertical lift and float movement of loads of quantity,weight and bulk appear to
offer such exceptionaleconomic advantagesthat every aspect of territorial I
planning and disposition,urban, suburban,industrial,agricultural,recreational _
and constructionalwill be affected -- immediately,as a matter of desperate real i
estate speculation. In consequence,the educationalcommitmentto transport
planning strategies,spacial reuses and territorialre-forc_tionsbecomes a prime !

urgency and must be met simultaneouslywith the technologicaldevelopmentof i
aerostaticvessels.

ENVIRONICCONTEXT

For almost two centuriesthe landscapehas sufferedthe surgery of successive
systems of transportation. Nowhere is this more obvious than in the suoerbly !

•' varied landscapesof these United States,and nowhere has the price of social
amenity been paid at such a high cost in the loss of personal and aesthetic
amenities. Nowhere is there greater need for the redemptionof these lost
qualities of scene and serenity.

•" It is in this context of the wheel-rivenlandscapethat I quote from Abraham i
i Lincoln'shealir_ address to the 62nd Congress, followingthe distractionsof

the Civil War, in which he expressedour present technicaland _rofessional
plann_,ng perplexitiesso succinctly.

: i'_he dO@TaS of the quite past are inadequateto the stormy present. _I_ occasion
is piled high with difficulty,and we must rise with the occasion. As our case

_ is new so we must think anew and act anew. We must d_senth_milourselves,and I
then we shall save (the conditionof) our country."

._, No_ere are the difficultiespiled higher than in the ccmpetltivepatterns of _
successivesystems of transportation. Nowhere is it more necossar_vto dlsen-
thrall ourselvesthan with the concepts of the conventionalsystems. Nowhere is 1

: the landscapeso laceratedwith the scars or so vibrant from the sounds of move- _
meritthan in our country.

The transportationpla_ers now have the exceptionaladvantageof reliable, con-
'; sistent, repetative,informationupon the conditionof the earth, in degrees of

thermaland meteorologicaldetail that confirm the primacy of environic discipline !
in all planning design and operation. This co_prehensionof conte_t, continuity,
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:: and consequence is now readable in the evidence _--r_mremote _ensing satelitesand
,._ must be reorga_flzed as the critical factor in _ systematic e._wm_e in existing

transportationby the addition of new systems. _e consequencesthat follow from
k'-_ transportinnovationsare never anticipated,and the accumulativecosts that society

eventuallyhas to bear are never estimatedin advance, notwithstandingthe lessons

_ learnedfrom railroad and shipping enterpriseswhich are, even now, plagueir_the i
_. aero-in_tries. Apart Drcm the initial advsntaEes,the effects of wheeled move-
-_ meritbecome a tFr_ which society is swift to tolerate but slow to co_.

Hitherto,roncept has always preceded the technology. Now, in the instance of
'airship'revivsl, tec_lo_ is in search of concept. The potential rapidity of

_: developmentis phencmlns/,the size of vessel unprecedented,the pay load and

.: maneuverabilityunsurpas'Jed,while the ren_ and reach is almost without limit. ,
In consequence appraisalsmade in the interestsof the carriers _.ndinvestorsmust

_ be broadenedto include the effects upon the envlronle context.

The re-_e of the li_er than air vessel representsa mmmentary opportunity
to reconcilethe seemir_ irreconcilabledemands of Imp_ved mobility with
improved environicconditions,provi_d that appropriateapplicationsare forseen
and encouraged. Never again must the convenienceof those in motion be gained at

: cost of the comfort of those in place.

•- APPROPRIATEAPPLICATIONS

! New technologicaldevelopmentsare hindered, _L_vitably,in reaching full potential
" i by their threat to existing Investments,and it would seem prudent and politically
-i. I d_c to emphasizethe advantagesof using lighter than air vessels over those

_ regions where existing servicesare few or r_)n-existent.Northern Canada is the
"/,' most obvious end challeng_ location for testing, where the developmentof the

,Northdepends upon the provisionand maintenanceof the most costly construction
_, whether it be in the form of rall_a,ys,hi_s, or runways.-,

_,' With the advent of the ll_ter than _ vessel, to stimulatethe competitivecom-
_ mercia/ eco_, there is now no place that is remote -- and virtuallyno place
? that is inaccessible. Within the limits of operationalheight (pressureheight),

there is now no obstacle which cannot be avoided, no wear.herconditions and move-
meritswhich cannotbe observed in advance, computed,and position circumvented.
In particular,the formidabledangers presentedby weather conditionsare much
reduced as a result of consistentand cont_._cus_tellite recordings of the

i meteorologicalpatterns. _hls reductionin risk, and resulting insuranceeconomies,
may c_mpensatefor the del_Ts in rescheduli_ and rerouting ;_ecessitatedby avoid-
ing approachingstorms by mea_s of the vessels own epeed of escape, whether _he

' threat arisesw_le the vessel is tethered or in passage,

: Three questionsma_ serve to identify the cates_riesof task to which lighter than '
air vessels, and their specializedh_brids, can be applied: i) W_t can be done
better by lighterthan air vessels than by an_ present system of transportation?
2) What can be done by lighter than air vessels that carmot be done by any present
system of transportation? 3) What supportingservices and facilities can lighter
t,hanair vessels dispense with, therebyprovlding maintenanceand other e_oncmlcs
which will ensure lower costs for routine operations,and reduce the varied _pedi-

' menta representingthe conventionaltransportinfrastructurethat is so demanding
' of space, so lmposl_ upon the scene?

_ i_nemost significantin£tuence of llghter than air vessels will be felt by those
concernedwith urban, wildernessand marine plaz_ where the se:_rlcesof the
'aerocl_' _brldlzations will petit the removal of site debris and the deliver-
Ir_ of constructionmaterialswithout impositionupon the conventionaltransport
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services. The prospect of working platforms lowered from above are especially _'
appealingto contractorswhose operations are entirely dependentupon the nature
of the routing to the site. The 'aerocrane'recalls the concept of Dr. Buckmir_ter q.
Fuller, first illustratedin 1927, where substantialbuilding components are
lowered c_lete at remote sites or within the crowded urban and industrial
locations._

Such concepts,_r, remain speculationsince practicalexperience in aerocrane
operations is limited, and largely concentratedin the pioneeringconstructional
commissionsundertakenby the Oks_aEan HelicopterGroup.5 The most relevant evi-
dence of econcmlc/inventionshifts may be found, also, in the profitableachieve-
ments of the containerizationsystems of cargo-handlingpioneeredby the British

, shipping company, ManchesterLiners Limited, _nd in the simplificationof trans-
_-_dling operationsupon a world-roundscale.D

Lighter than air vessel operationsare of immediaterelevance to geological and ,
mineral exploration;forestrymanagement and logging; agriculturalservices;crop
fertilizationsprayingand even selectiveirrigation;stock supervision;pollution
observationand assessment;mariculturear_ fisheries;off-shoreoil-rig servicing;
scheduledbulk transportationof routine cargos, of fragile peris_Rbles,and live-
stock;unscheduled,incidentaldeliveriesand pipeline inspections. Hybrid 'aero-

., cranes' are urgently required for the trans-shipmentof cargosat trans-
portation infrastructuresand depositories,and may be especiallyeffective for
use in the routine collection,delivery and sortingof Industrial/murdclpal'waste'
n_terials and garbage for recyclingand return for furtherprocessing. Such vessels
have obvious uses in the inventoryingmaterialsand conditions recorded by the
Earth ResourcesTechnology Satellite servicesand for h_oor/canal/polder/causeway/
island/demconstructions;dredging and excavation;mass-producedfactory-assembled
house moving and siting. Eumanltarianuses of lighter than air vessels would include
all forms of disaster;forest and oil refinery fire-fighting,oil-rig crew removal

. prior to tempest, aircraft and highway accidents,policing and generalpublic
safety. Special hospital facilitiesand operatingequipment could be assembled
aloft, as in any field hospital,and amergency food distribution,human and live-

'_ stock, are obvious benefits,while educationaltraveland exploration,and tourism
(for the revelationof territorialand natural wonders and wildlife sanctuariesto
which public should not have access) are among the more pleasurableoperations
required of lighter than air vessels.

LEGAL ISSUES

The seeming economic and amenity advantages suggestedby these likely activities
for lighter than air vesselsmust be consideredwithin the license of international
law, for each operationis bound by legal obligationsand hazards.

It is imperative,therefore,that an organizationis created to arouse the interest
of imaginativelawyers in this particularaspect of transportation,and to assess
the few leg_l actions involvingaerostaticcraft that are on record. It is essen-
tial, also, to organize a body of iRformed opinion through whom to anticipate the
various of legal issues that such flight is certain to create, ranging from injunc-
tions based upon the charge of invasion of privacy, to implieddanger to life and
property,to inaurancerisks and policies. Even actions based upon the infringe-
n_nt of aestheticand amenity rights caused by proximityand by shadows cast by
such aerial levia_ must be expected.

PROFESSIONALASSOCIATION _

economic urgenciesthat now prevail Justify the speedy formationof an inde-
pendent organizationdevoted to the promotionof the lighter than air vessel, on
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an internationalscale,and in a professionalmsnner. The value of such associa-
tlon_ for informingthe public, for political lobbying,for strategiesof policy,
for encouragingconcurrenteducationalprograms, for fosteringtechnicaldevelop-

_ ments, and for stimulatingthe necessary investmentsare obvious. The effective-
ness of fonulng subsectionsdevoted to the promotion of particularuses and the
developmentof the hybrid vessels required is also manifest.

/
The initiativeshown by the convocationof this assembly should be commemorated
by the inaugurationof such an organization: THE _TIONAL ASSOCIATIONOF
LIGHTER THAN AIR TRANSPORTATION,to ensure that governments,environic intcrests,
industries,the press and the.populace become acquaintedwith both the economic
and environmentalconsequencesof such a systemof transportin the most effective
way compatiblewith the emerging evidence. Such an associationshould draw members
of all profession_ldisciplineswho share an enthusiasm for the purpose, and '"
possess experiencerelevant to the promotionof this, the mcst promlsingtrans-
portationsystem yet devised.

PROMOTION

The adventof the lighter than air vessel represents a relatively new kinetic
experiencewith aestheticno less than commercialvalue. It is, essentially,a
positive instrumentof construction,offering advantages beyond the reach and
realm of anythingpreviously available. Recent centuriesI,_Vbe distinguished
by particulartransportatior_lachievements,which have altered previous llfe-
stylesand created the characteristiccultural momentum. The horsedrawnwagon
had been the co_on carrier until the dominationof the eighteenth century by the
influenceof the sailing ship; the nineteenthcentury was enthralledby the steam
engine,while this twentiethcentur_ is atremble with the roar of the internal
combustionengine in all its forms. The promise of aerial tranquilitythat is
offered oy the silence of the Lighter Than Air vessel confirms that this means of
movement _3, indeed, the most significanttechnologicaladvancement,that will
exert a g-eater influenceover more varied territorieswith less impositionupon
environicqualities than an_ instrumentin the history of transportation.

Such a vessel deserves, I believe, a distinctivename and accompanyingterminology
wherewithto promote its re-emergencewithout the Ddstoric overtonesassociated
with the appalation 'airship'.
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AEROCRANE

A HYBRID LTA AIRCRAF'[FOR AERIAL CRANE APPLICATIONS

RusselG. Perkins,Jr.*
DonaldB.Doolittle** ._

ABSTRACT: The Aerocrane,a hybrid aircraft,combinesrotor lift with buoyantlift to ,_ _
offer VTOL load capabilitygreatly in excessof helicoptertechnologywhile eliminating _
the airship problem of ballast transfer. In addition, the Aerocraneconcept sharply
reducesthe ,nooringproblemof airshipsand provides360° vectorablethrustto supplya _ :
relativelylargeforcecomponentfor controlof gust loads.Designedfor useinshortrange, -_ _ :
ultra heavylift missions,the Aerocraneoperatesina performanceenvelopeunsuitablefor
either helicoptersor airships.This paper addressesbasic designconsiderationsand ._
potentialproblemareasof the concept.

INTRODUCTION !

The most seriousdeficiencyin U.S. aircraft performanceis the lack of a capabilityto pick-up,carry and
implacelarge,bulky cargos.PresentandprojectedVTOL aircraft offer very limited useful load capacities _
comparedto fixed wing aircraft, Figure 1 illustratesthis deficiencyplottingaircraft usefulloadandspeed
envelopefor conventionaland VTOL aircraft. Conventionalaircraft capabilitiesare boundedby C-5A
performance- a useful load capacityof over 200 tons. PresentVTOL capabilitiesare bounded by the _
CH-53E - a useful load capacity of only 18 tons. The Army's advancedHeavy Lift Helicopter (HLH)
developmentprogram will double the present VTOL capability. This is a significantadvancewhen !
comparedto VTOL aircraft, but isinsignificantwhencomparedtc presentfixed winga=rcraft.

/% -
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FIGURE 1. AircraftPerformanceSpectrum i

"Aircraft ConceptsManager,NavalAir SystemsCommand,Washington,D.C., U.S.A.
**Past President,All AmericanEnyineeringCo., Wilmington,Delawere,U.S.A.
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This performance gap arises from the impact of the "square_:ube law" as aircraft size increases, and the 1 "
,!" relative inability of helicopter technology advances to compensate for its effects. The helicopter presents a

more difficult, constrained, design problem than the fixed wing aircraft. The "squarecube law" states that

_- the aerodynamic lift of an airfoil increasesas the square of a basic dimension while its structural weight
_" increasesas the cube of that same dimension. Thus, the aircraft structural weight becomes an increasingly :

larger fraction of total aircraft weight. The application of improved materials, better design techniques, l

higher wing Ioadingsand gasturbine enginesto fixed wing aircraft has been very successfulin compensating ,It;_! for the "square-cube law". The hel;copter designer, while scaling up power requirements for larger rotors,
finds that his transmission design torque Ioadings have increased at a faster rate because of the reducedq

rotor RPM. The rotor blade characteristics which are satisfactory for a smaller helicopter are not
satisfactory for larger helicopters since the governing aerodynamic, centripetal and inertial forces do not
scale similarly. Finally, there is no speed/productivity increase with larger helicopters as the maximum
forward speed is limited by a fundamental aerodynamic problem, retreating blade stall.

:: in spite of these design trends and limitations, the helicopter is the only aircraft providing a military and i

!tj commercial capability as an aerial crane. Its notable performance for these applications has not produced a
widespread market because of its (1) low grosslifting cap_city, (2) high acquisition and operating costs and
(3) low operational reliability. It does not appear to be technically or financially feasible to achieve a VTOL f

: lifting capability commensurate with conventional aircraft by building larger and larger helicopters. Present
helicopters are inherently expensive and hard to maintain for aerial crane applications. Some departure

:" from state-of-the-art designpractice is necessary to alleviate this cost problem. Any aerial crane should have
_' as a minimum design goal the operational reliability of commercial fixed wing aircraft. Achieving this go,I
-_ for conventional helicopters does not appear to be technically feasible in the foreseeable future.

IF The Aerocrane is a hybrid Lighter Than Air (LTA) aircraft composed of balloon and helicopter elements
_ which conceptually addresseseach of the enumerated helicopter deficiencies. (As with any new idea or

concept, its reduction to practice may produce other, more substantial deficiencies as yet undisclosed.).
:_ The ba._icconcept is to integrate the controllable thrust vector of a rotary wing system with the brute
:: lifting capability of a heavy lift balloon to transcend projected useful load limits of practical helicopters.

Applied to the Aerocrane design, aerostatic lift supports two-thirds of the aircraft design takeoff weight,
,:;, i.e., the full structural weight and up to 50% of the design sling load, while aerodynamic lift only supports

the remaining 50% of the sling load.

150 FOOT DIAMETER

LENGTH

WING WIDTH, 20.5 FEET
6000 INSTALLED SHP

., STABILIZED CONTROl. CAB 10.98 RPM, TIP SPEED 201'/SEC
40 KNOTS MAX. SPEED
50 TON SLING LOAD

| i_ i i

Figure 2. Aerocrane
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I AEROCRANE i ;.BB The Aerocrane concept is characterized by wings attached to a large rotating central spheroid containing
helium (Figure 2). Vectoring the aerodynamic thrust by collective and cyclic variation of wing angles of
attack provides all propulsive and maneuvering forces in a manner directly analagous to a helicopter rotor isystem.

Since the Aerocrane wings are very lightly loaded (about 6.6 Ibs/_l. ft. of wing area) and operate a low tip
speeds (about 200 ft,/sec.), centrifugal forces are not a significant factor in the .structural support of the +
wings. These low forces allow tip propulsion eliminating the main transmission of a conventional helicopter.
Because of the low tip speed, a braced wing structure may be used without a largepower penalty, and the "
large centerbody provides space for a deep cabane section without an additional aerodynamic penalty. The +
internal cabane structure and wire bracing are arranged to support the wings in the vertical, axial and
equatorial directions. This bracing system alleviates wing root in-plane and vertical bending moments. The r _

central structure is principally composed of pin_nded compression and tension members. In addition to _ "
transferring loads between wings and sling load, the center structure provides focal points for transferring _
aerostatic lift.

+i
Wing construction is anticipated to follow fixed wing rather than helicopter rotor design practice. Engines _.
and propellers are mounted conventionally on the wing spar with additional structural support to resist
centrifugal and gyroscopic forces. Fuel supply lines, hydraulic and electrical lines, control and
instrumentation signalsmust pass from the wing into the center section thru a flexible joint. +

The control cab and sling load are attached at the bottom of the centerbody and are isolated from rotation _,

by low friction bearingsand a retrograde drive system, either mechanical or aerodynamic. ,_

Construction of the helium containing envelope follows the practice used by Goodyear for their blimps. A
single gas containment envelope is used without partitions. A ballonet system to provide internal pressure
adjustments for ambient changes is located in the lower portion of the centerlx_dy. An emergency helium
valve is also provided to assureagainst critical over-pressureand allow free balloon control, if necessary.

The control system governscollective and cyclic wing angle of attack variation and is the most sophisticated +
component of the Aerocrane. Hydraulic actuation of wing root, pitch horns is contemplated for setting
collective pitch. Cyc!_c pitch will be controlled by aerodynamic flap adjustments near the wing tip. This
dual wing angle of attack control system also allows for a torsionally flexible wing (if feasible) introducing
an ideal wing twist distribution. An electronic or electromechanical equivalent of a helicopter swashplate
system will ba located in the control cab feeding control signalsto the hydraulic actuators, Some form of
automatic gust sensingand load relief may be required. Standard aircraft practice for control reliability will

be used in the control system design.

Lift Distribution

The required distribution between aerodynamic and aerostatic lift is governed by two design conditions !,+

resulting from the Aerocrane's ,,concept of flight. During loaded flight the wings generate positive thrust to
supplement the aerostatic lift thus supporting the total aircraft weight. In the unloaded condition the wings t
provide a downward aerodynamic thrust to compensate for an excess of aerostatic lift. Dual modes of flight
are possible because of the geometric symmetry inherent in the Aerocrane design. Assum;ng equivalent +
aerodynamic thrust requirements for loaded and unloaded flight, the following relationships apply, i

j
Loaded Condition: WF + Wp + WE " LB + LW (1) i

Unloeded Conditions: WF + WE = LB + LW (21 i

where
WF = Fuel weight i
WE = Aircraft operating weight empty

Wp = Payload weight
LB = Aerostatic Lift _
LW " Net aerodynamic lift
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I Solving these expressions,we find that:

, LW = Wp/2 and (3)
t

/

" L_ = WF + WE + Wp/2 {4) :

The net aerodynamic lift equals 50% o{ the design sling load weight. In addition, aerodynamic thrust must *
be provided for translation and control power demands, The aerostatic lift supports the entire aircraft

/ operating weight, fuel and 50% of the design sling load. Estimates of aircraft structural weight for
hypothetical Aerocrane designs i_ldicate operating aircraft empty weight fractions between .31 an:J.34.For

t these values the aerostatic lift supports approximately 67% of aircraft t_keoff gross weight and
aerodynamic lift 33%. It is worthwhile to note that this hybrid aircraft allows ",modulation in total lifting

; capacity of around 66% of design takeoff grossweight. This very substantial r,apability is achieved without
requiring a large installed power or ballast transfer.

Wine or Rotor Characteristics '_. /

""_* The aerodynamic performance of the Aerocrane follows directly from the selection of rotor parameters, r
These characteristics are projected for a hypothetical 55-ton useful load P,erocrana (50-ton sling load and 5
tons of fuel),

Disk loading, DL = .688

- Solidity. o = .149

: Maximum designtip speed, VT = 200 ft./sec.

Blade loading, BE = 6.59

Balloon radius ratio, X i = .43
#

: The first and most significant parameter is disk loading. By examining disk loading of any actuator disk
such as a rotor, one can immediately determine its ideal lifting efficiency - i.e. pounds of thrust per unit of

,: power required, From classical momentum theory, the following expression relates lift efficiency to disk
_' loading for a free rotor.

_, _T.. 550

RHP2_---_ (51
where

1" ,. Rotor thrust

RHP - Rotor power required
p = Ambient air density
DL = Disk loading, thrust per unit disk area

Comparing an Aerocrane with a disk loading of .7 to a large helicopter with a disk Iooding of 10, we see
that the Aeroorsne can ideally produce 45.3 Ib¢ of thrust par rotor horsepower compared to 12 Ibs./rhp for
the helicopter. Large helicopter rotors Ire designed to lessefficient, higher disk Ioedings because of several
design considerations and constraints not applicable to Airocranes. As helicopter disk loading decreasesfor
a constant tip speed, transmission weight, rotor blade weight and rotor profile drag all increase
luMtantially, Practical design considerations such as sufficient rotor kinetic energy for entry into
autorotation0 coning angle constraints and further transmission weight growth place a lower limit on
helicopter tip speeds. The Aerocrane. on the other hand, with r_0main transmission and externally braced
wings achieves good rotor performance at its low disk Ioadings only because of a concurrent reduction in
rotor tip speeds, Thus. a high blade mean lift coefficient is maintained, and profile drag is only a small
fraction of the induced drag.

The interplay among Aeroo'ane rotor design variables is best examined by de_l_ping an express,on for the
Aerocrane rotor figure of merit. M, analogous to a conventional rotor f_gure of merit. Thts is easdy
accomplishec;following the conventional rotor _naly_s contained in reference (I). Using conventional blade
element theory and assumingan ideally twisted rotor, a uniform induced rotor velocity, v. hover flight, a
constant blade profile drag coefficient and no blade taper; an expression for rotor blade element thrust may
be derived. Integrating that expression over each blade from balloon surface to blade tip results in the
follow, ng equation for rotor thrust.
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T - ¼p_Z=R2a[ST- _-_] bcR(1 -X, =) (6)
i where

,, Rotorrotatio.al velocity
R - Total rotor radius
a ,, Rotor bladelift curvedope

eT" Bladetip angleof attack
v - Inducedinflow velocityik_rossa bladeelement
b - Numberof blades
c - Bladechord

Xt " BalloonradiusrB dividedby R
p ,, Ambientairdensity

Definingthe rotorthlustcoefficient,CT, in the conventionalfashionbasedupon :tl annulusof a disk, _

T (7)
CT " pwR=11- Xl z)_z Rz

f

and definingrotor mlidity, o, as the projectedblade area (includingballooncutout) divided by the total
diskarea(includingballooncutout),

bcR
o - f--_rR (81

the clz_ic expressionfor the thrustcoefficientof aconventionalrotor results.

"_4a[eT- )4 (9)CT

where

), ,, _ =rotor inflowratio
othersasdefinedp:evioudy

Similarly, an expressionfor rotor torque coefficient,CO, may be derivedcomposedof inducedpowerand
profilepowerterms.

CQ- O
mrRz(_R)= R(1 -Xz=) 1101,

"_COo(1 + X,=) + XCT
where

COo" Mean bledeprofile dragcoefficient

othersu defined previously

Now,msumlngthat momentumtheory isvalid for the Aeroorenerotor anrtulus,

T - 2_)fRz11-Xl z)vz 1111

combiningequations(7), 111) andthe definitionof rotor inflow razio,X leadsto:

)- "_" 1121

Thus.

"-Coo(1•  13)Co
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To these conventional terms an allowance for the sphere's effects on rotor thrust and torque required must
be added. The lohere may causean increase in rotor power required tc produce a given rotor thrust because
of energy Ic_ to frictional drag of the sphere acting on the airstream inflow ,lelocity. On the other hand, .°
the presence of the centerbody which eliminates conventional rotor recirculation at the center may exhibit

- _ a favorable pressure gradient across its surface adding to the rotor thru.q. As tt_e induced velocity is quite
low for Aerocrane disk ioadings and the canterbody radius unusually largecompared to the rotor radius, it
will be assumed that these two eff_ts cancel. A secondsource of wasted oower is the spherefrictional drag
acting on the tangential velocity component at the sphere's surface it, the Diane of _':_t_don. As tho sphere
skin speeds near its equator ace considerably higher than the inflow velocities, this term may not be/
negligible. T._e torque required for this frictional drawlmay be derived by computing the elemental torque

I for an infinitesimal area on the surface of the sphere and integrating over the sphere's _urface. Th". leadsto,

i Q" 1.178p(_rB)2 Ts_rB3 (I4)
h where __'

' Ts" local sphere skin friction drag coefficient

! rB - Centerbody radius
._,#

Combining equation (14) with the definition for Aerocrana torque coefficient leads to an expression for the
torque coefficient due to sphere drag.

COsf" 1.178 Tr2_ Ts (15)
II'Xl-I

1 The A_rocrane's hover figure of merit, M, may be defined conventionally by dividing the induced rotor
I power required by the total power required, or in torque coefficient form,

I M "C---T._ +°CDo(1 +X,_)+ 1.178_ _s (16)i ,"a" s )

(Re.terence (2) presents an alternate development for the Aerocrane figure of merit based upon differ¢_Jt
assumptions about the centerbodyas influence on the rotor.)

To examine the influence of tip speed selection, it is necessaryto ckDriveen expressiGn for CT in terms of G
and a blade rrean lift coefficient, _rL. By definition, _'L isdefirm.d from:

R

T ,. _'L(bc½p(flr) adr (17 )I

*! i

Solving and substituting in IKluatio, (7) gi_;

CT _,o (l+x_ +Xl 2)(1 ) (18)
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FIGURE 3.
FIGURE 4. M v=Solidityand_'LM vsBalloonRotorRadiusRatio

Figure 3 plots M ag'_instballoon/rotor radiusratio for severalvaluesof rotor solidity for a constant_'L'
, Rotorperformancefallsoff drasticallyfor valuesof X_greaterthan.5.

Figure 4 is a carpet plot of M againstrotor blade mean lift coefficientand solidity. Here we see the
.! expectedresult that minimizingprofiledragmaximizesrotorefficiency.For aconstantth-ust, X,, and desk ,

loading, higher lift coefficientscombined with higher solidifies produce higher figures of merit. This
:_i amountsto nothingmore than maximizingrotor thrust coefficient by reducingtip speedsto maintain_a
_' _;onstantthrust. Note that the Aerocranemay operateinhoveroverasubstantialrangeof valuesfor CL by

red_cingrater tip speedbelowthe forwardflightcondition.

On _ach figure, the designpoint for a 55-ton usefulIoadAerocraneis indicated.Initially, the selectionof
_ Aerr.¢ranesolidity may seemunduly high comparedto a helicopterrotor. Modernhelicopterrotor_ w,II

havesoliditiesbetween.06 and .09. If the Aero_ranesolio=ty iscorrectedfor the inclusiono/the balloon
cutout, then=

For a definedsolidityof .149, an actualbladesolidity (by convanzicnalrotor definition) of .104 results.
Thisvalueis still highfor a rotor whichoperatesat anadvanceratio,/_, lessthan .35. A partialexplanation
is the impact of the relatively largeballoondrag andeJbstantlala_rosteti¢lift on the relationshipbetween
forward thrust and vertical thrust requirements;and, thus, different solidity requirementsfor a giwn
advanceratio.
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_ FIGURE 5, Installed Horsepower Required

: Forward Flight Performance

r: The Aerocrane is, of course, an inherently low speed aircraft as its translational speed capabilities are
::. constrained by the high drag of its balloon centerbody. Power requirement._ of a 55 ton useful load
:" A_rocrane a_e sllown in Figure 5 for hover and translational flight assumi,-g several values for centerbody
_ drag coefficicnt. Design conditions for this graph are di_ussed in a later sect!on of this paper. It is clear
-_ from the graph that a substantial imbalance between hover p_wer and translational power requirements

exist " reasonable assumed values of sphere lift and drag at forward speedsgreater than 35 knots. This

_ power imbalance reduces as aircraft size increasesbecauseof "square-cube law" effects.
" A_rocrane Blade Environment

• Rotor blade design considerations and problems are substantially different from helicopter rotor design
"_ experience. Aerocrane wings (or blades) operate in a much more benign aerodynamic environment where
_: ; achieving a critical balance between rapidly varying, large aerodynamic and centrifugal forces does not

dominate the design problem. A first major difference is in rates of cyclic pitch changeaccommodated by
the control system. Figure 6 showsan order of magnitude difference between rates of rotor rotation and

: I cyclic pitch variation for equal capacity aircraft. A disk loading of 10 and blade tip speed of 750 ft./sec.
were assumedfor the helicopter.

I_ _i-'_%-'_ /% /_ A /% /% n /% ,,!', _ fl It.ll I, II I, It _1 ! 2fl /, I I I _ t _1 i I , I I _l I ,
] , w

l!g;i il i', iX ,I /;
I/! _ i l " ! }_ I : I' ! I I iIf i I ; I.! I I I _ _ , I I I I l_. ,

I 11 iiZ'l i tl _ I/l_. I I _ I II Y
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TIME(SEC)

FIGURE 6. Cycles of Rotor Motion
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A secondmajor differencebetweenhelicoptersand Aerocranesis in the magnitudeand variationof the _
_. bladeaerodynamicpressuresseenby the respectiveblades.The tangentialvelocitycomponent,VT, seenby

abladesectionalongthe rotor isgivenby:

._ VT = Vf cos_sin_+ _r (20)

where ,;

: Vf = Forwardflightspeed _, _
';_ _ = Angleof rotorplaneinclinationwith respect ,
F to free streamvelocity _ _-

_ = 5ladeazimuthangle _ ,

Neglectingthe effect of rotor tilt angl_,the dynamicpressure,q, isgivenby:

_ q = p/2(Vf sin_ + _r) = (21) _.
_r

and integratingover theappropriaterotorspananddividingby the bladelengthgives: _ ;_

Helicopter
¢ _'= p/2Vf =sin2_ + p/2Vfsin_R + p/6(_R) _ (22)

;, Aerocrane
_'= p/2Vf 2sin__/+p/2Vfsin_R(l+xl) +

:. p/6(_R) 2(l+xl +X_2 ) (23)

_ 300

;_. _ / _ELICOPTER_ LBS./ FT2
,. 200

: 100 "'

AEROCRANE

0 90 180 270 360 :i
¢

BLADE AZIMUTH ANGLE (_) ._

FIGURE Z BladeMeanDynamicP-o,ssures _, :

Figure7 showsthat a helicopterblade isexposedto dynamicpressuresanorderof magnitudegreaterth_n _
thoseexperiencedby anAerocranewing. _ '

A third major difference betweenAerocraneand helicopter blade environme,_tsis the magnitude of _ "
centripetalforces.Theexpressionfor thisforce, Fc, at abladestationr is: _

Fc = mgrQ_ or (24)
Fc/m= r_ _g

where
g = Forceof gravity .,_.

m = Massof rotor bladeelement .!
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: *_ At the helicopterblade tip, an accelerationequal to 272 g°s is experienced.At the blade tip of the
_, Aerocrane,a forceequalonly to 7.1 g'sisexperienc=d.

Other differenceswhich havea first order impacto._the blade designproblemare bladeaspectratio and
:' blade root bendingrelief. In contrastwith a helicopterrotor blade,an Aerucranewing (or blade) _,asa
!"'" " muchloweraspectratio,andtendsto exhibitgreatertorsionalstability. Root bendingmomentsare relieved

by cablebracing.Column stabilityof the wingwill be an importantdesignconsideration.In manyrespects
the Aerocranewing designproblemismorecomparableto standard,lightaircraftfixed wingdesignthantc
helicopterbiadedesign.

%- /

l
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FIGURE 8. Aircraft Empty WeightFraction

_;izeandWei.qhtComparisonsBetweenHelicoptersandAerocranes

Althot,gh still in the first stagesof preliminarydesign,it is worthwhileto attempt comparisonsbetween
projected Aerocranesand projectionsof helicoptertechnology Figure 8 plots aircraft empty weight
fraction as a function of designgrossweight for very heavylift helicoptersand Aerocranes.It showsthe
Aerocraneto havea significantadvantagecomp_re3to anequivalentcapacityhelicopter,andthisadvantage
increaseswith aircraft size. The Aerocrane'svery low projectedempty weight fraction may seem more
reasonablewhen one considersthat 66% of the Aerocranelift isproducedby the balloonelement,and
existing heavy lift balloon designsexhibit empty weight fractionsequal to .15 for this size. Figure 9
comparesinst_lledshaft hor_o,powcrof the point designsexamined.The largeinstalledshaft horsepower
advantageshownby the Aerocraneis a direct resultof its lower gro._sweight for a givenpayload,partia:
balloonlift and lower rotordiskloading.The Aerocraneisa substantiallylarger,morecumbersomeairc_a't
than the helicopter, but as payloadcapability increases,the Aerocranegrows at a slower rate. The
Aerocrane's_,enterbodyisactuallya _imensionallyefficientlifting surfacein largesizes.If itsdiskloadingis
definedasthe buoyant lifting forcedrdded by cross-sectionalarea, then the 55 ton usefulload Aerocrane
h=sa balloondiskloadingof 5.94 Ibs./sq,ft. "[hisdi_k loadingincreasesin proportionto centerbodyradius.
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The Aerocrane weight trends were developed based upon preliminary design work completed to date.
Estimates were made for a MIL STD 1371 weight breakdown format suitably modified to account for

•_ special features of Aerocranes. A design ultimate load factor of 5.25 was used. The Aerocrane's main
structure is a truss with column and tension members. Column weights were estimated using the allowable ,_
compression stressfor primary stability using 24 ST aluminum, _,_dthe tension members ;_ere assumed to ._

,_ be 1 x 19 steel aircraft cable. Weights of the wing fairing, coutrols and control cab were estimated by _
.. analyzing the design point Aerocrane in comparison to similar aircraft structure. Power plants and _;
"_ installation weights were estimated usingengine manufacturer's data and fixed wing installation experience,
' Au×iliary equipment weights were derived from published heavy lift helicopter data. Parametric weight '_
_ trends supplied by Raven Industries were used to estimate weights for the aerostatic envelope _nd gas
"_ manaFjement system. Installed shaft horsepower was calculated by determining rotor horsepower

requirements for the forward flight design condition and assuming a propeller efficiency eqJai to 35.

, Weight of the 110-ton useful load Aerocrane was established by applying growth far.tors to the 55-ton
design point which was divided into three categories: (1) load bearing structure, (2) non-load bearing
structure, and (3) special equipment. Load bearing structure was assumed to increase in proportion to the
four/third power, non-load bearing structure increased directly and special equipment was held constant.

The 110-ton projection produced an aircraft empty weight equal to 110,700 Ibs. Adding 20,000 Ibs. fuel,
600 Ibs. crew, 120 Ibs. of fluid residuesand 200,000 Ibs. of sling load, an aircraft grossweight equal to
231,420 Ibs. and an empty weight/gross weight ratio equal to .334 results.

Helicopter empty weight trends were those discussedin reference (3). In that paper projections of future
heavy lift helicopter empty weight fractions were developed 10esedupon recent U.S. and Soviet helicopter
design trends. A reasonably good check was applied to this trend by comparing the resultsof an advanced
helicopter design study ano data from the Army's HLH program. As might be anticipated, the hardware
technolocjy program came in high and the design study low. Using this trend hypothetical helicoptel design

points were selected. Installed shaft horsepowers were calculated for the design points examined by _
assuminga design disk loading of 10 Ibs./sq. ft., a tandem rotor configuration and a rotor figure of merit
equal to .74. A transmission mechanical efficiency equal to .975 and a 4% hover download were used, and
no losseswere deducted for cooling and auxiliary power requirements.

Although it may be argued that the helicopter weight trend representsa far more established trend than tl_a
Aerocrane projections based upon the limited studiescompleted to date, it may also be argued that a more _
detailed u_derstanding of the A_rocrane design will allow better definition of design loading conditions, _
rr.ofe optimal selection of aircraft configuration parameters and a subsequent reduction in aircraft weight. _
In this paper, it is assumedthat these considerations mutually cancel. '_
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• The significanceof Figures8 and 9 isthat (1) the Aerocrane concept allows much larger capacity aircraft to
be built than our present and foreseeable helicopter technology base, and (2) for equal capacity, the
significantly lower structural weight fraction and installed shaft horsepower of the Aerocrane should imply

"- , a considerable savingsin investment costscompared to an ultra heavy lift helicopter. These potential savings
are discussedin reference (2).

_ NAVY AND MARINE CORPS APPLICATIONS

/
/ The Navy and Marine Corps anticipate growing future requirements for crane services (or vertical lift) in

'" fleet support and amphibious assault operations. While many operational requirements for aerial lift have
been established such as VERTREP and general amphibious assaultsupport, many times the need exists to
lift or transfer loads so far in excess of present aircraft capabilities that no real recognition of many , -
situations as aerial problems has been made. If cost effective aerial cranes were available in the 100.ton e
range, military effectiveness would improve in many areas including transportation of special combat <
equipment, harbor preparation, construction of elevated causeways, combat road construction, ship repair

;.... -.- and salvage,and submarine rescue operations. A principal application of the Aerocrane concept may be to
support amphibious assaultsand subsequent operations ashore. Aerocranes would be complementary to

: medium and heavy lift helicopter forces providing tt;e very heavy lift capacity to complete a vertic31
,: envelopment in transporting heavy equipment critical during the different phasesof operation.

In addition to the primary amphibious assault functions, the Aerocrane potentially offers effective
" operations in a wide variety of peacetime support missions.This includes recovery of damaged equipmert,

support of military construction projects, tran_ortation of DSRV's for submarine rescue operations and
mobile crane servicesfor ship repairs.

REVIEW OF SELECTED PROBLEM AREAS

_ As with any new concept a particular advantage or new performance capability is easily projected. What is
not as clear are the extent of techni.al unknowns and problems to resolve before a successfulaircraft may
be developed. The Aerocrane is not an exception. In this section, a number of potential problem areasare
highlighted and peculiar design conditions discussed.

Presently, the most serious technical unknown is the increase in basic drag and lift of the Aerocrane
centerbody due to Magnusforces. Magnus lift and drag are the result of the rotation of a body of revolution
about its principal axis perpendicular to the free stream velocity. Its most seriouseffect on the Aerocrane

concept is not the growth in thrust requirement as Magnusforces increase, but the increase in angular tilt of
the Aerocrane required to produce compensatiqg forces and the subsequent effects on rotor control

moments, blade stall and other design considerations. The relationships for equilibrium flight are easily
derived after construction of a free body diagram. Figure 10 is a free body diagram for an Aerocrane in
equilibrium loaded flight. _umming the forces about each axis and algebraic manipulation leads to the
following equations.

Z

L _ TRx
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FIGURE 10. Free Body Diagram
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sin'_:_/(-_'-:L_" +(W_LBP_6T-LM_)-
where

i, 3' = Angle of Aerocrane nnchnation requ0red
to compensate for Magnus lift and total

:' Centerbody Drag
_; LB = Aerostatic lift

LM = Magnus lift
'_ D = Total Centerbody Drag

W = Total aircraft weight
L
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._ FIGURE 11. Aerocrane Skew Angle

"-. Foqulc ] 1 I)lot'_ total anqular tdt as d function of assumed centerbody lift, CLM, and drag coethclents for a

40kn_H (h:sngnccru;:,e;peed Practical dlrcraftdestgnsmust denlon_trdte hit and dragcoeff,_.ocntSl)ernlnlimq
reds(ulal)le skew angles for thP forward qtght design cotl(.htuons.

,._ ;ttPrdhJre serves, h,,_ flot produced experimental data appropriate to the Aerocrane problem ] lu, closest
(:xperlmenls ,wolved small, rotat,lg spheres _na hogh speed flow. Here, sphere lilt and drag coeff,clents aS

luqh as CLM .4 and C D .6 were measured for solne values of sphere equatorial surface and frlte stream

velo(:Ity ratios.

However, the dpphcdblhty of this data to the Aerocrane problem is highly questionable for several reasons.
F0rst, the exl)erunents were rurl at sub critical Reynold's pumbers, below that Reynold's nurul)el wher{, a
'.harp drop ,;_ non rotating sphere drag coefficient occurs Second, the effects of mchnatlon of tile
rolaDollal dxIS IiHO the free stream were not exam=ne(I All recorded data usfor tile perl)enducular con(JltlOll
Ftnally, the effect of tile rotor or=the d,rtlow drOLllld the sl)here is unknown

' h. second techrrocal unknown is the 0nllucnce of the centerbody turbulent wake during forward fhght on tile
rotatu_g wings as they pass behln(I tile sphere. Th,s wake may represent only another structural IoadH_gt¢;
I)e consfflered or) the design of the wing or _t moqht produce a complex interaction effectinq wuJq angle ()!
attack variation, and hence, control system desoqn,and aircraft flying qualities.

A tlnrd dred reclu_rlng extens0ve invest_(jatuonto e,st,,hhsh cot)cel)t feasd)lhty art,, the dyf|a|llIcs of aircraft ,:
n_otton, In the case where the control cab _satt,oched to the centerbody surfaLe, the rotor us:)el)dr,_tedd
sul)stdntadl (hstdtlce from the control cab Thus, unusual cal) motions arls,ng from rotor tdt to (:()Ilq)e't)s,lt(.'

|oi gusts ()r 51n;ildr (hsturl)ances may (:oI1[use the pdot In the urlloade(l conchtu)n rotor co,nl)ensat,on h.;_,_
qust (hsturhd,U:_, (.,0uses the c,,b to trdnsldte,lg,Jmst th,' chr_,ctnonof tile d=sturbance a stahHn/H]q ,'th,ct _.
HuwPv=,r. on tlu, lo,=d_,(JCOll(hll()ll, t01tu=,Jthe rotor for gust Colnl)erls,ltl()l) 1ot0t=dllyC,_U_*'Sth,, *.'h to -;:

%
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' translate in the direction of the disturbance - an undesirable, destabilizing effect. When maneuverinq a load
,_ befo,'e release, the pilot will be queing on the motion of the load and an analysis of t:,e total
"' aircraft-gayload system including tim effects of payload pcndular motion is necessary. If a significant
+; problem exists, suspendingthe load and cab nearer to the sphere'scenter may be a viable alternative.

,_ In addition to the previously mentioned major technical concerns, there are a number of peculiar design
conditior._ not known to be previously encountered in aircraft design.Some of these are:

_, 1. Exposure of the engines and propellers to continuous centripetal and gyroscopic
'_ forces.

'1
•" 2. The propellers located near the wing tips will have an unsteady flow field as a design

: condition. _,.
3. A dual mode flight control system is required for loaded and unloaded flight.
4. Aerostatic forces must be integrated into a central rigid structure which supports

aerodynamic and payload forces.

Operational Considerations;,
+

; The Aerocrane exhibits to a lesser extent all of the size and inertia disadvantages of airships. Large
aerodynamic forces will be generated by changes in ambient wind conditions. With an installed vectorable
thrust at least equal to 34% of aircraft weight, substantial maneuvering forces in any direction may be
generated to compensate for wind gustsand to accelerate and decelerate the Aerocrane. Accelerations will
be faster than an airship, vectorable, but slower than a helicopter. Mooring may be accomplished anywhere

_r a fixed attachment point to the ground is available. This simple mooring arrangement is in sharp contrast to
the elaborate needsof the normal airship.

_' The Aerocrane's peculiar design will require many unusual maintenance features. Most important is access

_ to the engine and wing flight controls. This will require special accessroutes within the wing and balloon
,_ structure. Electric winches must be integral to the wing designto allow an engine changewithout requiring

a ground crane.

,' CONCLUSIONS

The Aerocrane concept offers a potential for order of magnitude improvements in maximum VTOL lift
capacity and reduced acquisition cost; compared to an equivalent lift helicopter. The mechanism which
allows this is the partial substitution of low cost, heavy lift balloon technology for high cost, rotor
technology. The penalties are the reduced forward speed envelope and the reduction of the excellent flying
qualities of the helicopter. Operating weight empty fractions between .31 and .35 are estimated for
Aerocranes compared to between .57 and .72 for very heavy lift helicopters. The Aerocrane's design
simplicity, benign flight environment and potential for rugged construction because of a relaxed empha3ms
on minimizing structural weight fraction may result in a substantial improvement in aircraft operational
availability. Principal areas of uncertainty to be addressed in a development program are aircraft stability
and control characteristics, adequacy of forward speed capability and modes of operation considering its
airship-size bulk and gust sensitivity.

These considerations clearly limit the normal missions of the Aerocrane to short range, high load/unload
cycle requirements where loads are in excess of helicop_,er capabilities. In rare casesof heavy equipment
transport, where high surface transportation costs are coupled with a need for controlled dehvery to a
construction ,,ote, the Aerocrane might find an area for service. Thus, the Aerocrane does not compete
directly with either helicopters o:" future airships as the Aerocrane concept does not scale down to
helicopter load size nor can the Aerocrane offer efficient long range service comparable to the airship.
However, within the operational spectrum of the Aerocrana lies a significant area of use where
lighter.than air technology may be of service.
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UNMANNED POWERED BALLOONS _)

Arthur O. Korn m

ABSTRACT: In the late 1960's several governmental agencies sponsored
efforts to develop unmanned, powered balloon systems for scientific
experimentation and military operations. Some of the programs resulted
in hardware and limited flight tests; others, to date, have not pro-
gressed beyond the paper study stage. This paper briefly describes the
balloon system designs, materials, propulsion units and capabilities,
and points out critical problem areas that require further study in
order to achieve operational powered balloon systems capable of long
duration flight at high altitudes.

,_i HISTORY

_j The early balloons would only go up and down or float in the direction
of the prevailing winds. In order to make the balloon more useful it

¢ was soon concluded that it should be "dirigible" or directable.
? Throughout the nineteenth century ingenious men such as Meusnler,

Giffard, Tissandier, Renard and Krebs worked ,,n this problem. They
bui!t manned airships shaped as spindles, torpedos, cigars, ctrt,.cbeans

_- and even whales. Their biggest problem was t}_e lack of a lightwelcht,

efficient power plant. The steam engine, while dependable, wa:; very
% heavy. In 1852, Glffard built a small engin__ using steam, but it

weighed i00 ib per HP, (Today's automobile ,,ngineJ welgh as little a:;
} 2 ib per HI', and airplane engines, less than i Ib per lIP.) Thorpe

early inventors experimented with feather-bl.tded oars and ._crew pro-
_ pe]lers turned by hand using a crew of eight men'. Encinu:_ were built

% *Aerospace 'Engineer; AFC;d,, Hanscom AFB, Be-dford, Ma:_::achu:;ett._,USA
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that used coal gas or hydrogen lifting gas from the airship. In 1884,

[ P_nard built an electric motor powered from a storage battery. Real
: progress in Dowered balloons had to wait for the invention of the

•" internal combustion *n:f_e. In the 1890's the gasc21ne engi_e proved
to be the long sought key to the (low altitude) propulsion problem.
In 1901, Santos Dumont won the 100,000 franc prize for flying across

_ Paris to circle the Eiffel Tower and return to his starting point.
In the early 1900's Count Zeppelin started to develop big ships in
Germany. The airship Clement Bayard II flew the English Channel in
1910 and made a 242-mile trip to London in 6 hours. Great progress
continued throughout World War I into the !930's. The blimp proved

' its usefulness during World Wars I and II. All of these airship_ flew
: at very low altitudes.

I will not dwell on blimps and zeppelins, since they are well recalled,
but will now skip to the late 1960's when several U.S Government

• agencies sponsored efforts with private industry to develop unmanned i
,o powered balloon systems for scientific experimentation and military !

operations. Some of the programs resulted in hardware and limited )
flight tests; others generated system designs and concepts that, to I
date, have not progressed beyond the paperwork stage. This paper

" gives an overview of these various programs.

BACKGROUND

For many years balloon flight managers have been minimizing the horl-
, zontal displacement of free balloons by preselecting the float altitude

where _he winds are known to be near _inimum, monitoring the trajec-
tory and correcting the drift by ballasting or valving to nearby
altitudes where the wind will drive the balloor in the proper direc-
tion. Th]_ t_chnlque is based upon the seasonal atmospheric pheno-

l. menon il!u:;tr.ated in Figure i. The westerl_' winds above easterly
winds resu].t In a transition level where the winds are essentially
zero. Just above and below this level are bands of altitude where

; the winds are le_:_ than !0 knots. It was reasoned that if some small

amount of propuls!on could De added to a free balloon, the station-
keeping capability and flight durat_ in the minimum wind fields could
be greatly enhanced, k'th zome mergin in available thrust, such a
powered balloon is net limited to stationkeeping, of course, but can

i travel in any direction.

HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHTS

High Platform I (HPI) was one of the earliest attempts at powering a
balloon at high altitud-, It was developed and flown by Goodyear Aero-
space Corp. and Winzen _esearch, Inc. In Figure 2 the system is shown
being launched. The program objectives were (I) to demonstrate that
it Is feasible to maintain a free balloon on station at high altitude
using an electrically driven propeller; (2) to examine the accuracy
and output of a simple, single-axis-oriented silicon solar array for
application as the eventual primary power source. The p,'ogram was
limited in scope In that off-the-shelf hardware was required for all
systems. Thi:_ requirement necessitated using a natural-shaped
balloon, wi_ich has an undesirably high coefficient of drag. Because
of the hi_:h dra_ force the fl_ght test was planned during a period of
minimum upper atmosphere w_s. _e design goals were: (i) float
altitude, 70,000 ft; (2) maximum airspeed, I0 knots; (3) maximum devia-
tion from station +qO m_let. Flight duration was dependent on battery
life. The balloon_ad a volume of i06,000 cuft and was 63 ft in
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diameter. A 2.75 HP motor drove a 14-it diameter propeller with
power from 112 ibs of silver zinc batteries. The goal was to control I
balloon orientation and heading at an airspeed of l0 knots by remote

- control of a styrofoam rudder in the propeller slipstream. "he
wooden propeller was designea to provide 25 ib thrust at i000 RPM.
Total system weight was 555 Ib of which 106 ib was balloon. HPI was
launched in the early morning and ascended at nearly 1000 ft/min. On
its fir_t power cycle the motor was run for 31 minutes. Directional
response to rudder commands was good with no evidence of instability,
but time delay between command and rudder actuation, the rate of

ca_..uLate and verify therudder movement, and the time required to _- "
actual heading resulted in a rather erratic flight oath. During the
second power cycle the rudder control was erratic. Rudder response i _

-- then disappeared and recovery procedures were initiated. The direct
current motor, when recovered, was severely charred and showed evidence
of brush arcing. During the first 30 minute power cycle the system _ '
did demonstrate the capability to fly into the wind at an airspeed in
excess of I0 knots, and to change _he dlrection of the flight path.
The sun sensor conslstently tracked the sun accurately enough to

estimate the maxir_um output of the solar array. The results show that
an electrically driven propeller is a feasible method of station-
keeping a high altitude balloon. •

The High Platform II program (HPII) began In early 1969. This effort
was conducted by Raven Industries. The statement of work called for
the development of a unique airship having a capability of operating
for very extended durations at an altitude of 70,000 ft. The flight
system is shown in Figure 3. A completely sealed sup_rpressure balloon
was required to provide a duration capability of greater than 6 months.
Desired speed capability was 20 knots. The motor-propeller assembly
was powered by solar cells. A 3/1 fineness ratio, Class C hull config-
uration was used on HPII because of its greatly reduced coefficient of

- drag compared with HPI. The envelope was constructed of' a bi-lamtnate
of 1.0 mll and 0.35 mil Mylar S and was 81 ft in length. Control
surfaces on the hull included one vertical, stationary fin, one rudder,
two h_r_z_utal stabilizers and two elevators. Rudder and elevators
were servo motor controlled. The lightened molded foam propeller, I0 i
"t in dlameter, was designed to operate at 360 RPM with an efficiency of
78%. Propulsion motor characteristics were: 0.25 brake HP at 8200 RPM

with an input of 24 VDC; predicted efficiency, 72%. A belt speed
reducer d_'opped the motor speed to t.h_ aesired 260 RP_ of the propeller.

The power supply was a 30C watt CdS solar array of 13 panels. CdS
cells were chosen over silicon because of their greater flexibility

and lighter weigh_. The gondola supported the mechanical components {

of the propulsion system and an anemometer' was suspended beneath the
gondola. The airship g:'oss weight was 136 lb.

In May, 1970, the airship was test flown. The tow balloon launch
technique was used to better control the very fragile system. _en the !
motor was turned on, the airship immediately swung Into the selected
heading. The systeF rose in altitude, tpd_cattve of a pes_ttve angle }
of attack and forward speed which provlded the airship with some aero-

dynamic llft. After 76 minutes the motor was turned off. Reflected
light falling on the _olar cell array prevented further acqu_tt_on of
accurate heading da_a. The experimenters concluded that the airspeed
was lO _nots rather than 17 knots, and that the reduction in _peed
was due to too low a dezlgn value for drag coefficient (Cd = 0.[[
rather than the design value, Cd " 0.0_5, which wa_ based upon w!nd

tunnel data), and mlm_atch bet_een the solar cell array and propul_ton

L
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system. They further concluded that a high altitude airship having a
• superpressure envelope to obtain extremely long duration flight, and

thin film solar cells for power can be designed, constructed, success-
fully launched and remotely controlled.

-, POBAL (Powered Balloon) was an unclassified program started in 1969 by
AFCRL with Goodyear Aerospace Corp. under contract to study feasibility
of stationkeeping by remote control of a powered balloon at high alti-
tudes. Both streamlined and natural shaped balloon configurations were
considered, with reciprocating engines, turbines and electric motors/
as candidates for propulsion, and fuel cells, solar cells and batteries

r for electric power sources. As a r_sult of thls study an inexpensive
system was designed for flight demonstration. The system built and
flown by AFCRL, Figure 4, was larger, heavier and more powerful than
High Platform I. For reasons of economy, the balloon, parachute
system, rigging hardware and control system were off-the-shelf items
currently used for conventional ballooning. A 719,000 cu it, double ¢
wall polypthylene balloon was used on POBAL to carry nearly 4000 pounds

---''" to 60,000 ft altitude• An 8 HP DC electric motor drove a 35-it diame-
ter, FH-1100 nellcopter rotor (through a gear reducer) at 200 RPM.

Based on Cd:0.19 , design speed capability was 15 knots, and duration,
8 hours - the llfe available from the residual, F-105 fighter starter
batteries. (Nearly 2000 pounds of the payload were comprised of th_se

• batteries). Thrust direction was controlled by a rudder in the slip
stream of the propeller. After the mission the balloon was expended
and the gondola recovered by parachute.

The first flight was in September, 1972. All systems functioned for
the first 43 minutes of power. The propulsion motor was then allowed
to cool for ii minutes and then another powered cycle was initiated.
Various headings were commanded into the autopilot system during these
powered cycles. The system also was flown via manual control of right

_; and left rudder. After four power "on" cycles (3 hour_ or flight time)
control of azimuth heading was no longer possible. It _a:_ then con-
firmed that the rudder had broken free of the payload. Subsequent
examination of the failed rudder support tube indicated improper heat
treat_nent after welding. The system did, however, attain air speeds in
excess of ll knots and demonstrated that the concept is feasible. It
is felt [ha:; the destgn speed of 15 knots was not attained because of
one or a combination of both of the following: (i) too low a desi_zn
value for drag coefficient for the round balloon or (2) the propeller
was not producing the calculated thrust.

LOW ALTITUDE FLIGHTS

Silent Joe I is shown In Figure 5. The balloon was a 5500 cu it, Class
; C hull with a 3/1 finenes_ ratio developed By the Sheldahl Co. Design

speed was 12 to 15 knots. The first verslon used two 3 HP McCulloch
chain saw epglnes for propulsion. Steering was accomplished by varying;
the speed of either outboard-mcunted engine. Problems were encountered
in synchronization off the motor throttles and the gasoline englnes w,-re
replaced with electric motors. This second _ersio_ off Silent ooe I
used two 2.5 HP electric motors powered by NiCd batteries fl'_ra planned
flight duration of two hours. Silent Joe I was successfully flown on
several occasions in Southeast Asia. It hal well controlled perfor-
mance at flight _peeds of I0 to 12 knots.

Silent Joe [I followed Joe I. Its configuration Is shown In Figure 6.
_lis program was conducted by Goodyear Aerospace Corp. and u.;ed the
150,000 cu ft Goodyear Mayflower [,llmp az the hull. The hull [as
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modified to add a propulsion unit in the stern. The propeller was =: _
driven by a hydraulic motor, pressure for which was generated from a #
unit in the forward end of the hull. The propulsion unit had a 3ervo-
contxo!led pitch and yaw gimbal system for vectoring the propeller
thrust in order to achieve fllght-path control. Nine flights of Silent
Joe II were conducted in 1968 and 1969.

Micro Blimp was a low altltu:ae airship proFram accomplished by Raven
Industries. The hull was Class C shape with a 3/1 fineness ratio.

The system is shown prior to launch in Figure 7. Hull volume was 2750

cu it, and length, 37 ft. Propulsive power was provided by a stern-
mounted, 4 HP Wankel engine driving an 8-it diameter,molded polyure-

thane, three-bladed propeller Directional control was obtalned by _ d_-
gimbaling the engine-propeller assembly. Heading and pitch stability _

were maintained by an autoptlot. Maximum cruise altitude was 5_06 feet

MSL and cruise speed, 30 knots. Maximum radio-controlled range was _
miles with a control accuracy of 1500 ft. Endurance was I0 hours with
a full load of fuel. Payload capacity was 20 to 50 pounds depending
upon the amount of fuel carried. Many successful flights were made

with the Micro Blimp. Its major problem was propeller breakage, but
this was solved with propeller stiffeners.

STUDIES

Several programs generated system designs and concepts that, to date,
have not progressed beyond the paperwork stage.

High Platform III, by Raven Industries, required the design of a solar-
powered aerostat and the definition of a development program for a
prototype system. The airship designed under the proK.ram has _ volume

of 600,000 cu ft. Envelope length is 309 feet and diameter, 62 feet.
Th_ airship is desi_,_ned to be a constant a]t!tude system and _s such
Is superpressured. Nylon film is used for the hull. Fins are pressur-
Ized by a small air-compressor. Propulslon and control are accomplish-

ed by rear-mounted, _Imbaled propeller powered by an electric r,otor.

The power supply is a solar array. The system is des[_r_ed to be
capable of maintaining airspeed of 15 knots contlnuously for 4 monthJ_.

_ Flight altitude ,s 85,000 feet. Payload capacity i_ i0 pounds.

, Several assumptions were mad_ throughout the design study:

(a) A high _trength nylon film will be sufficiently developed for

superpressure balloons.

(b) The coefficient of drag of the airship I:; 0.0_8.

,_ (c) Pulse charglng techniques can be developed t_) Increa:_ _ th__

life of the battery.

(d) Cd S thin film solar cells of charactert:_t_o.: e|ual ',- or
better than the cells u_:ed on High Platform II will b,• ava_labl* _.

If theJe assumptions cannot be met, chance',: In :_y:tem ,:Iz¢__):' "q,l_ li-
Jties will result. The p, oposed }ii_:hPlatform [I[ a_r,_hl_ !,; ,_h<,w:_

: in Flgure 8.

' The HASKV (High Altitude £,tatton Ke,'.pIrb_ VeL!,'le) pr',,_:r'_r, r_,','].,:_.,.! 't.1
past effort:; tn h,_,h altitude powere] ball(,m ,'t:ttl,_rlk,.,-I!:',d. i ' :'-
preh,2n:_ive analysis of variou.] sy.'tvm co,riP, t,[ t:-. w't.' url,l,*rt't_',..,'_ "tr. : u
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preliminary design for a system was completed. Primary emphasis was

placed on superpressure airships capable of flying for durations up
to several months at altitudes ranging from g0,000 ft to 85,000 ft
wlth speeds up to 30 knots. The major effort on HASKV was devoted to

parametric analysis and trade-off stuules of the many system component:;
_" and concepts. Much valuable information was thus generated and

reported upon in th_ HASKV Final Report. Using this information a

: system was designed thar. is similar to that proposed in the High
°_ Platform III Study. The major differences concern the construction
, of the balloon envelope and the use of tt,e power cycle. The f'nal

HASKV design was for a vehicle capable of supporting a 200 ib peyload
._ at an altitude of 70,000 feet for a four-month duration. It is to be •

solar powered, to operate at 30-knot alrspeea during the day and I0

knots during the night. This program was compteted in 1973. .-

The AFCRL POBAL-S design effort with Raven Industries resulted in an

airship very similar to the HASKV vehicle. The major difference lies
in the system used to power the e]ectric propulsion motor. You will
recall that the HASKV airship is solar cell powered; POBAL-S obtains

electric energy from a H2-O 2 fuel cell. The fuel cell was selected
so that more electric power, 500 watts, can be made available on a
con_±nuous basis to the user's payload. Duration is 7 days rather'
than 4 months for the solar-powered HASKV. Obviously, the two systems
are designed for different operational missions. POBAL-S is shown in

Figure 9. To summarize the capabilities of AFCRL's POBAL-S: it flies
at a 70,000 ft altitude; has a payload capacity of 200 ib; continuous
power of 500 watts for operation of the payload; speed capability of

16 knots continuously for a 7-day duration. The final report and
drawings for the fabrication of a POBAL-S airship are due to be
completed in the fall of 1974.

, The U. S. Navy (NRL, NO[,) HASPA (high Altitude Superpressure Powered
'_" A1rshlp) is the lar_e.qt active program in high altitude powered

ballooning. HASPA is listed as a "study" only becau'ze the contract

award for its development was still being ne.cotIated at thls wrltln_;.
The goal is to carry a useful payload of 200 ib at 70.000 feet fez.

durations exceeding one month. HASFA is to havo a continuous _:pe,,d
capability of 15 knots, with maximum, :;horter duration capabI)Ity (,f
25 knots. Four fli}:ht tests are planned: (i) an unpowered fli_;ht to
evaluate the launch technique and the tnte_;rlty of the superprt,:;_;ur,,,l

hull; (o) a battery powered flight to evaluate the _,ropulrIon _:y'.:te;h;
(3) a fuel-cell evaluation flif;ht; and (4) an all-up, lonc-duratI_)zl,
solar.-ce_l powered fligbt The prod:ram will take place ,)w.r the n_'xt
three year-_. The |{ASPA vt.hlcle Is shown In Figure i0.

SUMMARY

In the paJt slx years much useful work has been accomplI:'b,,d w_ti_ut
a great ex;,e.qdltu:'e of ?unds. Several government'll a_;et:cIe::haw, t, ,.t:
Involved with all of tLe major balloon companies. Tnv L, ta| r(.-:ult
........ '[ ._,.... ,_r_t h,_,,noutstan<'._ L_,, but, conslderln£ the very I,,w ft.r_,_iIr_; atl,l
mannIn_ budget, and the ma_:nltude of tht. ---_b.l..,,_,..))*_ ..... b . ry _'c,_d pr_,,)'r,..'."
ha'._ been made toward "tchievlng operational, lon);-durat lot:, ni_-!,-
altitude powert'd t)a[looIl:.; wlth u._ofully he::vy p:wlo'td:,. '2h,' ,'x), r!-
rhentaI -:y.:temJ that hay,. t., _.n f[,'wn have cl,,arly d,.flt_,,d th,, t',.:*'.'_Ir_!:_,-
practical :tud theor,_,tIc'tl [robl,,m:_ t() t e :;:'lv,'d. F(_r ,'X'I':| l,,) ftl''::',.
[,roFram.; .-!.ou[d .:p,.,n,_t [::or,, ,'fFort to obtain accur:tt,, dr'_," <',..'":'I," !.,:."
measuremtmt:; at tht. l_)w R,,ynol.'.: numk,.rt: _-ncount,.r,.,t In '!:,. :'.:t; ....

wlnd flt, ld.:. Am,th,.r [::i),._t't'tttt :tt'e'! of uncertaItltv '.:" '..):,, I I', 'I ,, [ 1,-).
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design. More bas _ work is required to predict accurately the propel- _ _'

ler performance in the 60,000 to 85,000 ft altitude levels. Propellers
have no' normally been used at those altitudes; conventiona2 procedures
for scaling from ground level data are not adequate. We also must make _

use of the modern analytical tools for accurately d_termining the
dyramic stresses in the structure and their distribution over the air- _ :

ship surface. If the pressurized hull volume to support a usefully /
heavy payload is to be kept within manageable limits without sacrific- •
ing structural reliability, then the allowable weight, strength and

elastic properties of the materials are critical design parameters.
It is hoped that future high altitude powered balloon programs will
benefit from the experience reported herein. _.
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_ SPECIAL PROBLEMS AND CAPABILITIES OF HIGH

ALTITUDE LIGHTER THAN AIR VEHICLES % =

% P.R. Wessel* ,

F. J. Petrone**

4

ABSTRACT: Powered LTA vehicles have historically been i '_
limited to operations at low altitudes. Conditions exist
which mgy enable a remotely piloted unit to be operated at

an altitude near 70,000 feet. Such systems will be
._ launched like high altitude balloons, operate like non-

rigid airships, and have mission capabilities comparable
to a low altitude stationary satellite. The limited lift
available and the stratospheric environment impose special
requirements on power systems, hull materials and payloads.
Potential nonmilitary uses of the vehicle include communi-

cations relay, environmental monitoring and ship traffic
control.

_i INTRODUCTION

The High Altitude Super pressured Powered Aerostat (HASPA) Program in

which we are now engaged, will design, build, and test fly an LTA
vehicle. While looking much like a conventional airship in shape and
size this vehicle, designed for an operational altitude of 70,000 feet,
must be unlike its low altitude counterpart in many ways. In this

_ paper we are not as interested in describing the HASPA program as e
are in initiating a discussion of the related technology with the LTA
community. As a remotel) piloted vehicle (RPV) embodying aspects of
airships, balloons and space platforms, the HASPA development must

i_ ultimately include many diverse elements of technology.

rwork supported by the Naval Electronic Systems Command
*Research Physicist, Naval Ordnance Laboratory,
Silver Spring, Maryland

**Assistant Project Manager for HASPA, Naval Ordnance Laboratory, ;_

i Silver Spring, Maryland i
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OPERATING ALTITUDE

The operating altitude of 70,000 feet is not purely a matter of choice.
_ One of the dominant features of the atmosphere is the existence of a

minimum wind velocity near that altitude. A typical example of this
minimum is shown in Figure i.

_" 120

K--

g '

40 _ 120 160

W_D _LOClTY(KTSJ

FIG. 1 TYPICAL WIND VELOCITY PROFILE
>,

Clearly no other altitude offers a better design alternative. If, as
_ a first approximation, drag (power consumption) and lift (power
_ available) are both proportional to density while power consumption

increases as the cube of velocity, then a minimum in the velocity/
altitude curve represents an optimal point for operations. Thus we

can say unequivocally that the next, and perhaps only, alternative to
a conventional low altitude airship is one operating near 70,000 feet
altitude. Future systems must carefully consider altitude controls
to take advantage of favorable winds, even though this will exact a

considerable penalty in weight and complexity.

It is purely fortuitous that the magnitude of the wind velocity remains
low enough at most times so that it can be overcome by realistic

system designs. Data on the distribution of w:.nd velocities in the
Northern Hemisphere at the 50 mb pressure level suggest that mean
velocities in the midlatitude regions are typically 20 knots, with
maximum velocities occasionally exceeding 30 knots. This condition

generally persists from spring to autumn. Maximum velocities may
exceed 40 knots at times for the more northerly latitudes in the
winter and the equatorial regions in the summer.

Since the altitude of the minimum wind field varies as a function of

latitude and season, the ability to control altitude or at least
select the opt%mum point, would be highly desirable. The benefits to
be obtained through altitude control can only be estimated from a
reasonable knowledge of the temporal and spatial distribution of the

high altitude wind field. Indeed, such information, which is presently
very limited, is vital to the success of the entire concept.
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By virtue of its influence on the operational altitude the wind _
. pattern also affects other system characteristics, particularly volume ,

_ and mode of operation. At 70,000 feet altitude the lift capability of

either helium or hydrogen gas is approximately 4 ib/Mcf (pounds per
thousand cubic feet). The weight of the power system needed to over-
come the winds, plus the weight of controls and payload, and the

°'" vehicle weight itself combine to establish a minimum vehicle volume
of approximately 1 MMcf (million cubic feet). Optimum system design /_

requires hull materials with very high ratios of strength to specific
gravity, power systems with high energy densities, and control systems
and payloads using the lowest weight design approaches. It is evident
that such systems must be unmanned, being unable to carry the weight of
life support systems. Control systems cay profitably make use of RPV _,_

_ technology as previously indicated.

: HULL DESIGN

The hull shape will be much like that of conventional airships, enabling
designers to take advantage of well established formulas for weigh_

distribution, balance, pattern configurations, and so forth. The
: required hull strength and the selection of a hull fabric will be

• determined by many factors.

• Fabric Selection

Fabric selection will be determined by environmental conditions as

well as by weight, strength, and other basic parameters of the
mater_al. The usual LTA problems of fluctuations in gas temperatur6

• and deterioration of fabrics as a result of exposure to sunlight are
magnified at high altitudes where thermal coupling to the atmosphere

is reduced and ultraviolet radiation is increased. The hull must
retain its shape and volume over appreciable changes in temperature

_ and pressure to maintain its controllability and altitude, and of
_ course it must not leak. Thus the ideal hull fabric should be very !

strong, extremely light, insensitive to extremes of temperature,
impervious to ultraviolet radiation, ozone and bombardment with charged i
particles, have limited elasticity and no creep, and be impenetrable to
helium or hydrogen For ease of manufacture the material should be

easy to cut, seam, and seal, and be readily available and cheap. In
addition it should be insensitive to folding and creasing, and have a
storage life of several years under the poorest of conditions. How

much of each of these properties is absolutely necessary (or

available) remains to be determined. 1

Material Strength

Fabric strength requirements are determined by two parameters, _
supertemperature and hull diameter. The first of these is a complex •
function of the absorptivity and emissivity of the hull surfaces and
the radiations emanating from the earth and the sun. Rough estimates

of the temperature variation experienced by the fill gas indicate that
it may be of the order of 80°F, resulting in a pressure variation (P)
that is 20% of ambient or approximately 0.15 psi. From this figure

and the anticipated hull diameter (D) of 60 to 70 feet, the required

strength (S) of the fabric is

S = PD/2 = 54 to 63 Ib/in (I) ._
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: Allowing for unequal stress loading, fabric imperfections and
deterioration with time, and a reasonable safety factor increases

the require4 strength to perhaps 150 Ib/in. Analysis of other loads
' applied to the hull shows that they are far below this value. Effective
• control of the supertemperature, perhaps through application of thermal

;-. control techniques used in the space program, may allow appreciable
reductions in hull strength and weight.

If we arbitrarily assume that 40% of the total system weight of
4000 pounds is hull material then the hull weight (W) alone will be ;
1600 pounds. Most of the fabrics considered _s hull materials have

densities (0) near 0.05 ib/in 3 and the total hull area (A) will be

: approximately 70,000 feet 2. Using these numbers we can estimate the " _:
te_%sile strength (T) required of the hull fabric This is obtained '_

? from: '

T = SAp/W = 47,250 psi (2)
_t

Fabrics of this strength, and greater, do exist. Whether or not they

possess the other properties needed by the hull material is still under
_ investigation. At the present time we are looking at the properties

of many fabrics and materials. A Mylar/Kevlar combination appears
particularly interesting.

Fabric Inte_rit_ and Durabilit_

With mission durations expected to be of the order of months the hull
fabric must retain its properties over a long period of time. Some

;A

! stresses will be cyclic, but some will remain at all times. Hence the
fabric must be able to withstand repeated stress loading and must have

a high dead load strength. Resistence to creep must be unusually high. •
Inelastic elongation of even a few percent would cause the aerostat to

_ become soft or limp at the low end of the temperature cycle. This
would result in loss of shape and an inability to apply power or .
maneuver. Repeated exposure to solar radiation and extremes of tem-

perature over the same extended time periods pose additional problems.
This type of treatment is known to weaken and embrittle many materials.

The integrity required of the assembled hull is also very high. It
must resist tearing or rupturing through the stresses and handling
inherent in a high altitude balloon launch. Since the fabric will be
much stronger than the usual balloon fabric this qhould be no problem.

The permeability of materials like Mylar is more than adequate to

limit gas losses by diffusion. Leakage is much _ore likely _o be a
problem. Relatively low leakage rates can become serious when extended
over several months of time. o

POWER REQUIREMENTS
J

Power requirements can be conveniently divided into three general

cdtegories, propulsion, payload operation, and control and telemetry.
In general the greatest consumption will result from propulsion i
requirements. To estimate the power needed we will assume baseline

system parameters as follows: Volume - 1 MMef; Shape - Class "C"
airship; Altitude - 70,000 feet; Speed 30 knots.

Propulsion Power

An appropriate expression for the drag, D, (of thrust, T) of a
typical airship is,
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PCDV2V2/3
T = D = (3) _

where p is the atmospheric density (slugs/ft 3)

CD is the drag coefficient: ; o

v is the flight velocity (ft/sec), and _

V is the volume of the vehicle (ft3). _

Substituting the nominal system parameters Equation (3) leads to an
estimated thrust requirement of •

T = 0.1 v 2 lbs (4)

where v is expressed in knots, and a value of 0.05 is assigned to the i '';drag coefficient. For a nominal speed of 30 knots the thrust require- ._
ment is only 90 pounds. This is an extremely small number when com- _

pared to the thrust requirements of the usual LTA vehicles. In the
high altitude region thrust can be most efficiently provided by a ¢
larger low speed propeller, which may in turn be driven by an electric
motor.

To produce this thrust level the power input to the propeller, Pi'

reduced by the propeller efficiency _E0 _ 0.75) must equal the _

product of thrust and forward velocity. Thus

p. = 0.167 V 3 ib. ft • (5)

1 Ep sec

Additional efficiency factors must be included for the mechanical

drive system (Ed 0.9) and for the electric mctor conversion of

electrical power to mechanical power (E c 0.8). Introducing these

and converting Pi to watts leads to the final expression for propulsive

power:

3

Pi 0.22 v
= EpEdEc watts. (6)

For the particular case under discussion this leads to a power

_ requirement of iI kW. The factor v 3 has been retained to emphasize
% its driving influence on _ne power requirement.

o The primary uncertainties in the calculation of power requirements
_. occur in the choice of the drag coefficient and the operating speed.

A conslderable body of data on drag was accumulatea for airships at _
lower a_titudes but the extrapolation to higher altitudes is uncertain
because the Reynolds number moves into the transition region. Various
estimates of the drag coefficient have ranged from 0.03 to 0.11. The
uncertainty over the speed is due to the limited data on wind
conditions.

, i
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Other Power Needs

Within the limits of the few hundreds of pounds of payload that the

' baseline system might carry, it i_ unlikely that payload power

requirements will exceed the kilowatt level on a continuous basis.
This would represent a small increase Jn the total power system capa-

bility required. Very efficient and sophisticated control and tele-
metry units have been developed and used for both high altitude

/ balloon operations and for remotely piloted vehicles. The power
I consumption of such systems is typically a fraction of a kilowatt.

This would also represent a small addition to the propulsion power
requirements.

tt

It is evident that power requirements will be largely determined by

propulsion needs. Those needs will depend on unpredictable wind
conditions and must therefore be considered as a continuous require-

:._."_ ment for a long term system. By comparison to the I0 kW required for '

propulsion, the 1 kW required for payload and control functions is of
lesser concern.

POWER SOURCES

P.rimar_ Power Sources

The term "primary" is used here to denote any system which uses a

consumable fuel or non-renewable stored energy. Such systems will be
limited by the small amount of fuel that can be carried aloft. We can

_ readily make a rough estimate of what these limitations are. As a
_, rough guideline we will assume average power requirements of i0 kW for

electrical systems, to be provided out of a total weight of
_ 1500 pounds, and 7.5 kW (i0 shaft horsepower) for mechanical systems,

to be provided out of a total fuel load of 1200 pounds.

Batteries - Some of the APOLLO space program primary batteries produced
nearly I00 Wh/Ib, which was the highest energy density available until
very recently. At a power level of i0 kW, 1500 pcunds of these bat-
teries would last for 15 hours. Future battery developments promise as

high as perhaps 300 Wh/Ib which would provide power for 45 hours of
flight. Thus even the most optimistic assumptions will result in
xnadequate mission durations to justify the system.

Fuel Consuming Engines - Liquid fueled, air-breathing engines may be
difficult to operate efficiently at high altitudes, but we will ignore
that point in our consideration. Whether one chooses a Wankel, a
diesel or a turbine the kasic fuel has an energy content of about

6000 Wh/ib. At an unrealistic 50 percent conversion efficiency this
would be reduced to 3000 Wh/Ib and the 1200 pounds of fuel would be

exhausted in 20 days. For some applications this period may be
adequate, if it can be provided.

Re@enerative Power Sources

For this application we believe that it is possible to construct a

regenerative system utilizing power from a solar array. An energy
storage system, such as batteries would be used to provide power at
night. An alternative approach, requiring substantially less weight,
is a regenerative fuel cell.
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The regenerative fuel cell system is composed of four basic components,
as sho_ in Figure 2, and associated controls and plumbing. The system

operates around a _ydrogen/oxygen fuel cell which derives electrical

. energy from the conversion of those gaseous reactants into water. The
water produced by the fuel cell reaction is pumped into an electrolysis

chamber where the passage of an electrical current reconverts it to
the gaseous state. Product gases are then held in high pressure

_ storage until needed by the fuel cell. Electrical energy for opera-
- tion of the electrolysis cell is obtained from a solar array

distributed on the upper surface of the aerostat. Each of these
major components has _en developed and is available in some form

today, though not optimized for the aerostat power application. We
have attempted to dete_ine the capabilities of existing hardware and ,_
project the results of anticipated modifications and improvements to 4
estimate the perfo_ance of future systems.

MIU

gz :

FIG. 2 REGENE_TIVE FUEL CELL
SYSTEM BLOCk DIAG_M

Fuel Cell - The basic element of the power system is a hydrogen/oxygen
fuel cell of the type usea in _ace programs, which can meet very
stringent requirements. The characteristics of a particular unit in

which we are interested are as follows: i

ii_ Average Power Output per Module 5 kW

Maximum Power Output per Module !0 kW .

Specific Reactant Consumption 0.8 - 0.9 ib/kWh
Specific Weight at ave. output 25-30 Ib/kW
Anticipated Cell Life > I0,000 hrs.

Systems designed expressly for aerostat use should achieve a i0 kW
output with a specific weight of about 15 Ib/kW and a specific fuel
consumption of 0.8 ib/kWh in the not too distant future. Significant

advances beyond this point will be di[ficult since operating eff_.ciency
will be approaching realistic limits and weight reductions would
result in more fragile and more costly components.

Solar Array - The FRUSA or Flexible Rolied-Up Solar Array 2 dev_,lopment
indicated that it was possible to place solar cells on a flexible
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, plastic sheet with imbedded interconnections and achieve excellent

reliability with very lightweight panels. It was capable of providing
a power level of 52 W/ib, and advanced array systems utilizingL

lightweight cells were expected to produce 70 W/lb. Utilizing the
FRUSA design without the protective glass cover s]ide, which may be

unnecessary for terrestrial applications, would result in a power
density of near_y 80 W/lb.

- Recent announcements of advances in solar array performance, through

/ increased light conversion efficiency, indicate that the present
i0 to Ii percent efficiency may be raised to 14 to 16 percent levels.t
Indeed there are some suggestions that the influx of new efforts and

support in energy research may raise the efficiency to 20 percent over
the next few years. In any event it is not unreasonable to expect that ,_
the specific weights of 12 to 15 ib/kW available with existing tech-

nology will be reduced to 7 to 8 Ib/kW in the future.

• ... While the specific weigh of the solar array may be low it must be '

remembered that it will be the ultimate source of all power. Since

power can be generated only during the daylight hours the size of the
array will have to be approximately doubled to account for the power
needed during night hours. The exact factor will depend on geographic
location and time of year. Since all parts of the array cannot be

• oriented directly toward the sun at all times another factor of two
must be included to account for the average sun angle. A minimal
roll control system on the aerostat would provide this level of capa-
bility in sun alignment. Finally, the fuel cell/electrolysis cycle,

water/H2-O2/water, is no more than 60 percent efficient. Thus, an

additional expansion of the sola£ array must be made to account for

_, this power loss. To generate power adequate for a i0 kW continuous
level of consumption will require a total generating capacity of

_. 5J.4 kW. Thi_ level can be reduced somewhat by improving the fuel
cell efficiency.

Electrolysis Unit - An electrolysis unit; with an efficiency of better

than 90 percent, has been developed for use in space. It is expected
that the specific weight may be brought as low as 3 ib/kW. Operation

is inherently stable, is unaffected by pressure, produces pure
reactants, and requires onl_ modest controls. Reliability and life
expectancy are high.

Reactant Storage - To supply the fuel cell with reactant to produce
[0 kW for 12 hours at a specific fuel consumption of 0.8 Ib/kWh will

require nearly I00 pounds of reactant, or roughly II pounds of H2 and

I}8 pounds of 02 . At atmospheric pressure this would represent

_}000 cubic feet of H2 and 1000 cubic feet of 02 . The volume can be

reduced by increasing the storage pressure. Some recent developments
Ln the fabrication of filament wound pressure vessels have greatly
l:educed the weight required for gas storage. Test results indicate

a storage specific weight requirement of about 0.025 Ib/ft 3 atmosphere,

or a specific weight of 7.5 Ibs/kW. Making full use of the available
iitrength of these ne materials would reduce the specific weight for
lreacta_ storage to about 5 lbs/kW.
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System Summary - Combining the specific weights just discussed and
including reasonable allowances for power conditioning, cabling, and
other components, leads to an estimate of 88 ibs/kW for a complete

regenerative power system. The _ife of each ma3cr component is of
the order of 10,000 hours, offering th_ p_ssibility for mission
durations in excess of a year. Within the _500 pounds of power system
weight a capacity of 17 kW could be provided. This wo'.id increase th?

nominal speed capability to 35 knots, and enhance the utility of the
vehicle.

APPLICATIONS
a

In addition to such obvious military applications as surveillance and

i co_,unications r_lay, such a vehicle may find many uses in the com- ._

mercial and governmental spheres. By being able to maintain an essen-
tially fixed position for periods of the order of months it may
usefully serve as a monitoring platform with line of sight coverage
to more than 400,000 sq.lare miles of surface area. Thus it could '

provide environmental monitoring over entire drainage basins, serve
as an educational TV outlet for large areas, as a system for monitoring

or directinq w,_._nc traffic in large harbor complexes, or provide

continuous monitoring of offshore o11 fla!_q. In additlon to these

tasks the platform woulA be well suited for high altitude meteorologi-
cal research. Its ability to carry out observations on a continuous

basis at a fixed poi_it would provide a dimension not readily available

at the present time.

SUMMARY

This slightly unconventional airship is still a concept, as are manyof the other ideas we have discussed. Translating those concepts into

" _ a high altitude instrument platform is the real challenge.
¢

The ability of such a platform to perform useful missions, practically
_ and economically, will depend on technological advances expected in

the near future. These are primarily in tnc areas of solar array
_ weights and costs, improvements in materials, and weight reductions
_ in sensors and electronic assemblies. With such improvements the high

altitude aerostat may become a valuable part of _any programs in the
1980's.
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A PRACTICAL CONCEPT FOR POWERED OR _

TETHERED WEIGHT-LIFTING LTA VEHICLES "

M. Alain Balleyguler* ,•

el!.
#

ABSTRACT: This paper will deal with a concept for a multi-hull weight- :"

lifting airship, based upon the author's experience in the design and handling

of gas-filled balloons for commercial purposes. The concept was first

tested in April, 1972. In the flight test, two barrage balloons were joined

side-by-side, with an intermediate frame, and launched in captive flight.

The success of this flight test led to plans for a development program calling
for a powered, piloted prototype, a follow-on 40-ton model, and a 400-ton

transport model. All of these airships utilize a tetrehedric three-line

tethering method for loading and unloading phases of flight, which bypasses

many of the difficulties inherent in the handling of a conventional airship near

the ground, Both initial and operating costs per ton of lift capability are
significantly less for the subject design than for either helicopters or airships

of conventional mono-hull design.

The French company LA GRUE VOLANTE (hereinafter referred to as LGV) was founded to
exploit the potential of a design configuration for a weight-lifting LTA vehicle offering i
greater economy and easc of handling than airships of the Zeppelin type.

PART I: PRESENTATION OF THE LGV CONCEPT RESEARCH PRINCIPLES

!
Because the' static lift of a Lighter Than Air gas such as helium has a maximum figure of _ :

1.1 ounces per cubic foot at sea level, and a portion of this lift must be converted into useful
load, an airship has _ccessarlly a very light structure. This _act limits its resistance to

weather factors, particularly the force and turbulence of wind: and imposes limitations on
the control surfaces, increasing the difficulty of piloting large volumes in buoyant

equilibrium while accommodating different variables such as the pressure and temperature

of both ambient air and internal gas (on which sunlight or the absence thereof, cloudy, rain,

* President, La Gru,? Volante (The Flying Crane), 17, rue des Petits Bois,
92370 Chavllle, France.
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Artist's perspcctlvc oI LGV weight-llRing LTA

vehicle, illustrating tetrel_edric tethering principle.
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and snow can play a role) and the aerodynamic strength and shape of the balloon. All of
these factors can vary simultaneously or at different times; some are very difficult to fore-

cast accurately, rhe effect of slight differences on such a system is often magnified, and _ ;
the net result is that the system is always in precarious equilibrium.

-. The pilotage of a conventional airship in approach and landing phases is difficult under any '8
but the most ideal conditions. Conventional mooring at a mast does not facilitate loading _

and unloading, as the craft must be allowed to continuously weather-cock; and a relatively 1
_ large surface area is required with the mast at center. Landing and mooring fac,.'lities must
_" be duplicated at every location where it is desired to load or unload heavy undivisible •

industrial loads, i i _,..
In the LGV concept, the airship is "moored" like a captive balloon, with three tether lines in ;_
a tetrehedric system. By utilizing this technique, the approach is simplified, requires less _ _

precision because it is farther away from the ground and other obstacles. As soon as the I

mooring system is attached, and tension is applied by a positive vertical lift, the summit of i

:._ the tetrehedron is relatively fixed in space, and an undivisible load can be loaded or unloaded
with nearly as much precisl_ as with a crane. The LGV objective was to design such n

vehicle with enough stability and resistance to weather variations to permit mooring in this _i
manner -- without requiring hanger or landing facilities -- under all conditions of weather.

!_ Above the summit of the tetrehedric mooring system, the vehicle can move freely in a
horizontal _lan_, like a weather-cock. The three lines arc corJtinuously stretched if the
system'sL/D ratioishighenoughtomaintainthegeneralresultantofforceswithinthe _
volume of thetetrehedron.Observationand testsindicatethatthereare seriousdefectsand '!

limitaUons in the usual methods of obtaining an adequate L/D ratio for a captive balloon.
Usually, in windy conditions, a streamlined balloon receives an aerodynamic lift dependent i

_ upon its general air foil shape, at a given incidence. For this reason, it is called a "kite _!
balloon." But this kind of balloon presents two performance-limiting dmaavantages. Fi.'st,

_ the aerodynamic lift of the balloon comes from the fact that its body is used as a wing, one
, with a very low span-to-chord ratio. The tip end vortex, or induced vortex, is relatively

high, giving poor aerodynamic performance due to the low L/D ratio, resulting in significant
instability. In a non-rigid balloon, the envelope material is required to provide large aero- '

dynamic strengths. Also, the tail surfaces must themselves provide high aerodynamic
strength to compensate for the above-noted instability and to compensate for the aerodynamic
pitch couple due to the fact that aerodynamic lift is situated between 30'_ and 40_ of the chord _
instead of at 40% to 50,q_for the static lift, requiring a positive incidence on the horizontal

tail surfaces, and the resultant forces being transmitted by the envelope material. 4

Informulatingthe LGV concept,itwas desiredtoavoid,as much as possible,any aero-
dynamic lift from the balloon when at zero incidence. But it was necessary to provide for

aerodynamic lift in windy conditions. A solution was to provide the balloon with a wing
offering a good L/D r ltio, coming from a sizable sp_n=to-chord ratio. This would be diffi-
cult for a single balloon; the heart of the LGV concept was to mount the wing between two
balloons. The wing, with the balloons at either end, presents an increased L/D ratio, the
balloons acting like huge wing-tip tanks. The tail surfaces are ideally placed outside the
passage between the two, Als, and being ouly stabilators, are used at zero incidence, -¢

minimizingtheaerodynamicforcestobe transmittedby thefabricof theenvelopes,as well _
as minimizing the requirement for aer_.dynamic strength of the balloons themselves. The J

patentfortheconceptispending,coveringcaptiveballoonsand airshipsmoored likecaptive 4
balloons.

i,
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, Another improvement increasing the performance of such a balloon, in particular its
resistance to wind and weather effects, is from the use of new cables and envelope materials,

specifically two to three times better than conventional ones such as polyester or fiberglass.
The new French products, named CEF (Chord Europe France), are made of duPont Kcvlar 49

. fibers, for the first time satisfactorily configured to produce a tensile stre,,gth in the range
_ of 240,000 psi for a density of only 1.05, with a weak elongation of only 2_, good resilience,
_, excellent resistance to UV rays, full compatibility with all usual resins or pigmentation
_, treatments, and a cost (slightly below that of carbon fibers) actuall," between $270 and $360

I a pound, depending upon the quality and performance required. The French company
: LA CELLOPHANE is already studying the use of the CEF products for new envelope fabricsI

and laminated materials, at the request of the Balloon Division of the CNES and also at the
{ request of LGV. Such products will allow the manufacture of non-rigid balloons with higher ,,

pressures than usual, with lighter than usual envelopes and inflated tail surfaces -- and even
in the LGV concept, the median wing. When the cost has been brought sufficiently low, non-
rigid airships will probably be less expensive and provide better structural performance than t

. ._ rigid designs, even for the largest sizes.
4

The LGV concept encompasses two slightly different designs, depending upon the two main
applications:

. a. Tethered or Captive Balloons. The balloons and tail surfaces have symmetrical profiles
and zero angle of attack. The wing is fixed between the two hulls with a positive angle of

_ attack, and its profile can be asymmetrical. There are no moving partt_. The actual
( calculate( L/D ratio of such captive balloons is about 6 to 1, higher than a conventional

captive balloon, and LGV anticipates increasing the figure significantly aJter wind tunnel
research. This is necessary to analyze aerodynamic interferences between different

_,_ elements of the design, where calculations are insufficient for accurate prediction of
performance, and to study different scales of wing span ana thickness wiLh relation to

L size oi the hulls and to determiae, appropriate tail surlace area required for a given
stability.

b. Powered Balloons or Airships. Here the design is dependent mainly upon the require-
ments of mooring and loading operations. During powered flight, the o_erall system is
supposed to have zero aerodynamic lift. Thus the wing has no incidence, nor has the
hull axis or the horizontal tail surfaces; a symmetrical profile is presented. To operate
as a captive balloon, the pilot lowers wing flaps, with the help of conventional gear.
During the transition from one type of flight to the other, the pilot must hover about the
destination point, and has a relatively wide margin of space precision. To facilitate
this, vertical axis power units are scheduled on all the powered craft designed; these
help the pilot stretch the tether lines, once anchored to the ground, before actuating the
wing flap, and help him to remove tension from and detach the tether line_ prior tG
undertaking normal flight.

PART II: TETHERED BALLOONS

, Subsequent to the wind tunnel research, the LGV program begins with flight tests for two
different captive balloons, to study the structure in various weather conditions. These will
have volume, respectively, of 1,400 and 10,000 cubic fee=.

Subsequently, the company will make captive balloons of varying sizes for various applica-
I tions. The high level of performance scheduled will open the market to new applications, in

addition to the traditional scientific ones. For load-moving applications, LGV will develop a

(
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system to vary the tether cable length to move the loading and unloading point within a given
perimeter, and to make an on-board witch unnecessary. For conveyors, such balloons can
be used like aerial poles. They can be used in off-shore operations, mo:;zed to anchored
buoys. Such systems can obviate the need of a harbor for _M_ toading and unloading
operations. In the same way, they can be ._.cd l_c "airborne buoys, " to support the tether

:, lines for a larger powered balloon of the same configuration, in locations where frequent '
;_, loading and unloading operations can benefit from shortening the time interval required for
"_ mooring.

The efficiency of the tethered balloon concept is not affected by the size of the balloon. On
,' the three types of forces applied (bursting, aerodynamic, and catenary), only the catenary

forces increase more rapidly that the volume to limit the size of the balloon. The planned _:
construction methods, which are proprietary, will void the need for hangars, permitting

• relatively low length to diameter ratios and permit large v@umes with all-weather resistance :I

,., and highusefulload/totalweightratios.Unitaryloadcapacitiesofup to500 and even I,000
_' tonsare possible,
r

: PART HI: POWERED BALLOONS

Actually, the primary requirement for LTA devices in France is to lift and tra_nsport heavy,
, bulky undivisible loads, particularly such as nuclear vessels. At the same time, there is a
_: potential world-wide demand for large airships to transport freight at speeds and rates less
: than those now required by commercial air transport. The load-carrying efficiency of an

airship varies approximately linearly with her size, and therefore the larger the airship, the
: lower the ton/mile cost. But the risks involved in building airships of extreme size are such

that no company (and for the moment, no government) would be well advised to start on too
large a scale, even in spite of the numerous applicable improvements available since the

: time of the Zeppelins. Therefore, LGV recommends the development of new LTA systems

_, systematically,withspecificapplicationsateachstep,toattainthelargesizeswithoptimum

_ speed and safety.

After wind tunnel research and tests of the first two research captive balloons, the LGV
: program will divide into three main steps:

a. A Powered_ Piloted Model. This will be a four-seater configuration. The two balloons: (hulls) will have a total volume of 81,000 cubic feet and a length of 115 feet. A special
!_ feature of this model will be that the complete gondola, weighing about 2,900 pounds,
_'_ including engines, will be separable from the balloon section and can be lowered to the

ground to simulate load transfer and facilitate engine maintenance. Therefore, it will
be necessary to contro', the moving parts of the balloon with the system operable both
from the air and from the grcund. The wing flap and tail surface tabs will be operated
by electric means; the pressure fans and control unit of the balloons will also be
electrical and provided with a battery for redundancy.

To conserve time and mccoy, the gondola will be the rebuilt fusela_c of the prototype of
an abandoned four-seat French push-pull aircraft, the "Jupiter" Matra-Moynet, fitted
with two 200 horsepower Lycoming engines. The rear propellcr will incorporate
reversible pitch. Two lateral pods will support the vertical axis power units, fitted with
a pair of two-stroke tlirth engines of 55 or 70 horsepower, similar to that used on the
BD 5 sport aircraft. The vertical thrust will be reversible, up or :own. Calculated top
speed will be 60 miles per hour, and cruise speed with 50S_ power, 50 miles per hour.

J
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The first flight is scheduled one year subsequent to completion of the wind tunnel
• research. Special authorization of flight will be delivered, under appropriate restric-
,_ . tions, by French authorities; they are presently preparing new rules for future airship
" certification, and wish to be |nvolved with the specific problems of such prototype
_. _ models as our own.

_ As soon as test flights of this model produce satisfactory results, the lir_!tatlons of use

= / determined with good levels of safety and viability, the origil_d gondola will he replaced
by a more elaborate one, involving type ce_ification and acceptability for on-line

i__ I production.

LGV has already received requests from potential users for production models of this __.
size, for schedule prices between $400,000 and $600,000, depending upon user specifi-
cations. Aerial surveying and advertising are among the more frequent reqL_ests. One

- request, from a utility company, is to use such airships both for advertising and to
"_" provide illumination for mght public events (in captive configuration) in locations where

the erection of poles is forbidden or too costly.

The cost for the first powered model is scheduled for $300,000, including preliminary
research; its development in the next co_lguratlon will cost about the same and require
one more year.

b. A 40-Ton Useful Load Model. This model was inspired by potential user requests from
oil companies for drilling needs in difficult locations, some now served by helicopter.
But such airships should he far less expensive to operate, with higher levels of safety

. and viability, because a load under sling disequilibrates a helicopter but not an LTA
system. Heavier transported loads will also decrease drilling costs, by the use of

_ standard systems, because the use of custom helicopters necessitates special and costly
drilling systems, divisible in transportable elements of usually two and one half tous
maximum. Mounting and dismounting of such elements would be reduced, and the
transport logistics of a drilling operation would be greatly enhanced by the extension of
the airborne phase, avoiding intermediate costs and delays such as river barge
operations in some situations and the use of cargo planes in others.

Foresters also are interested in such weight-lifting airships for logging operations in
difficult locations throughout the world. LGV is also in close contact with a world
charity organization, the Order of Malta, to provide such airships for health and rescue.
In the event of natural disasters, such as earthquakes, particularly where ground
transport activities are disorganized or non existent, these airships wc_dd be invaluable
for such use as food transport %,,_ airborne hospitals.

Economic studies indicate that, after the first few units, serial production of such
airshlp_ could be effected at costs low enough to make ton/mile costs competitive with
surface transport in underdeveloped countries. At relatively low speeds, for example
between 60 and 85 miles per hour, they are very economical of fuel, significautly more
so than with conventional airships.

LGV is already in touch with an African government for the development of short-haul
transports in their country, requiring initially ten 40-ton model unit_', only a part of
the potential market envisioued.
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Specifications of the 40-ton prototype include the following: Total volume of the two hulls
will displace 3,150,000 cubic feet; length is 365 feet; maximum diameter 97 feet for
each hull; overall width will be 550 feet; overall height 180 feet; irmtalled power 2,300 '_

horsepower, providing a top speed of 80 miles per hour and a cruise sveed of 65 miles
per hour at 50_ power. Scheduled cost of the prototype, developed and built i.q France,
is $2,520,000 (at a rate of exchange of five French francs per U. S. dollar), and serial

' production models are scheduled to sell between $1.6 million and $1,8 million, or less,

:_ depending upon the number to be produced, For comparison purposes, the cost of a
helicopter like the S-64 "Skycrane, " able to lift and transport only 12 tons under sling,
costs more than $2 million, and involves higher operating costs.

: LGV estimates that the first 40-ton production model could probably be operational and ',

: available three years alter the start of the initial program.

One very interesting advantage of the concept wiU be that it requires only very short
delays for mooring, unloading, reloading, and unmooring operations. The total

._. sequence will take only two minutes during no-wind conditions, if mooring is not
: necessary, and five minutes if conventional mooring is necessary.

In mooring, the three tether cables are first properly anchored; and as with any airship,
the mooring is never uvfastened until the airship is reloaded with an equivalent weight

" of the one unloaded. The vertical P._is power units are available to correct possible
inaccuracies in the weight equilibrium, within a range of ±5-10% of the total weight.

Thus for the hovering and transition flight sequences, the pilot can equilibrate within
this margin during normal cruise flight, with the help of the tail surface control tabs.

The tether line anchorages are located at a distance from the center equivalent to about
_, half of the mooring altitude, where loads have to be manipulated. As often as possible,

_ the loads will be containerized or placed in nets, to shorten loading operation delays.When return freight is not available, even for a part of the total load, ballast is
_ necessary, as often as possible with water in tanks or bags (or other ballast like sand,

gravel, dust, suitably containerized by a ground crew), the total load for a powered

_, flight always being the same, including fuel reserves.

#_ c. A 400-Ton Useful Load Model. Specifications -- Total volume of the two hulls:

23,000,000 cubic feet. Length: 750 feet. Maximum diameter of each hull: 200 feet.
Overall width at horizontal fin tips: 1,000 feet. Overall height at vertical fin tips:

_' 370 feet. Pertormanee: top speed 80 miles per hour at full power (with 40,000 horse-
_ power). Cruise speed: 65 miles per hour at 50_: power. Normal range: 400 to 600
_, miles. Ceiling: 5,000 feet.

The range can be increased with a reduction of payload, at the rate of about five tonsper 100 miles.

For special transport systems of industrial loads from and to industrial yards, such as
nuclear power stations, a special system to accurately place the loads will be developed
-- to stabilize the position of the load in space by an action at the summit of the
tetrehedric tether, the ground terminus of the tether lines will be fitted with hydraulic
jacks actuated by an automatic control system taking references from the space position
of the load itself. In this way, all the possible (including cyclic) slight movements of
the load due to the action of the wind on the balloon and tether lines can bc compensated
for. The natural precision of location is about 1_ of the altitude of the balloon, and
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with the centrol system could be reduced to 1/1000th and even to l/t0,000th with very
accurate references.

I For genct_l _reight use, the 400-ton model will present a ton/mile cost between 7.34
and 154 per mile, for 4,000 hours of flight per year and an averagc usc of 80_ of total
capacity -- depending upon the cost of production of such models. It will provide

• excellent short and medium distance transport, for which the ease of mooring and
7 loading operations offered by the LGV concept is more important than incremental ton/

mile costs. However, it will not likely be as desirable for long distance transport, for
which single hulled airships will present a !ower drag and urebably a lower ton/miletb

_ _ cost, even allowing for more difficult landing and loading operations requiring extensive
ground facilities. ,.

_ PART IV: FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONCEPT

LGV has already studied such development in two directions: (1) Another configuration,
"_'""_ covered by the same patents, providing possible Lmprovement_. (2) Development of fabrica-

tion technology, based primarily on an automatic machine for makln_ thc envelopes of the
_ balloons, Jased on a completely new principle, more advanced than techniques already used

in balloon manufacture (for example, the machines developed by the Balloon Division of the
CNES in France and used by the Zodiac-Espace Company). The method of assembly of the
different elements will also be completely new, and highly original. The main advantage will
be _ bypass the need of a costly hangar for the assemblage operation.

"b
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- A REVOLUTIONARYAND OPERATIONALTETHEREDAEROSTAT
SYSTEM ILLUSTRATING NEW LTA TECHNOLOGY

James A. Menke*

3"

ABSTRACT: A tethered aeros':at system, which demonstrates !
utility'of LTA systems, has been in operation for about i,
one year. It was made possble by development of a reli-
able tethered aerostat that is used to support b_oadcast

"" equipment at an altitude of 10,000 feet. Two elements of
the TCOM system, the aerostat and mooring station, both
designed and manufactured by Sheldahl, are particular1 7
relevant to the LTA Workshop. They demonstrate the
feasibility of using LTA vehicles in real, operational,
all-weathe;r applications and, in addition, illustrate an
advance in the overall technology base of LTA. This
paper presents a description _f the aerostat and the
mooring station including their technical design features •
and demonstrated performance characteristics.

_ INTRODUCTION

:_ A revolutionary new' telecommunications concept has been developed that

i utilizes a Lighter to broadcasting equipment
Than Air vehicle elevate

_r as shown in Figure 1 It is very likely the only operational I.TA
il._ system in service anywhere in the world today. '

':• Developmental work by Sheldahl over the past five years has produced
> certain technological breakthroughs which enable tethered buoyant
_' vehicles or aerostats to be employed in practical around the clock ;
_,_ operations. Heretofore, such vehicles have been limited to short
_ duration scientific experimental use_ •

* Manager, Tethered Aerostat Systems, Sheldahl, Inc., Northfield,
Minnesota, U.S.A.
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The wo_'d need for a tethered aerostat which will float continuously i
over a fixed earth location with payload carrying capacity is quite
extensive. For example, developing countries around the world cannot
afford elaborate conventional communication networks such as are

employed in the United States that use a combination ol microwave
: broadcasting towers, telephone wiring networks and sate!lites. :

The advent of a practical aerostat (balloon) system enables such a
country to very economically acquire effectively a two-z_ile high

i broadcasting tower, or mini-satellite which can carry electronic _
broadcasting and relay equipment. Such electronic equipment suspend_J _o
from a single aerostat flying nearly two miles (IO,O00 feet) overhead,

.,7-".',', I

Figure 1
Tethered Communications System

can provide direct line of sight communications to an area coverinq
45,000 square miles, blultiple aerostat installation_ can extend th_s ;.
coverage indefinitely. 'I'hu_, a single aerostat installation can take
the place of about 15 conventional ,,icrowave towers and yet offer .'.
much broader communications :apability at 20 to 50 percent the cost _,

of conventional equipment. '_:

The 'room Corporation, a subsidiary of the _'estinghousc Electric "_;
Company, has been established to integrate and market this revolu-
tionary telecommunications system, called the 'l'CObl (for Tethered
C()Mmunications) system, on a worldwide basis. At the present tl,.e,
a complete demonstration system is in operation at 'l'CObl's (;rand
Bahama Island fa_llit)' and operational systeras are being in.stalleO ;;
in the Republic of South Korea and lran. ,_,_

,¢
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This paper will deal with the two major elements of the TCOMsystem
that are particular!y relevant to the LTA Workshop, that is, the
aerostat and its mooring system. They demonstrate the feasibility of
using LTA technology in real, operatiopal, all-weather applications
and, in addition, illustrate an advance in the overall technology
baze of LTA, parti, ularly in the areas of structural design, flexible -.
materials, and manufacturing operations.

DESCRIPTION

The aerostat and mooring station as shown in Figure 2 constitute a
single system. During all phases of operation, inc!uding launch and ¢
retrieval, the aerostat and mooring station are joined and function
as an inseparable system. The aerostat is flown directly from _he
mooring station. Both the aerostat and mooring station automhtlcally
rotate so that they are aligned wit_ respect to the wind.

|

_'_ Figure 2
Moored Aerostat

l'wo features of the system that make the TCOM telecommunicatio,s
concept economically feasible are the small crew size needed ,rid Its
all-weather operating capability. Since this concept requires that
the "Jerostat remain aloft for weeks or months at a time, a large full-
time ground crew is cost prohibitive. The _/stem, both mooring
station and aerostat, also had to be designed to withstand worldwide
environments, primarily winds and temperature, without hangar
facilities.

.

Aerostat

The aerostat described herein and illustrated in Figure 3 i_ the

Sheldahl Model CBV-250A. Speciflcation:_ are presented in F:"_rc 4.
It is capable of supporting sizeable payload, at altitudes _.p to
15,000 feet above mean sea level. Nomin:,l operatlag altLtuJe Ls
lO,O00 feet.
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:. MODEL NUMBER 4"

CBV-250A CBV-350A .(.

" WEIGHT 5,100 ibs 5,500 Ibs ;
,j

DIMENSIONS

-! Hull Volume 267,000 cuft 380,000 cuft 2

OveraI1 Length 175 ft 215 ft ,2.
tqO',

Hull Length 148 ft 188 ft ,;

,f
Hull Diameter 56.8 ft 56.8 ft i'

) ¢

Fin Spap 81.5 ft 81.5 ft 4.

Payload Enclosure Width 25 ft 25 ft :

' _i Payload Enclosure tleight 15 ft 15 ft !

OPERATIONAl, PERFORMANCE _

r;;
• ._ Wind Speed @ blSL 90 knots 90 knots ,"

3 ';

Wind ',peed @ 10,000 ft 100 knots 100 knots ;

: _' Ceiling Altitude above MSL 1_,00 nft 15,000 ft

{_ I '
7 _ LOAD CAPACITY (PA___YLOAD,POWER PLANT, FUEL)

i? @ 5,000 ft 7,000 lbs 12,000 lbs

,.'.' ,? 10,000 ft 4,0./0 lt)_ 8,000 lbs

_ _a 15,000 it 1,000 lbs 4,000 lb._

Figure 4 ',

Ae:'o_tat Specificat ion_

_L ,"
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•; The aerostat is controlled or "flown" from the _round control station.
It is unmanned and can maintain its position in the immediate vicinity
of the launch site for continuous flight durations approximating one
week Retrieval to ground level for refueling, helium replenishment
and other maintenance can asually be accomplished within a few hours
and the mission resumed. The aerostat is a highly reliable, rugged

' vehicle constructed to withstand ve;y severe weather conditions. It f
;" is designed and constructed to operate safely in 85 knot winds and

carry a 4,000 pound load at an altitude of 10,000 feet.

ilu11 pressure is maintained by a conventional ballonet design. Fans
. and valves are automatically cycled to force air into or out of the
' batlonet thereby controlling pressure to within prescribed limits. ,e

The hull nose structur_ is made from a high strength aluminum alloy

,_.! and is provided for docking the vehicle to the mooring station.
, ¢
?

The main payload attachment point en the aerostat hull within the
c payload enclosure is capable of supporting a package weighing up toe

1,500 pounds. The volume availabIe for the payload ins;de the enclo-
sure is that of a 25 foot diameter hemisphere. In addition to tileI

main payload support structure, he underside of the aerostat has
provisions for attaching other hardware such as the airborne power ..
generator, fuel and fuel tanks. This load attachment provision
extends 113 feet fore and aft on the underside of the aerostat.

_Jo_ori_S t a ti___ o_

The mooring station is a permanent installation with primary fm,ctions
to a) serve as the ground anchor for the aerostat when tt is on

., station, and b) serve as a maintenance station for the aerostat
between missions. The mooring system is shown in Figure 5.

?' A reasonably level area approximately 500 feet in diameter is needed
to provide adequate ground clearance for the moored aerostat. A
concrete pedestaI is located at the center of this area to support
the main winch and enclosure as well as the mast. Concrete footings
are also t'rovided for the nonorail. These footings can either be a
full circle of era,crete or smaller footings at each rail an,:hor point.
The mooring area net i not be paved, llowever, gravel or some other
stable surt'acc is n cessary *o carry erection and maintenance
equipment.

The mooring _tation consists of a central macilinery enclosure and
masl mounted on a large central bearing, a horizontal boom COml,ression
member and a circular monorail which supports the outboard boon,, end,
flying :;heave and clo._e-huul winches that are mounted on rollers. \
mechanical lock with a remote electrical release is provided at the
top of the mast. Work surfaces are provided on tile top deck of the
machinery enclosure, on tile boom and at the locatton of the acrostat
payload when it is moored. A diesel powered main winch and an auxil-
iary power unit locat,,d within the mochinery enclosure furu!sh the
power req,ired to laur, ch and retrieve the aerostat and *o _,mo_ it in
the close-hauled mode. The main winch is used to control and st,. ....
the tether cable during fligl:t operations. Three smaller wi:_ch_:,,
one at the base of the mast and two on the circular rail, plovlde
the restrai_ ts and control during early stages of launch ap.l d_t" _,.,,.
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final recovery. A completely enclosed operator's cab is located on
the forward side of the machinery enclosure, providing visibility to
all operational areas. The specifications for this system are pre- , '_
sented in Figure 6. -"

, The principle feature of this design is its ability to be rotation-
ally drive::, either by the forces generated by the aerostat or exter-
nally, to align: in azimuth, with the aerostat or its tether cable.
This allows a single operator to maintain the balloon in flight and
only a four member crew to launch and recover the aerostat. During
servicing and maintenance when moored, the crew rides with the t
system as it rotates into the wind thereby provi,ting improved acces- ,i:

" sibility and greater safety and again reducing "the crew size require- ,_._
ment.

SYSTEM PERFORbtANCL
z

¢

When moored the aerostat is mechanically locked to the mooring mast
._--' at tile nose and secured by its suspension lines to the _ervice plat-

form under tile aerostat payload. In this configuration, any changes
in wind direction will cause a rotation of the COh_.plete system and
maintain the balloon heading into the wind. It also allows the
field crew to "ride" the mooring system and work w_thout concern
for shifting winds and gusts. In relatively calm weather (winds less
than 15 knots}, the brakes can be engaged so that heavy loads, such
as the aerostat pa.vload, can be transferred from truck to work
plat form.

The entire system is designed to sustain 90 knot wind loads with the
aerostat in its moored mode. 'l'h,_ a critical componc,_t design was
that of the nose structure of the aerostat since it provides the
mechanical attachment of the flexible aerostat {q the rigid mooring
tower, blaximum loads anticipated in 90 knot wilds including dynamic
loads are 2o,000 pounds axial and 15,000 pound s:_de load. The
structure has been successfully tested to these w, lues.

When tile aerostat is moored, a 3 to 5 knot wind 10 degrees off the
aerostat heading will cause the mooring station to realign itself
into the new wind direction.

The maximum operating altitu,le for the aerostat is a function of
aerodynamic forces on the aerostat and tether cable, helium volume
at altitude, total weight aloft, and environmental factors, such as
temt_erature and baromc.tric pressure. The CIW-250A vehicle can attain
an altitude of 15,0t)0 feet; however, payload capability at thi.-
altitt,de is extremely limited. Typically, the t'IW-250A is flo_'n at
I0,000 feet with a ,1,000 pound load. Ascent and descent rates are
approximately 200 feet per minute.

The aerostat is de<igned to operate in wind ._peetls up to 90 knots at
sea level and higher speeds corre:;ponding to a dynamic pres, ure of
27 pounds per square feet at higher altitudes.

tilectrical power for vehicle and payload operation is _upplied by
either on-board rotary engines COUl',led to I_,oshless generator,; or
by using tl,e tether cable as a condt,ctor to transmit power from a
ground source,
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MODEL NUMBER ,

18500 18600 :

APPLICATION CBV-250A Aerostat CBV-350A Aerostat • _.

" WEIGHT 95,600 lbs 99,600 lbs ,

DIMENSIONS ,_;

Rail Diameter 173 ft 203 ft ,e,.

Tower Height 47 ft 47 ft " :

Payload Service
Platform 16 ft x 22 ft 16 ft x 22 ft .}

Machinery
:._-" Enclosure 12' W x 9' H x 31' L 12' W x 9' H x 31' L :

STRUCTURAL CAPABILITY _

Wind Speed (With

_' Aerostat Moored) 90 knots 90 knots

.}_ Wind Speed (Without
¢_ Aerostat) 120 knots 120 knots

_'_' Operating Temperature -30°F to +120°F -30°F to +120°F

_, Design Criteria AISC Standards, AISC Standards,
_, 7th Edition 7th Edition

HYDRAULICS (Supplied by OECO)

, Main Winch

Tether Cable

Capacity 20,000 ft 20,000 ft

Maximum Pull 30,000 Ibs 30,000 lbs

Maximum Line Speed 200 fpm 200 fpm ,

Close Haul Winches (3) :

Maximum Pull 12,000 lbs 12,000 lbs

Maximum Line
Speed 140 fpm 140 fpm

Figure 6
Specification Summary, Sheldahl

Aerostat Mooring Sy';tem
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,. EXPERIENCE

A total of six aerostat systems have been built and three additional
t systems are presently under construction. One of these systems has
: been in operation on Grand Bahama Island for the past 14 months

providing television coverage for the outer islands.

,_ During this initial 14 month operating period many performance
features of the system have been demenstrated. For example, the

•; aerostat has flown in 85 knot winds, in electrical storms, and in
heavy rain. The aerostat has remained on station aloft continuously
for five days. Highest recorded superheat has been 25 degrees
Fahrenheit. Supercooling at night has been as low as 10 degrees
Fahrenheit. Tests of material samples removed from the hull after 12 ,,
months indicate no significant degradation. The aerostat has been
launched in ground winds gusting to 35 knots. Ease of servicing both
the aerostat and payload in variable direction ground winds has

._.. verified the functionalism of the autowatically rotating mooring '
system. Launch and recovery operations have been conducted with only
a four man crew.

FUTURE PLANS

At the present time a complete system is being installed in Korea.
It will be fully operational this year. Shortly thereafter, a system
will be installed in Iran.

A "stretched" version of the aerostat has been designed and is cur-
rently under construction. Its configuration will be identical to
the CBV-250A except that a 40 foot cylindrical section will be
added at the major diameter of the hull, thereby increasing hull

: volume by 100,000 cubic feet. Payload capacity will be increased
to 8,090 pounds at 10,000 feet altitude. The mooring system design
has also been modified to accept the larger vehicle. This larger
vehicle designated CBV-350A will undergo flight qualification tests
eariy in 1975.

SUMMARY

What is the significance of this new telecommunication system
development as it relates to airships? Materials and technology, of
course, are common to both. Further, based on experience with
tethered aerostats, it is the opinion of this author that airships
can be designed and constructed to operate as reliably as conventional
aircraft, ttowever, one of the more pertinent questions that must I,e
answered is: "Will the airship solve a problem or provide a service
more econoh, ically than other transportation systems?" There are,
of course many other issues and influences that must be considered,
such as energy consumption, government subsidies, etc.. but the key
issue should be one of economics. The telecommunication system is
viable mainly because the service it provides is done at a fraction
of what it would cost if provided by other more conventional means.
In like manner, if objective studies show that airships could sol'.'e
a problem or provide a service at lower cost_ when compared to other
solutions, then and only then would there be any merit in their
development.
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATE TETHERED AEROSTAT
STRUCTURAL DESIGN AND MATERIAL DEVELOPMENTS

i_ Robert G. Witherow*

I .

" ABSTRACT: Requirements exist for an extremely stable,
high performance, all-weather tethered aerostat system.
This requirement has been satisfied by a 250,000 cubic
foot captive buoyant vehicle as demonstrated by over a
year of successful field operations. This achievement

_i required significant advancements in several technology

areas including composite materials design, aerostatics
and aerodynamics, structural design, electro-mechanical
design, vehicle fabrication and mooring operations. This

"_: paper specifically addresses the material_ ant structural
design aspects of pressurized buoyant vehicles as related
to the general class of Lighter Than Air vehicles--the
subject of this Workshop.

L-
_ INTRODUCTION

_'_.

_, In the late 60's, Sheldahl, under sponsorship of ARPA {Advanced Research
Projects Agency), undertook a project to design, develop and fabricate

_ three 200,000 cubic foot tethered aerostats under the direction of the ;
Air Force Range bleasurement Laboratory (RML). Starting with the
limited balloon and non-rigid airship technology that existed at the

::, time, considerable effort was devoted to extend the applicable ad-
vanced design and analytical techniques already used by aerospace
engineers to the design of aerodynamically shaped, buoyant, pressur-
ized vehicles. Despite the fact that the 250,000 cubic foot Captive
Buoyant Vehicle, which eventually evolved and is _-mplc, yed commerically
today by 'room (Tethered COMmunications, a division of Westinghouse -'
Electric Company), is to some extent a marvel of art, it represents a ,,

_' significant technological improvement over previous H'A vehicles in
;; terms of performance, reliability and ruggedness. The structures and

materials technology advancements played a dominant role in the suc-
cess of the aerostats being deployed worldwide today for communica-

: tions, monitoring, and surveillance applications.

} * Manager, Structures and Naterials Engineering, Sheldahl, Inc
Northfield, Minnesota, U.S.A.

'* f
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Figure A

250,000 CU. FT. AEROSTAT IN-FLIGHT/MOORED
I

OPERATIONAL/PERFCRbtANCE HISTORY

The CBV-250 is shown in flight aad moored in Figure A. Each aerc_tat
is completely rigged a-d checked out (including a proof pressure test)
at a hangar facility in Elizabeth City, North Carolina and _hen sent
to its operational site. The first CBV-250 was operationally de-
_loyed in the Bahamas in the summer of 1973 and has provided valuable
system design feedback since that time. The aerostat was flown in
all types of wbather typical of that climate including severe elec-
trical storms and a hurricane. In October of 1973, during Hurricane
t;ilda, winds exceeding 82 knots were sustained by the aerostat flying
at 3,000 feet with no apparent damage. Other experiences t'me and
again demonstrated the structural ruggedness, stability, and opera-
tional advantages of this vehicle. The CBV-25G and the CBV-350 with
payload capabilities of 4,1190 pounds and 6,000 pounds respectively
are compared in si:e in Figure BI.
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Figure B1

AEROSTAT SIZE COMPARISON

i

i '
Figure B2

SAFE OPt_RATIONAL ZONE
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" ! Figure Ct

MAJOR AEROSTAT SUBSYSTEMS

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS

The aerostats are being deployed in the Far East, the Mideast and
other parts of the world--requiring design to climatic extremes.
MIL-STD-210B has served as a valuable guide in establishing environ-
mental requirements. The aerostats are designed to sustain winds of
85 knots at i0,000 feet with a minimum structural safety factor of
2. Winds alofE at various worldwide locations are also depicted in

_ Figure B2indicating the safe operational envelope of these vehicles.
Temperature design criteria include the extremes from +120°F down

i to -40°F. A ten year life with minimal maintenance is required of
the major structural envelcpes, the hull and empennage. Other
design criteria include requirements for blowing sand, hail and

, lightning to enab.e around-the-clock operational capability.

PRIMARY SUBSYSTEMS

The major subsystems of the CBV-250 aerostat are depicted in Figure
C. Note the overall dimensions and general performance data. The
payload is accessibly housed in the windscreen.

AEROSTAT MATERIALS

The fabrics of construction are pictorially described in Figure D.
Most of the materials are composite adhesive bonded laminates of
TEDLAR PVF film, for weathering and UV stability, MYI.AR polyester
film for helium impermeability and shear s_rength, and Dacron poly-
ester plain weave cloth for the strength member. Urethane coatings
are used where excessive material flexing occurs such as the wind-
screen and ballonet.

PRESSURE CONTROL SYSTEM

Pressure sensors, compartmental valves, and blowers compris." the
pressure control system maintaining each main compartment _. _ome
level above freestream dynan, ic pressure, q, as shown in Figure li.
The power is supplied by two on-board 18 hp Sachs-Wankel rotary
c .robust ion engines coupled to a _t;_tic brushless generator with a
static voltage regulator.
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Figure F

AEROSTAT EMPENNAGE

EMPENNAGE

The aerostat Empennage* as i||ustrated in Figure F is the product of
a long-term development effo,t. The entire pressurized assembly is
quite larg_ and well aft on the hull--dictated by aerodyl,amic stability
considerations. Fin ribs run spanwise for maximum flexural and shear
stiffness and are quite unique--borrowing from the concept of" a uni-

_. form load distributing parabolic shape, and are laced with Dacron
cord. The aft hull is pressurized slightly above the empennage to

_ allow for natural curvature. The fins are guyed one to another to i
• prevent large rigid body rotations°

NOSE STRUCTURE

The nose strt_cture i11ustrated in Figure G is the primary load trans-
fer structure for the moored aerostat. A high stre:gth, light
weight tubular aluminum nose cone, and _6 a£uminum nose beams, which
are laced to the hull, react mooring load equivalent to 90 knot
surface winds based on a mooring dynamic analysis. The nose beams
transfer the load into the hull fabric as a shear load.

PAYLOAD ATTACHMENT

The gimbaled payload is suspended from a welded aluminum truss
structure laced to the underside of the hull. Tbe hull is at a
higher pressure than the windscreen to prevent the interface from

wrinkling and going fiat.

SUSPENSION LOAD PATCH

The primary load carrying suspension patches also utilize the para-
bolic scallop design approach to uniformly distribute the 2,500
Found maximum suspension line load into the hull fabric. The suspen-
sion lines are sized ba3ed on stiffness in addition to stre_gtk to
optimize distribution of the main tether load.

Patent pending.
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F,gure G

LOAD ATTACHMENT HARDWARE,

,_ blATERl,xi.S FABRICATION

:. The Dacron cloth is supplied by speciality weavers and is "s_.t" by
: running the woven cloth through at: adhesive bath. This permits the

woven cloth rolls to bt shipped to Sheldahl, wherein they are combined
.; with the 'rEDLAR x MYI.AR x MYLAR tri-laminate USillg special purpose
; polyester adhesive.,:. A'I laminating variables are preci.-ely contrail ,d

resulting in a consistent product. Figures }l arid I show a laminator,
; the flying thread loom tused to manufacture structural tape), and

the weaving loom.

! AI!ROSTAT FABRICATION

The flexible material sheet goods are then accurately cut into
various shaped pat_els using full scale patterns, l'he panels are then
bonded together using specially designed thermal tt, pul:,e sealing
eqaipment, l'he ];allel-,o-p;nlel botld_ ;Ire constructtd ;J,_ butt .lOlllt',

'_ using a t_'o tape system--a struct' ,el taipe ,.',_ ti,v _n. ide ,llld ;l
'; weather protection fEZ)fAR cover t,J0e on the out._i,le.

/

? 'i,-* _ I
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Figure I
/_ROSTAT FABRICATION
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STRUCTURAL DESIGN CRITERIA

The aerostat is designed to operate in winds to 70 knots MSL and at a
constant q of 3.2 in. H20 aloft. At 70 knots, there is a minimam

;-. factor of safety of two on fabric stresses (both direct and shear) and
a factor of 1.5 on hull or fin buckling. Based on wind tunnel tests
the angle of attach,_(, was predicted to be_6 degrees and this has

%. been verified in flight tests. Additionally, the aerostat is designed _
to sustain 90 knot MSL winds with no structural safety factor; however,

; this requirement is less critical than the former. A dynamic mooring
loads analysis established the nose structure load criteria of 25,000 i
pounds axial and 13,000 pounds side loads. A minimum factor of 1.5 _-

is required on all metallic members. Tear propagation data for this _ '_particular material has bee,, experimentally derived and is summarized *

zn Figure J. During the checkout phase, each aerostat is thoroughly _ i

inspected for defects in the cloth such as burn marks; and, all such
defects effecting more than 2-3 yarns are reinforced. Each aerostat _ :

_- is then proof pressure tested to equivalent 90 knot levels to insure _
that no design or fabrication defects remain. In-flight loads at 70 _ :

: knots are predicted to be less critical than prGof pressure loads--
:' hence a successful proof pressure test is evidence of a reliable

! vehicle. 1

¢

_Lt_ bE_T | _ No. OF ,_

; _ 1000 I_r_ _ 4

Figure J

CRITICAL _FECT LENGTH FOR TEAR PROPAGATION
OF SHELDAHL CBV-350A AEROSTAT

'_ 631
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STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

The principal analytical tool used in the stress and deformation
'_ - analysis of fabric portions of the aerostat was the large scale finite
"" element computer program designated LDIDX, Large Deformation Analysis

of Three-Dimensional Structures Extended. The program accommodates
non-linear geometry behavior and orthotropic materials Additionally,| • p

." the program is designed such that external loads (buoyancy, aero-
dynamic pressure, skin friction drag, tether lo_d, etc.) can be applied

, sequentially as they occur in service. Figure _ illustrates the gross
:_, finite element computer plot of a horizontal fin and the aerodynamic
'. pressure distribution on the fin as established by wind tunnel tests
!.

MATERIALS QUALIFICATION ,e

Every material used in Sheldahl's CBV-250 aerostat, from the hull and

_...._ ballonet composites to the seal tapes and T-tapes, is tailored to its f
specific task. Despite the fact that each material is designed to
different requirements, the design approach is the same: 1) define

_' the requirements, and 2) perform qualification tests on the condi-
tioned candidate materials. Figure L delineates the test equipment
necessary to condition and qualify these materials and also illus-
trates the specially designed biaxial cylinder test machine which is
used to determine the stress-strain characteristics of the composite

_ laminate used as input to the structural analysis.

,_

_e_mATr, D)

Figure X

AEROSTAT EMPENNAGE
AERODYNAMIC LOADS AND STRUCTURAL MODEL
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,_ TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEHENT

_, , Figure M summarizes the more significant technological advances

_:,., relating to the design and fabricationof pressurizedbuoyant
I vehiclesas developedduring this program.

: Figure M _'

/ i SORRY OF TECHNOLOGY ADVANCES IN STRUCTURES AND MATERIALS

_I FOR LTA {lgEO'S TO 19741 "

IN lg60*S IN Ig74 IMPROVEMENT I,_

.BAS]C MATERIALS _Y

_ • NEATHERING LAYER HYPALON TEDLAR MAINTENANCE FREE ZO YEARLIFE AS OPPOSED TO ANNUAL 7
_ MAINTENANCE '_"

r

• GAS IMPERMEABLE LAYER URETMANE OR MYLAR FROM l,O TO 0.$ 1/m2/24 HR
4_

_p,_" NEOPRENE REDUCTION IN PERMEABILITY
_ COATING

STRUCTURAL CLOTH HIGH COUNT LOW COUNT GREATER TEAR STRENGTH, _
: NYLON OR DACRON DACRON SETTER DIMENSIONAL _

STABILITY

BIAS _RENGTH/ B_ASED NYLON/ MYLAR MEIGH_ REDUCTION OF 1-5
STIFFNESS LAYER DACRON CLOTH OZ/YD*

.Q

_" _TERIAL COMPOSITE

COMPOSITE NEIGHT I2.g OZ/YD 2 7.| OZ/YD 2 4or DECREASE

COMPOSITE STRENGTH 19S LRS/IN 225 LRS/IN 3OI INCREASE

_ . ADHESIVE IMPROVEMENTS PRIMARILY Fi._/FILM, GREATER PEEL, INTERPL_
ii COATINGS CLOTH/FILM SHEAR STRENGTH

STRESS-STRAIN UNIAXIAL BIAXIAL DETERMINE SIX CONSTITUTIVE
CHA_CTERIZATION INSTRON CYLINDER COEFFICIENTS OF COMPOSITE J_

".b

_ • MATERIALS CONDITIONING/ BASICALLY MANY SPECIAL RELATIVE COMPARISON OF
QUALIFICATION ASTM TESTS PURPOSE TESTS 14AT_RIAL CHARACTERISTICS

VEHICLE DESIGN

VEHICLE ENVIRONMENTAL LIMITED MIL-STD-21OB ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS
REQUIREMENTS STANDARDS NASA-TMX-64S89 FOR WORLDWIDE OPERATIONS

THRU ALTITUDES OF INTEREST

COMPUTERIZED FINITE NONE LDSDX COMPI'-_R ALLONS GROSS AND FINE
ELEMENT STRUCTURAL AVAILABLE PRGGRA_ ELEMENT MODELING USING
ANALYSIS ORTItOTROFIC MATERIALS AND

AkqlTRARY LOADS.

LARGE, SHAPED, EITi:_n RIGID AERODYNAMICALLY INFLA_ED FIN SIMULATES A
STRUCTURALLY SOUND PANLLS OR SHAPED FINS NACA FIN PROFILE NITH
EMPENNAGE LIGHT kIND CHORDWISE AND SPAN_ISE

I NFI.AT/BLI. TAPLR
DESIGN'_

VEH|CLI. DYNAMICS LIMITEL _ COMPUII R PRO- PRFDIC1 IONS OF INFLIGItT
ANALY'fI'AL GRAMS PREUICT STABILITY. AND INFLIGHT
TI.CItNIQIIS DYNAMIC RFSPONSL AND MOORED DYNAH1C LOADS

VLtlICLL FABRICATION

SEALING MFTHODS IIAND lOOt MACIIINI IMPULSE, RF, AND TRAVELING
SIALID CONTROILLU NIILLL HEAT SLALLRS

SEALING

QUALITY CONTROL I. IMIILD lOOt Q.C. IN- PR_)F PRFSSURE FESTS
CIIELKS ON SPECTION AND VERIFY RELIABILITY OF
SFALS PRFSSURL TEST EVERY VLIIICLE

LOAD ATTACHML_TS U_RELIABLI ALL LOAD ATTACtl- VIRTUALLY ALL LOAD ATTACH-
PI_FORMANCI. MENTS REDLSIGNLD MENT METHODS ARE DESIGNED
OT EXISTING AND PROOF TESTED TO SPRLAD LOADS UNIFORMLY

AI FACIIMI NTS _N[O lllJl I
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AREAS FOR FURTHER MATERIALS RESEARCH

In terms of improving the material composites for aerostat_ and for
LTA vehicles in general, several areas require further research to
improve performance and provide a more reliable product. Included
are:

• Optimization of composite design in terms of strength and /
stiffness--tailored to a particular application at minimum
weight.

• Evaluation of KEVLAR as a potential replacement for Dacron
as the primary load carrying member.

te

• Develop fracture mechanics techniques applicable to
pressurized fabric structures, and evaluate weight tradeoffs
versus increased tear propagation strength.

¢

Also, improvements in puncture resistance, sand abrasion, flexing,
and thermal control would be beneficial for greater potential
utility of these vehicles.

SUMMARY

While it is quite evident that much of the technology described
herein is applicable to the design and development of airships, it Ls
not quite so obvious as to what form the initial vehicle shoult take.
If a minimum risk approach is contemplated, the following criteria
are suggested:

• A semi-buoyant hybrid airship using helicopters for lift-off
and in-flight control--interconnected by a rigid truss
structure supported a non-rigid aerodynamically shaped
pressurized hull.

• Attached to the hull for stability would be inflatable fins--
designed to buckle under extreme gust loads prior to
structural failure of the hull.

• Utilize the material composites and sealing techniques
described herein. Employ tear stop features.

• Use a ballonet/s--which has been proven, and results in
minimum hull pressure stresses.

• dtilize a pressure control system to regulate compartmental
pressures.

• Plan to proof pressure test every vehicle.

• Moor at bow--allowing the vehicle to weather vane.

i
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TWO LIGHTER THAN AIR SYSTEMS IN OPPOSING FLIGHT REGIMES - AN {

UNMANNED SHORT HAUL r HEAVY LOAD TRANSPORT BALLOON AND A _ i
MANNED_ LIGHT PAYLOAD AIRSHIP _

R. A. Pohl*

ABSTRACT: Lighter Than Air Vehicles are generally defined
or categorized by the shape of the balloon, payload capac-

ity and operational flight regime. This paper describes i
two balloon systems that are classed as being ii_ opposite
categories. One is a cable guided, helium filled, short
haul, heavy load transport Lighte_ Than Air system with a
natural shaped envelope. The other is a manned, aerody-
namic shaped _irship which utilizes hot air as the buoyancy

medium and is in the light payload class. While the air-
ship is in the design/fabrication phase with flight tests
scheduled for the latter part of 1974, the transport bal-

loon system has been operational for some eight years.

INTRODUCTION

Balloon systems have been develope@ and are currently being used for
short haul, heavy load transport operations. These balloons are de-

signed to transport high tonnage log payloads over difficult or rough
terrain. Such a transport technique has the obvious advantage of mov-
ing heavy loads in an airborne transfer mode without regard to terrain

conditions. The balloon provides the lift or "skyhook" and a closed
loop cable, powered by a double drum winch is the "power source" for

lateral movement. Many years of full scale, commercial balloon logging
have proven this Lighter Than Air method of short haul transport to be
both reliable and economical.

Both government and commercial sources lead to the analysis of the loa-

ging balloon approach to ship-to-shore unloading and construction us-
age. Some preliminary field tests have demonstrated that a cable pow-
ered, natural shaped batloon can be used to unload cargo ships at beach

_Vice President, Raven Industries, Inc., Sioux Falls, SouthD--_ta, USA

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILME_
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• sites or unimproved harbors. Hajor construction companies are consid-

_ ering this method of materials movement for dam construction, pipeline

installation, nuclear reactor locating and tower erection.

• Opposed to this type of ballcon and ground support system is the aero-

dynamic shaped airship with a light payload capacity and a buoyancy
_" medium of hot air instead of helium. A hot air airship is being de-

signed and constructed for manned free flight. Flight tests are sched-
' uled for the fall of 1974. This vehicle has a 2.5:1 fineness ratio and

J_ is classed as a nonrigid airship. An aircooled power plant drives a
i propeller while a heat generator plus a powered fan is used to maintain
t the hull shape.

These two balloon systems, while being diametrically opposed in design ,_
and use functions, have one thing in common - they are bot_ useful _.
Lighter Than Air vehicles.

BACKGROUND

Natural shaped, spherical and aerodynamic configured ba]loons for sci-
entific applications are usually thought of as being able to carry rel-

_ atively light payloads to high altitudes. Such systems reflect various
I degrees of sophistication, including high altitude station keeping sys-

tems, long duration superpressure designs, and near-space environment

_" thin film balloons with volumes in excess of 30 million cu. ft Op-
• posed to these high altitude systems are commercial heavy lift balloons

which are utilized at very low altitudes. These systems are an out-
growth of the high altitude systems, since the basic technology of bal-
looning was developed from the high altitude, light payload balloons.

_: Low altitude, heavy lift balloons are characterized by payloads in the

_ range of many tons, altitudes usually below i000 ft., and llearly con-
_ tinuous operations. Such characteristics are the result of the need to

provide for economic utilization of the system in commercial applica-
_ tions. This need for a high payload capacity for long time durations

has led to the development of a class of natural shaped balloons which
have nearly an all weather capability. Alon_ with the basic balloon
envelope, ground support equipment and operating techniques have been
developed for this class of balloons.

Upon detailed analysis of the transport objectives, the natural shaped

balloon design was selected. This shape was chosen since it has a high
static lift efficiency, is not depend_nt upon aerodynamic lift, and can

be fabricated with heavy coated fabrics which yield long life envelopes.
Other parameters, such as the ability to withstand high shock loads en-
tered into the balloon shape selection. Based on an excess of 150,000

hours of operations, the basic balloon design has proven to be correct.

On the other end of this flight spectrum is the aerodynamic shaped,
manned, llght payload airship which uses hot air as a lifting medium•

_ Airships are usually thought of as being in two general classes - the

rigid, classic Hindenberg types or the Goodyear advertising blimps.
This paper describes a blimp type Lighter Than Air vehicle with a two
man go:_dola and a nonrigid hull filled with heated ambient air for lift

: generation. The low drag hull shape, gondola, power plant and flight
characteristic selection was based on costs, simplicity and ease of
operation• It is intended only for relatively "fair weathec" flight of
hours' duration. With the _onrigid envelope, the vehIJle is storable
and transportable in a small truck and its base of operation can be mo-
bile or fixed.
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The following sections describe the heavy lift, unmanned natural shaped _
transport balloons and the manned light payload hot air airship - two

vehicles with dissimilar shapes, characteristics and usage, yet both +_
are in the class of Lighter Than Air flight vehicles.

NATURAL SHAPED, HEAVY LIFT, SHORT HAUL TRANSPORT BALLOOHS !

Balloon Design

The highest static lift efficiency of any balloon shape is a sphere,
and the natural shaped balloon approximates that shape (Figure I). The
natural shape does not have any region of excess envelope material or ,¢
extreme stress concentration. In this shape, the payload force is ._

transmitted primarily into the balloon meridionally, and the circumfer-
ential stress is practically zero.

Shape - A natural shape is variable within bounds. A complex shape fac-
tor, called E, basically describes the relationship between the infla-
ted height and diameter. The E value varies from 0 to 0.4, where at

E=0, the balloon weight is small compared to the gross !ift, and at
Z=0.4, the payload is light compared to the balloon weight. A high E

value results in a fatter shape (i.e., diameter over height is larger).
Heavy lift balloons are designed at low E values, since the balloon

weight is relatively smaller than the gross lift.

An important feature of a natural shaped balloon is the ability of the
design to carry heavy loads with relatively uniform load distribution
into the envelope. This uniform distribution also enables the design
to take shock loads with minimal introduction of stress concentrations

and bending moments as is typical in our aerodynamic shape balloons.
This basic balloon design property is of paramount importance to trans-

operations. A natural shaped balloon is also conducive to the ad- 1port

dition of meridional direction, load carrying members to the gores,
thereby permitting heavy payload designs.

Aerodynamic Considerations - The aerodynamic force coefficient proper-
ties of natural chapes are shown in Figure 2. Si.lce a natural shaped
balloon is a symmetrical body of revolution about the vertical axis,

the force coefficients are independent of wind direction. This proper-
ty is of prime importance in transport functions because the balloon
must operate at or near full lift capacity regardless of wind direction.

As shown in Figure 2, aerodynamic lift cannot be relied upon under nor-
mal wind conditions. In fact, the system will normally operate in the
negative aerodynamic lift region. Since system design is predicated on
static lift only, this coefficient is not considered in determining

maximum usable lift. However, in designing a system for a specific
payload, allowance is made, in the form of excess static lift, for pre-
dicted negative aerodynamic lift. This added lift is relatively small,
since the negative lift coefficient is encountered only at lower wind
speeds.

The drag coefficient for natural shapes generally falls between 0.2 and
0.3 for the Raynold's number range considered applicable in transport

systems. While the drag coefficient range is considerably higher than
that of aerodynamic shaped balloons, for the applications described

herein, the advantages of volumetric efficiency, independence of aero-

dynamic force generation, (i.e., ability to operate at full lift capac- 4
ity regardless of wind direction), high mass moment of inertia, qust
stability, and uniform envelope loading far outweigh the advantage of a
lower drag coefficient.

639 i
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The natural shaped hull is very stable at low altitude operations due
to its uniform cross section and the _tatic lift. Gusty wind condi-
tion_ effects on an inverted tear drop shape are minute in comparison

to an aerodynamic shape, and oscillations are typically slow and quite
limited in normal operating configurations.

Envelope stresses in a natural shape are due to the envelope internal

_ pressure generated by the dynamic pressure and the distribution of the !
payload forces into the envelope. In a 530,000 cu. ft. balloon, the
envelope stress, due to a 60 knot wind is 32.1 1b/in. (includes an over-

: pressurization factor). The maximum load input to a natural shape is

at the skirt/balloon interface. Under a 60 knot flight condition, the
load input at this interface is approximately 46,340 ibs. Assuming

uniform loading, the skin stress is then 43.1 Ib/in., and the gross

load input in a 60 knot wind is 75.2 ib/in. The basic fabric strength ,_
is approximately 300 ib/in., thus the safety factor _n the "mat_4al
only" case is approximately 4. In the actual design, the applie, _s _

are carried by the load webbings which are located on the ball,on gcres
° and the envelope material. A 530,000 cu. f_. balloon has 78 l_d w,_b- '

bings rated at 2,500 ibs. tensile. Considering the point of load _nput
to the envelope, the safety factor relative to these applied loads will
be in excess of ii.

Materials - The envelope material utilized in this class and shape of
: balloon is a 10.75 oz/yd 2 coated dacron fabric. This material has a

_ tensile _trength of approximately 300 ib/in., i§ UV resistant, and has
; a low permeability in the range of 0.3 liters/m_/24 hcurs. The elasto-?

meric coatings are also highly resistant to abrasion and wear.

/, A continuous loop of steel cable is used as the top end fitting for the
load webbing terminations. Steel cables form the interface couplings
between the load webbings and the bottom end fitting. Lightning pro-

:' tection is provided by a top mounted tower and multiple braided cables
• extending down the load webbings to the bottom end fitting. This fit-

ting incorporates a multiple swivel, and is coupled to double tether
lines.

These balloons are normally inflated to 90% of their full volume to al-
low for _emperature and pressure altitude changes. At this inflation
level, the lower portion of the balloon is slack. An ambient wind

pressurization skirt is used to protect the lower slack portion of the
balloon. The skirt also serves as a load transfer coupling between the
balloon and the bottom end fitting.

Advanced Developments - Based or some nine years of design, test, and
operational usage, the envelope design and materials are presently be- .

ing modified to increase the operational limits of these balloons. The
new envelope material has been developed with better physical charac-
teristics. The natural shape has been modified to a "round top" config-

{ uration and the skirt is being eliminated. A ballonet is being in-
stalled uo enable higher operational conditions. These basic features
are being incorporated into a logging balloon currently under construc-
tion.

Typical Balloon Sizes

Heavy lift balloon sizes that have been or are currently in operation
have volumes of approximately 240,000, 530,000, 700,000 and 815,000 cu.
ft. In volumetric comparison to high altitude balloons, these sizes
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small. Ho_ever, since these units are used at very low altitudes,are

the payload capacities are large when compared to other types of bal-
l

loons. The payload range for the abovo mentioned systems is ii,000 to •
40,000 ibs. *

The specifications for the balloon sizes that have been used operation-

ally are shown below:

Balloon Specifications

Models 250K 530K 700K* 815K

Volume (cu. ft., max) 250,000 530,000 700,000 815,000 _ '_

Diameter (ft.) 81 105 109 123 _ :
Height (ft.) 87 113 131 121

Approximate Balloon _ , ,
Weight (Ibs.) 3,000 6,200 8,000 9,000

Net Usable Lift (lb.)

Sea Level II,000 25,000 33,000 40,500 __ _
5,000 Ft. 9,500 20,700 27,700 33,790

Approximate Wind Drag
@ 45 mph, S.L. 2,400 4,100 3,100 5,600

Lift-to-Drag Ratio 4.6 6.1 II 7.0
Lean-Over Angle @ 25 mph 12° 9° 6° 8°
Estimated Lift Loss (ib./day_ 25 40 45 50

•700K design based on advanced round top, no skirt configuration.

A 530,000 cu. ft. balloon, as shown in Figure 3, is normally flown in

winds up to 40 mph. This 105 ft. diameter balloon is shown in the bed-

ded down condition in Figure 4. In this condition, winds of approxi-
mately I00 mph have not had any detrimental effect on the balloon.

CABLE POWERED SHORT HAUL TRANSPORT

Natural shaped, heavy lift balloons were primarily developed for the log-

ging industry. Large volumes of timber located in mountainous terrain
cannot be harvested using ground skidding or cable systems due to their

physical limitations, extensive road construction, and deleterious im-
pact on the terrain. Other timber located in rough mountainous terrain
is expensive to harvest with conventional equipment, and in many cases,

cannot be transported from the cutting site to a road landing for haul-
ing by truck to processing mills. Mountain road construction costs
range from S20,000 to $75,000 per mile, and their u_age is being re-
stricted because of the damage to forest regions.

During the mid-1960's Raven Industries, Inc. and Bohemia Lumber Company :

_ initiated the development of an airborne log transport system using a _

I natural shaped balloon. The balloon design was selected upon thorough

analysis of the operating requirements and flight regime involved in _
carrying a payload of logs _rom the cutting site to the landing site

(this phase of moving logs from the forest to a road site is called
yarding).

' Yarding logs with a balloon involves the use of the balloon to _upply
the lift and a winch powered cable arrangement for lateral direction

i movement. A typical layout is shown in Figure 5 The technique can be

used practically anywhere a line can be strung - across steep slopes, _
valleys, swamps, high timber, rivers, and other obstructions. The winch ¢
or yarder (Figure 6), as it is commonly called, has two power driven %

4
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drums that can either be r_n in an interlock or inaependent manner. One _I t_''°
drum contains the main line which extends to the balloon and powers the l
balloon on an inbound trajectory. The other drum is used to hold and
power the haulback line for the outbound trajectory. With the mainline

, and haulback drums powered in interlock, both lines can be either taken

in or let out, thus controlling the balloon altitude over a fixed point
(i.e., the mainline and haulback act as a two-point tether line). The
balloon is moved horizontally by letting out on either the haulback or
mainline and pulling in the other line. Obviously, these two modes of

coupling and uncoupling the haulback and mainline drums in either dir-
ection enable the balloon to be flown in a trajectory along the cable

4 layout path. Maximum line speed is about 2,000 ft./minute.

Both _nes from t_ _ drums go through fairleaders located on a tower on _,

J the front of the yarder. The haulback line is passed through a number
of stum_ anchored tailblocks located on the upper end of the timber /

area being harvested. The free end is attached to the butt rigging,
which is the main tether point of the balloon. The mainline extends
from the yarder to the butt rigging, thereby forming a closed loop

-- cable system.

The balloon is normally flown 250 to 300 ft. above the butt rigging,

while the tag line, which extends down from the butt rigging, varies in
length up to 500 ft. Chokers, which are short cables with quick coup-
lers, are wrapped around the legs, and are connected to t_e tag line by
a ring and toggle connection.

N The "cable track" is initially set up with a lightweight straw line lthat enables the one in. steel cable to be strung through the tailblock llayout under power from the yarder. Relocation of the cable layout in

a given logging area is done by progressive movement of the tailblocks
on the upper end of the area being harvested.

Yarding distances are presently limited to approximately 3600 ft. This

distance is primarily determined by the mainline and the haulback drum
size. Future systems, now in the planning stage, will extend this dis-
tance beyond a mile, and possibly, many miles.

A 530,000 cu. ft. balloon with 90% inflation level has a net lift of

25,000 ibs. at sea level. The nominal log payload range is 20,000 to
22,000 ibs., when allowances are made for the suspended cable and rig-

ging.

The average transported load is lower than this, since the log selec-

tion process is done by gross scale estimates rather than a weigh-off.

A turn of complete cycle time will vary from 5 to 8 mirutes, depending
on the yarding distance, log felling conditions, and timber density.
In general, it can be said that the balloon logging system has a trans-
port rate of i0 to II tons over distances up to 3500 ft. every 5 to 8
minutes. Actual tonnage rates vary from 50 to 100 tons per hour.

Balloon logging operations are conducted in winds up to 40 mph, Bal-
loons have survived in partially sheltered bedding areas when winds in
the vicinity have been recorded in excess of 100 mph. Two shift opera-
tions have been utilized with the use of portable illumination devices.

During recent years some 150,000 hours of full inflation time have been
recorded on natural shaped logging balloons. The only mishaps which
occurred during this period were cases in which the balloon was flown
in conditions outside the rated flight regime or because of malfunction
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" of the ground support equipment. The cases were (1) balloon on tether
•_ . in winds of I00 mph, (2) icing conditions, (3) balloon struck by light-

_r , ning prior to installation of a lightning protection device, and (4)
breakage of pull down cable due to overtensioning by operator.

_ 1 Relocation of balloon logging equipment is relatively simple. The yard-
_r _

_t_ I er is track mounted and can be moved short distances under its own pow-
er. Larger hauls are made by loading the yarder on a low-boy trailer.

_ _ The balloon is mcved in a tethered state 200 to 300 ft. above a trans-
S

/ fer vehicle, which is shown in Figure 7. Both rubber tired and crawl-
er type transfer vehicles are used. The transfer vehicle is load_d on i

_ _ a lowboy trailer for long moves. The equipment and balloon have been
moved over distances up to 80 miles in one night. I "

, I.r

_ Other balloon transport applications being evaluated include ship-to- _
:_ shore unloading, construction operations (i.e., a pipeline installation, !

. swamp logging, and mining). A typical ship-to-shore setup is shown in
Figure 8. Construction projects are close to being tried in a number

;_°_" of different areas.

_ " These balloons have been used by major logging companies since May of
1967 when a Model 250K was made operational in timber country near

Reedsport, Oregon. The first Model 530K was put into logging service
in April of 1969. Today there are four Model 530K balloons at various
locations in Oregon, Washington, and Alaska. These logging balloons

i_ have demonstrated that the transport of logs over rough terrain by a
cable controlled balloon is both reliable and economical In general,

r the COSTS of transporting timber frcm the cutting site to the landing
_- site range from $20 to $25/1000 bd. ft. Doing this same transport
_ function with a helicopter will cost in the neighborhood of $I00/i000
_ bd. ft. Direct comparison of these costs is not always justified since

_: tLe total logging operation must be evaluated - both balloons and heli-
X'," copters have their places in timber operations which require "free and

i_ clear of the ground" timber transport.

:' A turnkey balloon logging system which includes the balloon, yarder,
L running lines, cables, blocks, transport, helium, helium trailer, costs

some $500,000 to $750,000 depending on the balloon size and ground sup-
: port equipment. The continued use and expected expansion of this mar-

i: ket proves that such capital equipment expenditures do yield a good re-
turn on investment. Both the federal and state governments are now
specifying on numerous timber sales that logs must be yarded "clear and

free of the ground" - in other words, they cannot use conventional log-

ging systems for the most part on these particular logging sites.

The maintenance of & logging balloon is generally rather minimal. Upon
initial inflation the balloon is thoroughly checked over the the light-
ning mast installed on top of the balloon. For the most part, the loss
of helium through the heavy coated fabric envelope is minimal. A heli-

um top-off (addition of helium after initial fill) is usually not re-
quired for the first 5 to 6 months. As the envelope mater4.al "wears in"
top off operations are made on an as needed basis - usually 3 to 6 month .
intervals. Such helium additions are in the range of hundreds of pounds
of lift.

" _arly in the program, the balloons were painted with elastomeric paints
about every year. In recent years, new fabrio coatings have minimized

this - for example, the 530,000 cu. ft. balloon being used by Bohemia,
I._c. has been in service two and one-half years and has not been painted

%
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, since being put into service. Upon recent inspection of this balloon i

• it appears that the coated fabric is still in a near new condition after i

some 13,000 hours of being at full inflation, it*

Some small holes do occur during logging. These are due to the balloon I

-, being struck by a branch, or some wear. Such minor holes are repaired I
: in the field with a cold patch being applied by a crew meraber being sus- i

pended on a rope ladder from the top molly or by literally walking around

on the top of the balloon should a hole occur on the upper portion of the
balloon. Maintenance problems for the most part are much more prevalent

in the ground support equipment than in the balloons. New ground support
currently being tested in the Pacific Northwest should reduce these main- ,!,

tenance costs to a minimum. _

Natural shaped balloons with high payload capacities and long duration
'_ flight capabilities have been developed for use as transport vehicles.
_ Current commercial operations in the forestry industry have demonstrated ,

! that this family of aerostats is both reliable and economical as a pri-
_.,4 mary lift component in an airborne log transport system. Other current
; and future transport projects indicate a rather high degree of versatil-

ity for this area of Lighter Than Air technology which is based on nat-
_ ural shaped balloons that are cable guided. Some recent developments

indicate great promise for hybrid systems that increase the payload ca-

. pacities, extend the transport distance and overall system efficiency.

: HOT AIR AIRSHIP

• Introduction

_ Hot air sport balloons with a natural shaped configuration are a re]iablei

and economical method of free ballooning at low altitudes. These bal-
i_ loons are primarily used as sport vehicles and in some cases, for adver-

tising and promotion. With an onboard burner(s) and a hydrocarbon fuel
_* source for maintenance and control of the buoyancy state, the balloons
_, float with the wind and have practically no directional control other

* than the wind vector variations as a function of altitude. This flight
regime is acceptable for the type of flying done by sport balloonists.

Hot air is an economical buoyancy medium for relatively short duration,
low altitude flights with manned balloons. The obvious advantage of
thermal buoyancy in a balloon is that it can be "generated" as needed

or desired by the combustion of liquid fuels in relatively simple onboard
burners. This basic facthas made hot air ballooning a popular sport that
is quite commonplace throughout the United States.

The obvious next generation of hot air ballooning is a thermal airship

with a low drag hui] and an onboard power plant so the balloonist can
control his direction. Such an airship is presently under construction

this year. The general design and operating characteristics of this
vehicle are described herein. This project and the vehicle are called
STAR.

Hull Design

The hull of the _TAR airship is based on a class C shape with a fineness

ratio of 2.5:1 and a volume of 140,000 ft 3. These parameters result in
a hull length of 120 ft. and a diameter of 48 ft. (Figure 9). Four in-
flatable fins are located on the aft hull section for stability and dir-

ectional control. The fins are inflated through gas transfer ports
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located in the fin root/hull interface. Interweb sections maintain the

fin thickness and determine taper angles. A movaDle ruddez section is

located on the upper vertical fJ,_ while both horizontal fins have ele-
vator control surfaces.

The hull is constructed of a urethane coated polyester ripstop fabric
(3 oz/yd 2) with MD/TD strengths of i00 and 70 ib/in. Longitudinal gores

constructed of panel sections are utilized to maximize the fabric prop-
erties. The hull is a single compartment cell with catenary suspensions
located near the top of the hull as shown in Figure i0. These load ,

suspensions are used to transfer the gondola loads into the hull at max- |
imum lift locations and distribute the center of buoyancy/gravity i_ter- | '

section planes. Temperature distribution in the hull is anticipated to I_'

yield a somewhat uniform center of buoyancy area_ however, one of the

twin burners used to supply h_at to the ship is gimbaled to permit burn-
er plane variations along the longitudinal axis.

Heat Generators and Hull Pressurization

Twin burners with a combined output of 4.5 million BTU/hr. are used to
heat the air in the hull. The burners are located on the top of the

gondola and within the hull and are combined with a pressurization fan

to maintain the hull at 0.5 in. of HpO. Liquid propane is used as a
fuel and is contained in stainless s_eel tanks located in the gondola.
Both the burners and pressurization fan are standard hot air sport bal-

loon components. The pressure fan is powered by a small gasoline en-
gine. A redundant feature of the fan power source is an engageable
power takeoff from the main power plant.

Gondola and Power Plant

A fabric covered, aluminum frame gondola is located under the hull at a

location which will yield a 6° negative angle of pitch with zero power

application. This ten foot long gondola is configured for a side-by-
side pilot/copilot in the forward section with the main power plant,

fuel tanks, and blower/burner in the aft section (Figure ii). A pusher
propeller located on the gondola aft section is driven by a 65 horse-
power Revmaster Volkswagen aircraft engine with single ignition starter,
and a 12 volt generator• Aviation i00 octane gasoline is the fuel

source. An annular ring duct around the prop is used to maximize prop
efficiency and thrust direction.

Controls and Instrumentation

Controls include rudder, elevators, propane flow to burners, main power

plant throttle, burner override, propane pressure to burners, blower

speed and aft burner gimbal. These basic controls are used for f_ight
direction and internal hull temperature variations for gross lift mod-
ification. As is commonplace in manned hot air sport balloons, the
large inertia mass of the ship will yield a somewhat slow response to
the heat and/or rudder-elevator control inputs.

The panel in the forward section of the gondola will have the standard
engine condition monitoring instrumentation. Also included on the pdn_l
are an airspeed indicator, altimeter, _ate-of-climb, balloon internal

temperature, hull pressure, fuel quantity and pressure gauges.

Operations i

The STAR airship with its 65 horsepower engine is intended to have a
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service ceiling of 4,000 ft. at a gross load of 2,030 ibs which includes
78 gallons of propane and a I00 lb. payload. The anticipated flight dur-
ation is three hours. Under these conditions and at the maximum avail-

able thrust of approximately 350 _bs. STAR is predicted to have a top

_ airspeed of 25-30 mph.

_ As has been noted, airship response to control surface deflection will

_; not be rapid. For example, analysis indicated that at low airspeeds
(up to 10 fps), large elevator deflections will have little impact on
the pitch of the airship. This analysis predicts elevator deflections

¢ in excess of 400 (upwards) to achieve trim at airspeeds in this range.

On the other hand, at maximum _peed, response in pitch to elevator de-
: _ flection is predicted to be quite sensitive, to the extent that pilot

_ experience will be a major factor in achieving level flight. Neverthe-
less, since altitude control of STAR is for all practical purposes a

._ function of thermal rather than aerodynamic considerations, these re-
sponse characteristics will not affect system usability and the flying

_ attitude accepted by the pilot will be largely a function of the flight ,
:_._-- conditions and his comfort.

Figure 12 indicates the elevator deflections required to achieve an an-

gle of attach of 00. The system weights for which this information has
< been derived are as follows:

i 2187 lb. - Full load, Pilot and Copilot, 100% fuel.
'_ 2007 lb. - Full load, Pilot only, 100% fuel.

1827 lb. - Full load, Pilot and copilot, 20% fuel.

1647 lb. - Full load, Pilot only, 20% fuel.

%
In thi_ figure, the lack of low speed response is evident. Also it is

o, here seen that the low speed "reversal" of oo_trol surface deflection

:; at low speeds common in airships is predicted for STAR. However, since
_ the medium static pitch angle is only approximately 6° at the maximum
;' gross weight (approximately -1.5 ° at the minimum listed system weight),
_ it will probably be found that no elevator deflections will be necessary

_ at these speeds to give acceptable performance. This region of the
flight envelope in which reversal occurs will be a factor only under
higher gross weight conditions.

The size of all control surfaces was selected on the basis of those sur-

faces which have provided controllability in previous manned and unmanned

airships. This predicted controllability in yaw has been verified by
comparison to wind tunnel data available in general circulation for a
specific airship model (not STAR). However, response to rudder deflec-

tion is expected to be quite slow, to the extent that it may be necessary
under certain conditions to accelerate to the upper range of airspeed in
order to achieve the required response characteristics. Control surface
deflection will be achieved through a cable and hand crank system which

will provide some mechanical advantage in deflecting the surfaces. Ap-
plication of this force will be near the trailing edge of the control
surfaces.

; Normal flight operations are to be VFR _n light to moderate wind condi-
tions. _oth takeoff and landings are the same as normal airship opera-
tions. _f6L operations will also be possible in light wind conditions.
Since the hull is nonrigid and the buoyancy medium is generated onboard,
the vehicle will be inflated at the takeoff site and deflated _pon land-

ing. The deflated hull, along with the gondola, can be transported with
a medium sized truck.
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Handling lines ar_lo?_ted around the hull to aid in operations. A de-
flation panel located on the hull topside will be pulled out by the pi- _

lot upon landing. The type of "pull out panel" is the same basic con- _

figuration as that used in hot air sport balloons. Once the hull is :_

l deflated, the panel is manually replaced.

The STAR vehicle is intended for the low and slow flight regime with

directional control• It is designed for ease of maintenance, low oper-

ational costs and relatively simple logistics.

l

, )

• _

J
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BALLOON LOGGING WITH I
THE INVERTED SKYLINE

C. Frank Mosher*

ABSTRACT: There is a gap in aerial logging techniques '_

that has to be filled. The need for a simple, s_fe, size-

able system has to be developed before aerial logging will

=. become effective and accepted in the logging industry. _ ,_

I This paper presents such a system designed expressly on ithe K.I.S.S. (Keep It Simple Stupid) principle, and with

realistic cost and ecological benefits.

INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE

Today, in my mind, we have the best potential mountain-logging system

only with balloon transportation techniques. This is particularly

true as we are having to face the most difficult and inaccessible

areas in this coming generation of logging. With the constant in-

crease in timber value, the requirement of recovering every last fiber

of wood is becoming an absolute business and forestry necessity.

Mountain-logging is creating serious problems at present, but surely

we have the technology and brains to accomplish what has to be done

for the future, within a reasonable cost, and within the constantly-

increasing ecological requirements.

*President, Mosher Balloon Systems, Inc., Eugene, Oregon
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I am pleased to have been involved in the old steam-donkey logging

operations of the Pacific coast, as well as many other operations in

the past 25 years, but to me, bg_lgP_ logqing has now evolved as an

essential development for future l__oqging operations. The necessar Z

_.. _._-_1,e is brutally simple: to lift the full tree Package °' off the ?
stump, out of the woods, and down to the landi__n__.

, Thinking deeply of the future, it is not logically possible for us to

-L continue to send high-priced cutters or fallers into the mountains to

unavoidably shatter 10_ to 20_, or more, of the total timber volume on

'_ _ rock bluffs, canyons, stumps and steep sidehills. It is also not pos-

I sible that we can continue to yard, or drag, the remainder of that

. _ volume over similar bluffs, canyons, etc. for another i0_ or 20_ loss. ,_

P This waste is far too valuable to be destroyed by slash _ires or left

_, ; to rot. Surely we can do better, and I believe the balloon system can

_ provide us with the means., ¢

Since 1960, when I first started thinking of balloon potential, I have

-' been involved in most of the balloon logging developments, to try per-

sonally, as much as physically possible, to insure their relative suc-

cess. As a result, I have probably accumulated more direct hours of

" daily balloon logging operation and supervision than anyone I know of

:" Balloon operations are now working in several areas of the Pacific

Northwest, Alaska and Canada. The present system is driven by yarding

machines which pull the balloons back and forth with lines known as

'-o the mainline and haulback. In rather short yarding distances, this

system has worked, and along with the other two main aerial logging

systems (skyline and helicopter), it is being utilized to the best of

its capability.

Skylines and helicopters are excellent systems for logging in certain i

areas and under certain conditions, but they now have m and always will

haves inherent problems that limit their usefulness. Balloon logging,

however, is the only technologicallyFfree system of transportation

available to us to meet the necessary objective of "standinq-tree

logginq." That is to say, properly developed, it has no inherent re-

strictions as to topography, deflection, llft, yarding distance,

weather, future development, and most important, cost per thousand

board feet (MBF).

The purpose of this report is to familiarize you with the systems-

improvement propobal by my company to help make balloons and b_lloon

transportation a hard reality in the hard world of competitive logging. _

INHERENT PROBLEMS WITH PREST_NT AERIAL SYSTEMS <

Skylin e System

Skyline loggi_ig is one of the oldest cable methods in the Pacific

Northwest. For years we have utilized the system to log the concave

or "good-deflection" valleys with ever-increasing efficiency. However,

as a result, we have now reached a point where this process has caught

up with us and we have fewer and fewer areas where adequate deflection
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is satisfactory. This problem, combined with the requirements of

longer yarding distances over rougher terrain, and the need _or doing W _

a better job of lifting, has caused the skyline system to become less
useful over _he years.

Helicopter System

Helicopter logging is the newest system in the West. In the past few

years there has been much emphasis on the merits of this method because

of its speed and versatility. However, the problems of its disaster- J

factor• limited lifting capacity, weather limitations and ever-increas-

Ing costs hav_ dampened enthusiasm quite markedly. Yarding co_ts in

the $140-$160/MBF range have been quoted, end with future Sikorsky

Flying Cranes costing as much as 3.3 million dollars, who can predict

where the costs will end? Certain areas of high value or scattered

wood that cannot be logged by any other methods should be removed _y

helicopter. However, indiscriminate layouts for helicopters on normal

timbered slopes, merely because it's easy, create a serious concern, as

stumpage loss has to be accepted in order to keep these vehicles in

business.

Present Balloon System

The present high-lead ballooP system has developed gradually since _ -i
1964 into a workable method. Chronic yarder problems are being im-

proved and with maximized daytime, good-weather production, annu_l

yarding costs IsJ the $40-$60/MBF range are possible.

However, in my mind, the critical problems with the system are snow on

the natural-shaped balloon and a high drag co-efflclent in relative
wind conditions over 20 knots. The snow situation creates a disaster-

factor that, similar to the helicopter operation, is far too high. !_

During a heavy snowstorm, men have to climb on top of the balloon and

remove the snow with brooms and shovels. Needless to say, this is an

unnerving and hazardous job.

%

Similarly, wind problems, on many occasions, have given us serious

periods of concern trying to get the balloons to safety before damage

occurred.

what happens is that the front of the balloon flattens, as the wind

° builds up, and the co-efficient of drag Jumps from approximately 0.5

to I.I or higher (similar to a circular disc). Then, suddenly you

have a serious increase in drag (approxlmately twice as much), which is

difficult to handle for normal logging operations and hazardous for

transportation to the bedding ar_a.

As a result of the problems and limitations of the present balloon sys-

tem, I believe it is essential to offer an improved balloon configura-

tlon and system that will lend itself to safe and ea handling in !

these critical situations and reduce the disaster factor to an absolute
minimum.
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t IMPROVEMEN_ POSSIBLE IN BALLOON SYSTEMS

Balloon De_iqn

,_ Suveral years ago I was gratified to discover the work being done in

balloon design and development at the Range Measurements Laboratory,

Patrick Air Force Base, Florlda. Through their Family II Program and

contractors, they were attempting to develop a balloon that would SUE-

I rive 90 knot winds. The significance cf the effort impressed me a

I great deal. If these men could perfect that sort of vehicle, it had
to be a breakthrough in balloon engineering and a significant break- °

through in potential industrial applications. (See attached drawing, '__d

i Exhibit "A".)

Since then I have been steadily encouraged to find that they have per- 'i
aisted to the point where six or eight units have been built and flown,

{ and 85 knot winds have been successfully survived. Not only that, but -.

i the configuration of the clgar-shape or blimp-shape with the round top
and possible adaptation of an inverted "Y" empennage would provide us

with an excellent start in our efforts to improve on the snow problems

. described above. Simple rolling of the vehicle, both in the air and

on the ground, is a good initial action that we could readily adapt to

our rigging techniques. Other actions also come to mind that could be •_

easily and safely utilized with this vehicle to minimize the chronic I

snow problems.
|

Wind problems have already been significantly reduced when we consider

i that the balloon is safe aloft to at least 70 knots. Any winds exceed-

ing that would be in the Columbus Day storm bracket that developed in

the Pacific Northwest in 1962, and would be preceded by ample warning

to move the balloon to a protected bedding area.

The key design factors that allow this balloon to meet these conditions

are the pressurized blimp-shape and a very low co-efficient of drag

(approximately 0.II at 0e angle of attack). (See _ttached picture, T
Exhibit "B".)

The cost of the belloon, for the size needed to do the job, would be

high - in the $800,000 to $I,000,000 bracket. }lowever, for 50,000

pounds net llft to the turns, a,ld the other advantages mentioned and

to be describe4, it provides a much cheaper lifting vehicle than the

S-64 Flying Crane at only 20,000 pounds approximate llft and a 3.3

million dollar price tag. If other balloon dusigns or improvements

come along t)_t will do the Job better or cheaper, we will be looking

at them immediately.

_uil_nt _slqn

The firs+ _)or change planned in the logging equipment Is to go to a

powerful carriage mounted on an inverted skyline. The carriage will be
operated by a person inside and will be held aloft by the balloon to
travel back and forth on the inverted skyline by a traction drive

)
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system. The carriage will contain a power propeller, or "power-prop",

to aid in sideways movement while hooking onto the turns. The skyline

will be stozed on a line horse at the landlng end and wl!l be attached

to a ridge or sldehill at the other end by a "mountaln-grabber" system

of equally distributed load straps. There will be _. _wered winch in

the carriage to reach dlrectJy down to the trees. (See attached draw-

ing, Exhibit "C".)

The enginesrlng and design of the carriage is progressing favorably.

Every effort is being made tu keep the design and construction as sim-

ple as possible. Weight, of course, is being watched closely, and .

readily accessible component parts will be used almost exclusively. ,.

Tentatively, the carriage will have approximately 1,500 h.p. and w-ich

in the neighborhood of 10,000 pounds, qerlous consideration is being

given to multiple engines of the rotary or "Wankel" design for simpli- f

city, continuity of operation (if one should fail), _ase of replacement,

and satlsfactory power-to-weigh ratio. (See ,ttached drawings, Exhi-
F

U

g Dits "D" and "E".)

The traction system will be the multiple wheel and tire drive system

with its own disc brakes. _,ese will hold to the skyline whi_e picking

up a turn or An case of an emergency. This system, I feel, is a

breakthrough for us because it allows the further use of already en-

gineered components in a simple traction system. The sky_ine, which

can be "regular lay" or "fang's lay", is rougher than a cob, so to

speak, and can be utilized by standard tires for ready traction, we

plan approximately 16 drive wheels squeezing on the skyline, -which i3

twice as many as are used on the largest trucks for traction, and much

more surface area than any locomotive ever had.

METHOD OF OPERATION

The secret of the whole operation lies in the large (1-3/4") inverted

skyline which hangs up there doing most of the heavy work. If the

mathematics of the operation are reviewed, it is readily apparent from

the force diagrams, that the skyline is always keeping the complete

system in stable equilibrium while supplying more than aoequate safety
factor.

In mV mind, this big, str_ng, inert skyline replaces and does a better

job than the complicated, mechanical, hydraul;_:, interlock, yarder

systems that have yet been developed. It al_o reaches out any desired

distance, with no running lines and no running blocks. The simplicity

has uo make sense, and it is slmp!e.

Eventually, It may b_ possible to use a grapple to hook the trees and

even uproot them, as ,ndicated by Exhibit "C". However, for initial i
operation, plans are ko climb the trees, choke them high, then snap the

stump-cut as the balloon takes the load and creates a lead and leverage

toward the landing. At the landing, the branches will be burned, dump-
ed or utilized, depending on the situation, but the trees can be

custom-bucked to quality grade for maximum utilization. The object of

using chokers is to allow for more than one tree to be yarded at a
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time, if so desired. Oversize trees will have to be felled and a por-

tion bucked off before they can go to the landing.

Conservative production estimates are approximately 17.S/MBF (gruss)

_ per prime (or yarding) hour, with annual production of between 25MM

and 100_M, depending on how the operation is run. Cost figures of

apprcximately $26/M have resulted from an eight hour day, 200 days a

year and $15/M from a 20 hour day, 350 days a year. The detailed cost

analysis follows.

i 'COST ANALYSIS

I Information Cos t

I

Balloon
i

I Balloon - 1.5 M_ _t.3; 65,000#

i net lift at hard point 1.5MM_$.50/ft. 3 $750,000

i - Weight of balloon 20,000#I
i - Survivability in air 70 knots

"I - Survivability on ground 90 knots plus
- Snow survivability (in-

verted "Y"3tail) Excellent
Helium - @ $.05/ft. 1.4m_ (05) 70,000

Rigging - Balloon & bedding area Blocks, lines,

etc. i0,000

_ Subtotal Balloon _830,000

. Carriage

Multiple enqines (Wankle uype) up

tO 2,000 h.p. _200,000

- Approximate weight 10,000#

Line-Hor_e

Line-horse - combination transfer

vehicle $]50,000

Line - i0,000 ft., 1-3/4" diam.;

300,000# b.s.; 5.5#/ft. i0,000 ft.

@ $4/ft. 40,000

Rigging- blocks, chokers, straps,

etc. 101000

Subtotal Line-Horse _200,000

Subtotal Packaqe .$i,230,000

Company Markup

Development, consultlng, training,

start-up, patent licensing 20?4 _240.0OO
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Information Cost

Total Price of Packaqe _1,470,000

Depreciation

Write-off in five 7ears (average) $1,470,000/ _294,000/yr
5 years

/

8 hours/day 20 hours/day

200 days/yea: 350 days/year

Production Hours Available i

Normal lost time - maintenance

& repair 5%

: - weather 5%

- moving

& misc.

- total 15%

;.Availabilit_ is 85%

._Actual yarding or prime houq_

day is .85(8)=6.8 .85 (20)-17

hrs/day hrs/day

._Actual prime hour__/year is 6.8(200)= 17(350)= ;

: 1360 hra/yr 5950 hrs/yr i

Production Per Prime Hour

!
Lift available = 65,000# less

i0,000# (carriage) & 5,000# (line) 50,000# 50,000# :
Average turn weight = 70_ (50,000#) 35,000# 35,000#

Averzge turn size @ 10#/bd.ft. =

35,000/10 = 3.5 _ gross 3.5 M gross

i Average turns per prime hour I0 to

i 5000') 5 turns/hour 5 turns/hour

._ ._Prodv_tion/prime hour = 5 (3.5) = 17.5 M/hour 17.5 M/hour

,'.Production/day 17.5(6.8) = 17.5(17) =

120 M/day 300 M/day

2.Production/year 17.5(1360) = 17.5(5950) = ,

24 MM/ yr 104 MM/year

i
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it 8 hours/day 20 hours/day

t_ 200 days/year 350 days/yea_

__ Cost/M Gross

:., Depreciation $294,000/24 $294,000/104

Operating labor - i0 men @ $10N 100/17.5 =
_" 5.50/M 5.50/M

_ Operating supplies - previous

figures 4.00/M 3.00/M

Maintenance & repairs - previous

figures _ 3.00/M

Total yarding/M gross _25.80/M _14.30/M

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Advantages

? I would like to list the obvious and not-so-obvious advantages I feel

•_ this system encompasses:

- Standing tree logging is possible for the first time in logging his-

_ tory, and is recommended. The necessary objective of maximum log- I

. _ ging utilization is f_nally attainable.
_;'

- Safety in operation, wind, and snow is excellent. The disaster

_ factor has quite factually been reduced to a minimum.

- Cost per/M is realistic.

- Ho expensive falling and bucking is required on the sidehills.

- The high capital cost and fire risk of felled and bucked inventories
is eliminated.

•- Maximum tree utilization is possible by bucking the trees to quality

grades at the landing

- Safety for the crew is improved with no dangerous felled and bucked

logs hanging above them while they are logging.

- Night time logging is possible, and advisable, to take advantage of

calmer weather usually prevailing.

- Maximum year-round logging is possible as standing trees are not

buried by the snow; whereas, felled and bucked timber can be buried

for many months.

- The production capability of the operation represents the equivalent

of numerous normal high-lead sides if m_ximum annual hours are util-
ized.
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- There are no running lines, running blocks and complicated layouts |"

to be concerned with. Much rigging time and cost can be eliminated |and the fire hazard can be reduced substantially.

- Yarding distances of up to I0,000 feet or more are possible if de-

sired. Think what could be done with I0,000 foot corners instead

of 1,000 foot corners in setting layout. Present road systems could

probably be reactivated and road construction minimized or elimi-

nated for many ycars, depending on planning flexibility within an

operation.

- One combination landing and bedding area could replace many expen- iq

sive landings on the sidehill or ridge tops. " -

- Future road construction could also be minimized. Two-thirds to

three-quarters of the very expensive sidehill and ridge top roads

could eventually be eliminated. Alternate drainage development
could be followed.

- Savings in hauling costs can be realized due to less sid_hill truck

hauling.

- uphill as well as downhill logging is possible, although downhill

logging is recommended for reasons which will be discussed in the

section, Future Potential.

)
- Minimum slash will be left on the sidehill.

- Slash barning will be minimized or eliminated, thereby reducing air

pollution and the hazard of fire escapes.

- Valuable understory of saplings and seedlings will be preserved.

Reforestation by fill-in with larger seedling stock could well be

possible.

- Soil erosion is minimized.

- Clean creeks are a natural consequence of the system. Trees are not

toppled and broken into the stream beds, causing muddy waters and
fish-kill.

Disadvantaqes !

- The main disadvantage of this system is the high capital cost. How-

ever, these are the prices that I have necessarily had to work with

because of quotes from the various manufacturers. There may be

savings in some areas and increases in others, but we're certainly

in the ball park if we estimate logging costs at $30/M gross, and

lower, depending on how the operation is run. When the time comes

for getting down to more detail in setting up this system, I will
obtain more exact quotes from each of the balloon manufacturers and

other manufacturers involved.
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- The second disadvantage of the system, that bothers some people, is

_, the man in the carriage. However, he is necessary to monitor all of
the functions taking place up there and can do something if a tire

_ _ blows, or engine quits, etc. The safety of this man is excellent

_'_ ' because we have allowed high safety factors in all areas. The main

: concern would be the lines breaking between the carriage and balloon.

This has never happened to us in ten years of balloon logging, using

_ i two lines in there at all times. This carriage is being designed
for four 1-1/8" lines for the 250' between the balloon and carriage

_ and each is strong enough to hold the balloon within the working

stress of the individual lines.

3 d.

If the inverted skyline itself should break, it will most likely
_. happen in the back section (where most use and wear takes place),

and in this event, the carriage will be clamped to the line and be

_'_ brought in by the line horse or crawl down the line itself in low

_ , gear. If by the remotest possibility the balloon and carriage

! should get away from the skyline, they will at least go up instead
_ of down and the operator can jump with a parachute. In ten years

of balloon logging we havc never had ani" of our balloons go up and
.°

_ get away from us. I would feel much safer and be much safer in

"_' that carriage than driving to the job each day and back. I will be
_ the first operator on this rig, and _rain the other men as required.

_ I have never asked any of my men to do anything I wouldn't do my-
self as long as I have been in the woods, and will continue to

_ follow this practice in the development of this system.

_ FUTURE POTENTIAL

_ Energy on the Sidehills

For a number of years now, I have been concerned with how to ultimately

utilize the natural energy clearly visible in the woods in the form of

trees covering the mountains. Each of these trees is a certain weight

an/ a certain distance above the landing. By taking these two basic

facts, we can quite accurately calculate _e natural energy per tree

as so many foot-pounds energy (P.E.), available to us, if we can put

it to work. A 3,300 board foot tree weighing 33,000 pounds (at 10

pounds per board foot) and standing 1000' vertically above the landing,

has a P.E. of 33,000 (1000) or 33 million foot pounds. When we allow

that tree to move through the 1000 feet, in one minute, we change the

P.E. to kenetic energy (K.E.) and can actua!ly calculate the work, Jn

horsepower, that is available. In this example, 33,000,000 ft. lb. per

min. divided by 33,000 ft. lb. per min. per h.p. equals 1,000 h.p. gen-

erated in a single minute. That's a lot of power, and we have to learn
to use it.

Engr_ Utiliuation

With the inverted skyline, carriage, and a fast balloon (with very mini-

_ mum drag), we can finally put this natural asset to work. As the empty

balloon goes back with 50,000 9ounds lift, "energy of retardation" has

to be dissipated through engJ retardation (like going downhill in/
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first gear), or through brake retardation (by brake application and

heat loss). Now, rather than let this energy get away, there has

recently been developed a super-fi_wheel, of very high performance,
that could readily be adapted to the c_rriage for downhill logging.

On the trip back to the woods, the flywheel could be "wound-up" by the

retardation energy and have more than ample ener_j to brinq in a normal

turn. This is possibl_ be:ause the weight and movement of the turn

downhill offsets most of the balloon lift and energy requirements, as _

previously described. In fact, my basic calculations indicate that
under normal logging conditions, there is enough retardation energy on

one run out to bring in two normal turns, or more, depending on the

conditions. In other words, we have enouqh P.E. in those sidehill _

trees to run the entire operation continuously_ and we've been lookinq

at them and cursinq them for years.
f

I would judge that within a very short period, after getting the first

inverted skyline and carriage operational, we will have this flywheel

carriage developed and available. It has to m_ke sense, particularly

with the growing need for energy conservation that we have been },ear-

ing about for some time now.

Future Potential Beyond the FIywh_el

One of the continuing advantages of this balloon concept is that there

is more that we can do in the future. Eventually, we will be looking

at the retardation energy for ulectrical generation of hydrogen and

oxygen through the electrolysis of water in the carriage. This will

supply us with our operational fuels (hydrogen _ith oxygen in the air)

and balloon lifting gas (hydrogen). There are a number of companies

now developing hydrogen engines because of maximum, efficiency, clean-

liness, and a ready supply of fuel. Also, balloon lift by hydrogen is

the meximum efficient gas, and free, by this system. However, there

is a fear of its use to overcome and problems to work out. But the

excess retardation energy and resultant excess gas can then be com-
pressed and stored for some level or uphill logging operations and

some extra balloon gas. This system could be very simple and very
neat, if we don't run into unforeseen obstacles.

7

SUMMARY

Throughout this paper, I have talked in terms of mountain logging

operations exclusively. However, it should be mentioned that the ad-

vantages for other aerial transportation requirements are directly

applicable; e.g., swamp logging, ship-to-shore transportation, etc. The

simpllcity and safety possible, along with good potential production

and reasonable cost per production unit, would indicate that the method

is worth pursuing.
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EXHIBIT "B" _i

"A picture is worth a thousand word_." This picture is 1
included just to give some idea of airflow (left to right),
around (a) cylinder; (b) flat plate (similar to circular i

disc)_ (c) cylinder (similar to sphere) and streamlined 1
body. This is from "Fluid Mechanics" by R. C. Binder, Ph.D.

Him comment was "the examples show that the phenomena giving !
rise to resistance are markedly affected by the rea____[rof the

body as well as by the front of the body."
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Feb. 20, 1968 c.F. MOSHP'R 3,369,673
t

Tree Harvesting, Lifting and Transportation Apparatus

' Filed Jan. 12, 1965
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BALLOON CARRIAGE FCR INVERTED SKYLINE

(side view)
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'_DTS? OF LTA APPLICATIONS

Jay 8. Brown*

,I(

i

ABSTRACT: This paper will briefly describe current prob- ]
lems facing the logistical planner in utilizing the new

ships of the modern, Intermodal sea transportation systems 1
in a logistics-over-the-shore (undeveloped) environment.

"_'* Then the employment of two potential LTA vehicle systems 1

are described and discussed _s significant parts of possi- _o
ble solutions to this range of logistical problems. Vul-

nerability aspects of these LTA vehicles are also briefly
_ addressed because of their possible employment near combat

areas, j

?

INTRODUCTION

Definition of LOTS.

The acronyms LOTS refers to "loglstics-over-the-shore" operations,

where armed forces operating in the field on a foreign shore are bcin!_

resupplled over an undeveloped beach (i.e. no port facilities are

available to assist in cargo discharge). Also implled in this defini-

tion is that no hostile activities are being conducted against the

resupply operation.

Because of the non-hostile environment and the vast amount of supplies

*Director, Pr4ram Development Divlsionl Plans, Pr0gra_s, and

Naval Control of Shlppin9 Office; Military Seallft Command, {

Washington, D.C. 20390
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being delivered to the shore in a LOTS operation, commercial cargo

ships are normally used to carry the bulk of cargoes required. This

was fine An the days of the boom-and-hatch, or breakbulk, freighter,

becauoe these ships could carry vlrtually any military cargo, go any-

_. where military forces could go, and unload themselves when they got

there (self-sustaining cargo capability). Nowadays, new, commerci_l

! maritime innovatio_s such as the container ships, barge carriers like

LASH and Sea Barge, and Roll-on/Roll-off (RO/RO) ships are highly

specialized vessels, operating aE intermodal sea transportation sys-

tems, over particular route systems. These ,nips are not seLf-sustain-

ing and c_nnot be unloaded except in sophisticated ports with certain

facilities. Container ships are unloaded with specialized, shore-side

cranes. Barge carriers can discharge barges, but cranes and other

materials handling equipment (HHE) are required at the pier_ addition-

ally, barge marshalling and tug facilltles are required. Some designs

+_-" of RO/RO ships are self-sustaining with on-board ramps, but strong

piers and adjaceLt parking and warehousing facilities are also useful.

Other RO/RO's operate only in ports where ramps are available to them

to allow for vehicular traffic on and off the ship. Some work has

been done in resolving these problems, but usually the discharge

methods are slow and heavy lift capacities are severely constrained.

Thus, until now, logistical planners faced with h_ndling cargoes from

these ships in a LOTS environment had almost insurmountable problems

in rapidly discharging sufficient quantities of military cargoes over

a beach because the unit load weights are so large and MHE capabili-

ties to work effectively at the surf zone are limited. Typical cargo

discharge problems faced are: 8' x 8' x _0' container gross weight

is 22 I/2 tons; LASH barges can gross to 450 long tons; Sea Barge

barges to i000 long tons; and 50 short tons is a typical weight for

unit deliveries of tanks and other trac_ed vehicles. Therefore, while

the new ship systems can transport a great deal, some imagination is

needed in managing their discharge from sh_ps in a LOTS operation.

LTA Role in LOTS.

What is it that LTA technology can offer to the LOTS operation? Rela-

ulvely high speed transpo:_tion of heavy equipments or bulk _upplles

from ship to/over sh3me.

Originally under consideration was a family of applications which

would have included blimps, the hybrid LTA vehicle, Aerocrane, and

tethered balloon cargo llft systems. The inability to resolve the

exchange of payload for ballast at the cargo destination forces elim-

ination of consideration of the blimp as a _argo transport vehicle.

The remaining two LTA vehicles offer complimentary capabilities for

employment by the logisti_s planner.

LTA Vehicle Candidates for LOTS.

The Aerocrane Concept- The Aerocrane is a hybrid LTA vehicle using
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aerostatic lift and aerodynamic lift and translation to perform its _

function. The helium contained in the aerostat supports the weight of
/ the entire aircraft, its fuel, crew and 40% of its payload. The aero- _

dynamic lift provides the balance of the payload lift and horizontal

translation capability. _
;4

' FOUR TURBOPROP ENGINES
_ TOTAL INSTALLED POWER, 7800 TOTAL HP

180 FOOT DIAMETER

r_
WING LENGTH

""" 126 FEET

. WING WIDTH, 21 FEET

: 8.6 RPM, TIP SPEED 214'/SEC
_- 47 MPH ;

, 90 TON SLING LOAD :;

_: 90 Ton Aerocrane

_ The 90 long ton sling load version would be powered by four, 2000 HP

\ turboprop engines operating at one-fourth rated capacity (design pay-
_, load ranges of from 50 to 500 long tons are considered feasible).

_ Thus even with the failure of 3 engines the craft could perform to its •
rated capacity (eccentric power application by one engine would not be

i a problem because of the highly rigid connection of all the :wings into the Aerocrane structure). The control cab would be power-

ed and geared to rotate at the same speed, and in the opposite rota-

,! tlon to, the aircraft structure to maintain a "still" position rela-

% _ tive to the aircraft. A 20 ° tilt of its axis would be necessary to
? obtain forward translation. When a load is delivered, the cyclic and

collective controls determining the wings' angle of attack would be
_ reversed and the rotating wings would then generate downward thrust

to cancel the aerostatic lift. Fuller details on the aerocrane's

design concepts, operational characteristics, and other factors are

available in References 1 through 6.

_ Variation of Aerocrane- Another variant of the Aerocrane concept is

shown below. The major differences include: the minor diameter_quals the major radius; the vehicle would not be tilted to achieve a

i! 669
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translation vector; the engines on the wings would only rotate the air-

; craft to control the vertical motion vector; and cycloidal propulsion

(similar in principle to the vertical screws employed by some tug _

boats) would provide the horizontal translation vector.

%
¢

¢ "-_

Aerocrane Variant

_

" Parametric differences from the original concept are: for equivalent

; volume aerostats, the oblate spheroid only has 15% more surface area

which requires an insignificant increase in volume to compensate fo,

the very slight increase in aircraft weight and maintain a constant

payloa d capacity; the theoretical drag coefficient is reduced by 50%

from 0.2 to 0.i; and the speed is increased from 36 knots to 60-80

knots for the feasible payload ranges contemplated (horizontal trans-

lation speed increases with the size of the aircraft). This variation

of the Aerocrane is much more complex in construction and control re-

quirements and should only be considered if the higher speed capabil-

ity is absolutely necessary. This concept voriation is very recent

and further information concerning it can be obtained from Reference 7

and Mr. Arthur Crimmins, All-American Engineering Co., Wilmington,

Delaware.

Tethered Lighter Than Air Systems (TELTA)- A TELTA system could be one

of several possible variants, but the idea stems from logging opera-

tions that have been conducted for the past ten years in Oregon. The

concept was tested for possible military ogistics applications at the

Oregon logging sites in 1972 and 1973 by the Range Measurements
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Laboratory (RML) Patrick AFP, Florida and the Naval Facilities Engi-

neering Command (NAVFAC).

_; SHIP-TO-SHORESITELAYOUi _

 ,CA.hJ A
• _ $_r.FXI _ '_

ii_ ._ BLOCK

I

_%_e x20 -! GENERAL LANDING AREA

_ _v_ I1'X_O'"10'

FLYING DUTCHMAN LINE--._._ /_ _ "_--STMULATED LIGHTER *

_: FLYING DUTCHMAN WINC_I ( "- 'D_' _ _ 20' x _0'' '-SIMULATED SHIP' S CELL
' (TOP LOCATED AT GROUND LEVEL)

L_

Oregon Test Array

References 8, 9, i0, and Ii provide complete report_ on the test de- _

tails, findings, and recommendations.

NAVFAC's concept of the system would be based on one or more aerodynam-

ically shaped balloons similar to ILC's Family II design, but with

total internal capacity sufficient to lift a 22 1/2 short tone payload.

Included in the system would be two ya_'ders, one ashore and one to sea-

: ward aboard a ship, plus a flying dutchman for lateral positioning

control perpendicular to the established line of travel. _

This system would be employed to pick-up unit loads from shipboard for i
transfer ashore. Load sizes would range from multiple pallet sizes to

l

8' x 8' x 20' containers in transfers not to exceed a nautical mile in

distance. Load cycle times would be approximately 6 minutes. _

In other sessions of the workshop, more detailed information will also

be presented on the characteristics of the Aerocr_ne and TELTA balloon i_

systems. _
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Ship-to-Shore TELTA Cargo Transfer System
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LTA VEHICLE EMPLOYMENTS IN LOTS

Characteristics of Aerocrane Emplo_ment.

The basic characteristics of the mission profile of the Aerocrane in I

a LOTS operation would feature lifts of single-unit, heavy and/or high

volume cargoes or bulk deliveries of other lesser commodities. Dis-

tances covered would be 15-75 nautical miles, enabling significant

standoff distances to seaward and/or inland penetration. The time con-

straint of one hour and various speed capabilities (dependent upon -

size and model variant of Aerocrane) define the range limitations above. ,

Generally, deliveries would be made directly to warehousing or distri-

bution centers from shipboard, avoiding the congestion of deliveries

over and through a narrow beach corridor. Such deliveries also avoid

the surf zone which is always a critical and dangerous factor in any

ship-to-shore movement evolution. Deployment of the Aerocrane can be

accomplished by dedicating its payload capacity to a fuel load and let

it fly to the desired transoceanic destination; or it could be towed

by a ship as well.

Types of Aerocrane Operations.

Offshore Cargo-Handling Facilities for Ships- The Aerocrane and TELTA

cargo delivery systems could not be expected to handle all the cargo

deliveries of a LOTS operation. But the Aerocrane could assist in the

positioning of equipment and hardware needed for typical dry cargo dis-

charge operations. Placement of pontoon causeway sections for trans-

shipment platforms and/or "roadways over water" (shorefast causeways)

to the beach is possible. Delivery of crawler cranes, truck tractors

and trailers, and other MHE to offshore transshipment points and beach

sites could also be accomplished. This would give the on-site com-

mander great flexibility in realigning his cargo discharge points

based on the mobility and lifting capacity of the Aerocrane. Ramps to

serve RO/RO ships could al_o be positioned at the transshipment points

or at the seaward ends of shorefast causeways. Thus the Aerocrane

would facilitate the installation of the hardware and MHE to discharge

container, barge, and RO/RO ships wb[c3 require certain sophisticated

port capabilities, as well as directly off-loading priority cargo

items from these ships onto beach sites.

The Aerocrane could also assist in the positioning of the heavy hard-

ware items needed to establish the TELTA balloon cargo discharge sys-

tem, such as the yarders, flying dutchman, mooring points, and cable

runs. Additionally, Aerocrane could rapidly position floodab]e cais-

sons for use as breakwaters in cpen roadsteads.

LSA Development Ashore- Logistics Support Areas (LSA's) could be built

up ashore in similar fashion _y first, putting in heavy ground clear-

ing and road-building equipme_t; next pre-fabricated warehouses and

- 673 ,_
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M_Z would be introduced; and finally delivery of supplies and consum-

_ ables to the new warehouse facilities would complete the operation

with periodic resupply missions flown to keep stocks up to needed

_ levels. The operation could be simplified to: providing tents and

MHE, dumping supplies in a clearing, and providing tractors and trail-

_ ers for deliveries. This would enable a rapid build-up of supplies in

selected areas, well inland from the beach-oriented operations.

:_ Forward Resupply- The Aerocrane could also provide inland resupply of

_ critical items of m_jor equipment, ammunition, food, and medical sup- _

_ plies at depots just to the rear of forward combat zones. This capa- ,

_ bility would drastically increase the effectiveness of the xnajor LSA's

a_id enable forward troops to be well supplied and mobile. Also, rapid

removal of major equipments damaged in combat would facilitate their ,

,_- repair for reuse in the combat zone, decreasing the drain upon the

_ stock levels of these items .

The Aerocrane's chief advantage in all these evolutions i_. its ability

to pick up major, heavy equipments or bulk quantities of c_itical,

" consumable supplies (ammo, food, medical supplies, etc.) directly from

_ shipboard or an LSA and deliver it directl l, to the "retai_" depot with-
out transshipment at a beachline or other point.

Characteristics of TELTA Balloon Employments.

The TELTA balloon cargo systems would be addressed to short-leg lifts

of up to a mile and would lift c_rgoes over the surf zone and Just be-

_ yond the beach area. Loads would be limited to the gross capacity of

an 8' x B' x 20' container, i.e., 22 1/2 short tons. Conceivably cy-

cle times would be about 6 minutes per lift. The TELTA balloon cargo

carrying system would become one of the several, near-shore, cargo

discharge capabilities. The TELTA balloon(s) could be inflated prior

to deployment and towed to a destination by a ship, or be inflated on-

site.

T_pes of TELTA Balloon Operations.

The TELTA Belloo_ system as now envlsioned by the Army and Navy, could

become the primary means for discharge of non-selfsustaining contain-

erships in the near-shore, sea area. Additionally, the system could

be employed for delivuries of: unitized pallet loads of cargoes from

breakbulk ships, or barges from LASH or Sea Barge ships, and off-load-

ing small or light vehicles from RO/RO ships.

Hopefully, the TELTA balloon system's main feature will be a rapid

cyclic rate over the designed one mile distance. This would be a

significant improvement over current capabilities wherein 8-10 minutes

cycles are required to off-load containers or other cargoes into light-

erage for transfer to the shore; and then they must be further trans-
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shipped at the beach to overland transportation for movement to a

marshalling area. The TELTA balloon lifts the cargo from the ship, _

over the surf zone, and directly into the cargo marshalling area.

Reference 5 provides more conceptual and detailed data concerning this

and other military logistics applications of the TELTA balloon system.

LOTS SCENARIO

The offshore picture then becomes one where lighterage, barges, and _j

ships are being discharged of cargo, containers, and cargo-laden t_ '_

vehicles at causeways, jacked-up piers, or floating platforms close-in ii
to the shore. A little more seaward, TELTA balloon systems are off-

loading container and/or RO/RO ships with loads up to 20 long tons _¢
directly to the shore. And further seaward, other ships are having

bulk priority cargoes and heavy lift items being lifted d_rectly

ashore (beyond the beaches) by Aerocranes before the ships go along- _

side the TELTA or other cargo discharge stations. Additionally, some !

Aerocranes are helping to maintain or reposition some cargo discharge

facilities or are retrograding damaged vehicles and equipment, such

as tanks, other armor, trucks, helicopters, etc. Also included in

the task force of ships would be a Liquified Natural Gas carrier fill-

ed with helium for £upport of the LTA systems employed in the LOTS

operation.

VULNERABILITY CONSIDERATIONS

Common Problems with Both S_stems.

The first consideration in apy military operation is to be where the

enemy isn't, or be ther6 in strergth against weakness. Proper place- i
ment of forces would then eliminate much of the threat against these

deceptively tough vehicles. The point here is, that many people are

unfamiliar with the low over-pressures characteristic of the proposed

Aerocrane and TELTA balloon systems. They expect the helium envelope

to "pop" when punctured and do not appreciate what the low escape

velocity of helium means. For example, if the hybrid vehicle Aero- t_

crane (in the 90 ton payload configuration) has a hole one square foot

in area at the exact top of the lifting sphere, it would take

hours for it to lose enough of its positive buoyancy to become neu-

_: trally buoyant. This gives plenty of time for the Aerocrane (and in

I like manner the TELTA balloon) to complete any current lift (or even

a series of lifts missions) and be repaired at a convenient location

and time. However, if either of these cargo systems are punctured,

the resultant loss of pressure will eventually cause di_pling of the

aerostat as it is moved through the air. This greatly increases the

drag forces upon the vehicles and reduces their speed capability.

Anything that can either tear gigantic holes in the aerostat or cause

severe over-pressures from within will disable these systems almost
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• instanteously. But while such weapons systems can be derived from

available technology, none now exist. Existing fusing techniques for

_.. explosive shells cannot be employed against the aerostats surfaces to

_ cause delayed internal or exterior point detonation. And tactical

laser weapons are not yet available. However, employment of LTA tech-

I_ nOlogy in or near combat zones will probably hasten developments of

these potential anti-LTA weapons capabilities.

i Considerations Peculiar to the Aerocrane.

Essentially the supporting structure of the Aerocrane can be hardened

to a reasonable degree and the extra weight can be taken up with more

helium i,_ a lar_er aerostat. The _upporting structure can be built of ,

_ non-radar reflecting materials, giving the Aerocrane a v_ry small re-

flecting picture to V.T. fuse_ or radar-guided missiles. The cross-

sectional area of the aerostat's supporting structure represents only

: one or two _ercent of aerostat'_ total cross-sectional target area,

:_ yielding a low probability of a damaging, point-detonating explosion

inside the helium envelope. With an armored control cab, the Aerocrane

can be rendered relatively invulnerable to most of the normal types

of ordnance that could be used against it. Finally, with turboprop

! engines, vulnerability to infra-red (I-R) guided missiles must be ad-

dressed. At long ranges the I-R weapon can track toward the Aerocrane.
< But as the missile gets closer (and with exhaust gases vented out the

k wing tips) eventually it will attempt to follow a wing tip and be
,_ turned away. Thus the Aerocrane is actually little more vulnerable to

_ any form of existing weapons technology than an upowered, non-rigid

aerostat.

CONCLUSION

It appears that with proper appreciation for the vulnerability consid-

erations and unique lifting capabilities of the Aerocrane and TELTA

balloon systems, that they have the potential to offer new and signif-

icant logistics support capabilities in the arenas adjacent to combat

environments. These potential capabilities could also help solve some

of the monumental problems now facing logistical planners in handling

the ship-to-shore movement of cargoes from the new, highly specialized

ships of the intermodal sea transportation systems becoming character-

istic of current and future U.S. Flag merchant marine operations.
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REMOTELY PILOTED

LTA VEHICLE FOR
SURVEILLANCE

Gerald R. Seemmm* !
Gordon L. Harris** @

Glen J. Brown*** | "
t

ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the various aspects of a remotely pi-
loted mini-LTA vehicle for surveillance, monitoring and measurement for
civilian and military applications. Applications, operations and economics r
are discussed.

I/_.TRODUCTION

The remotely piloted minl-LTA vehicle offera a flexible, safe and economic airborne sur-
veillance, measurement, and monitor_,ng system. These systems have application in urban
and rural environments as well as at military installations, harbors, and other key instal-

la_iuus. Typical applications are cited below.

• TrAffic Monitoring (see Figure (1))

• Url_ Land Use Planning

• Law Enforcement Surveillance

• Search and Rescue

• Emergency and Disaster

• Harbor and Lake Monitoring

• Industrial Security

?

*President, Developmental Sciences, Inc., City of Industry, California. 1**Director of Research & Development, Developmental Sciences, Inc., City of Industry, Ca.

***Project Engineer, LTA Systems, Developmen_l Sciences, Inc., City of Industry, C_. i
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. Pollution Surveillance and Monitoring

• Ice Formation in Seaways

• Fish and Animal Migration Observation

• Perimeter Surveillance

• ASW

• Command Post Data Link - Forward Theater TV-IR

. ECM, Jammer

TECHNICAL DISCUSSION I.

Initial calculations and RPV experience have resulted in the selection of an RPLTA Vehicle

•i_" size of about 5,000 ft3 being 55 ft long and 13 ft in ctiameter (see Figure (2)).

A typical blimp shape with fineness ratio of 4. I has been selected. Conventional aero-
dynamic control systems are to be utilized. Internal and external catenary systems will be
used to attach the payload. Propulsion system and associated equipment to the blimp enve-
lope since this technique has been operaUonal for some time. Typical construction methods
of earlier Non-Rigid Airships will be utilized which have never had a failure in flight from

structural or materials causes.

The catenary curtain _stributes the leads in the suspension cables Into the envelope mate-
riai in a precise and uniform manner. The rudder/elevators are typical aircraft fabric
covered metal frames for low weight• The central bai|onet permits control of envelope
p_'essure during a_titude and temperature variations. A continuously running fan will pro-
vide ballonet air. Ballonet pressure will be cGntrolled by an automatic airship-type, low
pressure-high volume, relief valve.

A film/fabric laminate material will be used for envelope construction consisting of mylar
film and dacron cloth impregnated _vith an elastomer. A white hypaion surface coating will
b_ applied externally to provide scuff resistance and desirable thermal properties• Light-
weight stretched fabric will be used in the tall fin construction to conserve weight and en-
hance design simplicity.

The low internal helium pressure of about 2.5 inches of _ter and the rip-stop fabric make
minor punctures or holes of little liigntflcance. Many airships have i_ea operated for a
full week with l-inch holes in the _abric.

The RPV blimp inflated with helium is judged to give the proper Imoyance with the following
initial estimated weight distribution:

Weight. Lbs.

Envelope, empennage, controls, hallonet
pressure system, suspension system 148

Car, propulsion, payload, associnted equfpment 160

Fuel 32

340 lbe.
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Using a lif_ factor of 0.063 lbs/ft 3, a buoyancy of 300 pounds can be realized. For el-
ficiont performance ',t is anticipated tLat olimp takeoff under the heavy condition is real-
Istic.

A nose down attitude Is Indicated during the landing condition to allow controlled landing
under near-buoyant conditions. Use of lsnding skids rather than wheels is representative

for RPV application. It is desirable for the airship to fly heavy even when the fuel load

is expen_led to facilitate ,re landing. Permitting the maximum heaviness to go to 40 potmds

allows th,._fuel-expended case to he _ pounds heavy, i_

The blimp provides a stable platfo_'m for the miniaturized DSI equipment presently avail- ,__

able. The disU_ct advantages of mo_r-hoverabllity and long endurance particularly ma_,e 1 '

the blimp attractive for survelllau,_e RPV applications. The blimp Is a rugged structure 1which can experience overload conditions due to winds and _usts and still retain structural _g

integrity, This feature has been proven by Goodyear in operation and maintenance of the _ r
advert/slag blimps. RPV-Blimp size being smaller than these representative blimps will

simplify launch and recovery operations. Use of emal] engines to propell the buoyant RPV
will conserve energy and minimize pollution. Lower operator skill may be achieved for

the blimp RPV compared to heavier-than-air RPVs primarily due to the slower speed of

the blimp, buoyancy conditions and slower response time of the blimp controls.

Earlier airship envelopes were found to be radar transparent; therefore, it is expected

that the I;,PV Blimp will have a low radar cross section. A noise level in the r-age of less

than 85 d_ seems achievable. Flight endurances of up to 2.t hours appear reasonable.

System payloads will be modular depending on the application. Black and white or color "_
TV s_tem can be used. The B&W can be, fitted with l',ght enhancement for night time

operation and zoom lens (I0:I) can be fitted on both B&W and color TV systems. Photo-

graphic equipment, HI and other payloads could also be used as the RPLTAV system will

have a 400 watt alternator on board.

DSI in conjunction with Goodyear Corporation conducted some tests last spring - the L.A.
basin. DSI hitched a ride on the Columbia airship and stowed in the ear a colored TV

system with a 10:1 zoom lense as well as a super 8 camera. For this flight an on-boa:-d

video tape recorder was used to store the video output. The flight covered freeway,
industrial, and harbor surveillance at a function of altitude and zoom setting. DSI also i
staged in concert with the Aerospace Cot_oratlon and the Gardena Police Department

a mock robbery, chase, and apprehension of two suspects in their get-away ear. This !

colored video tape is available for viewing hy workshop participants and other interested
parties.

' A ducted fan propldsion system and associated fuel systez." is incorporated at the opposite
i end of the payload assembly. A 35 lip calcine and pusher-type ,_ropcller arrangement Is

proposed.

An autopllot system will permit P.YInV the LTA vehicle at a given altitude and also provide _ -'
maneuver capability*.

! *For other system details see Seemann, G.R. el al "A Technology Tool for Urban Ap- _:
plications the Remotely Piloted Blimp '°_ AIAA Papc_ _ 73-981, September 26. 1973.
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The proposed RP,_I?AV will have a top speed of about 60 mph.

2
The advantages and features of the remotely piloted mini-LTA vehicle are cited below:

• Excellent Endurance
• Good Top Speed

• Low Pollution

• No Minimum Speed

• Low Vibration Levels

• Low Maintenance

• Stable Platform

• Safety to Ground Personnel and Property ¢

• Flexibility - Multi Use

• Economical - Capital and Operational

• Low Operator Skill Required

• Low Radar X-Section

• Ease of Launch and Recovery

_! Capital costs in producticn for a complete system will be considerably under $100,000.00
including ground station. Operation and maintenance costs will be only a few dollars per
hour•

FIGURE (2)
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